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Abstract 
The thesis is a synchronic descriptive account and analysis of the Tihami Yemeni 
Arabic (TYA) spoken in Zabid, an important city in Tihamah of Yemen. The present 
wori< does not attempt a comprehensive description of all linguistic aspects of TYA, 
but it is confined to provide a comprehensive description and a full, unified 
descriptive analysis of the (root-and-pattern) morphology of nouns and adjectives and 
the plural formation assigned to them in TYA using the two plural techniques so-
called revowelling and affixation, and to provide morphosyntactic representations of 
gender-number agreement and definiteness agreement between nouns and attributive 
adjectives. The relevant phonology of TYA is also dealt with. Such a study is perhaps 
the most economical way of showing the character of the dialect and its relationship 
to some extent to Classical Arabic (CA), Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) and other 
modern Arabic dialects and how it is slightly or considerably different from CA, MSA 
and other modern Arabic dialects and even different from other Yemeni Arabic 
dialects. 
It is the first attempt to investigate the TYA dialect using modern linguistic 
methodology and eclectic approach for description and analysis. There is no literature 
or previous studies on TYA (root-and-pattern) morphology that provide(s) descriptive 
analysis using examples of nouns and adjectives or even verbs. In general, "The root-
and-pattern morphology of Arabic is most commonly described using examples of 
derivational verbs." Watson (2002, p. 125). 
There is no literature or previous studies on TYA plurals (of the TYA nouns 
and adjectives) that provide(s) analyses on the formation of the plurals neither in 
terms of affixation (suffixation in most cases) nor in terms of Revowelling plural 
formation (that is slightly different in pattern from the non-linear, internal change, or 
internal vowel manipulation (IVM) plural formation). Because of this, this thesis or 
study provide descriptive analyses on the formation of the plurals in terms of 
affixation (i.e. suffixation) like the feminine sound plurals (FSP) and the masculine 
sound plurals (MSP) on the one hand; and the revowelling plural formation by the 
revowelling technique or process or operation like broken plurals (BP) or rather 
revowelling broken plurals (RBP) as we implicationally propose. Also, there is no 
literature or previous studies on TYA that provide morphosyntactic representations of 
gender-number agreement and definiteness agreement between nouns and attributive 
adjectives. Even the relevant phonology of TYA has not been dealt with in the 
literature or previous studies. 
So, the present work is both empirical and theoretical in presentation based on 
an observation and descriptive analysis of corpus of TYA data that is collected from 
different sources and is substantiated with adequate theoretical foundations. The 
approach is empirical, i.e. the facts and statements are informed by evidence drawn 
from such corpus. 
In order to avoid possible regional variation in TYA, we have tried, in the 
whole thesis, to illustrate pan-dialectal phenomena by examples from a single dialect, 
Zabid Arabic, the TYA spoken in Zabid city, the city of the present researcher and his 
wife as well as all TYA informants. The transcription is a simplified, slightly 
modified and unified adaptation of IPA and the various conventions adhered to in the 
literature. 
This dissertation also raises issues related to the implications of TYA data. 
Definitions of TYA forms are provided in the form of English glosses and 
translations, and they are elaborated upon when the need calls for it. Furthermore, 
certain theoretical implications can be derived from this study. 
To highlight the characteristics and the unique linguistics features of this TYA 
dialect, it is compared at some points with MSA, CA and some other modern Arabic 
dialects. 
By the deletion of the TYA unique linguistic features represented in its over-
generalized nominative case (OGNC) /u/ or pausal /u/, this study will have a global 
impact in case of the study of other modern Arabic dialects. 
This study should, if Allah wills or by Allah willing, fill some of the major 
gaps that exist in linguistic studies of Tihami dialect in Yemen and contribute to the 
field of Semitic as well as Arabic linguistics by providing such descriptive analysis of 
the nominal phonology, morphology, and morphosyntax of TYA. 
This thesis is both empirical and theoretical research study based on the 
descriptive analysis of TYA data, utilizing modern methodological and analytical 
techniques. The linguistic relationship among TYA, MSA, CA and other modern 
Arabic dialects highlights the theoretical and empirical problems of linguistic analysis 
and description. This study is both exploratory and analytic in nature, and is divided 
into six chapters. 
Organization of the thesis 
The presentation of this dissertation is conducted in the following way: 
Chapter I is divided into eight sections: general introduction in (1.0); objectives in 
(i.I), methodology and procedure in (1.2), scope of the thesis in (1.3); organization of 
the thesis in (1.4), Backgrounds on Yemeni Arabic and Arabic in general in section 
(1.5); sound system in TYA in (1.6) showing some introductory notes; 
Morphophonological alternations 1 (1.7) and General Morphological Elements, 
Principles and Concepts in (1.8). All these which are considered to be necessary for 
the core discussion of this dissertation are presented and discussed in this introductory 
chapter. 
In chapter 2 (Structure of Nouns in TYA) and especially in section (2.1), we 
will deal with a descriptive study and analysis of the structure of nouns and their 
patterns in TYA. These are mono-consonantal patterns, bi-consonantal patterns, tri-
consonantal patterns, quadri-consonantal patterns and others. The TYA nouns under 
such patterns, and which are considered to be the lexical corpus of the data collected 
and observed from tape & digital recordings, responses of direct elicitation and 
personal communications and interviews, are cited in the absolute form of the 
singular. The singular noun with a certain pattern will be considered as an input that 
undergoes plural formation by one of these techniques: (Revowelling or Affixation). In 
other words section (2.1) will deal with the morphological structure of TYA singular 
nouns and their patterns as inputs, including verbal nouns (VN), occupational nouns 
(ON), singulative (sing.) nouns, collective (CN) some of mass nouns (mass), place 
nouns (PN), instrumental nouns (IN), and Hypostatic nouns (HN), etc. This nominal 
morphology is root-pattern morphology where different morphological categories are 
produced through the inter-digitations of roots and vowels which might be 
accompanied by affixes. Such a process is a very productive method in word creation 
or formation as has been pointed out in the main body of this work. 
No attempt will be made to include taboo nouns or proper nouns or personal 
names. 
Section 2.2 (Noun Inflectional Forms) of this chapter will be devoted to the 
discussion and analysis of the noun inflectional patterns and forms such as the 
formation of the dual forms (like English, are commonly used) and the formation of 
the nominal plurals and their patterns in TYA (which is really not a simple matter), 
using the following plural techniques: 
(i) Affixation (i.e. suffixation with or without change in the stem): 
(ii) Revowelling (i.e. an internal vocalic change in the stem (ablaut), (such internal 
vocalic change will be slightly different from the internal vocalic changes or internal 
Vowel Manipulation (IVM) observed in MSA, CA or many of the modern Arabic 
dialects)); 
(iii) Revowelling or affixation (i.e. (i), or (ii) shown above); 
(iv) Combination of (i) and (ii) shown above in the same plural form; and in addition 
to these, there might be 
(v) A few irregular plurals. 
These four types will be respectively referred to as (i) Sound Plural (SP) (i.e. 
purely affixcal (suffixcal in most cases)) including masculine sound plural (MSP) that 
is used mostly for humans (+H) and feminine sound plural (FSP) that is used for both 
human and non-human nouns; (ii) Broken Plurals (BP) exploiting a major shift in 
vowel quality by the Revowelling process; (iii) BP or SP in different forms; (iv) BP 
and SP in the same form; and in addition to these, there might be (v) a few irregular 
plurals. 
The multi-tired analysis of templatic prosodic morphology developed by 
McCarthy, (1982), McCarthy and Prince (1990) in case of Classical Arabic and by 
Ratcliffe (1992) will be followed in analyzing the broken plural (BP) patterns and 
forms of nouns in TYA. For example, the TYA BP qluubu "hearts" would be 
analyzed as follows: 
Figure (1) Multi-linear representation of the BP qluubu "hearts": 
Root tier/consonant melody q I b 
Skeletal tier/template/pattern C1C2VVC3V 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: u u 
Giving: qluubu "hearts" 
Section 2.3 (Numerals in TYA) of this chapter gives a brief descriptive 
analysis of TYA numerals. It provides briefly an outline of some of the general 
structure of the morphology and syntax of TYA numerals, with examples taken 
mostly from the researcher and his wife as native speakers of the TYA dialect and 
from data collection from TYA native speakers. Consultation of some other contexts, 
wherever necessary, from other varieties of Arabic has been taken into consideration 
and this is for the purpose of showing the slightly different forms of TYA. Some rules 
and illustrative examples are presented in numerical order, cardinal numerals first and 
then ordinal numerals, fractions are also taken into consideration. The morphological 
treatment of the TYA numerals, unlike that of nouns and their patterns discussed in 
the previous two sections of this chapter, is going to be done separately not as a form 
class/ pattern. This is because, TYA numerals belong to more than one class/ pattern. 
However, they are treated as 'a semantic class whose members have a common 
morphological patterning' according to Aboul-Fetouh, (1969) in case of ECA)). 
Section 2.4 (Loanwords in TYA) of this chapter gives a brief descriptive 
analysis of loanwords in TYA. It provides briefly an outline of the morphological 
structure of loanwords in TYA. The morphological treatment of the loanwords in 
TYA is also going to be done separately not as a form class/ pattern. This is because 
some loanwords fit so well into the root-pattern system of TYA, the other some do 
not. iVlany examples of the data of loanwords in TYA are taken from the researcher 
and his wife and from data collection from TYA native speakers. Some other 
examples are reproduced from Assuuswah (2007, pp 158-169), Al-Omariy (2000, pp. 
418-419), Al-Ahdal (2004, p. !5). All examples have been checked by the present 
researcher as well as his wife and by TYA informants in personal communications, 
especially in the case of their plurals in the system of TYA. Consultation of the origin 
and gloss of some foreign words/loanwords have been taken from the following 
sources mentioned in the bibliography: The Browser's Dictionary of Foreign Words 
and Phrases by Varchaver, Mary and Frank Ledlie Moore (2001), Abdu, Hussein 
Ramadan (1988) in case of the Italian loanwords in colloquial Libyan Arabic as 
spoken in the Tripoli region, and Butros, Albert Jamil (1963) in case of the English 
loanwords in the colloquial Arabic of Palestine. Loanwords in TYA, like in Arabic in 
general, cover both specific and general subjects and some of them belong to words of 
everyday use (cf Bakalla, 1984, p. 75). The word lists for the loanwords in TYA are 
displayed according to their origin and according to the plural they take. Most of non-
science and technology words have broken plurals by the Revowelling process and 
the science and technology forms have feminine sound plurals (FSP) by the affixation 
process (i.e. suffixation with -aatu plural suffix). 
Section 2.5 (Some Remarks on the TYA Historical Development) of this 
chapter gives briefly some remarks on the TYA historical development. It provides 
briefly an outline and a descriptive analysis with supportive rules and illustrative 
examples and representations in tables and figures that there is a major historical 
development which has affected the word (Noun and Adjective) structure/pattern. It 
will show that all tri-consonantal structures/pattern of the MSA C1VC2C3 as in qalb, 
nigm, and durg "heart, star and drawer" resulting from the loss of case-ending, have 
developed to C1VC2C3U structures/patterns in TYA as in qalbu, nigmu, and durgu 
"heart, star and drawer", since a final cluster of two consonants (unless geminate) is 
not permitted by the MSA syllable structure which allows only Cv. Cvv. CvC and 
CvvC, but not CvCC unless a geminate cluster at the end of the word (cf. Hamid 
(1984, p. 17) in case of Sudanese Colloquial Arabic (SCA)). This result will, in fact, 
lead to certain differences or discrepancies between TYA on the one hand, and MSA 
and its modern Arabic dialects, on the other hand. This phenomenon will also be 
applicable to quadri-consonantal patterns and quinque-consonantal patterns, but since 
this is not our scope in this thesis, we will focus only on some of the tri-consonantal 
patterns such as the aforementioned TYA C1VC2C3U vs. MSA C1VC2C3. It will also 
show that all structures/patterns of the MSA CiayC3 as in bayt "house" and CiawC3 as 
in 9awr "ox, bull" have developed to CieeC3U as in beetu "house" and C100C3U Oooru 
"ox, bull", respectively in TYA, changing the vowel /a/ into Id or /o/ before /y or /w/ 
respectively and eliding the /y/ or /w/ which resulted in 'Compensatory Lengthening" 
(De Chene, Brent and Stephen R. Anderson (1979)) of the preceding vowel Id or lol, 
respectively. In the sub-section (2.5.5) a descriptive analysis of the development of 
feminine marker from CA /-at/ or MSA /-a(h)/ to TYA /-ah/-eh/ will be provided. In 
the sub-section (2.5.6) we provide a descriptive analysis, a historical background and 
an argument for the developmental phenomenon of the Tihami Yemeni Arabic (TYA) 
pausal Id in particular such as ktaab-u "a book", kutub-u "books" and kabiir-u "big", 
versus the pausal phenomenon in Arabic in general such as kitaab "a book", kutub 
'"books" and kabiir "big". It will be mentioned there that it is noteworthy to point out 
that the remarks on the TYA Historical Development represented above will also be 
applicable to the plural forms of majority of nouns discussed in chapter 2 as well as 
majority of adjectives discussed in chapter 3. 
In chapter 3 (Structure of Adjectives in TYA) especially in section (3.1), we 
will deal with identification, classification, discussions and a morphological analysis 
of adjective patterns and (their illustrative forms) in Tihami Yemeni Arabic (TYA). 
These are tri-consonantal pattern, augmented tri-consonantal patterns, quadri-
consonantal patterns, etc. The TYA adjectives under such patterns and which are 
considered to be the lexical corpus of the TYA data collected and observed from tape 
& digital recordings, responses of direct elicitation and personal communications and 
interviews, are cited in the absolute form of the singular. The singular adjective with a 
certain pattern will be considered as an input that undergoes the plural formation by 
one of the plural techniques: Revowelling or Affixation. There is no attempt will be 
made to include taboo words/adjectives. Section 3.2 (Noun Inflectional Forms) of this 
chapter, will be devoted to the discussion and analysis of the adjective inflectional 
forms and patterns, such as the formation of the singular feminine and the formation 
of adjectival plurals and their patterns, using the following plural techniques: 
(i) Affixation (i.e. suffixation with or without change in the stem); 
(ii) Revowelling (i.e. an internal vocalic change in the stem (ablaut), (such internal 
vocalic change will be slightly different from the internal vocalic changes or Internal 
Vowel Manipulation (IVM) observed in MSA, CA or many of the modern Arabic 
dialects)); 
(iii) Revowelling or affixation (i.e. (i), or (ii) shown above); 
(iv) combination of (i) and (ii) shown above in the same plural form; and in addition 
to these there might be 
(v) a few irregular plurals. 
These four types, slightly similar to those discussed under section (2.2.2.3), 
will be respectively referred to as (i) Sound Plural (SP) (i.e. purely affixcal (suffixcal 
in most cases)) including masculine sound plural (MSP) that is used mostly for 
humans (+H); (ii) Broken Plurals (BP) exploiting a major shift in vowel quality by the 
Revowelling process; (iii) BP or SP in different forms; (iv) BP and SP in the same 
form; and in addition to these, there might be (v) a few irregular plurals. 
The multi-tired analysis of templatic prosodic morphology developed by 
McCarthy, (1982), McCarthy and Prince (1990) in case of Classical Arabic and by 
Ratcliffe (1992) will be followed in analyzing the broken plural (BP) patterns and 
forms of adjectives in TYA. For example, the TYA BP Humru "red" would be 
analyzed as follows: 
Figure (2) Multi-linear representation of the BP Humru "red (M«&F)": 
Root tier/consonant melody H m r 
Skeletal tier / template/pattern d VC2C3U 
I I 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: u u 
Giving: Humru "red (M&F)" 
In chapter 4 (Broken Plural vs. Sound Plural assignments in TYA: 
Revowelling vs. Affi.xation), we will deal with the descriptive and morphological 
analysis of the BP vs. SP assignment to TYA nouns and adjectives. The opposition of 
broken vs. sound plural generally corresponds to thai between internal vs. external, 
ablaut vs. suffixcal forms or revowelling vs. ciftlxation. Acquaviva (2008. p. 195) 
points out that: "Glossing over man\ complications, the opposition of broken vs 
sound plural generally corresponds to that between internal vs. external, ablaut vs. 
suffixcal forms." In this chapter, a set of general principles that are construed to govern 
this assignment will be proposed. 
The most important claim being that the type of plural received by an input 
singular noun or adjective form is crucially determined by information from outside 
the input's form. As a result, it is argued that serious difficulties will be met by a 
treatment on the structure of the input's form. The descriptive analysis supported by 
discussions, interpretations, reinterpretations and unusual treatments will draw heavily 
on the autosegmental framework developed in Goldsmith (1976), McCarthy (1982 
and elsewhere) and Abd-Rabbo (1988 and 1990). It will also draw heavily on two 
morphological constraints: the Number of Consonant Constraint (NCC) and Avoid 
Homophony (-AH), introduced in Abd-Rabbo (1988 and 1990) as important 
principles that determine the form of CA/MSA morphology as well as, I argue, the 
form of TYA Morphology. The NCC will be a restriction on the number of 
consonants (i.e. tri-consonantal (TC), quadric-consonantal (QC), or quinque-
consonantal (QqC)) in the input forms to morphological operations as well as 
different specifications of rules and templates. The function of AH in certain cases is 
to block the derivation of outputs for which there exist homophonous forms in the 
language. Such homophonous forms are either listed in the lexicon or derived earlier 
than the outputs in question. For example, the masculine adjective/ nominalized 
adjective mqaatlu "fighting" does not receive BP, although it qualifies for it, since it 
has four consonants. Its behavior can be explained, by invoking Avoid Homophony 
(AH), facts of use and degree of lexicalization .If mqaatlu is to take the quadri-
consonantal broken plural (QC BP), it becomes maqaatlu. But maqaatlu is the plural 
of maqtalu (a place Noun of the TC root /qtl/ meaning "a place (in the body) where a 
blow could kill'". The noun maqtalu is given priority over the adjective mqaatlu for 
BP formation, since nouns are generally given priority for BP formation over 
adjectives. Thus AH block BP formation. 
Eligibility of geminates for BP vs. SP assignment, the order of the two 
morphological rules, viz. BP Formation Rule and Metathesis Rule given to produce 
the surface structure and fmally interpretation or reinterpretation of BP vs. SP 
assignment in foreign words/ loan words found in TYA will all be proposed and 
provided in this chapter. 
In chapter 5 (Agreement between nouns and attributive adjectives in TYA), 
we propose a descriptive analysis of gender-number agreement (henceforth GN 
agreement) as well as definiteness agreement between nouns and attributive adjectives 
in Tihami Yemeni Arabic (TYA). This is in accordance with the limitations and 
delimitations of the thesis realized in its title. The nature of such agreement on the 
light of MSA, CA and modem Arabic dialects as well as some consequences for 
morphosyntactic representations (following Kihm (2003), Kremers (2003) and others) 
are also presented in this chapter. Also, in the morphosyntactic analysis what we are 
going to suggest is an analysis such that the initial structure of, e.g., am-ktaab am-
gdiid (the-book the-new "the new book") would be as in (3): 
(3) [DP [D°] [XP [X°] [YP gdiid [Y°] [NP [N° ktaab]]]]] 
Because adjectives fully agree with nouns in Arabic and sometimes in TYA, 
N° raises to the head of the modifier projection YP, thus giving rise to an agreement 
configuration with the adjective in Spec YP, and from there to the head of an 
intermediate projection XP between DP and YP. N° is inherently specified for the 
deflniteness feature, so that ktaab in (3) ought to be written down as ktaab f+def]. As 
it passes through the head of YP, ktaab [+defl triggers definiteness (as well as 
Gender-Number agreement of the adjective, i.e. it sets gdiid's D-featiire value at <+>. 
Then ktaab [+def] adjoins to D°, setting its unspecified value to <+>. [-i-def] spells out 
as /am-/ on both the adjective and the noun. This definite article am-, the Himyaritic 
am-, is another unique linguistic feature in TYA as it is different from the definite 
article al- observed in CA, MSA and all other modern Arabic dialects. 
TYA defmite quantified expressions such as 'the five books' appear under the 
following two forms in ((4) & (5)): 
(4) am-kutub am-xams-eh 
the-book.M.BP the-five-Fsg 
"The five books" 
(5) am-xams-eh am-kutub 
the-five-Fsg the- book.M.BP 
"The five books" 
The examples in (4) and (5) look like an ordinary noun-adjective construction, 
with the post-nominal or pre-nominal numeral showing deflected agreement for 
gender and being overtly definite. This is different (especially in (5)) from the definite 
quantified expressions such as 'the five books" observed in other varieties of Arabic 
(see Kihm (2003) and Shionsky (2004)). 
10 
In chapter 6 (Summary and Conclusions), we summarize and conclude the 
study by presenting the salient features and findings of TYA in this dissertation. This 
chapter also delineates the limitations and delimitations of this thesis and contains 
specific comments on the observations made in the process of this research. The 
contributions of this dissertation and suggestions and recommendations for further 
investigation and research are also discussed in chapter 6. 
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(A.P), e.g., (2.1.4.7) that refers to C|uC2C3aaC4U as in qurTaasu, 
(3.1.4.2.2) that refers to A.P mCiaC2C|aC2U as in mxabxab-u "fat & 
healthy'", etc. 
(2.1.4,7) from left to right, this indicates (chapter 2. section 1. quadri-consonantal 
(4 consonants), noun pattern 7.)) 
(3.1.4.2.2) from left to right, this indicates (chapter 3. section 1. quadri-consonantal 
(4 consonants), adjective pattern 2. sub-pattern 2)) 
"^ Close transition, e.g., Hda's 11 = Hd-'^-a's. 
c refers to the word 'see", e.g , "c (3.1.4.2.2)"' = "see (3.1.4.2.2)"" 
# a phonological and morphological boundary: usually loosely glossed as 
'word boundary' but having more specific meaning in some theories 
A- Root morpheme, e.g. V Tyr as in Teeru/Tyuuru "a bird/birds"' 
'W allomorph 
VC? reduplication of the second radical/root-consonant, a morpheme 
+ plus or internal juncture or a phonological and morphological boundary; 
usually loosely glossed as "morpheme boundary' but having more specific 
meaning in some theories 
the dot'." Is used to refer to the syllable boundary as in am.msaa.miir "the 
nails"' 
minus or inserted between morphemes and affixes, e.g.. mdarrs-eh 
"female teacher" (cf mdarrsu "male teacher'"); am-mdarrs-eh "the 
female teacher" (cf am-mdarrsu "the male teacher'") 
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i plus-minus 
[+ H] plus human/Human 
[- H] minus Human/Non-Human 
[± H] plus-minus Human 
"=•' same meaning or translation under the "item', gloss of the previous form 
"= (f)" same meaning or translation (feminine), under the 'item', gloss of the 
previous form 
C Consonants 
CC Geminated consonants are doubled 
C| First consonant of the root 
C2 Second consonant of the root 
C3 Third consonant of the root 
C1C2C3 The root 
C1-2-3-4 refers to the root-consonants/radicals of root morphemes 
\' small \ refers to vowel of the pattern 
vv Long vowels are doubled 
lit.: literal translation 
(TC) tri-consonantal 
(QC) quadric-consonantal 
(QqC) quinque-consonantal 
(N) Refers to masculine nouns majority of which ends in /u/ 
(N-eh) refers to feminine nouns ending in -eh/-ah and having masculine 
counterparts 
(N-eh)* refers to feminine nouns ending in -eh/-ah and not having masculine 
counterparts 
(A) Refers to masculine adjectives majority of which ends in /u/ 
(A-eh) refers to feminine adjectives ending in -eh/-ah and having masculine 
counterparts 
(A-eh)* refers to feminine adjectives ending in -eh/-ah and not having masculine 
counterparts 
FN Place Noun 
XXXV 
HN Hypostatic Noun 
IN Instrumental Noun 
VN Verbal Noun 
{TC VN) Tri-consonantal verbal nouns 
(QC VN) Quadri-consonantal verbal nouns 
(QqC VN) Quinque-consonantal verbal nouns 
Nil refers to adjectives that are inflected for gender but not for number in TYA, 
e.g. (3.1.3.8) C|aC2iiC3U "amiiqu/'amiiq-ah Nil "deep" or refers to 
adjectives that are neither inflected for number nor for gender in TYA, e.g. 
(3.1.3.1) CiaC2aaC3U kanaanu Nil "warm".see sections and tables (3.2.2.4) 
and (3.2.2.5), respectively in chapter 3. 
R&A Revowelling and Affixation is shown in the same plural form (e.g. the TYA 
plural form rsuum-aatu "drawings" shows the two plural techniques R&A 
(cf s. Noun rasmu "drawing"); see also sections and tables (2.2.2.3.4) and 
(3.2.2.3.4)). 
l^A Revowelling or Affixation is shown in two different plural forms (e.g. the 
TYA plural forms mxaadu (BP) "pillows" and mxadd-aatu FSP "pillows" 
show the two plural techniques R/A respectively, (cf s. Noun mxadd-eh 
"pillow"); see also sections and tables (2.2.2.3.3.1), (2.2.2.3.3.2) and 
(3.2.2.3.3)). 
CN Collective Noun 
CPL Common Plural (refer to the common third plural pronoun they, the 
common second plural pronoun you, and the common first plural pronoun 
we CS will be used to refer to the common first singular pronoun I; see 
Appendix 1) 
CS Common Singular (usually refers to the common first singular pronoun I; 
Appendix 1) 
AN Abstract Noun 
AH Avoid Homophony 
NCC Number of Consonant Constraint 
M Masculine 
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c 
F Feminine 
MN Masculine Noun 
FN Feminine Noun 
MA Masculine Adjective 
FA Feminine Adjective 
s/sg. Singular 
s. Form Singular Form 
SMN Singular Masculine Noun 
SFN Singular Feminine Noun 
DU Dual 
MD Masculine Dual 
FD Feminine Dual 
PI plural 
MSP Masculine Sound Plural 
FSP Feminine Sound Plural 
BP Broken Plural 
RBP Revowelling/Revowelled Broken Plural 
LW Loanword 
Num Number 
NP Noun Phrase 
PBUH Pease Be Upon Him 
sth/sb something/somebody 
sth something 
sb somebody 
StF Stem Formative 
Aff. Affixes 
Suff. Suffixes 
VM Vowel Melody 
SPE The Sound Pattern of English (influential book by Noam Chomsky and 
Morris Halle, published in 1968). 
OCP Obligatory Contour Principle 
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TYA Tihami Yemeni Arabic 
CA Classical Arabic 
CEA Colloquial Egyptian Arabic 
YA Yemeni Arabic 
lA Iraqi Arabic 
MSA Modern Standard Arabic 
LA Literary Arabic 
SA Syrian Arabic 
Other less frequent symbols, notations and abbreviations will be explained when 
introduced. 
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Chapter One 
INTRODUCTION 
1.0 General Introduction 
In this thesis we intend to provide a descriptive analysis of a Yemeni Arabic dialect, 
which is referred to as Tihami Yemeni Arabic dialect (hereafter TYA). It is spoken in 
Zabid. an important city in Tihamah of Yemen. 
The dialects of the Tihamah are generally considered to be the most difficult 
dialects of Yemen and they have hardly been investigated. The evidence of this 
general consideration has been taken from a summary of an article entitled "Texte aus 
der jemenitischen Tihamah. pp. 137-163 Yemeni texts from Tihamah". by Behnstedt, 
Peter. The summary states that: 
ft 
The dialects of the Tihamah are generally considered to be the most 
difficult dialects of Yemen. One of the reasons for this is certainly their 
quite differing vocabulary. They have hardly been investigated and no 
texts worth mentioning have been published until now. In this article two 
different Tihamah dialects are presented by texts, one from the Central 
area Zabid and another one from the foothills in the North. The latter 
shows many similarities to a dialect sketched by Ettore Rossi in his 
Appunti (Habbat) and could be described as a transitional variant alread> 
showing a number of linguistic features of the highlands. 
(http://venus.unive.it/qsa/14summar.htm). 
TYA has been considered for this study, because it is different not only from 
fvlodern Standard Arabic (MSA): but also different from Yemeni Arabic (YA). This 
difference is evident from the use of pausal lv\l. For example: the MSA form kitaab 
'"book"" is represented in TYA with the form ktaabu ending in a pausal /u/ and 
beginning with two initial clusters. A discrepancy is also shown in both plural forms 
MSA kutub vs. TYA kutubu ''books". 
The phenomenon of dialect variation is fairly known to linguists. As a starting 
point for her article entitled: "In search of the green donkey: changing color 
terminology in Sna'ani Arabic" that deals with the study of the diachronic 
development of color terms in San'ani Yemeni Arabic which is offered by her as an 
attribute to Behnstedt's continuing contribution to the field, it has been briefly pointed 
out by Watson (2004a) that: 
Peter Behnstedt's work in northern Yemen since the early 1980s has 
detailed extensive dialect variation within the country lexically, 
morphologically and phonologically, showing the extent to which Yemeni 
dialects differ from one another, from non-Yemeni Arabic dialects, and 
from Standard Arabic, (p. 253). 
For this purpose, we propose to study the nominal and adjectival morphology 
as well as the non-sentential morpho-syntax of TYA. We present a detailed and 
comprehensive investigation of the morphology of the noun patterns and adjective 
patterns as well as their plural formation in TYA using the plural techniques namely 
revowelling and affixation. We believe that there is much about the TYA that has not 
been thoroughly studied. TYA does have crucial revowelling vs. affixation in the 
plural formation assigned to nouns and adjectives as well as crucial noun-adjective 
agreement/Gender-Number agreement and definiteness agreement between modified 
nouns and attributive adjectives. In the nominal and adjectival morphology, we intend 
to concentrate on the structures/patterns and forms of TYA nouns and adjectives in 
the singulars and plurals. In the morphosyntactic analysis we intend to propose a 
descriptive analysis of gender-number agreement as well as defmiteness agreement 
between modified nouns and attributive adjectives in TYA. We hope to draw a few 
tentative conclusions from such analysis to understand uhat might be a possible 
theory of morphological-phonological processes and morphosyntactic analysis. 
l.l Objectives 
At the onset of this research, we pose the following questions, as a way to focus the 
direction of the research: 
(1) What type of patterns the singular form of the noun or adjective has to be taken as 
an input and what type of patterns the plural form of the noun and adjective has to be 
taken as an output by using the plural techniques, viz., Revowelling and Affixation in 
the plural formation in TYA? 
(2) What is the crucial and pristine distinction between the two plural techniques: 
"Revowelling" and "Affixation" in the plural formation assigned to nouns and 
adjectives in TYA? While highlighting the characteristics and the uniqueness of TYA 
dialect, a comparison will also be made with Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), 
Classical Arabic (CA) and some of the other varieties of modern Arabic dialects. 
(3) How do general principles and views regarding plural formation in TYA reflect 
similarity or dissimilarity when compared with other varieties of Arabic? 
(4) Are geminates/double consonants eligible for BP formation/assignment or not? 
(5) How and why'such geminates do not block or sometimes have the ability to block 
(BP) formation/assignment? 
(6) How are the BP formation rule (BPFR) and the Metathesis rule (MR) given to 
produce the surface structure, ordered? 
(7) Why do the internally pluralized (i.e. BP) adjectives go only with masculine 
nouns? 
(8) In case of foreign words or loanwords used in TYA, how are their plural formation 
interpreted or reinterpreted? 
(9) Why is the Gender-Number agreement in TYA attributive noun phrases crucial? 
1.2 Methodology and Procedure 
The thesis provides data-driven findings, structural description and analysis of 
nominal morphology of TYA. Thus an attempt will be made to relate the findings to a 
range of observations, some of which have been established as truisms, as well as to 
hypotheses in the field of (Arabic nominal) morphology, although little (or rather 
nothing) has been reported on TYA nominal morphology. The present work is both 
empirical and theoretical in presentation based on descriptive analysis of data. The 
collected exhaustive data of TYA need to be substantiated with adequate theoretical 
foundations. Hence, the point of departure for the underlying methodology of the 
present work assumes applicability of the earlier as well as the present (Arabic 
nominal) morphology approaches of description and analysis, and the eclectic 
approach and model as the underlying methodology is to be followed here. 
Essentially, this means the following aspects are taken into account: 
1. Large data samples from a large number of informants and other related sources 
2. Classification of the data in accordance with root-/word-pattern morphology 
3. Accurate description and analysis of the target forms in the data 
4. Qualitative (but not quantitative or statistical) descriptions, judgments and analyses 
of the data (especially of the broken plurals), since there is no dictionary in TYA as it 
is there in Classical Arabic based on Murtonen's (1964) or in MSA based on Levy's 
(1971) and adapted by McCarthy and many others mentioned in the bibliography 
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5. Rule application in non-contexts and the full scope of (language specific) rule use 
6. Multilinear (or prosodic template) representations of the data 
The TYA data used in this thesis have been culled and sifted from a fairly 
large sampling of materials; the natives of Zabid that even includes the present 
researcher and his wife as well as 'those actually quoted, though far from exhaustive, 
... so as to be representative of the whole and to leave out nothing essential", (cf 
Blanc (1970, p.42). We have consulted our informants, native speakers of the TYA in 
personal communications whenever possible. We have tried, in the whole thesis, to 
illustrate pan-dialectal phenomena by taking examples from a single dialect. Zabid 
Arabic, the TYA Arabic spoken in Zabid city, the city of the researcher, with a view 
to avoid possible regional variation in TYA. All examples are drawn either from our 
own collection of data, or from notes and digital recordings, or from a published 
source, in which case the reference is given. The transcription is a simplified, slightly 
modified and unified adaptation of IPA and the various conventions adhered to in the 
literature. 
The transcription system adopted in our thesis is intended to give the Tihami 
Yemeni Arabic examples of nouns and adjectives and their plural forms (in 
isolation/pause) and the attributive noun phrases (in context), a reading form. This is 
because it is a reading transcription and not a strictly phonetic one. Following 
Kremers, J. (2003). we transcribe the disjunctive glottal stop with an apostrophe «'». 
Kremers writes: 
Strictly speaking, Arabic words never begin with a vowel. An initial 
vowel is always preceded by a glottal stop, the so-called hamzah. Such an 
initial glottal stop can be "connective" (hamzat a/-iv£_/)^[with dot under s] 
or 'disjunctive" {hamzat al-qat.c). A disjunctive glottal stop is always 
retained. A connective glottal 'stop is dropped, together with its following 
vowel, if the preceding word ends in a vowel, 
I transcribe the disjunctive glottal stop with an apostrophe «"». I do not 
transcribe the connective glottal stop; I only transcribe the following 
vowel (which is a certain indication of its existence). When the connective 
glottal stop is dropped, I replace the vowel with a hyphen. Thus: ibn-i 'my 
son', but // -bn-i 'to my son". Kremers. J. (2003, p. xii). 
In keeping with the accepted practice of Semitists, we have used the symbol 
/s/ for the IPA l\l (cf Hecker, Bernice Varjick (2007, p. viii)), /H/ for voiceless 
pharyngeal fricative and / '/ for voiced pharyngeal fricative, l\l for voiceless velar 
fricative and /G/ for voiced velar fricative. 
To indicate emphatic/velarized consonants, we have used capital letters as in 
/S, T, D, and DH/ as the emphatic counterparts of/s, t, d and 6/, respectively (cf., for 
instance. Sheikh, Aejaz Mohammed and Q. R,, Al-Zoubi (2001, p. 69)), instead of the 
familiar underlying dot of/s, t, d and 6/ (cf, for instance, Mehdi Ali (1978, p. xvi)). 
To follow Ai-Ani, S. (1970), McCarthy (1979, 1982, and elsewhere), 
Ratcliffe, Robert Richard (1990, 1992, 1997 and 1998), Boudelaa, S., & Marslen-
Wilson, W. D. (2001a, 2004a, and 2004b), and Acquaviva, Paolo (2008). the long 
vowel in TYA is simply indicated by gemination. That is to say it is marked by 
doubling the symbol, so is the long consonant, e.g., ktaabu "book"'; naggaaru 
"carpenter"; xeem-eh "a tenf; maxadd-eh "pillow"'; Sanduuqu "box"; kaffu "hand, 
palm""; sall-eh "baset""; kabriitu "box of maches'": zoogu "husband'"; burru "flour". 
In the procedure used for the analysis, we have adopted the traditional 
methodology of descriptive linguistics and used the eclectic approach and other 
models of description. Throughout in our analysis, we have applied the descriptive 
model of morphology introduced in and developed by Nida (1949) in case of the 
general descriptive analysis of words. Wright (1967) in case of CA, Cowell (1964) in 
case of Syrian Arabic (SA), based on the dialect of Damascus, Aboul-Fetouh, (1969) 
in case of Egyptian Colloquial Arabic (ECA), Al-Toma (1969) in case of Iraqi Arabic 
(lA), Aronoff (1979) in case of the general word formation processes in generative 
grammar as well as base-dependent morphology, McCarthy (1979, 1981, 1982. 1983, 
and 1990) and McCarthy and Prince (1986, 1990) in case of root-and-pattern 
morphology, the CV-based morphology and template morphology, Abd-Rabbo (1988 
and 1990) in case of CA and especially for the use of the two morphological 
constraints: the Number of Consonant Constraint (NCC) and Avoid Homophony (-
AH), Watson (2002 and elsewhere) in case of San'ani Arabic and Cairene Arabic, and 
Ryding (2005) in case of MSA. Baker (2008) in the syntax of agreement and concord 
will be taken into consideration. To some extent and for certain points, the standard 
theory presented by Chomsky and Halle (1968) will be taken into consideration as 
well. 
The multi-tired analysis of templatic prosodic morphology developed by 
McCarthy (1982), McCarthy and Prince (1990) in case of Classical Arabic and 
Ratcliffe (1992) will be followed in analyzing the broken plural (BP) patterns and 
forms of nouns and adjectives in TYA. 
In case of the descriptive analysis of the noun-adjective agreement in TYA, 
we will also use the eclectic approach and model of description provided by Kihm 
(2003) in his analysis of agreement in noun phrases in Semitic and Kremers (2003) in 
his analysis of agreement in Arabic noun phrases, etc. 
Thus the theoretical framework used in this study is a mixture of several 
approaches developed so far in the morphological, morphophonological and 
morphosyntactic theories. In other words, the .study does not enslave itself to one 
particular approach overlooking the merits of other approaches. Rather, it attempts to 
employ, wherever appropriate, different approaches working properly within the 
general framework of generative theory and will empirically and generally make use 
of some of the technical devices available under the framework of linguistics 
introduced and developed in the recent as well as traditional approaches and theories 
in the area of phonology, morphology and morphosyntax. The descriptive analysis 
will be supported by discussions, interpretations, reinterpretations and unusual 
treatments that will draw heavily on the theoretical framework adopted here (see the 
following section (1.3)). 
1.3 Scope of the thesis 
The scope of this study is the morphological structure of nouns and adjectives of 
TYA. The morphological component will be thoroughly investigated in the light of 
modern linguistic analysis employing the most efficient approaches in order to arrive 
at a satisfactory analysis. This study is a synchronic analysis of TYA nominal 
morphology but some diachronic reference might be made, especially when some 
issues are best solved by diachronic reference. TYA word formation is essentially a 
root-and-pattern morphological system whereby different morphological categories, 
through the interdigitation of roots (consonants or glides/semi-vowels) with vocalic 
patterns which might be accompanied with affixes, are created. The technique/process 
involved is derivational or/and inflectional. Both operate on stems or derived [+ D] 
forms as well as on non-derived [- D] ones as will be shown in the subsequent 
chapters. The treatment of stems (roots and vocalic patterns) and affixation through 
the application of different morphological rules of derivation as well as inflection is a 
very productive method in TYA nominal morphology. It should be kept in mind that 
in spite of the fact that this study is morphological in nature, some phonological rules 
or processes are in order. This is mainly due to the fact that morphology and 
phonology do interplay to a great extent in many points in the grammar. The 
employment of phonological rules is sometimes needed in order to arrive at 
acceptable utterances as will be illustrated later. Also it will be illustrated and 
concluded later that there are two types of word formation: the root-based and the 
stem-based that do occur in TYA. Morphologically, the research will be confined to 
the new and unusual treatments as well as descriptive analysis of the TYA nouns and 
adjectives and the plural formation assigned to them with making new crucial and 
pristine distinctions between the two plural techniques so-called Revowelling vs. 
Affixation. Affixation employs the addition of affixes (here plural suffixes) to the 
stem modification. Such suffixes are regular/sound forming sound plurals (SP). These 
suffixes such as the Masculine Sound Plural (MSP) suffix -iin, are different from that 
in Classical Arabic (CA) or Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) which has the MSP 
suffix, -uun .The Feminine Sound Plural suffix -aat is the same as in CA/MSA and 
many of the modern Arabic dialects but TYA attach the pausal /u/ or the OGNC /u/ to 
this FSP suffix -aat to make it -aatu. However, revowelling in the TYA BP formation 
employs internal vocalic changes that seem to be slightly different from the internal 
vocalic changes or Internal Vowel Manipulation (IVM) observed in MSA, CA or 
many of the modern Arabic dialects. This, we argue, throws light on the TYA 
binyanim based, but with many differences, on the Arabic binyanim and template 
morphology developed and proposed by McCarthy (1979. 1982) and McCarthy & 
Prince (1986, 1990). After that, we will propose a descriptive analysis of the crucial 
Gender-Number agreement and definiteness agreement between modified nouns and 
attributive adjectives in TYA. The nature of such agreement on the light of MSA, CA 
and modern Arabic dialects as well as some consequences for morphosyntactic 
representations (following Kihm (2003), Kremers (2003) and others) will be proposed 
and presented. 
1.4 Organization of the thesis 
This thesis is divided into six chapters. It is organized as follows: in the remainder of 
this introduction, as a point of departure, we begin by reviewing the somehow 
relevant literature (Backgrounds on Yemeni Arabic and Arabic in general in (1.5)) 
that goes over the previous works done on the Yemeni Tihami dialect in particular 
and the Yemeni Arabic dialects and the Arabic nominal morphology in general. 
Through this review, we present and provide a general introduction to the TYA 
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dialect and the (theoretical) background necessary for the core discussion of this 
dissertation. Then a sound system in TYA in (1.6) shows some introductory notes, 
where the relevant phonology of TYA is represented in its sounds which are described 
in terms of their articulation and distribution and in its own phonotactics, syllable 
structures, and phonological processes or morphophonemics in which the 
morphophonemic alternations are examined and the possible rules are formulated. 
Also, in this section of this chapter, it is pointed out that there is no attempt made to 
mark stress in this dissertation, primarily because it is mechanical in the majority of 
nominal and adjectival system in TYA in particular and CA/MSA and other Arabic 
dialects in general. Morphophonological alternations in TYA and general 
morphological elements/principles/concepts that are also considered to be necessary 
for the core discussion of this dissertation are also presented and discussed in this 
introductory chapter. 
Chapter 2 introduces the morphology of TYA nouns. It has five sections 
Section (2.1) deals with the morphological structure of TYA singular nouns and their 
patterns as inputs, including verbal nouns (VN), occupational nouns (ON), singulative 
(sing.) nouns, collective nouns (CN) some of mass nouns (mass), place nouns (PN), 
instrumental nouns (IN), and Hypostatic nouns (HN), etc. This nominal morphology 
is root-pattern morphology where different morphological categories are produced 
through the inter-digitations of roots and vowels which might be accompanied by 
affixes. Such a process is a very productive method in word creation or formation as 
has been pointed out in the main body of this work. The derivation and inflection of 
such patterns and forms of masculine and feminine nouns are elaborated upon and 
accounted for. In the section 2.2, it deals with the noun inflectional forms, especially 
the plural formation and their patterns as outputs which are assigned to TYA nouns. 
Multi-tiered analysis of each BP pattern of nouns, using template morphology is also 
shown in section 2.2 of this chapter. Section 2.3 (Numerals in TYA) of this chapter 
gives a brief descriptive analysis of TYA numerals. It provides briefly an outline of 
some of the general structure of the morphology and syntax of TYA numerals. 
Section 2.4 (Loanwords in TYA) of this chapter gives a brief descriptive analysis of 
loanwords in TYA. It provides briefly an outline of the morphological structure of 
loanwords in TYA. Section (2.5) provides briefly an outline of the major historical 
developments that have affected the word (Noun and Adjective) structure/pattern in 
TYA. 
Chapter 3 concerns with the morphology of adjectives and adjective patterns. 
It has two sections: In section (3.1), it deals with the morphological structure of TYA 
singular adjectives, verbal adjectives and nominalized adjectives (which includes the 
active and passive participles) and their patterns as inputs. Also within the first section 
of this chapter an attempt has been made .to provide a systematic and descriptive 
analysis of the Active Participles as well the ex^fent Passive Participles (some of 
them are non-existent) in TYA, and the exact role which they play within the TYA 
verb system of the nine patterns/forms/binyanim, an analysis of each has been 
contrastively performed with those ten patterns/forms/binyanim observed in Modern 
Standard Arabic (MSA). The active participles and the existent Passive Participles are 
considered to be intermediate forms which combines' both verbal and nominal 
/ (Arabic: nouns and adjectives) characteristics. In many cases the meaning of them are 
associated with the meaning of the particular verbs with which they share a root. In a 
few cases the meaning of them are not associated with the meaning of the particular 
verbs with which they share a root. Their derivations identify them uniquely as Active 
Participles or Passive Participles, and their inflections classify them as adjectives. 
verbal adjectives, nominalized adjectives or nouns. In section 3.2. it deals with the 
adjective inflectional forms, especially the plural formation and their patterns as 
outputs which are assigned to TYA adjectives. Multi-tiered analysis of each BP 
pattern of adjectives, using template morphology is also shown in section 3.2 of this 
chapter. Also, throughout this chapter, the derivational and inflectional processes of 
verbal adjectives, elative adjectives and adjectives of color and defect are introduced 
and accounted for. 
The fourth chapter is devoted to deal with the morphological analysis of the 
broken plural (BP) vs. sound plural (SP) assignment to TYA nouns and adjectives. The 
BP is taken as an empirical study. It is shown that many of the flnal forms of the BP 
are largely determined by the existence of elements in the lexicon that block the 
outputs with which they are homophonous. That is to say, a TYA BP output of an 
input that undergoes revowelling process is blocked if there is already a homophonous 
noun (or adjective) in the lexicon, or if some other homophonous form is derived 
before the BP one; hence the input undergoes affixation process and takes sound 
plural as an output. On the other hand, while broken plural or sound plural assignment 
is initially determined by the grammatical category of the form, it is later on 
constrained by the number of consonants of the form and the specification of the 
template or pattern to which it attaches, v .-
The fifth chapter is devoted for proposing a descriptive analysis of gender-
number agreement as well as definiteness agreement between nouns and attributive 
adjectives in TYA. The nature of such agreement fkt the light of MSA, CA and 
modern Arabic dialects as well as some consequences for morphosyntactic 
representations (following Kihm (2003), Kremers (2003) and others) are also 
presented in this chapter. 
The sixth chapter is the summary and conclusion. It sums up and concludes 
the study by presenting the salient features and findings of TYA in this dissertation. It 
also delineates the limitations and delimitations of this thesis and contains specific 
comments on the observations made in the process of this research. The contributions 
of this dissertation and suggestions and recommendations for further investigation and 
research are also discussed in chapter six. 
1.5 Backgrounds on Yemeni Arabic and Arabic in general 
The present study is the first of its kind that investigates the TYA structure of nominal 
and adjectival morphology and the morphosyntactic agreement between them. To the 
best of our knowledge, there have been no previous studies on this particular variety 
of spoken Tihami Yemeni Arabic. Yemeni Arabic (YA) is the variety of Arabic 
spoken in Yemen. It is generally considered a very conservative dialect, as it has 
retained many classical features lost across most of the Arabic speaking world. 
Yemeni Arabic can be divided roughly into several main dialect groups, each with its 
own distinctive vocabulary and phonology. The most important of these groups are 
San'aani. Adani, Tihami and Hadhramawt. In fact, to quote Versteegh (1997. 2001 p. 
150) "The dialect map of Yemen is complicated because the geographical 
fragmentation of the area has produced a great deal of dialect variation."", and even the 
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subdivision provided by Behnstedt (1985: 30-2) does not present" ... "a complete 
representation of the entire area: there are many mixed zones, and some of the areas 
will probably have to be subdivided when more data become known." Versteegh 
(1997,2001 p. 150). 
Another general notion about the Yemeni Arabic dialects in another different 
source, has been found in Vanhove, Martine (a paraltre/forthcoming) in the 
Encyclopedia of Arabic Language and Linguistics (BALL) edited by Versteegh, K. et 
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Kondgen, O.. where under his topic, 'Arabic of Yemen, Lemma 3, 14, Country 
Profiles', 111: writes: b 
Arabic dialects in Yemen are spoken as a mother tongue in most parts of 
the Country, except in the eastern province of Mahra and on the island of 
Soqotra, where modern South Arabian languages are the native languages 
of the inhabitants. The Yemeni Arabic dialects are characterized by a great 
diversity and by a number of unique traits, unfound elsewhere in the 
Arabic speaking community. Vanhove, Martine (a paraltre/forthcoming, p. 
I)-
The dialects of Yemen, as noted by Versteegh (1997, 2001). used to be one of 
the most neglected topics in Arabic dialect geography. Similar observation can be 
found in the writing of Vanhove. 
Assuusuwah, (2004, p. 67), in Arabic scripts, points out that there is no 
unified dialect in Yemen, but there are various dialects each of which differs from the 
other due to its closeness to the North Arabia (i.e.. Classical Arabic) or to the south 
Arabia; so most of the generalizations) said about colloquial Yemeni Arabic needs 
more research to clarify such variations. He also points out that some of the linguistic 
features that belong to the vernacular of Yemen according to some researchers holds 
true in a particular dialect or a group of dialects, but not necessarily in all parts of 
Yemen. 
Based on what has been pointed out by Vanhove (pp. 3-4) that for the former 
Yemen Arab Republic in the west. Behnstedt (1985) proposed, after Diem (1973) 
with some slight modifications, a division into 11 main types (with subdivisions), 
named after geographical zones, but in one instance: 
1. Tihamah dialects 
2. -k dialects (they include the 'southern mountain range' type of Diem) 
3. Hugariyy-ah dialects 
4a. gabal WasHah 
4b. al-mahaabisah (4a and 4b are transition zones sharing features with both Zones I 
and 5a) 
5a. Northern high plateau 
5b. ArHab 
6. Sana'a and central mountains 
7. Southern high plateau 
8. Maarib and alBayDaa' dialects (former south-east dialects) 
9. Northern high plateau 2 (perhaps a transition zone between 5a, 5b and 11) 
10. alJawf dialects (former north-east dialects) 
ll.Sa-dah. 
In addition to this, Watson, (2006), in her article entitled "Yemen: Language 
Situation'", in the Encyclopedia of language and linguistics (2006), points out that: 
The Arabic dialects spoken within the Republic of Yemen are extremely 
varied, due, at least partially, to the rugged mountainous terrain that 
separates groups of people and to the dependence of the isolated groups on 
traditional means of communication. Dialects in the north can be divided 
broadly into five dialect areas: the coastal plain (the Tihama), the western 
mountain range, the central plateau, Hugari:yah to the south of Ta"izz, and 
the desert east. Behnstedt (1985) divided these dialects more specifically 
into 11 areas. Taken together, the dialects exhibit a huge array of archaic 
features, particularly in the morphology and vocabulary, with remnants of 
Old Arabic or of one or more of the Ancient South Arabian languages. 
The Tihama dialects share the Himyaritic definite article am- or im-, and, 
as in many dialects in Saudi Arabia to the north, traces of nunation -
usually realized as -in and suffixed to non-tlnal indefinite nouns and 
adjectives. Watson, (2006, p. 729). 
In his discussion and talking about San'aani dialect in particular and other 
Yemeni dialects in general. Freeman (2002), in the following quote, gives us 
Behnstedt's dialect atlas delineating the boundaries of such 11 Yemeni dialect system 
and the related map: 
The San'aani dialect has a number of distinctive features. Damaar and 
Yariim are the other major towns in Yemen where the dialects spoken 
share many features of the San'aani dialect. All three of the other major 
cities in Yemen (Taiz, Hodayd-ah. Aden) are located in regions where the 
regional dialects belong to completely different categories of Yemeni 
dialect... 1 give the reader Behnstedt's dialect atlas delineating the 
boundaries of the II dialect system present in North Yemen in 1985 as 
Figure 10. (pp. 110-111). 
Figure 10 mentioned in the quotation above represents the map of the 
Yemen's 11 dialect systems in the quotation above which is reproduced here (map 1). 
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Figure 10: Yemen's 11 dialect systems 
58=San'a', Al-Hudaydah = 84, C)amar= 101, Ibb = 128, Ta'izz = 145, Aden not 
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Map 1 Yemen's 11 dialect systems (reproduced from Freeman, Andrew Thomas 
(2002, p. 110)) 
The Tihamah dialectal zone, as noted by Vanhove, (a paraitre/forthcoming, p. 
5), extends further to the south into Lahej province, but as "he has only data tor aS-
Sabbeeha (=Toor al-Baaha), a village situated to the wesf"of Lahej city, it is not 
mentioned on the map, and that the dialect of IMukeyras, situated on the high plateau 
to the north of Abyan province, near al-BayDaa' city, shows a number of similarities 
with zone 8, e.g. the article with /m/ (/am/ in Mukeyras, /im/ in al-BayDaa') or the 
change /*q/ > /g/. But to group them together is still debatable because of the scarce 
data, the possibility of contact phenomena, and some significant differences, such as 
the change from pharyngeal /'/ to laryngeal /'/. 
Also based on what has been pointed out by Vanhove is that in addition to 
these 11 (or 10) types, it is possible to recognize at least 5 more main dialectal zones, 
with sub-groupings, exclusively located in the former People's Democratic Republic. 
These are as follows: 
12. Lahej 
) 3. .Aden 
14. Gayl Habbaan 
15. Abyan (which includes the DaTiinah dialects described by Landberg) 
16. HaDramawt. 
The speech on the mutual or non-mutual understanding among the extreme 
diversity of Yemeni dialects has been provided by Vanhove who states that: 
... the extreme diversity of Yemeni dialects prevents, in many instances, 
mutual understanding. For example, it is not possible for other Yemeni 
speakers, even the closest neighbors, to understand uneducated Tihami, 
Sa"di or Yaafi'i speakers, nor are the three dialects mutually 
understandable, if dialectal continuity and transition zones do exist in 
some parts of Yemen, this country could be best characterized as a zone of 
discontinuities. The above dialectal classification is founded on a number 
of phonetic, phonological, morphological and, to a lesser extent, lexical 
isoglosses. Vanhove, (p. 6). 
The coastal plain of the Tihamah, also based on what has been pointed out by 
Vanhove (p. 7). is characterized by the remarkable ending /-an/ in the perfect 3fsg, the 
definite article /am-/, the indefinite article /-un/, the negative adverb /dawV ~ /daV ~ 
/duwwayy/ 'no' (in the south) close to the Sabaic and Himyaritic forms (an ill-known 
language which Rabin (1951:2) considers to be ''basically an Arabic dialect of the 
Yemenite type, but with some archaic features, and with a great deal of South-
Arabian loanwords."'), etc. As noted by him it seems the south-west of the 8 country 
(i.e. Maarib and alBayDaa' dialects (former south-east dialects)), from the Tihamah 
coast up to Abyan. forms a sort of enclave in the Yemen where the reconstructed 
Semitic velar stop /*g/ was preserved. 
Some of the Morphological features observed in the Yemeni dialects have also 
been dealt with by Vanhove (pp. 13-14), who points out (with his reference to 
Behnstedt, 1985, p. 57)) that Yemen has both the vocalic and the nasal endings in the 
imperfect 2 and 3pl.. and that in the west, the nasal ending is almost entirely restricted 
to north and center Tihamah. In the center, it is found in Yaafi', Gayl Habbaan, part of 
Abyan and HaDramawt. It is not sure that the geographical variant of Daala'. [-T:] and 
[-u:]. are reflexes of a nasal consonant; it could be a pausal nasalization quite common 
J. i 
in the southern -k dialects (with the addition of [rj], Behnstedt, 1985, p. 57). He also 
points out that in central Yemen, the extension of the /-ah/ ending in the perfect 3fsg, 
analogical to the nominal feminine ending, directly continues the zone of southern -k 
dialects and Hugariyyah dialects of western Yemen. He also points out that the 
vocalic ending in the perfect 3 msg for geminate verbs, typical of Tchadic and 
Sudanese Arabic, is also found sporadically in Yemen, mainly in Northern Tihamah, 
and that Behnstedt (1985. p. 136) notes either /-a/, l-\\l or /-ee/, and that in central 
Yemen, both Daala" city and Daala' share this feature, respectively with /-a/ and /-iy/: 
/Habba/ 'he loved', /selliy/ 'he took". 
The definite article with /m/ which is in TYA assimilates to some initial 
consonant of the following noun or adjective (see our section (1.7.1.1.2.1) about it 
below see also our section (5.4.4.1) in chapter 5). This is different from the definite 
article with /m/ that is used in a few areas in both western and central Yemen, and 
nowhere does it assimilate to any initial consonant of the following noun. 
As for the lexicon, as observed by Vanhove, (a paraltre/forthcoming p. 15), 
Yemeni dialects present a lot of peculiarities which can be found in the dictionaries 
mentioned in the bibliography. Some of them are traces of Himyaritic (of which very 
little is known) or of old South-Arabian languages, as already mentioned for /daw7 
'no'. 
To conclude the above section (1.5) and in accordance with what has been noted 
in the (EALL) by Vanhove that as elsewhere in the Arab world, Yemeni dialects are 
submitted to a process of leveling, for various social reasons. So far, no systematic 
study of the linguistic outcomes of social changes has been undertaken, and that in 
spite of the leveling process, Yemen is still a very conservative and fascinating 
dialectal area where a lot remains to be done and discovered. What concerns us now is 
to provide background notes on Yemeni Tihamah Region given in the following 
section. 
1.5.L Background notes on Yemeni Tihamah Region 
In this section of chapter I, we provide background notes on Yemeni Tihamah region: 
Tihamah, the land (i.e. Geography of Tihamah); Tihamah, the history and the man; and 
Tihamah, the language (or dialect), so called Tihami Yemeni Arabic (hereafter TYA); 
this will be according to what has been mentioned by (Sharafa al-Din, A,H 1970), 
(Greenman, 1979), (Vanhove, lyiaiiftTeT et al (nd.3)), (Al-Omariy, 2000), (Keal, 
Edward, J. (1983, pp. 378-379), (Al - Shaibi, Fahd 2001), (Al-Ahdal Khalid, 2004), 
(Al-Samraa'i. Ibrahim 2005), and (Watson, 2002), to name a few. 
1.5.1.1 Tihamah, the land (i.e. Geography of Tihamah) 
What does the word Tihamah mean? Referring to the (Yemeni Encyclopedia, vol. 1, 
p. 743), Al-Ahdal, Khalid (2004, p. 6), points out (in Arabic script), that it is thought 
that the origin of the word 'Tihamah' in Semitic languages means 'waxm' in 
reference to its hot weather: and in Babylonian Arabic the word means 'baHr" "sea'" 
or 'amiiq "deep'". However, in Northern Arabic or Classical Arabic it means what has 
got low of/from the land and in the language of ancient Yemeni Epigraphic, the name 
of Tihamah has come as versus to the word 'Tawd" and the Tawd is al-gabalT the 
mountain" that is versus to as-sahl, "the plain"". The general geographical notion of 
Tihamah has been mentioned by Thesiger, W*. (1947), who writes that: "The Tihama, 
which consists of the narrow sandy coastal plain 12-20 miles across, is divided into 
the Tihamat al Sham extending north from Birk as far as Lith, the Tihamat al 'Asir, 
and the Tihamat al Yaman."" (p. 190) What concerns us here is Tihamat-al-Yemen (i.e. 
Tihamah of Yemen). In his article entitled: "A sketch of the Arabic dialect of the 
Central Yamani Tihamah"", where he uses CT as abbreviation of Central Tihamah, 
Greenman, J. (1979) reports that: 
Although the designation "Tihamah"" refers to the entire area along the 
western Arabian coast south of Hijaz, the research at hand is concerned 
only with that portion in the Yemen Arab Republic whose epicenter is the 
city of al-Huuaydah. 
Other urban centers which fall within the geographic limits of the 
study are az-Zaydiyyah and as-SalTf [with dot undr small s and capital S] 
in the north area, al-Maraw^ah, al-Qutay^ and Bajil to the northeast along 
the San^a? road, and al-Man-suriyyah and Bayt al-Faqlh to the south. 
Zabld, the long-renowned center of Islamic scholarship and former capital 
of the area has been intentionally excl'.ided as 1 was unable to undertake 
first-hand research there because of time limitations and was only able to 
elicit one brief passage from an individual who was a native of the city. 
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Also, I was told by several of the many people who assisted me that the 
ZabTd dialect is quite different from that under scrutiny, and this would 
seem to justify its exclusion on linguistic grounds as well, though I suspect 
that it would probably be most properly classified as a sub-dialect of 
Central Yamani Tihamah Arabic (hereafter CT), rather than as a 
completely separate entity. 
Though a precise boundary will only be determined by extensive 
in-depth research, the geographic area in which CT is spoken is roughly 
indicated on the map. It may be said that this area comprises the 
governorate or liwa? of al-Hudaydah. whose capital is the same name. 
Henceforth, incidentally, all references to '"al-Hudaydah'" are to the later, 
i.e., the city. Greenman, .1. (1979, pp. 48-49). 
Greenman's (1979) map (The Arabic dialect of the Central Yamani Tihamah) 
is reproduced as map 2 below: 
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Map 2 The Arabic dialect of the Central Yamani Tihamah 
In the above quotation it has been reported that ZabTd, the long-renowned 
center of Islamic scholarship and former capital of the area has been intentionally 
excluded by Greenman as he was unable to undertake first-hand research there 
because of time limitations and he was only able to elicit one brief passage from an 
individual who was a native of the city. Moreover, he was told by several of the many 
people who assisted him that the ZabTd dialect is quite different from that under 
scrutiny. According to him this would seem to justify its exclusion on linguistic 
grounds as well, though he suspects that it would probably be most properly classified 
as a sub-dialect of Central Yamani Tihamah Arabic, rather than as a completely 
separate entity. So the city which falls within the geographic limits of the study of 
TYA in this thesis is Zabid city; see below. 
In addition to our concern of Tihamat-al-Yemen (i.e. Tihamah of Yemen) is 
that, Tihamah of Yemen can also be shown through the report of Mallon, D.P. and M. 
Al-Safadi (2001) who write: 
Yemen is topographically very diverse. The western part of the country 
(more or less corresponding to the former Yemen Arab Republic) can be 
divided into four broad zones from west to east: the Tihamah coastal plain, 
western escarpment, central highlands, and eastern plateau (Varisco et al. 
1992; Evans 1994).The Tihamah, along the Red Sea, stretches inland for 
up to 65km and consists of stone and gravel plains, low dunes, and saline 
mudflats (sabkha). Mallon, D/^and MAl-Safadi (2001, p. 63). 
In his introductory chapter, Al-Shaibi, Farad (2001. p. 18), points out (in 
Arabic script) that Tihamah (i.e. Tihamah of Yemen) is geographically located in 
what between the coast of Red Sea in the west and the oldest mountainous highlands 
located to the east from it. so that term is added to its neighboring district, for 
instance: Yemen Tihamah. Asir Tihamah, ... etc., and the Yemen Tihamah is 
geographically located in the west of Yemen, where it extends from its south at the 
baab-al-mandab southwards to the Saudi-Yemeni borders northwards. The area of 
Tihamah is about 12929 km^ 
In his introduction. Al-Ahdal, K\}gcm (2004. pp. 6-7), points out (in Arabic 
script), that in spite of what make the Tihamah plain distinct such as the social 
convenience as well as the unity or oneness of the dialect and the folk heritage and 
resemblance in habits and traditions, it has familiarized or conventionalized to its own 
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people as well as the ones who are interested in its affairs to divide it to three regions 
geographically: 
(i) North of Hudaydah region: This region extends from DuHi to Mikhiaaf Suliamani 
northwards and it is called Ashshaam whose center is az-Zaydiyah. 
(ii) South of Hudaydah region: This region extends from ad-durayhimiy to al-Makhaa 
southwards and it is called (al-yaman) or (yumman). and its center is Zabid 
(iii) Midst region: This region extends from Hudaydah southwards to include al-
Maraawgh-ah, al-Qutaygh and Baagel up to Baab-an-naaq-ah. 
Accordingly, he comments in his end/ote number 6 in page 16 that the reason 
of such conventional division may be, on one hand, due to the length of the Tihami 
coastal plain and on other hand due to the existence of some slight specificity-
especially on the level of the dialect by which each of these regions is being 
distinguished. 
Based on his report, Al-Ahdal, (p.7) points out (in Arabic script) that Tihamah 
is administratively distributed on more than thirty cities divided among three Yemeni 
provinces, the majoritv of which form twentv six cities in Hudaydah province, while 
the northern sides of Tihamah. (i.e. the cities: "abs. Miidi. HaraD) l o c a t e d wixhin 
Hajj-ah province, and the southern sides of which, (Mawza'. al-Makhaa ) ^ located 
within Taiz province. 
In addition to the previous divisions, the geographical and the administrative 
ones, there is a third division for Tihamah on a tribal basis in which he points out that 
the contemporary historian. Mr. Abdul-Rahman Tayyib Ba'kar has mentioned that in 
(Sifal gaziirat al-Arab) by al-Hamdaani that their division of Tihamah from 
northernmost to southernmost was to four slant divisions: first of which is from 
Mawza' southwards to the south of Hais, and they made it for bani-Magiid; the 
second of which is followed northwards, and that is from the south of Hais to the 
southern part of Wadi Rimaa'. and they made it for al-'shaa'ir-ah; and the third of 
which is from the adhdhiffah ash-shamaaliyy-ah of Wadi Rima' to the end of Wadi 
Mawr northwards, and they made it for 'akk. And the final north fourth division is 
from the north of Mawr to the end of Wadi al-liif, and they made it for al-Hakam bin 
Sa'd al-'ashiir-ah from mathHaj. Accordingly, he comments in his end note number 7 
in page 16 that taken from a book (shaa'ir at-tawHiid wa-al-'adi wa-al-gamaal abdul-
R-ahmaan bin Yahya al-"aansi) of Abdul-Rahman Tayyib Ba'kar—page 113 and 1 did 
not find the text in al-Hamdani book, (Sifat gaziirat al-Arab). 
Such three successive divisions of Tihamah region, the geographical, the 
administrative and the tribal has also shown in details with supportive maps in Arabic 
scripts by Al-Shaibi, (2001, pp. 18-20 & 26). 
The first main city in Tihamah region is Hudaydah that is considered to be the 
midst of Tihamah and its center. It is located on the Red Sea nearly on the midst of 
the coastal Tihamah plain; it is a commercial city and it has an international airport. 
The second main city in Tihamah region is Zabid city that is 100 km far from 
the south of Hudaydah and it is a historical city founded (820 AD/ 205 -AH). He adds, 
referring to the (Yemeni Encyclopedia, vol. 1, p. 744) that Zabid city has been famous 
for as center of Islamic sciences and studies and its name has reached the Islamic 
World and at that time it had not less than 230 scientific schools. 
This is reminiscent of what Croken (1990). has written about Zabid in the 
beginning of his thesis: 'Zabid under the Rasulids of Yemen, 626-858 -AH/1229-1454 
AD", mentioned in the bibliography: 
The city of Zabid is located at 14" latitude, 43.18*^  longitude, in the 
republic of Yemen, on the southwest corner of the Arabian Peninsula. 
Founded in 204-AH / 820 AD, Zabid became the capital of Tiham-ah. and 
one of the traditional capitals of Yemen in the Middle Ages. It witnessed 
the rise and fall of several dynasties before Rasulid age: the Ziyadids (204-
407 -AH / 820-1012 AD), the Najahids (412-554 -AH / 1022-1149 AD), 
the Sulaihids (439-535 -AH / 1047-1140 AD), the M-ahdids (553-569 -
AH / 1158-1174 AD) and the Ayyubids (567-626 -AH / 1174-1229 AD). 
Zabid developed a reputation as a blessed place, a center of learning, and 
the home of kings. Croken, Barbara Eileen (1990. p. immediately before p. 
i)-
A Worldwide importance of the location of the city of Zabid in the Yemen 
Republic has been mentioned by Croken, B. E. (1990) with a supportive map 
reproduced from him as map 3. The map is shown as named by him as (figure 1: 
Zabid in the Yemen Republic): 
The city of Zabid is located at 14" latitude, 43.18° longitude, in the modern 
Yemen republic, on the southwest corner of the Arabian Peninsula. Yaman 
dominates the Red Sea coastal area adjacent to the Baab-al-Manadab, and 
thus is geographically suited to control sea traffic through the strait. To the 
east, the harbor at 'Aden has been used for international traffic since 
antiquity. Yemeni rulers in the Rasulid period controlled 'Aden, and 
benefited from the vibrant maritime commerce passing through the Red 
Sea between Europe, Egypt, Africa, India, and the Far East. Croken, B. E. 
(1990. pp. 69-70). 
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Figure 1: Zahid in the Yemen Republic 
Map 3 Zabid in the Yemen Republic 
Note: This Map is reproduced from Croken, Barbara Eileen (1990. p. 69) Zabid under 
the Rasulids of Yemen, Ph.D. dissertation. 
The location of the city of Zabid in the Tihamah region has also been 
mentioned by Croken, under his section "Tihamah". Croken reports the location of 
Zabid in Tihamah by saying: 
Zabid lies roughly in the center of the Yamani Tihamah, the name by 
which the coastal plain along the Read Sea is known administratively, 
Zabid is the center of a district with the same name, and falls under the 
jurisdiction of the modern governorate of al-Hudaydah. With a 
population of approximately 9,000 in the city itself and some 150,000 
in the surrounding area '^ ,^ Zabid constitutes one of the principal 
population centers of the Tihamah in the modern period. In the later 
middle ages, this city was the largest and finest in all of Yaman.'^'' 
Zabid served as a capital of a governorate by the same name, which 
was the richest and most important of all agricultural districts in the 
country. (1990, p. 70). 
1.5.1.2 Tihamah, the history and the man 
In his introduction of his paper entitled "The Dynamics of Zabid and Its Hinterland: 
The Survey of a Town on the Tihamah Plain of North Yemen" Keal, Ed\yaFd;'J. 
(1983), writes: -^  
While the Tihamah plain may yet reveal significant traces of settlement 
from the several centuries covering the Sabaean to Himyaritic periods (7"^  
century BC-6"^  century AD), most indications are that the coastal plain 
was then somewhat of a backwater, and that the incense trade and the 
intensively irrigated agriculture (which was in part funded by the income 
from trade), were concentrated in the highlands and in the wadi basins to 
the east. By contrast, the Tihamah is known to have been important in 
Islamic times, possibly partly as a result of the introduction of new types 
of corps and related farming techniques. ..., the Tihamah has not been 
subjected to the type of systematic survey which has proved elsewhere to 
be so effective in determining the patterns of historical settlement. ... The 
Tihamah is particularly attractive to the Islamic because of the presence of 
the town of Zabid, which according to the tradition was founded in the 
early 9'^  century AD as the seat of an independent dynasty. Associated 
with the Ziyadid dynasty was the circumvallation of the town and the 
subsequent development of Zabid as a center of industry, commerce and 
learning. Later, other dynasties came to assume power in Zabid. For 
centuries the history of the town was intimately linked with the fortunes of 
these dynasties and their struggles to control the economy and reins of 
government. Medieval historians who described the physical features of 
Zabid and the actions of its rulers give us invaluable insights into how to 
interpret the findings derived from survey work. 
The Zabid project of the Royal Ontario Museum (ROM) is 
concerned with the dynamics of the settlement as a medieval town and its 
relationship with the hinterland, as well as with determining the nature of 
the material culture of the region in which Zabid is centered.... A study of 
ceramics and of the architecture is already enabling the project to draw 
conclusions about the way in which imperial and local dynastic interest in 
the area affected the settlement patterns and the material culture. Keal, 
Edward. J. (1983, pp. 378-379). 
Keal, (1983), reports a historical review on his survey of Zabid Town on the 
Tihamah plain in Yemen where among other things, he tried to search "for" the 
important history of Zabid town as an important town in Tihamah region in particular 
and in Yemen in general. This kind of research is both valuable and rare. Al-
Hadhrami, Abdul-Rahman Abdullah Ahmed Salih (2005), (in Arabic script), also 
mentions great, valuable and rare details about Tihama in History. 
1.5.1.3 Tihamah, the language (or dialect) 
First of all, in his article entitled: "A sketch of the Arabic dialect of the Central 
Yamani Tihamah", Greenman, (1979) reports that: 
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Recognition of tiiis dialect, or at least of one of its features, since early in 
the Islamic period is indicated by the recording of the hadlt [with dot 
under h and t is underhned] laysa min m-birri m-siyamu [with dot under s] 
ff m-safar 'fasting (during the holy month of Ramadan) while traveling is 
not (considered) piety." Greenman, (1979, p. 47). 
In the above quote the Hadiith related to the Tihamah dialect has also been 
quoted by various authors such as Wright (1955), Al-Omariy (2000 and 2006). Al-
Shaibi, (2001), Al-Ahdal, (2004), Al-Samraa'i, (2005). Greenman's report in the 
above quote is followed directly by another report in which he talks about the 
obscurity of the Arabic dialect of the Central Yamani Tihamah. 
Al-Omariy (2000. p. 3 I), in Arabic script, divides the Tihami dialect in Yemen 
into three divisions or dialects. These are as follows: 
(1) Public Colloquial dialect that is common in all Tihamah and understood among 
and used by all people of Tihamah. He calls it as baTn Tihamah dialect: 
(2) Yamaani Tihami dialect which is the same dialect along with the use of some 
special vocabularies and is more commonly used by people of 'Yumman", who are 
the population or people of the towns: Zabid, Hays. al-Garraahi and khokh-ah to al-
Mukha. This is known to all Tihamis to whom any thing is referred is said to be 
'yamaani' such as lahg-eh yamaaniyy-eh "yamaani dialect", libaas yamaani "yamaani 
dress"', si'r yamaani "yamaani poetry"': and 
(3) Shaami Tihami dialect which is also the same dialect and has special 
characteristics and used by people of shaam, who are the population or people of 
north of Hudaydah province, is from Dhuhi town to Haradh till jizaan to Hali-bin-
ya'qoub. The other population or people who dialectically come under or within them 
are the population or people of the towns: al-Maraaw'-ah, al-Quteey' and Baagil. Any 
thing is to be referred to people of "shaam" is said to be 'shaami" such as tinbaak 
shaami "shaami tobacco'", si'r shaami "shaami poetry"", and libaas shaami "shaami 
dress"". 
These three divisions of Tihami dialect in Yemen have also been mentioned and 
pointed out, in Arabic script, by other Arab writers/authors with their reference to Al-
Omariy (1993, p. 20). These are: Al-Shaibi (2001, p. 25), Al-Ahdal (2004, p. 7), Al-
Samraa'i (2005, pp. 81-82). 
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Based on the notion above our new term Tihami Yemeni Arabic (TYA) is 
considered to be a variety of Yemeni Arabic spoken in a coastal region in Yemen viz 
Tiliamah region in the Red Sea zone. 
This is supported by many non-Arab linguists such as (Vanhove, Mar^ere t al 
(nd.3)), who write: '"(i) Central Semitic: several varieties of Yemeni Arabic, mainly 
spoken in the Tihamah (the coastal zone) and in the mountainous Yafi' district, ...". 
They also write: "Like most Afro-asiatic languages, the languages of the Red Sea 
Zone have a conspicuous consonantal root. In Semitic languages, the structure of the 
lexicon, for both verbs and nouns, is clearly organized in a root and pattern schema 
which determines semantic and functional classes of words." See 
[http://llacan.vifcnrs.fr/fichiers/Vanhove/red sea.pdf], accessed on 27.07.07.The 
Tihami dialect has many aspects which differentiate it from all other dialects in the 
Arab world. Phonologically Tihami is similar to the majority of Yemeni dialects, 
pronouncing the Qaf as [Q] and the Jim as a hard [G]. Grammatically all Tihami 
dialects also share the unusual feature of replacing the definite article [AI-] with the 
prefix [am-]. The future tense, much like the dialects surrounding Sana'a, is indicated 
with the prefix [sh-], for all persons, e.g. "sha-buuk anvsuuq" nig^fflng, "1 will go to 
the Souq". Some Tihami dialects, such as that spoken in Al-Hodayda, are otherwise 
fairly similar to other Yemeni dialects in grammar and syntax, differing mainly in 
vocabulary, while others can be so far from any other Arabic dialect that they are 
practically incomprehensible even to other Yemenis. see 
(http://en.wikipedia.org/vviki/Yemeni_Arabic). 
It has been generally mentioned, pointed out and exemplified, in Arabic script 
by Al-Omariy (2000 & 2006) that the Arabic in the Tihamah region of Yemen is 
characterized by 'al-wuquuf'ala DDam" (= stopping or pausing on the nominative), 
in case of the indefinite nouns. This also has been mentioned and pointed out, in 
Arabic script, by other Arab writers/authors with their reference to Al-Omariy, 
(1993). These are: Al-Shaibi (2001), Al-Ahdal (2004), Al-Samraa'i (2005). 
-u has been a diacriticabf TYA. See Shaghi Abdmlah and Imtiaz Hasnain (to 
^ ^ y 
appear); see also section (2.5.6) in chapter 2. In accordance with them this has been 
attested by many Arabic scholars including Greenman. In his article entitled: "A 
sketch of the Arabic dialect of the Central Yamani Tihamah'", where he uses CT as an 
abbreviation of Central Tihamah, Greenman, refers to this -u as one of the most 
remarkable features of CT and that it seems to be a residue of the literary Arabic (LA) 
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"case" system that appears with indefinite nominal measures (excluding 'afal 
patterns, i.e., adjectives of comparisons and colors) and that this -u occurs in 
utterance-final position. He further writes: 
Unlike the LA case system, though, this form does not alter regardless of 
the syntactic relationship the item in question enters into, i.e., it does not 
change to /i/ or /a/ as in LA, e.g., [stUktUb kitabu] 'Will you write a 
book". From the foregoing example it may also be seen that this -u occurs 
in utterance-final position. Greenman, J. (1979, pp. 60-61). 
Commenting on the phrase [stUktUb kitabu] cited in the above quotation 
Shaghi Abdi^lah and Imtiaz H a ^ i n (to appear) poii^out that: 
In [stUktUb kitabu] cited in the above quotation, l\l in kitabu as he uses 
has a circumflex under /i/, i.e., it has this-symbol- ^ -like under l\l. 
Referring to such symbol, in his footnote (13), he points out that: "The 
subscript circumflex indicates a loss of voicing in a sound which is 
normally voiced." Therefore, in [stUktUb kitabu], the word kitabu must be 
written as ktabu/ktaabu without III after k, because the phonological rules 
of Tihamah dialect permits initial consonant clusters as noted through my 
informants as well as by Greenman (1979, p. 57) himself, who states that: 
"The phonological rules of the dialect permit initial consonant clusters." 
So there is contradiction in his observations. Shaghi Abdullah and Imtiaz 
Hasnain (to appear). 
(See also section (2.5.6) in chapter 2) 
Also, in his article, where he uses U. and R as abbreviations of Urban, and 
Rural, respectively, Greenman refers with examples to the pronunciation of a nominal 
paradigm as well as to the -u/-un alternation in the masculine forms of this paradigm 
in Central Yamani Tihamah and Wadi Mawr. He states that: 
In all the elicitations from both U and R speakers from all over the dialect 
area, with the exception of those individuals from Wadi Mawr, the 
paradigm was pronounced [bayku, fem. [bakEh], pi. [baykln], 'going". 
Those individuals from Wadi Mawr, however, pronounced these items 
[bekun], [bekEh], [bekln]. 
The -u/-un alternation which may be observed in the masculine 
forms of this paradigm will be discussed in 4.7.1. Greenman, (1979, p.54) 
Under the section (4.7.1), where he uses CT as an abbreviation of Central 
Tihamah, Greenman discusses with examples the -u/-un alternation in Central Yamani 
Tihamah and Wadi Mawr. He states that: 
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A variant of this phenomenon is the other feature mentioned in 3.1.3. 
which seems to identify the dialect of the Wadi IVIawr area as a regional 
sub-dialect of C j . in this area this suffix has the form -un, identical to that 
of standard Arabic but again, invariable.^'Citing the same sentence from 
which the analysis in 3.1.3. was made, the general CT rendering is [?ana 
baiku msoq] while in Wadi Mawr the pronunciation is [?ana bekun 
amsoqj 'I am going to the jnarket' (said before the noon prayer). 
Greenman, (1979, p.61) 
More evidences of such notion can also be realized from xps,r-fkx^ 
\ (IV6JJ, wno reports '' writers/aut.h.oj-s-0rrather linguists such as Blua, Josl/ia 1983), h that 
In the Yemenite Tihama. it is on the contrary -un that is. it seems, 
preserved v\ith indefinite nouns in Wadi Maur, and -u in other parts of it. 
Since this -u is apparentl) restricted to indefinite nouns, where as definite 
nouns have zero ending, it has. historically, to be interpreted as stemming 
from -im. while original -u after definite nouns has been elided. B l u ^ 
Josh*fa(1983. p. 529) ^ 
1.5.2 Backgrounds on Arabic and its nominal Morphology and Morphosyntax 
It has been observed in the above sections that there are no studies on the Nominal and 
Adjectival Morphology in Yemeni Arabic in general and Tihami Yemeni Arabic in 
particular. Because of this and for the purpose of highlighting our study on T Y A in this 
thesis, chapter one in its section (1.5.2) will generally present background information 
on Arabic language which usually designates one of three main variants: Classical 
Arabic (CA); Modern Standard Arabic (MSA); colloquial Arabic. It will also present 
background information on Arabic Nominal (and adjectival) morphology, root-and-
pattern morphology, affixation in plural formation, stem-internal change in plural 
formation; the Arabic nominal morphosyntax represented in the gender-number 
agreement between head nouns and attributive adjectives will also be presented here. 
Moreover, it will present or provide the underlying theoretical assumptions that 
support the rest of this thesis. This will include an overview of the morphological 
framework in which we formulate our morphological analysis of the two plural 
techniques viz., Revowelling vs. affixation in the plural formation assigned to the 
TYA nouns and adjectives and their patterns. The principleJframework for generative 
/ 
morphology might be assumed. Our assumptions will also be outlined regarding the 
overlap between the morphology and syntax in the descriptive analysis of Gender-
Number agreement between nouns and attributive adjectives in TYA. 
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1.5.2.1 Classical Arabic 
Many scholars mentioned in the bibliography of this thesis point out that Classical 
Arabic is a Semitic language found in the holy Qur'aan and traditional poetry. It was 
originally the dialect of Mecca in what is now Saudi Arabia. It is the form of the 
Arabic language used in literary texts from Umayyad and Abbasid times (7th to 9th 
centuries). It is based on the medieval dialects of Arab tribes. It has its origins in the 
central and northern parts of the Arabian Peninsula, and is distinct from Old South 
Arabian languages that were spoken in the southern parts of the peninsula, modern 
day Yemen. Classical Arabic is the only surviving descendant of the Old North 
Arabian languages. The oldest inscription so far discovered in Classical Arabic goes 
back to 328 CE and is known as the Namarah inscription, written in the Nabataean 
alphabet and named after the place where it was found in southern Syria in April 
1901. There were several dialects of Old Arabic that predated Classical Arabic, which 
drew on the Qur'aan and pre-lslamic poetry in the 7th century CE. and is spoken up 
to the present, along with many dialects. It has been briefly pointed out by Hecker, 
Bernice Varjick (2007) with her reference to (Kaltner, 2002, pp. 62-65) that: 
The earliest evidence of Arabic was found on inscriptions written in 
Nabatean and Palmyrene (although the script letters were Aramaic) and 
were from between the first centuries B.C.E. and CE. There were several 
dialects of Old Arabic that predated Classical Arabic, which drew on the 
Qur?an and pre- Islamic poetry in the 7th century CE. and is spoken up to 
the present, along with many dialects (Kaltner, 2002, pp. 62-65). Hecker, 
Bernice Varjick (2007, p. 7). 
1.5.2.2 Modern Standard Arabic 
Modern Standard Arabic (hereafter MSA) is a Semitic language common to all literate 
speakers in the Arab world and it is used in the media, literature and all formal settings 
(Ferguson. 1959: Levy 1971; Holes, 1995; Versteegh. 1997; Al-Shaddadi, 2003; 
Schulz. 2004; Ryding, C-Karin 2005). It is considered the standard literary language 
of the Arab world. s'Prochazka (2006, p. 424) and (2009, p. 43), points out that: 
"MSA is practically identical in phonology, morphology, and syntax to CA, but it 
exhibits major differences from it in lexicon, phraseology, and style." In the first 
chapter entitled 'Description of Target Morphosyntactic Structures' of his book, 
Alhavvary, Molji«lTmad T. (2009, p. I) points out briefly that: "The description 
provided here relates primarily to Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), which is 
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essentially the same as Classical Arabic (CA). though the former is somewhat more 
simplified syntactically and generally more restricted in optional rule use." There are 
two facts about MSA, which have been noted by Levy in his thesis (1971), where he 
writes: 
... Two facts about it should be noted: first, it is no one's native language 
but is learned in school, and second, it is primarily a written rather than 
spoken language. It is related and somewhat similar to the various 
colloquial dialects which form the actual native tongue of Arabs, but there 
are important differences between literary and the colloquials (see 
Ferguson 1959). The plural system in particular of the colloquials appears 
to be generally similar to that of MSA, but somewhat simpler (although a 
detailed investigation is needed to ascertain the accuracy of this 
impression. Levy (1971, pp. 1-2). 
The general situation of the lexical part of Literary and Colloquial Arabic has 
recently been described as follows in Rosenhouse, Judifn (2007): "The lexical part of 
the language is probably the area that most clearly distinguishes between these 
varieties of Arabic." Rosenhouse (p. 655) adds, with hi<reference to/Cadora''1979) 
that: "'Literary and colloquial Arabic cognate words vary mainly in phonological 
and/or morphological features and not semantically (Cadora 1979)." A major field of 
differences between literary (i.e., MSA) and colloquial Arabic vocabularies concerns 
the semantic fields of the items. In this connection Rosenhouse states: 
A major field of differences between literary and colloquial Arabic 
vocabularies concerns the semantic fields of the items. Literary Arabic has 
been used for 'high' scholarly fields since classical times, and still today it 
is the carrier of modern scholarly terminology in the realms of religion , 
culture , science and technology , namely areas not typically considered 
part of the colloquial Arabic 'world'... 
A separate question is however, 
with the integration of these modern topics and concepts in the speakers' 
daily life, their lexical elements (from literary Arabic) penetrate the daily 
discourse , via the mediating stage of code mixing until they integrate in 
colloquial Arabic and become an inseparable part of its vocabulary. 
Rosenhouse (2007, p. 665) 
Moreover, generally and briefly Badry, F^tmia (2009), in her article entitled: 
"Milestones in Arabic language development", reports that: 
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Arabic is a Semitic language tliat is used as a first language by 
approximately 206 million people and as a second language by about 246 
million speakers (Gordon, 2005). It is characterized by diglossia 
(Ferguson, 1959), a linguistic situation in which two varieties of the same 
language have a functional distribution, with the spoken variety used in 
informal and intimate contexts and Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), the 
written variety, acquired through literacy and used in written and formal 
discourse. Badry, Fatima. (2009, p. 1). 
She also reports that: "Each Arab state has its own dialectal variety while 
MSA is the official language of 20 Arab states. All Arabic speaking children first 
acquire the dialectal variety as their mother tongue and are only later introduced to 
MSA through literacy." (p.l) 
Similar kind of observation with additional information that MSA stands in a 
diglossic relation to the spoken dialects has been reported by Al-Wer^^_,^ ;72009) in hj 
article: "Arabic Languages, Variation in": 
Throughout the Arab World, Standard Arabic (a modernized version of 
Classical Arabic), in an almost invariant form, is designated as the official 
language, the medium of instruction in education, and the language of the 
mass media, although in actual practice a mixture of Standard and 
colloquial varieties is used in education and in the media. The language 
was standardized twelve centuries ago. and the Standard variety has not 
been a spoken language for longer than that (see Holes, 1995a). It is not 
ordinarily used for everyday spoken purposes by any sector of the 
population. A functional knowledge of it is attainable through formal 
learning only, i.e., it is not acquired naturally. It stands in a diglossic 
relation to the spoken dialects (e.g., Spoken Egyptian Arabic), very much 
along the lines explained by Ferguson (1959). Al-Wer,^(2009, p. 54). 
The MSA which also stands in a diglossic relation to the TYA spoken dialect 
will be used in this thesis as the proto-language through which the distinctions of the 
purely TYA unique forms and patterns of nouns and adjectives in the singulars and 
plurals will be obviously observed and realized. 
1.5.2.3 Colloquial Arabic 
Colloquial Arabic refers to the many national or regional varieties of modern Arabic 
dialects which constitute the everyday spoken language that speakers of Arabic speak 
natively. Colloquial Arabic has many different regional variants; these sometimes 
differ enough to be mutually unintelligible and some linguists consider them distinct 
languages. Al-Wer,^E. (2009, p. 54) reports briefly that: 
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Arabic dialects are the linguistic systems that speakers of Arabic speak 
natively. They vary considerably from region to region, with varying 
degrees of mutual intelligibility (and some are mutually unintelligible). 
Many aspects of the variability attested in the modern dialects can be 
found in the ancient Arabic dialects in the peninsula (for a detailed 
description of the ancient dialects, see El-Gindi, 1983). By the same token, 
many of the features that characterize various modern dialects, or 
distinguish between them, can be traced to the original settler dialects. In 
terms of typological classification, Arabic dialectologists distinguish 
between two basic norms: Bedouin and Sedentary. This classification is 
based on a bundle of phonological, morphological, and syntactic features 
that distinguish between the two norms, in the modern, especially urban 
dialects, it is not really possible to maintain this classification, partly 
because the modern dialects are typically an amalgam of features from 
both norms. Geographically, modern Arabic dialects are classified into 
five groups: Arabian Peninsula (four subgroups); Mesopotamiau; Syro-
Lebanese (or Levantine, three subgroups); Egyptian (four subgroups); and 
Maghreb (two subgroups) (for details, see Versteegh, 1997). Al-Wer, E. 
(2009, p. 54). 
1.5.2.4 Root and pattern morphology 
Generally speaking, with McCarthy's (1979, 1981) "root-and-pattern" approach, the 
consonantal root was accompanied by yet a further device specific to non-
concatenative morphology: the prosodic template. Root-and-pattern morphology is 
based on the assumption that words in Semitic are exhaustively decomposable into 
consonantal root, marking more concretized meanings (analogous to Sapir's (1921) 
'•material content'"), and the vocalic pattern, whose purpose is to mark grammatical 
meaning or function (analogous to Sapir"s "relational contenf). (See Ussishkin, 
Adarngafltert2000) for more details). The prosodic template mediates between the 
two other morphemes (i.e., the consonantal root and the vocalic pattern) and 
determines where the various segments surface. Thus the Arabic verb katab "to write" 
is represented by extending autosegmental notation (Goldsmith 1976) to the three 
morphological elements composing this verb (See Ussishkin (2000) for more details). 
On the literature the general prosodic template representation of Arabic verb katab is 
shown below: 
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Figure (1.5.2.4.1) General prosodic template representation of Arabic verb katab 
"to write": 
The consonantal root k t b 
I I I 
The prosodic template C V C V C 
\ / 
The vocalic melody a 
Giving: katab "'to write" 
it has been pointed out by Ussishkin (2000) that as descriptively adequate as 
this prosodic template/theory may be, its use of prespecified CV- prosodic templates 
poses difficulties and that in particular, as addressed in the theory of Prosodic 
Morphology (McCarthy & Prince 1986, 1990a, 11990b), such templates should be 
defined not on the basis of their segmental make-up (C vs. V) but rather through units 
of prosody. How this is implemented needs to be covered in a further research in case 
of TYA. This is not our scope here. The interdigitating morphology of the Semitic 
type, known traditionally as root and pattern continues to be a major focus of interest. 
This is in accordance with what has been reported by Rubba, Johaftna (2001): 
What Skalicka termed introflection would be included today in the broad 
category of nonconcatenative or discontinuous morphology, particular 
manifestations of which have spurred recent theoretical innovations, 
especially as concerns prosodic elements such as the syllable, mora and 
foot. These include reduplication and what is variously called shape-
invariant or templatic morphology (McCarthy 1982, McCarthy & Prince 
1990a, 1990b), the latter being the mapping of root segments onto 
templates or patterns of fixed CV shape (e. g., CVCCVC or (5Q, where o = 
syllable) with morphosyntactic meanings such as plural or perfect. The 
interdigitating morphology of the Semitic type, known traditionally as 
root-and-pattern (henceforth R&P) morphology, continues to be a major 
focus of interest. Rubba, Johanna (2001, p. 679). 
Under the section (2.5) entitled: ""Interdigitation of discontinuous root 
morphemes with discontinuous 'transfixes': Root and pattern morphology'', Rubba 
(2001, p. 681) points out that "In R&P morphology, lexemes and grammatical 
morphemes are either discontinuous or underspecified, and interdigitate or map to one 
another to form word stems'" and that '"it is most alive in the verbal morphology, with 
its presence in nominal and other categories varying across Semitic languages. The 
lexeme may have two. three, or four consonants; these, called consonantal roots, are 
mapped into templates." Moreover, under the section 6.2 ROOT-AND-PATTERN 
MORPHOLOGY. Watson (2002, p. 125), states that "In some languages, a great deal 
more morphological categories are expressed by morphemes which, like the 'umlaut" 
and ablaut examples in English, are not easily isolatable into separate phonological 
forms." She adds that: "In these languages, morphological categories are expressed by 
morphemes whose only constant is a fixed canonical pattern." Referring specifically 
to the Semitic languages including Arabic, Watson goes on to say that: "in these 
languages, various morphological distinctions are expressed by specifying a fixed 
canonical form (a pattern) of the stem which does not vary irrespective of the quality 
of the root consonants or the intercalated vowels." And that "The root-and-pattern 
morphology of Arabic is most commonly described using examples of derivational 
verbs." (p. 125). Referring to Skalmowski (1964, p. 15), Zammit (2002, p. 14) points 
out that: "The 'general meaning' of a root is then modified depending on the stem-
patterns assumed by the root." 
TYA, like Arabic, and like other Semitic languages, is characterized by a root 
and pattern morphology. In fact, the root and pattern approach has been considered as 
the oldest and most influential view of Arabic morphology. Such consideration has 
been reported by Boudelaa,^S?r& Marslen-Wilson, W.*'D. (2004b, p. 273) who state 
that: "The oldest and most influential view of Arabic morphology is the root and 
pattern approach, which dates back to the work of the medieval Arab lexicographers 
(Bohas & Guillaume, 1984; Holes, 1995; Versteegh, 1997)." Watson,J,,jg^(2006) 
in her paper: Arabic morphology: diminutive verbs and diminutive nouns in San'ani 
Arabic states that: 
Word formation in Arabic has traditionally been assumed to involve 
interdigitation of a consonantal root with a vocalic pattern. This view is 
adopted by a large number of modern generative morphologists. More 
recently, however, several morphologists have argued that words in 
Semitic are formed from fully vocalized stems. ... I argue here for 
neither an entirely root-based nor an entirely stem-based approach, 
rather claiming, on the basis of data from a modern dialect, that both 
types of word formation occur in Arabic. An examination of diminutive 
verbs and diminutive nouns in San'ani Arabic, the dialect of the old city 
of San'a of the Yemeni capital, San'a, indicates that while some 
derivational processes do indeed appear to take the root as the basic 
morphological unit, phonological and semantic similarities between 
certain stems can only be accounted for by derivation from a fully 
vocalized stem. Watson, J O'fi^(2006, pp. 189-190) 
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Under the section 'Derivational Morphology' in his general discussion of 
morphology of Arabic, Prochazka (2006, pp. 425-426) and (2009, p. 45) points out 
that: "In all layers of Arabic, the bulk of the vocabulary is built on the principle of 
root and pattern." In the same direction and under the section 'root and pattern' in her 
article entitled "Arabic as an introflecting Language", Watson (2009, p. 50) and 
(2006, p.43!) points out that: 
Basic noun and verb stems in Arabic comprise a consonantal root and a 
pattern. The pattern can be further divided into two elements - a prosodic 
template and a vocalic melody. Most consonantal roots are triliteral. The 
root prototypical ly expresses the content meaning of the word, the pattern 
functional meaning. The association of the consonantal root and vocalic 
melody with the prosodic template is illustrated for the verb stem katab 
"wrote. ACT" in Figure I. 
1^  
a 
/ \ 
cvcvc 
\ / / 
k t b 
Figure i Association of consonantal root and vocalic melody. 
Further, she points out that: 
The consonantal root is always fully independent of the prosodic template; 
the vocalic melody, by contrast, shows independence for relatively few 
morphological categories; such examples include katab 'wrote. ACT' 
versus kutib 'wrote. PASS" in which the vocalic melody alone expresses 
voice. However, in the word 'ilaaj 'healing; treatment," which comprises 
the consonantal root '-l-j {heal; treat}, the prosodic template CVCVVC, 
and the vocalic melody i-a, the combination of the latter two expresses the 
category of verbal noun, rather than either the prosodic template or the 
vocalic melody independently. Watson (2009. p. 50) and (2006, p.431). 
1.5.2.5 Arabic nominal Morphology 
The phenomena of morphology of the Arabic noun system are considered to be heavily 
structured and an exhaustive treatment of such phenomena would require volumes. In 
section number (4) entitled: "The classical Arabic nominal System", McCarthy (1982) 
writes: 
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The morphology of the Arabic noun system is as heavily structured as the 
verb system though this structure is not quite as systematic. Nouns can be 
based on roots of two, three, four, and even more consonants. Most 
trilateral and many quadrilateral nouns belong to identifiable root and 
vowel pattern classes with recognizable semantic characteristics, similar to 
the binyanim of the verb system. An exhaustive treatment of these 
phenomena would require volumes. McCarthy (p. 170). 
In the literature, the most difficult aspect of the already complex Semitic-type 
morphological system is the usual mode of plural formation obtaining in the south 
Semitic languages including Ethiopian Semitic, Classical Arabic, and all modern 
Arabic dialects. McCarthy (1983, p. 292): 
Perhaps the most difficult aspect of the already complex Semitic-type 
morphological system is the usual mode of plural formation obtaining in 
the south Semitic languages. In these languages, which include Ethiopian 
Semitic. Classical Arabic, and all modern Arabic dialects, an apparently 
productive set of rules functions to form plurals with substantial distortion 
of the original shape of the singular stem, thus called broken. McCarthy 
(p. 292). 
Arabic morphology is based upon root morphemes composed of three (though 
sometimes two and four) consonants that are not pronounceable by themselves. These 
root morphemes represent a general concept, also sometimes referred to as a semantic 
field. Pointing out briefly to Arabic Word Structure (Root and base form) Alhawary 
(2009) states: 
As in other Semitic languages, words in Arabic have a unique underlying 
form-meaning relationship. Arabic words are derived from combining 
patterns and core root consonants. The former usually consist of vowels 
and auxiliary consonants and the latter carries the core semantic meaning. 
The complete meaning of a given word obtains only from combining both, 
since the pattern also carry the meaning related to the affixation form. 
Alhawary (2009, p. 1). 
Zammit (2002, p. 14). referring to Sawyer (1967, pp. 37-50), points out that: 
"Roots assume a relatively limited number of morphological patterns, and have 
resisted the passage of time almost unscathed." Noun patterns are quite numerous 
(approximately 90 in CA) and are mostly not clearly related to semantic classes, the 
derivation of verbs is practically limited to 10 stems for triconsonantal roots and two 
for quadriconsonantal roots (Prochazka, S. 2006 and 2009). Under the section 
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"Derivational Morphology' in his generaJ-discussion of morphology of Arabic, 
Prochazka (2006) and (2009) points.idait briefly that: 
In all layers of Arabic, the bulk of the vocabulary is built on the principle 
of root and pattern. To express certain semantic terms (i.e., words), a 
purely consonantal root carrying the basic semantic information is 
combined with a limited set of patterns using a fixed sequence of 
consonants, vowels, and optional prefixes and suffixes. Most of the roots 
consist of three consonants called radicals. Those with four consonants are 
by no means rare, but are often merely extensions of triconsonantal roots. 
A few words of the most elementary vocabulary have only two radicals, 
for example, 'ab 'father", yad 'hand', and ma' 'water' Many patterns 
are semantically and morphologically ambiguous; that is, one and the 
same pattern can serve for different semantic concepts and can be used for 
both verbs and nouns and for both singular and plural. Nevertheless, there 
are also patterns that are used exclusively for verbs or for certain semantic 
or morphological classes. 
. CuCayC is the pattern of diminutives, for example, kuwayt 'small 
fortress'. 
. maCCaCZ-a is used for nouns of place, for example, maktab 'office". 
maktaba 'library' (root k-t-b 'writing"). 
. miCCaC/miCCaC is used for instruments, for example, mis'ad 'elevator" 
(root s. 
-'-d 'ascending'), miftah [with dot under h] 'key" (root f-t-h. 'opening'). 
. CaCCaC denotes professions, for example, jazzar 'butcher" (root j-z-r 
'slaughtering'). 
. CaCCaCa is used for professions of females and instruments, for 
example, ghassala 'washerwoman, washing machine' (root gh-s-l 
'washing'), barrada 'refrigerator' (root b-r-d 'cold'). 
As can be seen from mis'ad [with dot under s] and barrada, the 
system of derivation is widely used for the creation of neologisms. 
Although noun patterns are quite numerous (approximately 90 in CA) and 
are mostly not clear!) related to semantic classes, the derivation of verbs is 
practically limited to 10 stems for triconsonantal roots and two for 
quadriconsonantal roots. Each stem has a set of five patterns reserved for 
the perfect and imperfect base, for the active and passive participle, and 
for a verbal noun (also called infinitive, lexicalized. i.e.. not predictable, in 
stem I). Prochazka (2006, pp. 425-426) and (2009, p. 45). 
The class of Arabic nouns comprises substantives, adjectives, and numerals; 
there are differentiation between the categories gender, number, 
definiteness/indefiniteness, and case. There are two genders in Arabic, masculine and 
feminine, the latter has usually by the feminine suffix-a (t) and in some noun patterns 
have the feminine suffix -aa'Aaa. Feminine nouns without such markers are nouns 
denoting beings of the female sex (e.g., "umm "mother"), paired parts of the body 
(e.g., 'ayn 'eye'), and some basic concepts of nature (e.g., "arD 'earth', shams 'sun'. 
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etc.). Under the section 'Noun Inflection' in iiis general discussion of morphology of 
Arabic, Prochazka, 5:^(2006) and (2009) points out that: 
/ 
The class of nouns comprises substantives, adjectives, and numerals; the 
categories gender, number, defmiteness/indefmiteness, and case are 
differentiated. Arabic has two genders, masculine and feminine, the latter 
marked usually by the suffix-a (t) and in some noun patterns by -aV-a. 
Among the unmarked feminines are nouns denoting beings of the female 
sex (e.g.. 'umm 'mother"), paired parts of the body (e.g., 'ayn 'eye'), and 
some basic concepts of nature (e.g.. "ard [with dot under final d] 'earth', 
shams 'sun", and nar 'fire"). Prochazka, S. (2006, pp. 426-427) and (2009, 
p. 46) 
Many words can be generated through morphological processes that are both 
concatenative (i.e.. adding prefixes and suffixes to the root morpheme or root word) 
and non-concatenative (i.e., manipulating the vowels and consonants inside the root 
morpheme).Verbs and nouns in particular undergo both concatenative and non-
concatenative processes. Plunkett. K<. & Naksia, R'^ (1997) and McCarthy (1996). 
/ ^ 
Non-concatenation of root morphemes generally is viewed as a process in which root 
morphemes like 'ktb" undergo infixing processes with short vowels, these vowel 
infixing processes can be incorporated into a three-tier system, and in this system 
morphological information conveyed by infixes and prefixes/suffixes is added to the 
lexical root to create words (McCarthy. 1985; Goldsmith, 1990). Number is both 
concatenative and non-concatenative. There are suffixes used (e.g.. /-aat/ and/-uun/, 
with the double vowels indicating a long vowel) for "sound'" or regular plurals (about 
25 % of noun plural forms according to Plunkett and Nakisa, 1997). For example, the 
feminine plural is created by adding the suffix, /-aat/ to the singular form, e.g., 
mudarris-ah "female teacher" becomes mudarris-aat Fpl female, "teachers". The 
masculine plural is created by adding the suffix /-uuna/. However, a vast majority of 
nouns have '"broken" plurals in which the root consonants of the noun are rearranged 
with new vowels, and consonantal elements may be added (and also feminine endings 
to singular nouns are lost). The number system is threefold: singular (unmarked), dual 
(suffix -ani), and plural. This is as pointed out by Prochazka^. (2006, pp. 426-427) 
and (2009, p. 46), who also points out that "The plural is formed either by suffixation 
(MASC PL -una; FEM PL -at) or more frequently by a complete restructuring of the 
word (thus the term internal or 'broken" plural), for example, bayt 'house", buyut 
'houses'; kitab 'book', kutub 'books"; miftah. 'key', mafatlh. 'keys'." Further, he 
points out that "A number of patterns (especially those containing three vowels) are 
restricted to plurals, but many others are used for both numbers; the pattern CiCaC, 
for instance, is singular in kitab 'book", but plural in jibal 'mountains' (for broken 
plurals see, Murtonen. 1964)."' There are at least thirty (30) possible patterns for 
broken plurals. It appears that broken plural noun forms are determined more by the 
syllabic structure of the singular noun forms than by the phonology of the singular 
noun forms (McCarthy and Prince, 1990; Plunkett and Naksia, 1997). That is, singular 
nouns that share similar syllabic and vowel melody patterns tend to share the same 
broken plural patterns, whereas nouns with similar phonetic information (i.e., 
phonetic neighbors) don't share the same broken plural patterns. Let us provide the 
following recent quote about the notion of MSA broken plurals written by (Ryding, 
2005): 
The broken or internal plural is highly characteristic of Arabic nouns and 
adjectives. It involves a shift of vowel patterns within the word stem itself, 
as in English "man/men." '"foot/feet"' or "mouse/mice."' It may also involve 
the affixation of an extra consonant (usually hamza or waaM'). The 
relationship between singular nouns and their broken plural forms relates to 
syllable and stress patterns, so that there is often a characteristic rhythm to 
the singular/plural doublet when said aloud. The structure and regularities of 
the Arabic broken plural system have been the subject of research in 
morphological theory over the past fifteen years, and considerable progress 
has been made in developing theories to identify and account for the 
underl)ing regularities in the broken plural system, the most prominent of 
those theories being templatic morphology and prosodic morphology. ( pp. 
144-145). 
The number (29) in the last of the above quote refers to her footnote to the 
above notion, in which she writes: 
See, for example. McCarthy and Prince 1990a and 1990b, Paoli 1999, and 
Ratcliffe 1990. In particular, see Ratcliffe 1998 for an extensive analysis of 
Arabic broken plurals within comparative Semitic. As he describes it, it is "a 
historical and comparative study of a portion of the nominal morphology of 
Arabic and other Semitic languages on the basis of a fresh theoretical 
approach to non-concatenative or 'root and pattern' morphology"' (1998, 1). 
As to the abundance of broken plural forms, Lecomte notes (1968, 72-73): 
"Le probleme des pluriels internes est fort complexe, et rebelle a toute 
explication decisive. On notera toutefois que la fixation a ete operee par les 
lexicographes anciens aux lie et llle siecles de THegire a la suite de 
minutieuses enquetes dans les tribus. Les differences dialectales constituent 
done une des cles du probleme. tiles expliquent en tout cas pourquoi les 
dictionnaires peuvent signaler plusieurs pluriels pour un meme mot." 
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More brief information about Arabic nominal morphology is represented in its 
Indefiniteness/definiteness and its tliree cases, nominative, genitive, and accusative 
that has been noted by Prochazka, S/f2006) and (2009) in the following quote. 
Indefiniteness is usually expressed by a fmal -n, for example, bayt-u-n 'a 
house'; definiteness is usually expressed by the proclitic article 'ai-
(assimilated to dentals, sibilants, n, and r), by a pronominal suffix, or by a 
following genitive, for example, 'al-bayt-u 'the house', bayt-u-na 'our 
house", bayt-u hasan-i-n [with a dot under initial h] 'Hasan's house'. 
Arabic has the three cases, nominative, genitive, and accusative, 
which are differentiated in the singular and in broken plurals by 
declensions marked by the final vowel, for example, NOM 'al-bint-u, 
GEN "albint- i, ACC 'al-bint-a "the girl". The dual and external plural have 
common forms for the genitive and accusative (DUAL -ayni, MASCPL -
Tna, FEMPL -at-i-n). a feature that is shared by a second (called 'diptote') 
type of declension (NOM -u. GEN/ACC -a) used primaril) in female or 
foreign personal names and in certain plural patterns (in indefinite status). 
Prochazka, S. (2006, pp. 426-427) and (2009, p. 46). 
In addition to what has been given above it is important to have a general notion 
about the morphology of Arabic dialects. In his general discussion of morphology of 
Arabic dialects Prochazka. S. (2006) and (2009) points out that: 
Morphology of the Dialects Generally speaking, no radical structural 
changes appear in th'e^morphoTogy of the dialects as compared to CA. 
Morphological derivation by applying the principle of root and pattern has 
been slightly simplified (there are fewer patterns compared to CA), but has 
remained productive. The most striking morphological difference between 
CA/MSA and all dialects is the lack of a case system. The indefinite 
marker -n has not survived except in some Bedouin dialects where it is 
found in a few syntactical positions such as attribution (e.g.. North Syrian 
Bedouin: bet-in chibTr 'a big house"). Some dialects (e.g., Iraqi), however, 
have developed an indefinite article. Prochazka^Sf (2006, p. 428) and 
(2009. p. 47). 
There is no literature or previous studies on TYA root-and-pattern morphology 
that provide(s) descriptive analysis using examples of nouns and adjectives or even 
verbs. In general, "The root-and-pattern morphology of Arabic is most commonly 
described using examples of derivational verbs."" Watson (2002, p. 125) 
1.5.2.6 Arabic nominal Morphosyntax 
In case of the noun-adjective agreement, the adjectives follow the noun and they also 
have to be the same gender as the noun they describe. The adjectives have to agree 
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with the noun they describe in a third way: number. Human plurals take plural 
adjectives .For feminine ones, the suffix -aat is added; for the masculine ones the 
suffix -uun is usually added. The tricky part is that the non-human plurals are 
considered to be feminine singular, so the feminine singular adjective is used with 
them as in kutub BP: 
kutub sahl-ah 
Book M.BP easy F.sg. Adjective 
f^n Kihm, Abf  (2003), argues (in his analysis of Gender-Number agreement in 
noun phrases in Semitic) that the crucial factor of GN agreement between a plural 
noun and an adjective is whether the noun is human or no. This suggests two 
assumptions. First, roots refer to humans inasmuch as the functional element n they 
merge with bears a [H] feature. The second assumption is that in Arabic the f-feature 
plural may merge with n early in the lexicon. Internal plurals are the morphological 
realization of early merger: 
(1) {? i j l -n [Hj.pl}?/rijaal/-men' 
(2) {?ktb-n PI}?/kutub/'books'. 
The crucial change in post- classical Arabic was the amalgamation of [H] and [+ 
PI] which generalized neutral agreement for non-humans. 
1.6 Sound System in TYA 
Given below is a brief survey of the sound system in TYA. It is necessary for the core 
discussion of this dissertation. The following brief survey is in the first place based on 
a study (in Arabic script) entitled al-"aSwaat al-luGawiyy-ah fi al-^hg-ah al-
Tihamiyy-ah (the linguistic sounds in Tihami dialect) by Al-Samraa'i, (2005, pp. 81-
117) and in the second place on the present researcher's data collection from TYA 
native speakers. Similar phonemes in English are given where necessary for 
convenience. A genera! situation of the pronunciation of the emphatics and the 
somewhat language-specific pharyngeals/, as well as plosives/ fricatives/ lateral and 
semivowels are described by Rosenhouse (2007) as they "are pronounced in the same 
manner in both (spoken) literary and in colloquial Arabic (at least in Israel). This also 
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holds true in case of the TYA emphatics. pharyngeals, stops/plosives, fricatives, 
laterals and semivowels illustrated in our discussions of TYA consonants below: 
1.6.1 Consonants 
1.6.1.1 Stops 
1.6.1.1.1 /b/ voiced bilabial stop 
Ibl is similar to English Ihl as in book. It is formed by completely closing the lips, 
stopping the air flow in the oral cavity, e.g.: 
Position form Gloss 
Initial baakuu "they went'" 
Medial qabyal-ah "tribalness" 
Final Tallaabu "beggar" 
1.6.1.1.2 l\j voiceless Alveolar stop 
/t/ is similar to English III as in "ten"'. It is produced with the tip of the tongue 
touching the alveolum (alveolar ridge), e.g.: 
Position form Gloss 
Initial 
Medial 
Final 
ta'baanu 
daftaru 
"eet 
"tired" 
"copy-book"' 
"come (imp.)' 
1.6.1.1.3 /d/ voiced Alveolar stop 
/d/ is the voiced counterpart of/t/. It is similar to English /d/ as in dog. It is produced 
with the tip of the tongue touching the alveolar ridge, e.g.: 
Position form Gloss 
Initial 
Medial 
Final 
dabb-eh 
hunduulu 
baruudu 
"(cold) water container' 
"cradle"" 
"coolness, shadow"" 
1.6.1.1.4 /k/ Voiceless Velar Stop 
/k/ is similar to the English /k/ as in "kill'". It is produced by pressing the back of the 
tongue against the soft palate or velum. It occurs initially, medially and finally as 
shown below: 
Position form Gloss 
Initial kamaru "belt with pockets" 
Medial mitkabbru "haughty, arrogant" 
Final msa'baku "interlaced; reticulated" 
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1.6.1.1.5 /g/ Voiced Velar Stop 
/g/ is the voiced counterpart of/k/. It is similar to the English /g/ as in "good". It is 
also produced by pressing the back of the tongue against the soft palate or velum. It 
occurs initially, medically and finally as illustrated below: 
Position form Gloss 
Initial garr-ah "'(local water) pot or jar made of poetry" 
Medial raagdu sleeping 
Final mHawwagu "(Hawaaygu = ginger) have been (put in food or 
In many cases, especially in its word-medially occurrence, this sound /g/ 
alternates with the MSA voiceless uvular stop /q/ as in raagdu < raaqid "sleeping". 
1.6.1.1.6 /q/ voiceless Uvular Stop 
/q/ has no similar sound that exists in English. It is produced with the back of the 
tongue touching the uvular in such a way that stops the air flow. 
Position form Gloss 
"near" 
"something that is intensively chopped up" 
"rightful, just" 
coffee); (of person) smart and complete" 
1.6.1.1.7 /'/ voiceless Glottal Stop/plosive 
/'/ does not exist in English as a separate phoneme, but it may be heard in 
exclamations such as uh-oh! It is produced by completely closing the vocal cards then 
releasing them suddenly. Al-Samraa'i says; "It is neither voiceless nor voiced". Its 
distribution is shown below: 
Position form Gloss 
Initial 'anaa "I" 
Medial mas'al-eh "matter, solving problem" 
Final tsee" "Do you want?" 
1.6.1.1.8 /T/ voiceless Alveolar Emphatic stop (Velarized) 
/T/ does not exist in English. It is the emphatic counterpart of/t/. It is produced with 
the tip of the tongue touching the alveolar ridge while the center of tongue is lowered 
and its back is raised. It is present in all the three positions as illustrated below: 
Position form Gloss 
Initial Taaq-ah "small window; long cloth" 
Initial 
Medial 
Final 
qariibu 
mqarmasu 
mHiqqu 
Medial riTbu "soft, humid, moist" 
Final mzalITu "having money, rich' 
1.6.1.1.9 /D/ voiced Alveolar Emphatic Stop (Velarized) 
Also, the phoneme /D/ does not exist in English. It is the emphatic counterpart of/d/. 
It is articulated by placing the tip of the tongue against the alveolum while the center 
of the tongue is depressed and its back raised. It is present in all the three positions 
shown below: It is important to note that some TYA native speakers pronounce the 
/D/ as the voiced interdental emphatic fricative /DH/. 
Position form ~ form Gloss 
Initial DabHaanu - DHabHaanu "angry, annoyed; in need" 
Medial mxaDDru ~ mxaDHDHru "greenish"' 
Final beeDu ~ beeDHu "eggs" 
1.6.1.2 Fricatives 
1.6.1.2.1 /f/voiceless Labiodental Fricative 
/f/ is similar to the English sound /f/ as in "film". It is produced with the lower lip 
touching the upper teeth. It occupies all the initial, medial and final positions of a 
word as illustrated below. 
Position form Gloss 
Initial 
Medial 
Final 
faanuusu 
za'fuuru 
waalfu 
"lantern" 
"sparrow, bird" 
"accustomed; used to" 
1.6.1.2.2 /6/ voiceless International Fricative 
/9/ is similar to the English phoneme /0/ as in "thick". It is produced by placing the tip 
of the tongue between the upper teeth and the lower teeth. The distribution of this 
phoneme is shown below: 
Position form Gloss 
Initial Gooru "an ox" 
Medial lu0m-eh "veil (for prayer) worn by women" 
Final miiraaBu "legacy, inheritance, patrimony" 
1.6.1.2.3 Ibl Voiced Interdental Fricative 
/6/ is the voiced counterpart of/G/. It is similar to the English /6/ as in "this". It is also 
produced by placing the tip of the tongue between the upper teeth and the lower teeth. 
It occurs in initial, medial and final positions. For example: 
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Position form Gloss 
Initial 
Medial 
Final 
danabu 
mxSuulu 
kiSee 
"tail" 
•'behaving unusuall}'" 
"like this; in this way" 
1.6.1.2.4 /s/ voiceless Alveolar Fricative 
/s/ is articulated like the English sound /s/ as in "smart". It is produced with the tip of 
the tongue touching the alveolum. It is found in initial, medial and final positions. 
For example: 
Position form Gloss 
Initial saabru "comfortable" 
Medial xasa'u "mud" 
Final Haassu "feeling, having felt" 
1.6.1.2.5 Izl voiced Alveolar Fricative 
Izl is the voiced counterpart of/s/. It is similar to the English sound Izl as in "zoo". It 
is also produced with the tip of the tongue touching the alveolum (I.e. the alveolar 
ridge). It occurs in the initial, medial and final position as shown below: 
Position form Gloss 
Initial 
Medial 
Final 
zaxmu 
Hzaamu 
qoozu 
"beautiful, handsome" 
"gold-belf 
"stone" 
1.6.1.2.6 /S/ Voiceless Alveolar Emphatic Fricative (Velarized) 
/S/ is the emphatic counterpart of/sA It does not exist in English. It is produced with 
the tip of the tongue touching the alveolum while the center of the tongue is lowered 
and its back is raised. It has the following distribution: 
Position form Gloss 
irdryfarid. Initial Salabu i , barren, waste" 
Medial HaSamu "small stones" 
Final malSaa "tool used for keeping five on" 
1.6.1.2.7 /s/ voiceless palato alveolar Fricative 
/s/ is similar to the English /{/ = (sh) as in "shop". It is articulated by pressing the 
blade of the tongue against the hard palate. Its distribution is shown below: 
Position form Gloss 
Initial sahHaatu "beggar" 
Medial msadd-eh "muffler" 
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Final saasi "I don't want" 
1.6.1.2.8 /x/ Voiceless Velar Fricative 
Ixl has no similar sound in English it is produced with the extreme back of the tongue 
coming very close to the velum so that there is a narrow gap between them allowing 
the air stream to flow creating audible friction and the soft palate is raised. It occurs in 
initial, medial and final positions. 
Position form Gloss 
Initial 
Medial 
Final 
xaadmu 
rxiiSu 
wisxu 
"servant" 
"cheap" 
"dirty" 
1.6.1.2.9 /G/ Voiced Velar Fricative 
IGI is the voiced counterpart of/x/. There is no similar sound in English. It is formed 
by placing the back of the tongue against the velum without complete closure 
allowing the air to pass through a narrow gap with an audible friction. The soft palate 
is raised. It occurs in initial, medial and fmal position as demonstrated below. 
Position form Gloss 
Initial Gariimu "one in debt"' 
Medial mitmawGdu having liked acting like the villain 
Final mnaGnaGu "having been lived in amenity"' 
1.6.1.2.10 /H/ Voiceless pharyngeal Fricative 
/H/ does not exist in English. It is articulated when the root of the tongue contacts the 
pharynx forming a narrow passage creating friction through which the air passes with 
force. It is found in initial, medial and fmal positions as demonstrated below: 
Position form Gloss 
Initial 
Medial 
Final 
Hanasu 
mHassu 
IHuuHu 
"snake (m)"' 
"weeder, mower"' 
"(soft, loose local) bread sour in taste"' 
1.6.1.2.11 / •/ Voiced pharyngeal Fricative 
/'/ is the voiced counterpart of/H/. English does not have this sound. It is articulated 
when the root of the tongue touches the pharynx resulting in a narrow constricted gap 
through which the air passes, but with less force and less friction than in /H/. Its 
distribution is shown below: TYA speakers pronounce this /V as the voiceless glottal 
stop /"/. Watson (2002, p. 18)', with reference to (Greenman 1979; Behnstedt 1985: 
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43), points out that the pharyngeals /'/ and /H/ have generally been maintained in non-
peripheral Arabic dialects. In dialects spoken in the central and northern Yemeni 
Tihama, however, /'/ has been reduced to a glottal stop /'/. 
Position form form Gloss 
Initial 'asalu > "asalu "honey"' 
Medial m'arkadu > m'arkadu "complicated; entangled" 
Final mga'ga'u > mga'ga'u "suffering or one who faces 
miserable life'" 
It is important to note that in the whole of this thesis we are going to use the 
pharyngeal fricative /'/ as it is .That is to say, any form of TYA data that includes 
originally this pharyngeal fricative /7 will keep it as it is but the reader should keep in 
mind that it is pronounced as a glottal stop /"/. This is in order not to confuse its 
originality with that of the glottal stop as a true radical/root-consonant. The 
occurrence of this pharyngeal sound /7 as a glottal stop /'/ is observed in all phonetic 
environments even in the highest registers of the TYA dialect. A supporting evidence 
of this is given in the following paragraph and quotations: 
Under the section, (3.1.), "Consonants", in his article entitled: "A sketch of 
the Arabic dialect of the Central Yamani Tihamah", where he uses CT_and..LA, as . 
abbreviations of Central Tihamah, and Literary Arabic,,,respectively. Greenman, 
(1979), refers to the pronunciation of '^ayn A/ as a glottal stop 111. i.e., /'/ as /7in our 
transcription and that this occurs in all phonetic environments even in the highest 
registers of the dialect. He states that: 
One of the better-known features of CT among Yamanis (another being 
the m-definite article), is the rendering of the reflex of LA ^ayn as a glottal 
stop [?] This occurs in all phonetic environments and is so pervasive that 
it appears even in circumstances when features that indicate a higher 
register are employed. Greenman, (1979, p. 54). 
Furthers, he states that: 
What is significant is that it indicates the inhabitants of the dialect area's 
sensitivity to their language, and to this feature in particular. Furthermore, 
it indicates that the CT reflex of LA /V is [?] even in the highest registers 
of the dialect and this is corroborated by virtually all the data which I 
recorded. Greenman, (1979, p. 55). 
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1.6.1.2.12 /h/ Voiceless Glottal Fricative 
/h/ is similar to the English phoneme /h/ as in "hen". It is articulated when the air 
stream passes through a narrow opening in the glottis causing a slight friction. Its 
distribution is shown below: 
Position form Gloss 
Initial habli "give me" 
Medial minhamku "wholly engaged in" 
Final naabhu "awaken" 
Note: there is no affricate sounds in TYA. The voiced palatal Affricate l]l 
found in MSA and many Arabic varieties is replaced by the voiced velar 
stop/plosive Igl. Al-Samraa'i has mistaken when he pointed out that / j / as a 
palatoalveolar fricative sound classified with /§/. 
1.6.1.2.13 /DH/ Voiced Interdental Emphatic Fricative (Velarized) 
/DH/ does not exist in English. It is the emphatic counterpart of / 6 /. It occurs in 
initial, medial and final positions. For example: 
Position form Gloss 
Initial 
Medial 
Final 
DHahru 
'aDHmu 
GaliiDHu 
"back" 
"bone" 
"thick; crue 
1.6.1.3 Nasals 
1.6.1.3.1 Iml Voiced Bilabial Nasal 
/m/ is similar to the English Iml as in "moon". Its articulation is done when the lips 
are closed while the velum is lowered allowing the air to pass through the nose. It 
occurs in initial, medial and final positions. For example: 
Position Form Gloss 
Initial 
Medial 
Final 
mi'walu 
Hamyar-ah 
HaSamu 
"hoe" 
angriness 
"small stones" 
1.6.1.3.2 /n/ Voiced Alveolar Nasal 
/n/ is similar to the English /n/ as in "nice". Its articulation is done when the tip of the 
tongue is touching the alveolar ridge while the velum is lowered allowing the air to 
escape through the nose. It occurs in initial, medial and final positions as shown 
below: 
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naabhu 
magnuunu 
mkafrnu 
"awaken"' 
"crazy; mad man" 
"extremely angry" 
Position Form Gloss 
initial 
Medial 
Final 
1.6.1.4 Laterals 
1.6.1.4.1 /I/ Voiced Alveolar Lateral 
/I/ is similar to the English /!/ as in "left". It is articulated when the tip of the tongue 
is in firm contact with the alveolar ridge and the air is blocked at the center of the oral 
cavit} by the tongue so that it is forced to flow over one or both sides of the tongue. 
There is only one single lateral in TYA which is no-emphatic or unvelarized. The 
emphatic or velarized [I] found in MSA and many Arabic varieties does not occur in 
TYA. Its distribution is illustrated below: 
Position Form Gloss 
Initial liimu "more than one lemon" 
Medial xalw-eh "upstairs, first floor of an old TV building" 
Final riglu "a foot" 
1.6.1.5 Trills 
1.6.1.5.1 /r/ Voiced Alveolar Trill 
Ixl is similar to English l\l as in "rat". It is produced when it consists of several rapid 
interruptions of the air stream, where the tip of the tongue vibrates against the ridge. 
The tap or flap Ixl found in CA/MSA or many other Arabic dialects does not occur in 
TYA. Its distribution is illustrated below: 
Position Form Gloss 
Initial raagdu "sleeping, asleep" 
Medial mtargamu "translated" 
Final burru "flour" 
1.6.2 Semivowels/Glides 
There are two semivowels in TYA. They are demonstrated below: 
1.6.2 1 /w/ Voiced Bilabial (High Back Rounded) Semivowel 
Av/ is similar to the English Av/ as in "wet". It is produced with the back of the tongue 
raised and the lips rounded. It occurs in initial medial and final positions. 
Position Form Gloss 
Initial waalfu "used to, accustomed to" 
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Medial mHavvwmu "feeling hot" 
Final Havvi "he became tired" 
1.6.2.2 lyl Voiced Palatoalveolar (High Front Unrounded) Semivowel 
lyl is similar to the English lyl as in "yes". It is produced with the lips spread and the 
center of tongue being raised toward the hard palate. Its distribution is provided 
below: 
Position Form Gloss 
Initial 
Medial 
Final 
ya-rgud 
maSyuunu 
wdiyyu 
"he sleeps" 
"well-kept, preserved" 
"quern, hand mill" 
To sum up, the consonantal system in T'lhami Yemeni Arabic consists of 
twenty eight consonants. These consonants are categorized into stops which are nine; 
nasals which are two. one lateral, one trill, thirteen fricatives, and two 
semivowels/glides. Some peculiar velarized phonemes also known as emphatics form 
a fundamental part of Arabic consonantal system. The numerical strength of TYA 
consonantal phonemes, like that of MSA. is provided below: 
Stops/plosives = 9 Nasals = 2 
Lateral = I Trill = I 
Fricatives = 13 Semivowels/glides = 2 
The classification of the consonantal S}Stem in TYA is illustrated in Chart-1 
given below which has been reproduced and adopted (with modifications) from the 
article of Prochazka, ThgodoTe, Jr. (1987, p- 58) entitled: "Remarks,on the spoken 
Arabic of Zabid" and from the article of Sheikh, AejazJvto'hammed and Q R-r, Al 
Zoubi (2001, p. 69) entitled Consonantal system of Arabic language and written in 
Aspecti of Arabic phonology edited by A.R. Fatihi (2001). 
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Chart 1 Phonemic Inventory of Tihami Yemeni Arabic Consonants 
Voiceless 
Voiced 
^ Emphatic 
a. 
o 
Nasals 
Lateral 
Trill 
Voiceless 
S Voiced 
> 
g Emphatic 
Semivowels 
.5 
S 
b 
m 
w 
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T 9 
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o 
a. 
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<D 
&/) _ 
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> :D £ o 
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1.6.3 Consonant phonemic-contrasts 
The minimal pair phenomenon is the classic case of contrast which is considered to be 
central to the phonemic principle. If two words differ as to only one sound, then the 
distinction between the two sounds must be phonemic. This is according to I^ .U+pf' 
Carr, (1993) that was also cited in Al-Shaddadi, (2003, p. 15). The TYA consonant 
phonemes occur in contrast to each other in such minimal pairs as illustrated below: 
t -
t -
t -
t -
t -
t -
T 
T 
-d 
-T 
-D 
- s 
-z 
6 
- n 
- k 
/tiinu/ 
/tiinu/ 
/beetu/ 
/bittu/ 
/tiin-eh/ 
/katab/ 
/Taaq-ah/ 
/mTafrnu/ 
'•figs'" 
"figs" 
house 
'•girl, daughter" 
"fig" 
"to write" 
"small window" 
"bankrupf 
/diinu/ 
/Tiinu/ 
beeDu/ 
/bissu/ 
/ziin-eh/ 
/kaaab/ 
/naaq-ah/ 
/mkafrnu/ 
"religion" 
"mud, clay" 
'"eggs" 
"cat (m)." 
"decoration" 
"to tell a lie" 
"she-camel" 
"extremely angry 
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T 
k-
k-
s-
k-
k-
s-
s-
s -
r -
s -
r -
S-
s-
s-
s -
s -
s -
s -
s -
s -
s -
G 
b -
b-
b -
b -
b -
d-
d-
to 
2 -
~q 
-q 
- s 
- m 
- r 
-H 
-D 
-D 
-h 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
- f 
- s 
-d 
-f 
/Taal/ 
/kalbu/ 
/milku/ 
/sulsul-eh/ 
/diiku/ 
/kaasu/ 
/bees-eh/ 
/smar/ 
/gaassu/ 
/qaaryul/ 
/bee"u/ 
/ sa'ru/ 
/'amm-eh/ 
/mHassu/ 
/wardu/ 
/qaS'-ah/ 
/qaS'-ah/ 
/Saabru 
/ sam'-eh/ 
/ sook-eh/ 
- DH / sahru/ 
- m 
- X 
-6 
-H 
- H 
e 
-s 
- m 
-\v 
- 1 
-S 
- 1 
- n 
/xees-eh/ 
/ saalii/ 
/sanabu/ 
/ swal/ 
/Gaalyu/ 
/bissu/ 
/kabiirii/ 
/balee/ 
/Gariibii/ 
/baardu/ 
/diimu/ 
/mad}aiLinu/ 
/waaqfu/ 
/gaaru/ 
/gama 111/ 
"to become tall"' 
"dog-' 
"property" 
"possession chain (s) 
"cock, rooster 
"cup, glass'" 
"paise" 
"dark exmplesioned"" 
"sitting"' 
"reader"" 
"selling" 
"hair" 
"paternal aunt" 
"mower, weeder'" 
"roses"" 
"tin, can"" 
"tin, can"" 
"patient" 
"candle"' 
"forke; thorn'" 
"a month"" 
"local sack" 
"shawl, muffler"" 
"mostasche"' 
"left-handed'" 
"expensive" 
"cat (m)"" 
"big. large" 
"affliction"" 
"stranger, guest" 
"cold" 
"(human) body" 
"indepted"" 
"standing" 
•'neighbour" 
"camel'' 
"qaal" 
/qalbu/ 
/milHu/ 
/ sulsul-eh/ 
/diimu/ 
/raasu/ 
/bee'-eh/ 
/Hmar/ 
/gaaffu/ 
/qaaDyu/ 
/beeDu/ 
/sahru/ 
lamm-eh 
/mHallu/ 
/waldu/ 
/qal"-ah/ 
/qaf-ah/ 
saabru 
/dam'-eh/ 
/ soof-eh/ 
/DHahru/ 
/xeem-eh/ 
/xaalu/ 
/3anabu/ 
/Hwal/ 
/Haalyu/ 
/Hissu/ 
/kaBiiru/ 
/salee/ 
/Gariimu/ 
/waardu/ 
/liimu/ 
/maSyuumu/ 
/waalfu/ 
/naaru/ 
/'amalu/ 
"to say" 
"heart" 
"salt" 
"earning"" 
"(human) body" 
"head" 
"a sale" 
"red"" 
"dry, dried up" 
"judge" 
"eggs" 
"a month" 
"gathering" 
"place" 
"assistant" 
"castle" 
"big local bag" 
"comfortable" 
"a tear"' 
"a look" 
"back"' 
"tent" 
"(maternal uncle)"' 
"tail" 
"cross-eyed"' 
"sweef" 
"consciousness" 
"many, much" 
"entertainmenf 
"one in debt"' 
"incoming'" 
"lemons" 
"well-kepf" 
"accustomed"* 
"fire"" 
"work, working"" 
1.6.4 Phonotactics 
Phonotactics refers to the patterns of sound combinations in a language. In TYA, 
vowel never occurs in a sequence without a consonant, consonant cluster, or a 
semivowel between them. Consonant clusters of TYA are either a combination of two 
identical consonants, two different consonants, or three con.sonants. 
1.6.4.1 Consonant clusters in TYA: Preliminary Remarks 
A consonant cluster is defined by-(Mehdi 1987, p. 15)-and many other linguists as a 
group of two or more different consonants not separated by any vowel. With this 
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definition in mind, tiie following preliminary remarks can be made about the 
clustering of Tihami Yemeni Arabic consonants: 
(a) Clusters consisting of more than two different consonants do not occur anywhere 
in the TYA word (noun/adjective/verb); 
(b) Unlike CA/MSA, TYA has consonant clusters word initially; words beginning 
with a syllable can be initiated by more than one consonant as in mxadd-eh pillow (cf 
CA/MSA maxadd-ah), mHallu '-place'" (cf CA/MSA maHall), etc.; 
(c) TYA shows final clusters, but only before the pausal /u/ or feminine-stem-
formative -eh/-ah as in kalbu "dog" milku "property" (like lands, money, etc".), kalb-
eh "she-dog", milk-eh "marriage contracf, respectively; see them in noun patterns 
(2.3.1), (2.3.2). (2.3.3) and (2.3.4) respectively shown in chapter 2; and 
(d) TYA also shows commonly two-consonant clusters within the word and , between 
two vowels, e.g. daftaru "copy book", kabriitu, "box of matches" bandalu (LW) 
"bundle", handas-eh "engineering" etc. 
1.6.4.1.1 Distribution of TYA Consonant Clusters 
Consonant clusters of TYA are either a combination of two identical consonants, two 
different consonants, or three consonants. These occur only in medial and final 
positions, all positions and in initial, medial or final positions where the first two 
consonants are identical and where there is a syllable boundary between the second 
and third consonants, respectively. This is demonstrated below: 
1.6.4.1.1.1 Geminate consonants 
TYA consonant phonemes are either short or long (i.e. single or geminate/double). 
The occurrence of a short consonant can be a word initially, a word-medially or a 
word-finally. A geminate cluster refers to any two identical consonants in TYA 
occurring in a sequence. Geminate consonants in TYA occur only in medial and final 
positions. This is briefly illustrated below: 
Medial dukkaanu "shop" 
Final bissu "cat (m)" 
1.6.4.1.1.2 Two consonant clusters 
Two consonant clusters consist of two different consonants without intervening 
vowels. They occur in all positions as demonstrated below: 
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Initial 
Medial 
Final 
ktaabu 
handuulu 
baardu 
"book'-
"cradle" 
"cold" 
1.6.4.1.1.3 Three consonant clusters 
Unlike those in CA/MSA and many Arabic dialects the three consonant clusters are 
very common in TYA. They can be found in initial, medial or final positions where 
the first two consonants are identical and where there is a syllable boundary between 
the second and third consonants. The syllable boundary is represented by a dot '.". 
This is shown below: 
nitial 
^inal 
viedial 
am.msaamiir 
mzal.lTu 
mZal.lT-iin 
"the nails" 
"rich" 
"rich" (PI.) 
1.6.5 Vowels 
As a strarting point and for a general overview of Arabic vowels, it has been noted in 
the literarture that there are three short vowels in Arabic, /i/, /u/, and /a/, which 
contrast phonemically with their long counterparts, /ii/, luul, and /aa/. Almost all these 
vowels, when recorded, are initiated with a glottal stop such as / V for example in the 
verb / 'akal / "to eat". The relative durations of the vowels are almost twice as long 
when in isolation as when they are in speech sequences. And that the reason why the 
long vowels seem to be twice the length of the short vowels is that these vowels are 
normally stressed and carefully spoken. Al - Ani (1970, p. 23) states that: 
There are three short vowels in Arabic, III, Id, and /a/, which contrast 
phonemically with their long counterparts, /ii/, /uu/, and /aa/." ... Almost 
all vowels, when recorded, are initiated with a glottal stop. Such an initial 
glottal articulation seems reasonable since all words in Arabic begin with 
a consonant. Also, those words in Arabic which are normally considered 
to begin with a vowel usually are initiated with a glottal stop before the 
vowel. 
It is also observed that the relative durations of the vowels are 
almost twice as long when in isolation as when they are in speech 
sequences. The long vowels seem to be twice the length of the short 
vowels in either setting. The reason why the long vowels seem to be twice 
the length of the short vowels is that these vowels are normally stressed 
and carefully spoken. Al - Ani (1970, p. 23). 
"Unlike consonants, the vowel system differs in colloquial Arabic from 
literary Arabic almost in all the Arabic dialects." Rosenhouse (2007, p. 658). And that 
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"This is expressed by expansion of the phonetic vowel system on the one hand and 
the merging of several vowels to a smaller set of phonemes on the other hand (the 
latter is conspicuous in North African dialects)." (ibid, pp. 658-659) 
in TYA, there are five short vowels, /i/, /u/, /a/. Id and /o/, which contrast 
phonemically with their long counterparts, /ii/, /uu/, /aa/, ltd and tool. (Throughout 
the thesis, phonemic length in the TYA data is indicated by writing the vowel symbol 
twice), (cf^^AJ^ni, S. (1970), McCarthy (1979, 1982, and elsewhere), Ratcliffe, 
Robei;t^Richard(1990. 1992. 1997 and 1998), Boudelaa^ff& Marslen-Wilson,>^tr 
(2001a. 2004a, and 2004b), and Acquaviva. J^tflo (2008)). /o/ and Id are less 
common in use than /i/, /u/ and /a/. The major differences between long and short 
vowels lie in the fact that long vowels are tenser and longer in time of duration than 
the corresponding short ones. 
The TYA two short vowels /e, o/ and their corresponding long ones /ee, oo/ 
that do not exist in MSA or what is referred to as literary Arabic, are also observed in 
many colloquial Arabic dialects. A general description of this is stated by Rosenhouse 
(2007. p. 657): "The vowel system of many colloquial Arabic dialects (in Israel) 
includes two vowels that do not exist in literary Arabic: 'e, o/. and the parallel long 
monophthongs /e, 5/ which usually reflect the literary Arabic diphthongs /ai. cm/ 
respectively." 
1.6.5.1 Short Vowels 
1.6.5.1.1 /i/ short high front unrounded 
III is similar to the English l\l as in '"sif. In the articulation of/i/, the lips are generally 
spread. For example: 
Position Form Gloss 
Medial nigmu "star" 
Final ruuti (LW) ''bread" 
1.6.5.1.2 /u/ short high back rounded 
Id is similar to English Id as in "book". It is produced with lip rounding. 
Position Form Gloss 
Medial durgu "drawer" 
Final kutubu "books" 
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1.6.5.1.3 /a/ short low central unrounded y^ -~. 
/a/ is similar to English /a/ as in "father"' but shorter in duration and/urther back, it is 
produced without any lip rounding. "' 
Position Form Gloss 
Medial qalbu "heart'" 
Final mraaDaa "have been tried to be pleased" 
/ 
1.6.5.1.4 Id Short Mid-Front Unrounded 
Id is similar to the English Id as in "hen'", it is articulated with spread lips. Its 
occurrence is less common than the above three. 
I^osition Form Gloss 
Medial konde^san "an air condition" (LW) 
Final samee • "sky"" 
1.6.5.1.5 /o/ short mid-back Unrounded 
Id does not occur in English, it is not a frequently English occurring vowei. its 
occurrence in TY'A is also less common than the above three (i.e. the /i, u, a/). 
Position Form Gloss 
Medial kondeesan "an air condition'" (LW) 
Final woo or yoo "'hey!"' 
Woo or yoo "hey!"" in woo barraa yoo or woo barra woo daaxil is said by the 
TYA mbarbru person (see endnote 297 in chapter 2) who is asking for help"'. Other 
illustrative examples of/o/, especially in the medial position are shown below: 
Hon "they, F"" kont "I w-as"' 
Hon "they, M"" saafoh "He saw him"" 
bazzeetoh "i took it"" icondeesan "an air condition"" (LW) 
!<.ombyuutar "a computer" (LW) 
1.6.5.2 Long Vowels 
The long vowels in TYA seem to be longer in duration and tenser than the English 
vowels, since they are monophthongs and do not have any diphthongal quality. They 
tend to be shorter in final position. 
1.6.5.2.1 /ii/ long High Front Unrounded 
/ii/ is longer and tenser than English I'v.l as in "seen". In its articulation the lips are 
generally spread. Some illustrative examples are shown below: 
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saaniinu 
msaamiiru 
siiTaanu 
•'teeth" 
"nails" 
"deveii 
/
, ' ,,.5V"'^ '^^3f' / • **S. 
.6.5.2.2/uu/LoriR High Back Rounded ' • ^ ^,^^ 
' C 
/uu/ has more lip rounding and tenseness than English Iw.l in "school". Some 
iluustrative examples are shown below: 
faanuusu 
byuutu 
fuulu 
"lantern" 
"houses" 
"kidney peas" 
1.6.5.2.3 /aa/ Long Law Central Unrounded 
/aa/ is longer than the English /a: / in "hat". Some illustrative examples are shown 
below; 
baabu "door" 
dukkaanu "shop" 
1.6.5.2.4 /ee/ Long Mid Front Unrounded 
It is longer than the English /ey/ or /ei/ in "hate" but has no glide or diphthongal 
quality. Some iluustrative examples are shown below: 
kondeesan 
Gadee 
xeemeh 
"an air condition" (LW) 
"lunch" 
"tent" 
1.6.5.2.5 /oo/ Long Mid-Back Rounded 
/oo/ is longer in duration and the lips are more rounded than the English bnl as in 
"boat", but have no glide or diphthongal quality. Some iluustrative examples are 
shown below: 
9ooru "o\. bull" 
sooqu "market" 
To sum up, in TYA, there are five short vowels, /i/, /u/, /a/. Id and /o/, which 
contrast phonemically with their long counterparts, /ii/, /uu/, /aa/, ltd and /oo/. 
(Throughout the thesis, phonemic length in the TYA data is indicated by writing the 
vowel symbol twice), /o/ and Id are less common in use than l\l. Id and /a/. The 
major differences between long and short vowels lie in the fact that long vowels are 
tenser and longer in time of duration than the corresponding short ones. The 
classification of the vocalic S}Stem in TYA is illustrated in Chart-2 given below: 
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Chart 2 Phonemic Inventory of Tihami Yemeni Arabic Vowels 
High 
Mid 
Low 
Front 
ii 
i 
ee 
e 
Central 
aa 
a 
Back 
uu 
Li 
00 
0 
1.6.6 Vowel phonemic - contrasts 
1.6.6.1 Contrast between short vowels: 
TYA vowel phonemes contrast with each other in the following minimal pairs: 
/a/ 
/a/ 
l\l -
Id 
1^1 
l?.l 
-hi 1 
-Id 
Inl 1 
-lol 
lO' 
Id 
darsu/ 
/san-eh/ 
bikr-eh/ 
/kel/ 
/bazz/ 
/Hmar/ 
"a lesson"' 
"a year" 
"pulley" 
"he ate'" 
"he took" 
"red"" 
/dirsu/ 
/sun-eh/ 
/bukr-ah/ 
/kol/ 
/bozz/ 
/Hmer/ 
"molar tooth" 
"a medical herb'" 
"tomorrow" 
"eat (imp)"' 
"take (imp)"" 
"he became angry 
1.6.6 2 Contrast between long vowels 
/aa/ - /uu/ 
/aa/ - Inl 
/ii/-/uu/ 
/ee/ - /oo/ 
/aa/ - /oo/ 
/aa/ - ltd 
/ii/ - /oo/ 
/raasu/ 
/bariiHu/ 
/Tariiqu/ 
/bees-eh/ 
/qaal/ 
/'aanoh/ 
/riiHu/ 
"a head"' 
"taking water 
from well" 
"road, wa}"" 
"paise"" 
"he said"" 
•'he bought 
Him (sth)"" 
"wind"" 
/ruusu/ 
" /baraaHu/ 
/Taruuqu/ 
/boos-eh/ 
/qool/ 
/ "eenoh/ 
/rooHu/ 
"heads"' 
"wide"" 
"pair of shoes'" 
"a kiss" 
"say (imp)'" 
"his eyes ' 
"soul, go (imp.) 
1.6.6.3 Contrast between long and short vowels 
-/aa/ 
•/ii/ 
•/aa/ 
•/uu/ 
/a/-/ii/ 
/u/-/ii/ 
/a/ - /oo/ 
lal-
l\l 
l\l 
lol-
Hamaru 
hib-eh 
'ilmu 
zurtoh 
san-eh 
sun-eh 
damu 
"angriness"" 
"gift" 
Hamaaru 
hiib-eh 
".science, knowledge" "aalmu 
"you (sg) visit him'" zurtuuh 
"yearh" siin-eh 
^']oca\ herb" sun-eh 
"blood" doomu 
"reddishness" 
"dignity; prestige"' 
"scientist, scholar"" 
"you (pi.) visit him'" 
"slumber, nap, doze'" 
"slumber, nap, doze"' 
"the doom palm tree"" 
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1.6.7 Diphthongs 
A diphthong is combination of a vowel and a semivowel in one syllable. There are 
man> diphthongs in TYA (not only two as it has been mistakenly pointed out by 
ProcnazKa (1987. p. 59), who writes: "[t]wo diphthongs occur, but only in final 
position: ey and ow, e.g. nsey and nsow "forget (f s./c.pl.)!". An example of aw is also 
attested: bkaw "they wept". In non-final positions only long vowels occur 'atet "1 
came"; yom "day'" ". In fact, there are remarkably seven diphthongs in TYA which 
are evidently illustrated below; Many of Arabic diphthongs do occur in TYA. The 
most common))' occurring diphthongs in TYA are /iy/, /ay/, /aay/ /aw/ and /aaw/. 
Others /iw/ and /uw/ are of less frequent occurrence. In the final position, a semivowel 
is always geminated when preceded and followed by a short vowel. The seven TYA 
diphthongs are classified into two groups and illustrated below; 
1.6.7.1 Fronting Diphthongs 
1.6.7.1.1 /iy/ 
/iy/ has no similar diphthong in English. It is observed in the following TYA data; 
Form Gloss 
hadiyy-eh "present giff 
niyyu "raw, uncooked, unripe" 
1.6.7.1.2 /ay/ 
/ay/ is similar to the English diphthong /ai/ as in "sigh", but it is shorter in duration. It 
is shown in the following TYA data; 
Form Gloss 
Sayyaar-ah "car" 
mitbayytu "lodging, having a house to lodge in" 
1.6.7.1.3/aay/ 
/aay/ is the long counterpart of/ay/. It is exemplified below: 
Form Gloss 
faayd-eh "utility, usefulness, welfare" 
baayku "going away, leaving'" 
1.6.7.2 Backing Diphthongs 
1.6.7.2.1 /iw/ 
/iw/ is of less frequent occurrence. It is shown as in; 
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Form Gloss 
miwsaax-ah "dirtiness" 
miwqaaH-ah "rudeness" 
1.6.7.2.2/uvv/ 
/uw/ is also of less frequent occurrence. It is shown as in: 
Form Gloss 
zuwwaaT-ah "baalon" 
mruww-ah "mastery" 
1.6.7.2.3/aw/ 
/aw/ is similar to the English diphthong /au/ as in "how", but it is shorter in duration. 
It is illustrated below. 
Form Gloss 
mawhuubu "talented" 
"married" 
1.6.7.2.4/aaw/ 
/aaw/ is the long counterpart of/aw/. It is shown below: it is less in occurrence than 
/aw/. 
Form Gloss 
Haawyu "tired" 
zaawy-eh "an angle" 
1.6.8 Imaalah 
/ 
imaal-ah". as Al-ciatish|ah. Wk. (1990. p. 103) writes with reference in his footnotes 
to what was mentioned by Gairdner, W. H. T. (1935, pp. 242-245) and Howel| 
lVloiliner--Stoper (1833. pp. 738-771. iv.i) is usually defined as the "inclination or 
deflection of/aa/ in the direction of/ee/ and that of/«/ in the direction of/e/ as well." 
Referring to what was pointed out by (Wright, 1967, p. 7), he mentions that: "Imaal-ah 
was confined /devoted to certain tribes in pre-and post^'lslamic Arabian Peninsula. He 
continues saying that some forms of Imaal-ah are present today in certain Magribi and 
Lebanese dialects of Arabic" 
Accordingly, TYA nouns or adjectives or verbs that ended originally in /aa/ 
and tended exclusivel} not to have its own unique feature of pausal forms with the 
pausal /u/ or the OGNC /u/, incline from /aa/ to /ee/. This is demonstrated below: 
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MSA 
'asaa 
samaa 
Gadaa 
balaa 
wabaa 
bannaa 
ina'waa 
mastaa 
mu'aafaa 
musaawaa 
bakaa 
TYA 
"asee 
samee 
gadee 
balee 
vvabee 
bannee 
ma'wee 
mastee 
m'aafee 
msaawee 
bkee 
Gloss 
"supper" 
•'sky" 
"lunch" 
"affliction" 
"epidemics" 
"builder" 
"shelter" 
"leavening tool" 
"healthy, well, sound" 
"arranged, made equally" 
"to weep, to cry" 
Based on the above data, the final /aa/ in the MSA underlying forms incline to 
/ee/ (i.e. imaal-ah in TYA forms, when preceded by /I, b. m, n. h, f s, s, z. t, d, k, 6, w, 
and y/. However, it remains unchanged when proceeded by /g. q, g. x, '. ', H s, T, D, 
m. DH/. See ((2.3.11.1), (2.3.25.4). (2.3.30.2), (2.3.20.7), and (2.3.22.5)), respectively. 
General rule of TYA imaal-ah that accounts for this is shown below: 
Rule (1.6.8): General Rule of TYA imaalah: 
aa —> ee / C — # 
^ 
Along with the use of "Arabic diglossia"(Ferguson, 1950), as a general 
linguistic feature, in an) YA speech community , the use of Imaalah in TYA becomes 
optional, although older speakers of TYA use it almost exclusively within the 
restricted information given above. It is important to note that forms other than nouns, 
adjectives and verbs, include different kinds of imaal-ah. and they have been discussed 
in details (only in Arabic scripts) by Al-Samraa"i (2005, pp. 111-113) and this needs 
further research in case of the TYA dialect investigated in this thesis. 
1.6.9 TYA Syllabic Structure 
In the literature, linguistic research has revealed that "Languages differ very much in 
the types of syllable structures they exhibit and the^aces they occupy in words"' 
(Robins 1975, p. 131), cited in Mehdi Ali, Abdu+^ ib (1987, p. 13). Mehdi Ali adds: 
"And of course O'Connor is right in stating - when discussing the term 
"Phonotactics"- that "If in languages any phoneme could follov; any other phoneme 
with equal probability there would be no place for phonotactics, but in fact there are 
powerful constraints operating in all languages and each language has different rules 
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governing the sequences of phonemes which may or may not occur." (O'Conner 
1974:229) cited in Ali, Abdul Sahib M'elidi (1987, pp.l3-!4) who points out that: 
"Thus, to take one case, while in an English syllable the vowel may be followed by 
one, two, three or four consonants (e.g. tech, techs, text, texts, - k. --ks, -kst, -ksts); 
other languages such as (Fijian) do not admit any syllable ending with a consonant". 
Similar statements may also be made about Tihami Yemeni Arabic, when compared 
in general with other languages and in particular with classical Arabic/Modern 
StaTTciMi Arabic as well as many other modern Arabic dialects such as Damascus and 
Cairo^about which McCarthy ,1982, p. 9) says: "The modern Arabic dialects spoken 
in Damascus and Cairo have essentiaUy the syllabic strufitufs^Classical Arabic with 
one major exception .They allow consonant clusters word-initj^lly" since, as would be 
expected. TYA like all languages follows its owfrfuTesand has its own characteristic 
types of syllabic structure. This linguistic fact manifests itself obviously in two ways: 
(i) when it comes to using its own unique linguistic feature represented in the pausal 
/u/ or the overgeneralized nominative case (OGNC) in TYA a process whereby the 
structure of TYA words compared to CA/MSA or even any Arabic dialect is often 
revowelled ,for instance, ktaa. bu < ki. taab "book"' (C1C2VV C v^ < Civ. C2VVC3) and 
ku. tu.bu < ku. tub (Civ. C:v C3V < CiV. C2VC3), etc.; (ii) when it comes to using 
foreign words/loanwords by TYA native speakers, a process whereby the structure of 
such words is often modified in accordance with that of TYA as in fil-mu (CivCj 
C3V) "film'" (C1VC2C3)" ban. da. lu (C1VC2. C3V. Cjv) "bundle'" (CivCj. CBC^), etc.. 
and (iii) when it comes to using its own definite article am not "al found in CA/MSA 
and all Arabic varieties, for instance, am- + waqtu -^ aw- waqt < al- + waqtu -^ al-
waqt "the time/the free time"", and am- + zoogu -^ am- zoog < al- + zawg —^ az- zawg 
"the husband"', etc. Our intention, here is not to compare the state of affairs in TYA 
with that in other languages, however. We shall concern ourselves only with the 
characteristic features of TYA syllabic structure illustrated as follows: 
(i) Like in CA/MSA, in TYA, syllables beginning with /v/ are not permissible; words 
like gamalu "camel"", maktabu "office", marHal-ah "stage, step, Phase" must therefore 
be syllabified as in (A) rather than (B) below: 
Word A B 
gamalu C|V. C2VC3V * C1VC2. VC3 v 
maktabu mvC). C2V. C3V *mv, C1C2V. C3V 
marHa)-ah mvCj. €2^. Cjv ^ivvCiCj vCj -ah 
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(ii) TYA has sometimes the syllable structure of CA/MSA but with one major 
exception. It allows consonant cluster word-initially as in mxadd-eh < maxadd-ah 
"pillow" (mC|vC2. C2-eh < mv. CivC?. C2-ah). mHallu < m-ahall "'place" (mC|vC2. 
C2V < mv. C1VC2C2 ), etc.; 
(iii) The vowel in a TYA open syllable which is considered to be the most occurrence 
is either short as in da. ra. geh "degree, step, mark" (C|V. C2V. C^eh), or long as in 
faa. nuu. su "lantern" (C|Vv. Covv. Cjv), etc.; 
(iv) The vowel of a closed syllable (almost first syllable) is always short, e.g. qal. bu 
"heart" (C1VC2 C3V,) kab. rii. tu "box of matches" (C1VC2 C3VV. C4V), han. duu. lu 
"cradle" (C1VC2 C^vv. C4V), etc.; and 
(v) Taking into consideration the number of syllables constituting a TYA word can be 
said to consist of one of the following: 
(a) One syllable, e.g. bu "father" C|V 
(b) Two syllables, e.g. damu "blood" C|V. C2V 
(c) Three syllables, e.g. daftaru "copy book" CivC^. C v^ C4V 
(d) Four syllables e.g. safargalu "quince" (C|V. C2VC3 C4V. C^v) 
(e) Five syllables e.g. talfazyuunaatu "television" (C1VC2. C3VC4. CjVV. C^vv. 
IV) 
1.6.10 Stress 
No attempt will be made to mark stress in this thesis, primarily because it is 
mechanical in the majority of nominal and adjectival system in Tihami Yemeni 
Arabic in particular and CA/MSA and other Arabic dialects in general. Generally 
speaking Classical Arabic, like most modern Arabic dialects, has a morale trochee 
stress system. Downing Laura J. (2006, P. 92). points out that "As McCarthy (1979. 
1993) and Hayes (1995) show. Classical Arabic, like most modern Arabic dialects, 
has a morale trochee stress system." It is an interesting task for future research to deal 
with stress in case of TYA. 
^•N b lO-^ Ov^>0C--c^ ^  
1.7 Morphophonological alternations 
1.7.1 Morphophonemics 
Morphophonemics generally refers to the changes of phonemes at the morpheme 
boundaries or to "Phonological alternations, especially nonallophonic changes", 
Odden, David (2005, p. 335). These changes are usually systematic and regular. They 
occur in initial, medial, and final positions. 
1.7.1.1 Assimilation 
What is meant by assimilation is that segments acquire the features of tl>e adjacent 
segments. This morphophonemic process can either be articulatory or acoustic in 
nature. This is, of course, depending on the feature which is being assimilated. Crucial 
observation of the data from TYA reveals the existence of both types, it is noteworthy 
here that certam generalization govern the assimilation process in TYA, among them 
that the preceding consonant always assimilates to the following one, in what is 
called regressive assimilation. Progressive assimilation seems to be rare or almost 
nonexistent in TYA. It is only possible to provide some examples to show that 
articulatory morphophonemic process occurs in TYA as shown in the TYA data given 
in the sections below, however, in case of the acoustic morphophonemic process, it is 
not possible to provide examples. This is because there are no previous 
spectrographic or acoustic studies in TYA. 
1.7.1.1.1 Progressive assimilation 
In \^ progressive assimilation the sound that changes and which is called the 
assimilated sound follows the sound that causes the change and which is called the 
conditioning sound. Progressive assimilation, as said before, seems to be rare or 
almost nonexistent in TYA. According to Ryding (2005, p. 566), in case of MSA. in 
progressive assimilation the III is influenced by the preceding sound in the word. This 
holds true in case of TYA forms as shown below: 
1.7.1.1.1.1 Velarization: Where, in accordance with Ryding (2005), in case of MSA, 
the initial root consonant is velarized (S. D, T, Z), [Z=DH in case of our transcription 
system of TYA]. and the infixed taa" (i.e. the infixed /-t-/) acquires the velarization 
feature, thus resulting in a spelling (and sound) change from taa' to Taa" (i.e. Ixl to 
111). 
VR.morpheme TYA(UR)-> TYA (SR) Gloss 
V Sdm Stadam -^ STadam "to crash (into), collide with" 
V Drb Dtrab -^ DTrab "'to be disturbed, agitated" 
VTI" Ttala' —> TTala' "to examine, look into" 
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1.7.1.1.1.2 III assimilates totally to the voiced alveolar /d/, the initial root consonant, 
especially of the hollow form VIII verb dtaC2aa which becomes ddaC2aa, (see it in 
Appendix I): 
V R.morpheme 
Vd'w 
V d'w 
V d'w 
TYA(UR) 
dta'aa 
ya-dta1 
midti'i\yu 
-^ 
-^ 
-^ 
-^ 
TYA (SR) 
dda'aa 
ya-dda'i 
middi'ivvu 
Gloss 
"to allege, claim" 
"he alleges, claims" 
"having alleged/clai 
1.7.1.1.1.3 The infixed l-i-l partially assimilates to the /z/ sound by becoming a voiced 
dental /d/ instead of a voiceless dental stop /t/. This occurs especially of the sound 
unaltered pattern/form VIII verb CitaC^aCs which becomes C|daC2aC3 where C| 
represents the initial root consonant Izl (see it in Appendix I). This is also observed in 
its corresponding adjective pattern (3.1.3.28) miC|taC2C3U which becomes 
miCidaC2C3U. where C| also represents the initial root consonant Izl, see it under 
pattern (3.1.3.28). 
-^ TYA (SR) Gloss V R.morpheme 
V zHm 
V zwg 
V zHm 
V zwg 
TYA(UR) 
ztaHam 
ztawag 
miztaHmu 
miztawgu 
zdaHam 
zdawag 
mizdaHmu 
"to be crowded" 
"to be doubled, paired" 
"crowded" 
mizdawgu "to be doubled, paired" 
1.7.1.1.2 Regressive Assimilation 
In tj>tf^ regressive assimilation, the assimilated sound precedes the conditioning sound. 
In TYA the regressive assimilation is considered to be the most common kind of 
assimilation. This is illustrated in the following sections from (1.7.1.1.2.1) to 
(1.7.1.1.2.3). 
1.7.1.1.2.1 The defmite article /'am-/, /am-/ or /m-/, (since the /'/ or /"a/ usually gets 
lost (see section (5.4.4.1) in chapter ^ v\hcre the topic TYA dellnile article am-, the 
1 Iim\uritic am- vs. Arabic al- is dealt with in dctail|jf)), is assimilated to the following 
consonant if it is one of these consonants: /b/, /m/, /w/ or/f/. In other words, when this 
definite article am- prefixed to a word beginning with one of the following 
radicals/consonants / b, m, f, w /, the m- of the definite article is assimilated to the 
sound it is annexed to and its vowel /a/ is nasalized (i.e. it becomes a nasalized vowel 
/a/). This is demonstrated in the following TYA data: 
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am- + baabu --* ab-baab "the door"' 
am- + miqhaayah —<• am-miqhaayah "the cafe" 
am- + vvaqtu —>• aw- waqt "'the time/free time" 
am- + faaru —> af- faar "the mouse/the rat"" 
1.7.1.1.2.2 /n/assimilates to/t/that follows it, e.g.: 
(a) bintu -^ bittu "a girl" (i.e. n + t ^ tt) (Within a word) 
(b )N+A 
bintu + kabiir-eh —^ bittu kabiir-eh "a big girl"' (Across word boundary) 
(c) N + V 
am- bint + 'akalat —> am bitt klan -^ ab bitt klan (Across word boundary) 
The crucial observation about (regressive) assimilation in TYA is that this 
process is one of the most characteristic features that distinguish it from CA/MSA as 
well as from other colloquial Arabic dialects. It is or it can be viewed as a completely 
general automatic rule applying both within and across word boundaries (as we have 
seen above and as we shall see in various examples throughout the whole thesis), and 
belongs to the "post lexical portion of the grammar" the issue that involves the "post-
lexical rules", which, like that of Tetouani Moroccan Arabic (TMA), 
"characteristically operate after words have been combined into sentences in the 
syntax" (Nour, Taibi, 2003, p. 83). Further research would be necessary to clarify this 
issue in case of TYA. 
i.7.1.1.2.3 Regressive assimilation typically occurs when two 'homorganic' (sound 
having the same place of articulation) (cf Ladefoged. PejdC(1982. p.51) consonants 
come into contact. 
1.7.1. ] .2.3.1 Very often the /t/ assimilates to /z/. /S/, /s/, /T/, /D/, /d/, or /s/ that follows 
it, provided that there is no intervening vowel between them. As it has been noted 
before, the /S/, /T/, and /D/ stand for the emphatics or what are called velarized 
sounds; see them under sound system in TYA in the aforementioned section (1.6.1). 
These consonants including /t/ are alveolar in place of articulation. They are 
homorganic with /t/.Consider the following examples; see also the end notes (221), 
(222). (224). (228). (230). and (231-233) of chapter 3 of this thesis; 
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MSA TYA Gloss 
mutazaaHim ~ 
inutaSaaliH ~ 
mutasaa'im ~ 
mutaTaawil ~ 
mutaDaayiq ~ 
mutadaayin ~ 
mutasaawiy ~ 
mitzaaHmu —> mizzaHmu "competing, emulous" 
mitSaalHu —> miSSalHu "becoming reconciled" 
mitsaa'mu -^ missaa'mu "pessimistic, pessimist" 
mitTaawlu -^ miTTaawlu "impudent, insolent" 
mitDaayqu -^ miDDaayqu "annoyed, upset" 
mitdaaynu —> middaaynu "having borrowed from each other'' 
mitsaawyu -^ missaawyu "equal, balanced" 
1.7.1.1.2.3.2 Also, in the imperfect aspect when the third person singular prefix /ya-/ 
is added to verbs of the binyaan V as well as the binyaan VI (see them in Appendix I) 
as in tzawwag "to get married", tzaaHam "to compete, to be emulous", etc.. A/ 
assimilates to /z/, /S/, /s/, /T/. /D/. /d/, or /s/ as shown below, provided there is no 
intervening vowel to break the CC: 
MSA TYA Gloss 
ya-tazawwag ~ ya-tzawwag —> \a-zzawwag "to get married". 
}a-taSabban - ya-tSabban ^ ya-SSabban "to be washed by soap", 
ya-tasaa'am ~ya-tsaa"am —> ya-ssaa"am "to be pessimistic, pessimist" 
ya-taTaawal ~ ya-tTaawa! -^ ya-TTaawal "to be impudent, insolent" 
ya-taDaayaq ~ ya-tDaayaq —» ya-DDaayaq "to be annoyed, upset" 
ya-tadaayan ~ ya-tdaayan ^ ya-ddaayan "to borrow from each other" 
ya-tasaawaa ~ ya-tsaawee -^ ya-ssaawee " to be equal, balanced" 
The realization of /t/ in the above examples in (1.7.1.1.2.3.1) and 
(1.7.1.1.2.3.2) can be formulated in a general rule as shown below: 
f ^ f ^ 
Rule(l.7.l,1.2.3.1&2):/t/ 
s 
T 
D 
d 
\' J 
I-
s 
T 
D 
d 
I 'I 
1.7.1.1.2.4 /I/ assimilates to /n/ that follows it, e.g.: quinaa —» qunnaa "we said"; this 
was also cited by Al-Saamra1, (in Arabic script), (2005, p. 107). This can also be 
formulated in a general rule as shown below; 
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Rule(l.7.1.1.2.4) | ^ n / - n 
1.7.1.1.2.5 A non-emphatic or what is called a non-velarized sound becomes emphatic 
or what is called a velarized sound when it is followed by a velarized sound. Very 
often /s/ becomes /S/: see Al-Samraa'i (2005) for more details (but in Arabic script). 
Al-Samraa'i states that /s/ is replaced by the /S/ in the Tihami dialect is due to 
assimilation between the sounds of the word, and the /r/. /I/, and /T/ have already 
come after the /s/; and it is difficult, in the riatm;^ j:^ r Tf^pT "f t^? T"ih?mg the 
movement of their tongues from a non-velarized sound to other velarized sound, so 
they replace the non-velarized /s/ with its velarized counterpart, the /S/; and that 
makes this replacement easy to them is that the two sounds are from one place of 
articulation. Transliteration of the Arabic script of his statement is shown below: 
....wa-s-sabab fi "ibdaal as-siin Saadan fi al-lahgati at-Tihamiyyah 
raagi'un 'ilaa al-mumaathalati bayna 'aSwaati al-kalim-ah, faqad gaa'at 
ba'd as-siin ar-raa", wal-laam. waT-Taa'. ... wa yaS'ob fl Tab" at-
Tihamiyy-iin "intiqaal lisaanihim min Sawtin mustafilin (muraqaqin) 'ilaa 
"aaxara musta'lin (mufaxxamin), fa-'abdaluu mina as-siini al-muraqaqati 
nadhiruhaa al-mufaxxam. Wa huwa aS-Saad, wal-ladhi sahula 'alayhim 
haadha-l-"ibdaal huwa kawnu aS-Sawtayni min maxragin waahidin... Al-
Saamraa"i(2005. p. 104). 
Our own translation of the above transliterated quotation is shown below: 
The reason for the replacement of the /s/ with /S/ in the Tihami dialect is 
due to the assimilation between the sounds of the word; and the /s/ has 
come after the /r/, /I/, 111. ... and it is diftlcult in the nature of the Tihamis 
the movement of their tongue from a non-velarized sound to an other 
velarized one, so they have replaced the none-velarized /s/ with its 
velarized counterpart: and this /S/ and what makes easy of such 
replacement for them is that the two sounds are being of one place of 
articulation. 
1.7.1.1.2.6 Velarization extends not only to an adjacent consonant and vowel but also 
throughout the whole syllable or further. Consider the following examples: 
sTuuHu -^ STuuHu "surfaces"' 
saTHu —> SaTHu "a surface" 
sayTarah —> SayTarah "controlling" 
mabsuuTu —>• mabSuuTu "pleasant, pleased" 
This can also be formulated in a general rule as shown below: 
Rule (i .7.1.1.2.6): s -^ S / - (V) (C) (V) (V) T 
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1.2.3.4 A voiced sound assimilates to a voiceless sound that follows it, e.g.: 
wa'ad + tak 
vva'ad + toh 
waalid-ah + ti 
sayyid-ah + ti 
wa'attak "1 promised you" 
wa'attoh "I promised him" 
walitti "my mother" 
sitti "my lady" 
The last two examples were cited (in Arabic script) by Al-Samraa"i, (2005, p. 99), 
where the feminine marker -ah is deleted when added to possessive pronouns to make 
construct forms. This can also be formulated in a general rule as shown below: 
Rule (1 .1 .2 .3 .4 ) :d^ t / - t 
1.7.1.1.2.7 When the glottal stop /"/ occurs in the medial position and it is preceded by 
the long vowel /aa/. it changes to lyl. This change occurs in words whose root-pattern 
structures are hollow or rarely hamzated (i.e. having glottal stop IT). This is 
demonstrated below: 
V R.morpheme MSA TYA Gloss 
V zwr 
V nwm 
V xwf 
Vby 
VDy 
zaa'ir 
naa'im 
xaa'if 
baa'i' 
Daa'i' 
-^ 
-^ 
— > 
-^ 
-^ 
zaayir ~ zaayru 
naayim- naaymu 
xaayif ~ xaayfu 
baayi' -baay'u 
Daayi" - Daay'u 
"visitor" 
"asleep" 
"frightened" 
"seller, selling" 
"lost" 
Following generally the SPE of Chomsky & Halle (1968), this can be formulated 
in two rules as shown below: 
Rule(1.7.1.1.2.7.1):(i) " ^ y / C a a - v 
r 
+ son 
-syll 
- cons 
- cont 
- nasal 
-high 
- low 
- back 
- round 
- ant 
- cor 
- voice 
- del rel 
~\ 
V. J 
0/ + cons 
V 
+ son 
+ syll 
- cons 
+ cont 
- nasal 
- high 
+ low 
- back 
- round 
- ant 
- cor 
+ voice 
+ del rel 
V. 
r 
+ son 
+ syll 
- cons 
+ cont 
- nasal 
-high 
+ low 
- back 
- round 
- ant 
- cor 
+ voice 
+ del re! 
J V. J 
r 
+ son 
+ syll 
- cons 
+ cont 
- nasal 
+ high 
- low 
- back 
- round 
- ant 
- cor 
+ voice 
+ del rei 
~\ 
v_ J 
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Rule (1.7.1.1.2.7.2) (ii) 
sub-sections) 
0 / —Cv (cf. the rules in (1.7.1.2) and its related 
r ~\ 
+ son 
+ syll 
- cons 
+ cont 
- nasal 
+ high 
- low 
- back 
- round 
- ant 
- cor 
+ voice 
+ del rel 
r 
0 / 
^ 
+ cons 
V 
+ son 
+ syll 
- cons 
+ cont 
- nasal 
+ high 
- low 
+ back 
+ round 
- ant 
- cor 
+ voice 
+ del rel 
V J V. J 
1.7.1.1.2.8 When the glottal stop /7 occurs medially between the vowel /u/ and the 
long vowel /aa/, it is changed to /w/ and the /u/ of the MSA prefix /mu-/ is elided in 
TYA (it will be discussed in chapter 3 under the fourth binyan). This is illustrated 
below: 
TYA Gloss 
• mwaanasah "keeping company" 
• mwaansu "'close companion" 
m'aamarah "conspiracy" 
Following generally the SPE of Chomsky & Halle (1968), this can also be 
formulated in two rules as shown below: 
V R.morpheme 
V 'ns 
V "ns 
V 'mr 
MSA 
mu'aanasah 
mu'aanis 
*mu'aamarah 
Rule (1.7.1 1 28 l ) ( i ) - ^ w / u - a a 
^ A ^ -^  r . ^ r . ^ 
+ son 
-syll 
- cons 
- cont 
- nasal 
-high 
- low 
- back 
- round 
- ant 
- cor 
- voice 
- del rel 
L J 
-
+ son 
+ syll 
- cons 
+ cont 
- nasal 
+ high 
- low 
+ back 
+ round 
- ant 
- cor 
+ voice 
+ del rel 
V- J 
1-
+ son 
+ syll 
- cons 
+ cont 
- nasal 
-high 
+ low 
- back 
- round 
- ant 
- cor 
4 voice 
+ del rel 
V J 
+ son 
+ syll 
- cons 
+ cont 
- nasal 
-high 
+ low 
- back 
- round 
- ant 
- cor 
+ voice 
+ del rel 
<^  J 
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Rule (1.7.1.1.2.8.2) LI 
sections) 
+ son 
+ syll 
- cons 
+ cont 
- nasal 
+ high 
- low 
+ back 
+ round 
- ant 
- cor 
+ voice 
+ del rel 
0 / - W (cf. the rules in (1.7.1.2) and its related sub-
V, 
0 / 
"^ 
+ son 
- syll 
- cons 
+ cont 
- nasal 
+ high 
- low 
+ back 
+ round 
- ant 
- cor 
+ voice 
+ del rel 
J V J 
1.7.1.1.2.9 When the glottal stop /7 occurs medially preceded by a short vowel and 
followed by a consonant, it is elided and instead its preceding vowel is lengthened. In 
particular, in the nominal forms that have the underlying pattern CvCC, the glottal 
stop /"/ surfaces as a vowel that is identical to the preceding vowel. Such assimilation 
of the glottal stop /7 is referred to as vocalization of/7, cf Sakarna, A. Kh. (1999, pp. 
88-89). in case of 9abaadi Arabic, a Jordanian Arabic dialect. This is illustrated in the 
following examples: 
MSA TYA Gloss 
bi'r 
Si^ b 
fa'r 
fi'raan 
-^ 
-^ 
-^ 
-^ 
biiru 
diibu 
faaru 
tliraanu 
"well" 
" w o l f 
"rat. mouse" 
"rats, mice" 
The above three cases of the TYA hamzah/glottal stop /'/ shown above in 
(1.1.2.3.4), (1.1.2.3.5), and (1.1.2.3.6), have been exhaustively dealt with in details (in 
Arabic script) by (Al-Omariy, 2000. pp. 43-57) and (Al-Samraa'i, 2005, pp. 94-5). 
They refer to such developed phenomena of phonological changes of hamzah/glottal 
stop into /y/ or /w/ or its deletion and instead the lengthening of its preceding vowel, 
as tashiil al-hamzah (^simplification/simplicity of hamzah). They attribute these 
changes to the Tihami dialect speakers' tendency to make 'ess effort in the 
articulation of these sounds. 
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1.7.1.1.2.10 Another type of assimilation involves the change of the nasal /n/ to Iml 
when followed by /b/ or /f/, i.e. it changes its point of articulation. Consider the 
following examples: 
Gloss TYA 
mzanba'u 
mqanbaru 
sanbuLiseh 
xunfuseh 
minfa'lu 
minfatHu 
TYA 
mzamba'Li 
mqambaru 
sambuuseh 
xumfuseh 
mimfa'lu 
mimfatHu 
"curious; appearent" 
"seating; seated" 
"samosa"(LW) 
"beetle" 
"nervous" 
"opened" 
The realization of /n/ in the above examples in (1.7.1.1.2.10) above can be 
formulated as Rule (1.7.1.1.2.10) shown below: 
Rule(1.7.l.l.2.IO): n ^ m I Ah | 
The above assimilation does not apply whenever the medial /mb/ is broken by 
an intervening vowel as in manaabru/banaabru (BP) "local beds", sanaabiisu (BP) 
•"samosas", xanaafsu "beetles", "arnab-ah "rabbif", etc. 
1.7.1.2 Vowel Elision 
In TYA a vowel III or /a/ or both may be deleted in a word or at a morpheme 
boundary. The deletion of such vowel(s) can result in two-consonant clusters or 
sometimes three-consonant clusters .There are three instances of vowel elision in 
TYA: 
Note: MSA is used as an underlying representation. This is because the simplest and 
more obvious way to the analysis of TYA is to postulate a single representation, 
which is MSA form, to underlie the changes occurring in the TYA form. 
1.7.1.2.1 When a short vowel /i/ or /a/ occurs in an open (pre-stress), it is elided, e.g.: 
MSA 
/kitaab/ 
/SaGiir/ 
/SiGaar/ 
/kitaabSaGiir/ 
/kutubSJGaar/ 
/kutubSaGiirah/ 
TYA 
/ktaabu/ 
/SGiiru/ 
/SGaaru/ 
/ktaabuSGiiru/ 
/kutubuSGaaru/ 
/kutubuSGiireh/ 
Gloss 
"book" 
"small" 
"small (pi)" 
"book" 
"small books" 
"small books" 
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1.7.1.2.2 When the short vowel l\l occurs before a final consonant, it is lost when any 
suffix beginning with a vowel is added. This is illustrated in the following TYA data 
of nouns and adjectives: 
1.7.1.2.2.1 With the post final vowel /u/ as an over-generalized nominative case-suff1x 
(OGNC-sufflx) or pausal /u/ in TYA 
MSA TYA Gloss 
/taagir/ 
/muslim/ 
/baarid/ 
/mukassir/ 
*/iTiusabbib/ 
/musaalim/ 
/muxliS/ 
/muuHis/ 
*/iT!utaraddid/ 
/taagru/ 
/muslmu/ 
/baardu/ 
/mkassru/ 
/ msabbibu/ 
/msaalmu/ 
/muxlSu/ 
/muuHsu/ 
/mitraddidu/ 
"merchant, trader" 
"Muslim" 
"cold" 
"having broken" 
"causing; causer (m.)" 
"peaceful" 
"faithful" 
"desolate" 
"hesitant; hesitating (m)" 
1.7.1.2.2.2 With the feminine marker -eh/-ah: 
MSA 
/gaami'ah/ 
/taagirah/ 
/muslimah/ 
/muskilah/ 
/baaridah/ 
/mukassirah/ 
*/musabbibah/ 
/musaalimah/ 
/muxliS/ 
/muuHisah/ 
*/mutaraddidah/ 
TYA 
/gaam'eh/ 
/taagreh/ 
/muslmeh/ 
/muskleh/ 
/baardeh/ 
/mkassreh/ 
/ msabbibeh/ 
/msaalmeh/ 
/muxlSeh/ 
/muuHseh/ 
/mitraddidah/ 
Q\oss 
"university" 
"merchant, trader" 
"Muslim" 
"problem" 
"cold" 
"having broken" 
"causing: causer (f)" 
"peaceful" 
"faithful" 
"desolate" 
"hesitant; hesitating (f)" 
1.7.1.2.2.3 with the masculine sound plural (MSP) suftlx -iin: 
MSA TYA Gloss 
/taagiruun/ 
/musiimiiun/ 
/baariduun/ 
/mukassiruun/ 
*/musabbibuun/ 
/musaalimuun/ 
/muxliSuun/ 
/muuHisuun/ 
*/mutaraddiduun/ 
/taagriin/ 
/mus]m'm/ 
/baardiin/ 
/mkassriin/ 
/ msabbibiin/ 
/msaaimiin/ 
/muxlSiin/ 
/muuHsiin/ 
/mitraddidiin/ 
"merchant, trader" 
"MusWm'" 
"cold" 
"having broken" 
"causing; causer (f)" 
"peaceful" 
"faithful" 
"desolate" 
"hesitant; hesitating (pi)" 
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1.7.1.2.3 Combination of (1.7.1.2.1) and (1.7.1.2.2) above. For example: 
MSA -^ TYA Gloss 
/mutakabbir/ 
/mutagaasir/ 
/mutakabbirah/ 
/mutagaasirah/ 
/mutakabbiruun/ 
/mutagaasiruun/ 
/mitkabbru/ 
/mitgaasru/ 
/mitkabbreh/ 
/mitgaasreh/ 
/mitkabbriin/ 
/mitgaasriin/ 
"haughty, arrogant" 
"fearless, daring (m)" 
"haughty, arrogant (f)" 
"fearless, daring (f)" 
"haughty, arrogant (pi)' 
"fearless, daring (pi)'" 
Three rules of vowel elision in TYA can be formulated in accordance with the 
data observed in (1.7.1.2.1), (1.7.1.2.2) and (1.7.1.2.3) above. These rules are shown 
below: 
Rule (1.7.1.2.1): V ^ 0 / C _ [+ open syllable] OR V -> 0 / C _ [-stress] 
Rule (1.7.1.2.2): i -^ 0 / C ^ C # V (V) (C) 
Rule (1.7.1.2.3): Combination of (1.7.1.2.1) and (1.7.1.2.2) above 
The elided /i/ in case of (1.7.1.2.2) above is retained when the TYA form is 
prefixed by the definite article /-"am/, no any suffix is added. This provides another 
evidence for the /i/ vowel elision in TYA. This is exemplified below: 
/"am/ + /msaalmu/ 
/"am/ + /msaalmeh/ 
/"am/ + /msaalimiin/ 
/"ammsaalim / 
/'ammsaalimeh/ 
/'ammsaalimiin/ 
"the peaceful (m.)"" 
"the peaceful (f)'" 
"the peaceful (pi.)"' 
Furthermore, the illustrative examples of the data of (1.7.1.2.2) with the 
asterisk (*) indicates that they do not apply to the /i/ vowel elision rule shown in 
(1.7.1.2.2). Such /i/ vowel elision rule does not apply to words in which the short 
vowel /i/ comes between like- consonants (i.e. similar consonants), the first of which 
IS geminate. 
1.7.1.3 Metathesis 
Metathesis refers to the reversal of the order of two sound segments in the same word. 
The two sounds are considered to be separated by a combination of vowels and a 
consonant or only a vowel. Consider the following examples: 
TYA -> TYA Gloss 
qurTaasu —> quTraasu "piece/sheet of paper" 
kabriitu -^ 
'aqrabah -+ 
kabatu -^ 
karbiitu 
'arqabah 
bakatu 
"box of matches" 
"scorpion" 
"backed'" (LW) 
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In the first example, the /r/ and 111 reversed their order in the word. Similarly, 
in the second example, the /b/ and /r/ reversed their order in the word. In the third 
example, the /q/ and /r/ reversed their order in the word, in the fourth example, the /k/ 
and /b/ reversed their order in the word as well. 
1.8 General Morphological Elements, Principles and Concepts 
The General Morphological Elements. Principles and Concepts adopted by many 
linguists and the various conventions adhered to in the literature in relation to the 
general area of our research will be presented and provided. The linguists are such as 
Wright (1955), Cowell (1964), Aboul-Fetouh (1969), Abd-Rabbo (1988 and 1990), 
Zammit (2002), Al-Shaddadi (2003). Watson (2002 and elsewhere), Mohammed 
(2003), McCarthy (1979, 1981, 1982 and elsewhere), McCarthy & Prince (1986, 
1990a. 1 1990b), etc. These principles are root and pattern morphology, roots, sound 
pattern, altered patterns (hollow, (i.e. loss/fusion/change of medial radical), detective 
(i.e. loss/fusion/change of final radical)) and stem Formative types (1, II, ill), stem 
change or internal vocalic change or Interna! Vowel Manipulation (IVM), revowelling 
and affixation as plural techniques/operations/processes, CV- templates, multilinear 
(or prosodic template) representations, the Number of Consonant Constraint (NCC). 
and Avoid Homophony (AH), introduced in Abd-Rabbo (1988 and 1990), etc. 
l.S.lCitation Form 
The TYA nouns and adjectives (both singulars and plurals or their combinations in 
attributive noun phrase) along with those of MSA/CA or any one of other modern 
Arabic dialects are 'cited here and elsewhere as they would occur in pause'; cf., for 
example, Idrissi (1997)'s foot note (I) in case of Classical Arabic. The type of 
representation, a noun or an adjective or a verb has, depends on whether it is used as a 
citation form (i.e. in isolation/pause or in a context), by context we mean only the 
context of the attributive noun phrases; other contexts in TYA needs further 
research). This is in accordance with the limitation of this thesis realized in its title. 
Illustration of such representation is shown below: 
In Isolation/Pause in Context 
msaamiiru "nails" 'am-msaamiir ak-kabiir-eh 
kabiir-eh "big" the nails the big 
'am- "the" "the big nails" 
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1.8.2 Lexical Patterns 
Our investigation of TYA singular forms of nouns and adjectives would result in the 
realization that the process of combining consonantal and non-consonantal (i.e. 
vocalic) elements into lexical forms follows a set of fairly systematic rules in 
accordance with which derivatives of the same root morpheme may be grouped 
together each with a specific type of pattern. This is illustrated in details in chapters 2 
and 3, meanwhile I will turn to the way root morphemes and patterns are symbolized 
in this thesis. 
1.8.3 Root morphemes and patterns symbolized 
For the symbolization of root morpheme i will use the symbol (V) followed by the 
lower case radicals/consonants. For instance the noun qalbu "heart'" will be 
represented by the root morpheme Vqib. For the symbolization of patterns I will use 
C|, C2 and C-, to indicate respectively the first, second and third consonants/radicals 
consisting of the triconsonantal root morpheme. Vocalic elements will be represented 
as they are (i.e. as lower case vowels). For instance, words such as qalbu "heart" kislu 
"lazy", gamalu "camel", etc., would be symbolized as CiaC2C3U, CiiC2aC3U and 
CiaC:aC3U respectively. These patterns which are implying that they consist solely of 
the radicals/consonantal elements with one or more vowels distributed among them 
ma}' be described as simple ones or sound unaltered patterns. However, for the 
patterns whose number of radicals/consonants in the given stem exceeds three or 
whose stem is a complex one, the following points should be observed: 
(i) In case the root morpheme contains four radicals/consonants, the fourth one will be 
represented by C^ ;. For example a noun like targam-eh "translation", an adjective like 
mtargamu "translated" or a verb like targam "to translate", where the root morphemes 
consist of the radicals/consonants Vtrg, Vtrg and Vtrg respectively, would be assigned 
the patterns C|aC2C3aC4-eh, mC|aC2C3aC4U and CiaC2C3aC4, respectively, 
(ii) If the additional element represents a geminate or doubling of one of the 
radicals/consonants constituting the tri-consonantal root morpheme, the symbol used 
for that geminated/doubled radical/ consonant is also geminated or doubled. For 
example Tabbaaxu "cook", which derives from the root morpheme VTbx "to cook" 
has the pattern CiaC2C2aaC3U (i.e. C2 repeated by C2 to show the process of 
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germination or doubling. Similarly, the adjective haddaaru "talkative", which derives 
from the root morpheme Vhdr, has the pattern C|aC2C2aaCiti. 
(iii) if there are additional elements or morphemes (such as the formative prefixes m-, 
mi, mu, sti-, t-, etc.,) that do not form part of the radical/consonantal root morpheme, 
they will also be represented by small radicals/consonants. This is exemplified below: 
Pattern W 
maC|C2aC3U 
miC|C2aCreh 
miC|C2aaC3U 
maC|C2aC3U 
mCiaC2C2U 
muC|C2C3U 
maC|C2LiuC3U 
stiCiC2aaC3U 
taC|C2iiC3U 
mCiaaC2aC3-eh 
tC|UC2 C2UC3U 
mCia C2C3C4U 
'ord V root ' 
mabrazu 
minsaf-eh 
miHwaatu 
maqSadu 
mHassu 
muslmu 
maksuLiru 
stikmaalu 
tahmiisu 
m'aamal-eh 
tHukkumu 
mtargmu 
Verb 
Vbrz 
Vnsf 
VHwt 
VqSd 
VHSS 
Vsim 
Vksr 
Vkml 
VHms 
V'ml 
VHkm 
Vtrg 
gloss 
barraz 
nassaf 
Hawwat 
qasad 
Mass 
Ca)sfam 
kasar 
kamal 
Ham mas 
'aamal 
tHakkam 
targam 
"to prepare a place"' 
"to use towel'" 
"to sell fish" 
"to mean, to intenf" 
"to cut with mower" 
"to be IVfusfi'm" 
"to break" 
"to complete"" 
"to heaf 
"to deal with" 
"to dominate govern' 
"to translate"" 
In a number of cases where TYA native speakers use Loan forms/ Loanwords, 
the analogical Loan forms/Loan words, (i.e. those that have been brought into line 
with the TYA system, see chapter 2 under section 2.4) are assigned the appropriate 
TYA patterns. For example filmu < Eng./Fr. "film"" would be represented by the noun 
pattern (2.1.3.3) C|iC2C3u: bandalu, < Eng. "bundle"' would be represented by the 
noun pattern (2.1.4.1), C|aC2C3aC4u; bees-eh < Hindi paise "an old TY currency"" 
would be represented by the noun pattern (2.1.3.2.6) CieeCi-eh, etc. 
1.8.4 Verbal patterns 
Root morphemes in TYA are for the most pail tri-consonantal. quadri- consonantal 
and pseudo-quadriconsonantal. The limitations of the study in this thesis make us not 
to have a separate chapter for verb patterns, so they will be dealt with here, in this 
section and in Appendix 1. As reference to verbal root morphemes is frequently 
needed in this thesis, it is important to observe the types of morphological patterns 
assumed by TYA verbs compared to those of MSA. The following list illustrates these 
patterns: 
(i) The tri-consonantal verb and its derived patterns. This is in accordance with the 
way adopted by McCarthy (1981), and followed by Al-Shaddadi (2003). 
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First Binyaan 
Second Binyaan 
Third Binyaan 
Fourth Binyaan 
Fifth Binyaan 
Sixth Binyaan 
Seventh Bmyaan 
Eight Binyaan 
Ninth Binyaan 
Tenth Binyaan 
CtaCjaCy as in katab "to write'" 
C|aC2C2 aCj as in Hammar "to become yellow'" 
C|aaC2aC3 as in kaatab 
('a) C|C2aC-, as in ("a) slam "to become Muslim'" 
tC[aC2C2 aCi as in tkabbar "to be haughty, arrogant'' 
tC|aaC2C2 aCs as in tkaasal "to be lazy" 
nC|aC2aC3 as in nkatab "to be written"' 
C|taC2aC3 as in xtalaf "to be different" 
(Nil, since accommodated by 11 binyan above) 
staC|C2aC3 as in sta'mal "to use"' 
(ii) The quadriconsonantal verb and its derived patterns: 
I CiaC2C3aC4 as in targam "to translate"" 
II tCiaC2C3aC4 as in ttargam "to be translated"' 
(iii) The pseudo-quadri-consonantal patterns: 
CiaC;C|aC2 as in ba"ba" "to say baba (papa)"" 
CianCiaC2 as in dandal (from daldal) "to lower, to dangle" 
C:aC2C3an as in Tafran "to be bankrupt'" 
CiarC3aC4 as in bargas "to disorder, to be untidy"" 
CiaC2maC4 as in harmat "to (intensively) scratch'" 
CianC3aC4 as in Hangal "to stand in the way o f 
C|a'C3aC4 as in Ta'mas "'to erase, efface"' 
CiaC2'aC4 as in qal'ab "to overturn"" 
CiaC2C|aC2 as in gargar "to (frequentatively) trail, drag"' 
C|aC2C3aC3 as in gaHtat "to draw, to trail"" 
C|aC2waC3 as in qaHwas "to take off, to remove; to scrape off 
tCiaC2CiaC2 as in tba'ba" "'to be said (baba (papa))" 
tC)anC|aC2 as in tdandal (from daldal) "to be lowered, dangled"" 
tCiaC2C3an as in tTafran "to be bankrupt'" 
tCiarC3aC4 as in tbargas "to be disordered, untidy" 
tCiaC2maC4 as in tharmat "to be (intensively) scratched"' 
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tCianC3aC4 as in tHangal "to be stood in tlie way of" 
tC|a C3aC4 as in tTa'mas "to be erased, effaced'" 
tC|aC2'aC4 as in tqal'ab "to be overturned'" 
tC|aC2CiaC2 as in tgargar "to be (frequentatively) trailed, dragged" 
tCiaC2C3aC-, as in tgaHtat "to be drawn, trailed" 
tCiaC2waC3 as in tqaHwas "to be taken off removed, scraped off" 
(iv) tmaC|C2aC3 tma- verb pattern as in tmaghal "to like doing the ignorance, to do it 
intentionally, to imitate it; to feign ignorance"" 
See Appendix 1 for extensively illustrative examples of TYA verbal patterns 
and forms; see also throughout chapter 3, where some related discussion and analysis 
en. 
While chapter I ends here, it is followed by five chapters; 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. 
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Chapter 2 
Structure of Nouns in TYA 
2.1 Noun Patterns in TYA 
2.1.0 Preliminary Remarks 
Most TYA nouns are derived from verbs shown in Appendix 1. but some are 
adjectival or based on other nouns as will be indicated in some of the end notes. As is 
the case with verbs, most nouns are based on tri-consonanta! root of tri-consonantal 
patterns. Naturally, nouns borrowed from other languages exist in the lexicon of the 
dialect and they are indicated by the abbreviation (LW), meaning lawn word (Loan 
words in TYA will be given in more details in section 2.4 of this chapter). In this 
chapter a descriptive study and analysis will be dealt with the structure of nouns in 
TYA. Like that in CA. MSA and all Arabic dialects, nouns in TYA are of two kinds, 
derived having the feature [-i-D] and non-derived having the feature [-D]. Non-derived 
nouns are proper nouns, family relationships, animals, and physical things. The 
structure of both [+D] and [-D] nouns in TYA undergo certain morphological 
patterns. In a general notion, Arabic nouns, according to Ryding (2005. p. 74), are 
usually derived from lexical roots through application of particular morphological 
patterns. Ryding points out that the use of patterns interlocking with root phonemes 
allows the formation of actual words or stems and that the noun patterns themselves 
carry certain kinds of meaning, such as "place where action is done," "doer of action," 
•"name of action." or "instrument used to carry out action." This notion holds true in 
case of the TYA nouns discussed here, though the particular morphological patterns 
of TYA nouns will show a discrepancy from the particular morphological patterns of 
MSA (or Arabic in general). 
In this chapter, we are going to deal with identification, classification and a 
descriptive and morphological analysis of the noun patterns in TYA. These are mono-
consonantal patterns, bi-consonantal patterns, tri-consonantal patterns, quadri-
consonantal patterns and others. The TYA nouns under such patterns and which are 
considered to be the lexical corpus of the data collected and observed from digital and 
tape recordings, responses of direct elicitation and personal communications and 
interviews, are cited in the absolute form of the singular. The singular noun with a 
certain pattern will be considered as an input that undergoes plural formation by one 
of these techniques: revowelling or affixation that gives the noun plural forms as 
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outputs which will be given in details in section 2.2 of this chapter. The term "sound 
unaltered pattern" will be used to refer to the noun pattern whose radicals/consonants 
are all intact and distinct. Altered patterns will be represented as follows: (i) 
Geminate: The term "geminate" will be used to refer to the noun pattern in which two 
like radicals/consonants are fused together;(ii) Hollow: The term "hollow'" will be 
used to refer to the noun patterns in which a middle radical consonant is changed, lost 
or fused: and (iii) Defective: The term "defective'" will be used to refer to the noun 
pattern in which the lost radical constant is changed, lost or fused. 
Note: 
(i) No attempt will be made to include taboo nouns or proper nouns or personal 
names. 
(ii) The illustrative examples of the TYA of each pattern are separated with 1.5-lines-
space according to the type pattern of the plural as output they will take in section 
(2.1.2) of this chapter, 
(iii) Syllabic structure is dealt with in the introductory chapter, chapter I. 
2.1.1 Mono-Consonantal Noun Patterns 
There are very few and less common mono-consonantal noun patterns observed in 
TYA. They are rare or even unique. These less common mono-consonantal noun 
patterns are illustrated in the following TYA data of three words only: 
2.1.1.1 Pattern C|U 
s. Form Gloss 
bu "father"" (cfCA "ab and Akk. abu)' 
mu "mother"" 
.\u "brother'" 
These three words bu, mu, xu (cf. xayyu "brother"' shown under the noun 
pattern (2.1.3.1.4) below) are alternations of bi-consonantal words in MSA: 'ab, 'urn, 
'ax, respectively. 
2.1.2 Bi-Consonantal Noun Patterns 
There are also very few and less common bi-consonantal noun patterns observed in 
TY.A. They are rare or even unique. These le^s common bi-consonantal noun patterns 
are illustrated in the following TYA data given below: 
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2.1.2.1 Pattern CIHCT U sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
gabu '"local bag" 
damu "blood" (cf.CA dam and Akk. damu)^ 
2.1.2.2 Pattern CiaC2-eh sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
san-eh "year" 
mar-ah"' "woman" 
2.1.2.3 Pattern Ciiy-eh sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
diy-eh 
miy-eh 
2.1.2.4 Pattern 
s. Form 
sun-eh 
"compensatory money for the killed' 
"a hundred" 
C|uC2-eh sound unaltered pattern 
Gloss 
"medical herb" 
2.1.2.5 Pattern CiUuCji sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
ruuti "bread"(LW) 
2.1.2.6 Pattern C1C2U sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
bnu "a son" ( of. CA "ibn and Akk. binu)'' 
Omu "a mouth" (see end note (14)) 
6nu ~ "an ear" 
It is important to observe that most of TYA bi-consonantal nouns have an 
ending of the Feminine Stem-Formative Suffix -eh/-ah, for instance san-eh "year", 
mar-ah "woman". The noun mar-ah, if compared to the noun 'imra'-ah or mar'-ah in 
CA/MSA might be analyzed as a defective tri-consonantal; (cf damu "blood"; vis-a-
vis CA/MSA dam). 
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2.1.3 Tri-consonantal Noun Patterns 
Generally speaking, tri-consonantal noun patterns are consl^ei^&'(S'^the most ^ao 
frequent patterns of nouns in TYA. There are 46 tri-consonantal noun sound and 
unaltered patterns in TYA, under each of which, there are some altered patterns.These 
tri-consonantal noun patterns are illustrated and discussed below and in the following 
pages: 
2.1.3.1 Pattern CiaC2C3U sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
samsij/samsu 
nafsu 
taxtu^ 
qalbu 
qabru 
saTHu 
(=SaTHu) 
baHOu (VN) 
zahbu 
Tab'u 
kalbu 
farxu 
baHru 
'abdu 
kabsu 
Tarqu 
'arDu 
rasmu (VN) 
Hagzu (VN) 
qatlu (VN) 
labgu (VN) 
dabgu(VN) 
naTHu (VN) 
Darbu (VN) 
Sabru (VN) 
faqru (AN) 
ta-bu (AN) 
'"Sim"" (cf CA sams and Akk. samsu) 
'"soul"' 
'•table'" 
'•heart" 
•"a grave" 
••a surface"' 
"research"' 
••a field in a farm" 
••habit"" 
-dog"" (cf CA kalb and Akk. kalbu)*' 
•'young of bird" 
"sea"" 
••servant'" (cf CA •abd and Akk. abdu)' 
'•ram, sheep"" 
••a shoe"" 
-land'" 
"drawing'" 
"reservation"' 
"killing"" 
"beating'" 
"beating"' 
'"beating"" 
"striking, hitting'" 
"patience, or colocynth"" 
"Poorness, poverty"" 
"tiredness"" 
sa'w (CN) "hair"" 
raqSu (CN) 
dam'u (CN) 
sam'u (CN) 
"dancing" 
"tears" 
"candles" 
2.1.3.1.1 waC2C:,u with initial radical semivowel /w/ 
s. Form Gloss 
waSlu "wedding gift" 
walbu "a tool used for ploughing earth and drawn by an ox' 
waldu'° "assistant" 
waqfu "bracelet" 
wardu "roses" 
2.1.3.1.2 CiaCjwu with final radical semivowel Av/ 
s. Form Gloss 
dalwu "bucket, pail, bail" (cf.CA dalw and Akk. dalu)'' 
2.1.3.1.3 C|aC2yu with final radical semivowel/y/ 
s. Form . Gloss 
DHabyu'' "gazelle" 
garyu (VN) "running" 
masyu (VN) "walking" 
2.1.3.1.4 CiaC2C2U Geminate 
The above noun pattern (2.1.3.1) C|aC2C3U can have gemination in the final radical so 
that it is represented as CiaC2C2U. As discussed in the introductory chapter, the 
geminate (C2C2), to follow Aboul-Fetouh (1969) in case of Egyptian Colloquial 
Arabic (ECA). is considered as StF2 VC2 combined to simple stem (Sts) (i.e. R + 
StFi). This pattern is illustrated in the following TYA data: 
s. Form Gloss 
'ammu 
kaffu 
saddu 
xaddu 
haqqu 
yaddu'"^ 
"(paternal) uncle" 
"hand, palm" (cf. CA kaff and Akk. kappu)''' 
"dam" 
"cheek" 
"right" 
"hand" 
layyu "hose" 
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xayyu "brother" 
Gazzu "craving for food during pregnancy, appetite (f.)"' 
sabbu (VN) "cursing" 
faggu (CN) " weai^  flame/fire" 
2.1.3.1.5 CiOoCiu hollow 
This sub-pattern (2.1.3.1.5) C100C3U is an altered pattern which is derived from a tri-
consonantal root as discussed in the introductory chapter, where C1C3 form the 
allomorph ""V C)C3 as in 
V swq -^ { sooqu "market" 
V swq -^ { swaaqu '"markets" 
This pattern can be considered as an altered pattern because, alternation can 
be understood from the distinction found between TYA pattern (2.1.3.1.5) C100C3U 
and MSA pattern CiawC3. Such alternation entails a morphophonological process or 
what is called a practice of TYA phonology shown below: 
a + w -^ 00 
In other words the diphthong /aw/ in literary Arabic (LA) becomes [00] in 
TYA. There are few other examples where /aw/ is pronounced as in the literary 
variety, i.e. /aw/ can also be a diphthong in TYA, see TYA diphthongs in the 
introductory chapter. The pronunciation of LA /aw/ as [00] is reminiscent of what has 
been noted by Greenman (1979). Under the section 3.1., "Diphthongs", in his article 
entitled: "A sketch of the Arabic dialect of the Central Yamani Tihamah". where he 
uses CT, LA, U, and R as abbreviations of Central Tihamah, Literary Arabic, Urban, 
and Rural, respectively, Greenman, (1979), refers to the pronunciation of LA 
diphthong /aw/ as /o/ in Central Yamani Tihamah, i.e., as /oo/ in our transcription of 
TYA. He states that: 
The LA diphthong /aw/ is always pronounced [0] in U. In R, however, it is 
rendered with this pronunciation only in certain lexical items, for example 
[lyom] 'today' and [dom] 'the doom palm' (a type of tree). Outside of 
these and a few other examples it is pronounced as in the literary variety. 
Greenman, J. (1979, p. 53). 
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The sub-pattern (2.1.3.1.5) C100C3U is evidently illustrated in the following 
TYA data: 
s. Form 
sooqu 
yoomu 
Oooru 
zoogu 
qoozu 
Gloss 
"market"' 
'•day"'(cf. M S A y a w m ) ' ' 
•'an ox'" 
"husband" 
"stone"' 
sooku (CN) "thorn", spines, prickles" (of. MSA sawk)'^ 
moozu (CN) "bananas" 
doomu (CN) "doom palm (a type of tree) or one of its fruits"" 
noomu (VN) '"sleeping" 
2.1.3.1.6 CiceCsu hollow 
This sub-pattern (2.1.3.1.6) C|eeC3U is an altered pattern which is derived from a tri-
consonantal root as discussed in the introductory chapter, where C1C3 form the 
allomorph 'V C1C3 as in 
V Tyr -^ { Teeru "bird"" 
V Tyr —* { Tyuuru '"birds"' 
This pattern can be understood as an altered pattern because, the alternation 
can be understood from the distinction observed in TYA (2.1.3.1.6) CieeCsu and 
MSA C|ayC3. Such alternations entail a morphophonological process or what is called 
a practice of TYA phonology shown below: 
a + y -^ ee 
In other words the reflex of LA diphthong /ay/ is pronounced [ee] in TYA. 
Though, the pronunciation of/ay/ as [ee] is also reminiscent of what has been noted 
by Greenman, who points out that: "The reflex of LA /ay/ is always pronounced [e] in 
U.'" (p. 53), we do not agree v;ith him in the use of the word "always"" in this quoted 
statement. This is because, there are few other examples where /ay/ is pronounced as 
in the literary variety, i.e. /ay/ can also be a diphthong in TYA, see TYA diphthongs 
in the introductory chapter. 
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The sub-pattern (2.1.3.1.6) CieeC3U is evidently exemplified in the following 
TYA data: 
s. rorm 
Teeru 
beetu 
"eenu 
teesu 
"eenu 
19 
seexu 
Geemu (CN) 
beeDu (CN) 
bee'u (VN) 
(JIOSS 
"bird" 
•'house"' (cf. CA bayt and Akk. bltu)''' 
"an eye'" 
"billy goat, he-goat" 
"an eye, fountain (cf. CA 'ayn and Akk. Tnu) 
"sheikh" 
"clouds" (cf. MSA. Gaym)^° 
"eggs" 
"selling" 
Many nouns of pattern (2.1.3.1) CiaC2C3U are remarkably verbal nouns of 
simple verbs as in Darbu "striking, hitting"' (cf. Darab "to strike, to hit"'). As to the 
pattern (2.1.3.1.5) CiOoC^u as in sooqu "market", TYA distinguishes from the dialect 
of Syrian Arabic (SA): suu" "markef'.^' It is important to note that this Pattern 
(2.1.3.1) CiaC2Cui can also be observed on Adjective Pattern (3.1.3.6) C|aC2C3U as in 
qaHmu "very old*', and zaxmu "beautiful", see it in chapter 3. 
The discrepancy between the TYA pattern (2.1.3.1) CiaC^Cju and the pattern 
CaCC observed in Arabic in general is the observation of pausal /u/ in TYA which is 
not observed in Arabic. The Arabic pattern CaCC is realized in the following 
statement of Watson (2006) and (2009); 
In contrast to verbs, singular nouns and adjectives take a vast array of 
different prosodic templates and vocalic melodies. ... Other patterns, such 
as CaCC, have a large range of meanings, covering human (jadd 
•grandfather'), non- human (kalb 'dog"), concrete (bahr [with dot under h] 
•sea"), abstract ('aql 'intelligence'), and adjectives (hayy [with dot under 
h] -alive "). Watson (2006. p. 432) and (2009, pp. 51-52). 
2.1.3.2 Pattern CiaC2C3-eh sound unaltered pattern 
This Pattern (2.1.3.2) C|aC2C3-eh represents the feminine singular noun in TYA. It is 
slightly similar to the MSA pattern C]aC2C3-ah (i.e. that ends with the suffix-ah). It 
appears as sound and unaltered pattern as shown in the following TYA data: 
s. Form Gloss 
qar-ah"^ "castle"" 
SaHf-ah "cloths-washing container"' 
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gabh-eh 
sanT-ah 
qaS"-ah 
qaP-ah" 
qarT-ah 
labx-ah 
lahg-eh 
gals-eh(VN) 
hazf-eh(VN) 
hadr-ah (VN) 
labg-eh(sing.) 
dabg-eh{sing.) 
naTH-ah (sing.) 
sa'r-ah (sing.) 
sain'-eh (sing.) 
raqS-ah (sing.) 
danr-eii (sing.) 
"'fore-head"' 
"bag'XLW) 
"tin, can" 
"big local sacl</bag for carrying salt or grains' 
"(dry) stem of clover trefoil'' 
"a kind of tree"' 
"dialect"" 
"sitting, meeting" 
"a talk (usually nonsense)"' 
'"a talk (usu. nonsense)" 
"a beat" 
"a beat"' 
'•a beat"' 
"a hair"" 
"a candle" 
"a dance" 
"a tear"" 
2.1.3.2.1 waC2C-i-eh with initial radical semi-vowel /w/ 
s. Form Gloss 
wazb-eh "local TY poetry or dance" 
vvaHm-eh "birthmark, beaut) spot"'(cf MSA waHm-ah)^'' 
waSI-ah "something to splice with'" 
ward-ah (sing.) "a rose"" 
2.1.3.2.2 CiaC2W-eh sound but with final radical semivowel Av/ 
In TYA the pattern (2.1.3.2.2) CiaC2C3-eh appears as a sound pattern but with an 
exchange of w in C3: C3 is the final radical in this pattern, so it appears as a sound 
pattern but with final radical semi-vowel w. This is illustrated in the following TYA 
data: 
s. Form Gloss 
xalw-eh^^ "upstairs, first floor of an old TY building" 
sakw-eh "complaint" 
balw-eh "trouble"' 
xaTw-ah (VN) "step, foot step, move (cf MSA xatw-ah) 
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2.1.3.2.3 CiaC2y-eh with final radical semi-vowel lyl 
s. F-'orm Gloss 
gary-eh (sing.) "one running" 
nicisy-eh (sing.) "manner of walking, walk, step" (of MSA misy-ah) 27 
it has been mentioned in the introductory chapter that the base-stem-formative 
suffi.x -eh/-ah is evidently changed into a connective -t- when it is 
morphophonologically followed by a dual suffix -een and this suffix is developed to 
be a feminine dual suffix -teen. This time and in the patterns (2.1.3.2.2) & (2.1.3.2.3) 
above, I observe a process by which an insertion or addition of/i/ is needed before the 
feminine dual suffix-teen as in xaTw-ah "step" xatwi-teen "two steps" masay-eh ''one 
manner of walking", masyi-teen "two manners of walking" (i.e. xaTw-ah + i + teen; 
masy -i- i + -teen, respectively). More illustrative examples and detailed discussions 
are given under the subsequent section (2.2.2.2.2.1) of this chapter. 
2.1.3.2.4 C|aC2C2-eh geminate 
The noun pattern (2.1.3.2) can now be observed in a way by which a gemination of 
the second radical (C2) (i.e. C2 and C3 will appear as C2C2). 
s. Form Gloss 
"amm-eh "(paternal) aunt" 
garr-ah^^ "(local water) pot or jar made of pottery" 
dabb-eh "(cold) water container; (gas) c> linder" 
sall-eh "baskef 
Hayyeh "cobra; she-snake" 
xayyeh "sister" 
damm-eh(VN) "(handful quantity of food)" 
lamiTi-eh(VN) "gathering" 
fagg-eh (sing.)^'' "(weak) tire flame" 
2.1.3.2.5 C,ooC3-eh hollow 
This sub-paltern is an altered pattern which is derived from a tri-consonantal root as 
discussed in the introductory chapter, where CjCsform the allomorph N CiCsas in 
i dwl -^{dool-eh "country" 
Vdwl-^{dwalu "countries" 
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This pattern (2.1.3.2.5) CiOoCj-eh can be realized as an altered pattern, 
because the alternation comes from the distinction between TYA pattern C|OoC-eh 
and that of MSA C|awC3a. Such alternation entails a morphophonological process 
similar to what has been given in section (2.1.3.1.5) and repeated below for 
convenience: 
a + w ^ 00 
s. Form 
dool-eh 
sook-eh 
qoob-ah 
soof-eh (VN) 
door-ah (VN) 
mooz-eh (sing.) 
sook-eh (sing.) 
doom-eh (sing.) 
Goob-eh (mass) 
Gloss 
"a country, sate" (cf MSA dawl-ah) 
"fork" 
"impetigo" 
"a look" 
"roaming" 
"banana" 
"thorn, spine, prickle" 
"doom palm (a type of tree) or one of 
"storm" (cf YA Gavvb-ah)'' 
30 
2.1.3.2.6 CieeC3-eh altered pattern which is derived from a tri-consonantal root as 
discussed in chapter one. where C|C3form the allomorph '\ ' C|C3as in 
V xym —> {xeem-eh "tent" 
V xym —>{.xiyamu "tents" 
This pattern (2.1.3.2.6) C|eeC3-eh is to be considered as an altered pattern. It 
alternates with the MSA pattern CiayC3-ah as in MSA xaym-ah "tent". Such TYA 
pattern entails a morphophonological process similar to that discussed in (2.1.3.1.6) 
and repeated below: 
a + y —> ee 
s. Form 
ieel-eh 
Gloss 
xeem-eh 
xees-eh 
deem-eh 
"tent" (cf MSA xaym-ah) 
"local sack" 
"local hut" 
32 
"night"(cf CA lay!-ah and Akk. LTlatu) 35 
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beeD-ah (sing.) "an egg" 
Geem-eh (sing.) ''a cloud" 
bee'-eh(sing.) "a sale'" 
seeb-eh "old man" 
bees-eh (LW) "paise" 
Following (Cowell, 1964, pp. 141, 297, 292. & 304), it is important to point 
out that many nouns of pattern (2.1.3.2) CiaC2C3-eh in TYA are SINGULATiVES as 
in sa'ru "hair" sa'r-ah "a hair" derived from verbal nouns or COLLECTIVES of 
pattern CiaC2G3U : raqS-ah "a dance" (cf raqSu "dancing"), beeD-ah "an egg" (of 
beeDu "eggs").Others are gerunds/verbal nouns as in gals-eh "sitting, meeting"(cf 
galas "to sit, to meet") and FEMINAL DERIVATIVES as in 'amm-eh "(paternal) 
aunt"(cf 'ammu "(paternal) uncle").One interesting thing here is that the form seeb-
eh "old man" ends in a feminine marker—eh whereas it refers to a masculine noun and 
its plural is an irregular plural syuub-eh on the pattern CiyuuC3-eh, the pattern that 
represent the noun sub-pattern (2.1.3.20.1) CiyuuCj-eh. 
2.1.3.3 Pattern C|iC2C3U sound unaltered pattern 
This TYA pattern (2.1.3.3) C|iC2C3U is a sound tri-consonantal pattern. It is different 
from the MSA pattern C|iC2C3 in its vocalic pattern. TYA vocalic pattern is (- i - - u) 
whereas MSA vocalic pattern is (- i - -); 
s. Form Gloss 
siqfu^ "* "part of broken pot made of mud or loam" 
nigmu "star" 
diqnu "beard" (cf MSA 6iqn)^^ 
si'ru "poetry" 
Sihru "brother-in-law" 
kirsu "paunch ,stomach (of animal)" 
t1lmu(LW) "film" 
riglu "a foot" (cf CA rigl and Akk. riglu)^'' 
dirsu "molar tooth" 
ginHu "wing" 
Msmu" "name" 
milku (VN) "property , possession (like lands money etc.)" 
fihmu (VN) "understanding" 
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dibsu (mass) "molasses, (black)treacle"' 
2.1.3.3.1 \viC2C3u with initial radical semivowel /w/ 
s. Form Gloss 
wirGu (mass) "inheritance" 
wizfu (mass) "very tiny fish" 
2.1.3.3.2 CiC2Wu with final radical semivowel /w/ 
This time the sound pattern (2.1.3.3) above will have its own C3 as a final radical 
semivowel w so that the pattern appears as CiiC2Wu. This is shown in the TYA data 
given below: 
s. Form Gloss 
girwu "one water melon"' 
sirvvu "one of long strong pieces of wood that support the ceiling or roof of a 
building" 
gizwu "one of thirty parts chapters of Holy Qur'an" 
2.1.3.3.3 C|iC2C2U Geminate 
The above noun pattern (2.1.3.3) C|iC2C3U can have gemination in the second radical 
C2 (i.e. C2 and C3 will be observed as C2C2. The geminate C2C2 to follow Aboul-
Fetouh (1969). is considered as StF2 VC2Combined to Sts (i.e. R+StF|): 
s. Form Gloss 
fiSSu 
nssu 
bittu '' 
1 • 40 
bissu 
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sinnu 
zirru 
zirru (CN) 
Hissu (AN) 
"stone (of a ring etc.)" 
"clove (of garlic etc.)" 
"girl, daughter" 
"cat (m)" 
"tooth"(cf. CA sinn and AKK. sinnu) 
"shirt-button" 
"carnations" 
"Open-mindedness, consciousness" 
2.1.3.3.4 CiiiC3U, (hollow) loss of middle radical semivowel y in C2 of the sound 
pattern (2.1.3.3) and lengthening of/i/ instead 
s. Form Gloss 
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diimu 
diikii 
tiinu (CN) 
liimu(CN) 
riiHu(mass) 
biiru 
6iibu 
"(human) body" 
"cock, rooster" 
"f,g" 
"more than one lemon 
"wind" 
"well"" 
"wolf" 
This sub-pattern noun (2.1.3.3.4) CiiiCsU, is also shown, though less 
commonly, on the BP pattern CiiiCsu as in biiDu "white, pi. F&M" discussed under 
the subsequent section and table (3.2.2.3.2.3.5.2) of chapter 3. 
This noun pattern (2.1.3.3) CiiC2C3U is also observed on the Adjective Pattern 
C|iC2C3U as in kislu "lazy", wisxu "dirty" etc. discussed under (3.1.3.5) of chapter 3. 
2.1.3.4 Pattern C|iC2C3-eh sound unaltered pattern 
Pattern (2.1.3.4) C|iC2C3-eh represents grammatically feminine singular noun forms. 
This is illustrated in the following TYA data: 
s. Form Gloss 
xidm-eh (VN) 
riHI-eh(VN) 
xibr-eh (AN) 
kilm-eh 
sirk-eh 
sirk-eh^^ 
"ibr-eh 
gilf-eh 
bikr-eh 
birk-eh 
mid "-eh 
f1S--ah^' 
milk-eh(AN) 
fikr-eh (AN) 
"service" 
"trip, tour, journe}" 
"an experience" 
"word, speech" 
"company, firm" 
"lamb" 
"needle" 
"a dry layer of banana tree stem" 
"pulley, spool, roller"(cf MSA bakar-ah/bakr-ah) '*'* 
"swimming-pool" 
"Hubble bubble" 
"a piece of local bread" 
"marriage contract" 
"an idea" 
2.1.3.4.1 wiC2C3-eh with initial radical semivowel /w/ 
s. Form Gloss 
wizr-eh "loincloth, gown" 
v/iSi-ah "long piece of cloth" 
2.1.3.4.2 C|iC2W-eh with final radical semivowel /w/ 
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s. Form Gloss 
'irw-eh "button-hole, threading hole'" 
'irvv-eh "button-hole, threading hole" 
kilw-eh "a sheep-kidney" 
2.1.3.4.3 CiCy-eh with final radical semivovvel lyl 
s. Form Gloss 
liHy-eh "beard" (cf. MSA liHy-ah)" '^ 
kily-eh "kidney" 
Himy-eh (mass) "a diet, regimen, dietary" (cf. MSA Himy-ah) 
2.1.3.4.4 CiiC2C2-eh Geminate 
s. Form Gloss 
qiSS-ah "story" 
qill-ah (AN) "scarcity 
zirr-eh (sing.) "one carnation" 
2.1.3.4.5 C|iiC2C2-eh Hollow (Loss of middle radical semi-vowel y in C2 of sound 
pattern and lengthening of i instead) or (fusion of i + y -^ - ii).'* 
This is evidenti} illustrated in the following TYA data: 
s. Form Gloss 
49 giif-eh 
Hiil-eh 
liif-eh 
ziin-eh 
liim-eh(sing) 
tiin-eh (sing) 
"corpse, carrion" (cf. MSA giyf-ah)' 
"trick" 
"fiber, sponge" 
"decoration" 
"one lemon" 
"fig" 
Generally speaking, many nouns of pattern (2.1.3.4) CiiC2C3-eh are 
remarkably ABSTRACT or VERBAL or SINGULATIVE nouns respectively): qill-ah 
"scarcity" (cf. qaliilu "few, little"); xidm-eh "service" (cf xadam" to serve); zirr-eh 
"one carnation" (cf zirru carnations). ^^  
2.1.3.5 Pattern CiaC2C3U sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
Hamaru^' (AN) "angriness" 
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karainu (AN) 
sababu (VN) 
'amalu (VN) 
"generosity"' 
'"cause"' 
'"work"" 
qaiamu 
gamalu 
"pen-
"camel" (of. MSA. gamal) 52 
ganabu 
sanabu^^ 
kainaru^ 
Hanasu 
Hagaru (CN) 
HaSamu (CN) 
sabaku (CN) 
xasabu (CN) 
gum 
"moustache"' 
"belt with pockets' 
"snake'" 
"'stones" 
"'(small) stones" 
"(fishing)nets'" 
"wood"' 
2.1.3.5.1 CiaaC3U hollow (loss of middle radical semi vowel /w/) 
s. Form Gloss 
baabu 
xaalu 
kaasu 
"door" 
"(maternal) uncle 
""cup, glass"" 
raasu ""head'" 
gaaru 
faaru 
saalu 
saaqu 
faasu 
Saagu 
naaru (mass) 
maayu (mass) 
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"'neighbor" 
""mouse, rat"" 
""shawl, muffler"" 
"leg" (cf CA saq and Akk. saqu)^ "^  
""hoe, axe (eO, hatchet"" (cf MSA fa's) 
""baking, tin. bread tin"" 
"Tire"' (cf CA nar and Akk. nawaru) ' 
"water, liquor'" (cf CA ma' and Akk. mil) -.^59 
2.1.3.6 Pattern C|aC2C3-eh sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form 
darag-eh 
safaq-ah(AN) 
HaSam-ah (sing.) 
Hagar-ah (sing.) 
sabak-eh (sing.) 
gaman-eh 
Gloss 
"degree, step, mark" 
""pity, mercy'" 
"small stone'" 
"one stone'" 
"(fishing) nef 
""local ghee/honey container(made of clay'" 
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2.1.3.6.1 C|aaC3-eh hollow 
Like the sub-pattern discussed in (Covvell, 1964, p. 144), this TYA sub-pattern 
behaves the same way. It is to be considered as hollow, because there is a loss of 
middle radical: 
s. Form Gloss 
xaal-eh •'(maternal) aunt" (cf. MSA xaal-ah)*"" 
'aad-eh "habit, custom" 
saa'-eh ''hour, watch, clock" 
Haar-ah "lane, zone, neighborhood" 
faar-ah "mouse, rat, block plane, jointer" (cf. MSA fa"r-ah/faar-ah)^' 
Taaw-ah "frying pan" 
Taaq-ah ''(long) cloth" 
Taaq-ah '"energy, ability" 
Taaq-ah ' "small window" 
ba-ah-eh "area" 
sa-ah-eh "area" 
naaq-ah "she-camel" 
2.1.3.7 Pattern C1UC2C3U sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
durgu "drawer" 
suxTu "stroke" 
burgu "dovecot, pigeon house" (cf. MSA burg)^'' 
buhlu "big hole in a wall or building" 
xuzqu "small hole in other things" 
xurmu "needle-hole" 
xurqu "hole in a human body" 
Guqbu "hole in general, perforation," (cf MSA Buqb)'"'' 
mutru (LW) "motor-bike" 
Siib'u "finger" 
guhdu " young man" (as TYA speakers refer to) 
surbu (VN) "smoking, drinking (wine)" 
bu'du (AN) "distance" 
buxlu (AN) "stinginess" Buqlu (AN) "heaviness" 
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2.1.3.7.1 C1UC2C2U Geminate 
s. Form 
Hubbu (VN) 
Hummu (CN) 
fullu(CN) 
buiTU (mass) 
dubbu 
Gloss 
"love" 
"coal, wood coal" 
"flowers of Arab Yasmin" 
"flour" 
"bear" 
2.1.3.7.2 yuC2C3U with initial radical semi-vowel lyl 
s. Form Gloss 
yubsu (AN) "exsiccation; stiffness, dryness" 
yusrii "a kind of flowers or roses" 
2.1.3.7.3 C1UUC3U Hollow (Loss of middle radical semivowel /w/) 
y Form Gloss 
"local drinking water container (made of clay)" 
Might" (cf. CA. nuur and Akk. nawaru)''"' 
kuuzu"^ 
Tuulu (AN) 
nuuru (AN) 
fuulu (CN) 
iLiiili) (CN) 
FIuLitu (CN) 
c 
"length 
"light
"beans"' 
"pear" 
"fish" 
The sub-pattern (2.1.3.7.3) C1UUC3U illustrated above can also be observed on the 
BP pattern C1UUC3U as in suudu "black", Fluulu "cross-eyed", etc.. discussed under 
section and table (3.2.2.3.2.3.5.1) of chapter 3. Some nouns of pattern (2.1.3.7) 
C1UC2C3U are considered to be abstract derivatives of simple adjectives; bu'du "far"" 
(cf. b'iidu "distant"). Guqiu "heaviness"' (cf Gqiilu "heavy") Tuulu "length"", (cf. 
Tawiilu"long. tall"")." 
2.1.3.8 Pattern CiuC2C3-eh sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
Sufr-ah "table for big male" 
kurt-eh "a kind of dress" 
fusH-eh "enough time, ample time"" 
Iu6m-eh "veil for prayer worn by women" 
nuqT-ah "dot, point" 
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burm-ah'' "circular pot with a cover for cocl<.ing meat" 
Sudf-ah "coincidence, chance" 
Hurm-ah "woman" 
xurd-eh(LW) "old or secondhand things" 
gubn-eh (sing.) "Cheese" 
xuDr-ah (mass) "radish" 
Hulb-eh (mass) "(a food made of) fenugreek" 
SLiHb-ah (AN) •'friendship" 
2.1.3.8.1 C|uC2C2-eh Geminate 
s. Form Gloss 
funn-eh "(feeding-bottle) rubber, nipple" 
sunn-eh "practice of the prophet (PBUH)" 
dull-eh '^^  "medicine" 
Humm-eh (AN) "fever" 
Humm-eh (sing.) "piece of coal, charcoal" 
full-eh (sing.) "one flower of Arab Yasmin" 
gudd-eh (sing.) "piece of thread" 
2.1.3.8.2 C|UuC3-eh Hollow (Loss of middle radical semivowel Av/ and lengthening u 
instead) or (fusion of u + w -^ uu) 
s. Form Gloss ip 
suur-ah "one chapter of Hoj/y Qur'aan" 
Suur-ah "picture" C 
duud-eh (sing..) "an insect, a worm" 
fuul-eh (sing.) "bean" 
Fluut-eh (sing.) "a fish" 
muun-eh (mass) "provision"(cf SA muune) 72 
2.1.3.9 CiaaC2C3U sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
haagbu "eye brow" 
maan'u "obstacle, hindrance" 
raatbu "salary" 
'aaqlu "stead/wise-person" 
taagru "merchant, trader" 
% 
kaafru 
kaatbu 
saarqu 
saakru 
daarsu 
xaadgu 
naasmu 
naamsu (CN) 
"unbeliever" 
"writer" (cf. MSA kaatib)" 
"thief 
"drunkard" 
"one who studies" 
"woman who gives birth with prem 
"one who is on holiday or on leave' 
"mosquitoes" 
2.1.3.9.1 vvaaC2C3U with initial radical semi-vowel /w/ 
s. Form Gloss 
"heir, inheritor" (cf. MSA waariB) 
"incoming" 
waarBu 
waardu 
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waaldu "woman who gives birth" 
2.1.3.9.2 CiaayC3U with middle radical semivowel /y/ 
s. Form Gloss 
baay"u 
zaayru 
"seller' 
"visitor"' 
In this sub-pattern, unlike that of SA discussed by (Cowell. 1964, p. 145). a 
medial radical semivowel Av/ can not be shown overtly except in the source of 
derivation as in zuwwaaru visitors (BP) (cf zaayru "a visitor"). 
2.1.3.9.3 CiaaC2yu with C3 as a semivowel lyl 
s. Form Gloss 
taakyu 
naasyu 
qaaryu" 
maasyu 
naadyu 
qaaDyu 
raamyu 
"one who is leaning on in chewing-qat-time" 
"one who forgets" 
"reader" 
"one who walks; infantryman" 
"clup" 
"judge" 
"marksman" 
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The above sub-pattern (2.1.3.9.3) CiaaC2yu is also observed on one example on 
the BP pattern CiaaCsyu as in Haasyu "wells" discussed under the subsequent section 
and table (2.2.2.3.5.2) of this chapter. 
2.1.3.9.4 Ciaawyu with middle radical semi-vowel /w/ as well as defective or with 
final radical semi-vowel /y/ which is inserted because of the existence of the post 
final vowel /u/ or pausal /u/ or case-ending /u/ or (OGNC) /u/. 
s. Form Gloss 
-JQ 
Haawyu "'one who feels tired or has no money" 
naawyu "one who intends (to do something)'" 
2.1.3.9.5 CiaaC2C2U Geminate 
s. Form Gloss 
baazzu "one who takes" 
Haassu "one who feels" 
Haaggu "pilgrim" (ct. MSA Haagg) 
It is important to point out that many nouns of pattern (2.1.3.9) CiaaC2C3U are 
considered to be 'nominalized adjectives" or "substantivized active participles of 
simple verbs': kaatbu "writer" (c.f. katab "to write", zaayru "visitor"' (cf. zaar "to 
visit'"), baazzu "one who takes (cf bazz to take".) It is also important to point out 
that pattern (2.1.3.9) CiaaC2C3U is relatively observed on the purely adjective pattern 
(3.1.3.17) C|aaC2C3U illustrated and discussed in chapter 3, (cf. baardu "cold"; 
Gaalyu "expensive" Haaddu "sharp"; waalfu "accustomed, used to"'.) Moreover this 
pattern (2.1.3.9) CiaaC2C3U is relatively observed on the purely numeral ordinal form 
(2.3.2) CiaaC2C3U as in xaamsu "fifth", saadsu "sixth", etc. illustrated and discussed 
under (2.3.2) of this chapter. 
2.1.3.10 CiaaC2C3-eh sound unaltered pattern 
s.Form Gloss 
gaam'-eh "university" (cf MSA gaami'-ah)''^ 
kaatb-eh "writer (f.) 
daars-eh "woman who studies"' 
naasm-eh "woman who is on holiday or on leave" 
naams-eh (sing.) "a mosquito" 
baaxr-eh "a ship" 
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faakh-eh "fruit'" 
2.1.3.10.1 waaC2C3-eh with initial radical semivowel /vv/ 
s. Form Gloss 
waagh-eh "frontage'" (cf MSA waagih-ah) 
waar9-eh '"woman who inherits, heiress"" 
waard-eh "incoming"' 
2.1.3.10.2 CiaayC3-eh with middle radical semivowel /y/ 
This middle radical semivowel lyl is put in place of the glottal stop /'/, for ease of 
pronunciation. This is when compared to MSA pattern faa'il-ah (i.e.Ciaa'iCs-ah with 
C2 = /7).^' 
s. Form Gloss 
faayd-eh "utility, usefulness. welfare"(cf. MSA faa'id-ah)^^ 
baay'-eh ""woman who sells"' 
zaayr-eh "'woman who visits"" 
2.1.3.10.3 CiaaCaiy-eh with final radical semivowel lyl 
s. Form Gloss 
qaary-ah "reader"" (f) 
taaky-eh "one who is leaning on in chewing Qat-time'"(f) 
naasy-eh "one who forgets'"(f.) 
'aafy-eh (mass) "(good) health" 
2.1.3.10.4 Ciaawy-eh with middle radical semi-vowel /w/ and final radical semi-
vowel 1)1 
s.Form Gloss 
Taawl-ah (LW) "table" 
Haawy-eh ''woman who feels tired or has no money" 
naawy-eh "woman who intends (to do something)'" 
zaawy-eh "an angle'" 
2.1.3.10.5 C|aaC2C2-eh Geminate 
s. Form Gloss 
maadd-eh "material, subject"" 
daabb-eh "beast of burden"' 
baazz-eh "woman who takes" 
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Haagg-eh "pilgrim. (F)"" 
The pattern (2.1.3.10) C|aaC2C3-eh is relatively observed on the purely 
numeral ordinal form CiaaC2C3-eh as in xaams-eh "fifth", saads-eh "sixth", etc. 
illustrated and discussed under (2.3.2) of this chapter. 
2.1.3.1 I CiaC2aaC3U sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form 
"aGaaBu 
DabaaTu^^ (AN) 
Safaaru 
Hamaaru 
xaraabu (AN) 
damaaru (AN) 
bayaaDu (AN) 
sawaadu (AN) 
sawaadu (AN) 
Hamaamu (CN) 
garaadu (CN) 
Gloss 
"furniture, furnishing" (cf f 
"confirmation, exacHNess" 
"yellowishness" 
"reddishness" 
"destruction" 
"destruction" 
"whiteness" 
"blackness" 
"blackness" 
"doves, pigeons" 
"locusts" 
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This pattern (2.1.3.11) CiaC2aaC3U can also be observed on the adjective 
pattern (3.1.3.1) CiaC2aaC3U as in habaasu "wacky, irrational", see it in chapter 3. 
2.1.3.11.1 CiaC2ee Imaalah (i.e. inclination or deflection of/aa/ to the direction of/ee/ 
TYA nouns that ended originally in /aa/ and tended exclusively not to have the unique 
feature of the post final vowel u as pausal u or case-ending lul or (OGNC) /u/, incline 
from /aa/ to /ee/.'" 
s. Form 
'asaa 
samaa 
Gadaa 
Hayaa 
balaa 
wabaa 
-
-
-> 
-^ 
-> 
-^ 
-^ 
-^ 
Imaalah 
'asee 
samee 
Gadee 
Hayee 
balee 
wabee 
GaGee 
salee 
Gloss 
"supper" 
"sky, F" 
"lunch" 
"shyness" 
"trouble, affliction" (cf MSA balaa')**^ 
"epidemic" 
"disgust" 
"entertainment" 
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Generally speaking, TYA speakers tend not to pluralize the singular noun 
forms on the pattern (2.1.3.11.1) CiaC2ee. The last two examples of such pattern 
prove this; they do not have underlying words like the others above. 
2 1.3.11.2 CiawaaCsU with Czas a semivowel Av/ 
s. Form Gloss 
gawaabu "'answer"' 
2.1.3.12 Pattern C|aC2aaC3-eh sound unaltered pattern 
s.Form 
gamaa'-eh 
balaad-eh (AN) 
'amaan-eh (AN) 
sagaa'-eh (AN) 
garaad-ah (sing.) 
Gloss 
•'group (of people)'" (of MSA gamaa'-ah) 
•'dullness'" 
•"honesty" 
"bravery"' 
"a locust"' 
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Hamaam-eh (sing.) '"dove, pigeon"" (cf CA Hamaam-ah) 89 
2.1.3.12.1 vvaC2aaC3-eh with initial radical semivowel Av/ 
s.Form Gloss 
wasaam-eh (AN) 
wasaaT-ah (AN) 
waqaaH-ah (AN) 
wasaa\-ah (AN) 
'"beauty, handsomeness"" (cf MSA wasaam-ah) 
"mediation"" 
•'rudeness"" 
'•dirtiness"' 
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2.1.3.12.2 CiaC^aaw-eh with final radical semivowel Av/ 
s. Form 
Gabaaw-eh (AN) 
'adaaw-eh (AN) 
qasaaw-ah (AN) 
Gloss 
'"stupidity"' 
"enmity" 
"crueltv" 
With all types of root morpheme, pattern (2.1.3.12) CiaC2aaC-!-eh, generally 
speaking, remains unalteied except when having the initial or fmal radical semivowel 
w. it is clear that many nouns of such pattern are ABSTRACT DERIVATIVES of 
simple adjectives and nouns: ballaad-eh '"dullness"" (cf balliidu "dull"); sagaa"-eh 
"bravery" (cf sgaa'u "brave"); "amaan-eh "honesty"" (cf 'amiinu "honesf)". 
2.1.3.13 Pattern C|C2aaCiu sound unaltered pattern 
TYA pattern (2.1.3.13) CiC2aaC-,u remarkably differs from MSA pattern CiiC2aaC3. 
They differ in the vocalic pattern. TYA vocalic pattern is (—aa-u), whereas MSA 
pattern is (-i-aa). Because this syllabic structure is different, TYA pattern, unlike of 
that of MSA discussed by (Al-Shaddadi, 2003, p. 27) who writes: "There are no 
consonant clusters in word initial position", starts its own first syllable with a cluster 
of two consonants followed by long vowel /aa/, whereas MSA pattern starts its own 
first syllable with a consonant followed by a short vowel i; moreover TYA starts its 
second syllable with a consonant followed by the post final vowel u as a pausal u or 
informality morpheme, whereas MSA pattern starts its own second syllable by a 
consonant followed by a long vowel /aa/ which is followed by a consonant as a pausal 
form. Such initial clusters are not only observed in TYA. but also in many modem 
Arabic dialects such as those spoken in Damascus and Cairo about which 
McCarthy(1982, p. 9) writes: "The modern Arabic dialects spoken in Damascus and 
Cairo have essentially the syllable structures of Classical Arabic but with one major 
exception. They allow consonant cluster word initially."' The following illustrative 
examples of TYA data on the noun pattern (2.1.3.13) CiCaaaCsu show this: 
s. Form Gloss 
ktaabu 
fraasu 
Hzaamu (IN) 
HSaanu 
Hmaaru 
gdaaru 
"book" 
"mattress" 
"belt; gold-belt'' 
"horse" 
'"donkey" 
"'waif (cf gidaa \92 
Hgaabu "veil 
qmaasu 
ghaazu 
"cloth" 
"apparatus; set; device" 
s'aalu (VN) "question" 
qtaalu (VN) 
xiaafu (VN) 
Hsaabu (VN) 
dkaaku (VN) 
"fighting"" 
"disagreement"' 
'"accounting 
"suffering from nightmare" 
rSaaSu fCN) "bullets" 
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2.1.3.13.1 wC^aaC^u with initial radical semivowel /w/ 
s. Form 
wdaanu 
wlaadu (VN) 
wgaa"u (VN) 
wsaa'u (AN) 
wsaabu (mass) 
Gloss 
"cap, cover of bottles or small container" 
"a party confined to delivery" 
"pain"" 
"spaciousness, wideness'" 
"uncultivated land (N&A)'" 
2.1.3.13.2 CiyaaC3U with Caas a second radical semivowel /y/ 
s.Form Gloss 
qyaasu (VN) "measuring, measurement, analogy'" 
SyaaHu (VN) "shouting'" 
byaa'u (VN) "bargaining" 
It is important to point out that many nouns of pattern (2.1.3.13) CiC2aaC3U 
are verbal nouns of simple verbs: Hsaabu "accounting, computing "(cf. Hasab "to 
count, to compute""); SyaaHu "shouting" (cf SayyaH "to shout"). Moreover it 
represents Instrumental Nouns (IN) as in Hzaamu "belt; gold-belt"; see last paragraph 
under noun pattern (2.1.3.33) miC|C2aCreh. It is also important to mention that this 
pattern is applicable to a BP pattern CiC^aaCau as in: gmaalu "camels" (cf gamalu "a 
camel'"), klaabu "dogs"" (cf kalbu a dog (m.)); wqaafu "bracelets"" (cf. waqfu "a 
bracelet"). See it in section (2.2) of this chapter, which deals with the Noun 
Inflectional Forms. 
2.1.3.14 Pattern C1C2 aaC2-eh sound unaltered pattern 
This TY.A noun pattern (2.1.3.14) C|C2aaC2-eh can be distinguished from SA noun 
pattern (Fi'aaLe) as referred to by (Covvell, 1964, p. 48) as well as CA noun pattern 
C|iC2aaC3-ah as referred to by (Wright, 1955, p. 176). This is shown in the following 
TYA data: 
s. Form Gloss 
g'aad-eh'^ ^ "local bed" 
s'aad-eh (AN) "happiness" 
shaad-eh (VN) "wiHNess, wiHNessing, certificate" 
ktaab-eh (VN) "writing" (cf MSA kitaab-ah)^^ 
'oaad-eh (VN) "worship, worshipping'" 
zraa'-ah (VN) "cultivation, agriculture" 
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Snaa"-ah (VN) "manufacturing; industry'" 
tgaar-ah (AN) "commerce'" 
ngaar-ah (AN) "carpentry" 
shaam-eh (AN) "generosity, mindedness" 
rSaaS-ali (sing.) "bullet"" 
2.!.3.14.1 wC2aaC3-eh with initial radical semivowel /w/ 
s.Form Gloss 
wlaad-eh (VN) "delivery"" 
wdaa"-eh (VN) "consignment, deposit" (cf. MSA wadii'-ah) ''^  
2.1.3.14.2 CiyaaC3-eh with C2as a second radical semivowel /y/ 
s. Form Gloss 
zyaad-eh (VN) "increasing"' 
zyaar-ah (VN) "visit, visiting" 
syaas-eh (VN) "polic\"" (cf. MSA siyaas-ah)^*' 
syaan-ah (VN) "maintenance"' 
2.1.3.14.3 wC2aay-eh with initial radical semivowel /w/ as well as a fmal radical 
semivowel /y/ 
s.Form Gloss 
wsaay-eh (VN) "informing against"" (cf. MS.A wasaay-ah)^' 
wSaay-ah (VN) "guardianship, trusteeship"" 
wqaay-ah (VN) "prevention"" 
2.1.3.14.4 C|C2aay-eh with final radical semivowel /y/ 
s. Form Gloss 
Hkaay-eh (VN) "tale"" 
bdaay-eh (VN) "starting'" 
nhaay-eh (VN) "ending, end'" 
qraay-ah (VN) "reading"" (cf. MSA qiraa"-ah)^^ 
kfaay-eh (VN) "adequacy , enough'" 
Generally speaking, many nouns of pattern (2.1.3.14) C|C2aaC3-eh are verbal 
nouns of simple verbs: ktaab-eh "writing" (cf. katab "to write"", zyaad-eh increasing 
(cf. zaad to increase); qraay-ah "reading'" (cf. qara/qari "to read""). In case f the CA 
noun pattern C|iC2aaC3-ah. (Wright. 1955, p. 176) writes: "The form fi'aal-ah 
indicates a post or office; as kitaab-ah the post of secretary (kaatib); ..."' Moreover, 
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some nouns of such pattern are considered to be ABSTRACT DERIVATIVES of 
simple adjectives or nouns: s'aad-eh happiness (cf s'iidu "happy"); ngaar-ah 
"carpentry" (cf naggaaru "carpenter"). 
2.1.3.15 Pattern CiaC2iiC3U sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
kadiifu 
sariiTu 
samiiz 
Hadiidu 
'ariisu 
kamiinu 
qamiiSu 
Gariibu 
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Gariimu 
Galiisu 
xaTiibu 
qariibu 
Sadiiqu 
Tabiibu 
Habiibu 
"a bank (between fields in a farm)" 
"way, path, road" 
"shirt" 
"iron (element)" 
"local hut" 
"trap, snare" (cf MSA kamiin)' ' 
"shirt" 
"stranger, guest" 
"one in dept" 
"companion, person with whom someone sits 
"fiance" 
"relative" 
"friend" 
"physician, doctor" 
"loved one" 
SaliiTu (mass) "sesame oil" 
Tabiixu (VN) ' "cooking" 
rafiisu (VN) "insisting" 
bariiHu (VN) "taking water from well" 
2.1.3.15.1 waC2iiC3U with initial radical semivowel /w/ 
s. Form Gloss 
waniisu "companion, comrade" 
wariiGu "heir, inheritor" 
2.1.3.15.2 waC2iyyu with initial radical semivowel /w/ as well as defective or with 
final radical semivowel /yy/ 
s. Form Gloss 
waliyyu "saint, holy man" 
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2.1.3.15.3 C|aC2iyyu Defective or with final radical semi-vowel /yy/ 
s. Form Gloss 
nabiyyu "prophet" 
Hamiyyu "'brother-in-law" 
Many nouns of pattern (2.1.3.15) CiaC2iiC3Li, which designate human beings, 
are nominalized or substantivized adjectives: Gariimu '"one in dept". Some are 
correlatives to simple abstract nouns in the sense of practitioner of Tabiibu 
"physician" (cf Tibbu "medicine"), '°^ xaTiibu "preacher" (cf. xuTb-ah 
"preachment"). Some are used in a number of verbal nouns: Tabiixu "cooking" (cf 
tabax "to cook; he cooked"). This TYA noun pattern (2.1.3.15) C|aC2iiC3U can also 
be observed on TYA adjective pattern (3.1.3.8) C|aC2iiC3u: nafiisu "wide" which 
alternates semantically with the MSA form nafiis "valuable" etc., '^ '* 
2.1.3.16 Pattern CiaC2iiC3-eh sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
•aSiid-ah'°' "porridge, gruel" 
fariiq-ah "walking stick" 
gariim-eh "crime" 
Hariiq-ah "fire, burning" 
natiig-eh "result" 
gariid-eh "news paper" 
sarii"-eh "Muslim/Islamic law" 
farriD-ah "religious duty/obligation, (obligatory) prayer" 
madiin-eh "city, town" 
satVm-eh "ship" 
sahiif-ah "newspaper" 
qariib-ah "relative (f)" 
Sadiiq-ah "friend (0" 
Tabiib-ah "physician, doctor (f)" 
Habiib-eh "loved one (t)" 
xaTii'-ah "sin" 
xaliif-eh "Caliph" 
The last example xaliif-eh "Caliph" is one of the very few nouns that are 
overtly treated and used as masculine though ending with the feminine suffix -eh/-ah 
with which they can be called "Cryptornasculine nouns", a term adopted by Ryding 
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(2005. p. 120) in case of similar nouns in MSA; see more two examples 'allaam-eh/-
ah "great scholar" and raHHaal-ah "globetrotter" shown and discussed under the noun 
pattern (2.1.3.26) C|a C2C2aaC3-eh; see also our discussion under (2.2.1.1.3). 
2.1.3.16.1 waC2iiC3-eh with initial radical semivowel/w/ 
s. Form Gloss 
wa6iiq-ah '"document" 
warii6-eh "heiress" 
2.1.3.16.2 CiaC2iyy-eh with final radical semivowel /y/after shortening/ii/to /i/ 
s. Form Gloss 
hadiyy-eh "present, gift" 
qaDiyy-ah "case" 
2.1.3.17 Pattern C|C2iiC3U sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
gtiimu "orphan, parentless (m.) 
ftjiihu "Qur'anic teacher" 
sxiiru (VN) "snoring" 
fHiisu (VN) "massaging" 
TGiizu (VN) "prickling, stinging, twinge" 
2.1.3.17.1 wC2iiC3U with initial radical semivowel /w/ 
s. Form Gloss 
wkiiki "agent" 
whiifu (VN) "fanning" 
wxiifu (VN) "telling a lie or lies" 
wDHiifu (VN) "making ropes from dr} leaves of palm tree" 
wDHiinu (VN) "making local bags and baskets from dry leaves of palm tree by 
hands" 
wsiifu (CN) "dry branches along with leaves of palm tree(cf. sing, form 
wsiif-eh under pattern (2.1.3.18.1)" 
2.1.3.17.2 wC2iyyu with initial radical semivowel /w/ as well as final radical 
semivowel lyl 
s. Form Gloss 
wSiyyu "'trustee, guardian" 
wdiyyu "quern, hand mill" 
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2.1.3.17.3 C|C2iyyu with final radical semivowel lyl 
s. Form Gloss 
Hsiyyu'"^ "a well" 
bkiyyu (VN) "'weeping'" 
Following (Cowell. 1964, pp. 127 and 149,) it is observed that many nouns of 
pattern (2.1.3.17) C|C2iiC3U. which designate human beings are nominalized or 
substantivized adjectives as in gtiimu "orphan, parentless (father-loss or motherless)", 
etc. This pattern is also used in a number of verbal nouns: sxiiru "snorning" (cf. sxar 
"to snore'"), fHiisu "massaging'" (cf. fHas "to massage'"), etc. It is remarkably neither 
used with middle (or second) radical semivowel /w/ nor with middle (or second) 
radical semivowel lyl. This noun pattern (2.1.3.17) C|C2iiC3U is also extraordinarily 
observed on the adjective pattern (3.1.3.7) C|C2iiC3U as in rxiiSu "cheap""; gdiidu 
"new"', etc., see it in chapter 3. 
2.1.3.18 Pattern CiC2iiC3-eh sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
fqiih-ah "Qur'anic teacher'" (f.) 
gtiim-eh"" "orphan, parentless'" 
dqiiq-ah "minute"" 
fDiiH-ah "scandal"" 
mSiib-ah "trouble"" 
2.1.3.18.1 wC2iiC3-eh with initial radical semivowel Av/ 
s. Form Gloss 
wDiif-ah "job"" 
wsiif-eh (sing.) "one branch with its leaves of palm tree"" 
2.1.3.18.2 wC2iyy-eh with initial radical semivowel /w/ as well as final radical 
semivowel lyl 
s. Form Gloss 
wSiyy-ah "will, testament; trustee, guardian (f.)'" 
This pattern (2.1.3.18) C|C2iiC3-eh is remarkably neither used with middle (or 
second) radical semivowel Av/ nor with middle (or second) radical semivowel lyl. 
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2.1.3.19 C1C2UUC3U sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
rkuunu'"*(VN) "reliance, confidence, trust'" 
hruubu (VN) "escaping"' 
gduudu (VN) "ablution" 
skuutu (VN) "silence"" 
bruudu'°'^(VN) "carelessness"" 
IHuuHu (CN) "(soft, loose local) bread sour in taste" 
bxuuru (mass) "incense"" 
This singular noun pattern (2.i.3.l9) C1C2UUC3U which (s less widespread in 
TYA can also be observed on the BP C1C2UUC3U as in shuuru "months" (cf. sahru "a 
month"'); see it in Noun Inflectional forms in this chapter. Moreover, many nouns of 
pattern (2.1.3.19) C1C2UUC3U are commonly used for verbal nouns of simple verbs: 
bruudu "carelessness" (cf. barad "to be cold or careless" (see end note (109) of this 
chapter)). See Noun Derivation similarly discussed by (Cowell, 1964. p. 191). This 
noun pattern (2.1.3.19) C1C2UUC3U does not show inflection for number. 
2.1.3.20 Pattern CiC2UuC3-eh sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
Hkuum-eh "government"' (cf. MSA Hukuum-ah)''' 
n'uum-eh (AN) '•som>f^ss" \C H 
xsuun-eh (AN) "roughness"" 
r"uun-ah "thoughtlessness'" 
"muum-eh (AN) "motherhood"" 
rTuub-ah (AN) "humidity" 
S'uub-ah (AN) "difficulty"" 
.xTuub-ah (AN) "engagement"' 
IHuuH-eh"^ (sing.) "soft, loose local) bread"" 
2.1.3.20.1 CiyuuC3-eh with C2as a radical semivowel />/ 
s. Form Gloss 
lyuun-eh (AN)"flexibility, tractability"" (cf. MSA lyuun-ah) "'' 
syuul-eh(AN) "cash, ready money" 
The sub-pattern (2.1.3.20.1) CiyuuC3-eh is remarkably observed on an 
irregular plural pattern CiyuuC3-eh as in syuub-eh "old men" the singular of which is 
seeb-eh "an old man" observed on the noun sub-pattern (2.1.3.2.6) CieeC3-eh. 
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2.1.3.20.2 CiC2Uww-eh with final radical semivowel w (-uww-
s. Form Gloss 
-UUW-) 
~buww-eh (AN) 
'xuww-eh (AN) 
mruww-ah (AN) 
"fatherhood" (cf MSA 'ubuww-ah) 
•'brother hood'" 
"mastery"' 
Generally speaking, many nouns of pattern (2.1.3.20) CiCzUuCs-eh are mainly 
used for ABSTRACT NOUNS which are derived from simple adjectives or nouns: 
n"uum-eh "sofHNess"' (cf naa'mu "soft""); xsuun-eh ''roughness (cf xisnu "rough); 
xTuub-ah "engagement'" (cf xaaTbu '"engaged or xaTiibu "fiance"") 
2.1.3.21 Pattern CiaC2UuC3U sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
baruudu 
qabuulu 
'aguuzu 
"aruusu 
maluugu"^(CN) 
safuutu (mass) 
"coolness, shadow"" 
"acceptance, consenf" 
"old woman"" 
"bride-groom"" 
"local bread used in lunch time" 
•'food used during holy month of Ramadan" 
Few nouns represent TYA pattern (2.1.3.2!) CiaC2UuC-,u and don't have 
plural forms except for the two forms 'aguuzu and 'aruusu whose plurals are "araaysu 
and "agaayzu respectively. This pattern is observed on Adjective Pattern (3.1.3.10) 
CiaC2UuC3U as in kasuulu ''laz>"". zabuunu "expensive"" etc.. see it in chap. 3. 
Furthermore, this noun pattern (3.1.3.10) C|aC2UuC3U is also observed on the BP 
pattern CiaC2UuC3U as in galuudu "leather"' (cf gildu "'leather'"). Taruuqu "pair of 
shoes"" (cf Tarqu "a shoe"", etc.."** 
2.1.3.22 Pattern C|aC2UuC3-ah sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
'aruus-ah ''bride; doll" 
Daruur-ah (AN) "necessity"" 
maluug-eh (sing) "a local bread used in lunch time'" 
baruud-ah (mass) ''a kind of disease because of hungriness and weakness'" 
There are very few feminine singular nouns in TYA that represent pattern 
(2.1.3.22) CiaC2UuC3-eh. 
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2.1.3.23 Pattern C|aaC2UuC3U sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
TaaHuunu 
Daafuuru'^' 
baabuuru 
faanuusu 
"mil), grinder" (cf. MSA TaaHuun) 
''kerosene cooker"' 
"lorry'" 
"lantern"" 
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2.1.3.23.1 CaawuuCs with middle radical semivowel /w/ 
s. Form Gloss 
Taawuusu "peacock'" (cf. MSA Taawuus) 122 
2.1.3.24 Pattern C|aaC2UuC3-eh sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
Saamuul-ah 
naafuur-ah 
qaaruur-ah 
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"nut (of a bolt)'" 
•'fountain"" 
"bottle" 
2.1.3.25 Pattern C|aC2C2aaC3U sound unaltered pattern 
This masculine noun pattern (2.1.3.25) C|aC2C2aaC3U which represents singular 
forms of common occupational nouns (ON) in TYA, has middle geminate radicals 
(i.e. in radical C2--> C2C2) which is considered as StF2 ( '^€2) combined to Simple 
Stem (Sts) (i.e. R + StFi). see (Abul-Fetouh, 1969, p. 23) for similar discussion. This 
is shown in the following TYA data: 
s. Form 
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saHHaatu"'(ON) 
naSSaabu (ON) 
Haddaadu (ON) 
dallaalu (ON) 
xabbaazu (ON) 
Hammaalu (ON) 
naggaaru (ON) 
sakkaaru (ON) 
Tallaabu (ON) 
Tabbaalu (ON) 
HaTTaabu (ON) 
baHHaaru (ON) 
gammaalu (ON) 
Gloss 
•'beggar"" 
"swindler" (cf. MSA naSSaab) 
''blacksmith" 
••broker, auctioneer'" 
•'baker" (cf MSA xabbaaz) 
"porter'" 
26 
"carpenter"" 
"drunkard"" 
"beggar"" (see first item above) 
"drummer"" 
"wood cutter" 
"seaman"' (cf MSA baHHaar) 
"camel driver'" 
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qallaabu "dumping truck"' 
saxxaanu "heater, geyser" 
maTTaaTu "rubber"' 
xazzaanu "reservoir'" 
2.1.3.25.1 waC2C2aaC3U with initial radical semi-vowel /w/ 
s. Form Gloss 
wazzaabu (ON) "popular poet or dancer(of vvazb-eh see it in (2.1.3.2)) 
wazzaanu (ON) "weigher"" (cf. MSA wazzaan) 
2.1.3.25.2 CiawwaaC-jU in which the reduplicated morpheme VC2 involves geminate 
or reduplicated radical semi-vowel /w/ 
s. Form Gloss 
qawwaalu '^'' "talkative, gossiper, talebearer'" 
fawwaaiu (ON) "seller of cooked beans"" 
2.1.3.25.3 CiayyaaCni in which the reduplicated morpheme VC: involves geminate or 
reduplicated radical semivowel /y/ 
s. Form Gloss 
xayyaaTu (ON) "tailor"" 
Sayyaadu (ON) "fisherman"" 
bayyaau'u (ON) "seller"" 
2.1.3.25.4 C|aC2C2ee Imaalah (i.e. inclination or deflection of/aa/ to the direction of 
ltd 
TYA nouns that ended originally in /aa/ and tended not to have the unique feature of 
having the post final vowel /u/ or the pausal /u/ incline from /aa/ to /ee/. ''^  
s. Form Gloss 
bannaa -> bannee ''° (ON) "builder"" 
It is noteworthy that many singular masculine nouns of pattern (2.1.3.25) 
CiaC2C2aaC3U are commonly used for OCCUPATIONAL nouns or, what is referred 
to as Nouns of Profession suggested by (Wright, 1955, p. 137), and (Abd-Rabbo, 
1990, p. 76) and Watson (2006, p. 432) and (2009, pp. 51-52). This pattern is 
remarkably observed on adjective pattern (3.1.3.II) CiaC2C2aaC3u: Hassaasu 
"sensitive," Haddaaru "talkative"", faggaa'u "frightened" etc.''^" 
2.1.3.26 Pattern CiaC2C2aaC3-eh sound unaltered pattern 
Like pattern (2.1.3.25) C|aC2C2aaC3U, this feminine noun pattern (2.1.3.26) 
CiaC2C2aaC3-eh, to follow Abul-Fetouh (1969), has also middle geminate radicals 
(i.e. the radical/consonant C2 -^ C2C2), which is considered as StF2 (VC2) combined 
toSts(i.e. R + StF|). 
s. Form Gloss 
massaaH-eh (IN) "duster'" 
dabbaas-eh (IN) "stapler" 
Gassaal-eh (IN) "washing machine" 
bailaa'-eh (IN) "cesspool, gutter"' (cf. MSA ballaa'-ah) '^ ^ 
Hallaaq-ah (IN) "razor"" 
Harraa9-ah (IN) "tractor"" 
Tabbaax-ah (IN) "cooker" 
eallaag-eh (IN) "fridge, freezer"' (cf. MSA Gallaag-ah)'^'' 
samma'-eh (IN) "ear phone'" (cf. MSA sammaa'-ah) '^ ^ 
Tallaab-ah (ON) "beggar (F)" 
'allaam-eh/-ah (ON) "great scholar'" 
raHHaal-ah (ON) "globetrotter" 
The last two examples 'allaam-eh/-ah "great scholar"" and raHHaal-ah 
"globerettor"" are two of the very few nouns that are overtly treated and used as 
masculine though ending with the feminine suffix -eh/-ah with which they can be 
called "Cryptomasculine nouns", a term adopted by Ryding (2005. p. 120) in case of 
similar nouns in MSA: see one more example xaliif-eh "Caliph" shown and discussed 
under the noun pattern (2.1.3.16) daCiiiCs-eh; see also our discussion under 
(2.2.1.1.3) below. 
2.1.3.26.1 waC2C2aaC3-eh with initial radical semivowel Av/ 
s. Form Gloss 
wallaa'-eh (IN) "(cigarettes) lighter" 
2.1.3.26.2 C|awwaaC3-eh in which the reduplicated morpheme ^€2 involves geminate 
or reduplicated radical semi vowel Av/ 
s. Form Gloss 
nawwaar-ah (IN) "chimney-lantern" 
qawwaal-ah'^^ "gossiper, talkative, talebearer" (M&F) 
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2.1.3.26.3 C)ayyaaC3-eh in which the reduplicated morpheme ^€2 involves geminated 
or reduplicated radical semivowel /y/ 
s. Form Gloss 
sayyaar-ah "car, taxi" 
bayyaar-ah "cesspool, gutter" 
Strictly speaking, most nouns of pattern (2.1.3.26) C|aC2C2aaC3-eh are 
common ly used for INSTRUMENTAL NOUNS; ' " they denote appl lances and 
vehicles as noted by (Schulz. 2004. p. 75). The other nouns either refer to the female 
doers or are to be considered as occupational nouns. For the last examples 'allaam-
eh/-ah and raHHaal-ah shown and discussed above, the noun pattern (2.1.3.26) 
CiaC2C2aaC3-eh can be considered the pattern that 'implies greaHNess or intensity'. 
Cf Ryding (2005, p. 120), who, referring to the example 'allaama "great scholar", 
points out in her foot note (3) that his pattern. fa''aala (i.e CiaC2C2aaC3-ah) is one 
that implies greaHNess or intensity. Another example is 'globetrotter" raHHaal-ah. 
2.1.3.27 Pattern C|uC2C2aaC3U sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
subbaaku "window" (cf MSA subbaak)'^^ 
kullaabu "hook" 
dukkaanu "shop" 
tuffaaHu (CN)"apples" 
rummaanu (CN) "pomegranates" 
It seems that examples of radical semivowels are not found in this pattern 
(2.1.3.27) C|uC2C2aaC3U. This pattern can be observed on the plural pattern 
C|uC2C2aaC3U as in Hiiggaagu "pilgrims" (cf haaggu "pilgrim"), see it in this chapter 
in section and table (2.2.2.3.2.3.4,1) below. 
2.1.3.28 CiuC2C2aanu /-aanu/ suffix pattern 
This pattern can be called the /-aanu/ suffix pattern, since such /-aanu/ suffix is to be 
considered as stem-verbal-noun formative associated with this pattern (2.1.3.28) 
C|uC2C2aanu. The morpheme -aanu has one allomarph V^ -aanu'^ , thus it is 
exclusively unique and considered as a verbal noun derived from simple geminate 
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verbs on the pattern CiaC2C2 as in bazz "'to take (out); he took", buzzaanu "taking 
(0Lit)"."'°This is illustrated in the following TYA data"*': 
s. Form Gloss 
buzzaanu (VN) 
quSSaanu (VN) 
summaanu (VN) 
futtaanu (VN) 
ruSSaanu (VN) 
russaanu (VN) 
huzzaanu (VN) 
HiiTTaanu (VN) 
muzzaanu (VN) 
summaanu (VN) 
bullaanu (VN) 
nussaanu (VN) 
huddaanu (VN) 
kudaanu (VN) 
"taking (out)" 
"cutting" 
"smelling" 
"crumbling, breaking into small pieces" 
"lining up" 
"water spraying on dry ground" 
"shaking" (baby cradle)" 
"putting" 
"adsorbing" 
"lighting" 
"wetting" 
"jumping" 
"demolishing, pulling down" 
"working hand" 
From the examples illustrated above, it can be said that the use of the noun 
pattern (2.1.3.28) C|uC2C2aanu (ending in the suffix -aanu) is more prevalent in TYA 
as a result of its extension to cases which normally have other patterns (e.g. CiC2aC3) 
in MSA or any other varieties of Arabic. This pattern does not show inflection for 
number. It cannot be pluralized. Moreover, it seems that examples of radical 
semivowels are not found in this pattern. 
2.1.3.29 Pattern CiuC2C2aaC-eh sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form 
sunnaar-ah 
kuddaaf-eh 
tuffaaH-eh 
xurraaf-ah 
suggaad-eh 
bunnaan-eh 
Gloss 
"(fish) hook'" 
"rubbish"" 
"natural sign in cheek while smiling"" 
"tale myth, legend, superstitious"" 
"prayer rug, rug carpet" (cf MSA. saggaad-ah) 
"baby(in womb)'" 
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tuffaaH-eh (sing.) "an apple"' 
rummaan-ah (sing.) "pomegranate" 
2.1.3.29.1 CiuC2C2aay-eh with final radical semivowel /y/ 
s. Form Gloss 
Hullaay-eh (mass) "sweet after meal" 
15 
Hullaay-eh (mass) icoiid 2' wife for having happier life" 
2.1.3.29.2 C|UvvwaaC3-eh in which involves geminates reduph'cated radical 
semivowel /ww/ 
s. Form Gloss 
zLiwwaaT-ah "balloon" 
2.1.3.30 Pattern maC|C2aC3U sound unaltered pattern 
This noun pattern (2.1.3.30) maCiCaaCBU begins with the StFs. Vma which is prefixed 
by affixation process. Jt represents a combination of Complex Stem (Stcom) discussed 
in (Aboul-Fetouh, 1969, pp. 23, 72-74), in case of ECA pausal forms. This pattern and 
the patterns that follow from (2.1.3.31) to (2.1.3.41) include place nouns (hereafter 
PN), instrumental nouns (hereafter IN) and hypostatic nouns (hereafter HN). 
s. Form 
mabrazu (PN)' 
maxzanu (PN) 
maqtalu (PN) 
maxragu (PN) 
maktabu (PN) 
maT'amu (PN) 
maDrabu (IN) 
marSadu (IN) 
mabxaru (IN) 
masnadu (IN) 
mabradu (IN) 
4^ 
Gloss 
"meeting place for chewing Qat" 
"store" (cf MSA maxzan)''^ '^  
"a place (on the body) where a blow could kill'" 
"exit, outlet"' (cf MSA maxrag)'''^ 
"office"" 
"restaurant" 
"a can for tablets"" 
"pencil" 
"censer, thurible"" (cf MSA mibxara)'"*^ 
"backrest, cushion, pillow'" 
"file'" 
2.1.3.30.1 maaC2aC3U Hollow 
s. Form Gloss 
maasaru (IN) 
maasamu (IN) 
maasamu (HN) 
maakalu (HN) 
"rope for pulling pet animals" 
"tool of branding cautery" 
"sign of branding cautery" 
"eatina"" 
2.1.3.30.2 maC|C2ee Imaala 
s. Form Gloss 
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ma"wee (PN) 
mastee (IN) 
ma'nee (HN) 
"shelter" (cf MSA ma'waa) 
"leavening tool" 
"meaning" 
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2.1.3.30.3 maC|C2aa Defective 
s. Form Gloss 
markaa (IN) "instrument to lean on (of. YA markaa)'"'' 
malSaa (IN) "tool used for keeping fire on" 
Like that in MSA and many other Arabic dialects, most nouns of pattern 
(2.1.3.30) maC|C2aC3U are place nouns, instrumental nouns or hypostatic nouns.'^^ 
The unique use and characteristic of the TYA pattern (2.1.3.30) maC|C2aC3U is that it 
represents many instrumental nouns as in mabradu "file", etc., which are normally 
represented by the pattern mifal or miCiC2aC3 in MSA and many other Arabic 
dialects. 
2.1.3.31 maC|C2aC3-eh sound unaltered pattern 
This pattern (2.1.3.31) maCiC2aC3-eh is also beginning with the StF3 V ma which is 
prefixed by affi.xation. It represents a combination of complex stem (Stcom) discussed 
in (Aboul-Fetouh, 1969; 23, 72-74) in case of ECA. 
s. Form Gloss 
madras-ah (PN) "school" 
maHkam-eh (PN) "court" 
malzam-eh (IN) "booklet, handout" 
mas"al-eh (HN) "matter, solving problem" 
masxar-ah (HN) "ridiculousness" 
2.1.3.31.1 maCiyaCs-ah with medial radical semivowel /y/ 
s. Form Gloss 
maSyad-ah (IN) "trap. Mouse-trap" 
masyax-ah (PN) "sheikhdom" 
masyax-ah (HN) "acting as sheikh" 
Most nouns of the feminine noun pattern (2.1.3.31) maCiC2aC3-eh are types of 
place nouns, or hypostatic nouns; very few of them as in malzam-eh "booklef, denote 
instrumental nouns; they are less widespread. '' 
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2.1.3.32 pattern miCiC2aC3U sound unaltered pattern 
This pattern (2.1.3.32) miC|C2aC3U remarkably begins \yith the StF3 V mi, which is 
prefixed to (Sts) by affixation process in order to form a complex Stem (Stcom), see 
(Aboul-FetoLih, 1969, pp. 23, 72-74). 
s. Form Gloss 
milkadu''^(IN) "handy mill" 
migHamu (IN) "brazier'" 
2.1.3.32.1 miCjWaCsu where C2 represents a radical semivowel/w/ 
s. Form Gloss 
migwalu (IN) "container for growing plants" 
mi'walu(IN) "hoe" 
midwaru(lN) "a ring" 
2.1.3.32.2 meeC2aC3U Hollow (Loss of C|, change of III in mi- into Id to form /me-/ 
and lengthening of Id to become /ee/ 
s. Form Gloss 
meeharu'^''(IN) "a thick long stick used for driving bulls or oxes while 
ploughing" 
Most nouns of pattern (2.1.3.32) miCiaC2aC3U are only to be considered as 
Instrumental Nouns.'^ '^  Unlike that of MSA, TYA instrumental nouns represented in 
this pattern (2.1.3.32) miC|C2aC3U are less widespread. This is due to the 
representation of some of them under the previous pattern (2.1.3.30) maC|C2aC3U as 
in mabradu "file" (cf. MSA mibrad). 
2.1.3.33 Pattern miCiC2aC3-eh sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
mixdar-ah (PN) "wedding place" 
mizra"-ah (PN) "farm" 
mil'aq-ah (IN) "spoon" 
minsaf-eh (IN) "towel" 
miSraf-ah'" (IN) "local meal table" 
miTHan-ah (IN) "grinder quern, hand mill" 
migmar-ah (IN) "brazier" 
The above pattern (2.1.3.33) miC|C2aC3-eh also begins with the StF3 V mi, 
which is prefixed to (Sts) by affixation process in order to form (Stcom)- See similar 
discussion given by (Aboul-Fetouh, 1969, pp. 23, 72-74) in case of ECA. Such pattern 
(2.1.3.33) miC|C2aC3-eh denote both place nouns as well as instrumental nouns; see 
end note (150) of this chapter. If we investigate deeper in these patterns (2.1.3.33) 
miCiC2aC3-eh, (2.1.3.32) miC|C2aC3U and the following pattern (2.1.3.34) 
miC|C2aaC3U that can convey the instrumental nouns in TYA besides their allowance 
to convey place nouns as well as hypostatic nouns. In accordance to what has been 
cited in and noted by Schub. M. B. (1977, p. 3), it has been discovered that al-
Zamaxsari, in his grammatical book al-mufaSSal (ed. Broch, p. 104 infine. & 366), 
points out that there are only three patterns in Arabic [i.e CA/MSA] which convey the 
instrumental nouns, namely: mifar""(i.e. miC|C2aC3"""), mif alat"'^ '"(i.e. miC|C2aC3at" 
""), and mif^ aal""" (i.e. miCiC2aaC3'""); and this notion has been viewed as complete, 
even in modern times by such grammarians Wright (1955) and Fleisch (1961, pp. 
422-34). According to Schub (1977, p. 3) if we investigate deeper on this topic, we 
discover that Barth (1894, p. 62) claims that an additional pattern, namely fi'aar""(i.e. 
C|iC2aaC3'"") is used in Arabic (as well as in proto-Semitic) as a pattern to convey the 
instrumental nouns. Also, according to Schub (1977) Al-Zamaxsari"s knowledge of 
this fact is conveyed to us only in his commentary on Holy Qur'aan al-Kassaaf: 
Qur'aan 7.40 has fi sammi !-xiyaaT or with another reading fi sammi l-mixyaT, 
•"through the eye of a needle" mixyaT (as opposed to the textual meaning of xiyaaT 
(to which it is morphologically synonymous). (Cf. our illustrative examples under the 
noun pattern (2.1.3.13) C|C2aaC3u) as in Hzaamu "belt; gold-belt'".) 
2.1.3.34 Pattern miC|C2aaC3U sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
midgaagu'^^ (PN) "(hens or chickens) market" 
miglaabu (PN) "(sheep, cows) market" 
.157 (PN) "clover, grass market" 
mitmaaru'^'\PN) "(dates) market 
miHnaaTu (PN) "(grains) market" 
mirgaazu ^ (IN) "big basket for canning dates when making (dibsu), see 
(2.1.3.3))" 
minsaaru (IN) "saw" 
mismaaru (IN) "a nail" 
miftaaHu (IN) "a key" 
miHraaOu (IN) "plow" 
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miDraabu (HN) "fighting, beating each other"' 
2.1.3.34.1 miCiwaaCsu where C2 represents a middle radical semivowel /w/ 
s. Form Gloss 
miHwaaTu'^°(PN) "fish market" 
miqwaatu"^'(PN) "Qat/Kat market" 
mi'waasu"'^(PN) "(local bread) market" 
miswaarti (HN) "'walk, errand" 
mizwaagu (HN) "frequently marrying" 
2.1.3.34.2 miiC2aaC3U Hollow 
s. Form Gloss 
miizaabu (IN) ""(roof) gutter, waterspout" (cf. MSA miizaab)'^^ 
miizaanu (IN) "balance, scales" 
miiraa6u"''^(HN) "legacy, inheritance, patrimony" 
Keeping in mind the second paragraph under the noun pattern (2.1.3.33) above 
and based on the illustrative examples of the noun pattern (2.1.3.34) miC|C2aaC3U 
shown above, it can be noticed that this pattern is remarkably used as a place noun 
pattern in TYA along with its default instrumental pattern mif aal (i.e. miCiC2aaC3u) 
found in MSA/CA and many Arabic varieties. It is derived from verbs, nouns 
(animate and inanimat), etc.. for instance: daggag "to sell hens" or dgaagu (CN) 
"hens" —^ midgaagu "hens market": HinT-ah "a kind of grains" -^ miHnaaTu "Grains 
market". This is really a unique phenomenon. Such phenomenon has been discussed 
in details by Al-Omariy, (2000). Of what he has generally discussed is transliterated 
and translated as follows: 
yatimmu fi-l-l-ahgati 'ishtiqaaqu 'ismi-1-makaani 'alaa wazni mifaal 
"min-al-gaamidi wa gayiri-1-gaamidi" wa mifaal huw-ah wazznu "ismi-1-
"aal-ah fl-l-lug-ah mi0l minsaar wa laakin al-'aam-ah ta'ti bi 'ismi -I-
makaani 'alaa waznihi-l-"aSli mifal ma'a maddi 'aynihi hattaa 'Sb-aha 
"mifaal" musaabihan li-wazni "ismi-l-'aal-ah. Ai-Omariy, (2000, pp. 265-
312). 
Our own translation of the aforementioned transliterated quote is given below: 
In the dialect the derivation ot the place noun is done from the animate and 
inanimate and the mif 'aal(i.e. miC|C2aaC3ii) is the the pattern of the 
instrumental noun m the language(i.e. lVISA)as in minsaar(=saw) ,but the 
make the place noun from its original pattern "mifal" with lengthening 
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'ayn of the word (i.e. lengthening the short vowel after the C2)till it has 
become mif 'aal(i.e. iTiiC|C2aaC3u) similar to the instrumental noun 
pattern.(our own translation) 
2.1.3.35 Pattern miC|C2aaC3-eh sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
mi'laam-eh (PN) "Place where Qur'aan is taught"' 
miHdaad-eh (PN) "'place where blacksmith works'' 
miHnaad-eh (PN) "place under earth where rousted meat is made" 
mixbaaz-eh (PN) "bakery" 
mishaaf-eh (PN) "place where nuts are baked'" 
midbaaG-ah"^^ (PN) "tanning place" 
mignaan-eh (HN) "craziness'" 
misTaan-ah (HN) "devilry, deviltry"" 
mihbaal-eh (HN) "stupidity"" 
misfaah-eh (HN) "foolishness or vulgarity"' 
miDraab-ah (HN) "'fighting"" 
2.1.3.35.1 miwC2aaC3-eh with initial radical semivowel /w/ 
s. Form Gloss 
miwsaax-ah (HN) "dirtiness"' 
miwGaad-eh (HN) "'spitefulness, malevolence, hatred hostility'" 
2.1 3.35.2 miCiyaaC3-eh where C2 represents a radical semivowel /y/ 
s. Form Gloss 
miHyaak-eh"^^(PN) "'place where weaning or knitting is made"' 
miTyaan-ah"''' (HN) "mudding (off) claying covering with clay"" 
2.1.3.35.3 miCiC2aaw-eh with final radical semivowel Av/ 
s. Form Gloss 
mi'daaw-eh (HN) "enmity"" 
misnaaw-eh (HN) "hating"" 
2.1.3.35.4 miC|C2aay-eh with final radical semivowel Nl 
s. Form Gloss 
miqhaay-ah'^^(PN) ""cafe" 
misqaay-ah (PN) "a place of drinking water in cemetery"" 
misqaay-ah (HN) "working hard"" 
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2.1.3.35.5 miCiwaaC3-eh with C2as a medial radical semivowel /w/ 
s. Form Gloss 
miqwaal-ah'^''(HN) "tale-bearing informing against" 
milwaak-eh (HN) "'repeating speech" 
2.1.3.35.6 mC|aa>-eh Hollow (Loss of middle radical C2and l\l of/mi-/) 
s. Form Gloss 
mraay-eh(lN) "'mirror, looking glass" 
Here also, it can be said that most nouns of pattern (2.1.3.35) miC|C2aaC3-eh 
are place nouns, instrumental nouns or hypostatic nouns.'™ 
2.1.3.36 maC]C2C3U sound unaltered pattern 
This is pattern (2.1.3.36) maC|aC2C3U is also a noun pattern that ends with the post-
final vowel /u/ or pausal /u/ or (OGNC) /u/. It is different from the MSA noun pattern 
maf "il (maCiC2iC3).This is shown below: 
s. Form Gloss 
maglsu (PN) ""chamber, session room" 
manzlu (PN) "house" 
marg'u (IN) "source, reference" 
2.1.3.36.1 mawC2C3U in which C2, after the prefixed allomorph V ma- involves 
radical semivowel /w/ 
s. Form Gloss 
mawqfu (PN) '"stop" 
mawD"u (PN) "place, position" 
mawqfu (HN) "situation" 
mawD'u (HN) "position" 
inaw'du (HN) ""appointment" 
2.1.3.36.2 maCjiiCsu Hollow (Loss of C2, medial weak instead) 
s. Form Gloss 
mabiitu (PN) "place for staying overnight" 
maSiiru(HN) "fate, course, destiny" (cf MSA maSiir)''' 
maqiil (HN) "invitation for having food and chewing Kat" 
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2.1.3.36.3 mooC2C3U Hollow 
In this sub-pattern (2.1.3.36.3) mooC2C3U as in moosmu "season" (cf. MSA mawsim 
"season"), it can be observed that it is hollow, since tool is the result of the 
combination of/a/ + /w/. see (2.1.3.1.5). 
s. Form Gloss 
mooldu "(prophet birthday) celebration" 
moosmu "season" 
It is important to point out that the TYA noun pattern (2.1.3.36) maC|C2C3U is 
not used with geminating radicals/consonants or final radical semivowels. Moreover, 
most nouns of such patterns are place nouns, or hypostatic nouns. . it is really used 
like that of MSA. 
2.1.3.37 maC|C2Creh sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
manTq-ah(PN) "district, zone" 
ma-rf-eh(HN) "knowledge" (cf. MSA ma'rif-ah)'" 
manzl-eh(HN) "rank, position" 
2.1.3.37.1 mawC2C3-eh in which C]. after the prefix ma-, involves the radical 
semivowel /w/ 
s. Form Gloss 
mavvhb-eh(HN) ••talent"( cf. MSA mawhib-ah)'''* 
maw'DH-ah(HN) "preaching, reprimand" 
2.1.3.37.2 nmaC|iiC2-eh Hollow 
s. Form Gloss 
masii"-eh "will, willing" 
masiir-eh "marching" 
Like pattern (2.1.3.36) above, pattern (2.1.3.37) maC|C2C3-eh is neither used 
with geminating radicals/consonants nor with fmal radical semivowels. Most nouns of 
such pattern are place nouns or hypostatic nouns. 
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2.1.3.38 Pattern maC|aC2C2U sound unaltered pattern 
This noun pattern (2.1.3.38) maCiaC2C2U also begins with the StFs Vma- which is 
prefixed by affixation. It represents a combination of complex stems (Stemcom) 
discussed similarly in (Aboul-Fetouh, 1969, p. 23) in case of ECA. 
s. Form Gloss 
malattu (PN) 
malazzu (PN) 
malaffu (IN) 
malaffu (IN) 
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malattu"° (IN) 
"(narrow) place room"' 
"(narrow) place among crowded people' 
"file for keeping documents" 
"rubbish holder" 
(see end note 176 for its gloss) 
2.1.3.39 Pattern maC|aC2C2-eh sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form 
malaHH-eh (IN) 
manaSS-ah (PN) 
ma'azz-eh (HN) 
masaqq-ah (HN) 
maaall-eh (HN) 
Gloss 
"local flat frying pan made of pottery and is used for cooking" 
(luHuuHu "soft, loose local bread sour in taste") 
"platform" 
"appreciation: dearness" 
"hardship" 
"humiliation" 
2.1.3.40 Pattern mCiaC2C2U sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form 
mHallu (PN) 
mkabbu'"(IN) 
mqaSSu(IN) 
mSarru (IN) 
mhabbu'^'^(IN) 
mdaggu'^^(IN) 
mtaggu'^' (IN) 
mHassu (IN) 
Gloss 
"place" 
"see its gloss in end-note (177)" 
"scissors" (cf MSA miqaSS)''^ 
"scarf 
"stick with a finger like hooked end for driving unridable 
camels" (cf.YA mahabb) 
"chicken cage" 
"chicken cage" 
"mower, weeder'" (cf MSA miHass)'^' 
Most nouns of pattern (2.1.3.40) mCaC2C2U are Place Nouns or Instrumental 
Nouns. All nouns with this pattern are always used with geminating 
radicals/consonants. In this pattern TYA has undergone a restructuring in sequences 
of the type maCaC2C2. which was changed to mCaC2C2U, for instance maHall > 
mHallu. There is a constraint against short vowels. Versteegh (1997:33) points out 
that, since in many dialects there is a constraint against short vowels in open syllables, 
when such a sequence is followed by a vocalic ending the vowel jumps back one 
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position. In other words, short vowels in open and (pre-stress) syllables are elided in 
TYA words compared to words of Arabic origin. 
2.1.3.41 Pattern mCiaC2C2-eh sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
mHaTT-ah (PN) '"station"' 
msall-eh (IN) "a long needle" 
mxadd-eh (IN) "pillow" 
msadd-eh'^^(IN) "muffler" 
mDarr-ah (HN) "harmfulness" 
It is important to point out that most nouns of pattern (2.1.3.41) mCiaC2C2-eh 
are place nouns, instrumental nouns or hypostatic nouns. '^ '* 
2.1.3.42 Pattern muCiC2uC3U sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form 
muzquru"*'(PN) 
muzGuTu (PN) 
munxulu (IN) 
muxruzu (IN) 
mugrufu (IN) 
Gloss 
'•(wide) passage way (between buildings)" 
"(narrow) passage way (between buildings)' 
"sieve" 
"ice-owl" 
"hoe" 
2.1.3.43 Pattern muC|C2C3U sound unaltered pattern 
s.Form Gloss 
muslmu "muslim" 
mulhmu "inspirer" (cf MSA mulhim) 86 
The above pattern (2.1.3.43) muC|C2C3U can also be observed on the 
adjective pattern (3.1.3.23) muC|C2C3U as in muxISu "faithful". Most masculine 
nouns of pattern (2.1.3.43) muC|C2C3U are ACTIVE PARTICIPLES'" of TYA verb 
pattern C|C2aC3 vs. MSA 'aC|C2aC3: muslmu "Muslim" (cf slam "to be Muslim, he 
became Muslim"), mu'lnu "advertiser" (cf 'Ian "to advertise"). Most forms of this 
pattern are considered to be nominalized adjectives. They are given under pattern 
(3.1.2.23) muC|C2C3U. 
2.1.3.44 Pattern muC|C2C3-eh sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
muskl-eh "problem" (cf MSA muskil-ah)'^^ 
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mukns-eh 
muslm-eh 
mulhim-eh 
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"broom" 
"muslim"(f.) 
"inspirer'Xr.) 
Many feminine nouns of pattern (2.1.3.44) muC|C2C3-eli are ACTIVE 
P A R T I C I P L E S ' ' ' " of T Y A feminine verb pattern CCjaCsan (see Greenman, 1979, 
passim). It is unlike that of MSA 'aCiCiaCiat): muslm-eh '"Muslims" (f)"" (cf slaman 
'"0 be Muslim'"), muDrb-ah "goer on strike'" ( f ) )" , (of Draban to "go on strike"). Also 
this pattern is commonly used in nominalized/substantivized personal adjectives 
muxIS-ah "faithful"' ( f ) . Since the last two examples are feminine counterparts of the 
masculine forms given under the previous pattern (2.1.3.43) muCiC2C3U, they are also 
considered to be nominalized adjectives. 
2.1.3.45 miscellaneous tri-consonantal patterns 
During my investigation as well as observation on tri-consonantal noun patterns used 
in TYA, I have found that many nouns have rare or even unique patterns. In other 
words, they are considered as less common patterns. Such miscellaneous noun 
patterns are briefly illustrated below: 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
CiOoC2aC3e 
CiOoC2aC3U 
C|OoC2aaC3U 
CiuuC2y-eh 
C|C2eeC3U 
wC2eeC3U 
wC2eeC3e 
C|C2eeC3y-eh 
C)eeC2aaC3e 
C|eeC2aaC3U 
C|eeC2aaC3U 
C|iiC2aaC3U 
C|iiC2aaC3U 
CiiiC2aaC3U 
C|iiC2aaC3U 
C|iiC2aaC3-ah 
CiaaC2aC3au 
CiiC2C2aaC3U 
CiuC2C2aC3U 
goolab-eh 
qoolabu 
doolaabu 
kuufyeh' 
treeku 
wleedu 
wleed-eh 
sdeery-eh 
deemaan-eh 
deemaanu 
beeraaqu (LW 
neesaanu 
miidaanu 
neesaanu 
siiTaanu 
siiTaan-ah 
naadamu 
riggaalu 
dummalu 
"(wild) dove" 
"(local) brick"' 
"cupboard'" 
"haf 
"torch"" 
"little boy" 
"little girl" 
"vest" 
"tree name in TV region' 
"fruit of deemaan-eh tree 
) -'flag'" 
"target, aim; medal"' 
"public square"' 
"target, aim; medal" 
"devil" 
"devil (f)" 
"tall big strong man"' 
"man" 
"furuncle, fester'" 
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It is important to notice that the last illustrative example dummaki "furuncle, 
fester"' of the miscellaneous tri-consonantal noun pattern C|uC2C2aC3U shown above 
in (2.1.3.45) is also observed on the irregular BP pattern C|uC2C2aC3U as in wulladu 
shown in section and table (2.2.2.3.5.5). 
2.1.3.46 Augmented verbal noun patterns 
In TYA, there are remarkably many patterns used for verbal nouns of augmented 
verbs such as: 
Pattern taC|C2iiC3U 
s. Form Gloss 
taxziinu "'chewing Kat" (cf xazzan to chew kat) (cf MSA taxziin "storing") ''•'^  
taqriiru "reporting, a report"' 
taSmiimu "designing, a design" 
taHmiisu "heating" (cf. Hammas "to heat""). 
tamriinu "drill; training'" 
tadbiiru "arrangement"" 
taSmiimu "designing, a design"" 
tafSiilu "detail"" 
Pattern mC|aaC2aC3-eh 
s. Form Gloss 
m"aamal-eh "treating, dealing with"" (cf 'aamal "to treat'")(cf MSA mu'aamal-ah)'^^ 
Pattern "iC|C2aaC3U 
s. Form Gloss 
"ixlaaSu "faithfulness"' 
Pattern tC|iiC2C2uC3U 
s. Form Gloss 
t'ullumu "learning'"(cf t'allam "to learn"") 
tHukkumu' "dominating'" (cf MSA taHakkum) ""' 
Pattern taCiaaC2uC3U 
s. Form Gloss 
tafaa"ulu "optimisticness" (cf tfaa'al "to be optimistic") 
tasaa'um.u "pesimisticness"" (cf tsaa"am "to be pessimistic"') 
tawaaD'u "humbleness" (cf twaaDa' "to be humble") 
ta'aawunu "cooperation"' (cf t'aawan "to cooperate"") 
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Pattern nCiiCaaaCau 
s. Form Gloss 
nfl'aalu "agitating"' (cf. nfa'al '"to be agitated") 
nqiTaa'u "discontinuing" (cf. nqaTa' "to discontinue") 
nDmaamu "affiliation'" (cf. nDamm "to affiliate'") 
Pattern CitiCaaaCsU 
s. Form Gloss 
xtilaafu "difference"" (cf xtalaf "to be different") 
'tiraafu "confession"" (cf 'taraf "to confess'") 
htimaamu "interest" (cf htamm "to be interested"') 
Pattern stiC|C2aaC3U 
s. Form Gloss 
sti'maalu "using" (cf sta'mal "to use'") 
stifzaazu "provoking"" (cf stafazz "to provoke"') 
sti'daadu "preparing"' (cf sta'add "to prepare"") 
These patterns are rarely used for ordinary noun in TYA. That is to say. they 
are used either as verbal nouns which have been gone under Concretization Process 
suggested by (Cowell. 1964. pp. 158. 284 & 293) in case of SA. or the ones altered 
from the pure verbal noun sense 
2 1.3.47 Adjectival patterns (substantivized or nominalized) 
Like CA, MSA as well as other varieties of Arabic Langdages, when adjectives tend 
to be substantivized or nominalized, their adjectival patterns are also used for nouns in 
TYA. Patterns (2.1.3.9) or (3.1.3.17) CaaCjCu, (2.1.3.25) or (3.1.3.11) 
CiaC2C2aaC3U have been separately illustrated for nouns and adjectives, though many 
words with these patterns are used substantively as substantivized or nominalized. See 
chapter 3 for TYA data of TYA adjective patterns CiaaC2Cu and CiaC2C2CaaC-,u 
given under their numbers (3.1.3.17) to (3.1.3.11), respectively. Most important of all 
adjectival patterns are the PARTICIPIA PATTERNS'^^ (i.e the patterns derived from 
verbs of I to X binyan), e.g. maC|C2UuC3U as in magnuunu "crazy", "(crazy) man"': 
mCiaC2C2aC3U as in msabbaku " interlaced, interlocked, intertwisted; a kind of 
Tihami Yemeni sweet intertwisted in shape"', and mxayyamu "camp"; mustaCiC2C3U 
as in musta'glu "hurried, in a hurry"', and musta'gru "lessee, leaseholder, tenanf", etc., 
a large number of TYA nouns have these patterns, but are not illustrated here. They 
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are illustrated in chapter 3 under the patterns numbered from (3.1.3.18) to (3.1.3.30). 
(See BP vs. SP assignment in chapter 4 as a dramatic case of this) 
2.1.4 Quadri-consonantal and pseudo-quadri-consonantal patterns 
2.1.4.1 Pattern CI aC2C3aC4U sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
daftaru "copy-book, notebook" (cf MSA daftar)'^^ 
'arnabu "rabbit" 
bandalu "bundle (LW) 
sanbalu "shoe" 
Sandaiu "shoe" 
2,1.4.1.1 C,eeC3aC4U Hollow 
This sub-pattern (2.1.4.1.1) CieeC3aC4U is an altered pattern which is derived from a 
tri-consonantal root as discussed in the introductory chapter, where C1C2 form the 
allomorph''V C1C3 as in 
V sykl-^ { seekalu "bicycle" 
V syki —> { syaaklu "bicycles" 
This pattern can be understood as an altered pattern because, the alternation 
can be understood from the distinction observed in TYA (2.1.4.1.1) deeCjaCaU and 
MSA CiayC3aC4 as in saykal. Such alternations entail a morphophonological process 
or what is called a practice of TYA phonology shown below: 
a + y ^ ee (cf what is given under (2.1.3.1.6)) 
s. Form Gloss 
seekalu (LW) "bicycle" 
2.1.4,2 Pattern CiaC2C3aC4-eh sound unaltered pattern 
s.Form Gloss 
targam-eh (VN) "translation" (cf MSA targama)"^ 
qaHtat-eh (VN) "pulling" 
'arqab-ah "scorpion" 
'arnab-ah "rabbit (f)" 
sanbal-eh "a shoe" 
'armal-ah "widow" 
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2.1.4.2.1 C|aC2CiaC2-eh Reduplication of first syllable (i.e. C1C2 are reduplicated) 
s. Form Gloss 
hamham-eh(VN) '"hummings'' 
tamtam-eh (VN) "mutter(ing), murmuring)" (cf. MSA tamtam-ah) '^ ^ 
qabqab-ah (VN) "knocking" 
damdam-eh (VN) "eating repeatedly in a handful way" 
qaSqaS-ah (VN) "cutting repeatedly" 
zalzal-eh(VN) "convulsion, shaking" (cf CA zalzal-ah)^*^" 
2.1.4.2.2 waC2waC2-eh with C| and C2 as medical radical semivowel /w/ and the first 
syllable waC2 is reduplicated 
s. Form Gloss 
waswas-eh(VN) "thinking" 
waswas-eh(VN) "whispering" (cf MSA waswas-ah)^°' 
2.1.4.2.3 CiayCs Ca-ah with C2as middle radical semivowel lyl 
s. Form Gloss 
& sayTar-ah (VN) "controlling (=SayTar-ah) 
hayman-eh (VN) "dominating, supremacy" (cf MSA hayman-ah)^^'' 
2.1.4.2.4 CiaC2yaC4-ah with Csas a medial radical semivowel lyl 
s. Form Gloss 
gabyar-ah (VN) "behaving arrogantly or tyrannically" 
qabyal-ah(AN) "tribalness" 
Hamyar-ah^"^ (AN) "angriness" 
2.1.4.2.5 CiaC3waC4-ah with C3 as a medial radical semivowel /w/ 
s. Form Gloss 
balwaH-eh (VN) "sitting down on the ground" 
hazwar-ah (VN) "shaking, agitating, rocking" 
2.1.4.2.6 CiawC3aC4-eh with C2as a medial radical semivowel /w/ 
s. Form Gloss 
SawTar-ah (VN) "mockery" 
fawtar-ah (AN) "post-paid" 
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2.1.4.2.7 C|aC2C3an-eh sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
Tafran-ah (VN) "having no money" 
qar'an-ah (VN) "'raising one's head" 
sardan-eh (VN) "serving in a mosque" 
barhan-ah (VN) "proving" 
Haw6an-eh (VN) '"madness" 
sawdan-eh (VN) "gloominess" 
Similar to what has been pointed out by (Cowell, 1964, p. 159) the feminine 
singular noun "armal-ah "widow" has a secondary radical /'/ being related to the root 
morpheme VrmI (cf. rammal-an ""to be widow"); ta6kar-ah "ticket" has a secondary 
radical /t/ being related to the root morpheme ^6kr, sawdan-eh "'gloominess" on the 
other hand, is a true tri-consonantal noun on the sub-pattern (2.1.4.2.7) C|aC2C3an-eh, 
the /n/ being a verb formative stem sawdan "to be gloomy"). The quadri-consonantal 
noun patterns (2.1.4.2) CaC2C3aC3-eh as well as the pseudo-quadri-consonantal sub 
pattern C|aC2C3an-eh are used for gerunds or verbal nouns of quadri-consonantal and 
pseudo-quadri-consonantal verbs in TYA. 
2.1.4.3 Pattern C1UC2C3UC4U sound unaltered pattern 
s.Form Gloss 
bulbulu ""oriental nightingale" 
gudgudu ""crickef 
bunduqu "gun" 
qurqusu '"baby-scarf' 
quTquTu (mass) '"see its gloss in end note(204)" 
2.1.4.4 Pattern CiuC2C3uC4-eh sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
sulHuf-eh 
xunfus-eh 
qunbul-ah 
(=qumbul-ah) 
Tunqur-ah^'^^ 
'"tortoise 
""beetle" 
"bomb" 
"drum" 
2.1.4.4.1 Pattern C|uC2C|uC2-eh reduplication of first syllable (i.e. C1UC2 is 
reduplicated) 
s. Form Gloss 
sulsul-eh "chain'" 
sulsul-eh "an earring" 
bulbul-eh" "^  "large local water-pot'" 
2.1.4.5 Pattern C|iC2C3iC4U sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
filfilu (CN) "pepbr, p&i=pef' 
mismisu (CN) "apricots" (cf MSA mismis)"^'' 
firkisu (CN) "a kind of apricots'' 
2.1.4.6 Pattern C|iC2C3iC4-eh sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
filfil-eh _(sing.) "pepper" 
mismis-eh _(sing.) "apricots"" 
firkis-eh _(sing.) "a kind of apricots"" 
2.1.4.7 Pattern CiuC2C3aaC4U sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
qurTaasu "paper, sheet of paper"" (cf MSA qirTaas, qarTaas, qurTaas) 
burhaanu "proof evidence"" 
.\ul\aalu "anklet"" (cf MSA .\alxaal)^ °'"^  
xusxaasu (coll)"opium poppy'" 
2.1.4.8 Pattern C|iC2C3aaC4U sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
tirbaasu "bolt, latch, lock"' 
kirbaasu""''' '"coverlet made of dry leaves of palm tree"" 
fmgaanu "(coffee) cup'" 
sirdaabu "vault, cellar; crypt; tunnel"" 
2.1.4.8.1 CiiC2VvaaC4U with C3 as radical semivowel w 
s.Form Gloss 
'inwaanu "address'" 
21 
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tigwaabu" "attic"" 
sirwaalu "shorts, underpants, panties" (cf MSA sirwaal) 
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2.1 4.9 Pattern CiaC2C3iiC4U sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
kabriitu 
'afriitu 
barmiilu 
"(box of) matches" 
"demon, ghost'" 
"barrel" 
2.1.4.10 Pattern C|iC2C3iiC4U sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
tilmiiDu "pubil. student" 
dismiisu "screw-driver'" 
2.1.4.11 Pattern CiaC2C3UuC4U sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
handuulu '^  "cradle"' 
Handuulu''' "cradle'" 
farnuugu "baby-chicken/hen" 
Garnuuqu "(white) farm-bird" 
Sanduuqu "bo.x. chest"" 
kartuunu "cartoon" 
faxduudu "bat" 
qa"muusu "(harmful small black) ant" 
za'fuuiu "sparrow, bird" 
2.1.4.1 1.1 Pattern C|aC2C2UuC4U geminate 
s. Form Gloss 
dabbuusu "pin" 
tannuuru "oven"" 
2.1.4.12 Pattern C|aC2C3UuC4-eh sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
Sanbuus-eh '"* "samosa" 
(=sambuus-eh) 
za'fuur-ah "sparrow, bird(f)" 
kabsuul-eh "capsule"" (cf MSA kabsuul-ah)"'^ (LW) 
2.1.4.13 miscellaneous quadri-consonantal patterns 
During our investigation as well as observation on quadri-consonantal noun patterns 
used in TYA, we have found that many nouns have rare or even unique patterns. In 
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other words they are considered as less common patterns. Such miscellaneous noun 
patterns are briefly illustrated below: 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
C|uC2C3aaC4-eh 
C|iC2C3aC4-ah 
CiaC2aaC3iiC4-ah 
C|aC2aaC3iiC4U 
CiuuCsiy-eh 
C:aC2C3aay-eh 
CiaC2C3iiC4-eh 
C|aC2C3iiC4-eh 
CiaC2C3iyy-eh 
C|aC2UuC3iy-ah 
mC 1 aC2C2aC3iyy-eh 
C|uC2C3au 
Hulwaal-eh 
difda'-ah 
TamaaTiis-ah 
TamaaTiisu (CM) 
kuufiy-eh 
kaHlaay-eh 
'afriit-eh 
taHmiil-eh 
Tamriyy-eh 
maluuxiy-ah 
mhallabiyy-eh 
bunbaru (bumbaru) 
•'tale said while sleeping 
"frog" 
"tomato'" 
"tomatoes" 
"hat" 
"(a kind of) fish" 
"demon" (f)" 
"suppository 
"cake with date" 
"Jew's mallow" 
"pudding'" 
"local bed'" 
2.1.5 Miscellaneous quinqui-consonantal patterns 
TYA has less common quinqui-consonantal noun patterns. These patterns are rare or 
even unique, so I call it miscellaneous quinqui-consonantal patterns. This is 
exemplified below: 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
CiaC2C3aC4UuC5U 
C1 aC2C3aC4U uCs-eh 
C|aaC2iC3C4aaC5U 
C|uC2C3uC4aaC5-ah 
C|uC2C3uC4aaC5U 
CiaC2aC3C4aC5-ah 
C|aC2aC3C4aC5U 
banTaluunu 
'ankabuut-eh 
baadingaanu 
burtuqaal-ah (sing.) 
burtuqaalu (CN) 
safargal-ah (sing.) 
safargalu(CN) 
"trousers" 
"spider"' 
"eggplant 
"orange'" 
"oranges"" 
"quince"" 
"quince"" 
2.2 Noun Inflectional Forms 
Many nouns in Thiamin Yemeni Arabic (TYA). like those in CA/MSA and many 
other Arabic dialects, have a three-way inflection for number: SINGULAR, DUAL 
and PLURAL. Singular is the base inflection; the dual is formed by adding a suffix -
een. The plural is formed in a variety of ways, depending to some extent on the form 
of the singular, but to a large extent on the idiosyncrasy of individual nouns, cf 
Cowell (1964, p. 209). Though in case of nouns as opposed to majority of adjectives 
in the next chapter, and that many of them are feminine nouns without masculine 
counterparts, the notion of gender will also be taken into consideration here. TYA, 
like Arabic in general, has two distinct genders: masculine f nd feminine. All this will 
be discussed in details in the following sections. Acquaviva, (2008, p. 197), points out 
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that: "Arabic distinguishes two values for gender (mascuhne and feminine) and three 
for number (singular and plural, partly also dual). These are the fundamental 
categories that underlie the morphology and syntax of nouns and adjectives in all 
stages of the language." 
2.2.1 Gender (G) and Nouns (N) 
TYA, like Arabic, has two di^tfnct genders. A general notion of gender including 
Arabic has been made by Baker. MaA.-^{2QQ2i). He states that: ''Some languages 
have two distinct genders (Arabic), some three (Greek), some four (Mayali), some 
more than five (Swahili), some more than ten (Yimas), and some more than a hundred 
(Tariana)."' (p. 17). Nouns in TYA are either masculine or feminine in gender and a 
very few nouns have both genders. Majority of nouns in TYA are masculine or 
feminine by convention: generally those ending in the post-final vowel /u/ or the 
OGNC /u/ are masculine and those Ending in the feminine suffix -ah/-eh are feminine, 
but there are exceptions. Very few nouns are neutral; that is they can be treated as 
either masculine or feminine. This is demonstrated below: 
2.2.1.1 Masculine Nouns 
Masculine noun types in TYA include the following: 
2.2.1.1.1 Masculine nouns Ending in /u/ and referring to male human beings and 
male animals 
In TYA there are many masculine nouns Ending in /u/ and referring to male human 
beings and male animals as illustrated in table (2.2.1.1.1) below: 
Table (2.2.1.1.1) Masculine nouns Ending in /u/ and referring to male human 
beings and male animals: 
MN Gloss MN Gloss 
/bu/ 
/xu/ 
/xaalu/ 
/Booru/ 
/Hmaaru^ 
/Teeru/ 
"father" 
"brother" 
••maternal uncle" 
•'ox. bull" 
'"donkey"' 
"bird" 
/riggaalu/ 
/'ammu/ 
/HSaanu/ 
/diiku/ 
/gamalu/ 
/kalbu/ 
•"man" 
•'paternal uncle 
'•horse" 
"cock, rooster" 
"camel" 
"dog" 
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2.2.1.1.2 Masculine nouns ending in /u/ other than those in (2.2.1.1.1) 
In TYA there are many masculine nouns ending in lul other than those in (2.2.1.1.1); 
these are evidently shown in table (2.2.1.1.2) below: 
Table (2.2.1.1.2) Masculine nouns ending in lul other than those in (2.2.1.1.1): 
MN 
/beetii/ 
/qalamu/ 
/baabu/ 
/miftaaHu/ 
AniHwaatu/ 
/maktabu/ 
Gloss 
"house" 
"pen" 
"door" 
"key" 
"fish-mai 
"office" 
•ket" 
MN 
/yoomu/ 
/nigmu/ 
/daftaru/ 
/faanuusu/ 
/handuulu/ 
/taxtu 
Gloss 
"day" 
"star" 
"copy book" 
"lantern" 
"baby-cradle' 
"table" 
2.2.1.1.3 Masculine nouns ending in the feminine suffix -eh/-ah: "Crypto 
masculine nouns" 
Very few nouns ending in the feminine suffix -eh/-ah. the feminine variant suffix of 
MSA -at or taa' marbuuTah, such as seeb-eh "old man", xaliif-eh/-ah "Caliph" and 
'allaam-eh/-ah "great scholar" are overtly treated and used as masculine. The noun 
xaliif-eh "Caliph" is shown and discussed under the noun pattern (2.1.3.16) C|aC2iiC3 
-eh and the two nouns 'allaam-eh/-ah "great scholar" and raHHaal-ah "globetrotter" 
are shown and discussed under the noun pattern (2.1.3.26) C|a C2C2aaC3-eh. Such 
masculine nouns with this feminine suffix can be called "Cryptomasculine nouns", a 
term adopted by Ryding (2005) in case of similar nouns in MSA. Under the section 
(1.1.2) entitled "Cryptomasculine nouns" Ryding (2005. p. 120) points out that; "A 
few words look overtly feminine because they are spelled with taa" marbuuTa, but 
they are actually masculine. Some of these are plural or collective forms. Some 
examples include: Singular: great scholar "allaama Caliph Khaliifa." 
2.2.1.1.4 All collective nouns (CN) or verbal nouns (VN) or Abstract nouns (AN) 
with ending lul 
All collective nouns (CN) or verbal nouns (VN) or Abstract nouns (AN) with ending 
lul are also treated and used as masculine. For example see illustrative examples 
shown and discussed in chapter 2 under the noun patterns (2.1.3.1) CiaC2C3U, 
(2.1.3.1) C,iC2C3U, (2.1.3.7) C1UC2C3U, (2.1.3.13) C|C2aaC3U, (2.1.3.15) C,aC2iiC3U. 
(2.1.3.17) C|C2iiC3U, (2.1.3.28) C|uC2C2aanu etc, some of which are repeated in table 
(2.2.1.1.4) below for convenience: 
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Table (2.2.1.1.4) All collective nouns (CN) or verbal nouns (VN) or Abstract 
nouns (AN) with ending Iwl: 
CN or VN or AN Gloss 
sam'u(CN) 
raqSu (CN) 
dam'u (CN) 
zirru (CN) 
Hummu (CN) 
rSaaSu (CN) 
fullu (CN) 
labgu (VN) 
dabgu(VN) 
surbu (VN) 
Hubbu (VN) 
naTHu (VN) 
Hsaabu (VN) 
dkaaku (VN) 
Tabiixu (VN) " 
ratlisu (VN) 
sxiiru (VN) 
fHiisii (VN) 
buzzaanu (VN) 
qiiSSaanu (VN) 
faqru (AN) 
Hissu(AN) 
buxlu (AN) 
Guqlu (AN) 
wsaa'u (AN) 
"candles 
'"dancing"" 
"tears" 
"carnations" 
"coal, wood coal" 
"bullets" 
"flowers of Arab Yasinin"' 
"beating" 
"beating"' 
"smoking, drinking (wine)" 
"love" 
"beating 
"accounting 
"suffering from nightmare" 
"cooking"' 
"insisting"' 
"snoring'" 
"massaging"" 
"taking (out)" 
"cutting"" 
"poverty"' 
"Open-mindedness, consciousness"' 
"stinginess" 
"heaviness"" 
"spaciousness, wideness'" 
2.2.1.2 Feminine Nouns 
In TYA, most feminine nouns end with the feminine suffix -ah/-eh. They include the 
following: 
2.2.1.2.1 Feminine nouns ending in -eh/-ah and with masculine counterparts 
In TYA, there are a number of nouns that are feminine equivalent to masculine nouns 
and which refer to female human beings and some female animals as demonstrated in 
table (2.2.1.2.1) below: 
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Table (2.2.1.2.1) Feminine nouns ending in -eh/-ah and with masculine 
counterparts: 
MN Gloss FN Gloss 
/'ammu/ 
/xaalu/ 
/zoogu/ 
/SaaHbu/ 
/bissu/ 
/kalbu/ 
"paternal uncle" 
'"maternal uncle'" 
"husband" 
"friend" 
"cat" 
"dog" 
/'amm-eh/ 
/xaal-eh/ 
/zoog-eh/ 
/SaaHb-ah/ 
/biss-eh/ 
/kalb-eh/ 
"paternal aunt" 
"maternal aunt" 
"wife" 
"friend" 
"cat" 
"dog" 
2.2.1.2.2 Feminine nouns ending in -eh/-ah but without masculine counterparts 
in TYA. there are a number of feminine nouns that do not have a masculine 
counterpart and they end with the feminine suffix -ah/-eh; they are inherently 
feminine as illustrated in table (2.2.1.2.2) below: 
Table (2.2.1.2.2) Feminine nouns ending in -eh/-ah but without masculine 
counterparts: 
FN Gloss FN Gloss 
/kilm-eh/ 
/saa'-eh/ 
/Hkuum-eh/ 
/dabbaas-eh/ 
/miHyaak-eh/ 
/mil"aq-ah/ 
"word, speech" 
"watch" 
"governmenf 
"stapler" 
"weaning place" 
"spoon" 
Taaq-ah/ 
/gaam"-eh/ 
/massaaH-eh/ 
/nawwaar-ah/ 
/madras-ah/ 
/qal'-ah/ 
"window; long cloth" 
"university" 
"duster"" 
"chimney-lantern"" 
"school"' 
"castle" 
2.2.1.2.3 Feminine nouns ending in /u/: "Cryptofeminine nouns": 
Some categories of TYA nouns do not have the feminine suffix -ah/-eh, but they have 
the case-ending /u/ and they are considered to be feminine by reference and syntactic 
agreement. They include some female human beings, parts of the body that come in 
pairs and other nouns. Some illustrative examples are shown in table (2.2.1.2.3) 
below: 
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Table (2.2.1.2.3) Feminine nouns ending in /u/:"Cryptofeminine nouns": 
FN Gloss FN Gloss 
/waaldu / 
/bittu/ 
/maklafu/ 
/'arDu/ 
/'eenu/ 
"woman who gives 
"girl, daughter" 
"like-sister" 
"land, earth" 
"eye" 
birth" /'aguuzu/ 
/mmu/ 
/samsu/ 
/yaddu/ 
/riglu/ 
"old woman"' 
"mother" 
"sun" 
"hand" 
"foot" 
/6nu/ "ear" 
Such feminine nouns ending in /u/ can be called "Cryptofeminine nouns", a 
term adopted by Ryding (2005) in case of somehow similar nouns in MSA but 
without the TYA ending /u/. Under the section (1.2.13) entitled "Cryptofeminine 
nouns" Ryding (2005, p. 124) points out that: "A few nouns are not overtly marked 
for feminine gender and yet are feminine. This is a small, defined set and includes: 
bride 'aruus, self; soul nafs. mother 'umm. wine xamr, fire naar, well bi'r. house daar, 
and cup ka's" 
2.2.T2.4 Feminine nouns ending in -eh/-ah that have feminine referents 
In TYA, there are a number of nouns that end with the feminine suffix -ah/-eh and 
have feminine referents as indicated in the English glosses, including female human 
beings and some female animals. They are exemplified in table (2.2.1.2.4) below: 
Table (2.2.1.2.4) Feminine nouns ending in -eh/-ah that have feminine referents: 
FN Gloss FN Gloss 
/Tabiin-ah/ "second wife" /naaq-ah/ "she-camel" 
/Taliiq-ah/ "divorced woman" /tab'-eh/ "she-donkey" 
/mar-ah/ "woman" /Hayy-eh/ "she-snake" 
/Hurm-ah/ "woman" /gi6'-eh/ "she-sheep" 
2.2.1.2.5 AH singulafive nouns from collective nouns (CN) or verbal nouns (VN) 
Singulative nouns symbolized as (sing.) which include instance and unit nouns and 
which are derived from verbal nouns (VN) and collective nouns (CN) respectively by 
suffixing -ah/-eh are also treated and used as feminine. For example see illustrative 
examples shown and discussed in chapter 2 under the noun patterns (2.1.3.2) 
CiaC2C3eh, (2.1.3.1) C|aC2C3U, etc; some of which are repeated below for 
convenience: 
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Table (2.2.1.2.5) All singulative nouns from collective nouns (CN) or verbal 
nouns (VN): 
FN Gloss CNorVN Gloss 
labg-eh (sing.) 
dabg-eh (sing.) 
naTH-ah (sing.) 
sam'-eii (sing.) 
raqS-ah (sing.) 
dam'-eh (sing.) 
'"a beat" 
''a beat'' 
"a beat"' 
"a candle" 
"dance" 
"a tear'' 
labgu (VN) 
dabgu(VN) 
naTHu (VN) 
sam'u (CN) 
raqSu (CN) 
dam'u (CN) 
"beating" 
"beating" 
"beating 
"candles 
"dancing" 
"tears" 
2.2.1.2.6 All verbal nouns (VN) or Abstract nouns (AN) with ending -eh/-ah 
All verbal nouns (VN) or Abstract nouns (AN) with ending -eh/-ah are also treated 
and used as feminine. For example see illustrative examples shown and discussed in 
chapter 2 under the noun patterns (2.1.3.2) C|aC2C3-eh, (2.1.3.4) CiiC2C3-eh, 
(2.1.3.14) C|C2aaC2-eh, (2.1.4.2) CaC2C3aC3-eh etc, some of which are repeated 
below for convenience: 
Table (2.2.1.2.6) All verbal nouns (VN) or Abstract nouns (AN) with ending -eh/-
ah: 
VNorAN Gloss 
gals-eh (VN) "sitting, meeting" 
hazf-eh (VN) "a talk (usually nonsense)" 
hadr-ah (VN) "a talk (usu. nonsense)" 
xidm-eh (VN) "service" 
riHl-eh (VN) "trip, tour, journey'' 
ktaab-eh (VN) "writing" 
I go 
targam-eh (VN) "translation'' (cf MSA targama) 
qaHtat-eh (VN) "pulling" 
"baad-eh (VN) "worship, worshipping" 
xibr-eh (AN) "an experience" 
tgaar-ah (AN) "commerce" 
ngaar-ah (AN) "carpentry" 
qabyal-ah (AN) "tribalness'' 
Hamyar-ah (AN) "angriness'' 
2.2.2 Number and Nouns 
Many nouns in Thiamin Yemeni Arabic (TYA), like those in CA/MSA and many 
other Arabic dialects, have a three-way inflection for number -- SINGULAR, DUAL 
and PLURAL. In the following sections, an attempt will be made to outline the 
formation of dual and various types of plural forms and patterns in TYA compared to 
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CA/MSA where necessary. Throughout the plural formation, two techniques will be 
used: Revowelling and Affixation. Plural patterns as (output) will be shown as to 
which singular patterns as (input) they belong. 
2.2.2.1 Singular Nouns 
Singular is the base inflection, which denotes, "one" e.g., ktaabu "a book"; mdarrsu 
(MSN) "a teacher": mdarrs-eh (FSN) ''a female teacher". Majority of the illustrative 
examples are shown and discussed in the first section of this chapter 2 under all the 
noun patterns such as (2.1.3.1) C|aC2C3U, (2.1.3.2) CiaC2C3eh, (2.1.3.7) C1UC2C3U, 
etc; some of which are repeated below for convenience: 
Table (2.2.2.1) Singular Nouns: 
Pattern No. Pattern S.Noun Gloss 
(2.1.3.1) 
(2.1.3.1.4) 
(2.1.3.1.6) 
(2.1.3.3) 
(2.1.3.7) 
(2.1.3.2) 
(2.1.3.2.1) 
(2.1.3.2.2) 
(2.1.3.2.4) ' 
(2.1.3.2.4) 
C|aC2C3U 
CiaC2C2U 
C|eeC3U 
CiiC2C3U 
C1UC2C3U 
CiaC2C3-eh 
waC2C3-eh 
C1 aC2W-ah 
CiaC2C2-eh 
CiaC2C2-eh 
qalbu 
Haqqu 
Teeru 
nigmu 
Guqbu 
gals-eh 
wazb-eh 
xaTw-ah 
damm-eh 
lamm-eh 
"heart" 
"right" 
"bird" 
"star" 
"hole" 
"a sitting" 
"local poetry or dance' 
"steps" 
"(2.1.3.2.4)" 
"gathering" 
2.2.2.2 Dual Nouns 
TYA dialect, like any dialect of Arabic, has dual marker only for some nouns not all 
nouns. This is considered to be the basic difference between the classical dual and the 
dialectical dual of TYA dialect. The evidence for such consideration can be generally 
realized from Blanc, Hatm (1970, p. 43), v\ho reports that: "The basic difference 
between the Classical dual and the dialectal dual has long been well established. 
Classical Arabic inflects nouns, adjectives, pronouns, and verbs for dual, whereas the 
dialects have dual marker only for (some) nouns." 
Another evidence for such consideration can be generally perceived from 
Corbett (2000), who states that: 
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Classical Arabic had three numbers: singular, dual and plural, and two 
genders: masculine and feminine. The dual was an obligatory category. It 
is greatly reduced in the modern varieties. Where the true dual is 
preserved, it is restricted to a subset of nouns, and it is typically facultative 
[with reference to Blanc (I970)J. Corbett (2000, p. 207) 
One more evidence for such consideration can be generally perceived from Owens 
(1998. p. 222) and (2006, p. 113), who states that: "The dual in dialects is restricted 
exclusively to nouns, whereas in Classical Arabic it occurs on adjectives, pronouns, 
verbs, etc. as well.'" Also, Acquaviva, (2008, p. 197) points out that: '"The modern 
dialects have reduced the applicability of the dual to nouns, and some varieties restrict 
it to human or kin terms, or to units of time (Fischer and Jastrow 1980: 89; Brustad 
2000: 45-52; cf Section 3.6.4)." The TYA dual, like the dialectal dual, that is used 
only for nouns as mentioned above and which denotes two or refers to two persons or 
objects, is formed by adding the masculine dual suffix -een, to the masculine singular 
noun e.g. ktaabu/ktaab-een "a book/two books", mdarrs-u/mdarrs-een (mas. D) "a 
teacher/two teachers" and the feminine dual suffix -teen to the feminine singular form 
as in mdarrs-eh/ mdarris-teen (FD) "a teacher (F)/two teachers(F)". This is different 
from MSA dual suffix -aani and -ayni which are used to distinguish nominative and 
accusative/ genitive cases, respectively. In case of Arabic dual formation, Kremers 
(2003) briefly states that: 
Apart from a plural, Arabic also has a dual. This is formed with the 
suffix -ani. It applies to all nouns, whether masculine or feminine, 
animate or inanimate. It is marked for case: -ayni is used for genitive 
and accusative: 
indefinite definite 
s 
NOM mudarris-ani al-mudarris-ani 
GEN mudarris-ayni al-mudarris-ayni 
ACC mudarris-ayni al-mudarris-ayni 
Table A.5: Dual {imidarris '(male) teacher') 
Like the masculine plural ending, the dual ending does not take the 
indefiniteness suffix -n. Kremers (2003, p. 166). 
Also, in case of Arabic dual formation, Watson (2009, p. 53) (2006. p. 434) 
points out that 'The dual morpheme, suffixed to masculine or feminine nouns or 
adjectives, also has two main forms —aani for the nominative and -aini for the 
accusative/ genitive case." In TYA. there are two dual forms, the masculine dual 
(MD) and the feminine dual (FD). These are demonstrated below: 
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2.2.2.2.1 Masculine Dual (MD) 
2.2.2.2.1.1 Masculine Nouns Ending in /u/ and having MD forms 
In TYA, there are singular masculine nouns ending in the pausal /u/ or the over-
generalized nominative case (OGNC) /u/. Such nouns represented in table 
(2.2.2.2.1.1) below do not show the default Masculine Dual (MD) Formation by 
adding the (MD) suffix -aan observed in CA/MSA; however they show Masculine 
Dual (MD) formation by adding the (MD) suffix -een observed in many Arabic 
dialects referred to in the bibliography of my thesis. Most of such nouns are 
considered to be Nominalized Adjectives (Nom A) so that they are given in chapter 3. 
Table (2.2.2.2.1.1) Masculine Nouns Ending in /u/ and having MD forms: 
Pattern No. Pattern MSN +-een —* MD "2 hearts" 
(2.1.3.1) 
(2.1.3.1.6) 
(2.1.3.3) 
(2.1.3.7) 
(2.1.3.9) 
(2.1.3.9) 
(2.1.3.13) 
(2.1.3.43) 
(2.1.3.43) 
(2.1.3.43) 
(2.1.3.25) 
(2.1.4.1) 
(2.1.4.7) 
CiaC2C3U 
CieeCju 
C|iC2C3U 
C1UC2C3U 
CiaaC2C3U 
C|aaC2C3U 
C|C2aaC3U 
muC|C2C3U 
muC|C2C3U 
muC|C2C3U 
C|aC2C2aaC3i 
C|aC2C3aC4U 
C|uC2C3aaC4i 
qalbu 
Teeru 
nigmu 
Buqbu 
kaafru 
kaatbu 
ktaabu 
muslmu 
mu'lnu 
muz'gu 
J naSSaabu 
daftaru 
jqurTaasu 
+ -een 
+ -een 
+ -een 
+ -een 
-1- -een 
+ -een 
+ -een 
+ -een 
+ -een 
+ -een 
+ -een 
+ -een 
+ -een 
-^ 
- * 
-^ 
-> 
-^ 
-* 
-> 
-> 
-^ 
-^ 
-> 
-^ 
-^ 
qalb-een 
Teer-een 
nigm-een 
0uqb-een 
kaafr-een^"^ 
kaatb-een 
ktaab-een 
muslm-een 
mu'ln-een 
muz'g-een 
naSSaab-een 
daftar-een 
qurTaas-een 
'•2 hearts" 
"2 birds" 
'"2 stars" 
"2 holes" 
"2 unbelievers" 
"2 writers" 
'•2 books" 
'"2 Muslims" 
'"2 advertiser" 
"2 annoyers" 
•'2 swindlers" 
"2 copy-books'' 
"2 papers" 
The illustrative examples given above with their own patterns show that the post 
final vowel /u/,which each masculine noun ends in , is elided when the MD suffix -
een is added to the masculine singular noun to change it into masculine dual forms. 
Thus, the stem-modification rule is as follows: 
Rule (2.2.2.2.1.1): u ^ 0 / _ - e e n 
2.2.2.2.2 Feminine Dual (FD) 
2.2.2.2.2.1 Feminine Nouns Ending in -eh/-ah and having FD forms 
The dual suffix -teen is added to singular feminine noun to form the dual feminine 
nouns which denote "two" .Given below are illustrations of how the stem of the 
singular feminine noun is modified after adding the feminine dual suffix -teen to 
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form the dual feminine noun and also the generalization of the rules of 
morphophonology applied there. Before showing this, we can have one more noun 
category, this time associated to singular feminine nouns common in TYA. This 
category is N-eh / N-ah. This means that the majority of singular feminine nouns end 
in the feminine marker or suffix -ah/-eh. We mention this because the two noun 
categories N and N-eh are associated with both masculine and feminine singular 
nouns or are related in pairs of masculine-feminine nouns ((N) (N-eh)) and some of 
the feminine nouns of the category (N-eh) do not have masculine counterparts and 
these will be referred to by the symbol (N-eh)* and all will be discussed in details in 
chapter four. This N-eh/N-ah category and the morphophonological rule that can be 
applied because of the addition of the feminine dual suffix -teen that triggers stem 
modifications represented in the elision of the feminine marker or suffix -eh/-ah and 
in the insertion of the short vowel or the epenthetic vowel /i/ between the last 
consonant of the stem and the FD suffix -teen are demonstrated the following 
representative examples given in table (2.2.2.2.2.1) below. This table along with the 
rule below it. illustrates the stem modifications after adding the feminine dual suffix -
teen associated to feminine singular nouns to change them into feminine dual (FD). 
Table (2.2.2.2.2.1) Feminine Nouns Ending in -eh/-ah and having FD forms: 
Pattern No. Pattern FSN + -teen —^ FD Gloss 
(2.1.3.4) 
(2.1.3.4) 
(2.1 
(2.1 
(2.1 
(2.1 
(2.1 
.3.4) 
.3.6) 
.3.6.1) 
.3.6.1) 
.3.10) 
(2.1.3.10.1) 
(2.1.3.12) 
(2.1.3.12.1) 
(2.1.3.14.3) 
(2.1.3.14.4) 
(2.1.3.14.4) 
(2.1.3.14.4) 
(2.1.3.18) 
(2.1.3.20) 
(2.1.3.26) 
(2.1.3.26) 
(2.1.3.26) 
(2.1.3.26) 
C|iC2C3-eh 
C|iC2C3-eh 
C|iC2C3-eh 
CiaC2aC3-eh 
C|aaC3-eh 
C|aaC3-eh 
C|aaC2C3-eh 
waaC2C3-eh 
C|aC2aaC3-eh 
CiaC2aaC3-eh 
wC2aa y-eh 
C|C2aay-eh 
C|C2aay-eh 
CiC2aay-ah 
wC2iyy-ah 
CiC2UuC3-eh 
CiaC2C2aaC3-eh 
C|aC2C2aaC3-eh 
C|aC2C2aaC3-eh 
CiaC2C2aaC3-eh 
riHI-eh 
xibr-eh 
kilm-eh 
darag-eh 
xaal-eh 
saa'-eh 
gaam'-eh 
waagh-eh 
gamaa'-eh 
waSaaT-ah 
wSaay-ah 
bdaay-eh 
nhaaya-eh 
qraay-ah 
vvSiyy-ah 
Hkuum-eh 
massaah-eh 
dabbaas-eh 
Gassaal-eh 
ballaa'-eh 
+ -teen 
+ -teen 
+ -teen 
+ -teen 
+ -teen 
+ -teen 
+ -teen 
+ -teen 
+ -teen 
+ -teen 
+ -teen 
+ -teen • 
+ -teen 
+ -teen 
+ -teen • 
+ -teen • 
+ -teen -
+ -teen • 
+ -teen -
+ -teen • 
riHIi-teen 
xibri-teen 
kilmi-teen 
daragi-teen 
xaali-teen 
saa'i-teen 
gaam'i-teen 
waaghi-teen 
gamaa'i-teen 
waSaaTi-teen 
wSaayi-teen 
bdaayi-teen 
nhaayi-teen 
qraayi-teen 
wSiyyi-teen 
Hkuumi-teen 
massaahi-teen 
dabbaasi-teen 
Gassaali-teen 
ballaa'i-teen 
'"2 journeys"' 
"2 experiences"' 
"2 words'" 
"2 degrees'" 
"2 m- aunts'" 
"2 watches" 
•'2 universities" 
"2 frontages" 
"2 groups" 
"2 mediations" 
'"2 trusteeships" 
'"2 starting" 
"2 endings" 
"2 readings" 
"2 wills" 
"2 governments" 
•'2 dusters" 
"2 staplers" 
'•see (2.1.3.26)" 
"2 cesspools" 
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(2.1.3.26) C|aC2C2aaC3-eh Hallaaq-ah +-teen 
(2.1.3.26) C|aC2C2aaC3-eh Harraae-ah +-teen 
(2.1.3.26) CiaC2C2aaC3-eh Tabbaax-ah +-teen 
(2.1.3.26) C|aC2C2aaC3-eh 0allaag-eh +-teen 
(2.1.3.26) C|aC2C2aaC3-eh samma'-eh +-teen 
(2.1.3.26.1) vvaC2C2aaC3-eh wallaa'-eh +-teen 
(2.1.3.26.2) CiawwaaC3-eh nawwaar-ah +-teen-
(2.1.3.26.3) C|ayyaaC3-eh sayyaar-ah +-teen 
(2.1.3.26.3) CiayyaaCj-eh bayyaar-ah +-teen 
(2.1.3.35.2) mi CiyaaC3-eh miHyaak-eh +-teen 
(2.1.3.35.6) miC2CiaaC3-eh mraay-eh +-teen 
(2.1.3.39) maCiaC2C2-eh manaSS-ah +-teen 
(2.1.3.41) maCiaC2C2-eh mgall-eh +-teen 
(2.1.4.4.1) C|uC2CiuC2-eh bulbul-eh +-teen 
Hallaaqi-teen "2 razors" 
HarraaGi-teen "2 tractors" 
tabbaaxi-teen "2 cookers" 
Gallaagi-teen "2 fridges" 
samma'i-teen "2 ear phones" 
wallaa'i-teen "2 lighters" 
nawwaari-teen"c (2.1.3.26.2)" 
sayyaari-teen "2 cars" 
bayyaari-teen "'2 cesspools" 
iniHyaaki-teen"c (2.1.3.35.2)" 
mraayi-teen "2 mirrors" 
manaSSi-teen "2 platforms" 
mgalli-teen "2 magazines" 
bulbuli-teen "2 water pots" 
The illustrative examples given above with their own patterns show that the 
feminine marker -ah/-eh is elided when the FD suffix -teen is added to the feminine 
singular noun to change it into dual feminine nouns. Thus, there are two rules that 
account for this; they are as follows: 
Rule (2.2.2.2.2.1 a): -ah/-eh -> 0 /_ -teen 
Rule (2.2.2.2.2.1 b): 0 -^ i / C_ -teen 
Cf the rule -a > (i) t, stated by Blanc, (1970, p.47), in case of Arabic dialects, 
who writes: "In the true dual, -ayn is suffixed directly to the singular base, with only 
the normally expected pre-suffixal changes, such as fem. -a > (i) t, e.g. gum'a 'week', 
gum'iten 'two weeks'." The formation of the TYA dual forms, like the English dual 
with the use of two, cf Quirk et al, (1985), seem to be commonly equivalent to a 
numeral 9neen (m) or Binteen (f) "two", that are commonly used. The dual suffix has 
thus become more than an equivalent of the numeral "two". This is not only observed 
in TYA, but also in Arabic dialects as reported by Blanc, (1970), who writes: 
The dual suffix has thus become little more than an equivalent of the 
numeral 'two'; overt reference to two-ness is no more obligatory, even in 
nouns, than is overt reference to three-ness, four-ness or n-ness. In all 
dialects, there are nouns that do not admit the dual at all, and for these 
two-ness is marked by a free numeral (iHNen and the like); but whether or 
not a noun has a dual form, its plural refers to any unspecified number 
from two on up: iHNen 'asakir 'two policemen', 'asakir '(two or more) 
policemen', kalben 'two dogs', kilab '(two or more) dogs'. Blanc, (1970, 
pp.43-44). 
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Moreover, in his general discussion of morpiioiogy of Arabic dialects 
Prochazka, S. (2006, p. 428) and (2009. p. 47) points out that: "Together with nouns, 
the category dual is fully productive in the east, but in the sedentary dialects west of 
Egypt the dual is usually expressed by the numeral 'two' followed by a noun in the 
plural." Also, the TYA dual is usually expressed by the numeral 'two" followed by a 
noun in the plural. Al-Omariy (2003, p. 123), in Arabic script, points out that the 
public [people of Yemen Tihamah] do not use the dual except rarely and it is usually 
expressed in the plural by them, and this does not prevent from using the dual; if the 
dual is wanted to be specified, the number two is used to replace the counted noun; 
after it, the counted noun that is intended to be dualized comes as plural. For example, 
Gniin saaniinu means "two teeth"; the number Oniin "two" comes after the pluralized 
noun saaniinu "teeth"' (see section and table (2.2.2.3.2.3.6.1) below where the BP 
pattern C|aaC2iiC3U as in saaniinu is discussed and illustrated) to dialectically specify 
its duality. This illustrative example is found in a TYA proverb (with No. 289) cited 
and explained (in Arabic script) by Al-Omariy (2003, p. 124); this proverb is 
transcribed and translated below: 
baaqi ma'-i Gniin saaniinu '^^  
remainder with-me two teeth 
(lit:. I have two teeth left.) 
Explaing the above mentioned proverb, Al-Omariy points out that the number 
two comes after the pluralized noun to dialectically specify its duality and saaniinu 
bishbaa" "aDDam (i.e. with pausing/stopping on u) is dialectically the plural of sinnu 
and the correct is "asnaan; it is made plural and the intention is dualization and this 
has been indicated by the word two. While the TYA dual is thus equivalent to a 
numeral, there are some ways in which its behavior differs from that of other 
numerals. First, there are a number of special uses of the suffix -een (cf MSA -ayn); 
second, there are cases of free or stylistic variation between the use of-een and that of 
the free numeral: waladen and Oneen "awlaad (or commonly Oneen gahl-eh) "two 
boys"', aw-waladen Haqqoh and wlaadoh am-ma-0neen "his two sons". Third, the 
dual can be reinforced, if that is the word, by the addition of the free numeral: been-oh 
Htimaal-een Gneen "There are (just) two possibilities" or "There are (not one but) two 
possibilities"; cf Blanc, (1970), in case of the dialectal dual in general, who writes: 
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While the dialectal dual is thus equivalent to a numeral, there are some 
ways in which its behavior differs from that of other numerals. First, there 
are a number of special uses of the suffix -ayn (see §2); second, there are 
cases of free or stylistic variation between the use of-ayn and that of the 
free numeral: waiaden and iHNen wilad 'two sons', ilwaladen bitu'u and 
wiladu JiHNen 'his two sons'. Third, the dual can be reinforced, if that is 
the word, by the addition of the free numeral: fih ihtimalen iHNen 'There 
are Gi-'st) two possibilities' or 'There are (not one but) two possibilities'. 
Blanc, (1970, p.44) 
The 'true dual' is used by Blanc as opposed to the 'pseudo-duaf that he 
proposes for forms with the old dual morphology preserved, but functioning as plural 
and which happens frequently with paired body parts. This possibility of the dual 
functioning as plural with paired body parts reminds us of what has been generally 
noted by Acquaviva, (2008, p. 197) that: "Moicovcr. the dual ending usually has the 
function of plural for paired bod_\ parts, sometimes uith a distinctive form." About 
the 'pseudo-dual', Blanc, (1970). writes: 
The use of -ayn as a surrogate for the numeral 'two' can, properly enough, 
be designated by the term 'dual', though this may be misleading if applied, 
without qualification, to the extended uses of-ayn ... This phenomenon, 
for which I propose the term 'pseudo-dual', occurs in very nearly all the 
dialects examined, and consists in the use of-ayn to denote the plural of a 
small, closed set of nouns, mostly denoting paired parts of the body. These 
range from a minimum of two to a maximum of perhaps two dozen. 
Typically, they include only terms for eyes, ears, hands, and feet; but some 
dialects have widened the range considerably. Blanc, (1970, pp.45-46) 
Further, with illustrative examples. Blanc, (1970), writes: 
Typically, singulars such as id 'hand', rigl 'foot', 'en 'eye' form their plurals 
on the pattern iden 'hands', riglen 'feet', 'inen 'eyes'. Such terms, of course, 
tend to occur in contexts where the reference is to a single person and 
hence to a single pair of eyes, hands, feet, etc.-a fact which no doubt helps 
explain the semantic development. Blanc, (1970, p.46) 
Keeping in mind the above notion and quotations of Acquaviva and especially 
of Blanc about the pseudo-dual -een observed in Arabic dialects, we can say that this 
pseudo-dual does not occur in TYA. We have only one example riglu/rigl-eenu 
"foot/feet" that have the suffix -eenu that seems to be different from the psedo-dual -
een as well as the true dual -een, by having the pausal /u/ or (OGNC) Ixxl. The suffix -
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eenu as represented only in the illustrative example rigi-eenu will be proposed to be a 
MSP allomorph. This is discussed below under section and table (2.2.2.3.1.1.4). 
For the TYA singular noun 'eenu "an eye"', it has only BP 'yuunu "eyes'" on the BP 
pattern C1C2UUC3U that is discussed under section and table (2.2.2.3.2.3.1.2) below. It 
can take the BP plus the numeral two as in 9inteen 'yuunu "two eyes'" in order to 
indicate duality. This is what has been discussed above. 
2.2.2.3 Plural Nouns 
Plural number indicates more than two persons or objects. It is formed in a variety of 
ways depending to some extent on the form of the singular, but to a large extent on 
the idiosyncrasy of individual nouns. There are generally two types or modes of plural 
formation in TYA as in other varieties of Arabic, the sound plural and the broken 
plural. The TYA broken plural primarily involves not only 'internal modification', 
(but also a 'Revoweliing", we propose, that show discrepancies in comparison with 
other verities of Arabic), of the singular stem, as in nafsu/nufuusu 'soul/pl.' or 
bunduqu/banaadqu "a gun/guns'" (or theoretically jundubu/janaadbu "a 
locust/locusts"", since the meaning of "a locust/locusts" is expressed in TYA by the 
forms garaad-ah/garaadu): the sound plural is formed by suffixation of masculine -iin 
or feminine -aatu to a usually unchanged stem. (Cf McCarthy and Prince, (1990), 
who point out. under their section (2.1) entitled "The Large-scale Structure of the 
Arabic Plural"", that: 
Traditional grammars of Arabic distinguish between two modes of plural 
formation, the broken plural and the sound plural. The broken plural 
primarily involves internal modification of the singular stem, as in 
nafs/nufuus 'soul/pl.' or jundub/janaadib 'iocust/pl.'; the sound plural is 
formed by suffixation of masculine +uun or feminine +aat to a usually 
unchanged stem... . (McCarthy and Prince, 1990, p. 211) 
Plural formation in TYA is really not a simple matter. The complexity of 
pluralization or plural formation is not only in TYA, but it is also in Semitic 
languages in general and CA/MSA in particular, which is generally referred to as 
Arabic about whose related system, Corrbet (2000) writes: 
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One of the systems that look most complex at first sight is that found in 
various Semitic languages where we find 'broken' plurals (which have 
stem-internal modification) as opposed to the 'sound" plurals which take 
a suffix. The different patterns of broken plurals are certainly 
complicated, as the Arabic examples in table 5.10 show (Ratcliffe: 23). 
There are many sub-patterns, and yet there is a good degree of 
predictability. This is also a case where there is statistical data on the 
distripution of the different types of plural marking (see Ratcliffe 1998). 
Table 5.10 Examples of broken plurals in Arabic 
Singular plural Gloss 
kalbun kilaabun dog 
xaatamun xawaatimun seal (ring) 
Damiirun Damaa'irun pronoun 
manzilun manaazilun residence 
(Corrbet, 2000, p. 150). 
The complexity of pluralization or plural formation in TYA is not only, as we 
shall see, a consequence of the multiplicity of the processes or operations or 
techniques involved, but also of the ambiguity associated with the different singular 
patterns as to the plural patterns they may have. Nouns (and adjectives) may be 
ambiguous as to plural pattern or type. Thus, for example, the two nominal forms 
qalbu "a heart" and kalbu '"a dog" have the same singular noun pattern (i.e. the noun 
pattern (2.1.3.1) CiaC2C3u)), but they have different plural patterns or types: qluubu 
•'hearts" and klaabu "'dogs" on the plural patterns C|C2UuCiu and C|C2aaC3U, 
respectively. Moreover, the same noun (or adjective) may have different plural forms 
and patterns, for example teesu "a billy goaf" on the singular noun pattern (2.1.3.2.6) 
C|eeC3U has two plural forms tiyaseh and tyuusu on the plural patterns Ci iyaCsch and 
CiyuuC3U. This linguistic feature is not only of plurals, but it is also of the entire 
inflectional and derivational morphology of the TYA dialect, that needs further 
research in accordance with the limitations as well as delimitations of this thesis. TYA 
Nouns as well as (adjectives, discussed in chapter 3) form their plurals by using the 
following plural techniques: 
(i). Affixation (i.e. suffixation with or without change in the stem); 
(ii) Revowelling (i.e. an internal vocalic change in the stem (ablaut), (such internal 
vocalic change will be slightly different from the internal vocalic changes or Internal 
Vowel Manipulation (IVM) observed in MSA, CA or many of the modern Arabic 
dialects)); 
(iii) Revowelling or affixation (i.e. (i), or (ii) shown above); 
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(iv) Combination of (i) and (ii) shown above in the same plural form; and in addition 
to these there might be 
(v) A few irregular plurals. 
These four types will be respectively referred to as (i) Sound Plural (SP) (i.e. 
purely affixcal (suffixal in most cases)) including masculine sound plural (MSP) that 
is used mostly for humans (+H) and feminine sound plural (FSP) that is used for both 
human and non-human nouns; (ii) Broken Plurals (BP) exploiting a major shift in 
vowel quality by the Revowelling process; (iii) BP or SP in different forms; (iv) BP 
and SP in the same form; and in addition to these, there might be (v) a few irregular 
plurals. The multi-tired analysis of templatic prosodic morphology developed by 
McCarthy. (1982), McCarthy and Prince (1990) in case of Classical Arabic and by 
Ratcliffe (1992) will be followed in analyzing the broken plural (BP) patterns and 
forms in TYA. 
2.2.2.3.1 Sound Plural (SP) 
TYA sound plural (SP) is formed by the addition of one of the following plural 
suffixes or plural allomorphs -iin. -aatu. and in a few cases -eh or -ah or -een. When 
these plural suffixes or allomorphs are attached to a singular stem, this latter may 
undergo minor changes, such as deletion of the pausal /u/ or the case-ending or 
OGNC /u/ which has been considered as the unique distinctive feature in TYA in its 
singular forms as well as many plural forms. As it has been generally noted that 
"Arabic has two nominal 'sound" plural suffixes: masculine and feminine."' Watson 
(2009, p. 52) (2006, pp. 433-434). In TYA, there are also two types of sound plurals, 
the masculine sound plural (MSP), and the feminine sound plurals (FSP). These are 
demonstrated below: 
2.2.2.3.1.1 Masculine Sound Plural (MSP) 
In TYA, the sound masculine plural (MSP) has only one main form: 
nominative/accusative/genitive -iin. This is unlike MSA about which Watson (2009, 
p. 53) (2006, p. 433) points out that 'The sound masculine plural has two main forms: 
nominative -uuna and accusative/genitive -iina.'" 
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2.2.2.3.1.1.1 Masculine Nouns Ending in /u/ and having Masculine Sound Plural 
(MSP) with -iin suffix 
in TYA, there are singular masculine nouns ending in the post final vowel /u/ or the 
case-ending /u/ which has been so far considered as the unique distinctive feature. 
Such nouns represented below do not show the default Masculine Sound Plural (MSP) 
Formation by adding the (MSP) suffix -uun observed in CA/MSA; however they 
show Masculine Sound Plural (MSP) formation by adding the (MSP) suffix -iin 
observed in many Arabic dialects referred to in the bibliography of my thesis .Most of 
such nouns are considered as verbal adjectives or Nominalized Adjectives (Nom A) or 
active participles (most of which are given in chapter 3 under all the adjective patterns 
from (3.1.3.17) to (3.1.3.30) and from (3.1.4.1) to (3.1.4.12) discussed there as well as 
in section (3.2)) and in chapter 4 under section (4.1.2) and its related following 
sections. The masculine nouns ending in /u/ and having MSP forms are demonstrated 
in table (2.2.2.3.1.1.1) shown below: 
Table (2.2.2.3.1.1.1) Masculine Nouns Ending in Inl and having Masculine Sound 
Plural (MSP) with -iin suffix: 
Pattern No. 
(2.1.3.9) 
(2.1.3.9) 
(2.1.3.9) 
(2.1,3.9.1) 
(2.1.3,9.2) 
(2.1.3.9.2) 
(2.1.3.9.3) 
(2.1.3.9.3) 
(2.1.3.9.3) 
(2.1.3.9.5) 
(2.1.3.17.2) 
(2.1.3.43) 
(2.1.3.43) 
(2.1.3.43) 
(2.1.3.43) 
(2.1.3,25) 
(2,1.3.25) 
(2.1.3.25.1) 
(2.1.3.25,2) 
(2,1.3.25.2) 
(2.1.3,25,3) 
(2,1,3.25,3) 
(2.1.3.25.3) 
(2.1.3.26) 
Pattern MN 
C|aaC2C3U 
C|aaC2C3U 
CiaaC2C3U 
waaC2C3U 
CiaayCiU 
C|aayC3U 
CiaaC2yu 
CiaaC2yu 
CiaaC2yu 
C|aaC2C2U 
wCiiyyu 
muC|C2C3U 
muC|C2C3U 
muC|C2C3U 
muC|C2C3U 
C|aC2C2aaC3i 
C|aC2C2aaC3i 
CiaC2C2aaC3i 
C|avvwaaC3U 
CiawwaaC3U 
CiaC2C2aaC3i 
CiayyaaC3U 
CiayyaaCsu 
CiaC2C2aaC3-
+ -iin -
kaatbu 
taagru 
daarsu 
waarGu 
zaayru 
baay'u 
taakyu 
qaaryu 
maasyu 
Haaggu 
wSiyyu 
muslmu 
muinu 
muz'gu 
mulhmu 
u saHHaatu 
LI naSSaabu 
J wazzaanu 
MSP 
+ -iin 
+ -iin 
+ -iin 
+ -iin 
+ -iin 
+ -iin 
+ -iin 
+ -iin 
+ -iin 
+ -iin 
+ -iin 
+ -iin 
+ -iin 
+ -iin 
+ -iin 
+ -iin 
h -iin 
+ -iin 
qawwaalu+ -iin 
fawwaalu+ -iin 
J xayyaatyu 
Sayyaadu 
bayyaa'u 
+ -iin 
+ -iin 
+ -iin 
-* 
-^ 
-> 
-^ 
-> 
-^ 
-^ 
-^ 
-^ 
-^ 
-^ 
-^ 
-^ 
-* 
— > • 
-^ 
-> 
-^ 
-^ 
-> 
-> 
-^ 
-^ 
•eh raHHaal-ah+ -iin^ 
Gloss 
kaatb-iin 
taagr-iin 
daars-iin 
waarG-iin 
zaayr-iin 
baay'-iin 
taaky-iin 
qaary-iin 
maasy-iin 
Haagg-iin 
wSiyy-iin 
muslm-iin 
mu1n-iin 
muz'g-iin 
mulhm-iin 
saHHaat-iin 
naSSaab-iin 
wazzaan-iin 
qawwaal-iin 
fawwaal-iin 
xayyaaT-iin 
Sayyaad-iin 
bayyaa'-iin 
raHHaal-iin 
"writers'" 
''traders'" 
"studiers" 
"inheritors" 
"visitors"" 
"sellers"" 
"see (2.1.3.9,3)" 
"readers" 
"see (2.1.3.9.3)" 
"pilgrims"" 
"trustees"' 
"Muslims"" 
"advertiser'" 
"annoyers"' 
"inspirers'" 
"beggars" 
"swindlers" 
"weighers"" 
"see (2.1.3,25,2)" 
"see (2.1.3,25.2)" 
"Tailors" 
"fishermen" 
"sellers" 
".see (2.1,3,26)"' 
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In chapter 4 under (4.1.2.5.2), we will see why the last nine examples of the 
adjectives in the aforementioned table (2.2.2.3.1.1.1) take MSP. 
All illustrative examples given above with their own patterns show that the 
post final vowel /u/. which each masculine noun ends in , is elided when the MSP 
suffix iin is added to the masculine singular noun to change it into MSP forms. 
Thus, the rule that accounts for this is as follows: 
Rule (2.2.2.3. l . l . l ) :u-^0/_ iin 
2.2.2.3.1.1.2 Masculine Nouns Ending in /u/ and having MSP with MSP 
allomorph -eh/-ah 
In TYA, there are singular masculine nouns ending in the post final vowel /u/ which 
has been so far considered as the over-generalized nominative case (OGNC). Such 
nouns represented below do not show the default Masculine Sound plural (MSP) 
Formation by adding the (MSP) suffix -uun observed in CA/MSA; however they 
show Masculine Sound Plural (MSP) formation by adding the (MSP) suffix -ah/-eh 
which does not occur in MSA or any other Arabic dialects. This is demonstrated in 
table (2.2.2.3.1.1.2) shown below: 
Table (2.2.2.3.1.1.2) Masculine Nouns Ending in /u/ and having MSP with MSP 
allomorph -eh/-ah: 
Pattern No. Pattern MM +-eh -^ MSP Gloss 
(2.1.3.25) CiaC2C2aaC3U gammaalu +-eh ^- gammaal-eh ''camel drivers'' 
(2.1.3.25) CiaC2C2aaC3U baHHaaru +-ah-^- baHHaar-ah '"seamen" 
(2.1.3.25.1) waC2C2aaC3U wazzaabu +-eh ^ wazzaab-eh "(2.1.3.25.1)" 
(2.1.3.45) CriC2C2aaCiu riggaalu +-ah-^ riggaal-ah^'^ "men"' 
The illustrative examples with their own patterns given in table (2.2.2.3.1.1.2) 
above, show that the post final vowel /u/. which each masculine noun ends in, is 
elided when the MSP suffix -eh/-ah is added to the masculine singular noun to change 
it into MSP forms. Thus, the rule that accounts for this is as follows: 
Rule (2.2.2.3.1.1.2): u ^ 0 /_ -eh/-ah 
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2.2.2.3.1.1.3 Feminine Nouns Ending in -ah/-ah and having MSP with the MSP 
allomorph -iin 
In TYA, there are feminine singular nouns ending ordinarily in the feminine marker -
eh/-ah Such nouns represented in table (2.2.2.3.1.1.3)belo\v do not show the default 
Feminine Sound plural(FSP) Formation by adding the (FSP) suffix -aatu; however the 
show Masculine Sound Plural (MSP) formation by adding the (MSP) suffix -iin (i.e. 
by the affixation technique/process). This is because they are the feminine 
counterparts of masculine forms of the masculine adjectives that are being considered 
as verbal adjectives or Nominalized Adjectives (Nom A) or active participles (most of 
which are given in chapter 3 under all the adjective patterns from (3.1.3.17) to 
(3.1.3.30) and from (3.1.4.1) to (3.1.4.12) discussed there as well as in section (3.2)). 
Table (2.2.2.3.1.1.3) Feminine Nouns Ending in -ah/-ah and having MSP with the 
MSP allomorph -iin: 
Pattern No.Pattern FN + -iin —> 
(2.1.3.44) muC|C2C3-eh muslm-eh +-iin-^ 
MSP 
muslm-iin 
mu'ln-iin 
muz'g-iin 
mulhm-iin 
Gloss 
'•Muslims"' 
"advertiser" 
"one who bothers" 
"inspirers"' 
(2.1.3.44) muC|C2C3-eh mu"ln-eh +-iin ^• 
(2.1.3.44) muCiC2C3-eh muz"g-eh +-iin—+ 
(2.1.3.44) muCiC2C3-eh mulhm-eh +-iin —+ 
The illustrative examples with their own patterns given in table (2.2.2.3.1.1.3) 
above, show that the feminine marker -eh. which each feminine noun ends in, is 
elided when the MSP suffix -iin is added to the feminine singular noun to change it 
into MSP forms. Thus, the rule that accounts for this is as follows: 
Rule (2.2.2.3.1.1.3):-eh ^ 0 / _ - i i n 
2.2.2.3.1.1.4 Masculine Nouns Ending in /u/ and having MSP with MSP 
allomorph -eenu 
In TYA, there is only one singular masculine noun ending in the post final vowel /u/. 
Such a noun represented below does not show the default Masculine Sound plural 
(MSP) Formation by adding the (MSP) suffix -uun observed in CA/MSA; however it 
shows Masculine Sound Plural (MSP) formation by adding the (MSP) suffix -eenu 
which does not occur in MSA or anv other Arabic dialects. 
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Table (2.2.2.3.1.1.4) Masculine Nouns Ending in lul and having MSP with MSP 
allomorph -eenu: 
Pattern No. Pattern MN +-eenu -^ MSP Gloss 
(2.1.3.3) C|iC2C3U riglu +-eenu-^- rigl-eenu "legs" 
The illustrative example with its own pattern given in table (2.2.2.3.1.1.4) 
above, shows that the pausal Iwl, which the masculine noun ends in, is elided when the 
MSP suffix -eenu is added to the masculine singular noun to change it into MSP 
forms. Thus, the rule that accounts for this is as follows: 
Rule (2.2.2.3.1.1.4): u ^ 0 /_ -eenu 
2.2.2.3.1.2 Feminine Sound Plural (FSP) 
The suffix -aatu (with pausal Iwl or OGNC Iwl) is the plural marker in TYA for many 
feminine nouns, some words of foreign origin (see section 2.4), and certain other 
morphological classes of nouns with a fair degree of predictability (see below). This is 
unlike the suffix -at/-aat observed across varieties and registers of Arabic. Brustad, 
Kristen (2008, p. 1) reports that: "The suffix -at is well known as a plural marker 
across varieties and registers of Arabic for many feminine nouns, words of foreign 
origin, and certain other morphological classes of nouns with a fair degree of 
predictability." In TYA, the feminine sound plural (FSP) with the FSP suftlx -aatu 
(including the pausal lul or OGNC Iwl) takes this pausal -u for nominative or 
accusative or genitive case, and, there is no, -n to express indefiniteness or non-
construct. as in: 
mudarris-aat-u 
teacher-FEM.PL-Pausal/OGNC 
'teachers FEM.PL"" 
This is unlike MSA about which, Watson (2009. p. 52) (2006, pp. 433-434) 
points out that "The sound feminine plural -aat takes the endings -u for nominative 
and -i for accusative or genitive case, and, further, -n to express indefiniteness or non-
construct, as in: 
mudarris-aat-u-n 
teacher-FEM.PL-.NOM-INDEF 
•teachers FEM.PL'." 
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2.2.2.3.1.2.1 Feminine Nouns Ending in -eh/-ah and having Feminine Sound 
Plural (FSP) with -aatu suffix 
In TYA, there are singular feminine nouns ending in the feminine mariner -eh/-ah. 
Such nouns represented below do not show the default Feminine Sound Plural (FSP) 
Formation by adding the (FSP) suffix -aat observed in CA/MSA and many Arabic 
dialects referred to in the bibliography of my thesis; however they show Feminine 
Sound Plural (FSP) formation by adding the (FSP) suffix -aatu (i.e. -aat + u, the 
OGNC). This TYA feminine sound plural suffix (FSP) -aatu will trigger stem 
modifications. The feminine sound plural suffix (FSP) -aatu is a regular plural suffix 
added to singular feminine nouns to form regular feminine plural nouns denoting 
more than two. The illustrations given below show what modifications occurred to the 
stem when this suffix being attached to the singular noun and according to such 
modifications some rules of morphophonology will be applied. 
It has been said so far that the singular feminine nouns ending in the feminine 
marker -eh/-ah cover the majority of singular feminine nouns in TYA. We will have 
the same singular feminine nouns given there, but this time we will see the stem 
modifications after adding the feminine plural suffix -aatu to make them feminine 
sound plurals (FSP). This is illustrated in the following table (2.2.2.3.1.2.1): 
Table (2.2.2.3.1.2.1) Feminine Nouns Ending in -eh/-ah and having Feminine 
Sound Plural (FSP) with -aatu suffix: 
Pattern No. Pattern FN +-aatu-^ FSP Gloss 
(2.1.3.2) 
(2.1.3.2.1) 
(2.1.3.2.2) 
(2.1.3.2.4) 
(2.1.3.2.4) 
(2.1.3.4) 
(2.1.3.4) 
(2.1.3.4) 
(2.1.3.4) 
(2.1.3.6) 
(2.1.3.6.1) 
(2.1.3.6.1) 
(2.1.3.6.1) 
(2.1.3.10) 
(2.1.3.10.4) 
(2.1.3.10) 
(2.1.3.12) 
CiaC2C3-eh 
waC2C3-eh 
CiaC2\v-ah 
C|aC2C2-eh 
C|aC2C2-eh 
C|iC2C3-eh 
C|iC2C3-eh 
C|iC2C3-eh 
C]iC2C3-eh 
C|aC2aC3-eh 
C|aaC3-eh 
CiaaC3-eh 
C|aaC3-eh 
C|aaC2C3-eh 
waaC2C3-eh 
C|aawC3-eh 
CiaC2aaC3-eh 
gals-eh 
wazb-eh 
\aTw-ah 
"amm-eh 
Hayy-eh 
xidm-eh 
riHI-eh 
xibr-eh 
kilm-eh 
darag-eh 
xaal-eh 
'aad-eh 
saa'-eh 
gaam'-eh 
waagh-eh 
Taawl-ah 
gamaa'-eh 
+ -aatu^-
+ -aatu—> 
+ -aatu^-
+ -aatu-^ 
+ -aatu-^-
+ -aatu—» 
+ -aatu —> 
+ -aatu —* 
+ -aatu -^ 
+ -aatu —> 
+ -aatu •—> 
+ -aatu —* 
+ -aatu -^ 
+ -aatu —^ 
+ -aatu —>• 
+ -aatu —y 
+ -aatu —>• 
gals-aatu 
wazb-aatu 
xaTw-aatu 
'amm-aatu 
Hayy-aatu 
xidm-aatu 
riHI-aatu 
xibr-aatu 
kilm-aatu 
darag-aatu 
xaal-aatu 
'aad-aatu 
saa'-aatu 
gaam'-aatu 
waagh-aatu 
Taawl-aatu 
gamaa'-aatu 
"sittings'" 
"c (2.1.3.2.1)" 
"steps'" 
"paternal aunts' 
"cobras" 
"services" 
"journeys"" 
"experiences" 
"words" 
"degrees" 
"m- aunts" 
"habits" 
"watches" 
"universities"' 
"frontages" 
"tables" 
"groups" 
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(2.1,3.12.1) 
(2.1.3.14) 
(2.1.3.14) 
(2.1.3.14) 
(2.1.3.14) 
(2.1.3.14) 
(2.1.3.14) 
(2.1.3.14.1) 
(2.1.3.14,2) 
(2.1.3.14.2) 
(2.1.3.14.3) 
(2.1.3.14.4) 
(2.1.3.14.4) 
(2.1.3.14.4) 
(2.1.3.18) 
(2.1.3.20) 
(2.1.3.26) 
(2.1.3.26) 
(2.1.3.26) 
(2.1.3.26) 
(2.1.3.26) 
(2.1.3.26) 
(2.1.3.26) 
(2.1.3.26) 
(2.1.3.26) 
(2.1.3.26.1) 
(2.1.3.26.2) 
(2.1.3.26.3) 
(2.1.3.26.3) 
(2.1.3.35.2) 
(2.1.3.35.6) 
(2.1.3.39) 
(2.1.3.41) 
CiaC2aaC3-eh 
CiC2aaC3-eh 
C|C2aaC3-eh 
CiC2aaC3-eh 
C|C2aaC3-eh 
C|C2aaC3-eh 
C|C2aaC3-eh 
wC2aaC3-eh 
CiyaaC3-eh 
Ciyaa C3-eh 
\vC2aa y-eh 
C|C2aay-eh 
C|C2aay-eh 
C|C2aay-ah 
vvC2iyy-ah 
CiC2UuC3-eh 
C|aC2C2aaC3-e 
waSaaT-ah 
ktaab-eh 
'baad-eh 
zraa"-ah 
Snaa"-ah 
tgaar-ah 
ngaar-ah 
wlaad-eh 
syaas-eh 
Syaan-ah 
wSaay-ah 
bdaay-eh 
nhaaya-eh 
qraay-ah 
vvSiyy-ah 
Hkuum-eh 
+ -aatu —) 
+ -aatu -^ 
+ -aatu -^ 
+ -aatu —» 
+ -aatu -^ 
+ -aatu -^ 
+ -aatu —> 
+ -aatu —> 
+ -aatu -^ 
+ -aatu -^ 
+ -aatu —» 
+ -aatu —> 
+ -aatu —» 
+ -aatu -^ 
+ -aatu —> 
+ -aatu -^ 
h massa-ah-eh + -aatu —> 
C|aC2C2aaC3-eh dabbaas-eh 
C|aC2C2aaC3-eh Gassaal-eh 
C|aC2C2aaC3-e h baliaa'-eh 
C|aC2C2aaC3-eh Hallaaq-ah 
CiaC2C2aaC3-eh Harraa6-ah 
C|aC2C2aaC3-eh Tabbaax-ah 
C|aC2C2aaC3-e^ 
CiaC2C2aaC3-ei 
waC2C2aaC3-eh 
C|aw\vaaC3-eh 
CiayyaaC3-eh 
C|ayyaaC3-eh 
mi CiyaaC3-eh 
miC2CiaaC3-eh 
maC|aC2C2-eh 
maCiaC2C2-eh 
(2.1.3.4.4.1) C|uC2C|uC2-eh 
(2.1.3.46) 
(2.1,3.46) 
(2.1.3.46) 
(2.1.3.46) 
(2.1.3.46) 
(2.1.3.46) 
(2.1,3.46) 
(2.1.3.46) 
(2.1.3.46) 
nC|iC2aaC3ii 
nC]iC2aaC3U 
nC|iC2aaC3U 
C|tiC2aaC3U 
C|tiC2aaC3U 
C|tiC2aaC3U 
stiC|C2aaC3U 
stiCiC2aaC3U 
stiCiC2aaC3U 
h 6allaag-eh 
h samma"-eh 
1 wallaa'-eh 
+ -aatu —* 
+ -aatu —> 
+ -aatu -^ 
+ -aatu —> 
+ -aatu -^ 
+ -aatu -^ 
+ -aatu -^ 
+ -aatu -^ 
+ -aatu -^ 
nawwaar-ah + -aatu —* 
sayyaar-ah 
bayyaar-ah 
miHyaak-eh 
mraay-eh 
manaSS-ah 
mgall-eh 
bulbul-eh 
nfi'aalu 
nqiTaa'u 
nDinaamu 
xtiiaafu 
'tiraafu 
htimaamii 
sti'maalu 
.stifzaazu 
sti'daadu 
+ -aatu -^ 
+ -aatu -^ 
+ -aatu -^ 
+ -aatu —> 
+ -aatu —* 
+ -aatu -^ 
+ -aatu —> 
+ -aatu —> 
+ -aatu —> 
+ -aatu -* 
+ -aatu —> 
+ -aatu -^ 
+ -aatu -^ 
+ -aatu —>• 
+ -aatu -^ 
+ -aatu -^ 
• waSaaT-aatu 
• ktaab-aatu 
• 'baad-aatu 
• zraa'-aatu 
• Snaa'-aatu 
• tgaar-aatu 
ngaar-aatu 
wlaad-aatu 
syaas-aatu 
Syaan-aatu 
wSaay-aatu 
bdaay-aatu 
nhaay-aatu 
qraay-aatu 
wSiyy-aatu 
Hkuum-aatu 
• massaaH-aatu 
dabbaas-aatu 
Gassaal-aatu 
ballaa'-aatu 
Hallaaq-aatu 
Harraa9-aatu 
tabbaax-aatu 
9allaag-aatu 
samma'-aatu 
wailaa'-aatu 
navvwaar-aatu 
sayyaar-aatu 
bayyaar-aatu 
miHyaak-aatu 
mraay-aatu 
manaSS-aatu 
mgall-aatu 
bulbui-aatu 
nfi'aal-aatu 
nqiTaa'-aatu 
nDmaam-aatu 
xtilaaf-aatu 
'tiraaf-aatu 
htimaam-aatu 
sti'maal-aatu 
stifzaaz-aatu 
sti'daad-aatu 
"mediations" 
"writings" 
"worships" 
"agricultures" 
"industries" 
"commerce" 
"carpentries" 
"deliveries" 
"policies"' 
"c (2.1.3.14.2)" 
"trusteeships" 
"starting" 
"endings" 
"readings" 
"wills" 
"governments" 
"dusters" 
"staplers" 
"see (2.1.3.26)" 
"cesspools" 
"razors" 
"tractors" 
"cookers" 
"fridges" 
"ear phones" 
"lighters" 
"c (2.1.3.26,2)" 
"cars" 
"cesspools" 
"c (2,1.3.35.2)" 
"mirrors" 
"platforms" 
"magazines" 
"water pots" 
"agitating" 
"discontinuing" 
"affiliation" 
"differences" 
"confessions" 
"interests" 
"using" 
"provoking" 
"preparing" 
The six before the last three illustrative examples in the aforementioned table 
(2.2.2.3.1.2.1) represents quadri-consonantai verbal nouns (QC VN) that take FSP and 
will be shown and discussed in (4.1.1.7) of chapter 4. 
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The last three illustrative examples in the aforementioned table (2.2.2.3.1.2.1) 
represents quinqui-consonantal verbal nouns (QqC VN) that take FSP and will be 
shown and discussed in (4.1.1.8) of chapter 4. 
All illustrative examples given in the aforementioned table (2.2.2.3.1.2.1) with 
their own patterns show that the feminine marker -ah/-eh is elided when the FSP 
suffix /-aatu/ is added to the feminine singular noun to change it into FSP nouns. 
Thus, the rule that accounts for this is as follows: 
Rule (2.2.2.3.1.2.1): -ah /-eh -> 0 / _ aatu 
2.2.2.3.1.2.2 Masculine Nouns Ending in /u/ and having FSP 
In TYA, there are some singular inanimate masculine nouns ending in the post fmal 
vowel /u/ or the case-ending /u/ which has been so far considered as the pausal or 
OGNC /u/. the unique distinctive feature. Such masculine nouns, like those in MSA 
and other modern Arabic dialects do not have masculine sound plurals; they have 
feminine sound plurals. These nouns represented below do not show the default 
Feminine Sound Plural (FSP) formation by adding the (FSP) suffix -aat observed in 
MSA and many modern Arabic dialects referred to in the bibliography of my thesis; 
however they show Feminine Sound Plural (FSP) formation by adding the (FSP) 
suffix -aatu (i.e. -aat + u, the (OGNC)). This is illustrated in the following table 
(2.2.2.3.1.2.2): 
Table (2.2.2.3.1.2.2) Masculine Nouns Ending in lul and having FSP: 
Pattern No. Pattern MN +-aatu -» FSP Gloss 
(2.1.3.11) CiaC2aaC3U 
(2.1.3.13) CiCzaaCau 
(2.1.3.13) CiCjaaCau 
(2.1.3.13) C|C2aaC3U 
(2.1.3.13.1) wC2aaC3U 
(2.1.3.13.2) dyaaCau 
(2.1.3,17.2) wC2iyyu 
"aGaaGu 
Hgaabu 
xiaafu 
Hsaabu 
wsaa'u 
qyaasu 
wdiyyu 
+-aatu —* 
+-aatu —+ 
+-aatu -^ • 
+-aatu —» 
+-aatu -^ 
+-aatu -^ 
+-aatu —> 
"a6aa0-aatu 
Hgaab-aatu 
xlaaf-aatu 
Hsaab-aatu 
wsaa'aatu 
qyaas-aatu 
wdiyy-aatu 
"furniture" 
"veils'" 
"c (2.1.3.13)" 
"c (2.1.3.13)" 
"wideness" 
"measuring" 
"querns" 
(2.1.3.25) CiaC2C2aaC3U qallaabu +-aatu 
(2.1.3.25) CiaC2C2aaC3U saxxaanu +-aatu 
(2.1.3.25) CiaC2C2aaC3U maTTaaTu+-aatu 
(2.1.3.25) CiaC2C2aaC3U xazzaanu +-aatu 
(2.1.3.1.4) C|aC2C3U layyu +-aatu 
qallaab-aatu "c (2.1.3.25)" 
saxxaan-aatu "c (2.1.3.25)" 
maTTaaT-aatu"rubbers" 
xazzaan-aatu "reservoir" 
layy-aatu "hoses" 
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The illustrative examples given above with their own patterns show that the 
pausal or OGNC Id is elided when the FSP suffix /-aatu/ is added to the masculine 
singular noun to change it into FSP nouns. Thus, the rule that accounts for this is as 
follows: 
Rule (2.2.2.3.1.2.2): u ^ 0 / _ aatu 
in chapter 4 under (4.2.3), we will see why the last five illustrative examples 
of the TYA masculine nouns ending in /u/ in the aforementioned table (2.2.2.3.1.2.2), 
take FSP. 
Based on the above discussion under (2.2.2.3.1) and the sections and 
subsections that follow and their related tables that deal briefly with the SP (MSP, 
FSP), the alternations or stem modifications which result from the addition of the 
plural allomorphs/suffixes/endings (-iin, -aatu, -eh/-ah, -een,) to the singular stems 
suggest the following morphological analysis: 
(1) The formation of both the masculine sound plural (MSP) and the feminine sound 
plural (FSP) are predicted to be formed via a rule (the addition of the plural suffixes 
or allomorphs (-iin, -aatu, -eh/-ah, -een,) to the singular form; while the formation of 
the broken plurals is predicted by the revowelling (i.e. the internal vowel change 
pattern) occurring on the singular form. 
(2) In all cases, the post final vowel /u/ or pausal /u/ or the case-ending or OGNC /u/ 
is deleted or elided to produce preferred syllable structure. 
(3) Few masculine nouns ending in this l\xl have FSP by adding the feminine plural 
suffix -aat plus this /u/ (i.e. -aatu together). 
(4) Very few masculine nouns ending in this /u/, have MSP by adding the masculine 
plural allomorph -eh/-ah, which is being considered as part of the plural form and 
pattern and which should not be confused with the feminine singular marker -eh/-ah. 
(5) Extremely few masculine nouns ending in this /u/ have MSP by adding the 
masculine plural allomorph -een, which should not be confused with the masculine 
dual suffix -een. 
(6) In many cases of the feminine singular nouns ending in the feminine singular 
marker -eh/-ah, this feminine singular marker -eh/-ah is deleted or elided when the 
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feminine plural suffix/aiiomorph is added in order to produce preferred syllable 
structure. 
2.2.2.3.2 Broken plurals (BP) 
'Broken plural' is a traditional term used to refer to the plural formations whose 
patterns or paradigms are different from those in the singular pattern or paradigm. A 
general overview of the traditional 'broken plural' and its citation forms is shown by 
Acquaviva. (2008). who writes: 
A long and illustrious grammatical tradition has labeled "broken plural" 
(jam' mukassar. pluralis fractus) an Arabic plurali/ation pattern which 
consists in reshaping the stem of the singular: for example, the singular 
kalb "dog", is altered ('broken') to form the plural kilaab "dogs".' 
Acquaviva. (2008, p. 195) 
further, in his foot note No.(I), he writes: 
1 fhcse are the citation form of nouns, without the endings that normalls 
accompan) non-pausal forms in the standard language. Other works cite 
nouns with the ending -un (-u for some nouns), which marks the default 
combination of nominative, singular, and indefinite. Acquaviva, (2008. p 
195). 
The plural technique/process used in the plural formation of TYA broken 
plurals is Revowelling (cf Internal Vowel Manipulation suggested by Abd-Rabbo, 
(1988 and 1990). Most of the TYA BP patterns are for non-humans (-H) things and 
objects but there are broken plurals for humans (+H) also. Some of the BP patterns 
share the two features (± H). Most, but not all, of the human broken plurals are 
masculine. Majority of nouns in TYA have Broken Plurals (BP). There are about (13) 
general BP patterns having totally (42) BP patterns. About half of these are 
classifiable, while the other remaining half is rather sporadic and unproductive. The 
most productive BP patterns with their illustrative examples and along with their 
corresponding singular forms and patterns are listed in the following sections and 
their related tables given one after the other. 
The TYA broken plurals shown in (2.2.2.3.2) Broken plurals (BP), v/ill be 
generally divided into two types or patterns according to the number of their 
consonants: the Tri-consonantal broken plural patterns in (2.2.2.3.2.3) below and the 
quadri-consonantal broken plural patterns in (2.2.2.3.2.4) that follows it. 
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2.2.2.3.2.3 Tri-consonantal broken plural patterns 
2.2.2.3.2.3.1 General BP pattern CiCiVvCjv 
2.2.2.3.2.3.1.1 BP pattern CiCzaaCau as in klaabu "dogs" 
The BP pattern C|C2aaC3U is for humans (+H) and non-humans (-H) objects. The 
following TYA masculine nouns ending in /u/ and their corresponding feminine 
nouns ending in -eh/-ah with their different singular patterns (as inputs) have BP 
forms (as outputs) on this BP pattern CiC2aaC3U which is a frequent one, especially of 
the singular patterns whose reference number given in the following table 
(2.2.2.3.2.3.1.1) that show the illustration of such type of BP pattern with such noun 
patterns and their corresponding forms: 
Table (2.2.2.3.2.3.1.1) BP pattern CiC2aaC3U as in klaabu "dogs": 
Pattern No.Pattern s. Noun BP BP pattern Gloss 
(2.1.3.1) C|aC2C3U 
(2.1.3.1) C|aC2C3U 
(2.1.3.1) CiaC2C3U 
(2.1.3.1) C|aC2C3U 
(2.1.3.1.4) CiaC2C2U 
(2.1.3.1.5) C100C3U 
(2.1.3.2) C|aC2C3-ah 
(2.1.3.2) C|aC2C3-eh 
(2.1.3.2) C|aC2C3-ah 
(2.1.3.2.6) CieeC2C3-eh 
(2.1.3.3) C|iC2C3U 
(2.1.3.3.4) C|iiC3U 
(2.1.3.3.4) C|iiC3U 
(2.1 3.3.4) CiiiCju 
(2.1.3.5) C|aC2aC3U 
(2.1.3.5) C|aC2aC3U 
(2.1.3.5) CiaC2aC3U 
(2.1.3.5.1) C,aaC3U 
(2.1.3.5.1) CiaaC3U 
(2.1.3.6) C|aC2aC3-eh 
(2.1.3.7) C1UC2C3U 
(2.1.3.7) C1UC2C3U 
(2.1.3.7) C,uC2C3U 
(2.1.3.7) C1UC2C3U 
(2.1.3.7) C1UC2C3U 
(2.1.3.7) C1UC2C3U 
(2.1.3.7) C1UC2C3U 
(2.1.3.15) C|aC2iiC3U 
kalbu 
farxu 
baHru 
Tab'u 
'ammu 
sooqu 
qal'-ah 
gabh-eh 
sanT-ah 
xeem-eh 
Sihru 
diimu 
diibu 
biiru 
gamalu 
qalamu 
"amalu 
baabu 
xaalu 
gam an-eh 
durgu 
burgu 
suxTu 
buhlu 
xuzqu 
xurmu 
xurqu 
Gariibu 
klaabu 
fraaxu 
bHaaru 
Tbaa'u 
'maamu 
swaaqu 
qlaa'u 
gbaahu 
snaaTu 
xyaamu 
Shaaru 
dyaamu 
6yaabu 
byaaru 
gmaalu 
qlaamu 
'maalu 
bwaabu 
xwaalu 
gmaanu 
draagu 
braagu 
sxaaTu 
bhaalu 
xzaaqu 
xraamu 
xraaqu 
Graabu 
CiC2aaC3U 
C|C2aaC3U 
C|C2aaC3U 
CiC2aaC3U 
C|C2aaC3U 
C|C2aaC-,u 
C|C2aaC3U 
CiC2aaC3U 
CiC2aaC3U 
CiyaaC3U 
CiC2aaC3U 
CiyaaC3U 
CiyaaCsU 
CiyaaC3U 
C|C2aaC3U 
C|C2aaC3U 
C|C2aaC3U 
CiwaaC3U 
CiwaaC3U 
C|C2aaC3U 
C|C2aaC3U 
C|C2aaC3U 
CiC2aaC3U 
C]C2aaC3U 
C|C2aaC3U 
CiC2aaC3U 
C|C2aaC3U 
CiC2aaC3U 
"dogs" 
"young birds" 
"seas" 
"habits" 
"paternal uncles" 
"markets" 
"castles" 
"foreheads" 
"bags" 
"tents" 
"see (2.1.3.3)" 
"human bodies" 
"wolfs" 
"wells" 
"camels" 
"pens" 
"works" 
"doors" 
"maternal uncles" 
"see (2.1.3.6)" 
"drawers" 
"dovecots" 
"strokes" 
"see (2.1.3.7)" 
"see (2.1.3.7)" 
"see (2.1.3.7)" 
"see (2.1.3.7)" 
"see (2.1.3.15)" 
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In chapter 4 under (4.2.6), we will see why the fifth illustrative example 
'ammu in the aforementioned table (2.2.2.3.2.3.1.1) takes BP 'maamu. 
Based on the above table, the last example of the BP Graabu does not occur in 
MSA or any Arabic dialect, since the form in them is Gurabaa' or Gurabaa not the 
TYA unique form Graabu. Moreover, the above BP pattern is not used for singular 
masculine nouns with medial semi-vowel /y/ whose singular is on pattern (2.1.3.1.6) 
CieeC3U as in Teeru, whose BP form is Tyuuru on the BP C1C2UUC3U. This and others 
will be shown in the following section. 
2.2.2.3.2.3.1.2 BP pattern C1C2UUC3U as in qluubu "hearts" 
The BP pattern C1C2UUC3U is for humans (+H) and non-humans (-H) objects. The 
following TYA masculine nouns ending in /u/ with their different singular patterns (as 
inputs) have BP forms (as outputs) on the BP pattern C1C2UUC3U which also seems to 
be a frequent one, especially of the singular patterns whose reference number given in 
the following table (2.2.2.3.2.3.1.2) that show the illustration of such type of BP 
pattern with such noun patterns and their corresponding forms: 
Table (2.2.2.3.2.3.1.2) BP pattern C1C2UUC3U as in qluubu "hearts": 
Pattern No.Pattern s. Noun BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.3.1) 
(2.1.3.1) 
(2.1.3.1) 
(2.1.3.1) 
(2.1.3.1) 
(2.1.3.1) 
CiaC2C3U 
CiaC2C3U 
C)aC2C3U 
CiaC2C3U 
C|aC2C3U 
C|aC2C3U 
(2.1.3.1.4) CaCzCju 
(2.1.3.1.4) CiaC2C2U 
(2.1.3.1.4; C|aC2C2U 
(2.1.3.1.4) C|aC2C2U 
(2.1.3.1.6) CieeC3U 
(2.1.3.1.6) C|eeC3U 
(2.1.3.1.6) CeeCju 
(2.1.3.1.6) C,eeC3U 
(2.1.3.3) 
(2.1.3.3) 
CiiC2C3U 
CiiC2C3U 
(2.1.3.3.3) C,iC2C2U 
(2.1.3.7) CIUC2C3U 
qalbu 
nafsu 
taxtu 
qabru 
saTHu 
bal-ieu 
kaffu 
saddu 
xaddu 
Haqqu 
Teeru 
seexu 
beetu 
'eenu 
nigmu 
diqnu 
fiSSu 
Guqbu 
qluubu 
nfuusu 
txuutu 
qbuuru 
sTuuHu 
bHuuBu 
kfuufuu 
sduudu 
xduuduu 
Hquuqu 
Tyuuru 
syuuxu 
byuutu 
'yuunu 
nguumu 
dquunu 
fSuuSu 
Bquubu 
C1C2UUC3U 
C1C2UUC3U 
C1C2UUC3U 
C1C2UUC3U 
C1C2UUC3U 
C1C2UUC3U 
C1C2UUC3U 
C1C2UUC3U 
C1C2UUC3U 
C1C2UUC3U 
C1C2UUC3U 
C1C2UUC3U 
C1C2UUC3U 
C1C2UUC3U 
C1C2UUC3U 
C1C2UUC3U 
C1C2UUC3U 
C1C2UUC3U 
"hearts" 
"souls"' 
"tables"' 
"graves'" 
"surfaces"" 
"researches"" 
"palms" 
"dams"" 
"cheeks" 
"rights"' 
"birds" 
"sheikh" 
"houses" 
"eyes" 
"stars'" 
"beards" 
"stones of rings" 
"holes" 
Based on the above table, the above BP pattern C1C2UUC3U is not used for 
singular nouns with final semi-vowels, nor with medial semi-vowel Av/ whose 
singular is on pattern (2.1.3.5.1) CiaaC3U baabu whose BP form is bwaabu on the BP 
C|C2aaC3U. This and others have been shown in the above section and its related table 
(2.2.2.3.2.3.1.1) BP pattern C|C2aaC3U as in klaabu. 
In chapter 4 under (4.2.6), we will see why the geminate illustrative 
examples in the aforementioned table (2.2.2.3.2.3.1.2) take BP. 
2.2.2.3.2.3.2 General BP pattern C1VC2VC3V 
2.2.2.3.2.3.2.1 BP pattern C,uC2uC3U as in kutubu "books" 
The BP pattern C1UC2UC3U is for non-humans (-H) objects. The following TYA 
masculine nouns ending in /u/ and their corresponding feminine nouns ending in -eh/-
ah with their different singular patterns (as inputs) have BP forms (as outputs) on this 
BP pattern C1UC2UC3U. especially of the singular patterns whose reference number 
given in the following table (2.2.2.3.2.3.2.1) that show the illustration of such type of 
BP pattern with such noun patterns and their corresponding forms: 
Table (2.2.2.3.2.3.2.1) BP pattern C,uC2uC3U as in kutubu "books": 
Pattern No.Pattern s. Noun BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.3.13) CiC2aaC3U 
(2.1.3.13) C|C2aaC3U 
(2.1.3.15) daCjiiCu 
(2.1.3.15) CiaCjiiCu 
(2.1.3.15) C|aC2iiCu 
(2.1.3.15) C|aC2iiCu 
(2.1.3.16) C|aC2iiC-eh 
(2.1.3.16) daCjiiC-eh 
(2.1.3.16) CiaC2iiC-eh 
ktaabu 
fraasu 
kadiifu 
sariiTu 
Tariiqu 
samiizu 
madiin-eh 
safiin-eh 
SaHiif-ah 
kutubu 
furusu 
kudufu 
suruTu 
Turuqu 
sumuzu 
mudunu 
sufunu 
SuHufu 
C1UC2UC3U 
C1UC2UC3U 
C1UC2UC3U 
C1UC2UC3U 
C1UC2UC3U 
C1UC2UC3U 
C1UC2UC3U 
C1UC2UC3U 
C1UC2UC3U 
•'books" 
"mattresses'" 
"see (2.1.3.15)' 
"see (2.1.3.15)' 
"ways, roads" 
"shirts" 
"cities, towns" 
"ships" 
"newspapers" 
2.2.2.3.2.3.2.2 BP pattern C|uC2aC3U as in kuratu "kinds of dresses" 
The BP pattern CiuC2aC3U is for non-humans (-H) objects. The following TYA 
feminine singular nouns ending in -eh/-ah with their own singular patterns (as inputs) 
have BP forms (as outputs) on this BP pattern C|uC2aC3U, especially of the singular 
patterns whose reference number given in the following table (2.2.2.3.2.3.2.2) that 
show the illustration of such type of BP pattern with such noun patterns and their 
corresponding forms. 
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Table (2.2.2.3.2.3.2.2) BP pattern CiuC2aC3U as in kuratu "kinds of dresses": 
Pattern No. Pattern s. Noun BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.3.8) 
(2.1.3.8) 
(2.1.3.8.1) 
(2.1.3.8.1) 
(2.1.3.8.2) 
(2.1.3.2.5) 
(2.1.3.2.5) 
(2.1.3.6.1) 
(2.1.3.6.1) 
(2.1.3.4.1) 
Ci 
Ci 
C| 
Ci 
Ci 
Ci 
Ci 
Ci 
C| 
wi 
uC2C3-eh 
uC2C3-ah 
LiC2C2-eh 
uC2C2-eh 
uuC3-ah 
ooC3-eh 
ooC3-ah 
aaC2-ah 
aaC2-ah 
C2C2-eh 
kurt-eh 
nuqT-ah 
funn-eh 
Sudf-sh 
Suur-ah 
dool-eh 
qoob-ah 
naaq-ah 
Taaq-ah 
wizr-eh 
kuratu 
nuqaTu 
funanu 
Sudafu 
Suwaru 
duwalu 
quwabu 
nuwaqu 
Tuwaqu 
wuzaru 
CiuC2aC3U 
C|uC2aC3U 
C|uC2aC3U 
C|uC2aC3U 
C|UwaC3U 
C|UvvaC3U 
C|UwaC3U 
C|waC3U 
C|WaC3U 
vvuC2aC3U 
"kinds of dresses" 
"dots, points" 
"see (2.1.3.8.1)" 
"coincidences" 
"pictures, photos" 
"countries" 
"impetigo" 
"she-camels" 
"small windows" 
"loincloth, gown" 
2.2.2.3.2.3.2.3 BP pattern C,iC2aC3U as in giraru "(local) water pot" 
This BP pattern C|iC2aC3U is for non-humans (-H) objects. The following TYA 
feminine singular nouns ending in -eh/-ah with their own singular patterns (as inputs) 
have BP forms (as outputs) on this BP pattern C|iC2aC3U, especially of the singular 
patterns whose reference number given in the following table (2.2.2.3.2.3.2.3) that 
show the illustration of such type of BP pattern with such noun patterns and their 
corresponding forms. 
Table (2.2.2.3.2.3.2.3) BP pattern diCzaCsU as in giraru "(local) water pot": 
Pattern No. Pattern s. Noun BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.3.2.4) 
(2.1.3.2.4) 
(2.1.3.3.3) 
(2.1.3.4.4) 
(2.1.3.4.4) 
(2.1.3.4) 
(2.1.3.2.6) 
(2.1.3.4.5) 
(2.1.3.4.5) 
CiaC2C2-ah 
CiaC2C2-eh 
C|iC2C2U 
C|iC2C2-eh 
C|iC2C2-ah 
CiiC2C2-eh 
CieeC3-eh 
C|iiC2-eh 
C|iiC2-eh 
garr-ah 
dabb-eh 
bissu 
biss-eh 
qiSS-ah 
mid'-eh 
xeem-eh 
giif-eh 
liif-eh 
giraru 
dibabu 
bisasu 
bisasu 
qiSaSu 
mida'u 
xiyamu 
giyafu 
liyafu 
C|iC2aC3U 
CiiC2aC3U 
C|iC2aC3U 
C|iC2aC3U 
C|iC2aC2U 
C|iC2aC3U 
CiiyaC3U 
C|iyaC3U 
CiiyaC3U 
"(local) water pof 
"see (2.1.3.2.4)" 
"cats (m)" 
"cats (f)" 
"stories" 
"Hubble bubble" 
"tents" 
"corpses" 
"fiber, sponge" 
2.2.2.3.2.3.2.4 BP pattern daCaaCsu as in qaraTu "(dry) stem of clover" 
This pattern does not occur in MSA as BP. Though it looks like the TYA collective 
noun HaSamu "small stones", whose singulative noun is HaSam-ah, but it is different 
from it as a BP form and pattern. 
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Table (2.2.2.3.2.3.2.4) BP pattern C,uC2aC3U as in qaraTu "(dry) stem of clover" 
Pattern No. Pattern s. Noun BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.3.2) CiaC2C3-ali qarT-ah qaraTu CiaC2aC3U "(dry) stems of clover"' 
(2.1.3.2) CiaC2C3-a)i labx-ah labaxu C,aC2aC3U '"see (2.1.3.2)" 
zalaTu CiaC2aC3U "coins" 
(2.1.3.2) CiaaC2C3U - saraqu CiaC2aC3U "thieves" 
2.2.2.3.2.3.3 General BP pattern C1VC2VVC3V 
2.2.2.3.2.3.3.1 BP pattern CiaC2iiC3U as in 'abiidu "servants" 
The BP pattern CiaC2iiC3U is for humans (+H) and non-humans (-H) objects. The 
following TYA masculine nouns ending in /u/ with their different singular patterns (as 
inputs) as well as and the feminine nouns ending in -eh/-ah with their different 
singular patterns (as inputs) have BP forms (as outputs) on the BP pattern C)aC2iiC3U. 
Table (2.2.2.3.2.3.3.1) that show the illustration of such type of BP pattern with such 
noun patterns and their corresponding forms: 
Table (2.2.2.3.2.3.3.1) BP pattern CiaC2iiC3U as in 'abiidu "servants": 
Pattern No. Pattern s. Noun BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.3.1) CiaC2C3U 'abdu "abiidu CiaC2iiC3U "'servants" 
(2.1.3.8) C|uC2C3-ah Hunn-ah Hariimu C]aC2iiC3U ""women" 
(2.1.3.13) CiaaC2C3U Hmaaru Hamiiru C|aC2iiC3U "donkeys" 
2.2.2.3.2.3.3.2 BP pattern C|aC2UuC3U as in Taruuqu "(pair of) shoes" 
The BP pattern C|aC2iiC3U is for non-humans (-H) objects. The following TYA 
masculine nouns ending in lul with their different singular patterns (as inputs) have 
BP forms (as outputs) on the BP pattern CiaC2iiC3U. This BP pattern does not occur in 
MSA. Table (2.2.2.3.2.3.3.2) shows the illustration of such type of BP pattern with 
such noun patterns and their corresponding forms: 
Table (2.2.2.3.2.3.3.2) BP pattern C|aC2UuC3U as in Taruuqu "(pair of) shoes": 
Pattern No. Pattern s. Noun BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.3.1) CiaC2C3U Tarqu Taruuqu C|aC2UuC3U "'(pair of) shoes" 
(2.1.3.3) CiiC2C3U kirsu karuusu C|aC2UuC3U ""paunch of animal" 
(2.1.3.3) C|iC2C3U gildu galuudu CiaC2UuC3U "leathers" 
(2.1.3.3) C|iC2C3iyyuhindiyyu hanuudu CiaC2UuC3U "Indians" 
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It is noteworthy to point out that this BP pattern CiaC2UuC3U as in Taruuqu 
•'(pair of) shoes" is also observed on the adjective pattern C|aC2UuC3Li as in kasuulu 
lazy, inactive'", Sabuuru "patient, enduring", etc., discussed under (3.1.3.10) of 
chapter 3. 
2.2.2.3.2.3.4 General BP pattern Civ C2C2VVC3V 
2.2.2.3.2.3.4.1 BP pattern C,uC2C2aaC3U as in kuttaabu "writers" 
This BP pattern C|uC2C2aaC3U is for humans (+H). Nouns with this pattern designate 
human beings; almost all have the singular pattern CiaaC2C3U, (cf Cowell, 1964, p. 
223, for BP pattern fu"aal in case of SA). The following TYA masculine singular 
nouns ending in Id with their own singular patterns (as inputs) have BP forms (as 
outputs) on this BP pattern C|uC2C2aaC3U, especially of the singular patterns whose 
reference number given in the following table (2.2.2.3.2.3.4.1) that show the 
illustration of such type of BP pattern with such noun patterns and their corresponding 
forms. 
Table (2.2.2.3.2.3.4.1) BP pattern C,uC2C2aaC3U as in kuttaabu "writers": 
Pattern No. Pattern s. Noun BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.3.9) C,aaC2C3U 
(2.1.3.9) C,aaC2C3U 
(2.1.3.9.2) C|aayC3U 
(2.1.3.9.5) C|aaC2C2U 
The BP pattern shown above is not used with final semivowels. There is also 
possibility for such singular nouns shown above to take the MSP with the MSP suffix 
-iin as shown and discussed in section (2.2.2.3.3.1) that deals with the Masculine 
Nouns Ending in /u/ and having BP or/and MSP with -iin and its related table 
(2.2.2.3.3.1). 
2.2.2.3.2.3.5 General BP pattern C1VC2VC3VV 
2.2.2.3.2.3.5.1 BP pattern CiuC2aC3aa as in Guramaa "ones in dept" 
This BP pattern CiuC2aC3aa is for humans (+H). The following TYA masculine 
singular nouns ending in Id with their own singular patterns (as inputs) have BP 
forms (as outputs) on this BP pattern C|uC2aC3aa, especially of the singular patterns 
whose reference number given in the following table (2.2.2.3.2.3.5.1) that show the 
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kaatbu 
'aaqlu 
zaayru 
haaggu 
kuttaabu 
'uqqaalu 
zuwwaaru 
Huggaagu 
C|uC2C2aaC3U 
C|uC2C2aaC3U 
CiuC2C2aaC3U 
C|uC2C2aaC3U 
"writers" 
, t V 
"visitors" 
"pilgrims' 
Guramaa 
wuraGaa 
xulafaa 
'ulamaa 
fuqahaa 
C|uC2aC3aa 
CiuC2aC3aa 
CiuC2aC3aa 
C|uC2aC3aa 
C|uC2aC3aa 
"ones in dept 
t4 Ti 
(.<. jy 
"." 
t 4 ;•> 
illustration of such type of BP pattern with such noun patterns and their corresponding 
forms: 
Table (2.2.2.3.2.3.5.1) BP pattern CiuC2aC3aa as in Guramaa "ones in dept": 
Pattern No. Pattern s. Noun BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.3.15) C|aC2iiC3U Gariimu 
(2.1.3.15.1) waC2iiC3U wariiGu 
(2.1.3.16) CiaC2iiC3-eh xaliif-eh 
(2.1.3.26) CiaC2C2aaC3-eh 'allaam-eh 
(2.1.3.17) C|C2iiC3U fqiihu 
Note: The symbol "-'" under the item gloss of the above table (2.2.2.3.2.3.5.1), refers 
to the reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
This nominal BP pattern C|uC2aC3aa as in Guramaa "ones in depf* is also 
observed in adjectival BP pattern C|uC2aC3aa as in fuqaraa "poor (M&F)" discussed 
in the next chapter under section and table (3.2.2.3.2.3.3.1). 
2.2.2.3.2.3.5.2 BP pattern CiuC2aC3ee as in gulasee "companions" 
This BP pattern C|uC2aC3ee as in gulasee "companions" is for humans (+H). It does 
not occur in MSA, (cf MSA BP form julasaa"). It seems to be a variety of the BP 
pattern C|uC2aC3aa as in Guramaa shown in (2.2.2.3.2.3.5.1) above, since the last 
long vowel /aa/ of its pattern is changed into /ee/, the matter of "Imaalah' discussed in 
the introductory chapter. 
The following TYA masculine singular nouns ending in /u/ with their own 
singular patterns (as inputs) have BP forms (as outputs) on this BP pattern 
C|uC2aC3aa, especially of the singular patterns whose reference number given in the 
following table (2.2.2.3.2.3.5.2) that show the illustration of such type of BP pattern 
with such noun patterns and their corresponding forms. 
Table (2.2.2.3.2.3.5.2) BP pattern CiuC2aC3ee as in gulasee "companions": 
Pattern No. Pattern s. Noun BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.3.15) CiaC2iiC3U 
(2.1.3.15.1) waC2iiC3U 
(2.1.3.17) C|C2iiC3U 
(2.1.3.17.1) vvC2iiC3U 
galiisu gulasee 
waniisu wunasee 
gtiimu gutamee 
wkiilu wukalee 
C|uC2aC3ee "companions" 
C|uC2aC3ee "companions"' 
C|uC2aC3ee "orphans" 
C|uC2aC3ee "agents" 
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This nominal BP pattern CiuC2aC3ee as in guiasee "companions'" is also 
observed on tiie adjectival BP pattern C|uC2aC3ee as in buxalee "stingy (M&F)" 
discussed in the next chapter under section and table (3.2.2.3.2.3.3.2). 
2.2.2.3.2,3.6 General BP pattern C1VVC2VVC3V 
2.2.2.3.2.3.6.1 BP pattern daaCziiCsu as in zaahiibu "fields in a farm" 
This BP pattern C|aaC2iiC3U as in zaahiibu "fields in a farm'" or saaniinu "teeth" is for 
non-human (-H) objects. It does not occur in MSA, (cf MSA BP form Huquul 
zaahiibu "fields in a farm"" or "asnaan "teeth""). The following TYA masculine 
singular nouns ending in Id with their own singular patterns (as inputs) have BP 
forms (as outputs) on this BP pattern CiaaC2iiC3U, especially of the singular patterns 
whose reference number given in the following table (2.2.2.3.2.3.6.1) that show the 
illustration of such type of BP pattern with such noun patterns and their corresponding 
forms. 
Table (2.2.2.3.2.3.6.1) BP pattern CiaaC2iiC3U as in zaahiibu "fields in a farm": 
Pattern No.Pattern s. Noun BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(2 
(2 
(2 
(2 
(2 
(2 
1.3.1) C,aC2C3U 
1.3.3) C|iC2C3U 
1.3.3) C|iC2C3U 
1.3.3.3) CiiC2C2U 
1.3.5) CiaC2aC3U 
1.3.7) C1UC2C3U 
zahbu 
dirsu 
ginHu 
sinnu 
Hanasu 
Sub'u 
zaahiibu 
daariisu 
gaaniiHu 
saaniinu 
Haaniisu 
Saabii'u 
CiaaC2iiC3U 
CiaaC2iiC3U 
CiaaC2iiC3U 
CiaaC2iiC2U 
C|aaC2iiC3U 
C|aaC2iiC3U 
"ilelds in a farm"' 
"molar teeth'" 
"wings'" 
"teeth" 
"male snakes'" 
"fingers"" 
In chapter 4 under (4.2.6), we will see why the geminate illustrative example 
sinnu in the aforementioned table (2.2.2.3.2.3.6 1) take BP. 
2.2.2.3.2.3.7 General BP pattern CivC2vyyv 
2.2.2.3.2.3.7.1 BP pattern CiiC2iyyu as in kiliyyu "kidneys" 
This BP pattern C|iC2iyyu as in killiyyu "kidneys"" is for non-human (-H) objects. It 
does not occur in MSA, (cf MSA BP form kilaa "kidneys""). The following TYA 
masculine singular nouns ending in /u/ and feminine singular nouns Ending in -eh/-ah 
with their own singular patterns (as inputs) have BP forms (as outputs) on this BP 
pattern CiuC2aC3aa, especially of the singular patterns whose reference number given 
in the follov/ing table (2.2.2.3.2.3.7.1) that show the illustration of such type of BP 
pattern with such noun patterns and their corresponding forms: 
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Table (2.2.2.3.2.3.7.1) BP pattern CiiCjiyyu as in kiliyyu "kidneys": 
Pattern No.Pattern s. Noun BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.3.4.3) C|iC2y-eh kily-eh kiliyyu C|iC2iyyu "kidneys'" 
(2.1.3.1.3) CaCjyu DHabyu DHibiyyu CiCjiyyu "gazelles" 
(2.1.3.2.2) C|aC2W-eh xalw-eh xiliyyu CiiC2iyyu "see (2.1.3.2.2)" 
2.2.2.3.2.3.8 General BP pattern C,vC2VvC3Vv 
2.2.2.3.2.3.8.1 BP pattern CiaC2aaC3aa as in HaTaabaa "wood-cutters" 
This BP pattern CiaC2aaC3aa as in HaTaabaa "wood-cutters" is for humans (+H). It 
does not occur in MSA as a broken plural, (cf. MSA BP form HaTTaab-iin "wood-
cutters", which is being considered as a masculine sound plural (MSP)). The 
following TYA masculine nouns ending in /u/ with their different singular patterns (as 
inputs) have BP forms (as outputs) on the BP pattern CiaC2aaC3aa which also seems 
to be a frequent one, especially of the singular patterns whose reference number given 
in the following table (2.2.2.3.2.3.8.1) that show the illustration of such type of BP 
pattern with such noun patterns and their corresponding forms: 
Table (2.2.2.3.2.3.8.1) BP pattern CiaC2aaC3aa as in HaTaabaa "wood-cutters": 
Pattern No. Pattern s. Noun BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.3.25) C|aC2C2aaC3U HaTTaabu HaTaabaa CiaC2aaC3aa "wood-cutters" 
(2.1.3.25) CiaC2C2aaC3U Tallaabu Talaabaa CiaC2aaC3aa "beggars" 
(2.1.3.25) C|aC2C2aaC3U Tabbaalu Tabaalaa CiaC2aaC3aa "drummers" 
2.2.2.3.2.3.8.2 BP pattern CiaC2aaC3ee as in Hadaadee "blacksmiths" 
This BP pattern C|aC2aaC3ee as in Hadaadee "blacksmiths" is for humans (+H). It 
does not occur in MSA as a broken plural, (cf MSA BP form Haddaad-iin 
"blacksmiths", which is being considered as a masculine sound plural (MSP)). It 
seems to be a variety of the BP pattern C|aC2aaC3aa as in Talaabaa shown in 
(2.2.2.3.2.3.8.1) above, since the last long vowel /aa/ of its pattern is changed into 
/ee/, the matter of Mmaalah" discussed in the introductory chapter. The following 
TYA masculine nouns ending in /u/ with their different singular patterns (as inputs) 
have BP forms (as outputs) on this BP pattern CiaC2aaC3ee which also seems to be a 
frequent one, especially of the singular patterns whose reference number given in the 
following table (2.2.2.3.2.3.8.2) that show the illustration of such type of BP pattern 
with such noun patterns and their corresponding forms: 
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Table (2.2.2.3.2.3.8.2) BP pattern C,aC2aaC3ee as in Hadaadee "blacksmiths": 
Pattern No. Pattern s. Noun BP BP pattern Gloss 
(2.1.3.25) CiaC2C2aaC3U Haddaadu 1-ladaadee C|aC2aaC3ee "blacksmiths" 
(2.1.3.25) C|aC2C2aaC3U dallaalu dalaalee C|aC2aaC3ee "brokers" 
(2.1.3.25) CiaC2C2aaC3ii xabbaazu xabaazee C|aC2aaC3ee "bakers" 
(2.1.3.25) C|aC2C2aaC3U Hammaalu Hamaalee C|aC2aaC3ee "porters" 
(2.1.3.25.4) C|aC2C2ee bannee banaayee C(aC2aayee "builders" 
(2.1.3.1.4) C|aC2C2U Gazzu Gazaazee C|aC2aaC3ee "see (2.1.3.1.4)" 
The last example Gazzu "craving for food during pregnancy, appetite (f)" in 
the above table stands for a feminine noun ending in /u/ and having the BP Gazaazee 
"craving for food during pregnancy, appetite (f, pl)"on this BP pattern C|aC2aaC3ee. 
In chapter 4 under (4.1.2.5.2), we will see why the examples of the adjectives 
in the aforementioned table (2.2.2.3.2.3.8.2) take BP. 
2.2.2.3.2.3.9 General BP pattern CiCjvvCsW 
2.2.2.3.2.3.9.1 BP pattern CiCiaaCjaa as in ngaaraa "carpenters" 
This BP pattern C|C2aaC3aa as in ngaaraa "carpenters" is also for humans (+H). It 
does not occur in MSA as a broken plural, (cf MSA BP form naggaar-iin "wood-
cutters", which is being considered as a masculine sound plural (MSP)). The 
following TYA masculine nouns ending in k\l with their different singular patterns (as 
inputs) have BP forms (as outputs) on the BP pattern C1C2aaC3aa.lt is used with the 
singular patterns whose reference number given in the following table 
(2 2.2.3.2.3.9 1) that show the illustration of such type of BP pattern with such noun 
patterns and their corresponding forms: 
Table (2.2.2.3.2.3.9.1) BP pattern C|C2aaC3aa as in ngaaraa "carpenters" 
Pattern No. Pattern s. Noun BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.3.25) CiaC2C2aaC3U naggaaru ngaaraa C|C2aaC3aa "carpenters" 
(2.1.3.25) C|aC2C2aaC3U sakkaaru skaaraa CiC2aaC3aa "drunkards" 
(2.1.3.9) C|aaC2C3U saakru skaaraa C|C2aaC3aa "drunkards" 
In chapter 4 under (4.1.2.5.2). we will see why the examples of the adjectives 
in the aforementioned table (2.2.2.3.2.3.9.1) take BP. 
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2.2.2.3.2.3.9.2 BP pattern CiC2aC3ee as in gtaamee "orphans" 
This BP pattern C|C2aC3ee as in gtaamee "orphans" is also for humans (+H). It does 
not occur in MSA as a broi<.en plural, (cf. MSA BP form yatiim / 'aytaam ''orphans", 
which is being considered as a masculine sound plural (MSP)). It seems to be a 
variety of the BP pattern C|aC2aaC3aa as in ngaaraa shown in (2.2.2.3.2.9.1) above, 
since the last long vowel /aa/ of its pattern is changed into /ee/, the matter of 
'Imaalah' discussed in the introductory chapter. The following TYA masculine nouns 
ending in /u/ with their different singular patterns (as inputs) have BP forms (as 
outputs) on this BP pattern C|C2aaC3ee. It is used with the singular patterns whose 
reference number given in the following table (2.2.2.3.2.3.9.2) that show the 
illustration of such type of BP pattern with such noun patterns and their corresponding 
forms: 
Table (2.2.2.3.2.3.9.2) BP pattern dCjadee as in gtaamee "orphans": 
Pattern No. Pattern s. Noun BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.3.17) CiC2iiC3U gtiimu gtaamee C|C2aC3ee "orphans" 
2.2.2.3.2.4 Quadri-consonantal broken plural patterns 
TYA quadri-consonantal broken plural patterns are of "true' quadri-consonantal (and 
'pseudo'-quadri-consonantal) patterns, (cf Cowell, (1964, p. 227), in case of SA). 
True quadric- consonantal BP patterns are those which actually have four radicals/ 
consonants, as distinct from the pseudo-quadri-consonantal BP patterns which have 
three root radicals/consonants plus 'insertion of an extra sound in order to create the 
pattern", (cf. Ryding, (2005, p. 152), in case MSA). The extra sound is mostly a 
semivowel or glide /y/ or /w/ that is not a root radical/consonant in form, which fills 
the empty C slot to fit the quadric-consonantal broken plural pattern. 
TYA quadri-consonantal broken plural patterns have four general BP patterns 
demonstrated below as (2.2.2.3.2.4.1) General BP pattern CvCvvCCv (CaCaaCCu); 
(2.2.2.3.2.4.2) General BP pattern CCvvCCv (CCaaCCu); (2.2.2.3.2.4.3) General BP 
pattern CvCvvCvvCv (CaCaaCiiCu), and (2.2.2.3.2.4.4) General BP pattern 
CCvvCvvCv (CCaaCiiCu).This is unlike the two quadri-consonantal broken plural 
patterns: CaCaaCC and CaCaaCiiC observed in CA/MSA and many of modern 
Arabic dialects mentioned in the bibliography of this thesis. 
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2.2.2.3.2.4.1 General BP pattern CvCvvCCv (CaCaaCCu) 
2.2.2.3.2.4.1.1 BP pattern CiaC2aaC3C4U as in dafaatru "copy books" 
This is a frequent broken plural pattern. It is used primarily with words that have four 
consonants in the singular, but can also be used for plurals of words with three 
consonants in the singular; it is also used with certain quinqui-consonantal nouns that 
reduce themselves by one consonant in order to fit such quadri-consonantal broken 
plural pattern. It has a number of variations, as shown in the following sections and 
their related tables: (cf Ryding (2005, pp. 151-152), in case of MSA Plural 
CaCaaCiC)). 
Table (2.2.2.3.2.4.1.1) BP pattern CiaC2aaC3C4U as in dafaatru "copy books": 
Pattern No.Pattern s. Noun BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.4.1) 
(2.1.4.1) 
(2.1.4.1) 
(2.1.4.1) 
(2.1.4.2) 
(2.1.4.2) 
(2.1.4.2) 
(2.1.4.2) 
(2.1.4.3) 
(2.1.4.3) 
(2.1.4.3) 
(2.1.4.4) 
(2.1.4.4) 
(2.1.4.4) 
(2.1.4.4) 
(2.1.4.4.1 
C|aC2C3aC4U 
CiaC2C3aC4U 
CiaC2C3aC4U 
CiaC2C3aC4U 
C|aC2C3aC4-eh 
CiaC2C3aC4-eh 
CiaC2C3aC4-eh 
CiaC2C3aC4-eh 
C1UC2C3UC4U 
C1UC2C3UC4U 
C1UC2C3UC4U 
C|uC2C3uC4-eh 
CiuC2C3uC4-eh 
C|uC2C3uC4-eh 
C|uC2C3uC4-eh 
) CiuC2C|uC2-eh 
(2.1,4.4.1) C|uC2C|uC2-eh 
(2.1.4.13) 
(2.5) 
C]uC2C3aC4U 
C1 aC2C3aC4UuC5-eh 
daftaru 
"arnabu 
bandalu 
sanbalu 
'arqab-ah 
"arnab-ah 
sanbal-eh 
"armal-ah 
gudgudu 
bunduqu 
qurqusu 
sulHuf-eh 
xunfus-eh 
qunbul-ah 
Tunqur-ah 
sulsul-eh 
sulsul-eh 
bunbaru 
'ankabuut-eh 
dafaatru 
'araanbu 
banaadlu 
sanaablu 
"araaqbu 
'araanbu 
sanaablu 
"araamlu 
gadaagdu 
banaadqu 
qaraaqsu 
salaaHfu 
xanaafsu 
qanaablu 
Tanaaqru 
salaaslu 
salaaslu 
banaabru 
"anaakbu 
C|aC2aaC3C4U "-' 
C|aC2aaC3C4U "-" 
C|aC2aaC3C4U "-" 
CiaC2aaC3C4U "-' 
CiaC2aaC3C4U "-" 
CiaC2aaC3C4U "-"' 
CiaC2aaC3C4U "'-" 
CiaC2aaC3C4U ''-'" 
CiaC2aaC3C4U "-'" 
C|aC2aaC3C4U ''-'" 
C|aC2aaC3C4U "-'" 
C|aC2aaC3C4U "'-" 
C|aC2aaC3C4U "'-" 
CiaC2aaC3C4U "-"' 
CiaC2aaC3C4U "-'' 
CiaC2aaC3C4U "-'" 
C|aC2aaC3C4U "-" 
C|aC2aaC3C4U "-'' 
CiaC2aaC3C4U "-" 
Note: The symbol ''-•" under the item gloss of the above table (2.2.2.3.2.4.1.1), refers 
to the reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
2.2.2.3.2.4.1.2 BP pattern CiaC2aayC3ii (CiaC2aaCC3u) as in nataaygu "results" 
This is a pseudo-quadri-consonantal BP pattern. It is a frequent variant on the BP 
pattern CiaC2aaC3C4U as in dafaatru shown in (2.2.2.3.2.4.1.1) above with the 
insertion of semivowel/glide /y/ in the unnumbered C slot before the third root 
consonant (i.e. before C3). Several TYA masculine nouns ending in /u/ and majority 
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of feminine adjectives ending in -eh/-aii with their different singular patterns (as 
inputs) have BP forms (as outputs) on the BP pattern C|aC2aayC4U (C|aC2aaCC4u), 
where the third empty C-slot is filled with the insertion of semivowel/glide /y/ before 
the third root consonant (i.e. before C3) to fit such quadric-consonantal broken plural 
pattern. It is demonstrated in table (2.2.2.3.2.4.1.2) below: 
Table (2.2.2.3.2.4.1.2) BP pattern CiaC2aayC3U (CiaC2aaCCju) as in nataaygu 
"results": 
Pattern No. Pattern s. Noun BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.3.16) CiaC2iiC3-eh natiig-eh nataaygu C|C2aayC3U "results'" 
(2.1.3.16) C|aC2iiC3-ah 'aSiid-ah 'aSaaydu C|C2aayC3U "porridge, gruel"' 
(2.1.3.16) CiaC2iiC3-ah fariiq-ah faraayqu C|C2aayC3U "'walking-stick"' 
(2.1.3.16.1) waC2iiC3-ah wa9iiq-ah wa6aayqu C|C2aayC3U "documents" 
(2.1.3.21) C|aC2UuC3U 'aruusu 'araaysu CiC2aayC3U "bride-grooms" 
(2.1.3.22) CiaC2UuC3-ah'aruus-ah 'araaysu C|C2aayC3U "brides, dolls" 
(2.1.3.21) C|aC2UuC3U 'aguuzu 'agaayzu CiaC2aayC3U "old women'" 
The lasl example 'aguuzu "old woman" in the above table stands for a 
feminine noun ending in /u/ and having the BP "agaayzu "old women"" on this BP 
pattern C|aC2aayC3U. 
Allmost all nouns with this BP pattern have singulars with a long vowel before the 
last consonant and a short vowel before the middle consonant. The majority have the 
-eh/-ah suffix in the singular stem. With somehow similar notion, this is slightly 
different from the Syria Arabic pattern Fai!^ ayeL as in natlza/natayez "result/results'" 
observed by Cowell (1964. p. 225). Moreover, this BP pattern C|aC2aayC3U as in 
nataaygu is not used with medial or final radical semivowels. 
2.2.2.3.2.4.1.3 BP pattern CiawaaCzCsu (CiaCaaCzCsu) as in Hawaagbu "eye 
brows" 
This is a pseudo-quadri-consonantal BP pattern. It is a frequent variant on the BP 
pattern C|aC2aaC3C4U as in dafaatru shown in (2.2.2.3.2.4.1.1) above with the 
insertion of semivowel/glide /w/ in the unnumbered C slot before the second root 
consonant (i.e. before C2). The following TYA masculine nouns ending in /u/ and 
their corresponding feminine adjectives ending in -eh/- with their different singular 
patterns (as inputs) have BP forms (as outputs) on the BP pattern C|awaaC2C3U 
(C|aCaaC2C3u), where the second empty C-slot is filled with the insertion of 
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semivowel/glide /vv/ before the second root consonant (i.e. before Cj) to fit siicii 
quadric-consonantai broken plural pattern. It is demonstrated in table (2.2.2.3.2.4.1.3) 
below: 
Table (2.2.2.3.2.4.1.3) BP pattern CiawaaC2C3U (CiaCaaC2C3u) as in Hawaagbu 
"eye brows": 
Pattern No. Pattern s. Noun BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.3.9) daaCjCju 
(2.1.3.9) daaCjCau 
(2.1.3.9) CiaaC2C3 
(2.1.3.10.2) CiaayC2-eh 
(2.1.3.14.2) CiyaaC3-ah 
(2.1.3.14.2) CiyaaC3-eh 
Haagbu 
maan'u 
raatbu 
faayd-eh 
zyaar-ah 
zyaad-eh 
Hawaagbu 
mawaan'u 
rawaatbu 
fawaaydu 
zawaayru 
zawaaydu 
C|awaaC2C3U 
C|awaaC2C3U 
C|awaaC2C3U 
C|awaaC2C3U 
C|awaaC2C3U 
C|awaaC2C3U 
"eye brows' 
"obstacles" 
"salaries" 
"utilities" 
"visits" 
"increasing" 
Many nouns with this BP pattern CiawaaC2C3U (C|aCaaC2C3u) as in Hawaagbu 
have singular stems with a long vowel /aa/ after the first consonant. If the singular 
stem has an initial cluster of the type Ciy, the long vowel /aa/ comes after the /y/. 
None vowel at all comes after the second consonant of the singular stem. This is 
slightly different from the Syria Arabic pattern Fawa^eL as in hazeb/hawazeb 
"eyebrow/eyebrows" observed by Cowell (1964, p. 226). He points out that. "Most 
nouns with this pattern have singular stems with a long vowel (usually a) after the 
first radical, and a short vowel or none at all after the second." 
2.2.2.3.2.4.1.3,1 BP geminate pattern Cia\vaaC2C2U (CiaCaaCaCju) as in 
dawaabbu "beasts of burden" 
This is a frequent variant on the BP pattern C|awaaC2C3U (CiaCaaC2C3u) as in 
Hawaagbu shown in (2.2.2.3.2.4.1.3) above since it has the insertion of the 
semivowel/glide /w/ before the second root consonant (i.e. before C2), but it is 
different from it by having the last two consonants as geminate consonants, ft is 
demonstrated in table (2.2.2.3.2.4.1.3.1) below: 
Table (2.2.2.3.2.4.1.3.1) BP geminate pattern CiawaaC2C2U as in dawaabbu 
"beasts of burden": 
Pattern No. Pattern s. Noun BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.3.10.5) CiaaC2C2-eh 
(2.1.3.10.5) CiaaC2C2-eh 
daabb-eh dawaabbu C|awaaC2C2U "beasts" 
maadd-eh mawaaddu C|awaaC2C2U "materials" 
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2.2.2.3.2.4.1.4 BP pattern inaC|aaC2C3U (CaCiaaC2C3u) as in niabaarzu "see 
(2.1.3.30)" 
This is a pseudo-quadri-consonantai BP pattern. It is a frequent variant on tiie BP 
pattern C|aC2aaC3C4U as in dafaatru shown in (2.2.2.3.2.4.1.1) above with the 
insertion of the prefix m- before the first root consonant (i.e. before C|) in the 
unnumbered C slot before the first root consonant (i.e. before Ci). The following TYA 
masculine instrumental nouns (IN) and place nouns (PN) ending in /u/ and their 
corresponding feminine adjectives ending in -eh/- with their different singular patterns 
(as inputs) have BP forms (as outputs) on the BP pattern maCiaaC2CTU, where the 
first C-slot is unnumbered to indicate the prefix m-. 
Table (2.2.2.3.2.4.1.4) BP pattern maCiaaCzCjU (CaCiaaC2C3u) as in niabaarzu 
"see (2.1.3. 
Pattern No. 
(2.1.3.30) 
(2.1.3.30) 
(2.1.3.30) 
(2.1.3.30) 
(2.1.3.30) 
(2.1.3.30) 
(2.1.3.30) 
(2.1.3.30) 
(2.1.3.30.2) 
(2.1.3,30.3) 
(2.1.3.30.3) 
(2.1.3.31) 
(2.1.3.31) 
(2.1.3.31.1) 
(2.1.3.32) 
(2.1.3.33) 
(2.1.3.33) 
(2.1.3.33) 
(2.1.3.36) 
(2.1.3.36) 
(2.1.3.36) 
(2.1.3.36.2) 
(2.1.3.36.2) 
(2.1.3.36.2) 
(2.1.3.37) 
(2.1.3.42) 
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Pattern 
maCiC2aC3U 
miaC|C2aC3U 
maC|C2aC3U 
maCiC2aC3U 
maCiC2aC3U 
maC|C2aC3U 
niaC|C2aC3U 
maC|C2aC3U 
maC2C3ee 
maC2C3aa 
maC2C3aa 
maCiC2aC3-eh 
iiriaC|C2aC3-eh 
maCiyaC3-ah 
miCiC2aC3U 
miC|C2aC3-ah 
miC|C2aC3-eh 
miCiC2aC3-ah 
maC|C2C3U 
maC|C2C3U 
maCiC2C3U 
maCiiiC3U 
maC|iiC3U 
maC|iiC3U 
maCiC2C3-ah 
muC|C2uC3U 
s. Noun 
mabrazu 
maktabu 
maqtalu 
marSadu 
maDrabu 
mabxaru 
masnadu 
mabradu 
mastee 
markaa 
malSaa 
madras-ah 
mas"al-eh 
maSyad-ah 
milkadu 
mil'aq-ah 
minsaf-eh 
miSraf-ah 
maglsu 
marg'u 
manzlu 
mabiitu 
maSiiru 
maqiilu 
manTq-ah 
munxulu 
BP 
mabaarzu 
makaatbu 
maqaatlu 
maraaSdu 
maDaarbu 
mabaaxru 
masaandu 
mabaardu 
masaatyu 
maraakyu 
malaaSyu 
madaarsu 
masaa'lu 
maSaaydu 
malaakdu 
malaa'qu 
manaasfu 
maSaarfu 
magaalsu 
maraag'u 
manaazlu 
mabaaytu 
maSaayru 
maqaaylu 
manaaTqu 
manaaxlu 
BP Pattern 
maCiaaC2C3U 
maC|aaC2C3U 
maC|aaC2C3U 
maCiaaC2C3U 
maCiaaC2C3U 
maCiaaC2C3U 
maC|aaC2C3U 
maC|aaC2C3U 
maCiaaC2yu 
maCiaaC2yu 
maCiaaC2yu 
maCiaaC2C3U 
maC|aaC2C3U 
maC|aaC2C3U 
maC|aaC2C3U 
maCiaaC2C3U 
maC|aaC2C3U 
maCiaaC2C3U 
maCiaaC2C3U 
maCiaaC2C3U 
maCiaaC2C3U 
maCiaaC2C3U 
maCiaaC2C3U 
maCiaaC2C3U 
maCiaaC2C3U 
mC|aaC2C3U 
Gloss 
"(2.1.3.30)" 
'"offices" 
4 . -I 
"pencils'" 
. . . 5» 
"censers 
''backrests"' 
"files'" 
• - . • ' 
. 1 . 5 -
" - • 
''schools" 
" - " • 
•-•• 
• - • • 
'"spoons"" 
'"towels"' 
"-" 
i.i 5" 
.. •-
'"houses" 
* t • > * 
•,% !-
Cw ! • 
"districts"' 
"sieves"' 
Note: The symbol "-"' under the item gloss of the above table (2.2.2.3.2.4.1.4), refers 
to the reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
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2.2.2.3.2.4.1.4.1 BP geminate pattern maC2aaC2C2U as in malaattu "see 
(2.1.3.38)" 
This is a frequent variant on the BP pattern iTiaCiaaC2C3U (CaCiaaC2C3u) as in 
mabaarzu shown in (2.2.2.3.2.4.1.4) above, since it has the insertion of the prefix m-
before the first root consonant (i.e. before C|), but it is different from it by having the 
last two consonants as geminate consonants. It is demonstrated in table 
(2.2.2.3.2.4.1.4.1) below: 
Table (2.2.2.3.2.4.1.4.1) BP geminate pattern maCiaaC2C2U as in malaattu "see 
(2.1.3.38)": 
Pattern No. Pattern s. Noun BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(2. 
(2. 
(2. 
(2. 
(2. 
(2. 
1.3.38) 
1.3.38) 
.3.38) 
.3.39) 
.3.39) 
.3.39) 
(2.1.3.39) 
(2. .3.39) 
maC|aC2C2U 
maC;aC2C2U 
maC|aC2C2U 
maC|aC2C2-eh 
maC|aC2C2-eh 
maC|aC2C2-eh 
maC|aC2C2-eh 
maC|aC2C2-eh 
malattu 
malaffu 
malazzu 
malaHH-eh 
manaSS-ah 
ma"azz-ah 
masaqq-ah 
madall-eh 
malaattu 
malaaffu 
malaazzu 
malaaHHu 
manaaSSu 
ma'aazzu 
masaaqqu 
maSaallu 
maCiaaC2C2U ' 
maCiaaC2C2U 
maCiaaC2C2U ' 
maCiaaC2C2U ' 
maC|aaC2C2U 
maC|aaC2C2U 
maC|aaC2C2U 
maCiaaC2C2U 
(2.1.3.38) 
- • • 
- " • 
-"' 
platform" 
deamess" 
hardship" 
- • • 
Note: The symbol "-" under the item gloss of the above table (2.2.2.3.2.4. i .4.1), refers 
to the reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
In chapter 4 under (4.2.5.1), (4.2.5.2), and (4.2.5.3), we will see why such 
geminate nouns in the aforementioned table (2.2.2.3.2.4.1.4.1) take BP. 
2.2.2.3.2.4.1.5 BP defective pattern CiaC2aaC3yu (C|aC2aaC3Cu) as in 'araaDyu 
"lands" 
This TYA BP defective pattern CiaC2aaC3yu (C|aC2aaC3Cu) as in "araaDyu is 
slightly different from MSA plural CaCaaCin (fa'aalin) as in 'arD/"araaDin 
maqhan/maqaahin cited by Ryding (2005, p. 153). The MSA plural CaCaaCin 
(fa'aalin) is considered as defective noun variants by Ryding (2005, p. 153), who 
reports: 
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"When the fa'aalil plural pattern is used with nouns from defective 
roots, or nouns with defective plural patterns, it ends with two Ivasras 
when it is indefinite. These kasras are not regular nunation but 
substitute for the missing waaw or yaa' from the root. These plural 
forms are still diptote and therefore do not take regular nunation." 
Ryding(2005, p. 153) 
Further in her (f.t. 37), she points out that a few words, such as 
layl/layaalin, are not from defective roots, yet they have a plural form that uses 
the defective pattern. The words "arD/ 'araaDin ('earth, land') and yad/'ayaadin 
("hand') have these plurals as well. 
This is a pseudo-quadri-consonantal BP pattern. It is a frequent variant on the 
BP pattern CiaC2aaC3C4U as in dafaatru shown in (2.2.2.3.2.4.1.1) above with the 
insertion of semivowel/glide /y/ in the empty C slot before the post-fmal vowel /u/. 
Table (2.2.2.3,2.4.1.5) BP defective pattern C,aC2aaC3yu (CaCaaaCjCu) as in 
'araaDvu "lands": 
Pattern No. 
(2.1.3.1) 
(2.1.3.3) 
(2.1.3.4.3) 
(2.1.3.4.3) 
(2.1.3.2.2) 
(2.1.3.9.3) 
(2.1.3.14.4) 
Pattern s 
CiaC2C3U 
C|iC2C3U 
C|iC2W-eh 
C|iC2W-eh 
CiaC2Vv-eh 
CiaaC2yu 
C|iC2C3U 
;. Noun 
'arDu 
"ismu 
kilw-eh 
'irw-eh 
balw-eh 
naadyu 
Hkaay-eh 
BP 
"araaDyu 
"asaamyu 
kalaawyu 
'araawyu 
balaawyu 
nawaadyu 
Hakaawyu 
BP Pattern 
CiaC2aaC3yu 
C|aC2aaC3yu 
C|aC2aaC3yu 
C|aC2aaC3yu 
CiaC2aaC3yu 
CiawaaC3yu 
C|aC2aawyu 
Gloss 
•lands" 
"names'" 
"sheep kidneys' 
"c (2.1.3.4.3)" 
"troubles" 
"clubs" 
"tales'' 
2.2.2.3.2.4.2 General BP pattern CCvvCCv (CCaaCCii) 
2.2.2.3.2.4.2.1 BP pattern CiC2aaC3C4U as in syaaklu "bicycles" 
This is also a frequent broken plural pattern, it is used primarily with words that have 
four consonants in the singular, but can also be used for plurals of words with three 
consonants in the singular. It has a number of variations, as shown in the following 
sections and their related tables. This pattern does not occur in MSA, (cf. Ryding 
(2005, p 151), in case of MSA Plural CaCaaCiC)). 
Table (2.2.2.3.2.4.2.1) BP pattern C,C2aaC3C4U as in syaaUu "bicycles" 
Pattern No.Pattern s. Noun BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.4.1.1) C|eeC3aC4U seekalu (LW) syaaklu C|C2aaC3C4U "bicycles" 
(2.1.4.1.1) C|eeC3aC4U beedalu (LW) byaadlu C|C2aaC3C4U "bicycles" 
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2.2.2.3.2.4.2.2 BP pattern CCzaayCju (CiCjaaCCju) as in g'aaydu "local beds 
(F)" 
This is a pseudo-quadri-consonantal BP pattern. It is a frequent variant on the BP 
pattern C|C2aaC3C4U as in syaaklu shown in (2.2.2.3.2.4.2.1) above with the insertion 
of semivowel/glide /y/ in the unnumbered empty C slot before the third root 
consonant (i.e. before C3). The following TYA feminine adjectives ending in -eh/-ah 
with their different singular patterns (as inputs) have BP forms (as outputs) on the BP 
pattern C|C2aayC4U (CiC2aaCC4u). where the third empty C-slot is filled with the 
insertion of seinivowel/glide /y/ before the third root consonant (i.e. before C3) to fit 
such quadric-consonantal broken plural pattern. It is demonstrated in table 
(2.2.2.3.2.4.2.2) below: 
Table (2.2.2.3.2.4.2.2) BP pattern dCzaayCju (CCiaaCCju) as in g'aaydu "local 
beds (F)": 
Pattern No. Pattern s. Noun BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.3.14) CiC2aaC3-ehg g'aad-eh g'aaydu CiC2aayC3U ''local beds (F)" 
(2.1.3.14) CiC2aaC3-eh shaad-eh shaaydu C|C2aayC3U "see (2.1.3.14)"' 
(2.1.3.14.1) wC2aaC3-eh wdaa'-eh wdaay'u C|C2aayC3U "see (2.1.3.14)"" 
(2.1.3.18) C|C2iiC3-ah dqiiq-ah dqaayqu C|C2aayC3U "minutes" 
(2.1.3.18) C|C2iiC3-ah tDiiH-ah fDaayHu CiC2aayC3U "scandals" 
(2.1.3.18.1) wCoiiCj-ah vvDiif-ah wDaayfu CiC2aayC3U "jobs"" 
2.2.2.3.2.4.2.3 BP pattern C|WaaC2C3U (CiCaaCzCsu) as in bwaaxru "ships" 
This is a pseudo-quadri-consonantal BP pattern. It is a frequent variant on the BP 
pattern CiC2aaC3C4U as in syaaklu shown in (2.2.2.3.2.4.2.1) above with the insertion 
of semivowel/glide /w/ in the unnumbered empty C slot before the second root 
consonant (i.e. before C2). The following TYA feminine adjectives ending in -eh/- as 
well as few masculine nouns (often of loanwords) ending in /u/ with their different 
singular patterns (as inputs) have BP forms (as outputs) on the BP pattern 
CiwaaC2C3U (CiCaaC2C3u), where the second empty C-slot is filled with the insertion 
of semivowel/glide /w/ before the second root consonant (i.e. before C2) to fit such 
quadric-consonantal broken plural pattern. It is demonstrated in table (2.2.2.3.2.4.2.3) 
below: 
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Table (2.2.2.3.2.4.2.3) BP pattern dwaaCaCju (CCaaCiCju) as in bwaaxru 
"ships": 
Pattern No. Pattern s. Noun BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.3.10) CiaaC2C3-eh baaxr-eh 
(2.1.3.10) CiaaCjCs-eh faakh-eh 
(2.1.3.7) CiaaC2C3-eh mutru 
bwaaxru C|waaC2C3U "ships" 
fwaakhu C|VvaaC2C3U "fruits"' 
mwaatru C|waaC2C3U "'motor"' 
2.2.2.3.2.4.2.4 BP pattern mCiaaC2C3U (CCiaaC2C3u) as in niHaakmu "courts" 
This is a pseudo-quadri-consonantal BP pattern. It is a frequent variant on the BP 
pattern C|C2aaC3C4U as in syaaklu shown in (2.2.2.3.2.4.2.1) above with the insertion 
of the prefix m- before the first root consonant (i.e. before C|) in the unnumbered 
empty C slot, before the first root consonant (i.e. before C|). The following TYA 
masculine instrumental, place and hypostatic nouns ending in lul and their 
corresponding feminine adjectives ending in -eh/- with their different singular patterns 
(as inputs) have BP forms (as outputs) on the BP pattern maCiaaC2C3U, where the 
first C-slot is unnumbered to indicate the prefix m-. 
Table (2.2.2.3.2.4.2.4) BP pattern mCiaaC2C3U (CCiaaC2C3u) as in mHaakmu 
"courts": 
Pattern No. Pattern s. Noun BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.3.31) 
(2.1.3.30) 
(2.1.3.30) 
(2.1.3.30.1) 
(2.1.3.30.1) 
(2.1.3.30.2) 
(2.1.3.30.2) 
(2.1.3.32) 
(2.1.3.32.1) 
(2.1.3.32.1) 
(2.1.3.32.1) 
(2.1.3.32.2) 
(2.1.3.33) 
(2.1.3.33) 
(2.1.3.33) 
(2.1.3.33) 
(2.1.3.36.1) 
(2.1.3.36.1) 
(2 1.3.36.1) 
(2.1.3.36.3) 
(2.1.3.37.1) 
maCiC2aC3-eh 
maC|C2aC3U 
maC|C2aC3U 
maaC2aC3U 
iTiaaC2aC3U 
maC2C3ee 
maC2C3ee 
miC|C2aC3U 
miC|WaC3U 
miCiwaC3U 
miC|WaC3U 
ineeCiaC3U 
iniC|C2aC3-ah 
iniCiC2aC3-ah 
(niC!C2aC3-ah 
miCiC2aC3-ah 
mawC2C3U 
ITiaVvC2C3U 
mawC2C3U 
mooC2C3U 
mavvC2C3-eh 
maHkam-eh mHaakmu 
maxzanu 
ma.xragu 
maasaru 
maasamu 
ma "wee 
ma'nee 
migHamu 
migwalu 
mi'walu 
midwaru 
meeharu 
mixdar-ah 
mizra'-ah 
miTHan-ah 
migmar-ah 
mawD'u 
mawqfu 
mawsmu 
mooldu 
mawhb-eh 
m.xaaznu 
mxaargu 
mwaasru 
mwaasmu 
m"aawyu 
m'aanyu 
mgaaHmu 
mgaawlu 
m'aawlu 
mdaawru 
mvvaahru 
mxaadru 
mzaar'u 
iTiTaaHnu 
mgaamru 
mwaaD'u 
mvvaaqfu 
mwaasmu 
mvvaaldu 
mwaahbu 
mCiaaC2C3U 
inCiaaC2C3U 
mCiaaC2C3U 
mCiaaC2C3U 
mCiaaC2C3U 
mCiaaC2yu 
inCiaaC2yu 
mCiaaC2C3U 
mC|aaC2C3U 
mCiaaC2C3U 
mC|aaC2C3U 
mCiaaC2C3U 
mCiaaC2C3U 
mC|aaC2C3U 
mCiaaC2C3U 
mC|aaC2C3U 
mCiaaC2C3U 
mCiaaC2C3U 
mC|aaC2C3U 
iTiCiaaC2C3U 
mCiaaC2C3U 
"courts'" 
"stores"" 
"exits"' 
••-•• 
.. -• 
"shelters" 
• k 1* 
"braziers" 
(.<. " i 
"hoes" 
"rings"' 
C . 5 1 
••-•• 
"farms" 
t t ?i 
•-•• 
"positions" 
"stops"' 
"seasons" 
; i V 
"talents" 
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(2.1.3.37.1) 
(2.1.3.37) 
(2.1.3.42) 
(2.1.3.42) 
(2.1.3.42) 
(2.1.3.44) 
(2.1.3.44) 
(2.1.3.42) 
mawC2C3-ah 
maC|C2C3-ah 
muCiC2uC3U 
inuC|C2uC3U 
muCiC2uC3U 
muCiC2C3-eh 
muCiC2C3-eh 
inuC|C2uC3U 
maw'D-ah 
ma"rf-eh 
muzquru 
muzGuTu 
mugrufu 
muskl-eh 
mukns-eh 
muxriizu 
mwaa'Du 
iTi'aarfu 
mzaaqru 
mzaaGTu 
mgaarfu 
msaaklu 
mkaansu 
mxaarzu 
mC|aaC2C3U 
mCiaaC2C3U 
mC|aaC2C3U 
mC|aaC2C3U 
mCiaaC2C3U 
mCiaaC2C3U 
mC|aaC2C3U 
mC|aaC2C3U 
a ?• 
• ' - " ' 
t . " 1 
tfc •>! 
"hoes" 
"problems" 
"brooms" 
"ice-owls" 
Note: The symbol "-" under the item gloss of the above table (2.2.2.3.2.4.2.4), refers 
to the reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
2.2.2,3.2.4.2.4.1 BP geminates pattern mC2aaC2C2U as in mHaallu "places" 
This is a frequent variant on the BP pattern 2.2.2.3.2.4.2.4 BP pattern mC|aaC2C3U 
(CCiaaC2C3u) as in mHaakmu shown in (2.2.2.3.2.4.2.4) above, since it has the 
insertion of the prefix m- before the first root consonant (i.e. before C|), but it is 
different from it by having the last two consonants as geminate consonants. It is 
demonstrated in table (2.2.2.3.2.4.2.4.1) below: 
Table (2.2.2,3.2.4.2.4.1) BP geminate pattern mCiaaC2C2U as in mHaallu 
"places": 
Pattern No. Pattern s. Noun BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.3.40) 
(2.1.3.40) 
(2.1.3.40) 
(2.1.3.40) 
(2.1.3.40) 
(2.1.3.40) 
(2.1.3.40) 
(2.1.3.40) 
(2.1.3.41) 
(2.1.3.41) 
(2.1.3.41) 
(2.1.3.41) 
(2.1.3.41) 
mC|aC2C2U 
rnCiaC2C2U 
mC|aC2C2U 
mC|aC2C2U 
rnCiaC2C2U 
inCiaC2C2U 
mC|aC2C2U 
mCiaC2C2U 
mCiaC2C2-ah 
inCiaC2C2-ah 
mCiaC2C2-ah 
mCiaC2C2-ah 
mCiaC2C2-ah 
mHallu 
mkabbu 
mqaSSu 
mSarru 
mhabbu 
mdaggu 
mtaggu 
mHassu 
mHaTT-ah 
msall-eh 
mxadd-eh 
msadd-eh 
mDarr-ah 
mHaallu 
mkaabbu 
mqaaSSu 
mSaarru 
mhaabbu 
mdaaggu 
mtaaggu 
m Haass u 
mHaaTTu 
msaallu 
mxaaddu 
msaaddu 
niDaarru 
mCiaaC2C2U 
mC|aaC2C2U 
mCiaaC2C2U 
mCiaaC2C2U 
mCiaaC2C2U 
mC|aaC2C2U 
mCiaaC2C2U 
mCiaaC2C2U 
mCiaaC2C2U 
mC)aaC2C2U 
mCiaaC2C2U 
mCiaaC2C2U 
mCiaaC2C2U 
"places" 
"-" 
- . • • 
"scarves" 
ci 1*1 
••<. • " 
• t !* 
. C ' 1 
"stations" 
" ." 
"pillows" 
Ci. 1? 
k . 5* 
Note: The symbol "-" under the item gloss of the above table (2.2.2.3.2.4.2.4.1), refers 
to the reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
In chapter 4 under (4.2.5.1), (4.2.5.2). and (4.2.5.3), we will see why such 
geminate nouns in the aforementioned table (2.2.2.3.2.4.2.4.1) take BP. 
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2.2.2.3.2.4.2.5 BP defective pattern CCzaaCsyu (CjCaaaCsCu) as in lyaalyu 
"nights" 
This TYA BP defective pattern C|C2aaC3yu (C|C2aaC3Cu) as in lyaalyu does not 
occur in MSA, (cf. MSA plural CaCaaCin (fa'aaiin) as in layl/layaalin "nights" cited 
by Ryding (2005, p. 153); cf. also our discussion under (2.2.2.3.2.4.1.5) that deals 
with the BP defective pattern C|aC2aaC3yu (CiaC2aaC3Cu) as in 'araaDyu. This TYA 
BP defective pattern C|C2aaC3yu (CiC2aaC3Cu) as in lyaalyu, is a pseudo-quadri-
consonantal BP pattern. It is a frequent variant on the BP pattern CiC2aaC3C4U as in 
syaaklu shown in (2.2.2.3.2.4.2.1) above with the insertion of semivowel/glide lyl in 
the empty C slot before the post-final vowel /u/. 
Table (2.2.2.3.2.4.2.5) BP defective pattern dCzaaCjyu (CiCzaaCjCu) as in 
lyaalyu "nights": 
Pattern No. Pattern s. Noun BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.3.2.6) CieeC2-eh leel-eh lyaalyu C|C2aaC3yu "nights" 
(2.1.3.2.2) CiaC2W-eh sakw-eh skaawyu C)C2aaC3yu "complaints" 
(2.1.3.45) C|C2eeC3y-eh sdeery-eh sdaaryu C|C2aaC3yu "vests" 
(2.1.3.35.4) miCiC2aay-ah miqhaay-ah mqaahyu CiaaC2yu "cafes" 
(2.1.3.35.4) niiC|C2aay-ah misqaay-ah msaaqyu CiaaC2yu "c (2.1.3.35.4)" 
2.2.2.3.2.4.3 General BP pattern CvCvvCvvCv (CaCaaCiiCu) 
2.2.2.3.2.4.3.1 BP pattern CiaC2aaC3iiC4U as in qaraaXiisu "sheets of paper" 
In TYA. there are quadri-consonantal masculine nouns ending in Ai/ and few of their 
corresponding feminine nouns ending in -eh/-ah with their different singular patterns 
(as inputs) have BP forms (as outputs) on the BP pattern CiaC2aaC3iiC4U that looks 
like the general BP pattern CvCvvCvvCv. This is demonstrated in table 
(2.2.2.3.2.4.3.1) given below: 
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Table (2.2.2.3.2.4.3.1) BP pattern CiaC2aaC3iiC4U as in qaraaTiisu "sheets of 
paper": 
Pattern No.Pattern s. Noun BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.4.7) 
(2.1.4.7) 
(2.1.4.8) 
(2.1.4.8) 
(2.1.4.8) 
(2.1.4.8) 
(2.1.4.8.1) 
C|uC2C3aaC4U 
C|uC2C3aaC4U 
C|iC2C3aaC4U 
C|iC2C3aaC4U 
C|iC2C^aaC4U 
C|iC2C3aaC4U 
C|iC2C3aaC4U 
(2.1.4.8.1) C|iC2waaC4U 
(2.1.4.8.1) CiiC2waaC4U 
(2.1.4.8.1) 
(2.1.4.9) 
(2.1.4.9) 
(2.1.4.9) 
(2.1.4.10) 
(2.1.4.11) 
(2.1.4.11) 
(2.1.4.11) 
(2.1.4.11) 
(2.1.4.11) 
(2.1.4.11) 
(2.1.4.12) 
(2.1.4.13) 
C|iC2waaC4U 
C|aC2C3iiC4U 
CiaC2C3iiC4U 
C|aC2C3iiC4U 
C|iC2C3iiC4U 
CiaC2C3UuC4U 
C|aC2C3UuC4LI 
C|aC2C3UuC4U 
C|aC2C3UuC4U 
CiaC2C3UuC4U 
C|aC2C3LluC4U 
C:aC2C3UuC4-eh 
C1 uC2waaC4-eh 
qurTaasu 
burhaanii 
tirbaasLi 
kirbaasu 
fingaanu 
sirdaabu 
'inwaanu 
tigwaabu 
sirvvaalu 
dirwaamu 
kabriitu 
'afriitu 
barmiilu 
tilmiidu 
handuulu 
Handuulu 
farnuugu 
Garnuuqu 
SandiiLiqu 
kartuunu 
sanbuLis-eh 
Huhvaal-eh 
qaraaTiisu 
baraahiinu 
taraabiisu 
karaabiisu 
fanaagiinu 
saraadiibu 
'anaawiinu 
tagaawiibu 
saraawiilu 
daraawiimu 
kabaariitu 
"afaariitu 
baraamiilu 
talaamiiSu 
hanaadiilu 
Hanaadiilu 
faraaniigu 
Garaaniiqu 
Sanaadiiqu 
karaattiinu 
sanaabiisu 
Halaawiilu^''' 
CiaC2aaC3iiC4U "-" 
C|aC2aaC3iiC4U "-" 
CiaC2aaC3iiC4U "-" 
C|aC2aaC3iiC4U "-"' 
CiaC2aaC3iiC4U 
C|aC2aaC3iiC4U 
CiaC2aaC3iiC4U 
C|aC2aaC3iiC4U "-" 
C|aC2aaC3iiC4U "-'' 
C|aC2aaC3iiC4U 
CiaC2aaC3iiC4U 
C|aC2aaC3iiC4U "-'' 
CiaC2aaC3iiC4U "-" 
C|aC2aaCiiiC4U "'-'" 
C|aC2aaC!iiC4U "-" 
C|aC2aaC3iiC4U "-'" 
C|aC2aaC-,iiC4U "-"' 
C|aC2aaC3iiC4U 
CiaC2aaC3iiC4U 
C|aC2aaC3iiC4U "'-" 
C|aC2aaC3iiC4U "-" 
C|aC2aaC3iiC4U 
Note: The symbol "-"' under the item gloss of the above table (2.2.2.3.2.4.3.1). refers 
to the reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
2.2.2.3.2.4.3.2 BP pattern CiayaaCiiiCju (daCaaCjiiCau) as in mayaadiinu 
"public square" 
This is a pseudo-quadri-consonantal BP pattern. It is a frequent variant on the BP 
pattern CiaC2aaC3iiC4U as in qaraaTiisu shown in (2.2.2.3.2.4.3.1) above with the 
insertion of semivowel/glide Av/ in the unnumbered empty C slot before the second 
root consonant (i.e. before C2). There are few masculine nouns ending in /u/ with their 
different singular patterns (as inputs) that have BP forms (as outputs) on the BP 
pattern C|ayaaC2iiC3U (CiaCaaC2iiC3u), where the second empty C-slot is filled with 
the insertion of semivowel/glide /y/ before the second root consonant (i.e. before C2) 
to lit such quadric-consonantal broken plural pattern. This is demonstrated in table 
(2.2.2.3.2.4.3.2) below: 
Table (2.2.2.3.2.4.3.2) BP pattern CayaaCjiiCsU (CiaCaaCziiCju) as in 
mayaadiinu "public square": 
Pattern No.Pattern s. Noun BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.3.45) C|iiC2aaC3U miidaanuu mayaadiinu CiayaaC2iiC3U "see (2.1.3.45)" 
(2.1.3.45) C|iiC2aaC3U neesaanu nayaasiinu CiayaaC2iiC3U "see (2.1.3.45)'' 
2.2.2.3.2.4.3.3 BP patternCiawaaCziiCsu (CiaCaaC2iiC3u) as in TavvaaHiinu 
"grinders" 
This is a pseudo-quadri-consonantal BP pattern. It is a frequent variant on the BP 
pattern C|aC2aaC3iiC4U as in qaraaTiisu shown in (2.2.2.3.2.4.3.1) above with the 
insertion of semivowel/glide /\v/ in the unnumbered empty C slot before the second 
root consonant (i.e. before C2). The following TYA masculine nouns ending in /u/ and 
their corresponding feminine adjectives ending in -eh/- with their different singular 
patterns (as inputs) have BP forms (as outputs) on the BP pattern C|awaaC2iiC3U 
(C|aCaaC2iiC3u). where the second empty C-slot is filled with the insertion of 
semivowel/glide Av/ before the second root consonant (i.e. before Ci) to fit such 
quadric-consonantal broken plural pattern. In other words, the difference of this BP 
pattern CiawaaC2iiC3U as in TawaaHiinu from the above one is that there is an 
insertion of the glide or semi-vowel Av/ to fill the second C-slot of the general BP 
pattern CvCvvCvvCv This is demonstrated in table (2.2.2.3.2.4.3.3) below: 
Table (2.2.2.3.2.4.3.3) BP patternCawaaCziiCsU (C,aCaaC2iiC3u) as in 
TawaaHiinu "grinders" 
Pattern No. Pattern s. Noun BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.3.23) CiaaC2UuC3U TaaHuunu TawaaHiinu CiawaaC2iiC3U "grinders" 
(2.1.3.23) C|aaC2UuC3U daafuuru dawaafiiru CiawaaC2iiC3U "-" 
(2.1.3.23.1) CiaawuuCsu Taawuusu Tawaawiisu CiawaaC2iiC3U "-" 
(2.1.3.24) CiaaC2UuC3-ah Saamuul-ah Sawaamiilu CiawaaC2iiC3U "-" 
(2.1.3.24) C|aaC2UuC3-ah naafuur-ah nawaafiiru CiawaaC2iiC3U "-•• 
( 2 . 1 3 . 2 4 ) C|aaC2UuC3-ah qaaruur-ah qawaariiru C|awaaC2iiC3U "-"" 
(2.1.3.45) C|OoC2aaC3U doolaabu dawaaliibu CiawaaC2iiC3U "-" 
Note: The symbol "-" under the item gloss of the above table (2.2.2.3.2.4.3.3), refers 
to the following meanings: "kerosene cookers'", "peacock", "nuts of bolts"', 
"fountains"', "bottles" and "cupboards", respectively. 
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The aforementioned lable (2,2.2.3.2.4.3.3) shows that nouns with this BP pattern 
C|awaaC2iiC3U (C|aCaaC2iiC3u) as in TawaaHiinu have singular stems with a long 
vowel /aa/ (or tool in a few cases) after the first consonant and a long vowel /uu/ (or 
/aa/ in a few cases) after the middle consonant. This is slightly different from the 
Syria Arabic pattern Fawa^ TL (and Fawa^TL) as in babor/bawabTr 
"steamship/steamships'" and tahun/tawahln [with dot under t and h] "mill/mills" 
observed by Cowell (1964, p. 226). He points out that: "Nouns with this pattern have 
singular stems with long vowels after both the first and middle consonants." 
The TYA BP pattern C|awaaC2iiC3U (CiaCaaC2iiC3u) as in TawaaHiinu is not 
used with final radical semivowel. 
2.2.2.3.2.4.3.4 BP geminate pattern CiaC2aaC2iiC3U as in sabaabiiku "windows" 
This is a frequent variant on BP pattern CiaC2aaC3iiC4U as in qaraaTiisu shown in 
(2.2.2.3.2.4.3.1). It is different from it by having the middle two consonants as 
geminate consonants. The following TYA masculine nouns ending in /u/ and their 
corresponding feminine nouns ending in -eh/-ah with their different singular patterns 
(as inputs) have BP forms (as outputs) on the BP pattern C|aC2aaC2iiC3U as 
demonstrated in table (2.2.2.3.2.4.3.4) below: 
Table (2.2.2.3.2.4.3.4) BP geminate pattern CiaC2aaC2iiC3U as in sabaabiiku 
"windows": 
Pattern No. Pattern s. Noun BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.3.27) C|uC2C2aaC-iU subbaaku sabaabiiku C|aC2aaC2iiC3U "windows" 
(2.1.3.27) C|uC2C2aaC3U kullaabu kalaaliibu C|aC2aaC2iiC3U "-"' 
(2.1.3.29) C|uC2C2aaC3-ah sunnaar-ah sanaaniiru C|aC2aaC2iiC3U "-" 
(2.1.3.29) CiuC2C2aaC3-eh kuddaafeh kadaadiifu CiaC2aaC2iiC3U "-'" 
(2.1.3.29) C|uC2C2aaC3-eh tuffaah-eh tafaafiiHu C|aC2aaC2iiC3U "-"' 
(2.1.3.29) C|uC2C2aaC3-eh xurraaf-ah xaraariifu CiaC2aaC2iiC3U "-" 
(2.1.3.29.2) C|UwvvaaC3-ah zuwwaaT-ah zavvaawiiTu CiaC2aaC2iiC3U "'-" 
(2.1.4.11.1) C|aC2C2UuC4U dabbuusu dabaabiisu C|aC2aaC2iiC4U "-"' 
(2.1.4.11.1) C|aC2C2UuC4U tannuuruu tanaaniiru C|aC2aaC2iiC4U "'-"' 
Note: The symbol "-" under the item gloss of the above table (2.2.2.3.2.4.3.4), refers 
to the following meanings: "(fish) hooks'", "(iron) nails", "rubbishes", "natural signs", 
"legends" and "balloons", respectively. 
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The aforementioned table (2.2.2.3.2.4.3.4) shows that almost all TYA nouns with 
this BP geminate pattern C|aC2aaC2iiC3U as in sabaabiiku have singular stems with a 
long middle consonant followed by a long vowel. This is slightly different from the 
Syria Arabic pattern Fai^ a^ TL (and Fa^a^TL) as in sabbaku/sababTk "window/windows" 
(and Cowell's examples for Fa^ a^ TL are not shown) observed by Cowell (1964, p. 
227). He points out that: "almost all nouns with this pattern have singular stems with a 
long middle consonant followed by a long vowel." 
In chapter 4 under (4.2.7), we will see why the geminate illustrative 
examples in the aforementioned table (2.2.2.3.2.4.3.4) take BP. 
2.2.2.3.2.4.3.5 BP pattern maCiaaC2iiC3U (CaCiaaC2iiC3u) as in manaasiiru 
"saws" 
This is a pseudo-quadri-consonantal BP pattern. It is a frequent variant on the BP 
pattern CiaC2aaC3iiC4U as in qaraaTiisu shown in (2.2.2.3.2.4.3.1) above with the 
insertion of the prefix m- before the first root consonant (i.e. before Ci) in the empty 
C slot before the first root consonant (i.e. before C|). The following TYA masculine 
instrumental and place nouns ending in /u/ and their corresponding feminine 
adjectives ending in -eh/- with their different singular patterns (as inputs) have BP 
forms (as outputs) on the BP pattern maC|aaC2iiC3U (CaC|aaC2iiC3u) as demonstrated 
in table (2.2.2.3.2.4.3.5) below: 
Table (2.2.2.3.2.4.3.5) BP pattern maCiaaC2iiC3U (CaCiaaC2iiC3u) as in 
manaasiiru "saws": 
Pattern No.Pattern s. Noun BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.3.34) miC|C2aaC3U minsaaru manaasiiru maCiaaC2iiC3U "'saws" 
(2.1.3.34) miCiC2aaC3U mirgaazu maraagiizu maCiaaC2iiC3U "see (2.1.3.34)" 
(3.1.3.18) maC|C2UuC3U masruu'u masaarii'u maC)aaC2iiC3U "projects" 
The last illustrative example lead us to our important note (under section and table 
(3.2.2.3.1.1.15)) of the few forms of the Passive Participle (PP) of Form 1/binyan 
1/first verb pattern that have the typical pattern of (3.1.3.18) maCiC2UuC3U represent 
nouns and the plural for non-human PP nouns in this form is often maCiaaC2iiC3U 
similar to this BP pattern maCiaaC2iiC3U (CaC)aaC2iiC3u) as in manaasiiru, though 
the prefix ma- is different in function. 
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2.2.2.3.2.4.3.6 BP pattern taCiaaCiiiCsu (CaCiaaCiiiCsu) as in tamaariinu 
"drills; training" 
This is a pseudo-quadri-consonantai BP pattern. It is a frequent variant on the BP 
pattern CiaC2aaC3iiC4U as in qaraaTiisu shown in (2.2.2.3.2.4.3.1) above with the 
insertion of the prefix t- before the first root consonant (i.e. before C|) in the empty C 
slot before the first root consonant (i.e. before C|). There are certain verbal nouns 
ending in /u/ with their singular patterns (as inputs) that have BP forms (as outputs) 
on the BP pattern taC|aaC2iiC3U (CaCiaaC2iiC3u) as demonstrated in table 
(2.2.2.3.2.4.3.6) below; see also table (4.1.1.6) in chapter 4: 
Table (2.2.2.3.2.4.3.6) BP pattern taCiaaCiiiCau (CaC|aaC2iiC3u) as in 
tamaariinu "drills; training": 
Pattern No.Pattern s. Noun BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.3.46) taC|C2iiC3U tamriinu tamaariinu taCiaaC2iiC-!U "drills; training" 
(2.1.3.46) taC|C2iiC3U tadbiiru tadaabiiru taCiaaC2iiC3U "arrangements" 
(2.1.3.46) taCiC2iiC3U tafSiiiu tafaaSiilu taCiaaC2iiC3U "details" 
(2.1.3.46) taCiC2iiC3U taqriiru taqaariiru taCiaaC2iiC3U "reports" 
(2.1.3.46) taC|C2iiC3U taxziinu taxaaziinu taCiaaC2iiC3U "designs" 
(2.1.3.46) taCiC2iiC3U taSmiimu taSaamiimu taCiaaC2iiC3U "designs" 
2.2.2.3.2.4.4 General BP pattern CCv\CvvCv (CCaaCiiCu) 
2.2.2.3.2.4.4.1 BP pattern CiC2aaC3iiC4U as in dsaamiisu "screwdrivers" 
In TYA. there are quadri-consonantal masculine nouns ending in /u/ and very few of 
feininine nouns ending in -eh/-ah with their different singular patterns (as inputs) have 
BP forms (as outputs) on the BP pattern CiC2aaC3iiC4U that looks like the general BP 
pattern CCvvCvvCv. This is demonstrated in table (2.2.2.3.2.4.4.1) given below: 
Table (2.2.2.3.2.4.4.1) BP pattern C|C2aaC3iiC4U as in dsaamiisu "screwdrivers" 
Pattern No.Pattern s. Noun BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.4.10) CiiC2C3iiC4U dismiisu dsaamiisu CiC2aaC3iiC4U "screwdrivers" 
(2.1.4.11) C|aC2C3UuC4U faxduudu fxaadiidu C|C2aaC3iiC4U "-" 
(2.1.4.11) C|aC2C3UuC4U qa'muusu q"aamiisu CiC2aaC3iiC4U "-" 
(2.1.4.11) C|aC2C3UuC4U za'fuuru z'aafiiru CiC2aaC3iiC4U "-" 
(2.1.4.12) C|aC2C3UuC4-ah za'fuur-ah z'aafiiru C|C2aaC3iiC4U "- ' 
(2.1.4.13) CiaC2C3UuC4-ah taHmii!-eh tHaamiilu C|C2aaC3iiC4U "-" 
Note: The symbol "-" under the item gloss of the above table (2.2.2.3.2.4.4.1), refers 
to the reference number of their pattern where their meanings aic found. 
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2.2.2.3.2.4.4.2 BP pattern CyaaCziiCau (CiCaaCziiCau) as in syaaTiinu "devils" 
This is a pseudo-quadri-consonantal BP pattern. It is a frequent variant on the BP 
pattern CiC2aaC3iiC4U as in dsaamiisu shown in (2.2.2.3.2.4.4.1) above with the 
insertion of semivowel/glide /y/ in the empty C slot before the second root consonant 
(i.e. before C2). There are few masculine nouns ending in Id with their different 
singular patterns (as inputs) that have BP forms (as outputs) on the BP pattern 
CiyaaC2iiC3U (CiCaaC2iiC3u), where the second empty C-slot is filled with the 
insertion of semivowel/glide lyl before the second root consonant (i.e. before C2) to fit 
such quadric-consonantal broken plural pattern. This is demonstrated in table 
(2.2.2.3.2.4.4.2) below: 
Table (2.2.2.3.2.4.4.2) BP pattern CyaaCziiCsu (CCaaCziiCsu) as in syaaTiinu 
"devils": 
Pattern No. Pattern s. Noun BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.3.45) C|iiC2aaC3U siiTaanu syaaTiinu CiyaaC2iiC3U "devils" 
(2.1.3.45) C|iiC2aaC3-ah siiTaan-ah syaaTiinu CiyaaC2iiC3U "= (f)" 
(2.1.3.45) C|iiC2aaC3U beeraaqu byaariiqu CiyaaC2iiC3U "flags" 
2.2.2.3.2.4.4.3 BP pattern CiwaaCziiCju (CiCaaCziiCju) as in bwaabiiru 
"lorries" 
This is a pseudo-quadri-consonantal BP pattern. It is a frequent variant on the BP 
pattern CiC2aaC3iiC4U as in dsaamiisu shown in (2.2.2.3.2.4.4.1) above with the 
insertion of semivowel/glide lyl in the empty C slot before the second root consonant 
(i.e. before C2). There are few masculine nouns ending in lul with their different 
singular patterns (as inputs) that have BP forms (as outputs) on the BP pattern 
CiyaaC2iiC3U (CiCaaC2iiC3u), where the second empty C-slot is filled with the 
insertion of semivowel/glide /w/ before the second root consonant (i.e. before C2) to 
fit such quadric-consonantal broken plural pattern. This is demonstrated in table 
(2.2.2.3.2.4.4.3) below: 
Table (2.2.2.3.2.4.4.3) BP pattern CiwaaCziiCju (CiCaaCziiCju) as in bwaabiiru 
"lorries": 
Pattern No.Pattern s. Noun BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.3.23) C|aaC2UuC3U baabuuru bwaabiiru CiwaaC2iiC3U "lorries" 
(2.1.3.23) CiaaC2UuC3U faanuusu fwaaniisu C|WaaC2iiC3U "lanterns" 
(2.1.3.23) CiaaC3U-eh baaH-eh bwaawiiHu CiwaaC2iiC3U "areas"* 
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*Note: The last illustrative example of the TYA BP form bwaawiiHu as an output 
form of the s.form baaH-eh was cited by Al-Omariy, (2000, p. 470). 
2.2.2.3.2.4.4.4 BP geminate pattern CiC2aaC2iiC4U as in dkaakiinu "shops" 
This is a frequent variant on BP pattern C|C2aaC3iiC4U as in dsaamiisu shown in 
(2.2.2.3.2.4.4.1). It is different from it by having the middle two consonants as 
geminate consonants. The following TYA masculine nouns ending in /u/ and their 
corresponding feminine nouns ending in -eh/-ah with their different singular patterns 
(as inputs) have BP forms (as outputs) on the BP pattern CiC2aaC2iiC3U as 
demonstrated in table (2.2.2.3.2.4.4.4) below: 
Table (2.2.2.3.2.4.4.4) BP geminate pattern C|C2aaC2iiC4U as in dkaakiinu 
"shops": 
Pattern No.Pattern s. Noun BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.3.27) C|uC2C2aaC3U dukkaanu dkaakiinu C|C2aaC2iiC3U '"shops" 
(2.1.3.29) C|uC2C2aaC3-eh suggaad-eh sgaagiidu CiaC2aaC2iiC3U'"prayer rugs" 
In chapter 4 under (4.2.7), we will see why the geminate illustrative 
examples in the aforementioned table (2.2.2.3.2.4.4.4) take BP. 
2.2.2.3.2.4.4.5 BP pattern mCiaaC2iiC3U (CCiaaC2iiC3u) as in msaamiiru "nails" 
This is a pseudo-quadri-consonantal BP pattern, it is a frequent variant on the BP 
pattern C|C2aaC3iiC4U as in dsaamiisu shown in (2.2.2.3.2.4.4.1) above with the 
insertion of the prefix m- before the first root consonant (i.e. before C|) in the empty 
C slot before the first root consonant (i.e. before C|). The following TYA masculine 
instrumental and place nouns ending in /u/ and their corresponding feminine 
adjectives ending in -eh/- with their different singular patterns (as inputs) have BP 
forms (as outputs) on the BP pattern mC|aaC2iiC3U (CCiaaC2iiC3u) as demonstrated 
in table (2.2.2.3.2.4.4.5) below: 
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Table (2.2.2.3.2.4.4.5) BP pattern mCiaaCiiiCsU (CCiaaC2iiC3u) as in msaamiiru 
"nails": 
Pattern No. 
(2.1.3.34) 
(2.1.3.34) 
(2.1.3.34) 
(2.1.3.34) 
(2.1.3.34) 
(2.1.3.34) 
(2.1.3.34) 
(2.1.3.34) 
(2.1.3.34.1) 
(2.1.3.34.1) 
(2.1.3.34.1) 
(2.1.3.34.1) 
(2.1.3.34.2) 
(2.1.3.34.2) 
(2.1.3.34.2) 
Pattern 
miCiC2aaC3U 
miC|C2aaC3U 
miCiC2aaC3U 
miC|C2aaC3U 
miC|C2aaC3U 
miC|C2aaC3U 
miC|C2aaC3U 
miC|C2aaC3Li 
miC|VvaaC3U 
miC|waaC3U 
miC|waaC3U 
miCiwaaCsU 
miiCiaaC3U 
miiCiaaC3U 
miiCiaaC3U 
s. Noun 
mismaaru 
midgaagu 
miglaabu 
mi'gaaru 
mitmaaru 
miHnaaTu 
miftaaHu 
miHraaGu 
miHwaatu 
miqwaatu 
mi'waasu 
miswaaru 
miizaabu 
miizaanu 
miiraaGu 
BP 
msaamiiru 
mdaagiigu 
mgaaliibu 
m'aagiiru 
mtaamiiru 
mHaaniiTu 
mfaatiiHu 
mHaarii9u 
mHaawiitu 
mqaavviitu 
m'aawiisu 
msaawiiru 
myaaziibu 
myaaziinu 
mwaariiBu 
BP Pattern 
mCiaaC2i 
mCiaaC2i 
mCiaaC2i 
mCiaaC2i 
mCiaaC2i 
mCiaaC2i 
mCiaaC2i 
mCiaaC2i 
mCiaaC2i 
mCiaaC2i 
mCiaaC2i 
mCiaaC2i 
mCiaaC2i 
mCiaaC2i 
mCiaaCii 
iC3U 
iC3U 
iC3U 
iCsU 
iC3U 
iC3U 
iC3U 
iC3U 
iCsU 
iC3U 
iCsu 
iCsu 
iC3U 
iC3U 
iC3U 
Gloss 
"nails' 
ct ?? 
a •>'• 
>.i •>•> 
','. •) 
t ; 5? 
U 57 
t i ?• 
<., 55 
kt ?•" 
Li. I"' 
•.i 55 
^i 55 
' • - " 
ii 5» 
Note: The symbol "-" under the item gloss of the above table (2.2.2.3.2.4.4.5), refers 
to the reference number of their singular patterns where their meanings are found. 
2.2.2.3.2.4.4.6 BP pattern tCiaaC2iiC3U (CCiaaC2iiC3u) as in tSaamiimu 
"designs" 
This IS a pseudo-quadri-consonantal BP pattern. It is a frequent variant on the BP 
pattern CiC2aaC3iiC4U as in dsaamiisu shown in (2.2.2.3.2.4.4.1) above with the 
insertion of the prefix t- before the first root consonant (i.e. before C|) in the empty C 
slot before the first root consonant (i.e. before C|). There are certain verbal nouns 
ending in /u/ with their singular patterns (as inputs) that have BP forms (as outputs) 
on the BP pattern tCiaaC2iiC3U (CC|aaC2iiC3u) as demonstrated in table 
(2.2.2.3.2.4.4.6) below: 
Table (2.2.2.3.2.4.4.6) BP pattern tC,aaC2iiC3U (CCiaaC2iiC3u) as in tSaamiimu 
"designs": 
Pattern No.Pattern s. Noun BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.3.46) taCiCjiiCsu 
(2.1.3.46) taCiCjiiCju 
(2.1.3.46) taC|C2iiC3U 
taSmiimu tSaamiimu tC|aaC2iiC3U "designs'" 
taxziinu txaaziinu tCiaaC2iiC3U "see (2.1.3.46)' 
taqriiru tqaariiru tCiaaC2iiC3U "reports" 
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From the illustrative examples of the BP shown in the sections and their related 
tables given above, vv-e can observe that large proportions of Tihami Yemeni Arabic 
(TYA) nouns are pluralized by changing the base pattern even to those observed in 
MSA and many other modern dialects mentioned in the bibliography of my thesis. 
WE can also observe that there are many different BP patterns, some of which are 
used more or less exclusively for plurals, for instance 2.2.2.3.2.2.1 BP pattern 
C1UC2UC3U as in kutubu, while others are common also as singular patterns, (e.g. the 
BP pattern (2.2.2.3.2.1.1) C|C2aaC3U as in klaabu "dogs", and the singular pattern 
(2.1.3.13) CiC2aaC3U as in ktaabu "a book". In most cases it is not possible to deduce 
the plural pattern from the singular or vice versa - with any high degree of certainty, 
the plurals of some nouns must be learned individually, (cf Cowell, 1964, p. 218, in 
case of SA internal plural patterns). One interesting feature of the above tables which 
is worth noting is that a given TYA BP pattern may be derived from several singular 
patterns as indicated in the reference number of their patterns. But it is not unusual 
also for a given TYA singular pattern with its own illustrative forms/examples to have 
a sound plural pattern (SP). either MSP or FSP as well as one or two broken plurals 
(BP), where both of the plural techniques: Revowelling or Affixation are applicable. 
This is demonstrated in the following section below: 
2.2.2.3.3 Revowelling or Affixation in different plural forms 
2.2.2.3.3.1 Masculine nouns ending in lul take BP or MSP: Revowelling or 
Affixation (R/A) 
In TYA, there are singular masculine nouns ending in the post final vowel Inl which 
has been so far considered as the over-generalized nominative case (OGNC). Such 
nouns represented in the illustrative examples below usually show broken plural 
formation by the revowelling technique/process (i.e. having Broken Plural (BP)) and 
they can also show the Masculine Sound Plural (MSP) formation by adding the 
(MSP) suffix -iin observed in many Arabic dialects referred to in the bibliography of 
my thesis. This is illustrated in table (2.2.2.3.3.1) below: 
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Table (2.2.2.3.3.1) Masculine nouns ending in /u/ take BP or MSP: Revowelling 
or Affixation (R/A): 
Pattern No.Pattern s. Noun BP MSP Gloss 
(2. 
(2. 
(2. 
(2. 
(2. 
(2. 
(2. 
(2. 
(2. 
(2. 
(2. 
(2. 
(2. 
(2. 
1.3.9) C,aaC2C3U 
1.3.9) daaCjCju 
1.3.9.2) C,aayC2U 
1.3.9.5) CaaCjCju 
1.3.9.3) CiaaC2yu 
1.3.9.4) Ciaawyu 
kaatbu 
taagru 
zaayru 
Haaggu 
qaaryu 
Haawyu 
.3.25) C|aC2C2aaC3U Haddaadu 
.3.25) C|aC2C2aaC3L 
.3.25) CiaC2C2aaC3L 
.3.25) C,aC2C2aaC3L 
dailaalu 
xabbaazu 
kuttaabu 
tuggaaru 
ZLiwvvaaru 
Huggaagu 
qaraayaa 
Hawaayee 
Hadaadee 
dalaalee 
xabaazee 
HammaaluHamaalee 
.3.25) CiaC2C2aaC3U naggaaru 
.3.25) CiaC2C2aaC3L 
.3.25) CiaC2C2aaC3L 
.3.25) C|aC2C2aaC3L 
Tailaabu 
Tabbaalu 
ngaaraa 
Talaabaa 
Tabaalaa 
HaTTaabii Hataabaa 
kaatb-iin 
taagr-iin 
zaayr-iin 
Haagg-iin 
qaary-iin 
Haawy-iin 
Haddaad-iin 
dallaal-iin 
xabbaaz-iin 
Hammaal-iin 
naggaar-iin 
Tallaab-iin 
Tabbaal-iin 
HaTTaab-iin 
•'writers" 
"traders" 
"visitors"' 
"pilgrims" 
"readers" 
"see (2.1.3.9.4)" 
"blacksmith" 
"broker" 
"baker" 
"porter" 
"carpenter" 
"beggar" 
"drummer" 
"wood cutter" 
In chapter 4 under (4.1.2.5.2), we will see why the eight examples of the 
adjectives in the aforementioned table (2.2.2.3.3.1) take BP/MSP. 
2.2.2.3.3.2 Feminine Nouns Ending in-ah/-eh take BP or FSP: Revowelling or 
Affixation (R/A) 
In TYA. there are singular feminine nouns ending in the feminine marker -ah/-eh. 
Such nouns represented in the illustrative examples below usually show broken plural 
formation by the Revowelling technique/process (i.e. having Broken Plural (BP)) and 
they can show the Feminine Sound Plural (FSP) formation by adding the (FSP) suffix 
-aatu observed in many Arabic dialects referred to in the bibliography of my thesis, 
but of course without the TYA post final vowel /u/ as an (OGNC). This is illustrated 
in table (2.2.2.3.3.2) below: 
Table (2.2.2.3.3.2) Feminine Nouns Ending in-ah/-eh take BP or FSP: 
Revowelling or Affixation (R/A) 
Pattern No. Pattern s. Noun BP FSP Gloss 
(2.1.3.14.4) CiC2aay-eh Hkaay-eh Hakaawyu Hkaay-aatu 
(2.1.3.41) mC|aC2C2-ahmHaTT-ahmHaaTTu mHaTT-aatu 
(2.1.3.41) mCiaC2C2-ahmsall-eh msaallu msall-aatu 
(2.1.3.41) mCiaC2C2-ah mxadd-eh mxaaddu mxadd-aatu 
(2.1.3.41) mCiaC2C2-ah msadd-eh msaaddu msadd-aatu 
"tales" 
"station" 
"see (2.1.3.41)" 
"pillow" 
"muffler" 
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2.2.2.3.4 Revowelling and Affixation in the same plural form 
In this section (2.2.2.3.4) Revowelling and Affixation in the same plural form, what 
can be observed is that there are plural forms that involve the combination of 
Revowelling and Affixation in the same plural form. 
Given below in table (2.2.2.3.4) are illustrative examples of plurals, where the 
two plural techniques: Revowelling and Affixation are used together to form the 
plural patterns and their corresponding forms. These are considered to be of minor 
Revowelling plural types as opposed to the major/primary Revowelling plurals 
discussed above. The difference between these and the purely BP type is that they 
involve so many kinds of affixation (suffixation in most cases) and in the case of 
hollow CvvC-aanu plurals such as C|iiC3-aanu, CiaaC3-iinu, CiaaC3-uunu, and 
C|uC3-aanu; there is also a major change in vowel quality. 
The TYA broken plural CuCaah is used with some but not all active 
participles of Form I defective verbs: qaaDyu/quDaah "'judge/s", since some active 
participles of Form I defective verbs take the MSP forms such as taakyu/taaky-iin 
"one who is leaning on in chewing-qat-time", qaaryu/qaaryiin "reader/s", 
maasyu/maasy-iin "'one who walks; infantryman'", etc., which are shown with other 
examples in section and table (2.2.2.3.1.1.1) above. The TYA broken plural CuCaah 
is slightly different from the MSA broken plural CuCaat (fu"aat) about which Ryding 
(2005, p. 149), points out that the broken plural CuCaat (fu'aat) is used with active 
participles of Form I defective verbs: infantryman/infantrymen maashin/mushaat 
judge/s qaaDin/quDaat reciter/s raawin/ruwaat. 
Another case of Revowelling and affixation can be shown in the plural form 
"aC|C2iC3-eh / 'aCiC2iC3-ah from a few illustrative examples of the singular patterns 
(2.1.3.13) C|C2aaC3U and (2.1.3.11.2) CiwaaCsu, where there is an addition of both a 
glottal stop /•/ being prefixed at the start of the word and the suffix -eh/-ah (which is 
different from the feminine suffix -eh/-ah, so that it is a part of the plural form as 
pointed out so far) being suffixed at the end of the word. Cf this with the MSA plural 
"aCCiCa about which Ryding (2005, p. 150), points out that the plural 'aCCiCa 
('af ila) from singular CVCaaC (fa'aal and fi'aal) has the addition of both hamza at 
the start of the word and taa' marbuuTa at the end of the word. 
The four examples before the last ones are of the plural CiaC2aa-yaa; this plural 
C|aC2aa-yaa is used for certain feminine nouns, especially if they are defective or 
hamzated (i.e. having glottal stop /'/). It is invariable, always Ending in "alif [a 
consonant of a written form Arabic letter represented by the long vowel aa]; cf 
Ryding (2005, p. 152), in case of MSA plural CiaC2aa-yaa. 
The TYA broken plural pattern 'aCCiCaa or 'aCCiCee from singular CaCiiC 
(fa'iil), prefixes but does not suffixes hamza (i.e. the glottal stop /'/) and it is used 
with humans only as in qariibu/'aqribaa "relative/s", nabiyyu/'anbiyee "prophet/s"', 
etc. This is slightly different from the MSA broken plural pattern 'aCCiCaa' about 
which, Ryding (2005, p. 151), points out that the MSA broken plural pattern 
'aCCiCaa' from singular CaCiiC (fafiil), prefixes and suffixes hamza (i.e. the glottal 
stop /•/) and that it is used with humans only: physician/s Tabiib/'aTibbaa', friend/s 
Sadiiq/"aSdiqaa', relative/s qariib/'aqribaa', loved one/s Habiib/ 'aHibbaa'. 
For the TYA examples Tabiibu/'aTibbaa "physician, doctor", Habiib/ 
'aHibbaa' "loved one/s"'. they are under the TYA broken plural pattern 'aCCiCaa, that 
is to be considered as being from underlying of 'aTbibaa'. Support of this 
consideration comes from MSA, where it has been pointed out by Levy (1971) in her 
page 56 and foot note (1) of the same page, that the plural 'aTibba" from the singular 
Tabiib. "doctor, doctors"' is from underlying of "aTbibaa' (i.e. from the underlying of 
the pattern "aCiCCaa"). Ryding has neglected this important consideration and has 
made a wrong notion for her MSA examples physician/s Tabiib/'aTibbaa', loved 
one/s Habiib/ 'aHibbaa", since they are not under the MSA broken plural pattern 
"aCCiCaa', but they should be under the MSA broken plural pattern 'aCiCCaa' that is 
to be considered as being from underl)ing of 'aTbibaa' in accordance with Levy's 
note. 
The last six illustrative example xayyeh/xaw-aatu "sister/sisters'"; xayyu/xuw-
eh "brother/brothers""; xu/xuw-eh "brother/brothers""; bu/buw-eh "father/fathers"', 
bu/bbah-aatu "father/fathers"" and mu/mmah-aatu "moethr/mothers'" of the following 
table (2.2.2.3.4) show a major change in the consonant quality, (cf xayyu/xuutu 
"brother/brothers"and xayyeh/xuutu "sister/sisters'" shown below in table 
(2.2.2.3.5.1)). xuw-eh ba-la buw-eh "brothers without fathers" is a saying or a proverb 
taken from and checked by many native speakers of TYA. See our discussion given 
below under the section and table (2.2.2.3.4). 
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Table (2.2.2.3.4) Revowelling and Affixation in the same plural form: 
Pattern No. Pattern s. Noun R&A R&A Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.3.1) C|aC2C3U 
(2.1.3.1.1) daCzCsu 
(2.1.3.1.1) waCzCau 
(2.1.3.1.5) 
(2.1.3.1.5) 
(2.1.3.1.5) 
(2.1.3.7.3) 
(2.1.3.3) 
(2.1.3.3.3) 
(2.1.3.7.1) 
(2.1.3.3.4) 
(2.1.3.3.4) 
(2.1.3.3.2) 
(2.1.3.3.2) 
(2.1.3.3.2) 
C100C2U 
C100C2U 
C100C2U 
C1UUC2U 
C|iC2C3U 
C|iC2C2U 
CiiC2C2U 
CiiiC2U 
CiiiC2U 
Ci iC iwu 
C|iC2Vvu 
C|iC2Wu 
(2.1.3.3.3) C|iC2C2U 
(2.1.3.5) 
(2.1.3.13) 
(2.1.3.13) 
(2.1.3.13) 
(2.1.3.13.1) 
(2.1.3.45) 
(2.1.3.1) 
(2.1.3.1) 
(2.1.3.45) 
(2.5) 
(2.1,3.5.1) 
(2.1.3.5.1) 
(2.1.3.5.1) 
(2.1.3.1.4) 
(2.1.3.1.4) 
(2.1.3.15) 
rasmu 
Hagzu 
waSlu 
zoogu 
qoozu 
Gooru 
kuuzu 
siqfu 
zirru 
dubbu 
diiku 
Siibu 
sirwu 
gizwu 
girwu 
bittu 
kamaru 
Hmaaru 
gdaaru 
HSaanii 
wdaanu 
treeku 
qooiabu 
kabsu 
dummalu 
rsuum-aatu wC2UuC3-aatu 
Hguuz-aatu wC2UuC3-aatu 
wSuul-aatu wC2UuC3-aatu 
CiaC2aC3U 
C|C2aaC3U 
C|C2aaC3U 
C|C2aaC3U 
vvC2aaC3U 
C|C2eeC3U 
C|OoC2aC2U 
C|aC2C3Li 
C|uC2C2aC3U 
CiaC2C3aC4UuC-,u banTaluunu banaaTI-ah 
ziig-eh 
qiiz-ah 
9iir-eh 
kiiz-eh 
siqaf-ah 
zirar-eh 
dibab-eh 
diyak-eh 
6iyab-eh 
siraw-ah 
gizaw-eh 
giraw-ah 
banaatu 
kimr-eh 
Himr-eh 
gidr-eh 
HiSn-ah 
widn-eh 
tirk-eh 
qawaalb-ah 
kbaas-eii 
damaaml-eh 
C|aaC3U gaaru giir-aanu 
CiaaC3U faaru fiir-aanu 
C|aaC3U baabu biib-aanu 
yaC2C2U yaddu yaad-iinu 
yaC2C2U yaddu yaad-uunu 
CiaC2iiC3U qamiisu qums-aanu 
(2.1.3.15.4) C|aC2iyyu Hamiyyu Humy-aanu 
C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
w 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
iiC2-eh 
iiC2-eh 
iiC2-eh 
iiC2-eh 
iC2aC3-ah 
iC2aC3-eh 
iC2aC3-eh 
iC2aC3-eh 
iC2aC3-eh 
C2aw-eh 
iC2aw-eh 
iC2avv-ah 
aC2aatu 
iC2C3-eh 
iC2C3-eh 
iC2C3-ah 
iC2C3-ah 
C2C3-eh 
iC2C3-eh 
awaaC2C3-ah 
C2aaC3-eh 
aC2aaC2C3-eh 
aC2aaC3C4-ah 
iiC3-aanu 
iiC3-aanu 
iiC3-aanu 
aaC3-iinu 
aaC3-uunu 
uC2C3-aanu 
uC2C3-aanu 
(2.1.3.11.2) C|VvaaC3U 
(2.1.3.13) C|C2aaC3U 
(2.1.3.13) C|C2aaC3U 
(2.1.3.13) C|C2aaC3U 
gavvaabu 
ghaazu 
qmaasu 
s'aalu 
"agwib-eh 
'aghiz-eh 
'aqmis-ah 
'as'il-eh 
'aCiC2iC3-eh 
'aC|C2iC3-eh 
'aC|C2iC3-ah 
"aC|C2iC3-eh 
(2.1.3.9.3) CiaaC2yu qaaDyu quD-aali C!uC2-aah 
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(2.1.3.9.3) CaaCzyu raamyu rum-aah CiuCj-aah 
(2.1.3.10.4) Ciaawy-eh 
(2.1.3.16) C|aC2iiC3-ah 
(2.1.3.16.2) CaCziyy-eh 
(2.1.3.16.2) CiaC2iyy-eh 
(2.1.3.15) daCjiiCju 
(2.1.3.15) CaCziiCju 
(2.1.3.15.2) waC2iyyu 
(2.1.3.15.3) CiaC2iyyu 
(2.1.3.15) C|aC2iiC3U 
(2.1.3.15) CiaC2iiC3U 
(2.1.3.15) CiaC2iiC3U 
(2.1.3.2.4) 
(2. 
(2. 
(2. 
(2. 
(2. 
.3.1.4) 
.1.1) 
.1.1) 
.1.1) 
.1.1) 
(2.1.2.2) 
(2.1.2.6) 
C|aC2C2-eh 
C|aC2C2-eh 
C|U 
C|U 
Ciu 
C|U 
C|aC2-eh 
C1C2U 
zaawy-eh zawaa-yaa 
xaTii'-ah xaTaa-yaa 
hadiyy-eh hadaa-yaa 
qaDiyy-ah qaDaa-yaa 
Sadiiquu 
qariibu 
waliyyu 
nabiyyu 
Tabiibu 
Tabiibu 
Habiibu 
xayy-eh 
xayyu 
xu 
bu 
bu 
mu 
san-eh 
bnu 
aSdiqaa 
aqribaa 
awliyee 
anbiyee 
aTibbaa 
aTibbaa 
aHibbaa 
xaw-aatu 
xuw-eh 
xuw-eh 
buw-eh 
bbah-aatii 
mmahaatu 
sin-iin-u 
ban-iin-u 
CiaC2aa-yaa 
CiaC2aa-yaa 
C|aC2aa-yaa 
CiaC2aa-yaa 
'aCiC2iC3aa 
'aCiC2iC3aa 
'aCiC2iyee 
'aCiC2iyee 
•aC|iC2C2aa 
''aC|iC2C2aa 
'aC|iC2C2aa 
aw-aatu 
uw-eh 
uw-eh 
uw-eh 
ah-aatu 
ah-aatu 
iC2-iin-u 
aC2-iin-u 
years 
sons" 
Note: The symbol '•-•" under the item gloss of the above table (2.2.2.3.4), refers to the 
reference number of their patterns where their meanings are found. 
In chapter 4 under (4.2.6), we will see why the geminate illustrative 
examples as in zirru and dubbu in the aforementioned table (2.2.2.3.4) take BP. 
2.2.2.3.5 A few irregular plurals 
2.2.2.3.5.1 Irregular BP pattern C1UUC3U as in ruusu "heads" 
This irregular BP pattern C1UUC3U as in ruusu "'heads" is for non-human (-H) objects. 
It does not occur in MSA, (cf. MSA BP form ru'uus "heads'' of the singular noun ra's 
"a head").TYA raasu/ruus "a head/heads" by having the pausal /u/ or OGNC /u/ in its 
indefmiteness form is slightly different from the only illustrative example of Syrian 
Arabic ras/rus "a head/heads" about which Cowell (1964, p. 220) points out that: 
"The noun ras 'head" has the hollow plural form rCis "heads".'" 
In TYA there are few masculine singular nouns ending in /u/ with their own 
singular patterns (as inputs) that have BP forms (as outputs) on this BP pattern 
C1UUC3U. The following table (2.2.2.3.5.1) shows the illustration of such type of BP 
pattern: 
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Table (2.2.2.3.5.1) Irregular BP pattern CiUuCju as in ruusu "heads": 
Pattern No.Pattern s. Noun Ir.BP Ir.BP Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.3.5.1) C|aaC3U raasu ruusu C1UUC3U '"heads" 
(2.1.3.1.4) CiaC2C2U xayyu xuutu C1UUC3U "brothers" 
(2.1.3.2.4) CiaC2C2U xayy-eh xuutu C1UUC3U "sisters" 
The reason that the BP pattern C1UUC3U as in ruusu "heads" is being considered to 
be one of the few irregular BP patterns in TYA is that it may be due to the fact that 
the BP pattern C1UUC3U is more commonly observed on the singular noun pattern 
C1UUC3U as in kuuzu "local drinking water container (made of clay)", nuuru (abst) 
"light", etc., discussed under (2.1.3.7.3) of this chapter. One more reason is that it is 
more commonly observed on The BP pattern C1UUC3U of adjectives of colors and 
defects as in suudu "black, pi." and Huulu "cross-eyed", respectively which will be 
demonstrated in the section and table (3.2.2.3.2.3.5.1) of the next chapter (i.e. chapter 
3). In the above table xayy-eh/xuutu and xayyu/xuutu (cf. xu/xuutu "brother/brothers" 
and xayy-eh/xaw-aatu shown above in table (2.2.2.3.4)). The following TYA clauses 
taken from the informants in personal communication: 6eelee am-gahleh xuutu (these 
the-boys brothers/ these boys are brothers) and Seelee am-banaat xuutu (these the-
girls sisters/ these girls are sisters) indicate the valid usage of the plural xuutu to refer 
to either sisters or brothers according to the context where it occurs, xuutu 
"brothers/sisters" can stands in contrast to xaw-aatu ""sisters" as well as to xuw-eh 
""brothers". This uniqueness of variation in the plurality is, we think, due to a 
sociolinguistic fact not a grammatical one. Ihis leads LIS to what has been generally 
reviewed b\ Acquaviva (2008) in his book ""Lexical plurals'": 
It would be entirely possible, for instance, thai the synchronic 
competence underlying any one dialect should deHne a unique BP for a 
given singular base, while speakers may have only a passive 
knowledge of obsolete or specialized alternants. The pol}morphism of 
BPs would then be a sociolinguistic but not a grammatical fact, and 
any conclusions based on it about the grammatical competence of 
Arabic speakers would be unwarranted. Acquaviva (2008, p. 204). 
In a footnote Acquaviva adds that ""I use polymorphism rather than 
allomorphy here, because I refer to alternants whose distribution is not determined by 
grammatical principles." 
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2.2.2.3.5.2 Irregular BP pattern CiaaCayu as in Haasyu "wells" 
This BP pattern C|aaC3yLi as in Haasyu ''wells" is for non-human (-H) objects, it does 
not occur in MSA, (cf. MSA BP form 'aabaar "wells" of the singular noun bi'r "a 
well"). 
Table (2.2.2.3.5.2) Irregular BP pattern daaCsyu as in Haasyu "wells": 
Pattern No.Pattern s. Noun Ir.BP Ir.BP Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.3.17.3) C|C2iyyu Hsiyyu Haasyu C|aaC2yu "wells" 
The reason that the BP pattern CiaaC3yu as in Haasyu "wells" is being 
considered to be one of the few irregular BP patterns in TYA is that it may be due to 
the fact that the BP pattern CiaaC^yu is more commonly observed on the singular 
adjective sub-pattern CiaaC2yu as in Haawyu "tired", baalyu "shabby, old", etc.. 
discussed under (3.1.3.17.3) of chapter 3. One more reason is that it is also more 
commonly observed on the noun sub-pattern CiaaC2yu as in taakyu "one who is 
leaning on in chewing-qat-time" and naasyu "one who forgets" discussed under 
(2.1.3.9.3) of this chapter. 
2.2.2.3.5.3 Irregular BP pattern CiyuuC2-eli as in syuub-eh "old men" 
In TYA, there are very few singular masculine nouns ending in the feminine marker -
eh. Such nouns represented in the illustrative example in table (2.2.2.3.5.3) below 
usuall> shows irregular broken plural formation by the Revowelling 
technique/process (i.e. having Broken Plural (BP)) plus the feminine marker -eh. This 
irregular BP form/pattern does not occur in MSA: 
Table (2.2.2.3.5.3) Irregular BP pattern CiyuuC2-eh as in syuub-eh "old men": 
Pattern No.Pattern s. Noun Ir.BP Ir.BP Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.3.2.6) C|eeC2-eh seeb-eh syuub-ehCiyuuC2-eh "old men" 
2.2.2.3.5.4 Irregular BP pattern CiiyaC2-eh as in siyab-eh "old men" 
In TYA. there are very few singular masculine nouns ending in the feminine marker -
eh. Such nouns represented in the illustrative example in table (2.2.2.3.5.4) below 
usually shows irregular broken plural formation by the Revowelling 
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technique/process (i.e. having Broken Plural (BP)) plus tlie feminine marker -eh. This 
irregular BP form/pattern does not occur in MSA: 
Table (2.2.2.3.5.4) Irregular BP pattern CiiyaCi-eh as in siyab-eh "old men": 
Pattern No.Pattern s. Noun Ir.BP Ir.BP Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.3.2.6) CieeC2-eh seeb-eh siyab-eh C|iyaC2-eh "old men" 
2.2.2.3.5.5 Irregular BP pattern CiuC2C2aC3U as in vvulladu "women giving 
birth" 
In TYA, there are very few singular feminine nouns ending in/u/. Such nouns 
represented in the illustrative example in table (2.2.2.3.5.5) below usually shows 
irregular broken plural formation by the Revowelling technique/process (i.e. having 
Broken Plural (BP)). This irregular BP form/pattern does not occur in MSA: 
Table (2.2.2.3.5.5) Irregular BP pattern CiuC2C2aC3U as in wulladu "women 
giving birth": 
Pattern No.Pattern s. Noun Ir.BP Ir.BP Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.3.9.1) waaC2C3U waaldu wulladu CiuC2C2aC3U "women giving birth'' 
(2.1.3.9) waaC2C3U xaadgu xuddagu CiuC2C2aC3U "see (2.1.3.9)" 
It is important to notice that this irregular BP pattern CiuC2C2aC3U as in 
wulladu shown above in section and table (2.2.2.3.5.5) is also observed on the 
miscellaneous tri-consonantai noun pattern CiuC2C2aC3U as in dummalu "furuncle, 
fester"" discussed under (2.1.3.45). 
2.2.2.3.5.6 Irregular BP pattern CiaaC3U as in gaabu "local bags" 
In TYA, there are very few singular masculine nouns ending in /u/. Such nouns 
represented in the illustrative example in table (2.2.2.3.5.6) below usually shows 
irregular broken plural formation by the Revowelling technique/process (i.e. having 
Broken Plural (BP)). This irregular BP form/pattern does not occur in MSA: 
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Table (2.2.2.3.5.6) Irregular BP pattern CjaaCju as in gaabu "local bags": 
Pattern No.Pattern s. Noun Ir.BP Ir.BP Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.2.1) 
(2.1.2,6) 
(2.1.2.6) 
CjaC2U 
C1C2U 
C1C2U 
gabu 
Gmu 
6nu 
gaabu 
Gaamu 
6aanu 
CiaaC3U 
C|aaC3U 
CiaaCsu 
•'local bags" 
"mouths" 
"ears" 
It is important to notice that this irregular BP pattern CiaaC3U as in gaabu 
"local bags" shown above in section and table (2.2.2.3.5.6) is commonly observed on 
the noun sub-pattern CiaaC3U as in raasu "head" discussed under (2.1.3.5.1). This is 
the reason for its irregularity. 
2.2.2.4 Multi-tired analysis of TYA broken plurals of nouns 
Given below is a multi-tired analysis of TYA broken plurals of nouns; it is an analysis 
of templatic prosodic Morphology. The multi-tired analysis of templatic prosodic 
morphology developed by McCarthy, (1982), McCarthy and Prince (1990) in case of 
Classical Arabic and by Ratcliffe (1992) will be followed in analyzing the broken 
plural (BP) patterns and forms in TYA. McCarthy (1982, p. 192), points out that : 
"The vocalic (vowel) melody tier provides information analogous to that carried in 
English by inflectional affixes like tense, aspect, number or derivational affixes." 
Ratcliffe (1992) points out that: "The adjective tamaam "complete" would be 
analyzed as follows: 
consonant melody t m 
I I \ 
template CvCvvC 
\ / / 
vowel melody: a ." (p. 36) 
Further, he writes: "Every Arabic verb or noun/adjective can be broken down 
into at least three independent morphemes - a prosodic template, a consonantal root, 
and a vocalic melody. (Most words then contain further morphemes, consisting of 
affixes, as well)." (p. 37) 
We will analyze the first illustrative example of each TYA BP form shown in 
the sections above and their related tables. This is demonstrated in the following sub-
sections and their related figures: 
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2.2.2.4.1 Multi-linear representation of the BP klaabu "dogs" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern C|C2aaC3U as in i<laabu siiown in section and 
table (2.2.2.3.2.3.1.1), the BP klaabu "dogs" would be analyzed as follows: 
Figure (2.2.2.4.1) Multi-linear representation of the BP klaabu "dogs": 
Root tier/consonant melody k 1 b 
I I I 
Skeletal tier / template/pattern C:C2VvC3V 
\/ I 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: a u 
Giving: klaabu "dogs" 
This is also observed in the adjective broken plural as in SGaaru "small 
(M&F)'" shown in section and figure (3.2.2.4.1) of chapter 3. 
2.2.2.4.2 Multi-linear representation of the BP qluubu "hearts" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern C1C2UUC3U as in qluubu shown in section and 
table (2.2.2.3.2.3.1.2), the BP qluubu "hearts" would be analyzed as follows: 
Figure (2.2.2.4.2) Multi-linear representation of the BP qluubu "hearts" 
Root tier / consonant melody q 1 b 
I I I 
Skeletal tier /template/pattern C1C2VVC3V 
\/ I 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: u u 
Giving: qluubu "hearts" 
2.2.2.4.3 Multi-linear representation of the BP kutubu "books" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern C1UC2UC3U as in kutubu shown in section and 
table (2.2.2.3.2.3.2.1), the BP kutubu "books" would be analyzed as follows: 
Figure (2.2.2.4.3) Multi-linear representation of the BP kutubu "books": 
Root tier / consonant melody k t b 
Skeletal tier / template/pattern Ci VC2VC3V 
> / I 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: u u 
Giving: kutubu "books" 
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This is also observed in the adjective broken plural as in gududu "new 
(M&F)" shown in section and figure (3.2.2.4.2) of chapter 3. 
2.2.2.4.4 Multi-linear representation of the BP kuratu "kinds of dresses" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern CiuC2aC3U as in kuratu shown in section and 
table (2.2.2.3.2.3.2.2), the BP kuratu "kinds of dresses'" would be analyzed as follows: 
Figure (2.2.2.4.4) Multi-linear representation of the BP kuratu "kinds of 
dresses": 
Root tier/consonant melody k r t 
I I I 
Skeletal tier / template/pattern C1VC2VC3V 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: u a u 
Giving: kuratu "kinds of dresses"' 
2.2.2.4.5 Multi-linear representation of the BP giraru "(local) water pot" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern C|iC2aC3U as in giraru shown in section and 
table (2.2.2.3.2.3.2.3), the BP giraru "(local) water pot"" would be analyzed as follows: 
Figure (2.2.2.4.5) Multi-linear representation of the BP giraru "(local) water 
pot": 
Root tier/consonant melody g r r 
Skeletal tier/template/pattern C1VC2VC3V 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: i a u 
Giving: giraru "(local) water pof 
2.2.2.4.6 Multi-linear representation of the BP qaraTu "(dry) stem of clover" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern CiaC2aC3U as in qaraTu shown in section and 
table (2.2.2.3.2.3.2.4), the BP qaraTu "(dry) stem of clover" would be analyzed as 
follows: 
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Figure (2.2.2.4.6) Multi-linear representation of the BP qaraTu "(dry) stem of 
clover": 
Root tier/consonant melody q r T 
i I I 
Skeletal tier / template/pattern C| VC2VC3V 
\ / I 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: a u 
Giving: qaraTu "(dry) stem of clover" 
2.2.2.4.7 Multi-linear representation of the BP 'abiidu "servants" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern daCTiiCju as in 'abiidu shown in section and 
table (2.2.2.3.2.3.3.1), the BP •abiidu "servants" would be analyzed as follows: 
Figure (2.2.2.4.7) Multi-linear representation of the BP 'abiidu "servants": 
Root tier / consonant melody ' b d 
Skeletal tier / template/pattern C| VC2VVC3V 
I \/ I 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: a i u 
Giving: 'abiidu "servants" 
2.2.2.4.8 Multi-linear representation of the BP Taruuqu "pair of shoes" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern CiaC2UuC3U as in Taruuqu shown in section 
and table (2.2.2.3.2.3.3.2), the BP Taruuqu "pair of shoes" would be analyzed as 
follows: 
Figure (2.2.2.4.8) Multi-linear representation of the BP Taruuqu "pair of shoes": 
Root tier / consonant melody T r q 
Skeletal tier / template/pattern C| VC2VVC3V 
! \/ I 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: a u u 
Giving: Taruuqu "pair of shoes" 
2.2.2.4.9 Multi-linear representation of the BP kuttaabu "writers" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern C|uC2C2aaC3U as in kuttaabu shown in section 
and table (2.2.2.3.2.3.4.1), the BP kuttaabu "writers" would be analyzed as follows: 
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Figure (2.2.2.4.9) Multi-linear representation of the BP kuttaabu "writers": 
Root tier/consonant melody k t b 
I /\ I 
Skeletal tier / template/pattern C1VC2C2VVC3V 
I \/ I 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: u a u 
Giving: kuttaabu "writers" 
2.2.2.4.10 Multi-linear representation of the BP Guramaa "ones in dept" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern C|uC2aC3aa as in Guramaa shown in section 
and table (2.2.2.3.2.3.5.1), the BP Guramaa "ones in dept" would be analyzed as 
follows: 
Figure (2.2.2.4.10) Multi-linear representation of the BP Guramaa "ones in 
dept": 
Root tier / consonant melody G r m 
Skeletal tier / template/pattern C1VC2VC3VV 
I \ \/ 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: u a 
Giving: Guramaa "ones in dept" 
This is also observed in the adjective broken plural as in fuqaraa "poor 
(M&F)'" shown in section and figure (3.2.2.4.4) of chapter 3. 
2.2.2.4.11 Multi-linear representation of the BP gulasee "companions" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern C|uC2aC-iee as in gulasee shown in section 
and table (2.2.2.3.2.3.5.2), the BP gulasee "companions'" would be analyzed as 
follows: 
Figure (2.2.2.4,11) Multi-linear representation of the BP gulasee "companions": 
Root tier / consonant melody g 1 s 
Skeletal tier/template/pattern C1VC2VC3VV 
I I \/ 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: u a e 
Giving: gulasee "companions" 
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This is also observed in the adjective broken plural as in buxalee '"stingy" 
shown in section and figure (3.2.2.4.5) of chapter 3. 
2.2.2.4.12 Multi-linear representation of the BP zaahiibu "fields in a farm" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern CiaaC2iiC3U as in zaahiibu shown in section 
and table (2.2.2.3.2.3.6.1), the BP zaahiibu "fields in a farm"" would be analyzed as 
follows: 
Figure (2.2.2.4.12) Multi-linear representation of the BP zaahiibu "fields in a 
farm": 
Root tier / consonant melody z h b 
I I I 
Skeletal tier / template/pattern C1VVC2VVC3V 
\/ \/ I 
Vocalic meiod) tier/vowel melody: a i u 
Giving: zaahiibu "fields in a farm"" 
2.2.2.4.13 Multi-linear representation of the BP kiliyyu "kidneys" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern CiaaC2iiC3U as in kiliyyu shown in section 
and table (2.2.2.3.2.3.7.1), the BP kiliyyu "kidneys"" would be analyzed as follows: 
Figure (2.2.2.4.13) Multi-linear representation of the BP kiliyyu "kidneys": 
Root tier/consonant melod} k 1 
I i 
Skeletal tier / template/pattern C1 VC^VN yu 
\ /^ i 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: i u 
Giving: kiliyyu "kidneys"' 
2.2.2.4.14 Multi-linear representation of the BP HaTaabaa "wood-cutters" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern C|aC2aaC3aa as in HaTaabaa shown in section 
and table (2.2.2.3.2.3.8.1), the BP HaTaabaa "wood-cutters"' would be analyzed as 
follows: 
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Figure (2.2.2.4.14) Multi-linear representation of the BP HaTaabaa "wood-
cutters": 
Root tier / consonant melody H T b 
I I I 
Skeletal tier / template/pattern C i VC2VVC3vv 
\ \ / \ / 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: a a 
Giving: HaTaabaa "wood-cutters" 
2.2.2.4.15 Multi-linear representation of the BPHadaadee "blacksmiths" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern C:aC2aaC3ee as in Hadaadee shown in section 
and table (2.2.2.3.2.3.8.2), the BP Hadaadee "blacksmiths"would be analyzed as 
follows: 
Figure (2.2.2.4.15) Multi-linear representation of the BP Hadaadee 
"blacksmiths": 
Root tier / consonant melody H d d 
I I i 
Skeletal tier / template/pattern C| VC2VVC3VV 
\ \ / \ / 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: a e 
Giving: Hadaadee "blacksmiths" 
2.2.2.4.16 Multi-linear representation of the BP ngaaraa "carpenters" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern C|C2aaC3aa as in ngaaraa shown in section 
and table (2.2.2.3.2.3.9.1), the BP ngaaraa "carpenters" would be analyzed as follows: 
Figure (2.2.2.4.16) Multi-linear representation of the BP ngaaraa "carpenters": 
Root tier / consonant melody n g r 
Skeletal tier / template/pattern C1C2VVC3VV 
\ / / / 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: a 
Giving: ngaaraa "carpenters" 
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2.2.2.4.17 Multi-linear representation of the BP gtaamee "orphans" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern C|C2aaC-iee as in gtaamee shown in section 
and table (2.2.2.3.2.3.9.2), the BP gtaamee "'orphans" would be analyzed as follows: 
Figure (2.2.2.4.17) Multi-linear representation of the BP gtaamee "orphans": 
Root tier / consonant melody g t m 
I ! I 
Skeletal tier / template/pattern C1C2VVC3VV 
\ / \ / 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: a e 
Giving: gtaamee "orphans" 
2.2.2.4.18 Multi-linear representation of the BP dafaatru "copy books" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern CiaC2aaC3C4ii as in dafaatru shown in section 
and table (2.2.2.3.2.4.1.1), the BP dafaatru "copy books" would be analyzed as 
follows: 
Figure (2.2.2.4.18) Multi-linear representation of the BP dafaatru "copy books": 
Root tier/consonant melody d f t r 
Skeletal tier / template/pattern C| VC2VVC3C4V 
\ \/ I 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: a u 
Giving: dafaatru "copy books" 
2.2.2.4.19 Multi-linear representation of the BP nataaygu "results" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern CiaC2aayC3U (CiaC^aaCCsu) as in nataaygu 
shown in section and table (2.2.2.3.2.4.1.2), the BP nataaygu "results" would be 
analyzed as follows; 
Figure (2.2.2.4.19) Multi-linear representation of the BP nataaygu "results": 
Root tier / consonant melody n t y g 
Skeletal tier / template/pattern CiaC2aaCC3V 
W / I 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: a u 
Giving: nataaygu "results" 
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This is also observed in the adjective broi<.en plural as in hataaybu"stupid" 
(M&F)" shown in section and figure (3.2.2.4.11) of chapter 3. 
2.2.2.4.20 Multi-linear representation of the BP Hawaagbu "eyebrows" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern C|awaaC2C3U (CiaCaaC2C3u) as in Hawaagbu 
shown in section and table (2.2.2.3.2.4.1.3). the BP Hawaagbu "eyebrows" would be 
analyzed as follows: 
Figure (2.2.2.4.20) Multi-linear representation of the BP Hawaagbu "eyebrows": 
Root tier / consonant melody H w g b 
Skeletal tier / template/pattern C i vCVVC2C3V 
W / I 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: a u 
Giving: Hawaagbu "eyebrows'" 
2.2.2.4.21 Multi-linear representation of the BP dawaabbu "beasts of burden" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern C|awaaC2C2U (C|aCaaC2C2u) as in dawaabbu 
shown in section and table (2.2.2.3.2.4.1.3.1), the BP dawaabbu "beasts of burden'" 
would be analyzed as follows: 
Figure (2.2.2.4.21) Multi-linear representation of the BP dawaabbu "beasts of 
burden": 
Root tier/consonant melody d w b 
I I /^  
Skeletal tier / template/pattern C1VCVVC2C2V 
\ \/ I 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: a u 
Giving: dawaabbu "beasts of burden"' 
2.2.2.4.22 Multi-linear representation of the BP mabaarzu "Qat-chewing places" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern maCiaaC2C3U (CaCiaaC2C3u) as in mabaarzu 
shown in section and table (2.2.2.3.2.4.1.4), the BP mabaarzu "Qat-chewing places"' 
would be analyzed as follows: 
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Figure (2.2.2.4.22) Multi-linear representation of the BP mabaarzu "Qat-
chewing places": 
Root tier / consonant melody m b r z 
I I I I 
Skeletal tier / template/pattern CvC i VVC2C3V 
\ \/ I 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: a u 
Giving: mabaarzu "Qat-chevving places" 
2.2.2.4.23 Multi-linear representation of the BP malaattu "see (2.1.3.38)" 
Under the above mentioned BP geminate pattern maCiaaC2C2U (CaCiaaC2C2u) as in 
malaattu shown in section and table (2.2.2.3.2.4.1.4.1), the BP malaattu "see its gloss 
in (2.1.3.38)'" would be analyzed as follows: 
Figure (2.2.2.4.23) Multi-linear representation of the BP malaattu "see 
(2.1.3.38)": 
Root tier / consonant melody m I t 
I I ^ 
Skeletal tier/template/pattern CVC1VVC2C2V 
\ \/ I 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: a u 
Giving: malaattu "see its gloss in (2.1.3.38)" 
2.2.2.4.24 Multi-linear representation of the BP 'araaDyu "lands" 
Under the above mentioned BP defective pattern CiaC2aaC3yu (C|aC2aaC3Cu) as in 
'araaDyu shown in section and table (2.2.2.3.2.4.1.5), the BP 'araaDyu "lands'" would 
be analyzed as follows: 
Figure (2.2.2.4.24) Multi-linear representation of the BP 'araaDyu "lands": 
Root tier / consonant melody ' r D y 
Skeletal tier / template/pattern C1VC2VVC3CV 
\ \/ I 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: a u 
Giving: 'araaDyu "lands"' 
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2.2.2.4.25 Multi-linear representation of the BP syaaklu "bicycles" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern C|C2aaC3C4U as in syaaklu shown in section 
and table (2.2.2.3.2.4.2.1), the BP syaaklu "bicycles" would be analyzed as follows: 
Figure (2.2.2.4.25) Multi-linear representation of the BP syaaklu "bicycles": 
Root tier / consonant melody s y k I 
I I I I 
Skeletal tier / template/pattern C|C2aaC3C4U 
\/ I 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: a u 
Giving: syaaklu ''bicycles" 
2.2.2.4.26 Multi-linear representation of the BP g'aaydu "local beds (F)" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern C|C2aayC3U (C|C2aaCC3u) as in g'aaydu 
shown in section and table (2.2.2.3.2.4.2.2), the BP g'aaydu "local beds (f)" would be 
analyzed as follows: 
Figure (2.2.2.4.26) Multi-linear representation of the BP g'aaydu "local beds 
(F)": 
Root tier / consonant melody g ' yd 
Skeletal tier / template/pattern C1C2VVCC3V 
\/ I 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: a u 
Giving: g'aaydu "local beds (F)'" 
2.2.2.4.27 Multi-linear representation of the BP bwaaxru "ships (F)" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern C|waaC2C3U (C|CaaC2C3u) as in bwaaxru 
shown in section and table (2.2.2.3.2.4.2.3), the BP bwaaxru "ships (F)" would be 
analyzed as follows: 
Figure (2.2.2.4.27) Multi-linear representation of the BP bwaaxru "ships (F)": 
Root tier / consonant melody b w x r 
Skeletal tier/template/pattern C|C2aaCC3U 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: a u 
Giving: bwaaxru "ships (F)" 
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2.2.2.4.28 Multi-linear representation of the BP mHaakmu "courts" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern mC|aaC2C3U (CCiaaC^Csu) as in mHaakmu 
shown in section and table (2.2.2.3.2.4.2.4), the BP mHaakmu "courts" would be 
analyzed as follows: 
Figure (2.2.2.4.28) Multi-linear representation of the BP mHaakmu "courts": 
Root tier / consonant melody m H km 
Skeletal tier / template/pattern CC1VVC2C3V 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: a u 
Giving: mHaakmu "courts" 
2.2.2.4.29 Multi-linear representation of the BP mHaallu "places" 
Under the above mentioned BP geminate pattern mCiaaC2C2U (CCiaaC2C2u) as in 
mHaakmu shown in section and table (2.2.2.3.2.4.2.4.1), the BP mHaallu "places" 
would be analyzed as follows: 
Figure (2.2.2.4.29) Multi-linear representation of the BP mHaallu "places": 
Root tier / consonant melody m H I 
I I ^ 
Skeletal tier / template/pattern CC1VVC2C2V 
\/ I 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: a u 
Giving: mHaallu "places" 
2.2.2.4.30 Multi-linear representation of the BP lyaalyu "nights" 
Under the above mentioned BP defective pattern C|C2aaC3yu (C|C2aaC3Cu) as in 
lyaalyu shown in section and table (2.2.2.3.2.4.2.5), the BP lyaalyu "nights" would be 
analyzed as follows: 
Figure (2.2.2.4.30) Multi-linear representation of the BP lyaalyu "nights": 
Root tier / consonant melody I y ' y 
Skeletal tier / template/pattern C1C2VVC3CV 
\/ I 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: a u 
Giving: lyaalyu "nights" 
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2.2.2.4.31 Multi-linear representation of the BP qaraaTiisu "sheets of paper" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern CiaC2aaC3iiC4U as in qaraaTiisu shown in 
section and table (2.2.2.3.2.4.3.1), the BP qaraaTiisu "sheets of paper" would be 
analyzed as follows: 
Figure (2.2.2.4.31) Multi-linear representation of the BP qaraaTiisu "sheets of 
paper": 
Root tier/consonant melody q r T s 
Skeletal tier/template/pattern CivC2VvC3VvC4V 
\ \/ \/ I 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody; a i u 
Giving: qaraaTiisu "sheets of paper" 
2.2.2.4.32 Multi-linear representation of the BP mayaadiinu "public square" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern CiayaaC2iiC3U (CiaCaaC2iiC3u) as in 
mayaadiinu shown in section and table (2.2.2.3.2.4.3.2), the BP mayaadiinu "public 
square" would be analyzed as follows; 
Figure (2.2.2.4.32) Multi-linear representation of the BP mayaadiinu "public 
square": 
Root tier / consonant melody m y d n 
I I ! I 
Skeletal tier / template/pattern C|vCvvC2VvC3V 
\ \/ \/ I 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: a i u 
Giving: mayaadiinu "public square"' 
2.2.2.4.33 Multi-linear representation of the BP TawaaHiinu "mills, grinders" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern CiawaaC2iiC3U (CiaCaaC2iiC3u) as in 
TawaaHiinu shown in section and table (2.2.2.3.2.4.3.3), the BP TawaaHiinu "mills, 
grinders" would be analyzed as follows: 
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Figure (2.2.2.4.33) Multi-linear representation of the BP TawaaHiinu "mills, 
grinders": 
Root tier / consonant melody T w H n 
1 I I I 
Skeletal tier / template/pattern CivCvvC2VvC3V 
\ \/ \/ I 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: a i u 
Giving: TawaaHiinu "mills, grinders" 
2.2.2.4.34 Multi-linear representation of the BP sabaabiiku "windows" 
Under the above mentioned BP geminate pattern C|aC2aaC2iiC3U as in sabaabiiku 
shown in section and table (2.2.2.3.2.4.3.4), the BP sabaabiiku "windows" would be 
analyzed as follows: 
Figure (2.2.2.4.34) Multi-linear representation of the BP sabaabiiku "windows": 
Root tier / consonant melody s b b k 
Skeletal tier / template/pattern C1VC2VVC2VVC3V 
\ \/ \/ I 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: a i u 
Giving: sabaabiiku "'windows" 
2.2.2.4.35 Multi-linear representation of the BP manaasiiru "saws" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern maC|aaC2iiC3U (CaCiaaC2iiC3u) as in 
manaasiiru shown in section and table (2.2.2.3.2.4.3.5). the BP manaasiiru "saws" 
would be analyzed as follows: 
Figure (2.2.2.4.35) Multi-linear representation of the BP manaasiiru "saws": 
Root tier/consonant melody m n s r 
Skeletal tier/template/pattern CvC|VvC2VvC3V 
\ \/ \/ I 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: a i u 
Giving: manaasiiru "saws" 
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2.2.2.4.36 Multi-linear representation of the BP tamaariinu "drills; training" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern taCiaaC2iiC3U (CaCiaaCaiiCBii) as in 
tamaariinu shown in section and table (2.2.2.3.2.4.3.6), the BP tamaariinu "drills; 
training" would be analyzed as follows: 
Figure (2.2.2.4.36) Multi-linear representation of the BP tamaariinu "drills; 
training": 
Root tier/consonant melody t m r n 
I I I I 
Skeletal tier / template/pattern CvCiVVC2VVC3V 
\ \/ \/ I 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: a i u 
Giving: tamaariinu "drills; training" 
2.2.2.4.37 Multi-linear representation of the BP dsaamiisu "screwdrivers" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern CiC2aaC3iiC4U as in dsaamiisu shown in 
section and table (2.2.2.3.2.4.4.1), the BP dsaamiisu "screwdrivers" would be 
analyzed as follows: 
Figure (2.2.2.4.37) Multi-linear representation of the BP dsaamiisu 
"screwdrivers": 
Root tier / consonant melody d s m s 
Skeletal tier/template/pattern CC1VVC2VVC3V 
\/ \/ I 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: a i u 
Giving: dsaamiisu "screwdrivers'" 
2.2.2.4.38 Multi-linear representation of the BP syaaTiinu "devils" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern CiyaaC2iiC3U (C|CaaC2iiC3u) as in syaaTiinu 
shown in section and table (2.2.2.3.2.4.4.2), the BP syaaTiinu "devils" would be 
analyzed as follows: 
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Figure (2.2.2.4.38) Multi-linear representation of the BP syaaTiinu "devils": 
Root tier/consonant melody s y T n 
Mi l 
Skeletal tier / template/pattern C i CvvC2VVC3v 
\/ \/ I 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: a i u 
Giving: syaaTiinu "devils" 
2.2.2.4.39 Multi-linear representation of the BP bwaabiiru "lorries" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern C|waaC2iiC3U (CiCaaC2iiC3u) as in bwaabiiru 
shown in section and table (2.2.2.3.2.4.4.3), the BP bwaabiiru "lorries" would be 
analyzed as follows: 
Figure (2.2.2.4.39) Multi-linear representation of the BP bwaabiiru "lorries": 
Root tier / consonant melody b w b r 
Skeletal tier / template/pattern C1CVVC2VVC3V 
\/ V I 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: a i u 
Giving: bwaabiiru "lorries" 
2.2.2.4.40 Multi-linear representation of the BP dkaakiinu "shops" 
Under the above mentioned BP geminate pattern C|C2aaC2iiC3U as in dkaakiinu 
shown in section and table (2.2.2.3.2.4.4.4), the BP dkaakiinu "shops" would be 
analyzed as follows: 
Figure (2.2.2.4.40) Multi-linear representation of the BP dkaakiinu "shops": 
Root tier / consonant melody d k k n 
Skeletal tier / template/pattern C1C2VVC2VVC3V 
\/ \/ I 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: a i u 
Giving: dkaakiinu "shops" 
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2.2.2.4.41 Multi-linear representation of the BP msaamiiru "nails" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern inCiaaC2iiC3U (CCiaaC2iiC3u) as in 
msaamiiru shown in section and table (2.2.2.3.2.4.4.5), the BP msaamiiru "nails" 
would be analyzed as follows: 
Figure (2.2.2.4.41) Multi-linear representation of the BP msaamiiru "nails": 
Root tier / consonant melody m s m r 
Skeletal tier / template/pattern C1C2VVC2VVC3V 
\ / \ / ( 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: a i u 
Giving: msaamiiru "'nails'" 
This is also observed in the adjective broken plural as in mzaakiimu "having a 
cold (M&F)'" shown in section and figure (3.2.2.4.12) of chapter 3. 
2.2.2.4.42 Multi-linear representation of the BP tSaamiimu "designs" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern tCiaaC2iiC3U (CCiaaC2iiC3u) as in tSaamiimu 
shown in section and table (2.2.2.3.2.4.4.6), the BP tSaamiimu "designs" would be 
analyzed as follows: 
Figure (2.2.2.4.42) Multi-linear representation of the BP tSaamiimu "designs": 
Root tier / consonant melody t S m m 
Skeletal tier / template/pattern CC1VVC2VVC3V 
\/ \/ I 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: a i u 
Giving: tSaamiimu "designs" 
2.2.2.5 Predictability of Noun Plural Forms 
The predictability of the noun plural form (as output) from its corresponding noun 
singular form (as input) is less than or rather not greater than in adjectives discussed 
under (3.2.2.7) Keeping in mind the data tables of TYA shown above, which list the 
possible singular patterns and their corresponding plural patterns, it can be realized 
that the relationship between singular and plural patterns shows the diversity of plural 
patterns within one singular pattern and that most singular patterns of one type have a 
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general similar plural pattern, but, unlike adjectives, the exceptions in each pattern are 
not few. Given below are the general observations which outline an attempt at partial 
predictability of the plural form/pattern through the (syllabic) structure of the singular 
form/pattern: 
2.2.2.5.1 Observation I: Many forms of the noun pattern (2.1.3.1) CiaC2C3U or 
(2.1.3.2) CiaC2C3-ah (2.1.3.3) C|iC2C3U, (2.1.3.5) C,aC2aC3U, (2.1.3.6) CiaC2aC3-eh 
and (2.1.3.7) C1UC2C3U generally take the broken plural pattern C|C2aaC3U as 
illustrated in table (2.2.2.5.1) below; table (2.2.2.5.1) is a repetition of what is given in 
table (2.2.2.3.2.3.1.1) above; this is for convenience: 
Table (2.2.2.5.1) BP pattern CiC2aaC3U as in klaabu: Predictable 
Pattern No.Pattern s. Noun BP BP pattern Gloss 
(2.1.3.1) C|aC2C3U 
(2.1.3.1) C|aC2C3U 
(2.1.3.1) C|aC2C3U 
(2.1.3.1) C|aC2C3U 
(2.1.3.1.4) CiaC2C2U 
(2.1.3.1.5) C,ooC3U 
(2.1.3.2) CiaC2C3-ah 
(2.1.3.2) CaCjCj-eh 
(2.1.3.2) CiaC2C3-ah 
(2.1.3.2.6) CieeC2C3-eh 
(2.1.3.3) C|iC2C3U 
(2.1.3.3.4) CiiiCju 
(2.1.3.3.4) C,iiC3U 
(2.1.3.3.4) C|iiC3U 
(2.1.3.5) C,aC2aC3U 
(2.1.3.5) CiaC2aC3U 
(2.1.3.5) CiaC2aC3U 
(2.1.3.5.1) CiaaC3U 
(2.1.3.5.1) C|aaC3U 
(2.1.3.6) CiaC2aC3-eh 
(2.1.3.7) C1UC2C3U 
(2.1.3.7) C1UC2C3U 
(2.1.3.7) C1UC2C3U 
(2.1.3.7) C1UC2C3U 
(2.1.3.7) C1UC2C3U 
(2.1.3.7) C1UC2C3U 
(2.1.3.7) C1UC2C3U 
(2.1.3.15) CiaC2iiC3U 
kalbu 
farxu 
baHru 
Tab'u 
'ammu 
sooqu 
qal'-ah 
gabh-eh 
sanT-ah 
xeem-eh 
Sihru 
diimu 
6iibu 
biiru 
gamalu 
qalamu 
'amalu 
baabu 
xaalu 
gaman-eh 
durgu 
burgu 
suxTu 
buhlu 
xuzqu 
xurmu 
xurqu 
Gariibu 
klaabu 
fraaxu 
bHaaru 
Tbaa'u 
'maamu 
swaaqu 
qlaa"u 
gbaahu 
snaaTu 
•xyaamu 
Shaaru 
dyaamu 
6yaabu 
byaaru 
gmaalu 
qiaamu 
'maalu 
bwaabu 
xwaalu 
gmaanu 
draagu 
braagu 
sxaaTu 
bhaalu 
xzaaqu 
xraamu 
xraaqu 
Graabu 
C|C2aaC3U 
C|C2aaC3U 
C|C2aaC3U 
C|C2aaC3U 
C|C2aaC3U 
C|C2aaC3U 
CiC2aaC3U 
CiC2aaC3U 
C|C2aaC3U 
CiyaaC3U 
CiC2aaC3U 
CiyaaCsu 
CiyaaC3U 
CiyaaC3U 
C|C2aaC3U 
C|C2aaC3U 
C|C2aaC3U 
C|waaC3U 
C|waaC3U 
CiC2aaC3U 
CiC2aaC3U 
CiC2aaC3U 
C|C2aaC3U 
C|C2aaC3U 
C|C2aaC3U 
C|C2aaC3U 
C|C2aaC3U 
C|C2aaC3U 
"dogs'" 
"young birds"' 
"seas" 
"habits" 
"paternal uncles" 
"markets" 
"castles" 
"foreheads" 
"bags"' 
"tents"' 
"see (2.1.3.3)" 
"human bodies" 
"wolfs"" 
"wells"" 
"camels'" 
"pens"" 
"works'" 
"doors"" 
"maternal uncles' 
"see (2.1.3.6)" 
"drawers" 
"dovecots'" 
"strokes" 
"see (2.1.3.7)" 
"see (2.1.3.7)" 
"see (2.1.3.7)" 
"see (2.1.3.7)" 
"see (2.1.3.15)" 
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2.2.2.5.1 Observation 2: Many forms of the noun pattern (2.1.3.1) CiaCaCsU, some of 
the noun pattern (2.1.3.3) C|iC2C3U and few of the noun pattern (2.1.3.7) C1UC2C3U 
generally take the broken plural pattern C1C2UUC3U as illustrated in table (2.2.2.5.1) 
below; table (2.2.2.5.1) is a repetition of what is given in table (2.2.2.3.2.3.1.2) above; 
this is for convenience: 
Table (2.2.2.5.2) BP pattern C1C2UUC3U as in qluubu "hearts": Predictable 
Pattern No.Pattern s. Noun BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.3.1 
(2.1.3.1 
(2.1.3.1 
(2.1.3.1 
(2.1.3.1 
(2.1.3.1 
(2.1.3.1 
(2.1.3.1 
(2.1.3.1 
(2.1.3.1 
(2.1.3.1 
(2.1.3.1 
(2.1.3.1 
(2.1 
(2.1 
(2.1 
(2.1 
(2.1 
.3.1 
.3.3 
.3.3 
.3,3 
.3.7 
) Ci 
) Ci 
) Ci 
) C| 
) C| 
) Ci 
.4)C, 
.4)C| 
.4)C, 
.4)C, 
.6)C, 
.6)C| 
.6)C| 
.6)Ci 
) C| 
) C| 
.3)C| 
) Ci 
aC2C3U 
aC2C3U 
aC7C3U 
aC2C3U 
aC2C3U 
aC2C3U 
aC2C2U 
aC2C2U 
aC2C2U 
aC2C2U 
eeC3U 
eeC3U 
eeC3U 
eeC3U 
iC2C3U 
iC2C3U 
iC2C2U 
UC2C3U 
qalbu 
nafsu 
taxtu 
qabru 
saTHu 
baH0u 
kaffu 
saddu 
xaddu 
Haqqu 
Teeru 
seexu 
beetu 
'eenu 
nigmu 
diqnu 
fiSSu 
9uqbu 
qluubu 
nfuusu 
txuutu 
qbuuru 
sTuuHu 
bHuuBu 
kfuufuu 
sduudu 
xduuduu 
Hquuqu 
Tyuurii 
syuuxu 
byuutu 
'yuunu 
nguumu 
dquunu 
fSuuSu 
Qquubu 
C1C2UUC3U 
C1C2UUC3U 
C1C2UUC3U 
C1C2UUC3U 
C1C2UUC3U 
C1C2UUC3U 
C1C2UUC3U 
C1C2UUC3U 
C1C2UUC3U 
C1C2UUC3U 
C1C2UUC3U 
C1C2UUC3U 
C1C2UUC3U 
C1C2UUC3U 
C1C2UUC3U 
C1C2UUC3U 
C1C2UUC3U 
C1C2UUC3U 
"hearts" 
"souls" 
"tables" 
"graves" 
"surfaces" 
"researches" 
"palms" 
"dams" 
"cheeks" 
"rights" 
"birds" 
"Sheikh" 
"houses" 
"eyes" 
"stars" 
"beards" 
"stones of rings" 
"holes" 
2.2.2.5.3 Observation 3: Almost all nouns with the General BP pattern CvCvvCvCv 
(CaCaaCiCu) or CCvvCvCv (CCaaCiCu) have a singular pattern CvCCvCv/ 
CvCCvC-eh/-ah. 
2.2.2.5.4 Observation 4; Almost all nouns with the General BP pattern CvCvvCvvCv 
(CaCaaCiiCu) (e.g. the BP pattern CiaC2aaC3iiC4U as in qaraaTiisu "sheets of paper" 
etc., discussed under section and table (2.2.2.3.2.4.3.1) and the corresponding 
subsections and their related tables that follow it), have a singular pattern with a long 
vowel before the last consonant (cf. the singular noun pattern (2.1.4.7) CiuC2C3aaC4U 
as in qurTaasu "a sheet of paper") (or general have a general singular pattern 
CvCCvvCv/ CvCCvvC-eh/-ah). 
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2.2.2.5.5 Observation 5; Also, almost all nouns with the General BP pattern 
CCvvCvvCv (CCaaCiiCu) (e.g. the BP pattern C|C2aaC3iiC4U as in dsaamiisu 
"screwdrivers" etc.. discussed under section and table (2.2.2.3.2.4.4.1) and the 
corresponding subsections and their related tables that follow it), have a singular 
pattern with a long vowel before the last consonant (cf. the singular noun pattern 
(2.1.4. ] 0) C| iC2C3iiC4U dismiisu "a screwdriver"). 
2.2.2.5.6 Observation 6: Otherwise, with few exceptions, it is in the first place 
Feminine sound plural (FSP) with FSP suffix -aatu that is used in the plural formation 
of several of TYA feminine noun forms (used for both humans and non-humans) and 
in the second place the masculine sound plural (MSP) with the MSP -iin that is used 
in the plural formation of several of TYA masculine noun forms (used mostly for 
humans). 
Furthermore, based partially on his important comments on McCarthy's account 
for the TL broken plurals in CA, Abd-Rabbo (1988) points out argumentatively that: 
McCarthy's account for the TL broken plurals by proposing, in addition to 
the QL vowel melody /a i/, three more melodies /i a/, /u/ and /a/. The first 
of these is found in plurals like rijaal (men), the second in ?usuud (lions), 
and the third in ?aqlaam (pens). He proposes that all TL nouns and 
adjectives which can be collapsed to template CVCV(V)C can be mapped 
to the QL plurals template using the three melodies. Consequently, he 
modifies the QL template to include the TL plurals as follows: 
(5.19) 
[ C V C V V C ( V (v ) C) ] 
The QL plurals now apply to the full template, while the TL ones 
attach to the obligatory part. I think that collapsing them in this manner 
might create some problems of application which might require special 
devices to avert. For example, the spreading conventions do not prohibit a 
TL noun form from attaching to the full template. The noun rajul (VM /i 
a/) can attach as follows: 
i a 
I / / \ 
cvcvvcvc 
I I \ / 
r j f 
This gives the incorrect plural rijaalal, rather than rijaal. We can 
stop this type of attachment by specifying the template as follows: 
[ [ C V C V V C ] T L B P V ( V ) C ] 
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Actually there are more than three TL plural melodies. For 
example, /u a/ as in Sudaf (coincidences). McCarthy probably would have 
to increase the number of vowel melodies to six or more. 
More importantly, each singular form in McCarthy's system will 
have a vowel melody as well as a template assigned to it. For example 
?asad (lion) and Sabuur (patient) will have the following lexical forms 
(5.21) 
?asad [ , VM/a/, T CVCVVC] 
Sabuur[ , VM/au/, TCVCVVC] 
It would be easier for McCarthy to list the plurals ?usuud and 
Subur along with the singulars. Furthermore, McCarthy's account 
becomes one of showing possible plurals, using the melodies, rather than a 
morphological rule that derives plurals from singulars. This is so because 
if each singular has a vowel melody lexically attached to it, there is really 
very little left except to show how the spreading conventions work, which 
is probably what McCarthy's account intends to show. 
A general problem for the accounts of Levy and McCarthy is that 
it is not possible for them to show how the same singular can take more 
than one plural. Probably McCarthy would assign more than one vowel 
melody for each noun specification. Levy would have to have the same 
structural description undergo a number of major or minor rules 
optionally. Abd-Rabbo (1988. p. 157). 
Keeping in mind the above quote, the situation on TYA will be slightly different. 
We can account for the TYA TC plurals by proposing, in addition to the QC vowel 
melody /a (i) u/, five more melodies: /i a u/, /u/ /a u/. /a i u/, and /u a u/. The first is in 
plurals like giraru "local pots"', the second in qluubu "hearts" or kutubu "books", the 
third in gmaalu or qlaamu "camels or pens", the fourth in zaahiibu "farm-fields", and 
the fifth in kuratu "kinds of dresses". We propose that all TC plural nouns and 
adjectives which can be economically collapsed to template [C| (v) (v) C2 v (v) C3 + 
v] can be mapped to the QC plurals template using the tlve melodies. 
Accordingly, we modify the QC template to include the TC plurals as follows: 
[C , (V)C2V(V)C3( (V) (V)C4) + V] 
OR 
To include the BC plurals of few nouns as follows: 
[C , (V) (V)C2V(V)C3( (V) (V)C4) + V] 
All QC plurals now apply to the full template, while the TC ones attach to the 
obligatory part. We think that collapsing them in this manner might create some 
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problems of application whicii might require special devices to avert/stop happening. 
For example, the spreading conventions do not prohibit a TC noun form from 
attaching to the full template. The noun giraru (VM /i a u/) can attach as follows: 
i a u 
I / \ I 
Ci V C2 V C3(V C4) + V 
I \ / / 
g r 
This gives the incorrect plural girararu, rather than giraru. We can stop this type of 
attachment by specifying the template as follows: 
[[CI V C2 V C3] TC BP (V C4)] OC BP + V 
Also, the noun qluubu (VM /u/) can attach as follows: 
u u 
A \ I 
Ci C2 V V CiCv C4) + V 
I I \ / 
q 1 b 
This gives the incorrect plural qluububu, rather than qluubu. We can stop this type 
of attachment by specifying the template as follows: 
[[C| C2 V V C3] TC BP (V C4)] OC BP + V 
OR 
The noun kutubu (VM /u/) can attach as follows: 
u u 
/ \ \ I 
Ci V C2 V C3(V C4) + V 
I I \ / 
k t b 
This gives the incorrect plural kutububu, rather than kutubu. We can stop this type 
of attachment by specifying the template as follows: 
[[CI V C2 V C3] TC BP (V C4)] OC BP + V 
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Also, the noun gmaalu (VM /a u/) can attach as follows: 
a LI 
/\ \ I 
C| C2 V V C3(V C4) + V 
II \ / 
g m I 
This gives the incorrect plural gmaalalu, rather than gmaalu. We can stop this type 
of attachment by specifying the template as follows: 
[[Ci C2 VV C3] TC BP ("V C4)] OC BP+ V 
OR 
Also, the noun qiaamu (VM /a u/) can attach as follows: 
a u 
A \ I 
C| C2 V V C3(V C4) + V 
II \ / 
q 1 m 
This gives the incorrect plural qiaamamu, rather than qiaamu. We can stop this 
type of attachment by specifying the template as follows: 
[[CI C2 V V C3] TC BP (V C4)] OC BP + V 
Also, the noun zaahiibu (VM /a i u/) can attach as follows: 
a 1 u 
/ \ / \ \ I 
C | VV C2 V V C3(V C4) + V 
I I \ / 
z h b 
This gives the incorrect plural zaahiibibu, rather than zaahiibu. We can stop this 
type of attachment by specifying the template as follows: 
[ [C| VVC2V V C 3 ] T C B P ( V C 4 ) ] Q C B P + V 
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Also, the noun kuratu (VM /u a u/) can attach as follows: 
u a u 
i / \ I 
C| V C2 V C3(V C4) + V 
I I \ / 
k r t 
This gives the incorrect plural kuratatu, rather than kuratu. We can stop this 
type of attachment by specifying the template as follows: 
[[Ci V C 2 V C 3 ] T C B P ( V C 4 ) ] 0 C BP+ V 
Based on all this, we can have the following general templates/patterns: 
The following general template/pattern [C, (v) (v) (C2) (v) (v) C3 ((v) (v) C4) + -ah/-
ah] will stand for all types of templates/patterns of TYA singular nouns and adjectives 
and their plurals that have the obligatory feminine or plural marker -ah/-eh. 
The following general template/pattern [Ci (v) (v) (C2) (v) (v) C3 ((v) (v) C4) + v] will 
stand for all types of templates/patterns of TYA singular nouns and adjectives and 
their plurals that have the obligatory pausal /u/ or OGNC Id. 
The following general template/pattern [C| (v) (v) (C?) (v) (v) C3 ((v) (v) C4) + (v) (-
eh/-ah)] will stand for all t>pes of templates/patterns of TYA singular nouns and 
adjectives and their plurals that have either the feminine or plural marker -ah/-eh or 
the pausal /u/ or OGNC /u/ or none of them. 
2.3 Numerals in TYA 
2.3.0 Preliminary Remarks 
First of all let us see a general notion of Arabic numerals stated by Ryding (2005, 
p.54) who says: "Numerals themselves, their structural features and the grammatical 
rules for counting and sequential ordering, constitute one of the most complex topics 
in Arabic." Furthermore, with her reference to other authors talking about the notion 
of the Arabic numeral system, Ryding (2005) writes: 
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The Arabic numeral system has been described as "somewhat 
complicated" (Cowan 1964, 182), "assez compiexe ('rather complex')" 
(Kouloughli 1994, 121), "one of the trickiest features of written Arabic" 
(Haywood and Nahmad 1962. 301). as having "a special difficulty" 
(Cantarino 1975, 11: 361), and it has been said that the numerals '"do not 
readily lend themselves to inductive analysis" (Ziadeh and Winder 1957. 
148). These observations provide an indication of the complexity of a 
system which is important to understand but also challenging in the 
diversity of its categories and rules. Ryding (2005, p.329) 
The complexities of the Arabic numeral system are explained in the Ph.D. 
dissertation entitled "Morphological and syntactic features of Arabic numerals as 
evidence of their diachronic evolution" by Esseesy, Mohssen (2000), where in his 
abstract he writes: 
In this study, the linguistic theory developed in Hurford (1975 and 1987), 
the conclusions reached in Corbett (1978, 1983, and 1993), the 
generalizations in Stampe (1976), and the universais in Greenberg (1978) 
are applied to Arabic numerals with modification. The complexities 
previously encountered in studies of morphological and syntactic features 
of components of the counting sequence are explained in light of 
diachronic evolution of the numeral system. 
Further, he writes: 
Taken together, the findings confirmed that complexities encountered in 
the morphology and syntax of numeral systems in general can be 
explained only when universal tendencies and constraints as well as 
diachronic evolution of the system are incorporated in the analysis. 
Based on and due to the above general notion about the complicated Arabic 
numeral system and in accordance with the limitation of this thesis, a brief descriptive 
analysis of TYA numerals will be given in this thesis; further research would be 
necessary. Provided here is briefly an outline of some of the general structure of the 
morphology and syntax of TYA numerals, with examples taken mostly from me and 
my wife as native speakers of the TYA dialect and from my data collection from TYA 
native speakers. Consultation of some other contexts, wherever necessary, from other 
varieties of Arabic has been taken into consideration and this is for the purpose of 
showing the slightly different forms of TYA. Some rules and illustrative examples are 
presented in numerical order, cardinal numerals first and then ordinal numerals, 
fractions are also taken into consideration. The morphological treatment of the TYA 
numerals, unlike that of nouns and their patterns discussed in the previous two 
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sections of this chapter, is going to be done separately not as a form class/ pattern. 
This is because, TYA numerals belong to more than one class/ pattern. However, they 
are treated as 'a semantic class whose members have a common morphological 
patterning' according to Aboul-Fetouh, (1969) in case of EC A)), Thus TYA numerals, 
like those in other Arabic dialects (see, for instance, Aboul-Fetouh, (1969, p. 80) in 
case of ECA)), are to be grouped into the following five sets: 
1. 
11. 
111. 
IV. 
V, 
1 and 2; 
3 and 10; 
11 and 19; 
20. 30, to 90; and 
100+ 
Each set of the five sets shown above will be listed and illustrated to show the 
following form variations: 
1. Cardinals: These show the distinction between substantitives (sub) 
/nominalized adjectives (Nom A) and Adjectives (A); 
2. Ordinals: These show the distinction of masculine gender (M) and feminine 
gender (F); and 
3. Fractions: These occur in set II only. 
2.3.1 Set I: TYA numerals from one to t>vo 
Set I represents the members of TYA numerals from one to two. This is shown in 
table (2.3.1) below: 
Table (2.3.1) Set I: TYA numerals from one to tvvo: 
No. 
1 
2 
Cardinal 
Sub/NomA 
M. waaHid 
F. waHd-eh 
M.Gneen 
F. 9in-teen 
A 
waHdu 
wahd-eh 
Oneen 
0in-teen 
Ordinal 
M 
'awwal(u) 
Gaanyu 
F 
'awwal-eh 
6aany-eh 
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TYA cardinals that represent one and two can show gender distinction. Their 
corresponding ordinals 'awwalu (m) 'awwal-eh (f); Gaanyu (m), 0aany-eh (f) 
respectively are two related forms. waaHid/waHdu is not inflected for number, 
however its feminine related form can be only inflected for feminine plural number as 
in waHd-aatu , where the case-ending /u/ or the OGNC /u/ is optional. In many 
expressions waHd-eh can be replaced by Habb-eh which in turn can be inflected for 
number, e.g.: Habb-teen (f.d.), Habb-aatu (f.pl.). The TYA numerical 9neen has StF 
and an affix /-een/ not /-aan/ observed in CA/MSA. It is not inflected for number. The 
glottal stop /•/ with its following short vowel /i/ observed in CA/MSA numerical 
'iGnaan has been elided from the TYA corresponding form for ease and speed of 
pronunciation. The TYA numerical 9in-teen has StF, connective -t and an affix /-een/ 
not /-aan/ observed in CA/MSA. It is not inflected for number. The glottal stop /'/ 
with its following short vowel l\l observed in CA/MSA numerical 'iBnataan has been 
elided from the TYA corresponding form for ease and speed of pronunciation as well. 
The ordinal 6aanyu and 9aany-eh can be inflected for the masculine sound plural 
number 0aany-iin. 
2.3.2 Set II: TYA numerals from three to ten 
Set II represents the members of TYA numerals from 'three" to 'ten". This is shown in 
table (2.3.2) below: 
Table (2.3.2) Set 11: TYA numerals from three to ten: 
No. 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Cardinals 
N 
0alaaO-eh 
rba'-ah 
xams-eh 
sitt-eh 
sab'-eh 
9amaany-eh 
tis"-eh 
'asar-ah 
A 
GalaaG 
rba' 
xams 
sitt 
sab' 
Gam-aan 
tis' 
'asr 
Ordinals 
M 
GaalGu 
raab'u 
xaamsu 
saadsu 
saab'u 
0aam-nu 
taas'u 
'aasru 
F 
GaalG-eh 
raab'-ah 
xaam-s-eh 
saads-eh 
saab'-eh 
9aam-n-eh 
taas'-eh 
'aasr-eh 
Fractions 
GulGu 
rub'u 
xumsu 
sudsu 
sub'u 
Gumnu 
tus"u 
'usru 
Note: for a similar and more extensive study in case of ECA, see, Abul-Fetouh (1969 
p. 81). 
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As for the TYA numerals show in set 11 and its table mentioned above, the 
following is observed: TYA ordinals have a regular pattern: that of ordinal masculine 
is CiaaC2C3U, and that of ordinal feminine is CiaaC2C3-eh; such patterns are more 
commonly observed as noun patterns CiaaCaCsu and CiaaC2C3-eh that are derived 
from the first verb pattern/ form 1/banyan 1 and discussed under (2.1.3.9) and 
(2.1.3.10) in the first section of this chapter. 
TYA fractions have also regular pattern. They are of the pattern C1UC2C3U 
(e.g. xumsu, sudsu, etc., see last column of table (2.3.2) shown above); such pattern is 
also observed in the broken plural pattern C1UC2C3U as in Humru "red" and Sungu 
•'deaf" assigned to the adjective forms of colors and defects, respectively. This broken 
plural pattern C1UC2C3U is discussed under section and table (3.2.2.3.2.3.4.1) of the 
next chapter (i.e. of chapter 3). 
TYA cardinals are slightly irregular in their patterns, CiaC2C3-eh andCiaC2C3 
CiaC2C3-eh and C|aC2C3 for cardinals '5 ' and '7 ' ; C)iC2C2-eh / C|iC2C2 for the 
cardinal "6" and C|iC2C3-eh and C|iC2C3 for the cardinal '9'.They can be represented 
by the general patterns: CvCC-eh and CvCC. The relationship between these patterns 
lies in the loss of the feminine suffix -eh in the adjective forms. As for the cardinal 
'3 ' , the patterns are C|aC2aaC3-eh and C|aaC2C3 as for the cardinal "4", the patterns 
are CiC2aC3-ah and C|C2aC3 As for the cardinal '8", the patterns are CiaC2aaC3y-eh 
andCiaC2aaC3 As for the cardinal '10', the patterns are CiaC2aC3-ah and CiaC2C3 
TYA Cardinals (N) are inflected for the dual on the form that takes the FD suffix -
teen and the plural on the pattern -aat(u). Cardinals (A) are not inflected for number. 
Ordinals (M/F) are also not inflected. Fractions are inflected for the dual on the form 
that takes the FD marker -teen and the plural on the pattern C|C2aaC3U or CiC2aaC3; 
the use of the case-ending /u/ or the OGNC Iwl is optional and it is contextually 
restricted or specified as shown in the expression below: 
m'i rbaa'u m'i 0alaa9-eh rbaa'u 
have 1 quarters have 1 three quarters 
"1 have quarters." "1 have three quarters" 
TYA cardinal numbers (A) do not have the morphophonemic shape -t in close 
transition with a prefix of the shape /'i-/, since this prefix is usually elided or it is 
represented by a zero morpheme V0. This is demonstrated in the following data: 
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xams-eh doolaar "five dollars" 
xaamis yoom "fifth day" 
xaamis marrah "fifth time'" 
sitt-eh ryaal "six riyals" 
xams kwar "five balls" 
xams-eh bwaabu "five doors" 
xams stimaar-aatu "five application forms' 
xams-eh yaam "five days" 
rba'-ah shuur "four months" 
This will be overtly realized when we compare other Yemeni Arabic and 
Arabic dialects as in the data given below: 
Data from YA (Qafisheh, H. A. (1990, pp. 187 and 291)): 
xamsaduulaar "five dollars" 
xaamis yawm "fifth day" 
xaamis marrah "fifth time'" 
sitta riyaal "six riyals'" 
Data from CEA (Abul-Fetouh, 1969, p. 82): 
xamas + kwar "five balls" 
xamsat ^ ibwaab "five doors"" 
xam-as ^ istimaaraat "five application forms'" 
Data reproduced from Syrian Arabic (Cowell 1964, p. 171): 
xamsat-iyaam "five days"" 
'arba't- shur "four months"" 
The above TYA numerals from three to ten and their peculiarity of the 
agreement/concord between them and the forms used with them are reminiscent of the 
following general statement about Semitic numerals from three to ten: 
The Semitic numerals from 'three' to 'ten" possessed originally the 
peculiarity that the feminine forms were used with the masculine nouns, 
and the masculine forms with feminine nouns. This reversed concord is 
perverted in most of the Semitic languages... Blake, F. R. (1912, p. 
201). 
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They also remind us of what Wright (1955, p. 254) states , in case of the CA 
numerals numbers from 3 to 10: "The cardinal number from 3 to 10 take the fem. 
form, when the objects numbered are of the masc. gender; and conversely the masc. 
form , when the objects numbered are fern.". They also remind us of what Ryding 
(2005), states, in case of the MSA numerals numbers from 3 to 10: 
Arabic numerals three to ten have two distinctive characteristics: first, 
they are followed by a plural noun in the genitive case, and second, they 
show gender polarity, or reverse gender agreement with the counted noun. 
That is, if the singular noun is masculine, the numeral will have the 
feminine marker taa' marbmiTa, and if the singular noun is feminine, the 
numeral will be in the masculine form. Ryding (2005, p. 334). 
2.3.3 Set III: TYA Numerals from eleven to nineteen 
Set III represents members of TYA Numerals from 11-19. This is shown in table 
(2.3.3) below: 
Table (2.3.3) Set III: TYA Numerals from eleven to nineteen: 
No. 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
Cardinals 
N 
Hda's 
Bna's 
GalaTa's 
rbaaTa's 
xamsTa's 
sitta's 
sabaata's 
Oamanta's 
tseeTa's 
A 
Hda'sar 
0na"sar 
OalaTa'sar 
rbaaTa'sar 
xamsTa'sar 
sitta'sar 
sabaata'sar 
Gam-anta'sar 
tseeTa'sar 
Ordinals 
Same forms of cardinals N 
Hda's 
0na"s 
GalaTa's 
rbaaTa's 
xamsTa's 
sitta's 
sabaata's 
Gamanta's 
tseeTa's 
TYA numerals from 'eleven' to 'nine-teen" do not show formal distinctions 
between cardinal and ordinal in TYA. They are compound forms of 'asar-ah "ten" 
and members of sets 1 and II shown above. This is demonstrated below: 
Had's 
Bna's 
11 =Hd-^-a 's 
12 = en-^-a's 
Hda'sar 
Gna'sar 
11 = Hd-^-a'sar 
12 = Gn-'^-a'sar 
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BalaTa's 
rbaaTa's 
xamsTa's 
sitta's 
sabaata's 
Bamanta's 
tseela's 
13=ealaT-^-a's 
14 = rbaaT-/^-a's 
15 = xamsT-'^-a's 
16 = sitt-^-a's 
17 = sabaat-^-a's 
18 = Bamant-'^-a's 
19 = tseet-'^-a's 
OalaTa'sar 
rbaaTa'sar 
xamsTa'sar 
sitta'sar 
sabaata'sar 
Bamanta'sar 
tseeta'sar 
13=ealaT-^-a'sar 
14 = rbaaT-'^-a'sar 
15 = xamsT--^-a'sar 
16 = sitt--^-a'sar 
17 = sabaat--^-a'sar 
18 = Bamant-^-a'sar 
19 = tseet-^-a'sar 
TYA Cardinal Numerals from 'eleven" to 'nineteen' (N) are inflected for 
number. The duals are formed with the form that has the addition of the FD -teen; the 
plural with the pattern -aatu, e.g.: 
D. form 
Hdas-teen 
Bna's-teen 
BalaTa'seen 
rbaaTa's-teen 
xamsTa's-teen 
sitta's-teen 
sabaata's-teen 
Bamanta's-teen 
tseeta's-teen 
Gloss 
"two elevens" 
"two twelves'" 
"two thirteens" 
''two fourteens" 
"two fifteens" 
"two sixteens"" 
"two seventeens"' 
"two eighteens"" 
"two ninteens'" 
FSP form 
Hda's-aatu 
0na's-aatu 
0alaTa's-aatu 
rbaaTa's-aatu 
xamsTa's-aatu 
sitta's-aatu 
sabaata's-aatu 
Bam-anta's-aatu 
tseeta's-aatu 
Gloss 
"elevens"' 
"twelves" 
"thirteens" 
fourteens 
"•fifteens" 
"sixteens"' 
"seventeen' 
''eighteens" 
"ninteens" 
It is important to point out that TYA Cardinal Numerals from "eleven" to 
'nineteen' (A) are not inflected for number. 
2.3.4 Set IV: TYA numerals from nventy to ninety 
Set IV includes TYA numerals from 'twenty' to "ninety". The members of such 
numerals can be morphologically analyzed into stems with members of set II, and the 
MSP suffix -iin. This is demonstrated in table (2.3.4) below: 
Table (2.3.4) Set IV: TYA numerals from twenty to ninety: 
Nutverka] MSP form Gloss = set U stems- ^ MSP suffix-iin 
'isr-iin 
0alaa9-iin 
rbi'-iin 
xams-iin 
sitt-iin 
sab'-iin 
9amaan-iin 
tis'-iin 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 
= 'isr- "^ -iin 
= BalaaB - ^ -i 
= rbi' - ^ -iin 
= xams- '^-iin 
= sitt - -^-iin 
= sab'- ^ -iin 
= Oamaan- ^- i 
= tis' --^-iin 
iin 
i in 
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These TYA numerals of even tens are constructed as a numeral stem joined 
with a sound masculine sound plural (MSP) suffix -iin discussed in the previous 
section of this chapter as well as in the next chapter; there is no inflection for case, 
neither for the nominative nor for genitive-accusative. These numerals of even tens 
themselves do not show any gender distinctions or differences. The TYA numbers 
twenty to ninety-nine are followed by a singular counted noun as in 'isr-iin qirs 
"twenty piastres'", fi 'isr-iin mgallad "in twenty volumes", they are not followed by a 
singular accusative counted noun which is a form of tamyiiz, or accusative of 
specification as in case of MSA about which Ryding (2005, pp.343-344) points out 
that the even tens numerals are constructed as a numeral stem joined with a sound 
masculine plural suffix that inflects two ways for case, -uuna for the nominative and -
iina for genitive-accusative. I^hese even tens numerals themselves do not show any 
gender distinctions or differences. The numbers twenty to ninety-nine are followed by 
a singular accusative counted noun, which is a form of tamyiiz, or accusative of 
specification as in 'ishruuna qirsh-an twenty piasters fii Mshriina mujallad-an "in 
twenty volumes" 
Moreover, TYA Numerals of set IV do not show formal distinctions between 
cardinals and ordinals. They are inflected for number. The dual is commonly formed 
by the following construction: 6in-teen + the FSP suffix -aatu added to each form of 
set IV as in Gin-teen 'isr-iin-aatu "two twenties". The dual formation made by the 
addition of the FDS -teen as in "isr-iin-teen "two twenties" is optional and has a less 
common use in TYA. The plural is formed on the pattern -aatu (i.e. with the addition 
of FSP suffix -aatu) as illustrated below: 
Numerical FSP form Gloss 
'isr-iin-aatu "twenties" 
9alaa0-iin-aatu "thirties" 
rbi'-iin-aatu "forties" 
xams-iin-aatu "fifties' 
sitt-iin-aatu "sixties" 
sab'-iin-aatu "seventies" 
0am-aan-iin-aatu "eighties'" 
tis'-iin-aatu "nineties'" 
These similar in notion, though slightly different in from, can be compared to 
the MSA ones about which Ryding (2005, p. 344) points out that: "the plural form of 
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the tens numeral is the sound feminine plural, which is suffixed to the genitive-
accusative form of the number: 
'ishriinaat 
thalaathiinaat 
'arba'iinaat 
xamsiinaat 
sittiinaat 
sab'iinaat 
thamaaniinaat 
tis'iinaat 
''twenties" 
"thirties" 
"forties" 
"fifties' 
"sixties' 
"seventies' 
"eighties" 
"nineties"." 
in TYA. to construct compound tens numerals, the first part of the compound 
is an indefinite number joined to the second by the conjunction wa-/w- 'and." The first 
digit does not show case or gender as follows: In TYA the units twenty-one, thirty-
one and so foilh are constructed with the numeral "one" and then the tens component. 
The numeral "one" does not show gender agreement with the noun. It is only of the 
form waaHid. The "twos"" units neither inflect for case as duals nor they show straight 
gender agreement with the counted noun. This is demonstrated below: 
waaHid w-'isr-iin 
waaHid w-"isr-iin 
li-muddat waaHid w-'isr-iin yoom 
for a period of twenty-one days 
li-muddat waaHid w-'isr-iin san-eh 
for a period of twenty-one years 
twenty-one 
twenty-two 
fi Oneen w-'isr-iin SafH-ah 
in twenty-two pages 
li Bneen w-'isr-iin 'usbuu' 
for twenty-two weeks 
This is unlike the MSA about which Ryding (2005. 345) points out that to 
construct compound tens numerals, the first part of the compound is an indefinite 
number joined to the second by the conjunction wa- 'and.' The first digit shows case 
and gender and that the units twenty-one, thirty-one and so forth are constructed with 
the numeral "one" and then the tens component. The numeral ''one" shows straight 
gender agreement with the noun. It can be either of the form waaHid/ waaHida or the 
form 'aHad/'iHdaa and that the "'twos" units inflect for case as duals and show 
straight gender agreement with the counted noun. The following MSA examples are 
reproduced from her: 
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With masculine counted noun: 
waaHid-un wa-'ishruuna 
or 
'aHad-un wa-'ishruuna 
ithnaani vva-'isiiruuna 
ithnavni wa-'ishruuna 
With feminine counted noun: 
waaHidat-un wa-'ishruuna 
or 
"iHdaa wa-'ishruuna 
ithnataani wa-'ishruuna 
ithnatayni wa-'ishruuna 
Gloss 
twenty-one 
twenty-two 
li-muddat-i waaHid-in wa-'ishriina yawm-an fii thnatayni wa-'ishriina SafHat-an 
for a period of twenty-one days in twenty-two pages 
li-mudddat-i 'iHdaa wa-"ishriina sanat-an li-thnayni wa-'ishriina 'usbuu'-an 
for a period of twenty-one years for twenty-two weeks 
2.3.5 Set V: Set V: TYA numerals from one hundred to nine hundred 
Members of set V. except miy-eh '"one hundred'" and mii-teen "'two hundreds", are 
compound forms of a stem of members of set II shown in table (2.3.2) above and miy-
eh "one hundred". This is demonstrated in the following TYA data shown in table 
(2.3.5) below: 
Table (2.3.5) Set V: TYA numerals from one hundred to nine hundred: 
Numerical form Gloss = stem II form - ^-miy-eh 
= single form ~ CA mi"-ah 
= mi it- "^  -een of the dual suffix 
= GalaaG - ^-miy-eh 
= rba' - '^-miy-eh 
= xams - "^  -miy-eh 
= sitt - ^ -miy-eh 
= sab' - '^ -miy-eh 
= 9am-aan - ^ -miy-eh 
= tis' - ^ -miy-eh 
The TYA numeral miit-een "tow hundred" has the dual morpheme /-een/, so 
has the numeral "alf-een "two thousands'". This seems to be not only in TYA but also 
in 'all Arbic dialects", about which Blanc, (1970) writes: 
miy-eh 
mii-teen 
9alaa9miy-eh 
rba'miy-eh 
xamsmiy-eh 
sittmiy-eh 
sab'miy-eh 
9am-aanmiy-eh 
tis'miy-eh 
100 
200 
300 
400 
500 
600 
700 
800 
900 
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All dialects make some use of the dual morpheme, but the extent of that 
use varies greatly. The smallest sets of nouns susceptible of being put in 
the dual-consisting of a few items denoting measures, time spans, and the 
like-occur in some Moroccan and South Arabian dialects; the largest, most 
open sets occur in the Syro-Mesopotam-ian area. There seems to be no 
overall distinction, in that respect, between sedentary and nomadic 
dialects. The numerals 'two hundred' and 'two thousand' are everywhere in 
the dual: miten, alfen. Blanc, (1970, p. 44). 
There is no formal distinction between cardinals and ordinals in members of 
set V. The plural for miy-eh is miy-aatu and its dual form will be commonly formed 
of the following construction: 9in-teen + the FSP miy-aatu as in Oin-teen miy-aatu 
'"two hundreds'". The dual formation of the form that takes the FD suffix -teen as in 
mii-teen "'two hundreds"' is optional and has a less common use in TYA. The TYA 
data does not include dual or plural forms for the other members of set V shown 
above. 
2.3.6 TYA numerals other than above mentioned ones 
TYA numerals other than the abovementioned ones are coordination phrases of the 
pattern/structure (Noun + 'Connective Noun" (cf Aboul-Fetouh (1969, p. 83) in case 
of CEA)). This is demonstrated below: 
waaHid +wa + 'isr-iin -^ waaHidwi'isr-iin "one and twenty. 21'" 
Gneen +wa + "isr-iin -^ 9neenwi"isr-iin "two and twenty, 22"" 
xams-eh + wa + OalaaG-iin —»• xams-ehw 0a!aa0-iin "five and thirty, 35""; etc. 
Such numerical phrases do not show inflection for number. However, they 
show inflection for definiteness. When they are inflected for defmiteness, both the 
first and second elements carry the TYA definite marker am-, e.g.: 
am- + xams-eh + wa + am- + 9alaa9-iin—> am-xams-eh w am-9alaa9-iin "the 35"' 
am- + sitt-eh + wa + am-+ xams-iin —» am-sitt-ehwam-xams-iin "the 56" 
am- + xams-eh + wa + am- + sitt-iin -^ am-xams-ehwam-sitt-iin "the 65" 
When they represent ordinals, both elements are also inflected for defmiteness 
with the definite marker am-. This is demonstrated below: 
am- + xaamis+ wa + am- + 0alaa9-iin-^am-xaamisw-am-9alaa0-iin "the 35th" 
am- + saadis + wa + am-+ xams-iin —+ am-saadis w-am-xams-iin "the 56th'' 
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am- + xaamis+ wa + am- + sitt-iin -^ am-xaamis w-am-sitt-iin "'the 65th'" 
The two above mentioned TYA numerical phrases may not be 'contiguous' if 
the first element is one hundred or more as shown in set V and its table (2.3.5) and the 
second is 'one' to 'ten' as shown in sets I and II and their tables (2.3.1) and (2.3.2), 
respectively. This is illustrated below: 
mit qalam wa 9neen "102 pens" 
mii-teen qalam wa-rba'-ah "'104 pens" 
0alaa9mit qalam w-sab'-eh "307 pens'" 
xamsmit qalam wa sitt-eh "506 pens" 
but 
miy-eh warbi'-iin qalam "140 pens"" 
mii-teen w-xams-iin qalam "250 pens"' 
0alaa0miy-eh w-0alaa0-iin qalam "330 pens"" 
xamsmiy-eh w-tis'-iin qalam- "590 pens"" 
If the second element of the TYA numerical phrases is a member of set II (i.e. 
between 11 and 19), both constructs are permissible (cf Aboul-Fetouh (1969, p. 84)). 
This is demonstrated below: 
mit qalam wa-Had"s "111 pens"' 
mii-teen qalam wa rbaaTa's "214 pens" 
OalaaGmit qalam wa sabaaTa"s "317 pens'" 
xamsmit qalam watseeta'as "519 pens" 
All these alternate with the following: 
~ miy-eh w-aHda's qalam "'111 pens" 
~ mii-teen warbaaTa's qalam "114 pens"' 
~ 9alaa0miy-eh wasabaaTa's qalam "317 pens" 
~ xamsmiy-eh watseeta'as qalam "519 pens", respectively. 
2.4 Loan words in TYA 
2.4.0 Preliminary Remarks 
Yemeni Arabic has accumulated a sizable number of loan words taken from different 
languages including English, Turkish, Hindi, French, Italian and African languages, 
etc, and they have changed their structures or patterns phonologically and 
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morphologically. This is what it has been pointed out (in Arabic script) by Assuuswah 
(2007, p. 151). Moreover, it has been reported by Watson (2004b, p. 405) that: 
Over the past one thousand five hundred years, Yemen has been wholly or 
partly occupied by a number of powers: Ethiopia and Persia in the pre-
Islamic period (Playfair 1859 [1970]); the Ottoman Empire from the mid-
sixteenth century until 1636, and again between 1872 and 1918; and 
Britain between 1839 and 1967. Throughout almost the entire last two 
millennia, and even before, Yemen has functioned as an entrepot between 
India and Mediterranean. As a result, it has established strong trading links 
with many other regions, in particular, the Indian Subcontinent, the 
Middle East and the Mediterranean in the pre-modern period, as well as 
western powers since the age of discovery, and particularly Portugal, 
French and Italy. Watson (2004, p. 405) 
In general and according to Mehdi Ali (1978, pp. 93-94) '"the linguistic inter-
influence between Arabic and other languages was more or less a reflection of the 
cultural interaction between Arabs and non-Arabs." In the same direction. Watson 
(2004b, p. 405), points out that: "In common with human settlements, individual 
languages are not discrete entities, but rather reflect the influence of other cultures 
with which they have had contact through their lexicons and their morphologies. 
These influences show up as discontinuous lexical strata in the language." And that 
"The history of foreign involvement provides us with a time-scale for the introduction 
of linguistic features, and the extent to which these features remain in the language 
may hint at the psychological relationship maintained by the native population with 
outside influence." There is no doubt at all that Arabic, in general, has absorbed many 
lexical items from foreign languages from its classical past to the present. In this 
connection. Rosenhouse, Judith (2007) states that: 
Like other languages, Arabic has absorbed many lexical items from 
foreign languages from its classical past to the present. Since the 
second half of the 20th century the major source of foreign loanwords 
in Arabic has been the American English language, which has become 
the modern lingua franca of the world. Before that, French, Italian, 
Spanish, Turkish, Persian, Latin, Greek and others made lasting 
impacts on Arabic vocabulary (Rosenhouse. to appear). Rosenhouse 
(2007, p. 661). 
It has been pointed out by Watson (2004b, p. 405) that; "Loan words may 
describe an object or activity which is identical to the object or activity denoted in the 
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original language" and that "alternatively, loan words may be used metaphorically to 
describe an object or activity which bears much or some resemblance to the object or 
activity denoted in the original language." All the notions shown above, similarly 
holds true in case of the loan words that will be observed in Tihami Yemeni Arabic 
(TYA). 
Many Loanwords in MSA are being considered as one of the solid stems 
which are defined by Ryding (2005, p. 50) as "words which cannot be reduced or 
analyzed into the root-pattern paradigm. They consist of primarily three sets in 
Arabic: pronouns, function words, and loanwords." Focusing on the loanwords, this 
somehow holds true in case of some of loanwords in TYA, which are not associated 
with its root-pattern paradigm; however, as we shall see and observe, there are many 
loanwords in TYA that can be reduced or analyzed into the unique root-pattern or 
paradigm or system of TYA, both in the singular and plural. In general, "When 
foreign lexemes are used in literary Arabic or colloquial Arabic, they usually adapt to 
the Arabic system phonologically and also morphologically when necessary and 
possible." Rosenhouse (2007, p. 655). 
Many TYA words are borrowed from Western languages, such as bandalu 
•"bandie"'; filmu "film": bank(u) "bank", seekalu "cycle or bicycle"; kartu "card" etc. 
fit so well into the root-pattern system that TYA broken plurals have evolved for 
them -banaadlu, flaamu. bnuuku, syaaklu, and kruutu respectively. In a footnote, 
Ryding points out that: "A few words borrowed from Western languages, such as 
"film" and "bank" fit so well into the root-pattern system that Arabic plurals have 
evolved for them - 'aflaam and biimiuk, respectively." (p. 51). Also in TYA, there 
man> scientific loanwords which take productively the TYA (FSP) suffix -aatu as in 
kombyuutar/ kombyuutar-aatu "a computer" tyuubu/tyuub-aatu "a tube" 
talafazyuun/talafazyuun-aatu "a television" talafuunu/talafuun-aatu "a telephone", etc. 
This evidently leads us to what has been generally pointed out to by (Watson, 2002, p. 
188) that "A good test of the productivity of morphemes is their ability to affix to 
non-native loan words." 
Given below is a brief descriptive analysis of loanwords in TYA. It provides 
briefly an outline of the morphological structure of loanwords in TYA. The 
morphological treatment of the loanwords in TYA is also going to be done separately 
not as a form class/ pattern. This is because some loanwords fit so well into the root-
pattern system of TYA, the other some do not. Many examples of the data of 
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loanwords in TYA are taken from the present researcher and his wife as native 
speakers of the TYA dialect and from his data collection from TYA native speakers. 
Some other examples are reproduced from Assuuswah (2007, pp 158-169), Al-Omariy 
(2000, pp. 418-419), Al-Ahdal (2004, p. 15). All examples have been checked by me 
as well as my wife as native speakers and by my informants in personal 
communications, especially in the case of their plurals in the system of TYA. 
Consultation of the origin and gloss of some foreign words/loanwords have been 
taken from the following sources mentioned in the bibliography: The Browser's 
Dictionary of Foreign Words and Phrases by Varchaver, Mary and Frank Ledlie 
Moore (2001), Abdu, Hussein Ramadan (1988) in case of the Italian loanwords in 
colloquial Libyan Arabic as spoken in the Tripoli region, and Butros, Albert Jamil 
(1963) in case of the English loanwords in the colloquial Arabic of Palestine. 
Loanwords in TYA, like in Arabic in general, cover both specific and general subjects 
and some of them belong to words of everyday use (cf Bakalla, 1984. p. 75). The 
word lists for the loanwords in TYA are displayed according to their origin and 
according to the plural they take. These are shown as follows: 
2.4.1 Loan words coming from French that take -aatu for plural 
In TYA, we can find few loan words coming from French that take the FSP suffix -
aatu for plural as illustrated in table (2.4.1) below: 
Table (2.4.1) Loan words coming from French that take -aatu for plural: 
Word FSP Gloss 
saambooh 
barlamaan 
banTaluunu 
kanabeh^"^ 
saambooh-aat 
bariamaan-aat 
banTaluun-aatu 
kanab-aatu 
'"shampoo'" 
"parliamenf 
'"pants" 
'"sofas'" 
2.4.2 Loan words coming from French that take broken plural 
In TYA, there are very few loan words coming from French that take broken plural 
shown in table (2.4.2) below: 
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Table (2.4.2) Loan words coining from French that take broken plural: 
Word BP Gloss 
banTaluunu 
samiizu 
banaaTI-ah 
sumuzu 
"pants" 
"a shirt" (from (chemise) 
2.4.3 Loan words coming from Turkish that take -aatu for plural 
\n TYA. there are several loan words coming from Turkish that take the FSP suffix 
aatu for plural as demonstrated in table (2.4.3) below; 
Table (2.4.3) Loan words coming from Turkish that take -aatu for plural: 
Word 
baas-eh 
FSP 
baasw-aatu 
Hammaamu Hammaam-aatu 
Hafl-eh Hafl-aatu 
baqlaaw-ah baqlaaw-aatu 
Gloss 
'"a respected man" 
'•path room" 
"celebration, party" 
"see the following paragraph'' 
This word baqlaaw-ah in the above table is not only observed in TYA but also 
in Arabic in general and preserves the original Turkish denotative meaning; it has 
been pointed out by Varchaver. et al (2001) that: "baklava (BAHK-lah-vah) [Turkish] 
An intensely sweet Turkish pastry consisting of layers of ph\llo. butter, and ground 
nuts; after baking it is drenched in honey or sugar syrup." (p.23) 
2.4.4 Loan words coming from Turkish that take broken plural 
In TYA, we can find many loan words coming from Turkish that take broken plural as 
demonstrated in table (2.4.4) below: 
Table (2.4.4) Loan words coming from Turkish that take broken plural: 
Word 
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"uuDah 
diiwaanu 
doolaabu 
SulTaanu 
sooqu 
Tarbuusu 
beeraaqu 
Taas-ah 
'argiil-eh 
qaTiif-ah 
BP 
'uwaDu 
dawaawiinu 
dawaaliibu 
SalaaTiin 
swaaqu 
laraabiisu 
byaariiqu 
Tvvasu 
'araagiilu 
qaTaayfu 
Gloss 
"a room" 
"a divan" 
"a cupboard" 
"a leader" 
"a market" 
"a fez" 
"a flag" 
"a metal can or tin" 
"huka" 
"a kind of soft clothes" 
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2.4.5 Loan words coming from English that take -aatu for plural 
In TYA, there are loan words coming from English that take -aatu for plural as 
demonstrated in table (2.4.5) below: 
Table (2.4.5) Loan words coming from English that take -aatu for plural 
Word FSP Gloss 
kombyuutar 
kondeesan 
siidi 
'imeel 
wins 
tyuubu 
talafazyuun 
talafuunu 
stoodyooh 
steeryooh 
raadyooh 
siik 
kriim 
keek-eh/keeku 
kataloog 
fyuuz 
sweesu 
faaks 
doolaar 
buldeezar 
"albuum 
baaS 
break 
kors 
moodeel 
naayloon 
raadaar 
makrafuun 
laanki 
kafatiiry-eh 
baTTaary-ah 
fanniil-eh 
keemar-ah 
blooz-ah 
soot-eh 
skartiir-eh 
kombyuutar-aatu 
kondeesan-aatu 
siidiy-aatu 
"imeel-aatu 
wins-aatu 
tyuub-aatu 
talafazyuun-aatu 
talafuun-aatu 
stoodyooh-aatu 
steeryooh-aatu 
raadyooh-aatu 
siik-aatu 
kriim-aatu 
keek-aatu 
kataloog-aatu 
fyuuz-aatu 
swees-aatu 
faaks-aat 
doolaar-aatu 
buldeezar-aat 
"albuum-aat 
baaS-aatu 
breek-aatu 
kors-aat 
moodeel-aat 
naayloon-aatu 
raadaar-aat 
makrafuumn-aat 
taankiyy-aat 
kafatiiry-aatu 
baTTaariy-aatu 
fanniil-aatu 
keemar-aatu 
blooz-aatu 
soot-aatu 
skartiir-aatu 
"a computer" 
"an air condition" 
"CD, a compact disk" 
"an e-mail" 
"a winch" 
"a tube" 
"a television" 
"a telephone" 
"a studio" 
"a stereo" 
"a radio" 
"check" 
"cream" 
"a cake" 
"a catalog" 
"a fuse" 
"a switch" 
"a facsimile, fax" 
"a dollar" 
"a bulldozer" 
"an album" 
"a bus" 
"a break" 
"course" 
"a model" 
"nylon" 
"a radar" 
"a mike" 
"a (petrol) tank" 
"a cafeteria" 
"a battery" 
"a flannel shirf' 
"a camera" 
"a blouse" 
"shoot" 
"a secretary" 
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2.4.6 Loan words coming from English that take broken plural 
Many loan words coming from English that take broken plural are found in TYA as 
illustrated in table (2.4.6) given below: 
Table (2.4.6) Loan words coming from English that take broken plural: 
Word BP Gloss 
kartuunu 
bank 
barmiilu 
buutu 
kuutu 
filmu 
gool 
kabtin 
kartu 
malyuun 
taksi 
roobu 
Sandalu 
Ton 
daktuur 
tanaku 
mutru 
daktuur-ah 
tanak-eh 
kabiin-eh 
mkiin-eh 
t1ll-eh 
sgaar-ah 
karaatiinu 
bnuuku 
baramiilu 
bwaatu 
kwaatu 
tlaamu 
gwaalu 
kabaatin 
kruutu 
malaayiin 
takaasyu 
rwaabu 
Sanaadlu 
HNaanu 
dakaatr-eh 
HNaaku 
mwaatru 
dakaatr-eh 
HNaaku 
kabaaynu 
mkaaynu 
flalu ' 
sgaayru 
"a carton" 
"a bank" 
"a barrel" 
'"a boot" 
"a coat" 
"a film" 
"a goal" 
"a captain" 
'"a card" 
"a million" 
'•a taxi" 
•'robe, a night gown 
"a sandal" 
"a ton" 
"a doctor" 
•'a tank" 
•'motor-bike" 
"a doctor" 
'"a tank" 
"a cabin" 
"a machine" 
'•a villa" 
"a cigarette" 
2.4.7 Loan words coming from Hindi that take -aatu for plural 
In TYA, there several loan words coming from Hindi that take the MSP suffix -aatu 
for plural as demonstrated in table (2.4.7) below: 
Table (2.4.7) Loan words coming from Hindi that take -aatu for plural: 
Word 
bank-eh 
baTT-ah 
stuww-eh 
sanbal-eh 
sool-eh 
Taaw-ah 
Kaamb-eh 
Origin 
[bankha]^ ^*^ 
[patta] m 
[satwaj 
[cappal] 
[cu:lha] 
[ta:pa] 
[kambha] 
FSP 
bank-aatu 
-
-
sanbal-aatu 
sool-aatu 
Taaw-aatu 
kaambaatu 
Gloss 
'•a fan" 
"a card game" 
"leavening" 
"a shoe" 
"gas-cooker" 
"(frying) pan" 
"electric rod" 
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In the above table, the origin of the loanwords coming from Hindi are 
reproduced from Assuswah (2007, ppl58-169). In case of Yemen in general it has 
been pointed by Watson (2004b, p. 407) that: "Yemen has maintained trade links with 
the Indian subcontinent since at least the first millennium BC. Linguistically, these 
trade links are reflected principally in vocabulary relating to trade and industry, and to 
traded goods." Further, she points out that: "Much cloth came into Yemen from India, 
and the names of these fabrics have entered the language". 
2.4.8 Loan words coming from Hindi that take broken plural 
There are, in TYA, many loan words coming from Hindi that take broken plural as 
illustrated in table (2.4.8) below: 
Table (2.4.8) Loan 
Word 
baaldi/baaldiyyu 
bees-eh 
xurd-eh 
duqq-ah 
ranggu 
sanbuus-eh 
sanbalu 
kamaru 
kansali 
qurqusu 
handuulu 
Handuulu 
miidaanu 
words coming from 
Origin 
[baalti] 
[paisa] 
[khodra] 
[duqqa]/[dugga] 
[rang]/[randg] 
[saamuusa] 
[cappaljm 
[kamar] 
[kanculi] 
-
-
-
maidan 
Hindi that take broken plural: 
BP 
bwaaldu 
byasu 
xuradu 
dqaqu 
-
sanaabiisu 
sanaablu 
kimr-eh 
kanaaslu 
qaraaqsu 
hanaadiilu 
Hanaadiilu 
mayaadiinu 
Gloss 
"bucket" 
"money" 
"see (1.2.3.8)" 
"necklace" (old use) 
"paint" 
"samosa" 
"a pair of shoes" 
"belt with pockets" 
«.*?* 
"baby-scarf 
"baby-cradle" 
"baby-cradle" 
"see en 223" 
In the above table, the origin of the loanwords coming from Hindi are 
reproduced from Assuswah (2007, ppl58-l69). 
2.4.9 Loanwords coming from other languages that take either broken plural or 
sound feminine plural 
Finally, there are, in TYA, few loanwords coming from other languages that take 
either broken plural or sound feminine plural as illustrated in table (2.4.9) below: 
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Table (2.4.9) Loanwords coming from other languages that take either broken 
plural or sound feminine plural: 
Word 
balakuun-eh 
karafatt-eh 
kabbuLitu 
Taawl-ah 
kabiin-eh 
bitzaa 
gabinetto 
qamiiSu 
Saal-ah 
maas-eh 
fuuT-ah 
Taaw-ah 
pan" 
origin 
Italian 
Italian 
Italian 
Italian 
Italian 
Italian 
Spanish 
Spanish 
Spanish 
Persian 
Persian 
original word 
balcone 
la cravatta 
kapote^ '^' 
tavola^^' 
gabinetto^^* 
bizza^^^ 
la camisa 
sala^ ^« 
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mesa 
fuLita 
taawa 
BP 
-
-
kabaabiitu 
-
kabaaynu 
-
qumSaanu 
-
-
fwaTu 
-
FSP 
balakuun-aatu 
karafatt-aatu 
kabbuut-aatu 
Taawl-aatu 
-
biz-aatu 
-
Saal-aatu 
maas-aatu 
Taaw-aatu 
Gloss 
"balcony" 
"tie" 
"coat" 
"table" 
"cabinet" 
"pizza" 
"a shirt" 
"big room 
"desk" 
v i * > ; 
"(frying) 
fuuT-ah Snskrit [puta] fwaTu 
girb-eh 
burqu'u 
TiirTah 
Sabaic 
Urdu 
German 
[grb]" girabu 
[burka/burqa]'"' baraaq' u 
torte"''^ TuraTu 
"c (en )'• 
" c (en )•• 
"cake" 
In this table (2.4.9). the Italian loanword balakuun-eh ((balcone) "balcony")), 
for example is not only used in TYA but it is also used in 'most Arabic colloquials' 
such as 'Libyan Arabic (LA)" as reported by (Abdu, H. R., 1988, p. 51), who states 
that: "This loanword refers to balcony. An Arabized word jurfa (Arabic Language 
Academy (Cairo), 1980, p. 22) is also used in LA, but it is not very common. The 
Italian loanword is also used in most Arabic colloquials". 
Now, keeping in mind the data of loanwords found in TYA and shown in the 
above tables, we provide below what can be observed: 
What can be observed first is that the majority of the loanwords in the lists of 
the tables shown above belong to categories other than science and technology. For 
example, we have loanwords belonging to fashion such as roobu / rwaabu "robe, a 
night gown" ; or to jobs like daktuur/ dakaatr-eh "a doctor". There seems to be a fact 
that the most of non-science and technology words have broken plurals by the 
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Revowelling process and the science and technology forms have feminine sound 
plurals (FSP) by the affixation process (i.e. suffixation with -aatu plural suffix). This 
fact might indicate that the science and technology loans came into TYA in a more 
recent period than the non science due to the fact that TYA faces the problem of a 
need for vocabulary expansion in the domain of the technological development (this 
matter needs further research). Moreover, it is possible to suggest that this variation in 
the plural formation between these two plurals reflects the tendency for the semantic 
domain to change for the pluralization template. What can be assumed here is that the 
non-technology words have templates or patterns that are modified to become TYA 
native-like nouns, while many of technology nouns preserve their patterns to a great 
extent ; hence the suffixation process is more accessible than the Revowelling one. 
Therefore, these relatively old loanwords have become phonologically more similar to 
the templatic or noun pattern system in TYA and thus more probable to be similar to 
the broken plural template. So, an implication of a hallmark of such loanwords 
assimilation might be their tendency to take the broken plural mostly associated with 
the TYA native nouns and their own templates or patterns or structures discussed in 
section (2.2) of this chapter. 
The second observation takes into consideration the phonology of the 
loanwords. The lexical corpus of the loanwords in the grammar of TYA can be 
classified into two groups: 
(a) Few loanwords remain close to their origin in terms of their phonological features. 
For example, the words fyuuz "'a fuse", breek "a break", faaks "a facsimile, fax", and 
bank "a bank" maintained their phonological features; that is to say there is no change 
of the occurrence in their sound features. What can be predicted here is that these 
words will maintain their phonological properties without changing. This is because 
these words contain phonemes that exist in the phonological system of TYA. 
(b) Many of loanwords have undergone some phonological changes in TYA. These 
changes are represented by some phonological processes as demonstrated in (i), (ii), 
(iii), and (vi) below: 
(i) The process of voicing by which a certain voiceless phoneme of a loanword 
becomes voiced; for instance, the English word captain which has the medial 
voiceless /p/, turns into a loanword in TYA with the voiced phoneme /b/ word 
medially kabtin. TYA, like many of Arabic dialects, does not have a voiceless 
phoneme / p/. Cf Watson (2002), who writes that: 
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The bilabials *b and *m have been maintained in all modern Arabic 
dialects. In some dialects, /b/ has a voiceless counterpart, /p/, used in loan 
words from languages such as Persian and French which have a voiceless 
bilabial stop in their inventories. Watson (2002, p. 14), 
(ii) The process of vowel lengthening by which it is possible to observe a loanword 
containing a short vowel that is lengthened according to the target language TYA, for 
example, in the source language such as English the words album and tank contain the 
short vowels /u / and /a/ respectively; these vowels become long /uu/ and /aa/ when 
these words are used as loanwords in TYA as in 'albuum and taanki. 
(iii) The process of emphasis in which, as discussed in the introductory chapter, TYA 
contains emphatic phonemes that do not have counterparts in English. For example, 
for the sound /s/ in English, there is the sound /s/ as well as the emphatic sound /S/ in 
TYA; for /t/ in English, there is the sound /t/ and the emphatic sound /T/ in TYA. The 
scenario that can occur with some loanwords containing sounds like /s/ or /t/ is that 
this /s/ or III changes to the emphatic /S/ or /T/ respectively. For example, the 
loanword bus is turned into baaS with the emphatic /S/ in the word final position, and 
the word ton is turned into Ton with the emphatic 111 in the word initial position, 
(iv) The process of monophthongization by which some loanwords, that come into 
TYA with diphthongized vowels get monophthongized. For example, the vowel in the 
word blooz-ah "blouse" is a long monophthongized vowel /oo/, while original word 
has the diphthong /au/ in English word blouse. 
The third observation takes into consideration a morphological assimilation of 
loanwords in the morphology of TYA; this can be an evident feature in loanword 
morphology. Some nouns can be characterized as having the gender feature existing 
in TYA. As previously shown, TYA has the gender distinction between masculine 
and feminine where the feminine is marked with the feminine suffix -ah/-eh in the 
word final position. For example, in TYA there is the masculine mdarrsu "a male 
teacher" and the feminine mdarrs-eh "a female teacher'. As displayed in the data 
above a loanword can have this feminine suffix -ah/-eh as a feminine marker and thus 
it will have the morphology as well as the phonology of TYA. 
Based into this third observation and its related data, it can be assumed that the 
loanwords are completely assimilated into the gender distinction system in TYA by 
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having this feminine suffix -ah/-eh in the singular form. This assumption can be 
supported by a several arguments. 
First, all of these words are referred to in the singular by using the feminine 
'anaphoric pronoun', an issue that needs further research in accordance with the 
limitations of my thesis. One evident example is given below: 
Hii 6 ii am-bank-eh- Haqq-oh am-SGiir-eh 
It-fem (is) this-fem def-fan-f suff ovvn-his def small-f suff 
"it is this his own small fan" 
Second, many of these loanwords continue taking the feminine sound plural 
(FSP) form using the FSP suffix -aatu observed in TYA in many cases if not all: 
Hon 6eelee am-bank-aat Haqqoh am-SGiir-eh 
They-fem (are) these-fem def fan- FSP.suff ovvn-his def A-f suff 
"They are these his own small fans" 
While many loanwords with the feminine marker -ah/-eh take the feminine 
sound plural (FSP), some of them take the broken plural, e.g. tanak-eh/HNaaku "a 
tank" kabiin-eh/kabaaynu "a cabin" mkiin-eh/mkaaynu "a machine" fill-eh/flalu "'a 
villa" sgaar-ah/sgaayru "a cigarette'". The pluralization process for the completely 
assimilated words into TYA can be problematic because the feminine sound plural 
(FSP) emerges as a consequence of the nouns that are already marked for feminine 
gender (e.g. kafatiiry-eh /kafatiiry-aatu "a cafeteria"; baTTaary-ah /baTTaariy-aatu"a 
battery"; fanniil-eh /fanniil-aatu "a flannel shirt" (fanaaylu as a broken plural is aloso 
possible); keemar-ah /keemar-aatu "a camera'"; blooz-ah /blooz-aatu "a blouse"; soot-
eh /soot-aatu "shoot""; skartiir-eh /skartiir-aatu "a secretary" etc., ) in the singular 
form. The inflection mechanism of these words reveals the degree of productivity of 
broken plural which can be considered as a high degree of productivity in the sense 
that some of these assimilated loanwords undergo this broken plural formation by the 
Revowelling process. In the next paragraph, we will see how the broken plural is 
supported by the evidence of broken plural formation of such loanwords that become 
a pail in the morphological as well as morphosyntactic system of TYA. 
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Based on the above data of the singular forms of the loanwords and their 
corresponding plural forms from the different languages shown in TYA, evidence is 
provided that TYA contains the broken plural as well as sound feminine plural. These 
plural forms are applied to the loanwords that most of which do not have canonical 
roots or patterns/structures in TYA. The data also show that these loanwords can have 
either broken plural or the sound feminine plural as evidence for the existence of such 
plural forms in TYA. 
The plurals have been classified according to their plural formation in TYA 
and their language origin. For example, the loanwords have two plural forms: BP or 
FSP. The first presented in the data is broken plural which is evident in the data 
shown in tables (2.4.3) (partially assimilated French loanwords); (2.4.5), (completely 
assimilated Turkish loanwords; (2.4.6) (English loanwords) and (2.4.8) (Hindi 
loanwords) The second is the sound feminine plural which is evident in the data 
shown above in tables (2.4.1) (English loanwords), (2.4.2) (French loanwords), (2.4.4) 
(Turkish loanwords), and (2.4.7) (Hindi loanwords). Finally, in the data shown above 
in table (2.4.9) we have loanwords coming from other languages; and these take the 
two plural forms: the broken plural and the feminine sound broken plural. 
From the discussion of the data above, the importance of the historical factors (that 
needs further research) in determining the status of plural formation of loanwords in 
TYA can be revealed. This is accounted for in terms of having the broken plural 
associated with the most of (if not all) old loanwords while the sound feminine sound 
plural take into consideration most of (if not all) the modern loanwords. 
Based upon the data of the loanwords from other languages in TYA, we can 
conclude that what these loanwords have in common is that most of them do not 
belong to the lexical system of TYA; i.e., they do not have canonical roots in the 
grammar of TYA. Since these forms have become a part of the grammar, they ought 
to be inflected for plural accordingly; hence, we can conclude that the non-canonical 
structures or patterns coming into TYA take either broken plural or the sound 
feminine plural. 
As for the role of the canonical root in the establishment of plural formation of 
loanwords in TYA we can conclude that loanwords undergo the feminine sound plural 
formation more than the broken plural formation because they have no access to the 
canonical root template in TYA, thus they fall under the •elsewhere" condition. 
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In chapter 4 under (4.3) we will deal with the loanwords and the BP vs. SP 
assignment, revowelling vs. affixation. 
2.5 Some Remarks on the TYA Historical Development 
2.5.0 Preliminary remarks 
in case of the problem of word formation in particular and within or in accordance 
with the notion of the distinction between "synchrony and diachrony' (Bauer, Laurie. 
2004) in general, it has been pointed out that it is frequently the case that a diachronic 
event is the evidence for a synchronic state. This is based on Bauer, Laurie, (2004 p. 
27), who writes: "A second problem for word-formation with the distinction between 
synchrony and diachrony is that it is frequently the case that a diachronic event is the 
evidence for a synchronic state." 
Moreover, interplay of synchrony and diachrony can be considered as 
essential. This kind of consideration can be realized in what has been pointed out by 
Schreier, Daniel (2005) in his book entitled "Consonant change in English worldwide: 
Synchrony meets Diachrony", where he states that: 
The interplay of synchrony and diachrony is essential for phonotactic 
variation and change in English: it accounts for recurring patterns in 
phonotactic variation, providing a vital link between non-permanent 
and permanent effects on the one hand and between variation and 
change on the other hand. Schreier, Daniel (2005, p. 16). 
Although the essential concern of this TYA study is not historical in nature, 
we find, for reasons to come, that it is very useful for the synchronic analysis, which 
is the main concern of this TYA study, to be introduced by some observations on the 
historical development of the dialect/language; cf Hamid. Abdel Halim M. (1984. pp. 
13-33) in case of Sudanese Colloquial Arabic (SCA). 
As a matter of fact, these observations are intended or meant to show that 
some of the historical developments have led to certain differences or discrepancies 
between TYA, on one hand, and the MSA and some of its modern Arabic dialects on 
the other hand, in respect to the nominal and adjectival structures and patterns. Thus 
this section will concentrate on the outstanding changes that have taken place in TYA 
through the history. It will investigate and examine a lexical corpus of data from the 
TYA compared to its proto-language, the MSA in order to come up with certain 
generalizations with regard to these changes. 
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2.5.1 Tri-consonantal patterns C1VC2C3U vs. C1VC2C3 
From the investigation and examination of all the singular nouns and adjectives of the 
first section of both chapter 2 and chapter 3, it is remarkably observed, for instance, 
that all those of the tri-consonantal C1VC2C3 structure/pattern in MSA and some of its 
modern Arabic dialects have developed to the tri-consonantal C1VC2C3U 
structure/pattern in TYA. This phenomenon will also be applicable to quadri-
consonantal patterns and quinqui-consonantal patterns, but since this is not our scope 
in this thesis, we will focus only on some of the tri-consonantal patterns such as TYA 
C1VC2C3U vs. MSAC,vC2C3. 
Suffice it to say here that the explanation of this phenomenon goes as follows: 
Through historical development, case-endings were lost from nouns [as well as, we 
argue, adjectives] of the C1VC2C3U structure/pattern resulting in a cluster of two 
consonants at the end of the word, violating the constraint on syllable structure of the 
CA/MSA language which allows only Cv, Cvv. CvC and CvvC, but not CvCC unless 
a geminate cluster at the end of the word (cf Hamid (1984, p. 17) in case of Sudanese 
Colloquial Arabic (SCA)). As a result, a post-final vowel /u/ as a supporting vowel or 
a retained case-ending /u/ was added or retained to bring the cluster in line with the 
syllable requirement. Thus, given the underlying representation, 
C1VC2C3 
\// I 
o o 
where the final consonant (i.e. C3) is not incorporated into a syllable, the 
supporting vowel lul or the retained case-ending /u/ is added after the unincorporated 
consonant to give the acceptable or proper structure/pattern, 
C1VC2C3U 
\ / / \ / 
a a 
For the sake of analysis, the examples of TYA nouns and adjectives are 
classified into three major types/patterns: CiaC2C3U, C|iC2C3U, and C1UC2C3U which 
are compared to the MSA ones of CiaC2C3, C|iC2C3, and C1UC2C3 respectively. An 
examination of these types/patterns is in order. Nouns and adjectives will be indicated 
by their abbreviations (N) and (A) respectively. 
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2.5.1.1 TYA CaCzCju as in qalbu "heart" vs. MSA CiaCjCaas in qalb "heart" 
All nouns and adjectives of the structure/pattern CiaC2C3 in MSA have developed to 
the structure/pattern ((3.1.3.1) & (3.1.3.6)) CiaC2C3U in TYA. This development is 
shown by the representative examples in (2.5.1.1) below; more examples are given 
under ((3.1.3.1) & (3.1.3.6)): 
Table (2.5.1.1) TYA CaCjCju as in qalbu "heart" vs. MSA CaCzCj as in qalb 
"heart": 
MSA TYA Gloss 
qalb 
kalb 
sams 
sahm 
-
Daby 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
qalbu (N) 
kalbu (N) 
samsu (N) 
sahmu (A) 
zaxmu (A) 
Dabyu (N) 
"hearts" 
"dog" 
"sun" 
"generous, kind 
"beautiful" 
"gazelle" 
These examples indicate the productivity and regularity of the historical 
development where the post-final vowel /u/ or the retained case-ending /u/ was added 
in harmony wit the preceding vowel to break the consonant cluster at the end of the 
word. We propose the following rule in (2.5.1.1) to account for this development: 
Rule (2.5.1.1) 0 ^ u / C i a C 2 # # C 3 _ # 
2.5.1.2 TYA C|iC2C3U as in nigmu "star" vs. MSA C,iC2C3as in nigm "star" 
All nouns and adjectives of the structure/pattern C|iC2C3 in MSA have developed to 
the structure/pattern ((3.1.3.3) & (3.1.3.5)) CiiC2C3U in TYA. This development is 
demonstrated by following examples in (2.5.1.2); more examples are realized under 
((3.1.3.3) & (3.1.3.5)): 
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Table (2.5.1.2) TYA CiiCjCju as in nigmu "star" vs. MSA CiiCjd as in nigm 
"star": 
MSA TYA Gloss 
nigm 
MIm 
riglu 
siHr 
Sihr 
bikr 
sinn 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
>^ 
nigmu 
'ilmu 
riglu 
siHru 
Sihru 
bikru 
sinnu 
(N) 
(N) 
(N) 
(N) 
(N) 
(A) 
(A) 
"star" 
'"science" 
"leg" 
•'magic" 
"brother-in-law" 
"virgin" 
"tooth" 
Anticipating the investigation and examination of the above-mentioned 
examples of this type, we propose the following rule in (2.5.1.2) below to account for 
this development. 
Rule (2.5.1.2) 0 ^ u / diCz # # C3 _ # 
2.5.1.3 TYA C1UC2C3U as in diirgu "drawer" vs. MSA C1UC2C3 as in durg 
"drawer" 
All nouns and adjectives of the structure/pattern CiaC2C3 in MSA have developed to 
the structure/pattern ((3.1.3.7) & (3.1.3.4)) C|aC2C3U in TYA. This development is 
illustrated examples in (2.5.1.3) below; more realizations are shown under ((3.1.3.7) 
& (3.1.3 4)): 
Table (2.5.1.3) TYA C,uC2C3U as in durgu "drawer" vs. MSA CiuCzCj as in 
durg "drawer": 
MSA 
durg 
euqb 
-
burr 
murr 
-
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
TYA 
durgu 
Guqbu 
buhlu 
burru 
murru 
xulfu 
(N) 
(N) 
(N) 
(N) 
(A) 
(A) 
Gloss 
"drawer" 
"hole" 
"hole" 
"flour" 
"gazelle" 
"different 
The above examples indicate the productivity and regularity of the historical 
development which can be straightforwardly explained through the process of the 
addition of the post-final vowel /u/ or the retention of the case-ending /u/, in which the 
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added or retained vowel /u/ assumed the quality of the preceding vowel. The 
following rule in (2.5.1.3) can be proposed to account for this development. 
Rule (2.5.1.3) 0 - ^ u/CuCz # # C3 _ # 
2.5.1.4 Demonstration of operation of the three rules (2.5.1.1), (2.5.1.2), and 
(2.5.1.3) of the addition or retention of/u/ 
Given our assumptions that all of the above three rules (2.5.1.1), (2.5.1.2), and 
(2.5.1.3) of the addition or retention of/u/ were invoked to bring the cluster in line 
with the syllable requirement, let us show the demonstration of operation of the 
aforementioned rules as given in figure (2.5.1.4) below: 
Figure (2.5.1.4) Demonstration of operation of the three rules (2.5.1.1), (2.5.1.2), 
and (2.5.1.3) of the addition or retention of/u/: 
(2.5.1.1) Resyll 
a. q a l b -^ q a l b u —»• q a l b u 
CIVC2C3 
\// 1 
0 
CIVC2C3V 
\// 1 i 
0 
CIVC2C3V 
\ / / \ / 
0 0 
(2.5.1.2) Resyll 
n i g m 
CiVC2C3 C1VC2C3V C]VC2C3V 
\// I \// 1 ! \// \/ 
(2.5.1.3) Resyll 
c. d u r g 
C1VC2C3 
\// 1 
a 
->• d u r g u 
C1VC2C3V 
\// 1 1 
0 
- * d u r g u 
C1VC2C3V 
\ / / \ / 
a 0 
Although the process of addition or retention of /u/ as illustrated above is 
considered to be historical development, it also operates synchronically in lawn-words 
that happened to m.eet its condition. This fact can be illustrated by the following 
examples from English (E): 
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film (E) 
card (E) 
bank (E) 
-*• filmu 
->• kartu 
-^ bank(u) 
For more de\ai\s about the loanwords in TYA (that wih evidently show such 
historical development which operates synchronically in lawn-words, see section (2.4) 
in this chapter. 
2.5.2 Autosegmental Approach, an Alternative Analysis 
2.5.2.1 Representation of the verb katab "to write, he wrote" and its passive form 
kutib "it was written" 
It has been proposed by McCarthy (1981, 1982) that the tri-consonantal root in Arabic 
should be represented on a separate tier from the vowel segments so that MSA words 
like the verb katab "to write; he wrote" and its passive form kutib "it was written'" 
would have the representation in figure (2.5.2.1) below: 
Figure (2.5.2.1) Representation of the verb katab "to write, he wrote" and its 
passive form kutib "it was written": 
a. k 1 b b. k t b 
I I I I I I 
CivC-ivCa C|vC2vC-; 
\ / I I 
a u i 
2.5.2.2 Representation of MSA qalb, nigni, and durg 
Adopting this approach for the TYA data of nouns and adjectives just discussed, we 
can explain the changes as follows: First, a general MSA C1VC2C3 structure/pattern as 
in the forms qalb, nigm, and durg would, by the syllable building rules of the (MSA) 
language (see section (2.5.1)), have the representation of MSA qalb, nigm, and durg 
shown in figure (2.5.2.2) below: 
Figure (2.5.2.2) Representation of MSA qalb, nigm, and durg: 
a. q a l b b . n i g m c. d u r g 
CIVC2C3 
\ / / 
0 
CIVC2C3 
\ / / 
0 
C1VC2C3 
\ / / 
0 
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2.5.2.3 Representation of TYA qalbu, nigmu, and durgu 
Then, the extrasyllabic consonant is supplied with an empty v-slot to give the 
representations of TYA qalbu, nigmu, and durgu in figure (2.5.2.3) shown below: 
Figure (2,5.2.3) Representation of TYA qalbu, nigmu, and durgu: 
a. q a l b u b. n i g m u c. d u r g u 
C1VC2C3V CivCjC-iV C1VC2C3V 
\ / / \ / \ / / \ / \ / / \ / 
0 0 0 0 a a 
The spelling out of the empty v-slot as /u/ can be viewed as a general rule. 
This general default rule spelling out the empty v-slot as /u/ on the segmental tier will 
apply. 
2.5.3 Development of MSA CiayCs as in bayt "house" to TYA CjeeCsU as in 
beetu "house" 
In MSA. there are many forms of the structure/pattern CiaC2C-i where the first 
member of the final cluster (i.e. the second root consonant) is the glide or semi-vowel 
/y/. In the light of the above discussion of CiaC2C3U vs. C|aC2C3 forms and 
structure/pattern, we can also predict the same process of addition or retention of the 
case-ending /u/. Moreover, it is observed that such forms and structure/pattern in TYA 
have undergone one more (different) historical development, through which the 
sequence of/ay/ has changed into /ee/. This is demonstrated in (2.5.3) below: 
Table (2.5.3) Development of MSA CiayCj as in bayt "house" to TYA CiceCsu as 
in beetu "house": 
MSA 
bayt 
Tayr 
zayt 
sayx 
> 
> 
> 
> 
TYA 
beetu 
Teeru 
zeetu 
seexu 
Gloss 
(N) 
(N) 
(N) 
(N) 
"house"' 
"bird" 
"cooking oil'" 
"sheikh'" 
The interesting and significant consequence of this development is that it has 
introduced to the TYA vowel system a new sounds that did not exist in the vowel 
system of MSA (i.e. the proto-language). This new sound is /ee/. Additionally, an 
implication from this development is that the central vowel /a/ in TYA has undergone 
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the change to the [- back] vowel Id before the [- back] glide/semi-vowel lyl. The rule 
(2.5.3) given below can account for this development: 
Rule (2.5.3) a y - ^ e e / _ C 
It can be argued that Rule (2.5.3) involves two stages development; one in 
which /a/ became /e/ before lyl, and the second in which lyl was elided resulting in 
'Compensatory Lengthening' (De Chene, Brent and Stephen R. Anderson (1979)) of 
the preceding vowel Id. 
2.5.4 Development of MSA CiawCa as in Oawr "ox, bull" to TYA C100C3U as in 
9ooru "ox, bull" 
Similarly, in MSA, there are many forms of the structure/pattern CiaC2C3 where the 
first member of the final cluster (i.e. the second root consonant) is the glide or semi-
vowel /w/. In the light of the above discussion of CiaC2C3U vs. C|aC2C3 forms and 
structure/pattern, we can also predict the same process of addition or retention of the 
case-ending /u/. Moreover, it is observed that such forms and structure/pattern in TYA 
have undergone one more (different) historical development, through which the 
sequence /aw/ has changed into /oo/. This is demonstrated in table (2.5.4) below: 
Table (2.5.4) Development of MSA CawCa as in Bawr "ox, bull" to TYA 
C100C3U a.s in Oooru "ox, bull": 
MSA 
9avvr 
lawH 
yawm 
nawm 
lawn 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
TYA Gloss 
Booru (N) 
looHu (N) 
yoomu (N) 
noomu (N) 
loonu (N) 
"ox, bull" 
"board" 
"day" 
"sleeping" 
"color" 
The interesting and significant consequence of this development is that it has 
also introduced to the TYA vowel system a new sound that did not exist in the vowel 
system of MSA (i.e. the proto-language). This new sound is /oo/. Moreover, an 
implication from this development is that the central vowel Id in TYA has undergone 
the change to the [+ back] vowel /o/ before the [+ back] glide/semi-vowel /w/. The 
rule (2.5.3) given below can account for this development: 
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Rule (2.5.3) a w - ^ o o / _ C 
It can be argued that each of these two rules involves two stages development; 
one in which /a/ became lei or /o/ before /y/ or /w/, respectively, and the second in 
which lyl or /w/ were elided resulting in 'Compensatory Lengthening' (De Chene, 
Brent and Stephen R. Anderson (1979)) of the preceding vowel Id or/o/, respectively. 
2.5.5 Development of feminine marker from CA /-at/ or MSA /-a(h)/ to TYA /-
ah/-eh/ 
There has been a development of the feminine marker -at (the ta marbuuT-ah) from 
CA (or the feminine marker -a(h) from MSA) to TYA -eh/-ah; cf Abd-Rabbo (1988, 
p. 220) in case of similar development of Palestinian Arabic (PA) feminine suffix. 
The general situation of the feminine ending in noun and adjective forms in 
Literary and Colloquial Arabic has recently been described as follows in Rosenhouse, 
Judith (2007): 
The vowel /a/ of the feminine ending in noun and adjective forms, which 
in modern literary Arabic is pronounced /a/, may be /a, e/ or l\l in 
colloquial Arabic (in Israel ), with differences depending on dialect 
features and phonetic factors. The phonetic condition of urban and rural 
dialects in this region is that if the consonant preceding the suffix is 
pharyngeal . laryngeal , emphatic . or uvular , the vowel remains /a/\ cf 
/sa'a /'hour, clock"; otherwise it bends upward ('/ma/a of classical Arabic 
), as in e.g. /sane, sini/'year'. Rosenhouse (2007, p. 658). 
The notion of development of the feminine marker including the inflectional 
endings, with illustrative examples in case of classical Arabic and modern dialects of 
Arabic, has been reported by Acquaviva (2008): 
1 here is evidence that the intlectional endings and the llnal -t of -at had 
been phonetically eroded already by Koranic times, although it is possible 
that the> survived for sonic time when followed by another word (see 
1-ischcr'and .lastrow 1980: 15-19 and Holes 2004: 9-18: but cf also 
I-leisch 1990: 281-2). In MWA, the inllectional endings are deleted when 
in pre-pausal position, that is in phrase- or sentence-final position and in 
the citation form: 'the king' is almalik- u, and its indefinite form is malik-
un, but this appears as malik before a pause. For such a masculine noun, 
the pausal form is identical with the stem: the corresponding forms for a 
feminine are al-madiinat-u, madiinat-un, and madiinah, where the pausal 
form shows the phonological reduction of the stem-extending -at suffix. 
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'I'hc modern dialects have lost the inflectional endings altogether, 
and the old -at has become -a or a derivative: 
(7.2) a. al-bayt-u l-kabiir-u (Classical Arabic) 
ihc-house-def the-big-def 
b. il-bcet ik-kibiir (Hgyptian.Cairo dialect) (l-'ischcr and Jastrowl980: 88) 
b". al-bcc( l-kbiir (Syrian, Damascus dialect) 
b"". al-bcct al-kabiir (Sudan. (3mdurman dialect) 
(7.3) a. bayd-un __ bayd-at-un (with dot under dj (Classical Arabic) 
"eggs -- an egg" 
b. bid bid a |\vith dot under d| (Moroccan dialect; Harrell 1962) 
c. beed _ beed a |\vith dot under d| (Syrian. Damascus dialect; CovvelJ 
1964: 300). Acquaviva (2008. p. 198-199). 
•A general notion of the existence or loss of the /h/ from the feminine 
marker/suftlx -a(h) or -e(h) has been pointed out by Watson (2002) in the following 
statement: 
In Jewish North African dialects, *h has totally disappeared. In several 
other dialects, the glottal fricative is maintained in content words, but the 
initial and fmai *h of pronoun suffixes has disappeared (Hamid 1984 for 
Sudanese; Nasr \959b: 91 for a dialect of Lebanese; Fischer and Jastrow 
1980: 53): while in many Peninsula dialects, including San'ani. the 
feminine singular nominal ending is realized with final -h (/ah/ or /ih/), in 
the majority of dialects spoken outside the Peninsula the feminine ending 
is realized as a short vowel /a/ or fU. Watson (2002, p. i 9). 
Like any Yemeni Arabic, this feminine suffix has come to take two forms in 
TYA: /-eh/ or /-ah/. In her review: Yemeni Arabic: A New Reference. In Yemen 
Update 37 (1995), pp. 42-43, of the Reviewed work: Yemeni Arabic Reference 
Grammar by Hamdi A. Qafisheh. (http://www.aiys.org/webdate/qafi.html accessed on 
07/07/07), Watson (1995), points out that: "the ta marbuutah ending he gives as either 
-eh or -ah (p. 10 taageh [with a dot undr the t] "window", hilbeh [with a dot under h] 
•'fenugreek", sagtah [with a dot under the t]''. Moreover, Watson (2002, p. 19) points 
out that: ''...while in many Peninsula dialects, including San'ani, the feminine 
singular nominal ending is realized with final -h (/ah/ or /ih/), in the majority of 
dialects spoken outside the Peninsula the feminine ending is realized as a short vowel 
/a/ or /i/." Showing the contrast between ah/ih form in an example from a Yemeni 
Arabic, the San'ani Arabic, Watson (2002, p. 37) points out that: "...; and in San'ani 
Arabic, the nominal {feminine singular} suffix is realized as [ih] unless preceded by 
an adjacent guttuial consonant, in which case it is realized as [ah]: the suffix in 
karlhah 'hateful fs. ' contrasts with that in garlbih 'near fs. ' ." Watson (2002, p. 37) 
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points out that: "In Arabic, as in Semitic generally, the laryngeals, pharyngeals, and 
uvular fricatives pattern together phonologically as a guttural class in a number of 
areas." 
TYA /-ah/ or /-eh/ are iUustrated in the examples of TYA data in the two 
tables (2.5.5.1) and (2.5.5.2) below: 
Table (2.5..5.1) Illustrative examples of TYA ending in the feminine marker /-ah/: 
Pattern No. Pattern Noun-ah Gloss 
(2.1.3.12.1) 
(2.1.3.8) 
(2.1.3.2) 
(2.1.3.2) 
(2,1.3.41) 
(2.1.3.29.2) 
(2.1.3.4.4) 
(2.1.3.37.1) 
(2.1.3.14.3) 
(2.1.3.14.3) 
(2.1.3.14.4) 
(2.1.3.18) 
(2.1.3.35.4) 
(2.1.3.35.4) 
(2.1.3.16.2) 
(2.1.3.20) 
(2.1.3.26) 
(2.1.3.6.1) 
(2.1.3.6.1) 
(2.1.3.16) 
(2.1.3.16.1) 
(2.1.3.37) 
(2.1.3.18) 
(2.1.3.33) 
(2.1.3.26) 
(2.1.3.26) 
(2.1.3.16) 
(2.1.3.31.1) 
(2.1.3.22) 
(2.1.3.31) 
(2.1.3.18) 
(2.1.3.33) 
(2.1.3.2) 
(2.1.3.33) 
(2.1.3.16) 
(2.1.3.33) 
(2.1.3.45) 
C|aC2aaC3-eh 
C|uC2C3-ah 
CiaC2C3-ah 
C|aC2C3-ah 
mC|aC2C2-ah 
C|UwwaaC3-ah 
CiiC2C2-ah 
mavvC2C3-ah 
wC2aa y-eh 
wC2aa y-eh 
CiC2aay-ah 
\vC2iyy-ah 
miC|C2aay-ah 
miC:C2aay-ah 
C|aC2iyy-eh 
C)C2UuC3-eh 
C|aC2C2aaC3-e 
CiaaC2-ah 
CiaaC2-ah 
C|aC2iiC3-ah 
waC2iiC3-ah 
maC|C2C3-ah 
C|C2iiC3-ah 
miC|C2aC3-ah 
waSaaT-ah 
nuqT-ah 
sanT-ah 
qarT-ah 
mHaTT-ah 
zu\vwaaT-ah 
qiSS-ah 
ina\v'D-ah 
wSaay-ah 
wqaay-ah 
qraay-ah 
wSiyy-ah 
misqaay-ah 
miqhaay-ah 
qaDiyy-ah 
xTuub-ah 
hHallaaq-ah 
naaq-ah 
Taaq-ah 
fariiq-ah 
vva6iiq-ah 
manTq-ah 
dqiiq-ah 
mil'aq-ah 
CiaC2C2aaC3-eh Harraa0-ah 
C|aC2C2aaC3-eh Tabbaax-ah 
C|aC2iiC3-ah 
maCiyaC3-ah 
C|aC2UuC3-ah 
maC|C2aC3-eh 
C|C2iiC3-ah 
miCiC2aC3-ah 
CiaC2C3-ah 
miC|C2aC3-ah 
C|aC2ii C3-ah 
miCiC2aC3-ah 
C|iiC2aaC3-ah 
'aSiid-ah 
maSyad-ah 
'aruus-ah 
madras-ah 
fDiiH-ah 
miSraf-ah 
qal'-ah 
mizra'-ah 
xaTii'-ah 
miTHan-ah 
siiTaan-ah 
"mediation"' 
"dot, poinf 
"bag-' 
"(dry) clover" 
"station'' 
"balloon" 
"stories" 
"preaching" 
"trusteeship" 
"prevention" 
"reading'' 
"will" 
"see (2.1.3.35.4)" 
"cafe" 
"case" 
"engagement" 
"razor" 
"she-camel" 
"small window" 
"walking-stick'' 
"document" 
"districf 
"minute" 
"spoon"' 
"tractor" 
"cooker" 
"porridge, gruel'' 
"see (2.1.3.31.1)" 
"brides, dolls"' 
"school"" 
"scandal" 
"see (2.1.3.33)" 
"castel" 
"farm" 
"sin" 
"see (2.1.3.33)" 
"devil (f)" 
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Table (2.5.5.2) Illustrative examples of TYA ending in the feminine marker /-eh/: 
Pattern No. Pattern Noun-eh Gloss 
(2.1.3.6) 
(2.1.3.26) 
(2.1.3.16) 
(2.1.3.10.1) 
(2.1.3.26) 
(2.1.3.4.4) 
(2.1.3.35.2) 
(2.1.3.4.5) 
(2.1.3.4.5) 
(2.1.4.4) 
(2.1.3.33) 
(2.1.3.37) 
(2.1.3.29) 
(2.1.3.8) 
(2.1.3.8.1) 
(2.1.3.16) 
(2.1.3.16) 
(2.1.3.6) 
(2.1.3.44) 
(2.1.3.2) 
(2.1.3.10) 
(2.1.4.4) 
(2.1.4.12) 
(2.1.3.10.5) 
(2.1.3.37.1) 
(2.1.3.2.4) 
(2.1.3.10.5) 
(2.1.3.41) 
(2.1.3.41) 
(2.1.3.10.2) 
(2.1.3.14.2) 
(2.1.3.14) 
(2.1.3.14) 
(2.1.3.29) 
(2.1.3.4.3) 
(2.1.3.4.3) 
(2.1.3.2.2) 
(2.1.3.2.2) 
(2.1.3.4) 
(2.1.3.14.1) 
(2.1.3.6.1) 
(2.1.3.10) 
(2.1.3.12) 
(2.1.3.26) 
(2.1.3.26.1) 
(2.1.3.26) 
(2.1.3.4) 
CiaC2aC3-eh 
C|aC2C2aaC3-
CiaC2iiC3-eh 
waaC2C3-eh 
C|aC2C2aaC3-
C|iC2C2-eh 
darag-eh 
eh 9allaag-eh 
natiig-eh 
waagh-eh 
eh dabbaas-eh 
biss-eh 
mi CiyaaC3-eh miHyaak-eh 
CiiiC2-eh 
C|iiC2-eh 
C|uC2C3uC4-e 
miC|C2aC3-eh 
maC|C2C3-ah 
C|uC2C2aaC3-
C|uC2C3-eh 
C|uC2C2-eh 
C|aC2iiC-eh 
CiaC2iiC-eh 
C|aC2aC3U 
muC|C2C3-eh 
CiaC2C3-eh 
CiaaC2C3-eh 
C)uC2C3uC4-e 
CiaC2C3UuC4-
CiaaC2C2-eh 
mawC2C3-eh 
CiaC2C2-eh 
CiaaC2C2-eh 
mC|aC2C2-ah 
mCiaC2C2-ah 
CiaayC2-eh 
CivaaCa-eh 
CiC2aaC3-ehg 
C:C2aaC3-eh 
C|uC2C2aaC3-( 
CiiC2Vv-eh 
C|iC2W-eh 
CiaC2Vv-eh 
CiaC2w-eh 
C|iC2C2-eh 
wC2aaC3-eh 
C|aaC3-eh 
CiaaC2C3-eh 
C|aC2aaC3-eh 
C|aC2C2aaC3-£ 
giif-eh 
liif-eh 
h sulHuf-eh 
minsaf-eh 
ma"rf-eh 
ehkuddaafeh 
kurt-eh 
funn-eh 
madiin-eh 
safiin-eh 
gaman-eh 
mukns-eh 
gabh-eh 
faakh-eh 
h xunfus-eh 
ehsanbuiis-eh 
daabb-eh 
mawhb-eh 
dabb-eh 
maadd-eh 
mxadd-eh 
msadd-eh 
faayd-eh 
zyaad-eh 
g"aad-eh 
shaad-eh 
th suggaad-eh 
kilw-eh 
'irw-eh 
balw-eh 
sakw-eh 
mid"-eh 
wdaa'-eh 
saa'-eh 
gaam'-eh 
gamaa'-eh 
;h samma'-eh 
waC2C2aaC3-eh wallaa'-eh 
C|aC2C2aaC3-e 
C|iC2C3-eh 
;h ballaa'-eh 
kilm-eh 
•'degree" 
"fridge" 
"result" 
"frontage" 
"stapler" 
"cats (f)" 
"0(2.1.3.35.2)" 
"corpses" 
"fiber, sponge" 
"see (2.1.4.4)" 
"towel" 
"knowledge" 
"rubbish" 
"kind of dresses" 
"see (2.1.3.8.1)" 
"city, town" 
"ship" 
"see (2.1.3.6)" 
"broom" 
"forehead" 
"fruit" 
"see (2.1.4.4)" 
"see (2.1.4.12)" 
"beast" 
"talent" 
"see (2.1.3.2.4)" 
"material; substance'' 
"pillow" 
"see (2.1.3.41)" 
"utility" 
"increasing" 
"local bed (f)" 
"see (2.1.3.14)" 
"prayer-mat" 
"sheep kidney" 
"see (2.1.3.4.3)" 
"trouble" 
"complaint" 
"Hubble bubble" 
"see (2.1.3.14)" 
"watch" 
"university" 
"group" 
"ear phone" 
"lighter" 
"cesspool" 
"word" 
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(2.1.3.2.6) 
(2.1.3.31) 
(2.1.3.20) 
(2.1.3.29) 
(2.1.3.26) 
(2.1.3.14.4) 
(2.1.3.14.4) 
(2.1.3.14.4) 
(2.1.3.10.4) 
(2.1.3.16.2) 
(2.1.3.45) 
(2.1.3.35.6) 
CieeC3-eh xeem-eh 
maC|C2aC3-eh maHkam-eh 
CiC2UuC3-eh Hkuum-eh 
C|uC2C2aaC3-ehtuffaaH-eh 
•eh massaaH-eh 
bdaay-eh 
CiaC2C2aaC3-
C|C2aay-eh 
C|C2aay-eh 
CiiC2C3U 
C|aawy-eh 
CiaC2iyy-eh 
C|C2eeC3y-eh 
nhaaya-eh 
Hkaay-eh 
zaawy-eh 
hadiyy-eh 
sdeery-eh 
miC2C|aaC3-eh mraay-eh 
"tent" 
"court" 
"government" 
"apple" 
"duster" 
"starting" 
"ending" 
"tale" 
"corner; angle" 
"present, gift" 
"vest" 
"platform" 
As can be seen in the two tables (2.5.5.1) and (2.5.5.2) above, the 
generalization is that the feminine marker takes the form /-ah/ after the emphatic/ 
pharyngealized, laryngeal, or uvular consonants: / T, S, D, DH/, /', H/, or /x/, 
respectively (of most of (if not all) TYA nouns); those having /-eh/, though being 
coming after emphatic/pharyngealized consonants are due to the idiosyncrasy of 
TYA. The other consonants take /-eh/ (i.e. elsewhere). 
In case of /r/, the pharyngeal ized member induces /-ah/, while the non-
pharyngealized one induces /-eh/; cf Abd-Rabbo (1988, p. 220) in case of Palestinian 
Arabic (PA) and Cowell, (1964, pp. 138-139) for somehow similar notion in case of 
Syrian Arabic. This is shown in the following TYA examples of table (2.5.5.3) below: 
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Table (2.5.5.3) Pharyngealized member of/r/ induces /-ah/, while the non-
pharyngealized one induces /-eh/: 
Pattern No. Pattern Noun-ah/-eh Gloss 
(2.1.3.2.4) 
(2.1.3.14) 
(2.1.3.14) 
(2.1.3.26.2) 
.3.26.3) 
.3.26.3) 
.3.8.2) 
.4.4) 
.3.14,2) 
.3.33) 
.3.33) 
(2.1.3.41) 
(2.1.3.24) 
3.24) 
3.29) 
4.12) 
3.4) 
3.4.1) 
3.10) 
(2. 
(2. 
(2. 
(2. 
(2. 
(2. 
(2. 
(2 
(2 
(2 
(2 
(2 
(2 
1. 
C|aC2C2-ah 
CiC2aaC3-eh 
C|C2aaC3-eh 
C|awvvaaC3-eh 
CiayyaaC3-eh 
CiayyaaC3-eh 
•C|UuC3-ah 
CiyaaC3-ah 
iniC|C2aC3-ah 
iTiiC|C2aC3-ah 
mC|aC2C2-ah 
C|aaC2UuC3-ah 
CiaaC2LiuC3-ah 
C|uC2C2aaC3-ah 
CiaC2C3UuC4-ah 
C|iC2C3-eh 
\viC2C2-eh 
CiaaC2C3-eh 
garr-ah 
tgaar-ah 
ngaar-ah 
nawwaar-ah 
sayyaar-ah 
bayyaar-ah 
Suur-ah 
Tunqur-ah 
zyaar-ah 
mixdar-ah 
migmar-ah 
mDarr-ah 
naafuur-ah 
qaaruur-ah 
sunnaar-ah 
za'fuur-ah 
xibr-eh 
vvizr-eh 
baaxr-eh 
"(local) water pot" 
"commerce" 
"carpentry'' 
"c (2.1.3.26.2)" 
"car" 
"cesspool" 
"picture, photo" 
•"drum" 
"visit" 
"see (2.1.3.33)" 
"see (2.1.3.33)" 
"harm" 
"see (2.1.3.24)" 
"see (2.1.3.24)" 
-see (2.1.3.29)" 
"see (2.1.4.12)" 
"experience" 
"loincloth, gown' 
"ship" 
It has been noted by Abd-Rabbo (1988) in case of the phonemic status of/L/- /I/ 
(i.e. the pharyngealized and non-pharyngealized members) in Palestinian Arabic (PA) 
that: 
The phonemic status of/L/-/I/ is not as clear as that of/R/-/r/. It seems that 
the only contrast involving this pair is related to some form of the word of 
'God'. This word has had a special phonological status in many languages. 
I could come up with word which took /a/, rather than /e/. The word is 
Taav^ '1-a (table), but it seems that it was borrowed from Italian. Otherwise, 
the pharyngealized and non-pharyngealized members all take /e/ in PA: 
(5.131) 
maayl-e (slanting) 
waSL-e (something to splice with). Abd-Rabbo (1988, p. 221). 
Although, this seems to hold true in case of TYA phonemic status of/L/-/1/, 
we could come up with several words that took /-ah/ rather than /-eh/. Of course the 
number of words that take /-eh/ rather than /-ah/ are more than those that take /-ah/ 
rather than /-eh/. The pharyngealized member of /!/ takes /-ah/, and the non-
pharyngealized one takes /-eh/ in TYA. The following TYA examples of table 
(2.5.5.4) below illustrate this: 
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Table (2.5.5.4) Pharyngealized member of /I/ takes /-ah/, while the non-
pharyngealized one takes /-eh/: 
Pattern No. Pattern Noun-ah/-eh Gloss 
(2.1.3.10.4) 
(2.1.3.2.1) 
(2.1.3.24) 
(2.1.4.2) 
(2.1.4.4) 
(2.1.3.4) 
(2.1.3.6.1) 
(2.1.3.2.5) 
(2.1.3.41) 
C|aawC3-ah Taawl-ah (LW) 
vvaCiC2-ah vvaSI-ah 
C|aaC2UuC3-ah Saamuul-ah 
CiaC2C3aC4-eh 'armal-ah 
C|uC2C3uC4-eh qunbul-ah 
C|iC2C3-eh riHI-eh 
C|aaC3-eh xaal-eh 
C|OoC3-eh dool-eh 
maCiaC2C2-eh mgall-eh 
(2.1.4.4.1) C|uC2C|uC2-eh bulbul-eh 
(2.1.3.26) 
(2.1.4.2) 
(2.1.4.4.1) 
(2.1.4.4.1) 
(2.1.3.31) 
(2.1.3.44) 
(2.1.3.41) 
(2.1.3.2.6) 
(2.1.4.13) 
(2.1.4.13) 
C|aC2C2aaC3-eh Gassaal-eh 
C|aC2C3aC4-eh sanbal-eh 
C|uC2C|UC2-eh sulsul-eh 
CiuC2C|uC2-eh sulsul-eh 
maC|C2aC3-eh mas'al-eh 
muC|C2C3-eh muskl-eh 
mC|aC2C2-ah msall-eh 
CieeC2-eh leel-eh 
CiuC2waaC4-eh Hulwaal-eh 
C|aC2C3UuC4-ah taHmiil-eh 
"table" 
"something to splice w 
"see (2.1.3.24)'" 
"widow" 
"pomp" 
"journey" 
"maternal aunt" 
"country" 
"magazine" 
"water pot" 
"see (2.1.3.26)" 
"shoe" 
"earring" 
"chain" 
"see (2.1.3.31)" 
"problem" 
"see (2.1.3.41)" 
"night" 
"see (2.1.4.13)" 
"see (2.1.4.12)" 
ith' 
More common are cases in which the suffi.x appears as /-ah/ after 'plain front 
consonants", (cf Cowell, (1964, p. 139)) for similar notion in case of Syrian Arabic. 
This is shown in the following TYA examples of table (2.5.5.5) below: 
Table (2.5.5.5) TYA feminine suffix /-ah/ appears after 'plain front consonants' 
such as /m, b, f/ 
Pattern No. Pattern Noun-ah Gloss 
(2.1.3.8) C|uC2C3-ah Hurm-ah 
(2.1.3.2.5) C|OoC3-ah qoob-ah 
(2.1.4.2) C|aC2C3aC4-eh 'arqab-ah 
(2.1.4.2) CiaC2C3aC4-eh 'arnab-ah 
(2.1.3.16) C|aC2iiC-eh 
(2.1.3.18.1) wC2iiC3-ah 
SaHiif-ah 
wDiif-ah 
(2.1.3.29) C|uC2C2aaC3-ehxurraaf-ah 
' woman 
"impetigo"' 
"scorpion"" 
"rabbif 
"newspaper" 
"job" 
"legend'" 
This same suffix functions inflectionally in the feminine of adjectives (see 
chapter 3) and in the plurals of certain nouns (see chapter 2); cf Cowell, (1964, p. 
139) for similar notion in case of Syrian Arabic. 
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2.5.6 Arabic Pausal Forms and development of Tihami Yemeni Arabic pausal 
/u/: History and Structure 
2.5.6.0 Preliminary remarks 
Along with what has been shown and discussed so far, this section is an argument for 
the developmental phenomenon of the Tihami Yemeni Arabic (TYA) pausal lul in 
particular such as ktaab-u "a book", kutub-u "books" and kabiir-u "big", versus the 
pausal phenomenon in Arabic in general such as kitaab "a book", kutub "books" and 
kabiir "big". '^^' The status of Arabic pausal forms of indefinite nouns and adjectives 
in the singular and plural (i.e. their occurrence in pause) is different from that of TYA 
which has a pausal lul. In this section, we provide a historical background as well as 
observations and propose a descriptive analysis of the Arabic pausal forms and case 
endings in order to fmd out a realization that leads to an evidence of the TYA pausal 
/u/ as a unique linguistic feature that distinguishes it from other varieties of Arabic. 
TYA data presented and discussed in the whole of this section is characterized 
by a unique linguistic feature represented in a post fmal vowel lul in nouns and 
adjectives in the singular and plural forms in their pausal position. This post-tlnal 
vowel lul, which for lack of a better name we shall call 'pausal lul'. in constructions 
that include expressions (in isolation as well as in context) like: ktaabu/kutubu "a 
book/books"; ktaabu kabiiru and kutubu kbaaru or kutubu kabiireh "a big book/ big 
books"; since its emergence is also in context such as staree-t ktaabu "I bought a 
book", habeetaloh ktaabu "1 gave him a book/I gave a book to him", it will be called 
'over-generalized nominative case' (OGNC).^^'' 
Also, using the speech analysis program, Praat (www.praat.org), we propose a 
technological analysis in supporting of this thesis, where we compare one sample of 
pause realizations in order to examine the pausal phenomena from MSA (what applies 
for MSA will also apply for all other varieties of Arabic) and TYA; through 
comparing spectrograms from MSA kutub "books" with that of TYA kutubu "books" 
produced by the wife of the author of this thesis as a native speaker of both MSA in 
general and TYA dialect in particular, we suggest that it is here, at the sub-conscious 
level, that we have the clearest indication of linguistic pausal phenomena between 
these two varieties of Arabic: MSA and TYA. 
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2.5.6.1 Pause in TYA in general 
Before we provide an historical background of the Arabic pausal forms, we propose to 
talk about pause in general with reference to TYA. ^ ^  We will briefly consider words 
that do end in C in pause (like verbs, adverbs, final -iin plurals, final -ah/-eh words) 
and words that end in vowels other than the -u ending (such as those ending in 
imaalah /ee/ as in Gadee "lunch", samee "sky", etc.,). 
The TYA words that would not take final -u in pause and will end in a final 
consonant C, like all varieties of Arabic include the following: 
(I) Final -ah/eh singulars as in qal'-ah "castle", xaal-eh "maternal aunf, etc., or 
plurals as in riggaal-ah "men", gammaal-eh "camel drivers" (cf singular gammaalu); 
the feminine marker -ali/-eh is different from the plural allomorph -ah/-eh. 
An expert linguist may ask this question: in what way is the -ah/-eh marker 
different as feminine and plural? The answer to this question is simply as follows: 
(1) Majority of feminine singular nouns and adjectives end in the feminine marker -
ah/-eh, but a few examples of masculine plural nouns end in the masculine plural 
allomorph -ah/-eh. (it is well-known in Arabic in general that there are some 
masculine nouns that have BP (with internal vowel change) along with the addition of 
the marker -ah/-eh as in faylasuuf/falaasif-ah "philosopher/philosophers"; here the-
ah/-eh is not a feminine marker but a masculine plural allomorph; this is also attested 
in TYA as in faylasuufu/falaasf-eh "philosopher/philosophers". What is new for us in 
TYA is that -ah/-eh is Masculine Sound Plural (MSP) allomorph (the basic morpheme 
of it is the MSP -iin) as in riggaalu/riggaal-ah "men", gammaalu/gammaaleh "camel-
driver/camel-drivers",etc. 
(2) Final -iin plurals as in mdarrs-iin "teachers", taagr-iin "traders" (cf singular 
taagru; tuggaaru as a BP is also observed in TYA). 
(3) There are verbs and adverbs in TYA that do not take fmal -u in pause, since they 
end in a fmal consonant C, like all varieties of Arabic. Moreover, prepositions and 
particles in TYA also would not take final -u in pause, since they too end in a final 
consonant C, like all varieties of Arabic. 
Illustrative example of verbs are as in zaban "to become expensive" (cf 
zabuunu "expensive", zubnu "expensiveness"), katab "to write" (cf maktuubu 
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"written", kaalbu "writer", Ictaabu "booic"), fireH "to be glad/happy" (cf. farHaanu 
"iiappy. glad"), Hizen "to be sad" (cf. Haziinu "sad"). 
An illustrative example of adverbs is as in bsur'ah "quickly" (the form sarii' 
in, for example; waTTaaha sarii" "he made/fixed it quickly" does not have the pausal 
/u/; it functions here as an adverb, (this, 1 think, is attested in the literature in many 
dialects of languages); it is different from the pure masculine adjective sarii'u in 
baabuuru sarii'u "a quick lorry" that has the pausal lul (cf sayyaar-ah sarii'-eh) "a 
quick car"). 
(4) For words that end in -i in the dialect, for example nabi "prophef or "aali "high", 
TYA native speakers can say these in these ways in pausal forms and l\l here is not 
nasalized. However, they more usually and commonly say nabiyyu "prophet" and 
'aalyu "high", using the pausal lul; the discussion of the insertion of -yy or the 
deletion of i and insertion of -y instead when the pausal lul is suffixed for 
phonological reasons is not our scope in this section. 
2.5.6.2 Historical background 
First of all. we will provide below a historical background about the Arabic pausal 
forms and case endings in order to find out a realization that leads to an evidence of 
the TYA pausal lul as a unique linguistic feature that distinguishes it from other 
varieties of Arabic. The Arabic pausal forms and case endings has been historically 
discussed by scholars in the past as pointed out by Owens (2006, p. 22) with his 
reference to Sibawaih (II, 307 ff) and Birkeland. There, Owens shows that there are 
four different realizations of the pronunciation of words before pause, or "pausal 
form' represented in rawm. 'ijmaam. tad'iyf and sukuun. And that sukuun is simply 
pronunciation without a final vowel; tad'iyf is the pronunciation of a final consonant 
geminate; 'ijmaam, applies only to the vowel -u. al-kitaab-u, 'the book". It apparently 
has the realization of a voiceless or whispered vowel, that a blind person could not 
ascertain "ijmaam, since it is realized only visually by lip-rounding; and rawm appears 
to be a weakening of the pronunciation of the final -u and - i ; it does not apply to final 
-a. 
It is important to quote what it has pointed out by Owens (2006, p. 22), 
because this will both valuable and rare and I therefore provide the following 
extensive quote: 
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Sibawaih (II, 307 ff.) describes in greater or lesser detail 
four different realizations of the pronunciation of words 
before pause, or 'pausal form' as it is known in Arabic 
studies. These are rawm, 'ilmaam, tad'iyf and sukuun. Very 
briefly, sukuun is simply pronunciation without a final 
vowel, tad'iyf is the pronunciation of a final consonant 
geminate, so instead of the personal name xaalid, one has 
the pronunciation xaalidd. Rawm and 'ijmaam are given 
greater attention by Sibawaih, and their realization appears 
more subtle than the previous two pausal variants, 'ijmaam, 
Sibawaih says, applies only to the vowel -u, al-kitaab-u, 
'the book'. It apperantly has the realization of a voiceless 
or whispered vowel, as he reports that a blind person could 
not ascertain 'ijmaam, since it is realized only visually by 
lip-rounding (see sect. 7.1.3 for more comprehensive 
phonetic interpretation of this term). The phonetic quality 
of rawm is not spelled out in great detail by Sibawaih, 
though it appears to be a weakening of the pronunciation of 
the final -u and -i. It does not apply to final -a. 
Birkeland assumes that the four realizations reflect 
differing stages in the loss of originally present short final 
vowels. His main source of evidence for this assumption 
comes from poetic renditions in which a final short vowel 
can be pronounced long (see sect. 8.1). Given this 
assumption, he reconstructs stages leading to the complete 
loss of a short final vowel in pausal position, termed skuun. 
Owens (2006, p. 22). 
Then, Owens provides us with the following summary of the development of 
pausal form in old Arabic, according to Birkeland: 
The stages are as follows, illustrating each with the stereo typed 
example, kaatib 'writer, writing". The suffixes -a, -u, -i mark accusative, 
nominative, and genitive, respectively. 
(4) Development of pausal form in old Arabic, according to Birkeland 
a. Final short vowels. -a, -u, -i all present, kaatib-u, kaatib-a. kaatib-i 
b. Development of rawm, giving full final -a, and reduced -u, -i, 
kaatib-a, kaatib-u/i 
c. Development of "ilmaam.. leading to -a, -I, with -u represented 
only by voiceless realization: kaatib-a, kaatib-1, kaatib- u 
d. Development of doubling of final consonant (tad'iyf) as 
compensation for loss of final vowels: kaatibb 
e. All final vowels lost = sukuun: kaatib. Owens (2006, p. 22). 
Commenting on the above summary of the development of pausal form in old 
Arabic, according to Birkeland, Owens states that: 
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The logical problem involved in this summary is that there is no evidence 
from old Arabic sources which unequivocally confirms the original 
maintenance of short final vowels in pausal position it is thus equally 
plausible to assume the pausal forms (sukuun) as original ones, and derive 
the full-vowel pronunciation as a later development. Owens (2006, pp. 22-
23). 
2.5.6.3 Discussion, Analysis and Argument 
Based on the above-mentioned quotation, the assumption of Owens that the pausal 
forms (sukuun) as original ones, and derive the full-vowel pronunciation as a later 
development seem to be different from the TYA pausal /u/ that will be discussed 
soon, and that the term Mjmaam that is realized as a voicelessness of a final 
nominative /u/ will not be applicable to the TYA pausal as well. This is because 
'ijmaam will involve other interpretations and functions in accordance with what it 
has been discussed in details by Owens (2006, pp. 210-211). There, he reports that: 
As noted in sect. 1.6.3, it appears that 'ijmaam is realized as a 
voicelessness of a final nominative /u/. This can be seen in two places. 
First, Sibawaih notes that "ilmaam occurs only in the nominative, not in 
the genitive or accusative (II: 309. 1). This rules out an interpretation of 
'ijmaam in this context as lip rounding, /u/ is already a round vowel, and 
the case ending which would make an otherwise unrounded vowel into a 
rounded vowel is the genitive. This, however, cannot have 'ijmaam. 
Second, Sibawaih very carefully explains that when one uses 'ijmaam, it 
is only a visible feature, not an audible one; if you were to do 'ijmaam 
before a blind person he would not recognize it. Owens (2006. p. 210). 
Further, he reports that: 
In other contexts 'ijmaam is used to describe lip rounding. This occurs in 
the discussion of passivization, for instance in the example: (19) 'uyzijya 
[with two dots over u coming after z] < 'uyziya 'it was attacked', 447.6 
(also 11: 280. 10, 11: 398.4) where Sibawaih suggests that the lip rounding 
of the vowel before /y/, which in the passive model should be [i], is due to 
the fact that the stem yazaa/yayzuw is originally a /w/ final verb. This has 
to be seen as a different usage from the first, as the vowel is in non-pausal 
position. 
In passing it can be noted that 'ijmaam is also used elsewhere in the larger 
Arabic grammatical tradition. In Ibn Mujahid (105), for instance, the 
quality of the /s/ in siraat [with dot under s and t each] 'way' (q 1.5) is 
discussed in which four variants are noted, [s, [with dot under s], s, z, 
'ijmaam]. The first three are values represented in the normal Arabic 
script. The last is said to be a value between s [with dot under s] and z. 
Owens(2006, pp. 210-211). 
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Concluding his discussion, report and remarks about tlie term 'ijmaam, Owens 
(2006, p. 211) states that: "The term i/maam is used to designate a medial value, this 
usage derivable from its original etymology. A sound has the sent of something else, 
without being that.'" He also states that: "The term 'ijmaam remains problematic." 
As regard the pausal phenomena in Yemeni Arabic, Watson, in her review of 
Qafisheh's work: Yemeni Arabic Reference Grammar 
(http://www.aivs.org/webdate/qatl.html accessed on 07/07/07), points out that: 
The author tells us that the pausal diphthongization is "unique" to San'ani 
Arabic (p. 31), however, it is also found in dialects spoken outside Sana'a. 
Other dialects of Yemeni Arabic e.xhibit pausal diphthongization, though 
such diphthongization usually differs from the -u > ow/uw and -i > ey/ay 
diphthongization in the central plateau (for example, pausal nasalization of 
? or \ and u in certain dialects of the Tihama and the western mountain 
range (Behstedt 1985: 57, Diem 1973: 78) can be analyzed as a type of 
diphthongization. Jastrow also noted slight diphthongization of final high 
vowels in the dialect of Yarim (Fischer and Jastrow 1980: 111)." Watson 
(1995. pp. 42-43). 
We think the pausal nasalization as a type of diphthongization in case of 
certain dialects of Tihama, as noted by Watson in the above quotation, is misplaced as 
will be realized below in case of the TYA dialect investigated and analyzed in this 
section. 
For our analysis shows that, TYA behaves differently in the case of its pausal 
forms with its own pausal /u/. 
Unlike the usage of the pausal forms of nouns and adjectives (in isolation) that 
end in consonants (e.g. kitaab/kutub or ktaab/kutub "a book/books") found in 
CA/MSA, Arabic dialects in Yemen (e.xcept TYA dialect), and all other Arabic 
dialects in general, the TYA dialect shows different usage of the pausal forms of most 
(if not all) nouns and adjectives (in isolation) that end in the post final-vowel /u/ (e.g. 
ktaabu/kutubu "a book/books'"). This observation has been endorsed by many native 
informants of TYA dialects. 
Moreover, hours of digitally recorded data and digital and taped songs, video-
clips, radio/TV play-lists and playlets (= short plays) and discussions with informants, 
and hundreds of pages of proverbs, folklore poems and other texts, establish the norm 
as pausal /u/ for the pausal forms, not only in isolation but also in context such as 
ktaabu kabiiru / kutubu kbaaru / kutubu kabiir-eh "a big book/big books" (cf other 
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varieties of Arabic: kitaab icabiir /kutub kibaar / kutub kabiir-ah "a big book/big 
books"); see chapter 5 of this thesis. 
In the whole of this thesis and in accordance with the limitations as well as 
delimitations realized in its title, we will discuss, note and point out to this in greater 
or lesser detail for a number of illustrative examples. The illustrative examples will be 
compared, where possible and necessary in the first place with the MSA, CA in the 
second place and some other modern dialects of Arabic in the third place for 
highlighting the characteristics and the unique linguistic features of this TYA dialect. 
But we shall give brief details and accounts here for TYA only, while 
comparing it with some .Arabic data taken and reproduced from BakaJla (1984, pp.79-
84), who says: "The Arabic dialects. Classical Arabic, and Modern Standard Arabic 
have so much in common"; this is for the purpose of offering in evidence a brief 
comparison of the usage. 
The word for "a back": 
Classical Arabic zahr 
Modern Standard Arabic zahr 
Meccan dialect dahr 
Riyadh zahar 
Baghdad zahar 
TYA DHahru 
Now the word for "a bird" 
Classical Arabic Tayr 
Modern Standard Arabic Tayr 
Meccan dialect Teer 
TYA Teeru 
The word for '"a smoke": 
Classical Arabic duxan 
Modern Standard Arabic duxan 
Meccan dialect duxxan 
TYA duxxaanu 
Now, the word for "rain" 
Classical Arabic maTar 
Modern Standard Arabic maTar 
Meccan dialect maTar 
Baghdad muTar 
TYA mTaru 
Now, the word for "water": 
Classical Arabic ma' 
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Modern Standard Arabic 
Meccan dialect 
Baghdad 
ma' 
moya 
may 
TYA maayu 
The above data clearly shows that TYA has the post final vowel /u/, which 
makes TYA unique and different from all other Arabic dialects. This uniqueness is 
also reflected from the observation made by Blanc, Haim (1970): 
The Arabic dialects, for all their variety, share a number of features that 
distinguish them collectively from Classical Arabic. Some of these 
features are easily spotted, and have long been well known (e.g. the lack 
of case and mood endings); others require more careful study. Blanc, 
Haim (1970, p.42) 
A similar kind of observation has been made by Ryding (2005, p. 34), where 
she observed that there is also a standard Arabic pronunciation principle that a word-
final short vowel may be left unpronounced and that this is called "pause form" in 
English and waqf ('stopping') in Arabic. 
Owens (2006). under the section 8.1 entitled 'pausal and context forms and 
case endings, also reports that: 
As discussed in sects. 1.6.3 and 3.3.2.3, every classical Arabic word has 
two sets of phonological forms, one pausal (waqf), the other non-pausal 
(wasl) [with dot under s]. Traditionally, non-pausal forms are fully 
inflected, while pausal forms lack short final vowels. These include, but 
are not limited to. the grammatical case endings on nominal and mode 
endings on verbs. In (1), the translations are for the non-pausal forms. In 
the pausal variants the differences indicated by the suffix morpheme are 
lost. 
(I) Non-pausal pausal 
baytun bayt 'house-NOM' 
al-baytu al-bayt 'the house-NOM' 
bayt-in bayt "house-GEN' 
al-bayt-i al-bayt 'house-GEN' 
al-bayt-a al-bayt 'house-ACC 
yaktub-u yaktub 'he writes-IND" 
'ayna 'ayn 'where?" 
etc. Owens (2006, p. 230). 
The above quoted examples in case of TYA will be different by having the 
definite article am- not al- and the pausal /u/ or the over-generalized nominative case 
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(OGNC) Id both in pausal and non-pausal position, and this /u/ is elided when the 
nominal form is in d-efiirrteriess as evidently demonstrated below in (1)': 
(I)' Non-pausal pausal 
beetu beetu 'house-pausal /u/ or OGNC /u/' 
am-beet am-beet 'the house- pausal Id or OGNC Id' 
beet-u beetu 'house- pausal Id or OGNC /u/' 
am-beet am-beet 'house- pausal /u/ or OGNC /u/" 
am-beet am-beet 'house- pausal Id or OGNC /u/' 
yaktub yaktub "he writes" 
yaan yaan 'where?" 
etc. 
A somehow similar kind of observation in this connection and in case of MSA 
in particular and Arabic dialects including Yemeni Tihama and Semitic in general was 
reported by Watson (2002): 
Three other typical morphological Semitic features which are found in 
Standard Arabic today are the following endings on nouns and verbs (from 
Holes 1995:41): 
(1) (a) A set of final short vowel endings suffixed to the noun to indicate 
case; 
(b) A set of final short vowel endings suffixed to the verb to indicate 
mood: 
(c) A final nasal ending -n, (tanwTn), suffixed to the noun to indicate 
indefiniteness. 
These endings have all but disappeared in modern Arabic dialects, 
though some dialects spoken in the Arabian Peninsula, including dialects 
of the Yemeni Tihama and dialects spoken around Abha in Saudi Arabia, 
preserve a vestige of tanwTn (Greenman 1979; Behnstedt 1985: 60; Al-
Azraqi 1998: 71-6). Watson (2002, p. 4). 
It has been generally mentioned, pointed out and exemplified, in Arabic script 
by Al-Omariy (2000 & 2006) that the Arabic in the Tihamah region of Yemen is 
characterized by 'al-wuquuf 'ala DDam' (= stopping or pausing on the nominative), 
in case of the indefinite nouns. This also has been mentioned and pointed out, in 
Arabic script, by other Arab writers/authors with their reference to Al-Omariy, 1993. 
These are Al-Shaibi, (2001), Al-ahdal, (2004), and Al-samraa'i, (2005). 
-u has been a diacritica of TYA. This has been attested by many Arabic 
scholars including Greenman. In his article entitled: "A sketch of the Arabic dialect of 
the Central Yamani Tihamah", where he uses CT as an abbreviation of Central 
Tihamah, Greenman refers to this -u as one of the most remarkable features of CT and 
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that it seems to be a residue of the literary Arabic (LA) "case"' system that appears 
with indefinite nominal measures (excluding 'afal patterns, i.e., adjectives of 
comparisons and colors) and that this -u occurs in utterance-fmal position. He writes: 
One of the more remarkable features of CT seems to be a residue of the 
LA "case" system. This occurs in the form of a suffix -u, which appears 
with indefinite nominal measures (excluding ?af^al patterns, i.e., 
adjectives of comparisons and colors), that do not have /a/ or /a/ in their 
ultimate syllables. 
Unlike the LA case system, though, this form does not alter regardless of 
the syntactic relationship the item in question enters into, i.e., it does not 
change to l\l or /a/ as in LA, e.g., [stUktUb kitabu] 'Will you write a 
book'. From the foregoing example it may also be seen that this -u occurs 
in utterance-final position. Greenman, J. (1979, pp. 60-61). 
In [stUktUb kitabu] cited in the above quotation, l\l in kitabu as he uses has a 
circumflex under /i/, i.e., it has this-symbol- ^ -like under l\l. Referring to such 
symbol, in his footnote (13), he points out that: "The subscript circumflex indicates a 
loss of voicing in a sound which is normally voiced." Therefore, in [stUktUb kitabu], 
the word kitabu must be written as ktabu/ktaabu without l\l after k, because the 
phonological rules of Tihamah dialect permits initial consonant clusters as noted 
through the TYA informants as well as by Greenman (1979, p. 57) himself, who 
states that: "The phonological rules of the dialect permit initial consonant clusters." 
So there is contradiction in his observations. 
More evidences of such notion can also be realized from non- Arab 
writers/authors or rather linguists such as Blua, Joshua (1983), who reports that: 
In the Yemenite Tihama, it is on the contrary -un that is, it seems, 
preserved with indefinite nouns in Wadi Mawr, and -u in other parts of it. 
Since this -u is apparently restricted to indefmite nouns, where as definite 
nouns have zero ending, it has, historically, to be interpreted as stemming 
from -un, while original -u after definite nouns has been elided. Blua, 
Joshua(1983, p. 529) 
We agree with what has been pointed out by Blua in the last sentence of the 
above quotation that -u after definite nouns has been elided. Therefore, the Yemeni 
writer from the capital San'a' of Yemen, Sharaf al-Din (1970, p. 89) who cites in 
Arabic script one example from Tihaamah of -u after definite nouns, as well 
adjectives (in the sentence: fyaan am-zahbu am- zaxmu) has some misgivings. This is 
because of the possibility of classical influence. He has to say fyaan am-zahb am 
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zaxm "where is the good/beautiful field". This is similarly reminiscent of what it has 
been cited in Blua, (1983, p. 530), that : Diem, op. cit. (p. 67, n. 3) cites one example 
from Tihama of -u after definite nouns, but has some misgivings because of the 
possibility of classical influence. 
The TYA -u is also found in the phrase 'Tihama Arabic in Yemen (=-u, -un, 
Behnstedt 1985: 60)' that has been cited in Owens (1998, p. 215) and (2006, p. 102), 
under his section entitled: "Case traces?". 
Discussing the usage of the case system -un, -an, -in or the entire sequence -
Vn (i.e. the vowel /i/, /u/, or /a/ + the nunation /n/), Owens (1998) and (2006) reports 
with Arabic examples (excluding examples for the Tihama Arabic in Yemen) that; 
This usage is attested consistently in all the dialects cited (though I have 
no text examples for the Tihama) and in fact is the only one common to 
all, as the following example show: 
(13a) Spanish Arabic (Corriente 1977: 121) 
Muslim-iin-an litaaf [wit dot under t] 
Musiim-PL-n bad 
'bad Muslims" 
(13b) Sudanic Arabic Shukriyya in E. Sudan (Reichmuth 1983: 190) 
ba-jiik waqt-an gariib 
l-come-you time-n near 
'I'll come to you soon' 
(13c) Najdi Arabic (Ingham 1994a: 49) 
kalmit-in rimy-at 
word-n thrown-F 
"a word thrown down" 
(13d) Afghanistan Arabic (Ingham 1994b: 115) 
hintitin hamra 
wheat-n red 
'red grains of wheat'. Owens (1998. pp. 215-216) and (2006, p. 
104). 
These examples in case of TYA will be different as evidently demonstrated 
below: 
(la) TYA data (From the author of this thesis and his wife as primary informants of 
TYA dialect) 
Muslm-iin ITaafu 
Muslim-PL good PL 
'good Muslims' 
(lb) TYA data (From the author of this thesis and his wife as primary informants of 
TYA dialect) 
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see-tiik (fi) waqtu qariibu 
1-come-you (in) time near 
'I'll come to you soon' 
(Ic) TYA data (From the author of this thesis and his wife as primary informants of 
TYA dialect) 
kilm-eh madbuuz-eh/marmiyy-ah 
word- F thrown-F 
'a word thrown down" 
(Id) TYA data (From the author of this thesis and his wife as primary informants of 
TYA dialect) 
HinT-ah Hamraa 
Wheat-F red 
'red grains of wheat' 
-u occurs in all types of indefinite nouns and adjectives (i.e. in derived nouns such 
as verbal nouns as in Darbu "hitting, beating" (cf the first binyan verb Darab "to 
beaf); place nouns as in maxzanu/mxaaznu "a store/stores"; instrumental nouns as in 
mismaaru/msaamiiru "a nail/nails"; professional nouns as in naggaaru '"carpenter", 
masculine verbal adjectives (masculine active as in raagdu "'asleep, sleeping"' and 
passive participles as in maktuubu "written"), etc., as well as in non-derived nouns as 
in collective nouns as in bSalu "onions" (cf its singulative noun bSal-ah "an onion"), 
only numeral fractions as in sudsu "one sixth", masculine numeral ordinals as in 
xaamsu "fifth"'; masculine adjectives zaxmu '"beautiful", etc.,). This is excluding those 
having -ah/-eh, or -iin, personal names such as Khalid, adjectives of numeral cardinals 
as in xams "five"). 
In addition to the evidences shown above one more evidence of the discrepancy 
between TYA and MSA in case of the pausal phenomena can also be demonstrated 
with the help of spectrogram. Using the speech analysis program, Praat we compare 
one sample of pause realizations in order to examine the pausal phenomena from 
MSA (what applies for MSA will also apply for all other varieties of Arabic) and 
TYA; through comparing spectrograms from MSA kutub "books" with that of TYA 
kutubu "books'" produced by the wife of the author of this thesis as a native speaker of 
both MSA in general and TYA dialect in particular. We suggest that it is here, at the 
sub-conscious level, that we have the clearest indication of linguistic pausal 
phenomena between these two varieties of Arabic: MSA and TYA. 
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Spectrogram (2.5.6.3.1) MSA kutub "books" produced by the wife of the author 
of this thesis: 
MSA_kutub_books_produced_bv_the_vvite_ot_the_author_of_this_thesis 
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Spectrogram (2.5.6.3.2) TYA kutubu "books" produced by the wife of the author 
of this thesis: 
TYA_kutubu_books produced_b)'_the_wite_ot_the author_ot_this_thesis 
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Moreover, under her section (8.5): 'Glottalization in pause' in case of Yemeni 
Arabic in general and San'ani Arabic in particular not including Tihami dialect in 
Yemen, Watson (2007) reports that 
Yemeni speakers recognize glottalization as a feature of San'ani Arabic, 
despite the fact that it is also attested in many other Yemeni dialects 
within the Central Plateau (cf. Behnstedt 1985: 58) and, to a far lesser 
degree, in dialects spoken in the western mountain range (cf. Watson 
1989). The difference between SA glottalization and that in surrounding 
dialects, however, lies in the type of glottalization and the effect 
glottalization has on pre-pause consonants. Watson (2007, p. 177) 
Further, she reports with the help of showing a spectrogram that: ''Before final 
consonants, particularly following long vowels, a glottal closure is realized -
indicated by glottalized stnations followed by complete lack of energy on the 
spectrogram. This is exemplified in the example of bisba"s "chili" (8.3) below.'" (p. 
179). Watson's spectrogram (8.3) is reproduced below as Spectrogram (2.5.6.3.3) SA 
bisbas "chili": 
Spectrogram (2.5.6.3.3) SA bisbas "chili" after Watson's (2007) spectrogram 
(8.3): 
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The discrepancy between The Yemeni Arabic bisbaa's and TYA bisbaasu 
"chili" can be realized from the following spectrogram, where there is no 
glottalization in pause in TYA word bisbaasu "chili" produced by the wife of the 
author of this thesis as a native speaker of TYA, but there is a pausal /u/ after the final 
consonant: 
Spectrogram (2.5.6.3.4) TYA bisbaasu "chili" produced by the wife of the author 
of this thesis: 
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2.5.7 Consequences of the development (summary and conclusion) 
There are some consequences bearing on the TYA morphophonology in respect to the 
aforementioned historical development. These are briefly as follows: 
(1) The development that has taken the MSA structure/pattern C|aC2C3 into the TYA 
structure/pattern CiaC2C3U marks one of the differences or discrepancies between this 
TYA dialect as well as MSA and some of its modern Arabic dialects. 
(2) An important phenomenon related to TYA structure/pattern C|vC2C3u(as well as 
all its (TYA) own other structures/patterns shown and discussed in chapter 2 and 
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chapter 3) is that although this structure/pattern (and the others) were the product of 
the historical development via the process of the addition or retention of the case-
ending /u/, it has been synchronically reanalyzed as an underlying 
structure(s)/pattem(s) to which some phonological or morphophonological rules, 
such as the three aforementioned rules (2.5.1.1), (2.5.1.2), and (2.5.1.3), have applied. 
(3) As it has been seen in the aforementioned two tables (2.5.5.1) and (2.5.5.2), the 
generalization is that the feminine marker takes the form /-ah/ after the emphatic/ 
pharyngealized, laryngeal, or uvular consonants: / T, S, D, DH/, /', H/, or /x/, 
respectively of most of (if not ail) TYA nouns (including the appearance of feminine 
suffix /-ah/ after 'plain front consonants' such as /m, b, f/); those having /-eh/, though 
being coming after emphatic/pharyngealized consonants or after 'plain front 
consonants' such as /m, b, f/) are due to the idiosyncrasy of TYA. The other 
consonants take /-eh/ (i.e. /-eh/ appears elsewhere). 
(4) The summary and conclusion that can be remarkably drawn from the above 
discussion is that there is a major historical development which has affected the word 
(Noun and Adjective) structure/pattern. It has been shown that all tri-consonantal 
structures/pattern of the MSA C1VC2C3 as in qalb, nigm, and durg "heart, star and 
drawer'" resulting from the loss of case-ending, have developed to C1VC2C3U 
structures/patterns in TYA as in as in qalbu, nigmu, and durgu "heart, star and 
drawer'", since a final cluster of two consonants (unless geminate) is not permitted by 
the MSA syllable structure which allows only Cv. Cvv, CvC and CvvC, but not CvCC 
unless a geminate cluster at the end of the word (cf Hamid (1984, p. 17) in case of 
Sudanese Colloquial Arabic (SCA)). This result, in fact, led to certain differences or 
discrepancies between TYA on the one hand, and MSA and its modern Arabic 
dialects, on the other hand. And not to forget that this phenomenon will also be 
applicable to quadri-consonantal patterns and quinqui-consonantal patterns, but since 
this is not our scope in this thesis, we will focus only on some of the tri-consonantal 
patterns such as TYA C|vC2C:,u vs. MSA C1VC2C3. Also it has been shown that all 
structures/patterns of the MSA CiayC3 as in bayt "house" and Cia\vC3 as in Gawr "ox, 
bull" have developed to CieeC3U as in beetu "house" and C100C3U 9ooru "ox, bull", 
respectively in TYA, changing the vowel /a/ into /e/ or /o/ before /y or /w/ 
respectively and eliding the /y/ or /w/ which resulted in 'Compensatory Lengthening' 
(De Chene, Brent and Stephen R. Anderson (1979)) of the preceding vowel /e/ or /o/, 
respectively. In the sub-section (2.5.5) a descriptive analysis of the development of 
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feminine marker from CA /-at/ or MSA /-a(h)/ to TYA /-ah/-eh/ has been provided. It 
is notewortiiy to point out that the remarl^s on the TYA Historical Development 
represented above will also be applicable to the plural forms of majority of nouns 
discussed in this chapter as well as majority of adjectives discussed in the following 
chapter. 
(5) On the basis of the analysis and discussion presented above in section (2.5.6), we 
can convincingly provide an argument for the developmental phenomenon of the 
Tihami Yemeni Arabic (TYA) pausal /u/ in particular versus the pausal phenomenon 
in Arabic in general. Our data clearly shows that the status of Arabic pausal forms of 
indefinite nouns and adjectives in the singular and plural (i.e. their occurrence in 
pause) is different from that of TYA which has a pausal lul. 
What are the theoretical implications of these observations for the forms, 
structures or patterns of nouns and adjectives both in the singular and plural in TYA 
and those in MSA/ CA or any other variety of Arabic? Several conclusions may invite 
themselves regarding the discrepancy between these forms, structures or patterns. For 
example: 
(1) With the retention of inflectional endings (especially the OGNO lul or the pausal 
lul in TYA in case only of its own nouns and adjectives in the singular and plural 
forms), it is the stem with this lul in indefinite forms or without this lul in definite 
forms that bears the functional burden of expressing number. Cf Acquaviva, (2008, p. 
199), in case of Arabic and Arabic dialects, who states or generalizes that: "With the 
retreat of inflectional endings, it is the stem that bears the functional burden of 
expressing number." 
(2) What invariably emerges from the above-mentioned literature concerning the 
Arabic pausal forms in general and the pausal lul of the TYA forms in particular is the 
uniqueness of the TYA dialect at the forefront of linguistic innovation. 
(3) What invariably emerges from the above-mentioned spectrograms concerning the 
MSA pausal forms as well as the Yemeni Arabic glottalization in pause in general and 
the pausal lul of the TYA forms in particular is also the uniqueness of the TYA dialect 
at the forefront of linguistic innovation. 
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End notes to chapter 2 
l.Cf. (Zammit, Martin. 2002, p. 67) and see (Al-Omariy. Abdullah. 2000. p. 60) in 
illustrating the following TYA Proverb (106) transliterated and translated below: 
al- walad sirra- bu- uh 
lit.: the boy secret father his 
"The boy is secret of his father. 
2.Cf (Zammit, 2002, p. 177-178). 
3.See ( Ai-Omariy, Abdull-ah. 2000: 65) in illustrating the following TYA Proverb 
(106) transliterated and translated below: 
'am- mara mara wla rikb-an HSaan(u). 
The woman woman even if rides ahorse 
lit.: The woman is a woman even if she rides a horse 
This is said of the impossibility of the woman to be like the man. Also, see 
(Al-Samraa'i, I, A. 2005, p.95). 
4.Cf (Zammit, 2002, p. 102). 
5. ibid, pp.243-244. 
6.The TYA form taxtu has been taken from and checked by informants in personal 
communication, 
7.Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 1133). 
8.Cf (Zammit, 2002, p.357). 
9. ibid, p.279. 
It is also important to note that the MSA/CA noun/ 'abd/ is commonly altered or 
pronounced in TYA as 'abdu (i.e. the voiced pharyngeal fricative / 7, is replaced b y 
the glottal stop / ' / . from now onward, / ' / will be written as it is but it must be kept in 
mind that its pronunciation in TYA is like / V. For more details, see (Sharaf ai- Din, 
A, H. 1970, p. 47); (AI- Omariy, 2000, p.76); and (Al-Samraa'i, 2005, p. 92). 
10. The TYA form waldu has been taken from and checked by informants in 
personal communications. 
l l .C f (Zammit. 2002. p. 176-177). 
12. See (Al-Omariy. Abdullah. 2000: 240). 
13.Cf (Zammit. 2002. p.356). 
14. See (Al- Omariy. 2000, p. 78) in his illustration of the TYA proverb (149) 
transliterated and translated below: 
yaddu m'a yaddu tarka wa Gma m'a 0mu yafga" hand with hand subsidize and 
mouth with mouth frighten, 
lit.: "A hand with another hand subsidizes/collaborates and a mouth with another 
mouth frightens". 
This is said of the benefit of corporation. 
15. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 1254). 
16. ibid. p. 681. 
17. Cf (Zammit, 2002, pp.103-104). Also see (Al- Omariy, 2000, p. 300). 
18. Cf (Zammit, 2002, p.301). 
19. See (Al-Omariy, 2000, p. 160). 
20. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 625). 
2I .Cf (Cowell, 1964, p. 142). 
22. The TYA form qal'-ah "castle" has been mentioned by (Al-Omariy, 2000, p. 308) 
in his illustration and explanation of the TYA (784) given below: 
ya-bii' am- qal'a bi-kadr-eh 
lit.: He sells the castle for one (sour) bread. 
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This is said of the trivial negative person who sells the expensive thing for the 
cheap, either this expensive thing is concrete such as money or abstract like 
acquaintance or humanity. 
23. See (Al- Omariy, 2000, p. 266). 
24. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 1226). 
25. See (Al-Samraa'i, 2005, p. 88). 
26. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997. p. 516). 
27. ibid. p. 1050. 
28. See (Al-Samraa'i, 2005, p. 90). 
29. See (Al- Omariy, 2000, p. 382).in illustrating the TYA proverb (963) given below: 
yaxmad 'ala fagg-eh 
(it is) cooked on (a weak) flame, fire'' 
Meaning: it is easily cooked; it does not need strong tire/ flame. 
This is said of the flexible and merciful person who is easily persuaded and 
from whom agreement is easily got. 
30. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 556). 
31. ibid. p. 681. 
32. ibid. p. 529. 
33. Cf. (Bakalla, 1984, p.5). 
34. See (Ai- Omariy. 2000, p. 268).in illustrating the TYA proverb (687) 
transliterated and translated below: 
'am- maddaar yaakul fi siqfu 
The poter eats in (a) piece of broken pot. 
Meaning: the owner of a profession can not do something for himself as he 
does for others. 
35. See (Al- Omariy. 2000, p. 74). 
36. Cf. (Zammit, 2002, p.l89-190).also (Al- Omariy, 2000: 342). 
37. The word 'ismu is optionally used by TYA speakers; however its common uses is 
smu. This is because TYA deletes the glottal stop and its following vowel when they 
occur initially or finally. This is due to ease of pronunciation. This is discussed in 
details by (Af-Omariy. 2000, pp. 59, 63) 
38. TYA gizwu was cited by (Al-Omariy, 2006, p. 317) 
39. See (Al-Omariy, 2000, p. 99) who discusses the practice of TYA phonology of the 
noun bittu ~ bintu where n+t -^ tt by regressive assimilation; bittu is feminine by sex 
and has a feminine BP banaatu on the pattern CiaC2aaC3U. 
40. bissu "(male) caf on the geminate noun pattern C|iC2C2U, has been pointed 
out by (Al-Omariy, 2000, p. 134) in illustrating the following TYA proverb (313) 
ransliterated and translated below: 
"am biss-eh am-beeDa haban bissu 
swad 
the she-cat the white bestowed cat 
black 
lit;'"The white she-cat bestowed a black caf" 
This is said of the trivial and incomplete speech that has no benefit. 
41. Cf. (Zammit, 2002, p.229), cf also Cf (Bakalla, 1984, p.5). 
42. See (Al-Omariy, 2000, p. 115), in illustrating the TYA proverb (No. 253) shown 
below: 
diimu Geer diim-ak gahtit-oh 'ala-m-zarab 
body other than Body your pull it on thorns/spmes/prickles 
lit.: "A body other than your body, pull it on the thorns/spines/prickles." 
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Meaning: The meaning is negative wherein a person is asiced to expose the 
other body or what belongs to others, to the damage and destructions and not to tai<,e 
care of it at all 
This is said of the person who exposes what belongs to others to the damage 
and destructions. Or it is said of condemnation/ disapproval to the one who does 
not take care of others or their belongings. 
43. See (Al-Omariy, 2000, p. 82). 
44. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 245). 
45. See (Ai-Samraa'i, 2005, p. 89). 
46. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 918). 
47. ibid. p. 491. 
48. Cf (Cowell, 1964, p. 143). 
49. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997. p. 441). 
50. See (Cowell, 1964, pp. 143, 287 & 297), for similar discussion and terminology. 
51. TYA form Hamaru "angriness" is only used in TYA, as taken from and checked 
by informants in personal communications. 
52. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 871). 
53. See (Al-Samraa'i, 2005, p. 89). 
54. See (Al-Ahdal, 2004, p. 179). Also (Al-Samraa'i, 1, A, 2005:90). 
55. See (Al-Samraa"i, 2005, p. 92). 
56. Cf (Zammit, 2002, p.231-232). 
57. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 812). 
58. Cf (Zammit, 2002, p.412-413). 
59. ibid. p.391. 
60. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997. p. 501). 
61. ibid. p. 811. 
62. See(Al-Samraa"i, 2005. p. 87). 
63. Cf (Baalbaki. 1997, p. 231). 
64. ibid. p. 400. 
65. See (Al-Omariy. 2000, p. 141) in his illustration of the TYA proverb (326) 
transliterated and translated below: 
kuuzu fi Taaq-ah 
(he is) a water-container in (a) window 
This means that it is placed in an unavailable place. This is said of a person 
who is placed in unworthy position. 
66. Cf (Zammit, 2002, pp.412-413). 
67. See (Cowell, 1964, pp. 285-288). for similar discussion and terminology. 
68. See (Al-Omariy, 2000, p. 267). 
69. See (Al-Ahdal, 2004, p. 177). 
70. See (Al-Omariy, 2000, pp. 280) in his explanation of the following 
TYA proverb numbered (718): 
soodee k- am- Humm-eh 
black (she is) like the coal, charcoal 
"She is black like the piece of coal, charcoal"'. 
71. Cf (Cowell, 1964, p. 143). 
72. ibid. p. 143). 
73. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 881). 
74. TYA naasmu was cited by (Al-Omariy, 2006, p. 310). 
75. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 1217). 
76. TYA taakyu was cited by (Al-Omariy, 2000, p. 319) 
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77. See (Al-Samraa'i, 2005, p. 94) and (Al-Omariy, 2006, p. 323). 
78. Cf. (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 442). 
79 See (Abd-Rabbo, Mohammad. Z. 1990:69), also (Cowell, Mark, W. 1964, p. 145), 
for using the two terms: NOMINALIZED ADJECTIVES or SUBSTANTIVIZED 
ACTIVE PARTICIPLE of simple verbs. 
80. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997. p. 408). 
81. ibid. p. 1217. 
82. See (Al-Samraa'i, 2005, p. 94). 
83. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 809). 
84. ibid. p. 32. 
85. The TYA form DabaaTu has been taken and checked by informant in personal 
communications 
86. See (Qafisheh, H, A. 1990, pp. 10-11) in his discussion and illustration of the term 
Imaalah in case of the Yemeni dialect, viz, Sana'ani Arabic. 
87. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 245). 
88. ibid. p. 429. 
89. See (Wright, W. 1955: 147) in his illustration of the nouns that denote the 
individual such as Hamaam-ah "a pigeon (mail or femail)'' from Hamaam "pigeons". 
90. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997. p. 1232). 
91. See (Cowell, 1964, p. 285), for similar discussion and terminology. 
92. See (Al-Omariy, 2000, p. 188) in his illustration of the TYA proverb (No. 493): 
"ambaa! 'ambaa! vvaldi gdaaru waldi 
alas! alas! boy my a wall boy my 
lit.: '"Alas ! alas ! my boy is a wall (my boy) (he) is. 
Meaning: Instead of wondering at his boy's understanding, the owner/father 
mocks at his stupidity and misunderstanding. 
This is said of the moking at the boy/worker who not do his work completely 
or who misunderstands what is asked from him. 
93. The TYA form g'aad-eh has been taken from and checked by informants in 
personal commuincations. 
94. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 887). 
95. ibid. p. 1227. 
96. ibid. p. 653. 
97. ibid. p. 1234. 
98. ibid. p. 855. 
99. ibid. p. 669. 
100. See (Al-Samraa'i, 2005, p. 89). 
101. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 902). 
102. See (Al-Samraa'i, 2005, p. 91). 
103. Cf (Cowell, 1964, p. 148-149,127), for similar discussion and terminology. 
104. See chapterlll under adjective pattern (3.1.3.8) CiaC2iiC3U for more data. Also 
cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 1185). 
105. See (Al-Samraa'i, 2005, p. 90), see also (Al-Omariy, 2000, pp. 296-297). 
106. See (Al-Omariy, 2000, pp.102, 426). 
107. ibid. p. 101. 
108. TYA form rkuunu with this signification is taken from and checked by 
informants in personal communication. It is derived from the verb rkan "to depend 
on'-. 
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109. TYA form bruudu with this signification is taken from and checked by 
informants in personal communication. It is derived from the verb barad "to be cold 
or careless" 
i 10. See (Al-Omariy, 2000, p. 305). 
111. TYA form bxuuru is taken from and checked by informants in personal 
communication. 
112.Cf. (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 483). 
113. See (Al-Omariy Abdull-ah 2000: 305). 
114. Cf. (Baalbaki. 1997, p. 931). 
115. ibid. p. 26. 
116. Cf. (Cowell, 1964, p. 151, 286), for similar pattern and discussion in accordance 
with Syrian Arabic (SA). 
117. TYA form malluugu (CN) with this signification is taken from and checked by 
informants in personal communication; see end note (119) below. 
118. See section two of this chapter under the section number (2.2.2.3.2.3.2) and its 
relateted table (2.2.2.3.2.3.2) that deals with BP pattern CiaC2UuC3U as in Taruuqu. 
119. TYA form malluug-eh (sing) with this signification is taken from and checked by 
informants in personal communication see end note (117) above. 
120. Cf. (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 717). 
121. TYA form daafuuru with this signification is taken from and checked by 
informants in personal communication. 
122. Cf (Baalbaki. 1997, p. 720). 
123. ibid. p. 686. 
124. See (Al-Samraa"i, 2005. p. 89). 
125. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 1173). 
126. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 503), see also (Al-Omariy, 2000. p. 143) in his 
illustration of the TYA proverb (332): 
'am xabbaaz ya'ref wagha-m-mutGaddi 
the baker knows face of the one who is to have lunch 
lit.: "The baker knows the face of the one who is to have lunch". 
Meaning: The experienced and insightoaus baker knows the person who is to 
have lunch. 
This is said of expressing insight. 
127. Cf (Schulz, 2004, p. 75). 
128. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997. p. 1231). 
129. TYA form qawwaalu is taken from and checked by informants in personal 
communication. 
130. TYA form bannee is taken from and checked by informants in personal 
communication. 
131. See Imaala in chapter I. 
132. See chapter three for more details of the adjective pattern (3.1.3.11) 
CiaC2C2aaC3U. 
133. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 246). 
134. ibid. p. 401. 
135. Cf (Schulz. 2004. p. 78). 
136. See (Al-Omariy, 2000, p. 262), in his illustration of the TYA proverb (681): 
transliterated and translated below: 
qawwaal-ah 
"Talebearer (f/m)" 
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This is said of the talebearer and the silly person who talks too much and 
always describes himself. 
137. Cf. (Cowell, 1964, p. 152, 306). Also, cf. (Schulz, 2004, p. 75). 
138. Cf. (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 660). 
139. I think, unlike the other varieties of Arabic, that the / -aanu / suffix which has 
the function as being a stem gerundial formative associated with this pattern 
(2.1.3.27) CiuC2C2aanu, is a unique distinctive feature in TYA. 
140. See (Al-Omariy, 2000, pp. 377-382), for more details of simple verbs of pattern 
CiaC2C2. 
14 i. All TYA data of the -aanu suffix pattern have taken from and checked by 
informants in personal communications. Such pattern is a common feature in all TV 
regions. 
142. Cf. (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 624). 
l43.See(AI-Ahdai, 2004, p. ISO). 
144. Cf. (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 1000). 
145. TYA mafrasu was cited by (Al-Omariy, 2000, p. 315), 
146. Cf. (Wright, 1955, p. 130), (Ai-Shaddadi, 2003, p. 127), and (Schulz. 2004, pp. 
66-67),) for the MSA form mibrad the pattern miCCaC, which is compared to the 
TYA form mabradu on the pattern maCCaCu; the latter pattern does not occur in 
MSA as an instrumental pattern. 
147. See Imaalah in chapter 1. 
148. Cf. (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 942). 
149. Cf. (Al-'iryaani, 1996, p. 362). 
150. Cf. (Cowell, 1964. p. 306-309) in case of SA. (Aboul-Fetouh, 1969. p. 77) in 
case CEA, (Al-Toma, 1996, pp. 74-75)in case of CA & lA, (Wright. 1955. pp. 124-
131). and (Abd-Rabbo, 1990, pp. 58-59), in case of CA. and (Schulz, 2004, pp. 66-
67), and (Al-Shaddadi, 2003, pp. 130-135) in case of MSA 
151. See (end note, 150). 
152. TYA form malkadu is taken from and checked by informants in personal 
communication. 
153. As it is taken from and checked by informants in personal communications, the 
TYA form meeharu is commonly used in TYA. 
154. See (end note, 150). 
155. See (Al-Omariy, 2000. p. 266). 
156. ibid. p. 287, 
157. ibid. p. 291. 
158. ibid. p. 269. 
159. ibid. p. 270. 
160. ibid. p. 280. 
161.ibid.p.311. 
162. ibid. p. 293. 
163. Cf. (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 1145). 
164. See (Al-Omariy, 2000, p. 59) in illustrating the TYA proverb (99): 
'am biki bi qadr 'am miiraaO 
the weeping (is) as much as the legacy, inheritance, patrimony. 
Meaning is negative, that is to say the weeping on the death of the person is 
as much as the legacy, inheritance, patrimony, the dead has left for the weeper. 
165. See (Al-Omariy, 2000, p. 287). 
166. ibid. p. 285. 
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167. The TYA form miTyaan-ah has been taken from and checked by informants in 
personal communication. The told me a proverb which says: ''Hmaar am-miTyaan-
ah", (the donkey of mudding off), which is said of the person who can do extremely 
hard work. 
168. See (Al-Omariy, 2000, p. 310) in illustrating the derivation of miqhaay-ah on the 
pattern miF'aal and mention the following TYA proverb (790) in which this word 
occurs: 
Mnda-nee willa-miqhaay-ah Hsan lak 
(stay) with us, otherwise cafe (is) better for you. 
169. See (Al-Omariy, 2000, p. 262) in illustrating the following TYA proverb (No. 
681): 
xalliik am- miqwaal-ah 
Stop talebearing/informing againsf which is said to the person who is a tale-bearer. 
170. See (end note 150) 
17I.Cf. (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 1055). 
172. See (end note 150). 
173. Cf. (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 1070). 
174. ibid. p. 1144. 
175. See (end note 150). 
176. "A container made of wood used for keeping the wetted crumbled tobacco so it 
is ready for smoking"'. 
177. woman-made crown over pride-groom's head in her wedding. It is made of 
her hair being stood with help of Hollow dry grass sticks and decorated with flowers. 
178. Cf. (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 1090). 
179. See(AI-Samraa'i, 2005. p. 84) and (Al-'iryaani. 1996. p. 931). 
180. See (Al-Omariy, 2000. p. 287). 
181. See (Al-Omariy, 2000. p. 287). 
182. Cf. (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 990), and see (Ai-Ahdal. 2004, p. 180). 
183. TYA form msadd-eh with this signification is taken from and checked by 
informants in personal communication. 
184. See (end note 150). 
185. TYA form muzquru with this signification is taken from and checked by 
informants in personal communication. 
186. See ((Al-Omariy, 2006, p. 187).) 
187. Cf. (Schulz, 2004, p. 64-66), for detailed discussion of Active participle in MSA. 
188. Cf. (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 1049). 
189 TYA form mukns-eh is taken from and checked by informants in personal 
communication. 
190. See (end note 150). 
191. The TYA form kuufy-eh (along with its plural form kawaafyu) has been taken 
from and checked by informants in personal communication. 
(92. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p 294). 
193. ibid. p. 1066. 
194. ibid. p. 289. 
195. Cf (Cowell, 1964, p. 158), in case of SA, also (Aboul-Fetouh, 1969, p. 77) in 
case CEA, and (Schulz, 2004, pp. 66-67), and (Al-Shaddadi, 2003, pp. 130-135) in 
case of MSA. See all in chap. Ill of this thesis under the patterns numbered from 
(2.1.3.19) to (3.1.3.30). 
196. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 545). 
197. See (Al-Samraa'i, 2005, p. 88). 
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198. Cf. (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 307). 
199. ibid. p. 369. 
200. Cf. (Wright, 1955, p. 117). 
201. Cf. (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 1234). 
202. ibid. p. 1215. 
203. The TYA form Hamyar-ah is taken from and checked by informants in personal 
communication. 
204. A disease affects the child exposed to unheavy rain for the first time and her or 
his clothes were not washed by collected rain-water as believed or though by TYA 
people. This was taken from and checked by informants in personal communication. 
205. TYA form Tunqur-ah is taken from and checked by informants in personal 
communication. 
206. The TYA form bulbul-eh is taken from and checked by informants in personal 
communication. 
207. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 1049). 
208. ibid. p. 857. 
209. See (Al-Omariy, 2000, p. 266). 
210. The TYA form tigwaabu is taken from and checked by informants in personal 
communication. 
211. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 631). 
212. See (Al-Omariy, 2000, p. 371). 
213.ibid. p. 371. 
214. The TYA form sunbuus-eh which is considered as a loanword is pronounced as 
sumbuus-eh because of regressive assimilation (i.e. n+b -^ mb). 
215. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 886). 
216. The TYA dual form kaafr-een has been cited by Al-Omariy (2000, p. 124) in his 
iluustration of the following TYA proverb ("No. 287): 
"alii maa ya-Gaddi mu'mnu ya-'assi kaafr-een 
Who does not he-give lunch to a believer he-gives supper to two unbelievers? 
Lit.: who he does not give lunch to a believer, gives supper to two unbelievers. Al-
Omariy points out that -een in the dual kaafreen is used by the public (i.e. people of 
rihamah)in all syntactic cases and here (in the proverb) it is in the accusative case As 
noted by him this proverb is said of the stingy that does not like to give charity and 
gives it in its non-place. 
217. Al-Omariy (2000, p. 125) narrates the story of this proverb and points out that it 
is said of the person who speaks with what it is in his soul/spirit without 
consciousness when he/she is inveigled. 
218. The TYA BP form riggaalah has been cited by Al-Omariy (2000. p. 263) in his 
illustration of the following TYA proverb (No, 684): 
am-miqwaal-ah mis l-am-riggaalah 
the tale-bearing not for the men 
Lit.: the tale-bearing is not for the men. It is said for giving up tale-bearing. 
219. The TYA BP form Halaawiilu has been cited by Al-Omariy (2000. p. 257) in his 
illustration of the following TYA proverb (No. 666): 
ma'aah Halaawiilu HaamD-ah 
he has stories/tales (narrated to children while sleeping) unsweet 
Lit.: he has unsweet stories/tales (narrated to children while sleeping). 
Al-Omariy points out that Halaawiilu is the plural of Hulwaal-eh (= the story/tale 
(narrated to children)) and that the proverb is said of the liar who hides his lie with 
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nonsense and trivial speech and that this proverb is briefly said as Halaawiilii HaamD-
ah, a proverb with (No. 667). 
220. Cf. this to what has been pointed out by Varchaver, et al (2001) that: "canape 
(kah-nah-PAY) [French: covering; spread] A thin piece of toast or bread topped with 
savory paste, cheese, caviar, etc., often served as an appetizer. Also, an 18th-century 
French sofa." (p.43) 
221. Cf. this to what has been pointed out by Varchaver, et al (2001) that: "oda, odah 
(OH-dah) [Turkish] A room inside a harem." (p. 183) 
222. Cf. this to what has been pointed out by Varchaver, et al (2001) that: "punkah 
(PUN-kah) [Hindi, from Sanskrit] in India, a fan consisting of a light frame covered 
with cloth and suspended from the ceiling, moved by machinery or by a servant." (p. 
212) 
223. Cf. this to what has been pointed out by Varchaver, et al (2001) that: "maidan 
(my-DAHN) [Hindi] In India, an open space used for parades, sports, or as a market 
area, usually located in or just outside a town. <ln Calcutta we watched a procession 
from the entrance to the Maidan, the city's Central Park.>" (p. 152) 
224. Cf. this to what has been pointed out by Varchaver. et al (2001) that: "kapote 
(kah-PAWT) [Yiddish, from French] A long Jacket or overgarment worn by Orthodox 
or Hasidic Jews." (p. 134) 
225. Cf. this to what has been pointed out by Varchaver, et al (2001) that: "tavola 
(TAH-voh-lah) [Italian] A table." (p. 248) 
226. Cf. this to what has been pointed out by Varchaver. et al (2001) that: "gabinetto 
(gah-bee-NEH-toh) [Italian] A cabinet or closet; by extension, a toilet." (p. 103) 
227. Cf. this to what has been pointed out by Varchaver, et al (2001) that: "pizza 
(PEET-sah) [Italian] A flat, oven-baked crust topped or filled with tomato sauce and 
cheese and garnished with sausage, peppers, mushrooms, etc." (p. 203) 
228. Cf. this to what has been pointed out by Varchaver. et al (2001) that: "sala 
(SAH-lah) [Spanish] A large room, parlor, or reception room in a house." (p. 224) 
229. Cf. this to what has been pointed out by Varchaver, et al (2001) that: "mesa 
(MAY-.sah) [Spanish, from Latin: table]" (p. 163) 
230. Cf this to what has been pointed out by Watson (2004b, p. 406) in case of 
San'ani Ymeni Arabic word Jirbih from sabaic grb which is referred by her as "jirbih 
•'terraced field" from grb "lay out field in terraces" ...".The TYA girbeh also refers to 
a name of a town in Yemeni Tihamah region. 
231. Cf. this to what has been pointed out by Varchaver, et al (2001) that: "burka, 
burqa (BOOR-kah) [Urdu] The long, dark, featureless cloak that Muslim women in 
Pakistan and Afghanistan are required to wear in public to conceal their bodies. See 
also chador." (p. 37) 
232. Cf. this to what has been pointed out by Varchaver, et al (2001) that: "torte (tort, 
TOR-teh) [German, from Italian] A rich cake made with butter, eggs, and ground nuts, 
containing little or no flour." (p. 250) 
233. An expert linguist may think that we should mention where -u is found outside 
the Yemeni Tihama, even if it is on the basis of secondary reading. In fact, the 
material dealing with -u outside the Yemeni Tihamah is really not available to us even 
on the basis of secondary reading. Through e-mail communications, Prof. Janet C. E. 
Watson (J.C.E.\vatson@salford.ac.uk) informed us that her Ph.D. student, Yahya 
Asiri, who finished in May, describes final -u in his dialect of Rijal Alma' in the Saudi 
Tihama and that the distribution of -u in Rijal Alma' is very interesting - and not 
straightforward. Even the paper on "PRE-PAUSAL DEVOICING AND 
GLOTTALISATION IN VARIETIES OF THE SOUTH-WESTERN ARABIAN 
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PENINSULA" by Watson (2007) with Yahyah Asiri does not include even one 
example from Rijal Alma'. Accordingly, also through e-mail communications, Prof. 
Janet C. E. Watson informed us that the pre-pausal paper was not looking at -u, it was 
specifically looking at pre-pausal glottalisation. -u is found in singular masculine 
nouns in Rijal Alma". We think, to the best of our knowledge and for the time being, 
that there is no existence of-u outside the Yemeni Tihamah due to the unavailability 
of published or unpublished work on its existence with illustrative examples. 
234. A term is taken from our advisor, Prof Anjani K. Sinha in personal 
communication. 
235. Special thanks go to Prof Janet C. E. Watson for her invaluable comments on a 
previous version of this section. In fact she had also suggested that we must include a 
section on pause in TYA in general. 
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Chapter 3 
Structure of Adjectives in TYA 
3.1 Adjective Patterns in TYA 
3.1.0 Preliminary Remarks 
Generally speaking, io-ease-crrstructure of MSA adjectives, Ryding (2005, pp. 254-
755) pnints nuJ-iJ^ai-Arahir adjectives are Structured in two ways: through derivation 
from a lexical root by means of the root-and-pattern system, or by means of attaching 
the nisba suffix -iyy (m.) or -iyya (f) to create an adjective from another word 
(usually a noun).Very rarely, an adjective will exist on its own, without relation to a 
lexical root. She also points out that in traditional Arabic grammar, adjectives and 
nouns both fall under the syntactic category, ism "noun" and that the particular 
designations for the nomen adjectivum in Arabic, referring to (Wright 1967, I: 105) 
include al-waSf, al-Sifa. and al-na't referring to qualities, attributes, and epithets and 
these types of words function in ways that very closely parallel to what would be 
termed "'adjectives" in English, and many pedagogical texts refer to them simply as 
adjectives. She also points out that active and passive participles may function either 
as adjectives or as nouns and when they function as adjectives, they follow the same 
inflectional and syntactic rules as adjectives, agreeing with the noun they modify in 
case, gender, number, and detlniteness. Similarly TYA adjectives are structured in 
two ways: through derivation from a lexical root by means of the root-and-pattern 
system, or by means of attaching the nisba suffix (relational suffix) -iyyu (m.) or-iyy-
ah/iyy-eh (f.) to create an adjective from another word (usually a noun). An adjective 
without relation to a lexical root will very rarely exist on its own. The majority of 
TYA adjectives are derived from verbs shown in Appendix I, but some are based on 
other nouns as will be indicated in some of the end notes. As is the case with verbs, 
most nouns are based on tri-consonantal root of tri-consonantal patterns. 
In this chapter, we are going to deal with identification, classification, 
discussions and a descriptive and morphological analysis of adjective patterns and 
(their illustrative forms) in Tihami Yemeni Arabic (TYA). These are tri-consonantal 
patterns, augmented tri-consonantal patterns, quadri-consonantal patterns, etc. The 
TYA adjectives under such patterns and which are considered to be the lexical corpus 
of the TYA data collected and observed from digital and tape recordings, responses of 
direct elicilation and personal communications and interviews, are cited in the 
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absolute form of the singular. The singular adjective with a certain pattern will be 
considered as an input that undergoes the plural formation by one of the plural 
techniques: Revowelling or Affixation that gives the adjective plural forms as outputs 
which will be given in details in section 3.2 of this chapter. 
Note: No attempt will be made to include taboo adjectives or words in this chapter. 
The term "sound unaltered pattern" will be used to refer to the adjectives 
pattern whose radicals/consonants are all intact and distinct. Altered patterns will be 
represented as follows: (i) Geminate: The term "geminate" will be used to refer to the 
adjective pattern in which two like radicals/consonants are fused together; (ii) 
Hollow: The term "hollow" will be used to refer to the adjective patterns in which a 
middle radical/consonant is changed, lost or fused; and (iii) Defective: The term 
"defective" will be used to refer to the adjective pattern in which the last 
radical/consonant is changed, lost or fused. 
3.1.1 Mono-consonantal Adjective Patterns 
During our investigation as well as observation on adjectival patterns and forms used 
in TYA we have found that examples of mono-consonantal Adjective patterns are 
nonexistent in TYA. 
3.1.2 Bi-consonantal Adjective patterns 
During our investigation as well as observation on adjectival patterns and forms used 
in TYA we have found that examples of bi-consonantal Adjective patterns are 
nonexistent in TYA. 
3.1.3 Tri-Consonantal Adjective Patterns 
Tri-consonantal adjective patterns are considered to be the most and frequently 
patterns of adjectives in TYA. There are 31 sound and unaltered patterns in TYA, 
under each of which, there are some altered patterns. These are illustrated, discussed 
and analyzed below and in the following pages. 
3.1.3.1 Pattern C|aC2aaC3U sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
gabaanu' "cowardly" (cf CA/MSA gabaanun) b 
, x . . 2 habaasu "wacky", irrational" 
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kanaanu "warm" 
Savvaanu "preserved, (well) kept, (well) protected" 
nawaaru "of light" 
wahaanu "of weak light" 
baraaHu "wide" 
TYA adjectives with these typically normal patterns are rare. The last four 
examples shown above are only used in TYA. The first one can be observed in many 
Arabic varieties, but without the TYA pausal k\l. This adjective pattern (3.1.3.1) C-
iaC2aaC3U is much observed on the noun pattern (2.1.3.11) CiaC2aaC3U as in Gazaalu 
"gazelle, deer", 'a9aa6u "furniture, furnishing, etc. see it in chapter 2. 
3.1.3.2 Pattern CiC2aaC3U sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
sgaa u' "courageous" (cf CA/MSA sugaa') 
ngaabu "(of land) almost dry after certain time of irrigation and ready to 
be cultivated (it is from the verb ngab "to be almost dry)" 
TYA adjectives with this pattern (3.1.3.2) C|C2aaC3U are very rare. This 
adjective pattern (3.1.3.2) C|C2aaC3U is very much commonly observed on the noun 
pattern (2.1.3.13) C|C2aaC3U as in ktaabu "book", HSaanu "horse", etc., see it in 
chap. 2. 
3.1.3.3 Pattern CiaC2aC3U sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
nafasu "wide" (cf YA nafas)"* 
Salabu"^  "dry, arid, barren, waste" 
"azabu "single, unmarried" 
TYA adjectives with this typically nominal pattern are not very common. This 
adjective pattern (3.1.3.3) CiaC2aC3U is very much commonly observed on the noun 
pattern (2.1.3.5) CiaC2aC3U as in qalamu "pen", gamalu "camel" baabu (hollow) 
"door" etc, see it in chapter 2. 
3.1.3.4 Pattern C1UC2C3U sound unaltered pattern 
S. Form Gloss 
xulfu" "different" (cf MSA muxtalif and TYA muxtalfu) 
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3.1.3.4.1 C1UC2C2U Geminate 
S. Form Gloss 
murru "bitter" (cf. CA/MSA murr) 
Hurru "free" 
TYA adjectives with this typically nominal pattern are very rare. This 
adjective pattern (3.1.3.4) C1UC2C3U is very much observed on noun pattern (2.1.3.7) 
C1UC2C3U as in durgu "drawer", buhlu "hole", etc., see it in chapter 2. 
3.1.3.5 Pattern C|iC2C3U sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
xisnu "rough, coarse'" (cf. MSA xasin) 
bikru' "virgin, a young heifer'" (cf CA bikru & Akk. bukru) 
riTbu "soft, humid, moist'" 
sirHu "airy, healthful"' 
giHzu "tough (of voice)'" 
biTru "unthankful, reckless'" 
kislu'" "lazy" (cf MSA kasil) 
3.1.3.5.1 wiC2C3U with initial radical semi-vowel Av/ 
s. Form Gloss 
wis.xu" "dirty"' (cf MSA wasix) 
wiHsu "wild, savage"' 
wi"ru "uneven, bumpt"" 
3.1. 3.5.2 C|iC2C2 Geminate: with last two radicals alike 
s. Form Gloss 
ni>'yu "raw. uncooked, unripe" 
siyyu "very much/many'" 
This adjective pattern (3.1.3.5) C|iC2C2U is also, observed on the Noun pattern 
(2.1.3.3) C|iC2C3U as in uigmu "star"', bissu "cat", etc. see it in chapter 2. The TYA 
adjective pattern (3.1.3.5) C|iC2C3U shown and illustrated above cannot be anticipated 
in CA/MSA or any other variety of Arabic. This is because the well-known adjective 
pattern in MSA is fa'il (i.e. CiaC2iC3). Within the patterns C|iC2C3U vs. C|aC2iC3, a 
discrepancy can be shown in the adjective vowel pattern /-i—/+ pausal Ai/ vs. /-a-i-/. 
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This obviously shows that the TYA adjective pattern (3.1.3.5) CiiC2C3L( does not 
occur in MSA, which means that it is a unique adjective pattern in TYA. 
Some adjectives of this pattern are correlative to nouns on the noun pattern 
CiaC2aC3U or CiaC2C3U numbered (2.1.3.5) and (2.1.3.1) respectively in chapter 2: 
xiTru "dangerous (cf. xaTaru "danger""); wisxu "dirty'" (cf. wasaxu "dirt"); wiHsu 
"wild, savage"' (cf. waHsu "wild beast"). 
3.1.3.6 Pattern C|aC2C3U sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
zaxmu'^ "beautiful, handsome" 
sahlu'^ -'easy" (cf. MSA sahl) 
Hamru "angry" 
qaHmu "old, elder, not young" 
'arzu "tough, hard uneatable (of meat/food), not well-cooked"" (cf YA 'ariz)' 
sa'bu "difficult, clums>"" 
TYA adjectives with this typically nominal pattern are not very common. This 
pattern (3.1.3.6) C|aC2C3U is very much observed on the noun pattern (2.1.3.1) C-
iaC2C3U as in taxtu "table"", qalbu "heart"", etc., see it in chapter 2. 
3.1.3.7 Pattern C|C2iiC3U sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
SGiiru'' "small, little" (cf CA sagTr & Akk.sehru & MSA SaGiir) 
rxiiSu"" "cheap, inexpensive"" (cf MSA raxiiS) 
nDiifu "clean" 
biidu "far"' 
gdiidu "new"" 
bxiilu "'stingy"" 
s'iidu "happy, fortunate" 
fqiiru "poor" 
rHiimu "merciful" 
fhiimu "understanding (naturally)" 
3.1.3.7.1 C|C2iyyu Defective (loss of->y) or yy is retained when pausal lul is added, 
as a practice of TYA phonology CiC2i+u -» CiC2iyyu 
s. Form Gloss 
sxiyyu "generous, openhinded" (cf MSA saxiyy) 
rDiyyu "satisfied, pleased, warmhearted" 
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Like that of SA, the TYA adjective pattern (3.1.3.7) C|C2ii C3U (i.e. f iilu in 
the traditional way) is not used with initial or medical radical semi-vowels (for which 
see pattern (3.1.3.8) CiaC2iiC3U below).'^; what can also be observed is that some 
adjectives of this pattern CiC2ii C3U are 'correlative to descriptive verbs'.'^ 
Furthermore, It is important to point out that this adjective pattern (3.1.3.7) 
C]C2ii C3U Is also observed on the noun pattern (2.1.3.17) C|C2iiC3U as in fqiihu 
"Quranic teacher'", etc., see it in chapter 2. 
3.1.3.8 Pattern CiaC2iiC3U sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
'amiiqu "deep" (cf. CA "amiq & Akk. emequ) 
nafiisu^' "wide" (cf. MSA nafiis "valuable") 
qadiimu "old, ancient" 
Haziinu "sad" 
saliimu "safe, secure" 
kabiiru "big, large" 
DabiiTu^^ "strong, powerful" 
xamiidu^"' "well-cooked, ripe" 
xafiifu "light, unheavy, mild" 
qaliilu "little, few" 
qaSiiru "short" 
ka9iiru "many, much" 
baliidu "dull" 
qadiimu "old, ancienf 
Haziinu "sad" 
saliimu "safe, secure" 
3.1.3.8.1 waC2iiC3U with initial radical semi-vowel Av/ 
s. Form Gloss 
wasiimu "handsome, good looking" (cf. MSA wassim) 
waHiidu "alone, lonely, only, unique" 
3.1.3.8.2 C|awiiC3U with medial radical semi-vowel /w/ 
s. Form Gloss 
Tawiilu "tali, long" 
lawiiqu "suitable, proper" 
24 
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3.1.3.8.3 CiaC2iyyu Defective 
s. Form Gloss 
Sakiyyu^^ "intelligent, bright, clever, smart'" (cf. MSA 6akiyy) 
Ganiyyu "rich" 
qawiyyu "strong, powerful, mighty; hardy" 
sawiyyu "normal, sound, unimpaired" 
wafiyyu "dependable, true ("to one's word")" 
Here also, like that of pattern (3.1. 3.7) CiC2ii Cju, some adjectives of pattern 
(3.1.3.8) C|aC2ii C3U are correlative to descriptive verbs. Within the patterns 
(3.1.3.7) & (3.1.3.8), a few contrast, as qualitative adjectives, with stative adjectives 
can be observed: fhiimu "(naturally) understanding'" (cf. faahmu: "knowledgeable, 
having come to understand""): saliimu "safe, secure" (cf saalmu "safe; secure; 
perfecf"); Haziinu "sad" (temperament): (cf Haznaanu "sad" (mood)).^^ This TYA 
adjective pattern (3.1.3.8) is also observed on TYA Noun pattern (2.1.3.15) CiaC^ii 
C3U as in qamiiSu "shirt'", kadiifu "a bank (between fields in a farm)'", etc., see it in 
chapter 2. 
3.1.3.9 Pattern C|ayyiiC3U (variant of pattern (3.1.3.8) C|aC2iiC3U shown above 
s. Form Gloss 
mayyiitu^^ "dead" (cf. MSA mayyit) 
rayyiisu^' "curious; barber" 
Dayyiiqu "narrow, tight: upset; annoyed; restless" 
Tayyiibu "good, goodhearted, kindhearted"' 
xayyiiru "charitable, beneficent" 
layyiinu "flexible, tractable, manageable" 
Briefly speaking, the adjective pattern (3.1.3.9) CiayyiiC3U (i.e. fayyiilu in the 
traditional way) is considered to be a modification of pattern (3.1.3.8) CiaC2iiC3U (i.e. 
fayiilu in the traditional way, C2 being -y-). That is to say. it is used with medial 
radical semi-vowel -yyii- in lieu of-yii- and (sometimes) in lieu of-wii- (especially 
in the adjective mayyiitu, root morpheme V mwt. '^' 
3.1.3.10 Pattern C|aC2UuC3U sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
kasuulu^' lazy, inactive" (cf MS kasuul) 
Sabuuru "patient, enduring" 
qannu'u "contented, temperate" 
gasuuru "daring" 
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Hanuunu "sympathetic, compassionate" 
xaduumu "solicitous, servile'" 
Hasiiudu "envious, invidious; envier" 
naSuuHu "sincere, faithful, loyal" 
zabuunu^^ "client, customer" (cf MSA zabuun) 
zabuunu^^ "expensive" 
3.1.3.10.1 waC2UuC3U with initial radical semi-vowel /vv/ 
s. Form Gloss 
waduudu "^* "affectionate, lover; friendly, sociable" (cf MSA 
waduud) 
waquuru "sedate, soberminded: dignified; venerable"' 
3.1. 3.10.2 C|ayuuC3U with C2 as a medial radical semi- vowel /y/ 
S. Form Gloss 
Gayuuru^^ "jealous; zealous; zealof" (cf MSA Gayuur) 
What can be clearly observed here is that this adjective pattern (3.1.3.10) 
CaC2UuC3U is not used with final radical semi-vowels. It is important to point out that 
almost all adjectives of this pattern (3.1.3.10) CiaC2UuC3U (i.e. fa'uulu in the 
traditional way) designate personal qualities or dispositions. Most of them are 
dispositional derivatives of simple verbs. Furthermore, this adjective pattern 
(3.1.3.10) CiaC2UuC3U is also observed on the BP pattern CiaC2UuC3U as in Taruuqu 
"(pair ot) shoes"" (cf Tarqu "shoe"" in (2.1.3.1)) or galuudu "leather"' (cf gildu 
"leather"" in (2.1.3.3)), hanuudu "Indians"" (cf hindiyyu an Indian "etc.,) discussed 
under section and table (2.2.2.3.2.3.3.2) of chapter 2. 
3.1.3.11 Pattern C|aC2C2aaC3U sound unaltered Pattern 
This TYA pattern which represents the following singular forms of common 
adjectives, has middle geminate radicals (i.e. in radical ( C2-^C2C2) whish is 
considered as StF2(V C2) combined to simple stem (Sts) (i.e. R+ Stf|); see (Aboul-
Fetouh, 1969, pp. 23, 104) for similar discussion. 
s. Form Gloss 
xarraaTu" "tilling lies, lair" 
hassaalu^** "curious" 
raTTaaqu "shoe-marker/mender" 
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gabbaaru '"strong, powerful" (cf. CA gabbar and Akk.gapparu)^ to' 
makkaaru "cunning" 
haddaaru "very talkative" 
Hassaadu "very envious" 
la"aabu "acting playfully' 
Tammaa'u "greedy" 
faggaa'u "frightened, fearful" 
Hassaasu "sensitive, sensible" 
3.1.3.11.1 C|aC2C2aayu with final radical semi-vowel /y/ 
s. Form Gloss 
bakkaayu''" "weeper, weepy, tearful" (cf. MSA bakkaa') 
nassaayu "forgetful, oblivious" 
3.1.3.11.2 CiayyaaC3U in which the reduplicated morpheme V C2 involves geminate 
or reduplicative radical semi-vowel lyl 
s. Form Gloss 
'ayyaabu* '^ "faultfinding, faultfinder" (cf MSA "ayyaab) 
Like that of pattern (3.1.3.10) CiaC2UuC3U. many adjectives of this pattern 
(3.1.3.11) CiaC2C2aaC3U are dispositional."*' This adjective pattern (3.1. 3.11) 
CiaC2C2aaC3U is remarkably observed on noun pattern (2.1.3.25) CiaC2C2aaC3U as in 
Tabbaaxu "cook", naggaaru "carpenter", maddaaru "potter" etc... which has been 
considered as pattern of occupational nouns or nouns of professions."*'^  
The close relationship between dispositional adjectives of pattern CiaC2C2aaC3U 
and occupational nouns of the same pattern can be noted. Nevertheless, there is a 
clear enough distinction in meaning between the dispositional and occupational 
categories. Most of (if not all) dispositional derivatives have been included with 
adjectives, while occupationals are obliviously to be classified as nouns. 
The previous pattern (3.1.3.10) CiaC2UuC3U and this pattern (3.1.3.11) 
CiaC2C2aaC3U as well as the following two patterns (3.1.3.12) CiaC2C2iiC3U / 
CiiC2C2iiC3U and (3.1. 3.13) CiaC2C2UuC3U discussed below and which are less 
common than CiaC2C2aaC3U, denote the intensity of the action of the ACTIVE 
PARTICIPLE (e.g. of the form/pattern (3.1.3.17) C|aaC2C3U which will be discussed 
later for a certain purpose that will be interpreted in its place)."*^ 
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3.1.3.12 Pattern C|aC2C2iiC3U sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
la"iibu "very playful" (cf. MSA li-'lib)"*^ 
Sarriifu "spendthrift'" 
kalliimu "very tactful" 
sarriiru "malicious, villainous; evildoer" 
kasiibu "very skillful in gaining/making money" 
gabbiiru "very forceful, very powerful; over-proud' 
3.1.3.13 Pattern CiaC2C2UuC3U sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
Habbuubu "very v\ell liked, well beloved" 
dalluu'u "very spoiled, mollycoddled'" 
3.1.3.14 Pattern CiaC2C3aanu sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
farHaanu'^ '' ""glad"" (cf MSA farhan) 
ta'baanu "tired"" 
DabHaanu'"^ "angry, annoyed; in need"" 
kaslaanu "lazy"' 
za'laanu "displeased"" 
Tafraanu"''^  "having no money, bankrupf" (cf. MSA muflis) 
Haznaanu "sad"" (mood) 
3.1.3.14.1 C|aC2yaanu Defective: malaanu '"full'" (also sound: malyaanu (Root 
morpheme V mly) 
With the exception of malaanu, adjectives on this pattern are sound with -y- before 
the - aanu ending, cf (Cowell 1964, p. 132) in case of Syrian Arabic (SA). TYA 
adjective pattern (3.1.3.14) CiaC2C3aanu is not used with geminating 
radicals/consonants. Hoomaanu (i.e. Howmaan) "feeling hot"" is a hollow form. Most 
TYA adjective formed on the pattern (3.1.3.14) C|aC2C3aanu are participles of sound 
and defective simple intransitive verbs of tlrst form or first binyan.^ *^  
3.1.3.15 Pattern C|uC2C3aanu sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
'uryaanu" "naked" (cf. CA 'uryaan'"") 
burdaanu "feeling cold"" 
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3.1.3.16 Pattern CiC2aC3 sound unaltered pattern 
This TYA pattern (3.1.3.16) C1C2C3 is the only masculine pattern that does not have 
or end with the pausal /u/ or (OGNC) /u/. It is specifically used for colors and 
physical defects or deformities as illustrated in the following TYA data: 
s. Form 
Hmar^' 
zraq 
Sfar 
xDHar 
sqar 
smar 
qlab 
Sla' 
bkam 
Snag'' 
Hdab 
qzaP 
Hmaq 
glaH 
Gloss 
"red" (cf. MSA 'aHmar) 
"blue" 
"yellow" 
"green" 
"blond" 
"dark complexioned" 
"cross-eyed" 
"bald" 
"mute, dumb" 
"deaf, mute" 
"hump-backed" 
lame, cripple" (cf MSA 'a'rag) 
"stupid, foolish" 
"very poor, owning nothing" 
3.1.3.16.1 CjWaCjwith C2 as a medial radical semi-vowel Av/ 
s. Form Gloss 
swad'^ 
Hwal 
swal 
xwal 
"black (cf MSA 'aswad) 
"cross-eyed" 
"left-handed 
"resembling (one's maternal uncle)' 
3.1.3.16.2 CiyaCj with C2 medial radical semi-vowel /y/ 
s. Form Gloss 
byaD 56 •white (cf MSA 'abyaD) 
This pattern (3.1.3.16) CiC2aC3(i.e. f ' a l in the traditional way), if compared 
with that of CA/MSA/SA 'aPal (i.e. 'aC|C2aCj), is to be considered as a unique 
pattern or to some extent a variety of the traditional pattern 'a f al (i.e. 'aC|C2aC3).^^ 
For ease and speed of pronunciation TYA native speakers tend or accustomed to 
delete the initial glottal stop /'/ and its following vowel /a/, hence the pattern 
(3.1.3.16) CiC2aC3). This pattern is specifically used (1) for "colors and (2) for 
"defects" (mostly human lacks and imperfections).'^ 
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This pattern is completely changed in the feminine whose pattern is 
(CiaC2C3aa as in Hamraa 'red'" (f.) and in the plural whose pattern is C1I1C2C3U as in 
Humru "red"' (BP) : revoweiiing process or technique is used here in the feminine and 
masculine broken plural formation-see Adjective inflectional forms in section and 
table (3.2.2.3.2.3.4.1) of this chapter. This TYA adjective pattern (3.1.3.16) CiCzaCj 
as in Hmar "red, M"' or Hdab "hump-backed"' and thier BP pattern C1UC2C3U as in 
Humru "red, pi, M/F"" or Hudbu "hum-backed, pi, M/F'" that will be discussed and 
shown below in section and table (3.2.2.3.2.3.4.1) are different from that of Classical 
Arabic/Arabic ?aCCaC as in ?ahmar 'red, M' or ?ahdab 'hump-backed, M" and their 
BP pattern CuCC as in humr "red" or hudub 'humpacked" [with dot under h in ail 
these examples] observed by McCarthy (1983) who states that: 
Arabic has a large number of adjectives referring to colors and bodily 
defects, related to a corresponding verbal derivational class. The 
masculine Singulars of these words are of the form ?aCCaC (with 
irregular feminine CaCCaa) and the common gender plural is CuCC. This 
pattern is exemplified in (30): 
(30): ?ahmar humr "red" 
?ahdab hudb 'hump-backed" McCarthy (1983, pp. 306-
307). 
For "elatives", which have the pattern 'aCiC2aC3 (i.e. 'af al) in CA/MSA and 
many varieties of Arabic such as SA, show a different pattern in TYA similar to the 
TYA adjective pattern (3.1.3.16) CiC2aC3 shown above, as in shal min "easier 
(than"") 59 
3.1.3,17 Pattern CiaaC2C3U sound unaltered pattern 
Gloss s. Form 
baas I u 
baardu 
qaatlu 
raagdu^ 
naabhu 
saabru 
'aalmu 
gaahlu 
Haasdu 
Saabru 
60 
62 
'"weakened, drooping (of YA baasil) 
"cold" 
'"killer, deadly"" 
'"sleeping'" 
"awaken"" 
"comfortable" 
•'aware; scholar'" 
"little/young (boy)" (cf. MSA gaahil "ignorant) 
•'envious, invidious; envier"' 
"patienf" 
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3.1.3.17.1 vvaaC2C3U with initial radical semi-vowel /w/ 
s. Form Gloss 
waaifu 
waaqfu 
waaknu*''* ('ala) 
waas'u 
"accustomed, used to" 
"standing on one's feet; stand up' 
"depending on" (of. YA waakin) 
"wide" 
3.1.3.17.2 CaayCsu with middle radical semi-vowel lyl 
s. Form Gloss 
xaayfu "afraid, scared, frightened" 
baayku*'^  "going (away), leaving (in the morning)" (cf. YA 
baayku) 
raayHu''^ "going away, leaving" (cf MSA raa'iH) 
raayHu'''' "broken" 
naasru "going (away), leaving (in the evening)" 
gaay'u "hungry" 
Daay'u "lost"" 
What can be observed here in pattern (3.1.3.17.2) CaayCsu (of the main 
pattern (3.1.3 17) CiaaC2C3u). is that the medial radical Av/ appear as /y/ in xaayfu 
"afraid, scared, frightened"', root morpheme V\wf, unless the final radical is also a 
semi-vowel as in Haawi/Haawyu "tired"" (shown in the sub-pattern (3.1.3.17.3.1) 
Ciaawi/Ciaaw}u below), root morpheme VHW\.^^ 
3.1.3.17.3 CiaaC2yu Defective 
s. Form Gloss 
baalyu "old, worn-out, shabby; outdated" (cf MSA baaliy) 
faahyu "weak, untenable and loose or lax" (cf YA faahi)^^ 
70 Haamyu "hot. warm" 
Gaalyu "expensive, costly"" 
naasyu "oblivious, forgetful, forgetting" 
raaDyu "satisfied, pleased"' 
Haafyu "barefoof 
'aaSyu "stubborn" 
naahyu '"good, beautiful" (cf YA naahi)'" 
The above sub-pattern 3.1.3.17.3 CiaaC2yu is also observed in one example on 
the BP pattern CiaaC3yu as in Haasyu -wells"" discussed under the section and table 
(2.2.2.3.5.2) of the previous chapter (i.e., chapter 2). 
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3.1.3.17.3.1 Ciaawyu (variant of the above pattern (3.1.17.3) C|aaC2i/CiaaC2yu, since 
having C2 as semi-vowel /w/) 
s. Form Gloss 
72 Haawyu 
Gaawyu'' 
naawyu 
"tired" 
"lost" 
"intending or one who intends" 
3.1.3.17.4 C|aaC2C2U Geminate 
The above adjective pattern (3.1.3.17) can have gemmation in the second radical C2 
(i.e. C2 and C3 will be observed as C2C2). As discussed in the introductory notes, the 
geminate C2C2 is considered as StF2V C2 combined to simple stem (i.e. R+ StFi). The 
following TYA data illustrates this. 
s. Form Gloss 
74 
Haaddu 
Gaabbu 
gaaffu 
gaassu^^ 
"sharp" 
"thirsty" (cf YA Gaabb) 
"dry, dried (up)" 
"sitting" 
Many adjectives of pattern (3.1. 3.17) C|aaC2C3U (i.e. faa'lu in the traditional 
way) are verbal adjectives or active participles of simple verbs of first form or first 
binyan. 
3.1.3.18 iTiaC|C2UuC3U sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
maftuuHu 
maktuubu^^ 
maSnuu'u 
madruusu 
ma'Suubu 
mazkuumu 
magnuunu 
maHbuusu 
maHbuub 
max6uulu 
masTuufu 
maHduudu 
magbuuru 
78 
"opened" 
"written" (cf MSA maktub) 
"manufactured" 
"studied carefully" 
"folded, tied, wrapped" 
"having a cold" 
"insane, crazy; madman" 
"prisoner" 
"well liked, beloved" 
"behaving unusually, doing children-like behavior" 
"previous meaning" 
" limited" 
"obligated" 
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3.1.3.18.1 mawC2UuC3U with Ci as initial radical semi-vowel/w/ 
s. Form Gloss 
maw'uudu' "promised, appointed" (cf. MSA maWud) 
mawguudu "found, occurring, present" 
mawhuubu "talented" 
mawzuunu "weighed, balanced, metrical, measured" 
Examples with initial radical semi-vowel/y/ on the pattern (3.1.3.18) 
maC|C2UuC3U are nonexistent n TYA. 
3.1.3.18.2 maC|WuuC3U with C2 as a middle radical semi-vowel /w/ 
s. Form Gloss 
"bent, crooked" 
3.1.3.18.3 maCiyuuC3U with C2 as a middle radical semi-vowel l\l 
s. Form Gloss 
Of) 
madyuunu "indebted" 
maSyuunu "(well-) kept, protected, preserved"" 
ma'yuubu "blemished, faulty"" 
3.1.3.18.4 maC,C2iyyu Defective 
s. Form Gloss 
maqliyyu**' "fried" (cf MSA maqliyy) 
mabliyyu "afflicted"" 
maswiyyu "roasted" 
makwiyyu "ironed, pressed" 
mansiyyu "forgotten"' cf MSA mansiyy)^^ 
Many adjectives of pattern (3.1.3.18) maCiC2UuC3U (i.e. mafuulu in 
traditional way) are verbal adjectives or passive participles of simple verbs of first 
form or first binyan.^^ 
Following Wright (1995, p. 13, section 230), we point out that the above verbal 
adjectives (i.e. active and passive participles), derived from the first form/binyan of 
the tri-consonanta! verb, have two principal forms/binyan namely, the nomen agentis, 
CiaaC2C3u/faa'lu (cf. CA/MSA faa'il/CiaC2iC3) and the nomen patientis, 
maCiC2UuC3u/ mafuulu (cf CA/' MSA maful/maCiC2uC3). Within these patterns, 
there seem to be more examples of discrepancy in the formation of the active and 
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passive participles notwithstanding the fact that they belong to the same root. In the 
active participle, the pre-final vowel /i/ is lost, because of the loss of l'\l Rule 
discussed in the introductory chapter and there is a pausal /u/ or case-ending /u/ or 
(OGNC) /u/, thus CiaaC2C3U vs. CiaaC2iC3. As a result of this, syllabification is 
different, thus CiaaC2. C3U with 2 syllables vs. C|aa. C2iC3 with 2 syllables as well; 
the pre-final vowel l\l in the active participle is retained in certain cases/conditions. '' 
In the passive participle, the only discrepancy is the existence of the pausal /u/ or 
case-ending /u/ or (OGNC) /u/, thus iTiaC|C2UuC3U vs. maCiC2UuC3 As a result of 
this, syllabification is different; thus TYA maC|. Ciwn. C3U occurs with 3 syllables, 
however MSA maC|. C2UUC3 occurs with 2 syllables only. 
We also, following Wright (1955. p.133, section 231). point out that besides 
the above verbal adjectives of CiaaC2C3U. there are many other verbal adjectives 
derived from the first form/ binyan of the verb, and (traditionally) called, Sifaat"" 
musabbahat"" bi-'asmaa'i-l-faa'ili wal-maf uuli, adjectives which are made like, or 
assimilated to, the participle, viz. in respect of their inflection. These are evidently 
represented by all the previous patterns preceding the above pattern (3.1. 3.17) 
CiaaC2C3U and (3.1.3.18) maC|C2UuC3U. since they include some adjectives without 
underlying words. This is also according to Cowell, (1964, pp. 125-132) who begins 
dealing with these adjectives in case of SA before dealing with the active and passive 
participles of CiaaC2iC3 and maCiC2UuC3 
3.1.3.19 mCiaC2 C2C3U sound unaltered pattern 
Generally and briefly speaking, this pattern (3.1.3.19) mC|C2 C2C3U and the patterns 
that follow ( from (3.1.3.20) to (3.1.3.30) will be used for verbal adjectives or active 
and passive participles of derived verbs of verb patterns/form/banyan (ll-X)*^, other 
than the tri-consonantal (primary/ground) verb patterns/forms/binyan 1, discussed 
immediately in the previous patterns (3.1.3.17) and (3.1.3.18). They will show certain 
discrepancies of two general patterns: one in the active participle and one in the 
passive participle. In the active participle, the general pattern, as noted by Al-Toma 
(1969, p. 72), is mu...iC. This is replaced by m (i)...0Cu in TYA, since the prefix 
mu- is replaced by m-or mi. 0 means the pre-final vowel /i/ is usually gets lost 
because of the addition of the post-final vowel /u/ as a pausal Iwl or informality 
morpheme. In the passive participle, the general pattern, as noted by (Al-Toma, 1969, 
p. 73), is mu...aC. This is replaced by m (i)...aCu in TYA. since the prefix mu is 
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replaced b> m-or mi-and the post-final vowel /u/ occurs as a pausal Id instead of 
pausing on the final consonant. All this will be illustrated and discussed in details 
below. Let us begin with pattern (3.1.3.19) mC|C2 C2C3U repeated below for 
convenience. 
3.1.3.19 mCiaC2C2C3U sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
mzallTu 86 
msannbu 87 
.88 
•'having money, rich" 
•'standing on one's feet; stand up" (cf YA msannib 
mkassru"" •'having shown defects over things or matters" (cf MSA 
mukassrr, someone breaks in pieces) 
mSann^u '•having refused arrogantly; arrogant (cf MSA 
muSanni' "maker, manufacture") 
mdarrsu 
mfattsu 
mnaggmu 
mSawwru 
m"a66nu 
mSaffru*^ " 
mHammru 
mzarrqu 
mxaDDru 
"having taught; teacher" 
'•inspector" 
"astrologer" 
"photographer" 
•"prayer caller" 
•'yellowish" (cf MSA muSfarr) 
••reddish" (cf MSA muHmarr). 
"bluish (cf MSA muzraqq) 
"greenish" (cf MSA muxDarr) 
3.1.3 19.1 mCiaC2C2iC2U last two radicals/consonants alike (i.e. C3 = C2) 
s. Form Gloss 
msabbibu "causing, resulting, causer (cf MSA musabbib) 
mHaddidu '•definitive, determinative" 
mgaddidu ' ''having performed the ritual ablution (cf MSA 
mugaddid "renewer, innovator, modernizer") 
mdaqqiqu " "having watched attentively, strict, accurate" (cf MSA 
mudaqqiq) 
msaddidu ••stern; intensifying, restrictive (cf MSA musaddid) 
3.1.3.19.2 mwaC2C2C3U with C| as initial radical semi-vowel /w/ 
s. Form Gloss 
mwaddfu •" 
mwaHHdu 
mwa du 
"entangled" (cf YA mwaddif (= mutawariT)) 
"monotheisf" 
"going or one who goes to a market day" 
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3.1.3.19.3 myaC2C2C3U with C| as initial radical semi-vowel /y/ 
s. Form Gloss 
myabbsu'^ ^ ''suffering from constipation;, drier; desiccant; drying;"' 
(cf. MSA muyabbis) 
3.1.3.19.4 mCiawwCaU with middle radical semi-vowel /w/ 
s. Form Gloss 
mHawwmu "'feeling hot"" 
QfS 
msawvvdu "blackish; increscent" (cf MSA muswadd) 
3.1.3.19.5 mCiyyCju with middle radical semi-vowel /yy/ 
s. Form Gloss 
mHayyru''^ "'extremely bad, confusing, puzzling"' (cf MSA muHayyir) 
mbayysu'''*' ""having a lot of money, rich"" 
mbayyDu "'whitish, whitened"' 
mGayymu ""cloudy" 
3.1.3.19.6 mCiaC2C2yu defective 
s. Form Gloss 
mrabb>u "having brought up; raiser"' (cf MSA murabbi) 
mrakkyu'^° "supporting, having supported, supporter"" 
msallyu ""amusing, entertaining; amuser, entertainer"' 
This participial pattern (3.1.3.19) mCiaC2 C2C3U as well as its following sub-
patterns illustrated in the above forms, are used for verbal adjectives or active 
participles of pattern 11 verbs (i.e. Form II or 2" binyan C|aC2C2aC3 which is 
augmented with respect to or derived from pattern I verbs (i.e. Form I or first binyan 
C|a C2a C3'"' In a few cases, the 2'"^  binyan C|aC2C2aC3 as in zallaT "'to have money, 
to be rich'", from which the active participle mzalITu of pattern (3.1.3.19) 
mCiaC2C2C3U is formed, is considered as denominative derived from a noun zaIaTu 
"money, coins"" of pattern CiaC2aC3U.'°" Moreover, the 2"^ * binyan C|aC2C2aC3 as in 
Saffar "to become yellow", etc., from which mSaffru is formed, accommodates the 
color adjectives normally and traditionally formed on the ninth binyan "iCCaCC-a as 
in 'iSfarr-a whose active participle pattern is muC|C2aC3C3 as in muSfarr; this ninth 
binyan does not occur in TYA. The 2"'' binyan CiaC2C2aC3 from which the pattern 
(3.1.3.19) mCiaC2C2C3U is formed, has remarkably a grammatical characteristic of 
being derivative of pattern (3.1.3.16) C|C2aC adjectives." -^^  See also our discussion in 
chapter 4 under section (4.1.2). 
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3.1.3.20 Pattern mCiaC2C2aC3U sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form 
mkassaru 
m'aqqadu 
mraffa'u 
mbaSSalu 
Gloss 
i04 
05 
106 
107 
•'fragmented broken" (cf. MSA mukassar). 
"complicated, tangly'" (cf. MSA mu'aqqad) 
"emptied, cleared out o f (cf. MSA muraffa' "promoted") 
"something, e.g. food in which bSalu (onions) are put or 
added" 
3.1.3.20.1 mvvaC2C2aC-?u 
s. Form 
mwaSSalu 
mwassartf 
109 
with C| as middle radical semi-vowel /w/ 
Gloss 
"connected, linked" (cf. MSA muwaSSal) 
''fasten, tied up" 
08 
3.1.3.20.2 myaC2C2aC3U 
s. Form 
myabbasu 
myassaru 
with C| as initial radical semi-vowel /y/ 
Gloss 
"dried (up)" (cf. MSA muyabbas)'"^ 
"facilitated, made easy" 
3.1.3.20.3 mCiaC2C2aC2U with last radicals alike 
s. Form Gloss 
mdaqqaqu 
msabbabu 
mHaddadu 
muHaddad) 
.111 
1 12 
"precise, e.xact (e.g. date)" (cf. MSA mudaqqaq) 
"caused, resulted in" 
"determinate", demarcated, determined (cf. MSA 
3.1.3.20.4 mCiawwaCju with middle radical semi-vowel /ww/ 
s. Form Gloss 
msavvwahu 
mHawwagu 115 
"disfigured, defaced" (cf. MSA musaw'wah) 
mHawwagu '''"(Hawaaygu = ginger) have been (put in 
food or coffee)." 
"(of person) smart and complete" 
"married" 
3.1.3.20.5 mCiayyaCju with middle radical semi-vowel /yy/ 
.117 
s. Form 
mxayyaTu 
mgayyadu' 
mqayyadu'"* 
"limited, obligated") 
mhayyalu"^ 
mxayyamu 
Gloss 
"stitched, tailored" (cf. MSA maxayyaT)"^ 
shackled, (en) chained" (cf. MSA maqayyad) 
"registered, enrolled" (cf. MSA muqayyad also 
"(heelu = cardamom) have been put in food or drink" 
"camp" 
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The last illustrative examples mxayyamu "camp" show a dramatic case (See 
this in our discussion that deals with MSP mC|aC2C2aC3-iin as in mkassar-iin in and 
under section and table (3.2.2.3.1.1.17) as well as BP vs. SP assignment or 
revowelling vs. affixation in chapter 4 in and under table (4.1.2.6.2). 
3.1.3.20.6 mC|aC2C2aa Defective 
s. Form Gloss 
mrabbaa "brought up" (cf MSA murabbaa)'"° 
mSaffaa "purified, cleaned, dissolved, (cf MSA muSaffaa) 
3.1.3.20.7 mCiaC2C2ee Imaalahh 
s. Form Gloss 
masabbee'^^ "(more local ghee) has been added" 
mHassee "stuffed, filled, annotated, glossed (cf MSA muHassaa)'^^ 
mxabbee "hidden, concealed" (cf MSA muxabbaa) 
msattee "leavened, raised (dough)" 
The participial pattern (3.1.3.20) mCiaC2C2aC3U is used for passive participles 
of pattern II verbs (i.e. Form II or II binyan CiaC2C2aC3) as well. 
The participial patterns shown above and in the sections that follow will be 
produced from verbs of a certain binyan or measure. So it has become important to 
perform an analysis of the binyan or measure in order to be eligible for further 
inflection. The general reason of this can be elicited from Downing (2006, p. 130). 
who points out that: "As work like Aronoff (1994) and McCarthy (1979) make clear, 
all verbs in Hebrew and Arabic, respectively, must be assigned membership in some 
binyan (or 'Measure" in Arabic) in order to be eligible for further inflection." 
Based on the above TYA data of the participles and their patterns and that they 
are produced from the second binyan CiaC2C2aC3, it has become important to 
perform an analysis of the second binyan. This is given below: 
Following (Al-Shaddadi, 2003. p. 130) in his analysis of the second binyan 
fa"ala (i.e. CiaC2C2aC3a) in MSA, our analysis of the second binyan C|aC2C2aC3 (i.e. 
fa"al in the traditional way) in TYA is comparatively given as follows: 
(i) Like that of MSA. doubling of C2 (i.e the second root consonant) also 
produces verbs. The vowel pattern is identically /- a- -a -/, thus /C|aC2C2aC3/. The last 
tense-morpheme /a/ is dialectically lost. 
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(ii) Like that of MSA, there is no gemination in the verbal nouns produced in this 
binyan; the prefix /ta-/ is identically present and the vowel /-ii-/ is inserted after C2 
(i.e. the second root consonant), thus /taCiC2iiC3u/ (i.e. taf iilu in the traditional way), 
see noun pattern (2.1.3.45) in chapter 2 for details of TYA data. Compared to 
MSA/taf iil/ (i.e. taC|C2iiC3),the TYA taC|C2iiC3U shows a discrepancy in its pausal 
post-fmal vowel /u/ as a pausal /u/ or case-ending /u/ or (OGNC) /u/. because of 
which syllabifications are differently shown, thus taC|.C2iiC2 (2 syllables) vs. taCi. 
C22.I.C3U (3 syllables). 
(iii) The active and passive participles are identically geminated forms, but the 
prefix/m-/ not/mu-/ is present in their formations. The active passive contrast in MSA 
is the pre-final vowel l\l and /a/, thus mufa"il and mufa""al (i.e. muCiC2C2iC3 and 
muCiaC2C2aC3); however, in TYA the active- passive contrast is only the vowel /a/ in 
the passive; the active does not show the pre-fmal l\l because of the loss of /i/ Rule 
discussed in the introductory notes in chapter I, thus mCiaC2C2C3U and 
mCiaC2C2aC3U (i.e/mfa"'lu/ and mfa"alu/ in the traditional way). There is an 
exception; whenever C2 = C3 (i.e. the last radicals/consonants are alike) the pre-final 
III is shown or retained in the active participle, thus mCiaC2C2iC2U (i.e. mfa"'i'u in 
the traditional way), which proves that the traditional pattern or formula mufa"il is 
misleading. 
Apart from this exception, the pre-fmal l\l in the active participle in generally 
retained or shown in certain cases / conditions.'" Also, apart from this exception and 
. compared to MSA mCiaC2C2iC3 and mC|aC2C2aC3, the TYA mC|aC2C2C3U and 
mCiaC2C2 aC3U show discrepancy in syllabifications, thus MSA mu. C|aC2. C2iC3 
occurs with 3 syllables, however TYA mC|aC2. C2C3U occurs with 2syllables only; 
and the MSA mu. CiaC2. C2aC3 with its own 3 syllables does not correspond to the 
TYA mCiaC2. €23. C3U, which has 3 syllables too. 
3.1.3.21 Pattern mCiaaC2C3U sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
mqaatlu •'fighter" (of muqaatil)'^^ 
mkaasru '"price-cutter (cf MSA mukaasir)'^^ 
msaalmu peaceful, peace-loving (cf MSA musaalin)'^^ 
mnaasomebodyu "suitable, convenient" 
mgaamlu -'complimentary" (cf MSA maqaamil)'-" 
mSaaHbu "accompanying" 
mkaarfu'^^ "see its gloss in end note (132)" 
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3.1.3.21.1 mwaaC2C3U with C| initial radical semi-vowel /w/ 
s. Form Gloss 
mwaaqTu "synchronizer" 
mwaaSlu "heaving continued" (of. MSA muwaaSil)'" 
mwaa'du "someone who gives someone else a word to meet" (cf. 
MSA muwaa'id)'^^ 
3.1.3.21.2 mwaaC2C-)U with C| as initial radical semi-vowel /w/ 
s. Form Gloss 
mgaawbu 'having answered" answering (cf. MSA magaawib)'^^ 
mqaawmu "resisting, resistant" (cf. MSA muqaawim)' ^ 
mdaawmu "persistent, regular" 
3.1.3.21.3 mC|aayC-,u with C^as a middle radical semi-vowel lyl 
s. Form Gloss 
mDaayqu "annoying, troublesome" (cf MSA muDaayiq)'^' 
nVaaydu "one who wishes somebody a happy feast" 
3.1.3.21. 4 mCiaayCyu Defective 
s. Form Gloss 
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mnaadyu "crier, herald, caller" (cf MSA munaadi) 
mHaamyu "lower"(cf MSA muHaami)''*'' 
mhaabyu "" "making (oneself), giving to" 
mdaawyu "curative, curer (cf MSA mudaawi)'"'" 
The augmented participial pattern (3.1.3.21) mCiaaC2C3U is used for active 
participles (or verbal adjectives) of pattern III verbs (i.e. form III or 3'^ '^  binyan) 
C|aaC2aC3, which is produced from (or augmented with respected to) pattern I verb 
(i.e. Form I or 1st binyan) CiaC2aC3, by lengthening (or change of) the first pattern 
vowel /a/ to/aa/.'''"' 
3.1.3.22 Pattern mCiaaC2aC3U sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
mHaakamu "someone under the process of trail" (cf. MSA 
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muHakam)"*^ 
mbaaraku "blessed" (cf MSA mubarak and SA mbaraku) 
mnaaSalu "dismounted, taken to pieces (cf YA mnaaSal)'"*^ 
msaamaqu "bent or twisted", zigzagged, meandered" 
msaamagu "previous meaning" 
I 4R 
mdaabasu "something that is mixed with other things" 
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3.1.3.22.1 mwaaC2aC3U with C| as initial radical semi-vowel /w/ 
s. Form Gloss 
mwaaSalu "connected (cf. MSA muwaaSal continued")'"''^ 
mwaa'adu "one to whom a promise is made" (cf. MSA muwaead)'^'' 
mwaarabu'^' "bent, meandered, zigzagged, doubled up", (cf. MSA 
muwaarab "quibbled, doubled crossed") 
3.1.3.22.2 mCiaawaCau with C2 as a middle radical semi-vowel Av/ 
s. Form Gloss 
mgaawabu "answered" (cf. SA mzawab)'^^ 
mzaawagu "coupled, paired, doubled" (cf MSA mzaawag)'^^ 
3.1.3.22.3 mCiaayaCau with C2 as a middle radical semi-vowel lyl 
s. Form Gloss 
mqaayasu "measured, compared" (cf MSA muqaayas)'^'' 
3.1.3.22.4 mC|aaC2aa Defective 
s. Form Gloss 
mraaDaa "have been tried to be pleased"(cf MSA muraaDaa)'^^ 
mqaaDaa "paid (up)" 
3.1.3.22.5 mCiaaC2ee Imaalahh 
s. Form Gloss 
56 m'aafee "healthy, well sound" (cf MSA mu'aafaa) 
msaawee'^^ "arranged, made (equally)" 
This participial pattern (3.1.3.22) mCiaaC2C3U and its following sub-patterns 
illustrated above, are used for verbal adjectives or passive participles of pattern III 
verbs (i.e. Form III or third binyan C|aaC2aC3) as well.'^^ Since the third binyan 
CiaaC2aC3 is present in the production of the participial patterns mC|aaC2C3U and 
mCiaaC2aC3U with their data shown above, it has become important to give an 
analysis of the third binyan. This is as follows: 
Following (Al-Shaddadi, 2003, p. 131) in his analysis of the third binyan / 
fa'ala / (i.e. CiaaC2aC3a) in MSA our analysis of the third binyan CiaaC2aC3 (i.e. 
/faa'al/ in the traditional way) in TYA is comparatively given as follows: 
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(i) Like that of MSA, verbs are produced by means of the vowel pattern/-aa-a-/. 
thus /CiaaC2aC3 / (i.e/faa'al/in the traditional way). 
(ii) There are two possibiHties in deriving verbal nouns: 
(a) By means of the vowel pattern/- -aa- / plus the pausal /u/ or (OGNC) /u/, thus 
C|C2aaC3U (i.e. /f aalu/ in the traditional way); see chapter 2. Noun pattern (2.1.3.13), 
for more details of TYA data. 
(b) By adding the prefix /m-/not the MSA one Imu-I and the suffix/-ah/-eh/ not 
only the MSA /-ah/; in between is the root with the vowel pattern /-aa-a-/, thus 
mC|aaC2aC3ah/ mCiaaC2aC3eh (i.e. mfaa"alah/or mfaa'aleh in the traditional way; 
see chapter 2, noun pattern (2.1.3.45) for details of TYA data. 
(iii) The prefix An-/ not the MSA / mu- / is present in the formation of the active 
and passive participles. The active-passive contrast the pre-final vowels III and /a/ in 
MSA thus / mufaa'il / and /mufaa'ai / (i.e. muCaaC2iC3 and muC:aaC2aC3), whereas 
the active-passive contrast in TYA is onl\ the pre-final vowel/a/ in the passive, the 
active participial seems not to have the pre-final vowel/i/ because of the Loss of/i/ 
Rule discussed in chapter 1. thus mCiaaC2aC3U and mCiaaC2C3U (i.e. /mfaaMu/ 
and/mfaa'alu/ in the traditional way). The pre-final /i/ in the active participle is 
retained in certain conditions cases.'^ 
3.1.3.23. Pattern muCiC2C3U sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
muT'mu "feeder'" 
muDrbu "striker" (cf MSA muDrib). 
muskru "intoxicating, intoxicant' (cf MSA muskir)'^' 
muHsnu "beneficenf (cf MSA muHsin).'^^ 
muxlSu "faithful, sincere" (cf MSA muxliS). 
mughlu"^'' "having many children" 
musmsu "sunny"' (cf MSA musmis) 
musbtu"''' "'sleeping and not working on a work-day (cf MSA 
musbit"" Sabbatarian; comatose; hibernating) 
muk9ru "having increased/proliferated" (cf MSA mukBir'" rich, 
wealthy, well to-do). 167 
muffru "'not fasting"' 
3.1.3.23.1 muuC2C3U with initial weak/uu/ (i.e. Ci= /w/ which completely gets lost or 
fused with /u/: u + w -^ uu) 
By initial weak, we mean the pattern vowel /u/ fuses with the radical /w/ to produce 
/uu/ as in muuHsu (Root morpheme Vws, general pattern muCiC2 (i) C3, muvvH (i) 
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su). This sub-pattern (3.1.3.23.1) muuC2CiU is evidently illustrated in the following 
TYA data: 
s. Form Gloss 
muugdu "creater, maker" (cf. MSA muugid).'^^ 
muuHsu -'desolate" (cf. MSA muuHis).'™ 
muug'u "painful, aching, causing (intense) pain" (cf MSA 
muugi'). 
muurqu "in leaf, leafy" (cf MSA muuriq).'''^ 
3.1.3.23.2 mCiiC2C2U Geminate 
s. Form Gloss 
mSirru "insistent, insisting (cf. MSA muSirr). 
mqirru "confessor" (cf MSA muqirr).'''"' 
mHibbu'^^ "loving; lover; fancier" 
mhimmu "important" (cf MSA muhimm), 
mHiqqu "rightful, jusf (cf MSA muHiqq). 
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msinnu "aged" 
3.1.3.23.3 mCiiiCau hollow or middle-weak (This means that the pattern vowel III 
fuses with the iniddle radical semi-vowel lyl to produce /ii/: i + y ^ii) . ' ' ' ' 
s. Form Gloss 
mfiidu "useful, beneficial" (cf MSA muflid).'^^ 
mTii'u "obedient" (cf MSA muTii').'*" 
mqiimu "resident, residing." (cf MSA muqiim).'*''^  
mriiHu "comfort, comfortable, restful" 
mxiifu "frightening" 
mdiiru "one running a company; director" 
176 
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3.1.3.23.4 miCiCzyu Defective 
s. Form Gloss 
mulhyu "amusing, amuser" (cf MSA mulhiy). 
mu'Syu'^ "* "harmful" 
All examples of TYA data illustrated above are formed on the pattern 
(3.1.3.23) muC|C2C3U. Some of them are considered to be verbal adjectives / 
nominalized adjectives/active participles of pattern IV verbs (i.e. Form IV or fourth 
binyan (•a)CiC2aC3 which alternates with that of CA/MSA 'aCiC2aC3.'^^ The other 
some are considered to be Agentive Adiectives'^^ or characteristic Adjectives.' 
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3.1.3.24 Pattern muC|C2aC3U sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
murhaqu "exhausted" (cf. MSA murhaq)."*** 
mut'abu -'tined" (cf. MSA mut'ab). "*' 
munhaku "exhausted, emaciated (cf. MSA munhak). 
mulhamu " inspired" (cf MSA mulham)''' 
The above few examples of TYA data observed on the pattern (3.1.3.24) 
muC|C2aC3U as passive participles are very rare.'^^ They are verbal adjectives or 
passive participles of pattern IV verbs (i.e. Form IV/IV binyan ('a)C|C2aC3 which 
alternates with that of MSA/CA 'aCiCjaCj.'^^ G iven below is an analysis of the 
fourth binyan ('a) C]C2aC3/C|C2aC3, because it has been used in producing the above 
active and passive participles with their TYA data. 
Following (Al-Shaddadi. 2003, pp. 131-132) in his analysis of the fourth 
binyan /'afala (i.e.'aCiC2aC3a) in MSA, our analysis of the TYA fourth binyan ("a) 
C|C2C/CiC2aC3 (i.e. ("a) f al) in the traditional way is comparatively given as follows: 
(i) The prefix/'a-/ is not usually present in case of verbs. It is optionally (but less 
commonly) used. The vowel pattern is identically/--a-/, thus ('a) C|C2aC3/C|C2aC3. 
(ii) Like MSA, TYA uses the prefix /'i-/ in producing the verbal nouns, this is of 
course along with the vowel pattern /-aa-/ which is inserted after C2 ( i.e. the second 
root consonant), thus /'iC|C2aaC3u/ (i.e. /"ifaalu/). Compared to the MSA /"if aal / 
(i.e. "iC|C2aaC3). the TYA 'iC|C2aaC3U shows a discrepancy in its pausal post-final 
vowel /u/ or case-ending /u/ or (OGNC) /u/ because of which syllabification is 
different: 'iC|.C2aaC3 vs. "iCi. C2aa. C3U (i.e. 2 vs. 3 syllables), 
(iii) The participles are identically produced by means of the MSA prefix/mu-/. 
The active passive contrast in MSA is the pre-final vowels l\l and (a), thus/muf il/ and 
mufal (i.e. muCiC2iC3 and muC|C2aC3; however the active passive contrast in TYA 
is only the vowel /a/ in the passive; the active does not show /i/ because of loss of/i/ 
Rule: thus muC|C2C3U and muCiC2a C3U (i.e. muflu and mufalu). The pre-final 
vowel l\l is retained in certain conditions/cases.'''' 
3.1.3.25 Pattern mitC|aC2C2C3U sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
r.itfattHu "open-minded, opened (i.e. flowers)" (cf MSA mutafattiH).'^^ 
mitHakkmu "dominant" (cf MSA mtahakkim)''^' 
m.it'allm.u "educated" (cf MSA muta'allim) 
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initGarrbu "emigrant, immigrant'" 
mitkabbru "haughty, arrogant'" 
mitHammiu'^' "taking patience, tolerating'" 
mitbailusu"^ "finding or considering cheaper or inexpensive"' 
3.1.3.25.1 mit\vaC2C2C-iU with C| as initial radical semi-vowel /w/ 
s. Form Gloss 
mitwaqq'u "expecting, anticipating"" (cf. MSA mutawaqqi') 
mitwahhmu "imagining, having a false impression, mistaken" 
mitwattHu "having whimpered" (cf. YA mitwattiH)' 
mitwasslu^ *^ '^  "supplicating; supplicant" (cf. MSA mutawassil) 
mitwasslu^* '^ "having saved or kept" (thing(s) such as money, etc.) to 
be used in future" (cf. YA mitwassil) 
3.1.3.25.2 mityaC2C2iCiU with C| as initial radical semi-vowel /y/ 
s. Form Gloss 
mityassru""^ "obtainable, possible, simplified"" (cf. MSA mutayassir) 
mityaqqnu "sure, confident, assured" 
mityabbsu^*^^  "hardened, dried'" (cf MSA mutayabbis) 
3.1.3.25.3 mitCiawwCju with C2 as a middle radical semi-vowel /w/ 
S. Form Gloss 
mitxawwAi^ *^ "* "afraid, scared, frightened" (cf. MSA mutaxawwit) 
mithawwru "rash, too fast"' (cf. MSA mutahawwir)^°^ 
mitt'awwdu "used to, accustomed to"" 
mithawwlu^*^^  "too frightening"" 
3.1.3.25.4 mitCiayyC3U with CT as middle radical semi-vowel /y/ 
s. Form Gloss 
mitGayyru "changeable, changing, changeful" (cf. MSA mutaGayyir)^^'^ 
mitmayyzu "distinct, distinguished" 
mitbayytu'"^ "lodging, having a house to lodge in'" 
3.1.3.25.5 mitC|aC2C2yu defective 
s. Form Gloss 
mitxaffyu "disguised, masked, hiding"" 
mitrabbyu "well-brought up; well mannered" 
mitraddyu "extremely brave to the extent of rashness"' (cf. YA radi and 
MSA mutaraddi, "declining, low, bad") 
mitrakkyu^"^ "leaning on, resting on, depending on" (cf. YA mitrakki) 
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3.1.3.25.6 mitCiaC2C2iC2U with last two radicals/consonants alike (i.e. C3=C2) 
s. Form Gloss 
mitraddidu "hesitant, hesitating" (of. MSA mutaraddid)^'' 
mitsabbibu '^  "'causing, resulting in; causer (cf. MSA mutasabbib) 
(=missabbibu) 
mitsabbibu^'^ 
(=missabbibu) during delivery)"' 
itsa i  ''doing business; in the right position (of baby 
mitsaddidu^''' "proponent of a stern view point; stern; (cf MSA 
mutasaddid) 
(=missaddidu) 
mitHarriru '"liberal, broad-minded" (cf. MSA mutaHarrir)^'^ 
Generally speaking, the TYA augmented participial pattern (3.1.3.25) 
mitC|aC2C2C3U is used for verbal adjectives or active participles of pattern V verbs 
(i.e. Form V or fifth binyan tC|aC2C2aC3, which is augmented with respect to, or 
produced from pattern 11 verbs (i.e. Form 11/ 2"'' binyan CiaC2C2aC3) by pre-fi.Kation 
of the formative t-. '^^  No doubt that there are passive participles in the case of the 
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fifth binyan tafa"'ala (i.e. taCiaC2C2aC3a) in CA as well as MSA. 
However in TYA the passive participles in case of the fifth binyan tCiaC2C2aC3 (i.e. / 
tfa'"al/ in the traditional way) are almost nonexistent. This is not only in TYA, but 
also in. for example, Iraqi Arabic (lA).^'^ 
Based on the above TYA data of the participles and their patterns and that they 
are produced from the fifth binyan tCiaC2C2aC3, it has become important to perform 
an analysis of this fifth binyan. This is shown below: 
Following (Al-Shaddadi, 2003, p. 132) in his analysis of the fifth binyan 
taC|aC2C2aC3a (i.e. /tafa"ala/) in MSA, our analysis of the fifth binyan tCiaC2C2aC3 
(i.e. /tfa'"al/ in the traditional way) in TYA is comparatively given as follows: 
(i) The prefix li-l not the MSA /ta-/, is present in all cases (i.e. in verbs, verbal 
nouns and participles). 
(ii) Like that of MSA, gemination in TYA is also present in all cases mentioned in 
(i) above. 
(iii) The prefix /mi-/ not the MSA prefix Anu/ is added only in case of the 
participles (especially the active ones; the passive ones are nonexistent as mentioned 
before. 
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(iv) Identical to that of MSA, the verb vowel pattern is /-a- -a-/, thus tC|aC2C2aC3 
(i.e. /taf'al/ in the traditional way). The tense-morpheme /a/ shown in the MSA fifth 
binyan /tafa''ala / (i.e. taCiaC2C2aC3a), is dialectically lost. Within the above pattern 
of MSA and TYA a discrepancy can be shown in their syllabifications, thus 
ta.C1aC2.C2a.€38 (4 syllables) vs. tCiaC2.C2aC3 (2 syllables). 
(v) In MSA, the verbal noun vowel pattern is /-a- -u-/, thus tafa"ul / (i.e. 
taCiaC2C2uC3), however, in TYA the verbal noun vowel pattern is /-u- -u-/ plus the 
pausal /u/ or case-ending /u/ or (OGNC) /u/, thus tCiuC2C2uC3U (i.e. tftfulu in the 
traditional way); see noun pattern (2.1.3.45) in chapter II, for details of TYA data. 
Within the above pattern of MSA and TYA a discrepancy can be shown in their 
syllabification, thus the MSA ta.CiaC2.C2uC3 occurs with 3 syllables and the TYA 
tC1uC2.C2u.C3u occurs with 3 syllables too. 
(vi) Keeping in mind the point (ii) above, the active-passive contrast in MSA is the 
pre-final vowels /i/ and /a/; there is no active-passive contrast in TYA, since passive 
participles are nonexistent as mentioned before. The pre-flnal vowel /i/ in the active 
participles is not there because of the loss of III Rule, thus mitCiaC2C2C3U (i.e. 
mitfa'Mu in the traditional way). This is except (3.1.3.25.6) the sub-pattern 
mitCiaC2C2iC2U with last two radicals/ consonants alike where III is retained. This 
gives evidence that the traditional pattern or formula mitfa"il is misleading. It must 
be mitfa'M'. The pre-final l\l is also retained in certain other conditions/cases 219 
3.1.3.26. Pattern mitC|aaC2C3U sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form 
mitHaamlu^^" 
mitzaaHmu^^' 
(=mizzaaHmu) 
mitSaalHu^^^ 
(=miSSaalHu) 
mitfaasru 
mitgaasru 
mitkaarfu^^^ 
mit'aamlu 
mitfaa'lu 
mitsaa'mu "^^  
(=missaaMTiu) 
Gloss 
"inequitable, one sided; unfair" 
"competing, emulous"' 
"becoming reconciled" 
"proud, boastful; braggart" 
"fearless; daring" 
"se its gloss in end note" 
"dealing" (with another) 
"optimistic, optimist" 
"pessimistic, pessimist" (cf MSA mutasaa'im) 
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3.1.3.26.1 mitwaaC|C3U with C| as initial radical semi-vowel /w/ 
s. Form Gloss 
mitwaaSlu^^^ "continuing, continued (cf. MSA mutawaaSil) 
mitwaaagdu "found, attending, existing" 
mitwaa'du^'^ ""one who is on a promise with someone else" 
mitwaaD'u "humble, modest" 
3.1.3.26.2 mitCiaawCsu with C2 as middle radical semi-vowel /w/ 
s. Form Gloss 
mit'aavvnu^''' "cooperating, collaborating, collaborative (cf. MSA 
muta'aawin) 
mitgaawbu "responsive, responding" 
mitTaawlu^'^ "impudent, insolent" (cf MSA mutaTaawil) 
(=miTTaavvlu) 
3.1.3.26.3 mitCiaayCj with C2 as middle radical semi-vowel /y/ 
s. Form Gloss 
mitmaayzu "distinct, special, peculiar" (cf. MSA mutamaayiz) 
mitDaayqu^'° "annoyed, upsef (cf MSA mutaDaayiq) 
(=miDDaayqu) 
mitdaaynu^^' "borrowing (money) from each other" 
(=middaaynu) 
3.1 3.26.4 mitCiaaC2yu defective 
s. Form Gloss 
mitbaahyu "proud, boastful; braggart (cf MSA mutabaahiy) " 
mitsaawyu^"''' "'equal, balanced" 
missaawyu) 
mit'aadyu 
enimity". 
it'aadyu^^"' "becoming hostile to one another, harboring mutual 
The participial pattern (3.1.26) mitC|aaC2C3U is used for verbal adjectives or 
active participles of pattern VI verbs (i.e. Form VI or sixth binyan tCiaaC2aC3) which 
is augmented with respect to the third binyan CiaaC2aC3 by prefixing of the 
formative -t.^ ^^ 
No doubt that there are in CA/MSA passive participles in the case of sixth 
binyan tafaa'ala (i.e. taCiaaC2aC3a).^ ^^ 
However, in TYA the passive participles in case of the sixth binyan 
tC|aaC2aC3 (i.e. /tfaa'al/ in the traditional way) are almost nonexistent. This is not 
only observed in TYA, but also in, for example, lA.^" 
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Based on the above TYA data of the participles and their patterns and that they 
are produced from the sixth binyan tCiaaC2aC3, it has become important to perform 
an analysis of this sixth binyan. This is shown below: 
Following (Al-Shaddadi, 2003, p. 133) in his analysis of the sixth binyan 
/tafaa'ala/ (i.e. taC|aaC2aC3) in MSA, our analysis of the sixth binyan tC|aaC2aC3 
(i.e/tfaa'al/) in TYA, is comparatively given as follows: 
(i) The prefix li-l not the MSA /ta-/ is present in the verbs, and the participles; 
verbal nouns take the MSA prefix /ta-/ (see (iii) below). The additional prefix /mi-/ 
not the MSA /mu-/ \s added only to the active participles not to the passive ones, since 
they are nonexistent as mentioned before. 
(ii) Like that of MSA, the verb vowel pattern is identically /-aa-a-/, but the tense 
morpheme /a/ is dialectically lost; thus tCiaaC2aC3 (i.e. /tfaa'al/ in the traditional 
way). 
(iii) Though TYA verbal nouns are rarely used, their vowel pattern is identically /-
aa-u-/, but plus the pausal post-final vowel /u/, thus / taCiaaC2uC3u/ (i.e. tafaa'ulu in 
the traditional way), cf MSA tafaa'ul (i.e. taC|aaC2uC3). 
(iv) Keeping in mind the point (i) above, there is no active-passive contrast in 
TYA. The pre-final vowel l\l in the active participle is lost because of the loss of III 
Rule, thus mitCiaaC2C3U (i.e. mitfaalu in the traditional way): (cf MSA /mutafaa'il) 
(i.e. mutaCiaaC2iC3). This pre-final vowel III in the active participles is retained in 
certain cases/conditions. 
3.1.3.27 Pattern minC|aC2C2U sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
mindaf u "rushing, rash" 
mindahsu "'astonished, astounded, surprised"(cf MSA 
mundahis)^''^ 
minfa'lu "agitated, upset; nervous" 
minhamku "wholly engaged in" 
minDabTu "disciplined" 
minfardu "solitary; isolated, individual; solo" 
minqabDu "depressed, heavy, heavyhearted" 
minqaT'u^'' "discontinued, disjoined, chopped off (cf MSA 
munqaTi') 
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3.1.3.27.1 minC|aC2C2U Geminate 
s. Form Gloss 
minkabbu ('ala)''" "devoted to, engaged in, occupied with (cf. MSA 
munkabb) 
minDammu "affiliated, associated, member, affiliate, associate" 
3.1.3.27.2 munCiaaCau hollow 
It seems here that the hollow pattern (3.1.3.27.3) munC|aaC3U retains only the MSA 
prefix /mu-/ not the TYA prefix /mi-/ shown in the above data. This is indicated 
below: 
s. Form Gloss 
munhaaru "collapsed, fallen" (cf MSA munhaar)^"^ 
munHaazu "aligned, one-sided" 
3.1.3.27.3 minC|aC2yLi defective 
s. Form Gloss 
minTawyu "folded, pent, introverted, unsociable, unsocial (cf 
MSA munTawiy)^"^ 
minOany "folded, doubled up, doubled" 
The augmented participial pattern minCiaC2C3U is used for verbal adjectives 
or active participles of pattern VII verbs (i.e. Form VII or seventh binyan nC|aC2aC3 
which is formed from the first binyan C|aC2aC3 by adding prefix /n-/ not r'm-l^^^ 
Passive participles in case of the seventh binyan are nonexistent in TYA. 
Based on what has be given above it has become important to perform an 
analysis of the seventh binyan. This is shown below. 
Following (Al-Shaddadi, 2003, pp. 133-4) in his analysis of the seventh 
binyan "infa'ala (i.e.'inCiaC2aC3a) in MSA, our analysis of the seventh binyan 
nC|aC2aC3 (i.e. nfa'al in the traditional way) in TYA. is comparatively given as 
follows: 
(i) The prefix In-I not the MSA prefix/'in-/ is present in the verbs only. Verbal 
nouns in MSA can have the prefix/'in-/, but the verbal nouns in TYA in case of 
seventh banyan which should be on nC|iC2aaC3U (cf MSA 'infi'aal (i.e., 
'inC|iC2aaC3)) seem to be rare or not commonly used. The MSA ones can be usually 
used in TY.A. 
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(ii) Keeping in mind tlie point (i) above, the verb vowel pattern is /-a-a-/, thus 
nCiaC2aC3 (i.e. nfa'al in the traditional way); (cf. MSA 'infa'aia (i.e. 'inC|aC2aC3a). 
(iii) The prefix /mi-/ not the prefix /mu-/ is present in the active participles not the 
passive ones as mentioned before. 
(iv) Keeping in mind (iii) above in this binyan, like MSA, we have only the active 
participles in which the vowel pattern is/-a-/ not the MSA one /a-i/ because of the 
loss of/i/ Rule. Thus minCiaC2C3U (i.e. minfa'lu in the traditional way) (cf MSA 
/munfa'il/ (i.e. munCiaCiiCv "however, there is no technical difficulty in the 
construction of the missed passive participles but it is not used". (Al-Shaddadi, 2003, 
p. 134). 
3.1.3.28 Pattern muCitaC^Csu sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
munlasru '^'^  "'widespread, spread, (out)" (cf MSA muntasir) 
muxtalfu^'"' "different (cf MSA muxtalif) 
mu'tarfu "admitting, confessing"' 
muqtadru"'''' "wealthy, able, well-to-do (cf MSA muqtadir) 
muktamlu '^*'^  "complete; completed" (cf MSA muktamil) 
muktamlu '^*'^  "rational, wise: (person) of sound mind"' 
3.1.3.28.1 iTiuC|taC2C2U Geminate 
s. Form Gloss 
muhtammu^^^ "interested, mindful (cf MSA muhtamm) 
muHtaggu "protesting, protestant, objective, objector" 
muGtarru " self-concerted, haughty"' 
3.1.3.28.2 muCitaaCsu hollow 
s. Form Gloss 
mubtaa"u"^' "bought, purchased"' (cf MSA mubtaa'u)^^' 
murtaaHu "comfortable, at ease" 
muHtaaru "confused, undecided" 
mustaaqu "longing, yearning, eager"' 
muHtaagu "needing, wanting, fraud" 
3.1.3.28.3 muCitaC2iyyu defective 
s. Form Gloss 
muktafiyyu^^^ "satisfied, content (ed)" (cf MSA muktafiy) 
mubtaliyyu (hi) "afflicted with, suffering from'" 
mustariyyu "buyer, purchaser" 
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3.1.3.28.3.1 miC|tiC2iyyu (variant of the above sub-pattern (3.1.3.28.3) muC|taC2i/ 
muC|taC2iyyu) 
s. Form Gloss 
mittikiyyu('ala) ''learning on, resting on" (cf. MSA mutaki') 
mintihiyyu^^'' "finished, terminated, completed" (cf MSA muntahiy) 
mintihiyyu"^ "'out of expire date" 
mistikiyyu '"complaining, complainer" 
The augmented participial pattern (3.1.3.28) muCitaC2C3U is used for verbal 
adjectives or active participles of pattern Vlll verbs (i.e. Form Vlll/eighth binyan 
C|taC2aC3 which is produced from or augmented with respect to the first binyan 
C|aC2aC3 by intlxation of the formative -t- after the first radical. ^^  
Passive participles in case of the eighth binyan are almost nonexistent in TYA. This is 
unlike the existent passive participles in case of the Form Vlll/ eighth binyan in, for 
example, CA. SA and MSA."^" 
An expert linguist may ask what about the two forms mu'tamaru "'conference" 
and muxtabaru ''laboratory". These two forms seem truly to be passive participle of 
pattern Vlll verbs (i.e. Form Vlll/eighth binyan C|taC2aC3 which is produced from or 
augmented with respect to the first binyan C|aC2aC3 b> infixation of the formative -t-
after the first radical, but they are really nouns and show a dramatic case (See this in 
our discussion of BP vs. SP assignment or revowelling vs. affixation in chapter 4 in 
and under table (4,1.2.6.2). 
Based on what has been given above, it has become important to perform an 
analysis of the eighth binyan. This is shown below: 
Following (Al-Shaddadi. 2003. p. 134) in his analysis of the eighth banyan 
/'ifta'al/ (i.e. 'iCitaC2aCa) in MSA, our analysis of the eighth binyan CitaC2aC3 (i.e. 
fta'al in the traditional way) in TYA is comparatively given as follows: 
(i) The MSA prefix / 'i-/ is not found in the verbs and verbal nouns. This is unlike 
that of MSA. 
(ii) Like that of MSA. The infix -t- is identically found in the verbs, verbal nouns 
and participles. It is inserted after C| (i.e. the first root consonant). 
(iii) The prefix /mu-/ is identical to that of MSA. It is added only in case of active 
participles not passive participles which are non-existent as mentioned before. 
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(iv) Keeping in mind the two points (i) and (ii) above, the verb vowel pattern is /a-
a-/, thus CitaC2aC3 (i.e./fta'al/ in the traditional way): (of. MSA /'ifta'ala/ (i.e. 
'iC|taC2aC3a). 
(v) The verbal noun pattern is /i-aa-/. Thus CitiCaaaCju (i.e. /fti'aalu/ in the 
traditional way); (cf. MSA 'ifti'al) (i.e. 'iCitiC2aaC3). In fact verbal nouns are less 
commonly used in TYA than in MSA. 
(vi) Keeping in mind the point (iii) above, the active passive contrast l\l la/ found 
in MSA is not there in TYA. The pre-fmal III in the active participle is lost because of 
the loss o f / i / Rule. Thus muCitaC2C3U (i.e. mufta'lu in the traditional way) (.cf 
MSA/mufta'il/ and /mufta'al/ (i.e. muC|taC2iC3 and muC|taC2aC3). The pre-final 
vowel / i / in the active participle is retained in certain cases/conditions. '^^  
Now it is important to point out that the ninth binyan that should comes after 
the eight binyan discussed above is nonexistent in TYA. 
According to his analysis of ninth binyan in MSA. (Al-Shaddadi, 2003, pp. 
134- 135), writes: "This binyan is specifically used for colors and defects. He shows 
that ' i fa l la (i.e. •iC|C2aC3C3a) is the verb pattern in the ninth binyan. As an example 
the verb "iSfarra "to become yellow'", illustrates this. He also shows that mufal l (i.e. 
muC|C2aC3C3) is the participle pattern produced from ninth binyan. As an example, 
the participle muSfarr "yellowish"' illustrates this. 
Based on what is given above, the ninth binyan does not occur in TYA. the TYA 
using instead of it. the second binyan discussed before, as accommodating binyan for 
colors besides its own forms. Thus the above illustrative examples of MSA are 
perceived in TYA as Saffar and mSaffru respectively: see data and discussion of 2"'' 
binyan under the aforementioned pattern (3.1.3.19) m|C|aC2C2C3U. 
3.1.3.29 Pattern mistaC|C2aC3U sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
mistaftHu "one who begins"" 
,268 o ' 
mistaHkmu" "over powerful" (cf MSA mustahkim) 
mistaslmu "surrendered"" 
mistashlu "one who takes things easily" 
mista'mlu "user; having used'" 
mistaGrbu^ '^^  "astonished"" (cf MSA mustaGrib) 
mista'glu "hurried, in a hurry, hurrying" 
mistaHmlu''° "having patience, tolerating patiently" 
mistaHqru "despising, disrespecting" 
mistabsru (bi) "optimistic about: cheerful, happy'" 
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3.1.3.29.1 mistawC2C3U with Ci as initial radical semi-vowel /w/ 
s. Form Gloss 
mistawrdu "having imported, importer (cf. MSA mustawrid)^^' 
mistaw'bu "having comprehended/ perceived"' 
mistawHsu "feeling lonely or desolate" 
3.1. 3.29.2 mistaCiwCsLi with C2 as middle radical semi-vowel /w/ 
S. Form Gloss 
mistagwbu "questioner, examiner, examining" (cf. MSA mustagwib) 
mistHw3u "possessing, preoccupying, overwhelming" 
3.1.3.29.3 mistaC:iC2C2U geminate: last two radicals alike (i.e. C3=C2) 
s. Form Gloss 
mistamirru"" "continuing, continued (cf MSA mustamirr) 
mistafizzu "provoker, rouser" 
mistabiddu "despotic, despot, opinionated" 
3.1.3.29.3.1 mistiC|iC2C2U variant of mistaC|iC2C2U shown above 
s. Form Gloss 
mistiHiqqu^^"" "deserving, worth} o f (cf MSA mustaHiqq) 
mistiHiqqu""'^  "responding form said negatively"' 
misti'iddu "prepared, ready, willing"" 
mistiGillu "exploiter, exploitative" 
3.1.3.29.4 mistaC|iiC3U hollow 
s. Form Gloss 
mistafiidu"'' "beneficiary, payee" (cf CA musraiid) 
mistariiHu "resting, comfortable, at ease"" 
mistaTii'u "able'" 
3.1.3.29.4.1 mistiC|iiC3U variant of mistaCiiiCsu shown above 
s. Form Gloss 
mistiqiimu^" "upright, stand-up. righteous" (cf MSA mustaqiiin) 
mistiqiimu "waiting (for)"' 
misti'iinu (bi) "having called up for help"' 
mistixiiru (Allaah) "supplicating Allah to choose what is for oneself" 
misti'iiru "having borrowed, borrower" 
3.1.3.29.5 mistaC|C2yu defective 
s. From Gloss 
mistarxyu "relaxed; relaxing, loose (cf. MSA mustarxiy)^ ^*^ 
mistakryu "having rented, renting'" 
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iTiistaGnyu "having dispensed with, having managed without" 
mistaqwyu "having become strong/powerful" 
The augmented participial pattern (3.1.3.29) mistaCiC2C3U is used for verbal 
adjective or active participles of pattern X verbs (i.e. Form X or tenth binyan 
staC|C2aC3) which is produced from or augmented with respect to the first binyan 
C|aC2aC3 by prefixation of a formative sta-.^  ' 
3.1.3.30 Pattern mistaCiCnaCsu sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
mistab'adu "excluded; ruled out; eliminated" 
TOT 
mista'malu ' "used, secondhand" (cf MSA musta'mal) 
mistahdafu "made one's goal, exposed to'" 
mistaHqaru "despised, disrespected" 
3.1.3.30.1 mistawC2aC3U with C| as initial radical semi-vowel Av/ 
s. Form Gloss 
mistawradu^ "^  "imported"" (cf MSA mustawrad) 
3.1.30.2 mistaC|waC2U with C2 as middle radical semi-vowel /w/ 
s. Form Gloss 
mistaHwaSu "possessed; preoccupied"" (cf MSA mustaHwaS)^^'' 
3.1.3.30.3 mistaCiaC2C2U geminate 
s. Form Gloss 
mistaHabbu"^^ "desirable; agreeable; well-liked; proffered (cf MSA 
mustaHabb) 
3.1.3.30.4 mistaC|C2aa defective 
s. From Gloss 
mistasfaa "hospital" 
The augmented participial pattern (3.1.3.30) mistaCiC2aC3U is also used for 
verbal adjectives or passive participles of pattern X verbs (Form X or tenth binyan 
staCiC2aC3) as well . Unlike the active participles of tenth binyan, the passive 
participles of tenth binyan are less commonly used in TYA. 
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Based on what has been given above, it has become important to give/perform 
an analysis of tenth binyan. This is shown below: 
Following (Al-Shaddadi, 2003, p. 135) in his analysis of tenth binyan 'istaf ala 
(i.e. 'istaC|C2aC3a) in MSA, our analysis of tenth binyan staC|C2aC3 (i.e. stafal in 
the traditional way), in TYA is comparatively given as follows: 
(i) In verbs the prefix is /sta-/ not the MSA prefix /"ista-/. 
(ii) In verbal nouns, the prefix is/sti-/ not the MSA one /'isti-/. 
(iii) In the participles, the prefix is /mi-/ not the MSA /mu-/. 
(iv) The verb vowel pattern is identically/- -a-/, thus staCiC2aC3 (i.e. stafal in the 
traditional way); cf MSA "istaf ala (i.e. 'istaC|C2aC3a). 
(v) Keeping in mind the point (ii) above, in the abstract verbal nouns, the vowel 
pattern is identically /~aa-/ which is inserted after C2 (i.e. the second root consonant), 
plus pausal post-fmal vowel /u/ as pausal /u/ or case-ending /u/ or (OGNC) /u/; thus 
stiC|C2aaC3U (i.e. /stifaalu/ in the traditional way), (cf MSA 'istif 'al) (i.e. 
"istiC|C2aaC3). 
(vi) Keeping in mind the points (i) and (iii) above the active-passive contrast is 
shown in the pre-flnal vowels l\l and /a/, thus /mustaf il/ and /mustafal/ (i.e. 
mustaC|C2iC3 and mustaCiC2aC3); however, the active-passive contrast in TYA is 
only shown in the pre-fmal vowel /a/ in the passive; the active does not show the pre-
final vowel /i/, because of the loss of/i/ Rule, thus mistaC|C2C3U and mistaC|C2aC3U 
(i.e. mistaf lu and mistafalu in the traditional way). The pre-final vowel /i/ in the 
active participles is retained in certain cases/ conditions.' 
3.1.3.31 miscellaneous tri-consonantal patterns 
During our investigation as well as observation on tri-consonantal adjectives used in 
TYA, we have found that many adjectives have rare or even unique patterns. In other 
words, they are considered as less common patterns. Such miscellaneous adjective 
patterns are briefly illustrated below: 
Pattern CiaC2iiC3eh 
hatiibeh "stupid'" (M&F) 
habiileh "foolish" (M&F) 
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Pattern CiaC2UuC3ah 
garuubah "(of land, etc.) for the first time (cultivated, etc.)'" 
Pattern CjuC^Caeh 
zu'beh "bad; ugly; not good" (F&M) 
3.1.4 Quadri-Consonantal (And Pseudo-Quadri-Consonantal) Patterns 
In this section, we are going to deal with the quadri-consonantal (and pseudo-quadri-
consonantal) patterns of verbal adjectives/active and passive participles of quadri-
consonantal (and pseudo-quadri-consonantal) verb pattern. True quadric- consonantal 
verb patterns are those which actually have four radicals/ consonants, as distinct from 
the pseudo-quadri-consonantal verb patterns which have three radicals/consonants 
plus an affix that is indistinguishable from a radical in form.^ *^* Generally speaking, 
formations of TYA quadri- consonantal verbs will be applicable to the four ways 
stated by Wright, W. (1955.p.47).^ '^"'' Few exceptions deviated from these ways 
mentioned in end note (289) will be noted wherever necessary-especialty in case of 
TYA pseudo-quadri consonantal, the verb patterns of which, discussed under 
participial patterns from (3.1.4.3) to (3.1.4.10), are used little or not at all in CA/MSA 
and consequently have no traditional classification (or numerical labels). These 
pseudo-quadri-consonantal verb pattern are CiaC2C3an, C|arC3aC4, CiaC2maC4, 
CianCsaCa, Cia"C3aC2. and sometimes CiaC2'aC4, CiaC2CiaC2, CiaC2C3aC3 and 
CiC2waC4. respectively. Each of these is paralleled by a pattern with t-formative. 
3.1.4.1 Pattern mC|aC2C3C4U sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
mtargmu "having translated, translator" (cf MSA mutargim) ^^ '^  
mbarhnu "proving, having proved" 
mbarmgu "having programmed, programmer" 
mqar'nu "raising or having raised (one's own head)" 
mhadrsu' "saying or one who says haSaa siid-i 'aruus or hadraruus (this is my 
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lord/ master, a bride-groom)' 
nraSlgu "one who is resistant, desisted & opinionated (cf YA m'aSlig) 
3.1.4.1.1 maCiawC3C4U with C2 as middle radical semi-vowel /w/ 
s. Form Gloss 
mHawSnu "thinking or having thought badly" 
mbawsru "having suffered from hemorrhoids or piles" 
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3.1.4.1.2 mCiayC3C4U with C2 as middle radical semi-vowel /y/ 
s. Form Gloss 
mhaymnu "dominating, having dominated" 
msayTrii "controlling, having controlled, dominating" 
3.1.4.1.3 mC|aC2wC4U with C3 as middle radical semi-vowel /w/ 
s. Form Gloss 
mbarwdu^ '^' "having (baruud-ah a kind of disease because of hungriness and 
weakness)" 
mqaSwdu "one who says or sings folklore poems or songs" 
3.1.4.1.4 mCia C2C1C2U with €3=0, and €^=€2 
s. Form Gloss 
mba'b'u^'"' "saying or one who says baba (papa)" 
mwaswsLi "having scruples; over concerning, having over concerned" 
mbarbru "saying or one who says woo barraa yoo or woo barra woo daaxil 
asking for help" 
The quadri-consonantal pattern (3.1.4.1) mCiaC2C3C4 and its own following 
sub-patterns illustrated above are used for active participles or verba! adjectives of 
simple true quadri-consonantal verb pattern I (i.e. first form of first binyan CiaC2C3a 
C4, (fa"lal in the traditional way). 
3.1.4.2 Pattern mC|aC2C3aC4U sound unaltered pattern 
s. Form Gloss 
mtargamu "translated" (cf. MSA mutargam)^^^ 
mdaHragu "something that is rolled" (cf. MSA madahrag)'^ *'° 
mbarhanu "proved" 
mbarmagu "programmed" 
mqanbaru "seating, seated" (cf YA mqanbar)"" '^ 
(=mqambaru) 
m'askaru "army camp" 
This pattern (3.1.4.2) mC|a C2C3aC4U is not used with middle radical semi-
vowel /}'/. 
The last illustrative examples m'askaru "army camp" show a dramatic case 
(See this in our discussion that deals with MSP mCiaC2C3aC4-iin as in mbarhan-iin in 
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and under section and table (3.2.2.3.1.1.29) as well as BP vs. SP assignment in 
chapter 4 in and under table (4.1.2.23). 
3.1.4.2.1 mCiaC2waC4U with C3 as middle radical semi-vowel /w/ 
s. Form Gloss 
m'anvvanu 
mkaHwalu 
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•'entitled; addressed; labeled"' (cf. MSA mu'anwan) 
"have been made incompatible with" 
3.1.4.2.2 mCiaC2CiaC2U with C3=C| and €4=02 
s. Form Gloss 
msalsalu 
mga'ga'u 
mxasxasu 
mxabxabu 
mfalfalu 
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mgaigaiu 
manGnaGu 
'"interlocked, linked together in chain" 
"suffering or one who faces miserable life" (cf YA mga'ga')" ^  
"something that is clattered, rustled" 
"fat and healthy" 
'•peppered; peppery, pepperish, pepper-like" 
"a kind of sweet made of gulgul(u)/gulgulaan(u) (=sesami)" 
(cf YA mgalgal) 
•'having been lived in amenity" 
3.1.4.2.2.] mCianC|aC2 variant of mCiaC2C|aCu shown above, but with only one 
difference, C2 is replaced by the radical/consonant /n/. 
s. Form Gloss 
mdandal^''^ 
mdanda'u 
•'lowered, dangled" 
"(intensively) bent, lowered, dangled" 
This pattern (3.1.4.2.2) mCiaC2CiaC2U is used for passive participles of verbs 
pattern CianC|aC2 produced from CiaC2CiaC2 by replacing C2 with Inlf'^ 
Generally speaking, the quadri-consonantal (3.1.4.2) mCiaC2C3aCu and its 
following sub-patterns illustrated above are used for verbal adjectives or passive 
participles of simple true quadri-consonantal verb pattern I (i.e. first form or first 
binyan C|aC2C3aC4, fa'lal in the traditional way) 307 
3.1.4.3 Pattern mCiaC2C3nu sound unaltered pattern (the n-suffix pattern (i.e. with C4 
as verb formative /-n/)) 
s. Form 
mTafrnu 
mkafrnu 
msawdnu 
mxafqnu 
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Gloss 
"bankrupt 
"extremely angry" 
"having misgiving, and gloominess; having depressed" 
"mad; madman, out of ones mind" 
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mzargnu "having burst with anger, refusing angrily, furious, difficult or 
impossible to be opened, etc" 
This pseudo-quadri-consonantal pattern (3.1.4.3) iTiC|aC2C3nu illustrated 
above, is used for only verbal adjectives or active participle of pseudo-quadri-
consonantal verbs of pattern CiaC2C3an.^°'' Examples of passive participles produced 
from this verb CiaC2C3an, are almost nonexistent. 
3.1.4.4 Pattern mCiarC3aC4U with C2 as an infix l-rl 
s. Form Gloss 
mbargasu "disordered, untidy" 
mdarbasu '^  "local food eaten at brunch time" 
m'arkadu "complicated, entangled" 
mkardafu "collided (with), run (into), hit (against)" 
mdarwamu "turned around, whirled around" 
mfartatu "crumbled" 
This pattern (3.1.4.4) mC|arC3aC4U illustrated in the above forms is a pseudo-
quadri-consonantal pattern. This is because it is used for passive participles of verbs 
of pseudo-quadri-consonantal pattern CiarC3aC4 as in bargas "to disorder, to be 
untidy"; darbas "to sell or make mdarbasu (local food)"; 'arkad "to complicate, 
entangle", darvvam "to turn around, whirl around"; and fartat "to crumble", 
respectively. These verbs of this verb pattern C|arC3aC4 have three radicals/ 
consonants plus an augmentative infixZ-r-/ that is indistinguishable from a radical in 
form and with which intensiveness is expressed.''" Examples of active participles 
produced from this verb pattern C|arC3aC4 are rarely used; they are almost 
nonexistent, e.g. mdarbsu "selling or making or one who sells or makes mdarbasu 
(local food), see end note (310). 
3.1.4.5 Pattern mCiaC2maC4U with C3 as an infix l-m-l. 
s. Form Gloss 
mharmatu "(intensively) scratched" 
mqarmaTu "something that is (intensively) minced" 
msarmatu "something that is (intensively) slashed, ripped open" 
mqarmasu "something that is (intensively) chopped up" 
mda'masu "stepped on; trampled underfoot" 
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This pattern (3.1.4.5) mCiaC2maC4U illustrated in the above TYA forms, is a 
pseudo- quadri-consonantal pattern, since it is used for passive participles of pseudo-
quadri-consonantal verbs of pattern CiaC2maC4 as in harmat, qarmaT, sarmat, 
qarmas; and da'mas respectively. These verbs of this pattern CiaC2maC4 have three 
radicals/consonants plus an augmentative infix l-m-l. With this infix, intensiveness is 
expressed in these verbs of pattern CiaC2maC3. '^^  Examples of active participles 
produced from the verb pattern CiaC2maC4, are almost nonexistent in TYA. 
3.1.4.6 Pattern mCianC3aC4U with C2 as a degeminating infix l-n-l 
s. Form Gloss 
mHangalu^''' "stood in the way of" 
mxanTalu '"hindered and made incomplete'" 
mzanba'u'''^ "curious; apparent" 
(=mzamba"u) 
mHandalu ''(baby"s cradle) have been dangled or prepared" 
mhandalu "previous meaning"" 
This pattern (3.1.4.6) mCianC3aC4U illustrated in the above forms, is a 
pseudo-quadri-consonantal pattern, since it is used for passive participles of pseudo-
quadri-consonantal verb of pattern CianC2aCC4 as in Hangal. xanTal, zanba', and 
Handal/handal, respectively. These verbs of this verb pattern CianC3aC4 have three 
radicals / consonants plus a degeminating infix-n- that is indistinguishable from a 
radical in form."'"' Examples of active participles produced form the verb pattern 
C|anC3aC4 as in maHanglu and mHandlu/ mhandlu cited by (.Al-Omariy, 2000, p. 
373). are rarely used in TYA. 
Additional Note: participles and verbs which appear to have these patterns, 
but which are not derivable from other words by the addition of a degeminating or an 
augmentative infix l-n-l. are classified as true quadri-consonantal. 
3.1.4.7 Pattern mCia'C3aC.i and sometimes Pattern mCiaC3aC4U with C2 and 
sometimes C3 as a degeminating infix /-'-/, respectively 
s. Form Gloss 
mTa'masu ''erased, effaced" 
msa'baku '"interlaced; reticulated" 
msa'tatu "dispersed, scattered, broken up" 
mqal'abu "upturned" 
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In TYA, unlike many Arabic dialects and MSA/ CA, there are very few but 
commonly used examples illustrating this unique pseudo-quadri-consonantal patterns 
mCia'CsaCaU and sometimes mCiaCj aC4U shown above. They are pseudo-quadri-
consonantal. since they are used for passive participles of unique pseudo-quadri-
consonantal verbs of patterns C|a"C3aC4 and sometimes C|aC2aC4 as in Ta'mas, 
sa'bak, sa'tat and qal'ab, respectively which have three radicals/ consonants plus a 
degeminating infix-'- that degeminates the verb pattern II CiaC2C2aC3 to form 
Cia'C3aC4 and sometimes CiaC2'aC4.^''' Examples of active participles produced 
from the verb pattern da'CjaCj or CiaC2'aC4. are almost nonexistent. 
3.1.4.8 Pattern mCaCzCiaC.u with €3=0, and C4=C2 
This pattern is with middle and last radicals/ consonants alike and in between of 
which a reduplicative infix -C|a- is inserted. 
s. Form Gloss 
mgargaru "(frequentatively) trailed, dragged'" 
mHasHasu "(frequentatively) felt, touched" 
mzarzaru ''(frequentatively) tightened, well-guided" 
mbalbalu ("frequentatively) wetted, dabbled" 
mqaSqaSu "'(frequentatively) cut, clipped, scissored" 
This pattern (3.1.4.8) mCiaC2C|aC2U illustrated in the above forms is a 
pseudo-quadri-consonantal pattern, since it is used for passive participles of pseudo-
quadri-consonantal verbs of pattern CiaC2C|aC2 as in gargar, HasHas, zarzar. balbal 
and qaSqaS, respectively. These have three radicals the last two of which are alike, 
plus a reduplicative infix -C\a- comes in between. 
3.1.4.9 Pattern mCiaC2C3aC3U with C4=Ci 
s. Form Gloss 
mbahialu"'''^  "spoiled, mollycoddled; left to do whatever he want'' 
(cf MSA mudalla-) 
mfaHsasu "something that is touched or rubbed (down)" 
msaHababu "something that is pulled or drawn" 
mgaHtatu '"facing miserable life; drawn, trailed" 
mqaHsasu ""something that is come in close contact with teeth" 
This pattern (3.1.4.9) mCiaC2C2aC3U illustrated in the above forms is a 
pseudo-quadri-consonantal pattern, since it is used for passive participles of pseudo-
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quadri-consonantal verbs of the reduplicative pattern CiaC2C3aC3 as in bahlal, faHsas, 
saHbab, gaHtat and qaHsas, respectively.^"^ Examples of active participles produced 
from the reduplicative verb pattern C|aC2C3aC3 are almost nonexistent. 
3.1.4. i 0 Pattern mC|aC2waC4U with C3 as an augmentative infix /-w-/ 
s. Form 
mka'walu 
in a very cold winter)" 
msaHwaqu 
mbahwaru 
mqaHwasu 
m'aSwaru 
msaHwalu 
Gloss 
"cringed, recoiled within oneself (as done by the sleeper 
"something that is crushed" 
"something that is dazzled; increased; enlarged" 
"taken off, removed; scraped off 
"something that is wrung out" 
"loosened" 
This pattern (3.1.4.10) illustrated in the above forms, is a pseudo-quadri-
consonantal pattern, since it is used for passive participles of pseudo-quadri-
consonantal verbs of pattern CiaC2waC with C3 as an augmentative infix-w- as in 
saHwaq, ka'wal bahwar, qaHwas, 'aSwar and saHwal, respectively."'^' Examples of 
active participles produced from the verb pattern C|aC2waC3, are rarely used in TYA, 
as in mhalwsu from halwas "to have hallucination" cited by (Al-Omariy, 2000, p. 
396). The above participial pattern (3.1.4.10) mCiaC2waC4U. strictly speaking, is not 
to be confused with the previous pattern (3.1.4.2.1) mC|aC2waC4U (see also end not 
(307) above). Here, the former is a. pseudo-quadri-consonantal having C3 as an 
augmentative infix-w-. but the latter is a true quadri-consonantal having C3 as a 
radical semi-vowel /w/. This ambiguity, also strictly speaking, is really resolved in the 
patterns from which these two different participial patterns are formed.^"" 
3.1.4.1 ] Pattern mitCiaC2C3C4U theoretically sound unaltered pattern 
The TYA adjective pattern mitC|aC2C3C4U is theoretically a sound unaltered pattern 
and it is equivalent to the above-mentioned quadri-consonantal (and pseudo-quadri-
consonantal adjective patterns and indicated in the following lists: 
mittargmu 
mitbargsu 
mitharmtu = 
mitHanglu = 
miTTa'msu 
mitgargru 
mtargamu 
mbargasu 
mharmatu 
mHangalu 
mTa'masu 
mgargaru 
(3.1.4.2) 
(3.1.4.4) 
(3.1.4.5) 
(3.1.4.6) 
(3.1.4.7) 
(3.1.4.8) 
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mitbahlilu = mbahlalu (3.1.4.9) 
initsaHwqu = msaHvvaqu (3.1.4.10) 
Most (if not all) previous participial patterns, quadri-consonantal (and pseudo-
quadri-consonantal) from (3.1.4.2) to (3.1.4.10) excluding (3.1.4.1) and (3.1.4.3) can 
have theoretically the augmentative-prefix t- forming the theoretically general 
equivalent pattern (3.1.4.11) mitC|aC2C3C4U, the traditional pattern of which is 
mutafa'lil cited by (McCarthy, 1982, p. 134), and (Ai-Shaddadi, 2003, p. 115). This 
pattern (3.1.4.11) mitCiaC2C3C4U is theoretically used for active participles of quadri-
consonantal (and pseudo-quadri-consonantal) verb pattern tCiaC2C3aC4, the 
traditional pattern of which is tafa'lala as in tadaHraja cited by (McCarthy, 1982, p. 
134) and (Al-Shaddadi. 2003, p. 115). The verb pattern tC|aC2C3aC4 is produced from 
or augmented with respect to the general verb pattern CiaC2C3aC4 discussed and 
noted in all previous participial patterns from (3.1.4.2) to (3.1.4.10), by prefixation 
of the verb augmentative prefix t-. Most verbs of pattern, tfa'lal (tC|aC2C3aC4) are 
passive of simple quadri-consonantals (or pseudo-quadri-consonantals) (Coweil, 
1964, p. 123), as well as of the most common pseudo-quadri-consonantal invoked by 
Al-Omariy, 2000, pp. 364-388, 394-407). 
The theoretically active participle pattern (3.1.4.11) mitCiaC2C3C4U is very 
rare or virtually never used or heard at all in TYA. This is also due to the notion that 
the active participle of a passive verb is often closely equivalent to the passive 
participle of the underlying active verb (Coweil, 1964, p. 267), e.g., the active verb 
targam "to translate" has the passive participle mtargamu "translated'" which is most 
commonly and normally used and heard in TYA, whereas the passive verb ttargam 
"to be translated" has the theoretically active participle mittargmu which is not at all 
heard in TYA. Thus mittargmu is practically synonymous to mtargamu. In many such 
cases the passive participle of the active verb is the one normally used, while the 
active participle of the passive verb [as mittargmu] is very rare or virtually never used 
at all (Coweil, 1964, p. 267); see our discussion given below between the two tables 
(3.2.2.3.1.1.37) and (3.2.2.3.1.1.38). 
3.1.4.12 Pattern mitmaCiC2C3U sound unaltered pattern 
Though this pattern (3.1.4.12) mitmaC|C2C3U seems to be related to the immediately 
previous pattern (3.1.4.11) mitCiaC2C3C4U by replacing Ci (i.e. the first root 
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consonant) with Iml, but it is considered to be a special type of participial patterns and 
the most unique pseudo-quadri-consonantal adjective pattern. This pattern (3.1.4.12) 
mitmaCiC2C3U is commonly used for active participles of verb pattern tmaCiC2aC3, 
the verb pattern that is considered to be special type neither related to tri-consonantal 
nor to quadri-consonantals, TYA verb pattern tmaCiC2aC3 is similarly observed in lA 
but with different significations. Before giving a citation about tmaCCaC verb pattern 
in lA, it is important to point out that participles produced from tmaCCaC pattern are 
restricted or nonexistent, see end note (218) of this chapter. Illustrating and 
discussing, under the quadrilateral verb, the notion of tmaCCaC pattern in lA, Al-
Toma, (1969) writes; 
The second form, taCiaC2C2aC4, loses the medial vowel following the 
imperfect prefix, and may lose the first vowel in the perfect, a 
phenomenon noted in similar positions of triliteral derived forms, 
taCaCCaC taCaCaC. e.g. /tqasmar yitqasmar/ "to be cheated". Related to 
this pattern is a special type of verb which includes /ma/ as a derivative 
prefix, and is formed according to the tamaCCaC pattern. Although this 
pattern is regarded in CA as a derived form of the triliteral (Usmuni 3: 
788), it is not normally included among other verbal patterns, nor does it 
occur in a significant number of examples in CA: tamaskan/ ''to become 
poor", "to be submissive" (Ibn al-Qatta' 2: 174; Firuzabadi; 2: 543). More 
examples of it occur in lA:"^'Al-Toma, (1969, p. 59). 
/tmShak/ "to mock" 
/tmal'ab/ "to toy" 
/tmarjah/ "to swing" 
/tmarkaz/ "to be settled 
/tmar,gal/ "to roll about, to wallow" 
(Al-Toma, 1969, p. 59) 
In the end note number (102), he writes: "Examples of tamaCCaC pattern are 
found in other Arabic dialects (Driver, p. 78; Elias, p. 241). See also the use of 
/yatamasxar/ "to ridicule, by Ibn al-Fuwati, p. 401". Keeping in mind Al-Tom's 
notion of tmaCCaC pattern in lA, the notion of TYA tmaCiC2aC3 pattern is, I argue, a 
unique special type, since its characteristics show different significations illustrated 
in the following TYA data and it has the whole unit tma- as a verb-formative prefix. 
tmaDHak "to do intentionally the laughing; to like acting the laughing, 
tmal'abb "to like to act playfully; to imitate acting playfully " 
tmaghal "like doing the ignorance "to do it intentionally or to imitate it 
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Such significations with many examples in TYA were noted by (Al-Omariy, 
2000, pp. 389-394)., See also end note from (323) to (329) in this chapter which are 
related to the following TYA participle patterns (3.1.4.12) mitmaCiC2C3U produced 
from the verb pattern tmaC|C2aC3 in TYA. According to such significations, we can 
formulate a rule: 
Rule (3.1.2.12): lfCiC2aC3 means 'x', then, tmaC|C2aC3 means to do intentionally or 
to like doing/ acting or to imitate, or to feign the 'x". 
Lefs see below the illustrations of TYA pattern (3.1.4.12) mitmaC)C2C3U 
repeated below (its number) for convenience. 
3.1.2.12 Pattern mitmaC|C2C3U 
323 
32-1 
s. Form 
mitinax3lu 
mitmasTfu 
mitmaghlu 
mitmaxTru 
mitmaxdmu 
mitmasxru 
mitmal'bu^^' 
mitmarglu 
mitmasg'u 
mitmakslu 
mitmahblu^^^^ 
Gloss 
"having behaved/liked to behave (unusually); having 
done/liked to do (children-like behavior)"' 
"previous meaning" 
"having liked doing the ignorance or having done it 
intentionally or having imitated if" 
"having liked to strut/ swagger and having done 
it(intentionally)/ to feign doing it"" 
"having liked to do the servant"s/menial's acting/ doing or 
having done (his) doing"' 
"having liked to mock; to feign mocking"' 
"having liked acting playfully"' 
"having liked acting like the man" 
"having intentionally done the braveness"" 
"having intentionally done the laziness"" 
•"having intentionally done the stupidity'' 
3.1.4.12.1 mitmawC2C3U with initial radical semi-vowel /w/ 
s. Form Gloss 
mitmawgbu 327 "having liked doing the duty" 
3.1.4.12.2 mitniaCiwC3U with C2 as middle radical semi-vowel /w/ 
s. Form Gloss 
mitmaqwlu^^ *^ "having intentionally done the tale-bearing or tittle-tattle" 
mitmahwru "having made much rashness'" 
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3.1.12.3 mitmaCiyCau with C2 as middle radical semi-vowel lyl 
s. Form Gloss 
mitmarysu '^ "becoming curious, acting (curiously) like the rayyiisu (= the barber)". 
3.2 Adjective Inflectional Forms 
3.2.0 Preliminary Remarks 
Adjectives in TYA have a three-way inflection for number/gender: 
singular/masculine, singular/feminine and plural/masculine (there is plural/feminine). 
Feminine 'singular' is only in the sense that it stands in contrast to the plural form; 
functionally speaking, the feminine form is used as much in agreement with plurals as 
with singulars; see next chapter and (cf (Cowell, 1964)). Masculine is the base 
inflection; the feminine is usually formed by affixation (i.e. suffixation) of the 
feminine marker or suffix -eh/-ah; the plural is usually formed by affixation (i.e. 
suffixation of the MSP suffix -iin or by a change in the base pattern (i.e. by using the 
process of revowelling)). It is the function of an adjective's inflection to show 
agreement (see next chapter) with the term/form to which it is attribute (see next 
chapter). While number and gender are separate categories with respect to nouns, they 
completely fall together in TYA for adjectives. Masculine and feminine are 
distinguished only in the singular, and dual is not distinguished from the plural. 
3.2.1 Gender (G) and Adjectives (A) 
3.2.1.1 Masculine-Feminine pairs of adjectives 
fVA adjectives may be masculine or feminine; they are considered to be indifferent 
to gender. Masculine adjectives are not formally marked; they, like TYA masculine 
nouns shown and discussed in chapter 2 of this thesis, end only with the post-final 
vowel l-ul or the preservative case-ending /-u/ or (OGNC) /u/ used as a pausal /u/ 
form. Feminine adjectives take the feminine marker -ah/-eh (cf Qafish-ah/ (1990) in 
case of YA), or what is called the allomorph V -eh/-ah/, cf. (Aboul-Fetouh. 169, p. 
100) in case of EGA. The behavior of gender in TYA adjectives is different from that 
in nouns. The gender with nouns is a selection category, but with adjectives it is an 
agreement category, cf (Aboul-Fetouh, 169, p. 100). That it is to say, there are no 
genderless nouns. Similarly, adjectives are either masculine or feminine but unlike 
nouns, few adjectives are genderless. Some PYA noun stems occur into parallel sets, 
masculine and feminine. The majority of TYA adjectives occur into parallel sets, 
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masculine and feminine, as will be seen in the illustrative examples given in table 
(3.2.1.1) below and in the next section of number and adjectives given in section 
(3.2.2) below: 
Table (3.2.1.1) Masculine-feminine pairs of adjectives: 
N o o f A P AP MA-u/FA-eh/-ah Gloss 
(3.1.3.1) 
(3.1.3.4.1) 
3.5) 
3.6) 
3.7.1) 
3.8) 
3.9) 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
(3.1.3 
(3.1.3 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
1.3 
1.3, 
1.3, 
(3.1.3. 
10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 
14) 
15) 
17) 
18) 
.1.3.19) 
.1.3.20) 
,1.3.21) 
.3.22) 
.3.23) 
.3.24) 
.3.25) 
.3.26) 
.3.27) 
.3.28) 
.3.29) 
.3.30) 
.4.1) 
.4.2) 
.4.3) 
.4.4) 
.4.5) 
.4.6) 
(3.1.4.7) 
(3.1.4.8) 
(3.1.4.9) 
(3.1.4.10) 
(3.1.4.12) 
(3.1.3.20.6) 
(3 
(3 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
CiaC2aaC3U 
C1UC2C3U 
CiiC2C3U 
CiaCjCsu 
C|C2iyyu 
C|aC2iiC3U 
C|ayyiiC3U 
C|aC2UuC3U 
C|aC2C2aaC3U 
CiaC2C2iiC3U 
C|aC2C2UuC3U 
C|aC2C3aanu 
CiuC2C3aanu 
CiaaC2C3U 
maC|C2UuC3U 
mCiaC2C2C3U 
mCiaC2C2aC3U 
mC|aaC2C3U 
mCiaaC2aC3U 
muC|C2C3U 
muCiC2aC3U 
mitCiaC2C2C3U 
mitCiaaC2C3U 
minCiaC2C3U 
muC|taC2C3U 
mistaC|C2C3U 
mistaCiC^aCiU 
mC|aC2C3C4U 
mCiaC2C3aC4U 
mCiaC2C3nu 
mCiarC3aC4U 
mCiaC2maC4U 
mCianC3aC4U 
mCia'C3aC4U 
mCiaC2CiaC2U 
mCiaC2C3aC3U 
mC|aC2waC4U 
mitmaCiC2C3U 
mC|aC2C2aa 
gabaan-u/gabaan-eh 
murr-u/murr-ah 
xisn-u/xisn-eh 
zaxm-u/zaxm-ah 
sxiyy-u/sxiyy-ah 
Haziin-u/Haziin-eh 
mayyi it-u/mayyi it-eh 
kasuul-u/kasuul-eh 
hassaal-u/hassaal-eh 
la'"iib-u/la''iib-eh 
Habbuub-u/Habbuub-eh 
farHaan-u/farHaan-ah 
' uryaan-u/" uryaan-eh 
raagd-u/raagd-eh 
maftuuH-u/maftuuH-eh 
mza!lT-u/mzal IT-ah 
mkassar-u/mkassar-ah 
mqaatl-u/mqaatl-eh 
mbaarak-u/mbaarak-ah 
muxlS-u/muxlS-ah 
murhaq-u/murhaq-ah 
mit'allm-u/mifaUm-eh 
m itgaasr-u/m itgaasr-eh 
mindaf-u/mindaf-eh 
muxtalf-u/muxtalf-eh 
mista'gl-u/mista'gl-eh 
mistab'ad-u/mistab'ad-eh 
mbarhn-u/mbarhn-eh 
mbarhan-u/mbarhan-ah 
mTafrn-u/mTafrn-ah 
m bargas-u/mbargas-eh 
mharmat-u/mharmat-eh 
mHangal-u/mHangal-eh 
msa'tat-u/msa'tat-eh 
m gargar- u/m garga r-ah 
mgaHtat-u/mgaHtat-eh 
mka'wal-u/mka'wal-eh 
mitmax31-u/mitmax6l-eh 
mrabbaa/mrabbaa 
"cowardly" 
"bitter" 
"rough" 
"beautiful" 
"generous" 
"sad" 
"dead" 
lazy" 
"curious" 
"playful" 
"loveable" 
"glad" 
"naked" 
"sleeping" 
"opened" 
"rich" 
"broken" 
"fighter" 
"blessed" 
"faithful" 
"exhausted" 
"educated" 
"fearless" 
"rash" 
"different" 
"hurrying" 
"excluded" 
"proving" 
"proved" 
"bankrupf 
"untidy" 
"scratched" 
"see (3.1.4.6)" 
"dispersed" 
"dragged" 
"drawn" 
"cringed" 
"see (3.1.4.12)" 
"brought up" 
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3.2.1.2 Masculine adjectives of colors and physical defects or deformities 
As it has been discussed before under the pattern (3.1.3.16) C|C2aC3 and its related 
end-notes (51-59) in this chapter, the TYA masculine adjectives of colors and 
physical defects or deformities do not have the prefix /'a-/ observed in CA/MSA and 
many other Arabic varieties; /'a-/ is dropped in TYA. Consider the following 
examples: 
Table (3.2.1.2) Masculine adjectives of colors and physical defects or deformities: 
MSA Adjectives > TYA Adjectives Gloss 
'aHmar 
'aswad 
"aqzal 
'a'maa 
> 
> 
> 
> 
Hmar 
swad 
qzal 
'mee 
"red" 
"black'-
"cripple' 
"blind" 
3.2.1.3 Feminine adjectives of colors and physical defects or deformities 
As it will be seen in the illustrative examples in the next section of number given 
below, the TYA feminine adjectives of colors and physical defects or deformities do 
not show the final glottal stop /"/ of the feminine marker/suffix /-aaV observed in 
CA/MSA and many other Arabic varieties; /7 is dropped in TYA; and some of them 
have developed their patterns/structures in each of which the /-aaV is developed to 
/ee/, see Imaalah in chapter I. Consider the following examples: 
Table (3.2.1.3) Feminine adjectives of colors and physical defects or deformities: 
MSA Adjectives > TYA Adjectives Gloss 
Hamraa' > Hamraa "red" 
qazalaa > qazlaa "cripple" 
"amyaa' > 'amyee "blind" 
sawdaa' > soodee "black" 
In fact, in the last illustrative example: sawdaa'> /sawd+ee/ > /sawd+ee/ > 
soodee "black", for instance, the occurrence of /-ee/ in TYA feminine singulars 
adjectives of color as in /sood+ee/ "black" represents a dramatic case that makes it 
slightly different from other varieties of Arabic (cf (Cadora. F. J. (1992) below). This 
/-ee/ differs from the common feminine singular suffix, which has for underlying 
representation /-aaV instead of/-ee/ (Imaalah of/aa/ after the glottal deletion as noted 
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above). Here, it is a question of rule ordering, for this rule was applied to the feminine 
singulars marker before at least three other rules: 
/sawd+aaV 
Glottal deletion /sawd+ aa/ 
Imaalah /sawd+ee/ 
Monphthongization /sood+ee/ 
Let us compare this with Cadora, F. J. (1992), in his book "Bedouin, village, 
and urban Arabic: an eco-linguistic study", where he points out that: 
Second is the occurrence of /-a/ in feminine singulars adjectives of 
color as in /sod+a/ "black". This /-a/ differs from the common feminine 
singular suffix, which has for underlying representation /-aV instead of 
/-a/. Here again, it is a question of rule ordering, for this rule was 
applied to the feminine singulars marker before at least three other 
rules; 
/sawd+aV 
Glottal deletion /sawd+ a/ 
Vowel Reduction /sawd+a/ 
Monphthongization /sod+a/ Cadora, F. J. (1992. p. 42) 
3.2.1.4 A few genderless adjectives 
In TYA. there are few adjectives that are considered to be genderless. Consider the 
following example: 
Table (3.2.1.4) A few genderless adjectives: 
SMN/SFN 
SMN 
SFN 
SMN 
SFN 
SMN 
SFN 
SMN 
SFN 
SMN 
SFN 
samiizu 
badl-eh 
samiizu 
badl-eh 
samiizu 
badl-eh 
samiizu 
badl-eh 
samiizu 
badl-eh 
genderless adjectives 
bunni 
bunni 
burtuqaali 
burtuqaali 
beeg (LW) 
beeg (LW) 
wardi 
ward! 
kuHli 
kuHli 
Gloss 
"a brown shirt" 
"a brown suit" 
•'an orange shirt" 
"an orange suit" 
"a beige shirt" 
"a beige suit" 
"a pink shirt" 
"a pink suit" 
"a navy blue/dark blue shirt" 
"a navy blue/dark blue suit" 
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3.2.2 Number and Adjectives 
Many adjectives in Tihami Yemeni Arabic (TYA), unlike those in CA/MSA, have 
only a two-way inflection for number- SINGULAR, and PLURAL, Dual in case of 
TYA adjectives does not occur. In the following sections, an attempt will be made to 
outline the formation and various types of plural forms and patterns in TYA compared 
to CA/MSA where necessary. Throughout the plural formation, two techniques will 
be used: Revowelling and Affixation. Plural patterns as (output) will be shown as to 
which singular patterns as (input) they belong. 
3.2.2.1 Singular Adjectives 
Singular in case of adjectives, like that in case of nouns discussed under (2.2.2.1), is 
the base inflection, which denotes "one" e.g., kabiiru "big". Majority of the 
illustrative examples are shown and discussed throughout the first section of this 
chapter (i.e. chapter 3) under all the adjective patterns such as (3.L3.1) CiaC2aaC3U, 
(3.1.3.17) CiaaC2C3U, (3.1.3.19) mCiaC2C2C3U, etc; (see also the first part of the third 
column in the aforementioned table (3.2.1.1) that stands for the masculine adjectives 
ending in /u/ (MA-u)) with their own patterns; some of all these are repeated in table 
(3.2.2.1) below for convenience: 
Table (3.2.2.1) Singular Adjectives: 
Pattern No. Pattern MA Gloss 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
1.3.1) 
1.3.2) 
1.3.4.1) 
1.3.5) 
1.3.6) 
1.3.7.1) 
1.3.8) 
1.3.8) 
1.3.9) 
1.3.10) 
1.3.11) 
(3.1.3.13) 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
1.3.14) 
1.3.17) 
.3.18) 
.3.19) 
CiaC2aaC3U 
CiC2aaC3U 
C1UC2C3U 
CiiC2C3U 
C|aC2C3U 
C|C2iyyu 
CiaC2iiC3U 
C|aC2iiC3U 
CiayyiiC3U 
C|aC2UuC3U 
CiaC2C2aaC3U 
CiaC2C2UuC3U 
CiaC2C3aanu 
CiaaC2C3U 
maCiC2UuC3U 
mCiaC2C2C3U 
gabaanu 
sgaa u 
murru 
xisnu 
zaxmu 
rDiyyu 
'amiiqu 
nafiisu 
layy-iinu 
kasuulu 
faggaa'u 
dalluu'u 
farHaanu 
Saabru 
maftuuHu 
mzallTu 
"cowardly" 
'"brave"' 
"bitter"' 
"rough"" 
"beautiful" 
"satisfied'" 
"deep" 
"wide"" 
"flexible" 
lazy"" 
"afraid" 
"spoiled" 
"glad" 
"patient" 
"opened" 
"rich" 
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3.2.2.2 Dual Adjectives 
Unlike some nouns in TYA discussed under (2.2.2.2), TYA adjectives do not show 
inflection for the dual. This is evident from our discussion shown under (2.2.2.2), 
where we have pointed out that the TYA dialect, like any dialect of Arabic, has dual 
marker onlv for some nouns not all nouns and that this has been taken as a 
consideration of the basic difference between the classical dual and the dialectical 
dual the evidence for which has been realized from Blanc, Haim (1970, p. 43), who 
reports that: 'The basic difference between the Classical dual and the dialectal dual 
has long been well established. Classical Arabic inflects nouns, adjectives, pronouns, 
and verbs for dual whereas the dialects have dual marker only for (some) nouns." 
This report of Blanc is repeated here for convenience; see also the statements of 
Corbett (2000, p. 207) and Owens (1998, p. 222) and (2006, p. 113) shown under 
(2.2.2.2) of the previous chapter. 
3.2.2.2.1 A few adjectives indifferent to number 
Based on the above mentioned notion and Blanc's report. TYA adjectives, unlike 
adjectives of CA/MSA, show differentiation between singular and plural forms only; 
they do not inflect for the dual. Furthermore, few adjectives are considered to be 
indifferent to number, (cf. Aboul-Fetouh, (1969. p. 100) in case ECA). Consider the 
following TYA data shown in table (3.2.2.2.1) below: 
Table (3.2.2.2.1) A few adjectives indifferent to number: 
BP/FSP Adjectives indifferent to Num Gloss 
SMN 
SFN 
SMN 
SFN 
SMN 
SFN 
SMN 
SFN 
SMN 
SFN 
sumuzu 
badl-aatu 
sumuzu 
badl-aatu 
sumuzu 
badl-aatu 
sumuzu 
badl-aatu 
sumuzu 
badl-aatu 
bunni 
bunni 
burtuqaali 
burtuqaali 
beeg (LW) 
beeg (LW) 
wardi 
wardi 
kuHli 
kuHli 
"a brown shirt" 
"a brown suit" 
"an orange shirt" 
"an orange suit" 
"a beige shirt" 
"a beige suit" 
"a pink shirt" 
"a pink suif 
"a navy blue/dark blue shirt" 
'"a a navy blue/dark blue suit" 
3.2.2.3 Plural Adjectives 
There are generally two types or modes of plural formation in TYA as in other 
varities of Arabic, the sound plural and the broken plural, see our discussion under 
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(2.2.2.3). TYA adjective as well as (nouns, discussed in chapter 2) form their plurals 
by using the following plural techniques: 
(i) Affixation (i.e. suffixation with or without change in the stem); 
(ii) Revoweliing (i.e. an internal vocalic change in the stem (ablaut), (such internal 
vocalic change will be slightly different from the internal vocalic changes or Internal 
Vowel Manipulation (IVM) observed in MSA, CA or many of the modern Arabic 
dialects)); 
(iii) Revoweliing or affixation (i.e. (i), or (ii) shown above); 
(iv) Combination of (i) and (ii) shown above in the same plural form; and in addition 
to these there might be 
(v) A few irregular plurals. 
These four types, slightly similar to those discussed under section (2.2.2.3), 
will be respectively referred to as (i) Sound Plural (SP) (i.e. purely affixcal (suffixcal 
in most cases)) including masculine sound plural (MSP) that is used mostly for 
humans (+H); (ii) Broken Plurals (BP) exploiting a major shift in vowel quality by the 
Revoweliing process; (iii) BP or SP in different forms; (iv) BP and SP in the same 
form; and in addition to these, there might be (v) a few irregular plurals. 
The multi-tired analysis of templatic prosodic morphology developed by McCarthy, 
(1982), McCarthy and Prince (1990) in case of Classical Arabic and by Ratcliffe 
(1992) will be followed in analyzing the broken plural (BP) patterns and forms in 
TYA. 
3.2.2.3.1 Sound Plural (SP) 
TYA sound plural (SP) is formed only by the addition of one of the plural suffix or 
plural allomorph -iin, (cf section (2.2.2.3.1) in the previous chapter, where in case of 
nouns there are other plural suffixes or allomorphs represented by -aatu, and in a few 
cases -eh or -ah or -een that do not occur in case of adjectives here). When this plural 
suffix or allomorph is attached to a singular stem, this latter may undergo minor 
changes, such as deletion of the post-fmal vowel Inl or the case-ending or OGNC /u/ 
which has been considered as the unique distinctive feature in TYA in its singular 
forms as well as many plural forms. In TYA adjectives, there is only one type of 
sound plurals, the masculine sound plural (MSP) with the MSP suffix -iin; the 
feminine sound plurals (FSP), unlike those with nouns discussed under (2.2.2.3.1.2), 
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do not occur in case of TYA adjectives. Jn other words, at least some of the adjectives 
in every adjective pattern discussed throughout chapter 3 except C|C2aC3 as in Hmar 
"red" discussed under (3.1.3.16) - and all of the adjectives in most adjective patterns 
discussed throughout chapter 3 - are inflected only with the suffixes -eh/-ah and -iin. 
This is not only in TYA, but also in some modern Arabic dialects; for example, in 
case of Syrian Arabic, Cowell (1964, p. 71) states that: "At least some of the adjective 
in every pattern except ?aF^aL [p. 130] - and all of the adjectives in most patterns -
are inflected only with the suffixes -e/-a and -iin."" 
This TYA Masculine Sound Plural with the MSP suffix -iin is discussed and 
demonstrated in the following section and its related sub-sections and tables: 
3.2.2.3.1.1 The only Masculine Sound Plural (MSP) with -iin 
In TYA both masculine (M) and feminine (F) adjectives ending in u/-eh/-ah take MSP 
forms with -iin. Before discussing this only Masculine Sound Plural with the MSP 
suffix -iin, it is important to point out that noun and adjective structures/patterns are 
considered to be forms working as basic measures out of which several other 
measures are derived to serve as references on whose structures/patterns several 
structures/patterns are built up. What does this notion mean? The meaning of this 
notion can be realized as follows: 
(1) Cv-patterns/templates can be thought of as they represent an abstract system to 
which the real system of the dialect (TYA) is traced back. For example, the TYA 
forms kaatbu "writer"", baardu "'cold"" and maktuubu "written"' are built up on the 
structures/patterns: (2.1.3.9) C|aaC2C3U, (3.1.3.17) CiaaC2C3U and (3.1.3.18) 
maCiC2UuC3U. respectively. In the system, there is always a reference to which words 
are referred and it is not permissible to invent words that do not exist within the bound 
of the structural balance. (Al-Shaddadi, 2003, p. 153). 
(2) From the technical point of view, the use of these structures/patterns in doing 
linguistic analysis for the structure of TY.A nouns and adjectives is of a big value for 
two reasons: 
(i) Collecting the TYA data on the basis of structures/patterns will be quicker and 
easier. 
(ii) Working with structures/patterns/templates in the phase of linguistic analysis is 
more economical and gives great help in arriving at conclusions and making 
generalizations. 
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Before dealing with the plural formation of TYA tri-consonantal and quadri-
consonantal (and pseiido-quadri-consonantal) adjectives, we give below a list of the 
structures/patterns/measures/cv-templates that will guide us in the study of the 
number category of adjectives in TYA. This list is as follows: 
Tri-consonantal Patterns 
(3.1.3.17) daaCiCju 
(3.1.3.18) maC|C2UuC3U 
(3.1.3.19) mC,aC2C2C3U 
(3.1.3.20) mC|aC2C2aC3U 
(3.1.3.21) mCiaaC2C3U 
(3.1.3.22) mC|aaC2aC3U 
(3.1.3.23) muC|C2C3U 
(3.1.3.24) muC|C2aC3U 
(3.1.3.25) mitC|aC2C2C3U 
(3.1.3.26) mitCiaaC2C3U 
(3.1.3.27) minC|aC2C2U 
(3.1.3.28) muC|taC2C3U 
(3.1.3.29) mistaCiC2C3U 
(3.1.3.30) mistaCiC2aC3U 
Quadri-consonantal (And Pseudo-Quadri-Consonantal) Patterns 
(3.1.4.1) mC,aC2C3C4U 
(3.1.4.2) mC|aC2C3aC4U 
(3.1.4.3) mCiaC2C3nu 
(3.1.4.4) mC|arC3aC4U 
(3.1.4.5) mCiaC2maC4U 
(3.1.4.6) mCianC3aC4U 
(3.1.4.7) mC|a'C3aC4U 
(3.1.4.8) mCiaC2C|aC2U 
(3.1.4.9) mdaCjCjaCju 
(3.1.4.10) mC|aC2waC4U 
(3.1.4.1 l)mitCiaC2C3C4U 
(3.1.4.12) milmaC|C2C3U 
As can be seen, these patterns or templates of the adjectives/nominalized 
adjectives or the active and passive participles are structured round a root consisting 
of three consonants C1C2C3 or four consonants C1C2C3C4 and a number of vowel 
patterns inserted within the root. Each pattern brings with it its own prefixes and 
sometimes further consonants to meet the various requirements in the real structural 
system of the dialect (TYA). The structures/patterns/templates are invariant and the 
real words, which are referred to these patterns, are variable, cf Al-Shaddadi, (2003) 
in case of MSA. Moreover, the participial patterns are working as filters (Al-
Shaddadi, 2003, p. 154), each of which allowing entry only to forms of the same type 
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structure, for instance, under the participial pattern (3.1.3.17) CiaaC2C3U, we can get 
forms like baardu "cold", raagdu "sleeping"' and kaatbu "writer", etc.; and under the 
pattern (3.1.3.18) maC|C2UuC3U, we can get forms such as maktuubu "written", 
magnuunu "crazy man, madman; crazy", etc. The relation between these 
structures/patterns/measures and the forms referred to them tends to be symmetrical 
and there is a neatness of pattern in both. The data given in the following sections and 
tables do not only illustrate this but also it illustrates the only Masculine Sound Plural 
with the MSP suffix -iin assigned to both masculine (M) and feminine (F) singular 
nouns in TYA; 
Now let us discuss in details the TYA masculine (M) and feminine (F) 
adjectives ending in ii/-eh/-ah that take the only MSP forms with -iin. In TYA, there 
are singular masculine adjectives ending in the post-fmal vowel or case-ending /-u/ as 
well as their corresponding feminine adjectives ending in the feminine marker or 
suffix -eh/-ah, both of which show inflection for only MSP number with the MSP 
suffix -iin, that is to say such adjectives (including verbal adjectives or Nominalized 
Adjectives (IMom A) or active or passive participles whose structure/patterns and 
derivations have been so far discussed in the previous section of this chapter under all 
the adjective patterns from (3.1.3.17) to (3.1.3.30) and from (3.1.4.1) to (3.1.4.12); cf 
our discussion in the previous chapter under section (2.2.2.3.1.1)) represented below 
do not show the default Masculine Sound plural (MSP) Formation by adding the 
(MSP) suffix -uun or the default Feminine Sound plural (FSP) Formation by adding 
the (FSP) suffix -aat observed in MSA or CA referred to in the bibliography of this 
thesis; however they show only Masculine Sound Plural (MSP) formation by adding 
the (MSP) suffix -iin observed in many of modern Arabic dialects referred to in the 
bibliography of this thesis. The demonstration or illustration of both masculine and 
feminine adjectives ending in /u/ or -eh/-ah that take the only MSP forms are shown 
in the following sections and their related tables: 
3.2.2.3.1.1.] MSP C,aC2aaC3-iin as in gabaan-iin "cowardy (M&F)" 
The TYA MSP CiaC2aaC3-iin as in gabaan-iin "cowardly (M&F)" will be assigned to 
both masculine and feminine adjectives on the adjective pattern (3.1.3.1) C|aC2aaC3U 
gabaan-u/gabaan-eh "cowardly, M/F". More illustrative TYA examples are shown in 
table (3.2.2.3.1.1.1) below: 
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Table (3.2.2.3.1.1.1) MSP daCjaaCs-iin as in gabaan-iin "cowardly (M&F)": 
NoofAP AP A-u/A-eh/MSP-iin Gloss 
(3.1.3.1) C|aC2aaC3U gabaan-u/gabaan-eh/gabaan-iin 
(3.1.3.2) CiC2aaC3U sgaa-u/sgaa-eh/sgaa-iin 
"cowardly" 
"brave" 
3.2.2.3.1.1.2 MSP CiuCzCz-iin as in murr-iin "bitter (M&F)" 
The TYA MSP C|uC2C2-iin as in murr-iin "bitter (M&F)"' will be assigned to both 
masculine and feminine adjectives on the adjective pattern (3.1.3.4.1) C1UC2C2U as in 
murr-u/murr-ah "bitter, M/F". More illustrative examples are shown in table 
(3.2.2.3.1.1.2) below: 
Table (3.2.2.3.1.1.2) MSP CuCjCj-iin as in murr-iin "bitter (M&F)": 
NoofAP AP A-u/A-eh/MSP-iin Gloss 
(3.1.3.4.1) C1UC2C3U murr-u/murr-ah/murr-iin 
(3.1.3.4.1) C1UC2C3U Hurr-u/Hurr-ah/Hurr-iin 
"bitter" 
"free" 
3.2.2.3.1.1.3 MSP CiCjCa-iin as in xisn-iin "rougli (M&F)" 
The TYA MSP CiiC2C3-iin as in xisn-iin "rough (M&F)" will be assigned to both 
masculine and feminine adjectives on the adjective pattern (3.1.3.5) CiiC2C3U as in 
xisn-u/xisn-eh "rough, M/F" as demonstrated in table (3.2.2.3.1.1.3) below: 
Table (3.2.2.3.1.1.3) MSP CiCjCj-iin as in xisn-iin "rough (M&F)": 
NoofAP AP A-u/A-eh/MSP-iin Gloss 
"rough" 
"soft" 
"airy" 
"lazy" 
"dirty" 
"savage" 
"uneven" 
Note: The symbol "-" under the item gloss of the above table (3.2.2.3.1.1.3), refers to 
the reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
(3.1.3.5) 
(3.1.3.5) 
(3.1.3.5) 
(3.1.3.5) 
(3.1.3.5) 
(3.1.3.5) 
(3.1.3.5.1) 
(3.1.3.5.1) 
(3.1.3.5.1) 
(3.1.3.5.2) 
C|iC2C3U 
C|iC2C3U 
C|iC2C3U 
C|iC2C3U 
C|iC2C3U 
C|iC2C3U 
wiC2C3U 
wiC2C3U 
wiC2C3U 
C|iC2C2U 
xisn-u/xisn-eh/xisn-iin 
riTb-u/riTb-ah/riTb-iin 
sirH-u/sirH-eh/sirH-iin 
giHz-u/giHz-eh/giHz-iin 
biTr-u/biTr-ah/biTr-iin 
kisl-u/kisl-eh/kisl-iin 
wisxuwisx-ah/wisx-iin 
wiHs-u/wiHs-eh/wiHs-iin 
wi'r-u/wi'r-eh/wi'r-iin 
niyy-u/niyy-eh/niyy-iin 
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3.2.2.3.1.1.4 MSP CaCzCs-iin as in zaxm-iin "beautiful (M»&F)" 
The TYA MSP CiaC2C3-iin as in zaxm-iin "beautiful (M&F)" will be assigned to 
both masculine and feminine adjectives on the adjective pattern (3.1.3.6) CiaCjCsu as 
in zaxm-u/zaxm-ah '"beautiful, M/F". More examples are demonstrated in table 
(3.2.2.3.1.1.4) below: 
Table (3.2.2.3.1.1.4) MSP C,aC2C3-iin as in zaxm-iin "beautiful (M&F)": 
NoofAP AP A-u/A-eh/MSP "iin Gloss 
(3.1.3.6) 
(3.1.3.6) 
(3.1.3.6) 
(3.1.3.6) 
(3.1.3.6) 
(3.1.3.6) 
CiaC2C3U 
C|aC2C3U 
CiaC2C3U 
C|aC2C3U 
CiaC2C3U 
CiaC2C3U 
zaxm -u/zaxm -ah/zaxm -iin 
sahl-u/sahl-eh/sahi-iin 
Hamr-u/Hamr-eh/Hamr-iin 
qaHm-u/qaHm-ah/qaHm-iin 
•arz-u/"arz-eh/'arz-iin 
Sa'b-u/Sa'b-ah/Sa'b-iin 
"beautifu 
"easy" 
"angry'" 
"." 
"." 
"difficult' 
Note: The symbol "-" under the item gloss of the above table (3.2.2.3.1.1.4), refers to 
the reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
3.2.2.3.1.1.5 MSP CiCiiyy-iin as in sxiyy-iin "generous (M&F)" 
The TYA MSP C|C2iyy-iin as in sxiyy-iin "generous (M&F)" will be assigned to both 
masculine and feminine adjectives on the adjective pattern (3.1.3.7.1) C|C2iyy as in 
sxiyy-u/sxiyy-ah "generous. M/F". This is illustrated in table (3.2.2.3.1.1.5) below: 
Table (3.2.2.3.1.1.5) MSP CCiiyy-iin as in sxiyy-iin "generous (M&F)": 
NoofAP AP A-u/A-eh/MSP-iin Gloss 
(3.1.3.7.1) C|C2iyyu sxiyy-u/sxiyy-ah/sxiyy-iin 
(3.1.3.7.1) C|C2iyyu rDiyy-u/rDiyy-ah/rDiyy-iin "generous "satisfied" 
3.2.2.3.1.1.6 MSP CaCiiiCj-iin as in Haziin-iin "sad (M&F)" 
The TYA MSP CiaC2iiC3-iin as in Haziin-iin "sad (M&F)" will be assigned to both 
masculine and feminine adjectives on the adjective pattern (3.1.3.8) C|aC2iiC3U as in 
Haziin-u/Haziin-eh "sad, M/F'". More illustrative examples are shown in table 
(3.2.2.3.1.1.6) below: 
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Table (3.2.2.3.1.1.6) MSP C,aC2iiC3-iin as in Haziin-iin "sad (M&F)": 
NoofAP AP A-u/A-eh/MSP-iin Gloss 
(3.1.3.8) 
(3.1.3.8) 
(3.1.3.8) 
(3.1.3.8) 
(3.1.3.8) 
(3.1.3.8.1) 
(3.1.3.8.1) 
(3.1.3.8.2) 
(3.1.3.8.3) 
(3.1.3.8.3) 
(3.1.3.8.3) 
(3.1.3.8.3) 
(3.1.3.8.3) 
CiaC2iiC3U 
CiaC2iiC3U 
C|aC2iiC3U 
C|aC2iiC3U 
C|aC2iiC3U 
waC2iiC3U 
waC2iiC3U 
C|awiiC3U 
CiaC2iyyu 
CiaC2iyyu 
CiaC2iyyu 
CiaC2iyyi.i 
CiaC2iyyu 
Haziin-u/Haziin-eh/Haziin-iin 
qadiim-u/qadiim-eh/qadiim-iin 
saliim-u/saliim-eh/saliim-iin 
qaliil-u/qaliil-ah/qaliil-iin 
kaGiir-Li/ ka9iir-eh/ka9iir-iin 
wasiim-u/wasiim-eh/wasiim-iin 
waHiid-u/waHiid-eh/waHiid-iin 
lawiiq-Li/lawiiq-ah/lawiiq-iin 
Dakiyy-u/Dakiyy-eh/Dakiyy-iin 
Ganiyy-u/Ganiyy-eh/Ganiyy-iin 
qavviyy-u/qawiyy-eh/qawiyy-iin 
sawiyy-Li/sawiyy-eh/sawiyy-iin 
wafiyy-u/wafiyy-eh/wafiyy-iin 
"sad" 
"old" 
'•safe'" 
"alone" 
"proper" 
"rich" 
"strong" 
Note: The symbol "-" under the item gloss of the above table (3.2.2.3.1.1.6), refers to 
the reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
3.2.2.3.1.1.7 MSP C,ayyiiC3-iin as in mayyiit-iin "dead (M&F)" 
The TYA MSP CiayyiiC3-iin as in mayyiit-iin ''dead (M&F)" will be assigned to both 
masculine and feminine adjectives on the adjective pattern (3.1.3.9) C|ayyiiC3U as in 
mayyiit-u/mayyiit-eh "dead, M/F". More illustrative examples are given in table 
(3.2.2.3.1.1.7) below: 
Table (3.2.2.3.1.1.7) MSP CiayyiiC3-iin as in mayyiit-iin "dead (M&F)": 
NoofAP 
(3.1.3.9) 
(3.1.3.9) 
(3.1.3.9) 
(3.1.3.9) 
(3.1.3.9) 
(3.1.3.9) 
AP 
CiayyiiCsU 
CiayyiiC3U 
CiayyiiC3U 
CiayyiiC3U 
CiayyiiC3U 
CiayyiiC3U 
Gloss 
"dead" 
A-u/A-eh/MSP-iin 
mayyiit-u/mayyiit-eh/mayyiit-iin 
rayyiis-u/rayyiis-ah/rayyiiss-iin 
Dayyiiq-u/Dayyiiq-ah/Dayyiiq-iin 
Tayyiib-u/Tayyiib-ahA'ayyiib-iin 
xayyiir-u/xayyiir-eh/xayyiir-iin 
layy-iin-u/layy-iin-eh/layy-iin-iin 
Note: The symbol "-" under the item gloss of the above table (3.2.2.3.1.1.7), refers to 
the reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
3.2.2.3.1.1.8 MSP daCzUuCj-iin as in kasuul-iin "lazy (M&F)" 
The TYA MSP C]aC2UuC3-iin as in kasuul-iin "lazy (M&F)" will be assigned to both 
masculine and feminine adjectives on the adjective pattern (3.1.3.10) C]aC2UuC3U as 
in kasuul-u/kasuul-eh "lazy, M/F". More illustrative examples are shown in table 
(3.2.2.3.1.1.8) below: 
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Table (3.2.2.3.1.1.8) MSP C,aC2UuC3-iin as in kasuul-iin "lazy (M&F)": 
NoofAP AP A-u/A-eh/MSP-iin Gloss 
(3.1.3.10) 
(3.1.3.10) 
(3.1.3.10) 
(3.1.3.10) 
(3.1.3.10) 
(3.1.3.10) 
(3.1.3.10) 
(3.1.3.10) 
(3.I.3.I0.I) 
(3.1.3.10.1) 
(3 1.3.10.2) 
CiaC2UuC3U 
CiaC2LiuC3U 
C|aC2UuC3U 
C|aC2UiiC3ii 
CiaC2UuC3Li 
CiaC2UuC3U 
C|aC2UuC3U 
C|aC2UuC3U 
waC2UuC3U 
waC2UuC3U 
CiayLiiiC3U 
kasuui-u/kasuui-eh/kasuui-iin 
Sabuur-u/Sabuur-ah/Sabuur-iin 
qannu'-u/qannu'-ah/qannu'-iin 
gasuur-ii/gasuur-ah/gasuur-iin 
Hanuun-u/Hanuun-eh/Hanuun-iin 
xaduum-u/xaduum-eh/xaduum-iin 
Hasuud-u/HasuLid-eh/Hasuud-iin 
naSuuH-u/naSuuH-ah/naSuuH-iin 
vvaduud-u/vvaduud-eh/waduud-iin 
vvaquur-u/waquur-ah/waquur-iin 
Gayuur-u/GayLiur-ah/Gayiiur-iin 
lazy" 
"patient'' 
"daring" 
Note: The symbol "-" under the item gloss of the above table (3.2.2.3.1.1.8). refers to 
the reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
3.2.2.3.1.1.9 MSP CiaC2C2aaC3-iin as in hassaal-iin "curious (M&F)" 
The TYA MSP CiaC2C2aaC3-iin as in hassaal-iin "curious (M&F)" will be assigned 
to both masculine and feminine adjectives on the adjective pattern (3.1.3.11) 
CiaC2C2aaC3U as in hassaal-u/hassaal-eh "curious, M/F". More illustrative examples 
are shown in table (3.2.2.3. i. 1.9) below; 
Table (3.2.2.3.1.1.9) MSP C,aC2C2aaC3-iin as in hassaal-iin"cunous (M&F)": 
NoofAP AP A-u/A-eh/MSP-iin Gloss 
hassaal-u/hassaal-eh/hassaal-iin 
xarraaT-u/xarraaT-ah/xarraaT-iin 
raTTaaq-u/raTTaaq-ah/raTTaaq-iin 
gabbaar-u/gabbaar-ah/gabbaar-iin 
makkaar-u/makkaar-ah/makkaar-iin 
haddaar-u/haddaar-ah/haddaar-iin 
Hassaad-u/Hassaad-eh/Hassaad-iin 
la"aab-u/la"aab-eh/la'"aab-iin 
Tammaa"/Tammaa'-ah/Tammaa'-iin 
faggaa'-u/faggaa'-eh/faggaa'-iin 
Hassaas-u/Hassaas-eh/Hassaas-iin 
bakkaay-u/bakkaay-eh/bakkaay-iin 
nassaay-u/nassaay-eh/nassaay-iin 
' ayyaab-u/' ayyaab-eh/' ayyaab-i in 
Note: The symbol "-" under the item gloss of the above table (3.2.2.3. 
the reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
(3.1.3.11) 
(3.1.3.11) 
(3.1.3.II) 
(3.1.3.11) 
(3.1.3.11) 
(3.1.3.11) 
(3.1.3.11) 
(3.1.3.11) 
(3.1.3.11) 
(3.1.3.11) 
(3.1.3.11) 
(3.1.3.11.1) 
(3 1.3.11.1) 
(3.1.3.11.2) 
CiaC2C2aaC3U 
C|aC2C2aaC3U 
CiaC2C2aaC3U 
C|aC2C2aaC3U 
C|aC2C2aaC3U 
CiaC2C2aaC3U 
CiaC2C2aaC3U 
CiaC2C2aaC3U 
C|aC2C2aaC3U 
CiaC2C2aaC3U 
CiaC2C2aaC3U 
C|aC2C2aayu 
C|aC2C2aayu 
C|ayyaaC3U 
curious 
"strong 
"greedy' 
.9), refers to 
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(3.1.3.12) 
(3.1.3.12) 
(3.1.3.12) 
(3.1.3.12) 
(3.1.3.12) 
(3.1.3.12) 
C|aC2C2iiC3U 
CiaC2C2iiC3U 
C|aC2C2iiC3U 
C|aC2C2iiC3U 
C|aC2C2iiC3U 
CiaC2C2iiC3Li 
3.2.2.3.1.1.10 MSP C,aC2C2iiC3-iin as in la"iib-iin "playful (M&F)" 
The TYA MSP CiaC2C2iiC3-iin as in la-'iib-iin "playful (M&F)" will be assigned to 
both masculine and feminine adjectives on the adjective pattern (3.1.3.12) 
CiaC2C2iiC3U as in ia"iib-u/la"iib-eh "playful, M/F". More examples are illustrated in 
table (3.2.2.3.1.1.10) below: 
Table (3.2.2.3.1.1.10) MSP C,aC2C2iiC3-iin as in la"iib-iin "playful (M&F)": 
NoofAP AP A-u/A-eh/MSP-iin Gloss 
la"iib-u/la"iib-eh/la"iib-iin "playful" 
Sarriif-u/Sarriif-ah/Sarriif-iin "-" 
kalliim-u/kalliim-ah/kaliiim-iin "-" 
sarriir-u/sarriir-eh/ sarriiru-iin "-" 
kasiib-u/kasiib-eh/kasiib-iin 
gabbiir-u/gabbiir-eh/ gabbiir-iin "-" 
Note: The symbol "-" under the item gloss of the above table (3.2.2.3.1.1.10), refers 
to the reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
3.2.2.3.1.1.11 MSP CiaC2C2UuC3-iin as in Habbuub-iin "loveable (M&F)" 
The TYA MSP CiaC2C2UuC3-iin as in Habbuub-iin "loveable (M&F)" will be 
assigned to both masculine and feminine adjectives on the adjective pattern (3.1.3.13) 
CiaC2C2UuC3U as in Habbuub-u/Habbuub-eh "loveable, M/F". More examples are 
demonstrated in table (3.2.2.3.1.1.1 i) below: 
Table (3.2.2.3.1.1.11) MSP CiaC2C2UuC3-iin as in Habbuub-iin "loveable 
(M&F)": 
NoofAP AP A-u/A-eh/MSP-iin Gloss 
(3.1.3.13) CiaC2C2UuC3U Habbuub-u/Habbuub-eh/Habbuub-iin "loveable" 
(3.1.3.13) CiaC2C2UuC3U dalluu'-u/dalluu'-eh/dalluu'-iin "-" 
Note: The symbol "-" under the item gloss of the above table (3.2.2.3.1.1.11), refers 
to the reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
3.2.2.3.1.1.12 MSP C|aC2C3aan-iin as in farHaan-iin "glad (M&F)" 
The TYA MSP CiaCjCaaan-iin as in farHaan-iin "glad (M&F)", will be assigned to 
both masculine and feminine adjectives on the adjective pattern (3.1.3.14) 
C|aC2C3aanu as in farHaan-u/farHaan-ah "glad, M/F"'. More examples are 
demonstrated in table (3.2.2.3.1.1.12) below: 
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Table (3.2.2.3.1.1.12) MSP daCjCsaan-iin as in farHaan-iin "glad (M&F)": 
NoofAP AP A-u/A-eh/MSP-iin Gloss 
(3.1.3.14) 
(3.1.3.14) 
(3.1.3.14) 
(3.1.3.14) 
(3.1.3.14) 
(3.1.3.14) 
(3.1.3.14) 
(3.1.3.14.1 
(3.1.3.14 1) 
C|aC2C3aanu farHaan-u/farHaan-ah/farHaan-iin 
C|aC2C3aanu ta'baan-u/ta'baan-eh/ ta'baan-iin 
C|aC2C3aanu DabHaan-ii/DabHaan-ah/DabHaan-iin 
CiaCaCsaanu kaslaan-u/kaslaan-eh/kaslaan-iin 
CiaC2C3aanu za'laan-u/za'laan-eh/za'laan-iin 
C|aC2C3aanu Tafraan-u/Tafraan-ah/Tafraan-iin 
C|aC2C3aanu Haznaan-u/Haznaan-eh/Haznaan-iin 
CiaC2aanu malaan-u/malaan-eh/malaan-iin 
CiaC2yaanu malyaan-u/malyaan-eh/malyaan-iin 
glad-
tired" 
Mazy" 
•'full" 
"full" 
Note: The symbol "-" under the item gloss of the above table (3.2.2.3.1.1.12), refers 
to the reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
3.2.2.3.1.1.13 MSP CiuCjCsaan-iin as in 'uryaan-iin "naked (M&F)" 
The TYA MSP C|uC2C3aan-iin as in 'uryaan-iin "naked (M&F)" will be assigned to 
both masculine and feminine adjectives on the adjective pattern (3.1.3.15) 
CiuC2C3aanu as in 'uryaan-u/'uryaan-eh "naked, M/F". More examples are shown in 
table (3.2.2.3.1.1.13) below: 
Table (3.2.2.3.1.1.13) MSP C,uC2C3aan-iin as in 'uryaan-iin "naked (M&F)": 
NoofAP AP A-u/A-eh/MSP-iin Gloss 
(3.1.3.15) C|uC2C3aanu 'uryaan-u/'uryaan-eh/'uryaan-iin "naked" 
(3.1.3.15) C|uC2C3aanu burdaan-u/burdaan-eh/burdaan-iin "feeling cold" 
3.2.2.3.1.1.14 MSP CiaaC2C3 -iin as in raagd-iin "sleeping; asleep (M&F)" 
The TYA MSP C|aaC2C3U -iin as in raagd-iin '"sleeping; asleep (M&F)" will be 
assigned to both masculine and feminine adjectives on the adjective pattern (3.1.3.17) 
C|aaC2C3U as in raagd-u/raagd-eh "sleeping; asleep, M/F". More examples are 
illustrated in table (3.2.2.3.1.1.14) below: 
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Table (3.2.2.3.1.1.14) MSP CiaaCiCs-iin as in raagd-iin "sleeping; asleep 
(M&F)": 
N o o f A P AP A-u/A-eh/MSP-iin Gloss 
(3.1.3. 
(3.1.3. 
(3.1.3. 
(3.1.3. 
(3.1.3. 
(3.1.3. 
(3.1.3. 
(3.1.3. 
(3.1.3. 
(3.1.3. 
(3.1.3. 
(3.1.3. 
(3.1.3. 
(3.1.3. 
(3.1.3. 
(3.1.3. 
(3.1.3. 
(3,1.3. 
(3.1.3. 
(3.1.3. 
(3.1.3. 
(3.1.3. 
(3.1.3. 
(3.1.3. 
17) 
17) 
17) 
17) 
17) 
17) 
17) 
17) 
17) 
17.1 
17.1 
17.1 
17.1 
17.2 
17.2 
17.2 
17.2 
17.2 
17.2 
17.2 
17.3 
17.3 
17.: 
17.3 
(3.1.3.17.3 
17.3 
17.3 
17.3 
(3.1.3. 
(3.1.3. 
(3.1.3. 
(3.1.3. 
(3.1.3. 
(3.1.3. 
7.; 
7.3.1) 
7.3.1) 
7.3.1) 
(3.1.3.17.4) 
17.4) 
17.4) 
(3.1.3. 
(3.1.3 
(3.1.3 
C|aaC2C3U 
C|aaC2C3U 
C|aaC2C3ii 
C]aaC2C3U 
C|aaC2C3U 
CiaaC2C3U 
CiaaC2C3U 
C|aaC2C3U 
C|aaC2C3U 
vvaaC2C3U 
waaC2C3U 
vvaaC2C3Li 
waaC2C3U 
C|aayC3U 
C|aayC3U 
C|aayC3U 
CiaayCsu 
CiaajCju 
C|aayC3U 
CiaayCsu 
CiaaC2yu 
C|aaC2yu 
C|aaC2yu 
C|aaC2yLi 
CiaaC2yLi 
C|aaC2yu 
C|aaC2yu 
CiaaC2yLi 
CiaaC2yu 
C1 aawyu 
Ciaawyu 
Ci aawyu 
C|aaC2C2U 
CiaaC2C2U 
C|aaC2C2U 
raagd-u/raagd-eh/raagd-iin 
baard-u/baard-eh/baard-iin 
qaatl-Li/qaatl-eh/qaatl-iin 
naabh-u/naabh-eh/naabh-iin 
saabr-u/saabr-eh/saabr-iin 
'aaim-u/"aalm-eh/'aalm-iin 
gaahl-u/gaahl-eh/gaahl-iin 
Haasd-Li/Haasd-eh/Haasd-iin 
Saabr-u/Saabr-ah/Saabr-iin 
waaif-u/waalf-eh/vvaalf-iin 
vvaaqf-uAvaaqf-ah/waaqf-iin 
waakn-Li/waakn-ehAvaakn-iin 
waas'-u/waas"-eh/\vaas'-iin 
xaayf-Li/xaayf-eh/xaayf-iin 
baayk-u/baayk-eh/baayk-iin 
raayH-u/raayH-ah/raayH-iin 
raayH-Li/raayH-ah/raayH-iin 
naasr-u/ naasr-eh/naasr-iiii 
gaay'-u/gaay"-eh/gaay'-iin 
Daay'-u/Daay"-ah/Daay"-iin 
baaly-u/baaly-eh/baaly-iin 
faaliy-ii/faahy-eh/faahy-iin 
Haamy-u/Haamy-eh/Haamy-iin 
Gaaly-u/Gaaly-eh/Gaaly-iin 
naasy-u/naasy-eh/naasy-iin 
raaDy-u/raaDy-ah/raaDy-iin 
Haafy-u/Haafy-eh/Haafy-iin 
'aaSy-u/"aaSy-ah/'aaSy-iin 
naahy-u/naahy-eh/naahy-iin 
Haavvy-Li/Haawy-eh/Haavvy-iin 
Gaavvy-Li/Gaawy-eh/Gaa\vy-i in 
naawy-u/naawy-eh/naawy-iin 
Haadd-u/Haadd-eh/Haadd-iin 
Gaabb-u/Gaabb-eh/Gaabb-iin 
gaass-u/gaass-eh/gaass-iin 
"sleeping'' 
"cold" 
"killer'" 
"awaken" 
"envier 
"patient" 
"wide" 
"afraid" 
"broken" 
"hungry" 
"lost'-
Note: The symbol ""-" under the item gloss of the above table (3.2.2.3.1 
to the reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
"satisfied" 
"barefoof 
"stubborn" 
"good" 
"tired" 
"lost" 
"sharp" 
"thirsty" 
"sitting" 
1.14), refers 
3.2.2.3.1.1.15 MSP maCiCzuuCi-iin as in maftuuH-iin "opened (M&F)" 
The TYA MSP maCiC2UuC3-iin as in maftuuH-iin "opened (M&F)" will be assigned 
to both masculine and feminine adjectives on the adjective pattern (3.1.3.18) 
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maCiCauuCau as in maftuuH-u/maftuuH-eh "opened, M/F". More examples are 
illustrated in table (3.2.2.3.1.1.15) below: 
Table (3.2.2.3.1.1.15) MSP maCCzUuCj-iin as in maftuuH-iin "opened (M&F)": 
NoofAP AP A-u/A-eh/MSP-iin Gloss 
maftuuH-u/maftuuH-eh/maftuuH-iin "opened" 
maktuiib-u/maktuub-eh/maktuub-iin "written"' 
maSnuu'-u/maSnuu'-ah/maSnuLi'-iin 
madruiis-u/madruus-ah/madruus-iin 
iTia'Suub-u/iTia'Suub-ah/ma"Suub-iin 
iTiaHduud-u/maHduud-eh/maHduud-iin "limited" 
magbuur-ii/magbuur-ah/magbiiur-iin "obligated" 
mazkLium-u/mazkuum-eh/mazkuum-iin 
magnuun-Li/magnuun-eh/magnuun-iin "madman" 
maHbuLis-u/maHbuus-eh/maHbuus-iin "prisoner" 
max6uul-u/max3Liul-eh/max6uLil-iin 
masTuuf-u/masTuufu-ah/masTuuf-iin 
maWuud-u/maw'uud-eh/maw'uud-iin 
mawguud-u/mawguiid-eh/mawguud-iin "found" 
mawhuub-u/mawhuub-eh/mawhuub-iin "talented" 
mawzuun-u/mawzuun-eh/mawzuun-iin 
ma"vvuug-u/ma'wuug-eh/ma'wuug-iin "crooked" 
madyuun-u/madyuun-eh/madyuun-iin "indebted" 
maSyuun-u/maSyuun-ah/maSyuun-iin 
ma'yuub-u/ma'yuub-eh/ma'yuub-iin 
maqliyy-u/maqliyy-ah/maqliyy-iin "fried" 
mabliyy-u/mabliyy-eh/mabliyy-iin "aftlicted" 
maswiyy-u/maswiyy-eh/maswiyy-iin "roasted" 
makwiyy-u/makwiyy-eh/makwiyy-iin "ironed" 
mansiyy-u/mansiyy-eh/mansiyy-iin "forgotten" 
Note: The symbol "-" under the item gloss of the above table (3.2.2.3.1.1.15), refers 
to the reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
It is important to note that few forms of the Passive Participle (PP) of Form 
1/binyan l/first verb pattern that have the typical pattern of (3.1.3.18) maCiC2UuC3u/ 
maC|C2UuC3-eh represent nouns. The plural for non-human PP nouns in this form is 
often maCiaaCaiiCsu similar to that discussed under section and table (2.2.2.3.2.4.3.5) 
in the previous chapter; for human referents, the feminine sound plural or masculine 
sound plural is usually used, as in "project/s" masruu'u/masaarii'u; group/s majmuu'-
eh/majmuu'aatu; official/s (n.) mas'uulu/mas'uuliin, respectively. This is somehow 
different from the notion in case of MSA that has been pointed out by Ryding (2005, 
pp. 85-86) in the section: "2.4.1 Form I: maf uul" that the PP of Form I has the typical 
(3.1.3.18) 
(3.1.3.18) 
(3.1.3.18) 
(3.1.3.18) 
(3.1.3.18) 
(3.1.3.18) 
(3.1.3.18) 
(3.1.3.18) 
(3.1.3.18) 
(3.1.3.18) 
(3.1.3.18) 
(3.1.3.18) 
(3.1.3.18.1 
(3.1.3.18.1 
(3.1.3.18.1 
(3.1.3.18.1 
(3.1.3.18.2 
(3.1.3.18.3 
(3.1.3.18.3^ 
(3.1.3.18.3 
(3.1.3.18.4; 
(3.1.3.18.4; 
(3.1.3.18.4; 
(3.1.3.18.4; 
(3.1.3.18.4; 
maCiCjUuC-jU 
maCiC2UuC3U 
maC|C2UuC3U 
maCiCiUuCsu 
maC|C2UuC3U 
maCiC2UuC3U 
maCiC2UuC3U 
maC|C2UuC3U 
maC|C2UuC3U 
maCiC2UuC3U 
maCiC2UuC3U 
maC|C2UuC3U 
) mawC2UuC3U 
) mavvC2UuC3U 
) mavvC2UuC3U 
) mawC2UuC3U 
) maC|WuuC3U 
) maCiyuuC3U 
) maCiyuuC3U 
maCiyuuC3U 
maC|C2iyyu 
) maC|C2iyyu 
maC|C2iyyu 
maC|C2iyyu 
maC|C2iyyu 
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pattern of rnaf uul or maf uula and that the plural for non-human PP nouns in this 
form is often mafaa'iil or the sound feminine plural; for human referents, the sound 
plural is usually used, as in concept/s mafhuum/mafaahiim plan; project/s 
mashruu'/mashaarii'_mashruu"aat group/s majmuu'a /majmuu'aat official/s (n.) 
mas'uul/mas'uuluuna. 
3.2.2.3.1.1.16 MSP mCiaC2C2C3-iin as in mzallT-iin "rich (M&F)" 
The TYA MSP mC|aC2C2C3-iin as in mzallT-iin "rich (M&F)", will be assigned to 
both masculine and feminine adjectives on the adjective pattern (3.1.3.19) 
mCiaC2C2C3U as in mzallT-u/mzallT-ah "rich, M/F". More examples are illustrated in 
table (3.2.2.3.1.1.16) below: 
"reddish" 
"bluish 
"o;reenish" 
Table (3.2.2.3.1.1.16) MSP mCiaC2C2C3-iin as in mzallT-iin "rich (Mi&F)": 
NoofAP AP A-u/A-eh/MSP-iin Gloss 
mzallT-u/mzallT-ah/mzallT-iin "rich" 
msannb-u/msannb-eh/msannb-iin "-" 
mkassr-u/mkassr-eh/mkassr-iin 
mSann'-u/mSann'-ah/mSann'-iin "-" 
mSaffr-u/mSaffr-ah/mSaffr-iin "-" 
mHammr-u/mHammr-eh/mHammr-iin 
mzarrq-u/mzarrq-ah/mzarrq-iin 
mxaDDr-u/mxaDDr-ah/mxaDDr-iin 
msabbib-u/msabbib-eh/msasomebod)'bib-iin"-" 
mHaddid-u/mHaddid-eh/mHaddid-iin "-" 
mgaddid-u/mgaddid-eh/mgaddid-iin "-" 
mdaqqiq-u/mdaqqiq-ah/mdaqqiq-iin "-" 
msaddid-u/msaddid-eh/msaddid-iin "-" 
mdarrs-u/mdarrs-eh/mdarrs-iin 
mwaddf-u/mwaddf-eh/mwaddf-iin "-" 
mwa"d-u/mwa"d-eh/mwa"d-iin "-" 
myabbs-u/myabbs-eh/myabbs-iin "-" 
mHawwm-u/niHawwm-eh/mHawwm-iin "-" 
msawwd-u/msawwd-eh/msawvvd-iin "-" 
mHayyr-u/mHayyr-eh/mHayyr-iin "-" 
mbayys-u/mbayys-eh/mbayys-iin "-" 
mbayyD-u/mbayyD-ah/mbayyD-iin 
mrabby-u/mrabby-ah/mrabby-iin 
mrakky-u/mrakky-ah/mrakky-iin 
msally-u/msally-eh/msally-iin 
(3.1.3.19) 
(3.1.3.19) 
(3.1.3.19) 
(3.1.3.19) 
(3.1.3.19) 
(3.1.3.19) 
(3.1.3.19) 
(3.1.3.19) 
(3.1.3.19.1 
(3.1.3.19.1 
(3.1.3.19.1 
(3.1.3.19.1 
(3.1.3.19.1 
(3.1.3.19.1 
(3.1.3.19.2 
(3.1.3.19.2 
(3.1.3.19.3 
(3.1.3.19.4 
(3.1.3.19.4 
(3.1.3.19.5, 
(3.1.3.19.5, 
(3.1.3.19.5, 
(3.1.3.19.6: 
(3.1.3.19.6) 
(3.1.3.19.6) 
mC|aC2C2C3U 
mCiaC2C2C3U 
mC|aC2C2C3U 
mCiaC2C2C3U 
mCiaC2C2C3U 
mC|aC2C2C3U 
mCiaC2C2C3U 
mCiaC2C2C3U 
) mC]aC2C2iC2U 
) mC|aC2C2iC2U 
) mCiaC2C2iC2U 
) mCiaC2C2iC2U 
) mC|aC2C2iC2U 
) mCiaC2C2iC2U 
1 mwaC2C2C3U 
) mwaC2C2C3U 
) myaC2C2C3U 
) mCiavvwC3U 
mCiawwC3U 
) mC|ayyC3U 
mC|ayyC3U 
mC|ayyC3U 
mC)aC2C2yu 
mClaC2C2yu 
mC|aC2C2yu 
"whitish" 
Note: The symbol "-" under the item gloss of the above table (3.2.2.3. 
to the reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
1.16), refers 
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In chapter 4 under (4.1.2.5.2), we will see why such masculine-feminine 
pairs of adjectives in the aforementioned table (3.2.2.3.1.1.16) take MSP. 
3.2.2.3.1.1.17 MSP mC,aC2C2aC3-iin as in mkassar-iin "broken (M«&F)" 
The TYA MSP mCiaC2C2aC3-iin as in mkassar-iin "broken (M&F)'" will be assigned 
to both masculine and feminine adjectives on the adjective pattern (3.1.3.20) 
mC|aC2C2aC3U as in mkassar-u/mkassar-ah "'broken, M/F"'. More illustrative 
examples are shown in table (3.2.2.3.1.1.17) below: 
Table (3.2.2.3.1.1.17) MSP mC,aC2C2aC3-iin as in mkassar-iin "broken (M&F)": 
NoofAP AP A-u/A-eh/MSP-iin Gloss 
(3.1.3.20) 
(3.1.3.20) 
(3.1.3.20) 
(3.1.3.20) 
(3.1.3.20.1 
(3.1.3.20.1 
(3.1.3.20.2 
(3.1.3.20.2 
(3.1.3.20.3 
(3.1.3.20.3 
(3.1.3.20.3 
(3.1.3.20.4 
(3.1.3.20.4 
(3.1.3.20,4^ 
(3.1.3.20.4; 
(3.1.3.20.5; 
(3.1.3.20.5; 
(3.1.3.20,5; 
(3.1.3.20.5; 
mC|aC2C2aC3U 
mC|aC2C2aC3U 
mCiaC2C2aC3U 
mC|aC2C2aC3U 
) mwaC2C2aC3U 
) mwaC2C2aC3U 
) myaC2C2aC3U 
1 myaC2C2aC3U 
) mC|aC2C2aC2U 
) mCiaC2C2aC2U 
) mC]aC2C2aC7U 
) mCiawwaC3U 
) mCiawwaC3U 
mCiawwaC3U 
mCiawwaCsu 
mC|ayyaC3U 
mC|ayyaC3U 
mCiayyaCjU 
mC|ayyaC3U 
mkassar-u/mkassar-ah/mkassar-iin 
m'aqqad-u/m'aqqad-ah/m"aqqad-iin 
mraffa'-u/mraffa'-ah/mraffa'-iin 
mbaSSal-u/mbaSSal-ah/mbaSSal-iin 
mwaSSal-u/mwaSSal-ah/mwaSSal-iin 
mwassar-u/mwassar-ah/mwassar-iin 
myabbas-u/myabbas-eh/myabbas-iin 
myassar-u/myassar-ah/myassar-iin 
mdaqqaq-u/mdaqqaq-ah/mdaqqaq-iin 
msabbab-u/msabbab-eh/msabbab-iin 
mHaddad-u/mHaddad-eh/mHaddad-iin 
msawwah-u/msawwah-eh/msawwah-iin 
mHawwag-u/mHawwag-eh/mHawwag-iin 
mHawwag-u/mHawwag-eh/mHawwag-iin 
mzawwag-u/mzawwag-eh/mzawwag-iin 
mxayyaT-u/mxayyaT-ah/mxayyaT-iin 
mgayyad-u/mgayyad-eh/mgayyad-iin 
mqayyad-u/mqayyad-ah/mqayyad-iin 
mhayyal-u/mhayyal-eh/mhayyai-iin 
''broken' 
••fasten" 
•'married'" 
"stitched" 
(3.1.3.20.5) mCiayyaCsu mxayyam-u/mxayyam-aatu camps 
Note: The symbol "-" under the item gloss of the above table (3.2.2.3.1.1.17), refers 
to the reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
The last example mxayyam-u "camp" of the above table is apparently a place 
noun formed from passive participles with more than three consonants including the 
prefix m-. It is considered as a nominalized adjective on the adjective sub-pattern 
(3,1.3.20.5) mC|ayyaC3U of the adjective pattern (3.1.3.20) mC|aC2C2aC3U, It does 
not inflect for gender but it inflects for number and its plural form is not a MSP but a 
feminine sound plural form (FSP) with the FSP suffix -aat. This noun place seem to 
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be derived from an inchoative verb, which does not ordinarily take passive participle, 
an example of pre-emption or edging into available morphological space, a common 
theme in TYA morphology. In this case, this passive participle has been used as a 
place noun; see BP vs. SP assignment or revowelling vs. affixation in chapter 4 in and 
under table (4.1.2.6.2) as a dramatic case of this); cf., Abd-Rabbo (1988, p. 138), in 
case of CA. 
In chapter 4 under (4.1.2.5.2). we will see why such masculine-feminine 
pairs of adjectives except the last example in the aforementioned table 
(3.2.2.3.1.1.17) take MSP. 
3.2.2.3.1.1.18 MSP mC,aaC2Cj-iin as in mqaatl-iin "fighting; fighter (M&F)" 
The TYA MSP mCiaaC^.Cs-iin as in mqaatl-iin "fighting; fighter (M&F)", will be 
assigned to both masculine and feminine adjectives on the adjective pattern (3.1.3.21) 
mC|aaC2C3U as in mqaatl-u/mqaatl-eh "fighting; fighter. M/F". More illustrative 
examples are shown in table (3.2.2.3.1.1.18) below: 
Table (3.2.2.3.1.1.18) MSP mCiaaC2C3-iin as in mqaatl-iin "fighting; fighter 
(M«&F)": 
NoofAP AP A-u/A-eh/MSP-iin Gloss 
(3.1.3.21) 
(3.1.3.21) 
(3.1.3.21) 
(3.1.3.21) 
(3.1.3.21) 
(3.1.3.21) 
(3.1.3.21) 
(3.1.3.21.1) 
(3.1.3.21.1) 
(3.1.3.21.1) 
(3.1.3.21.2) 
(3.1.3.21.2) 
(3.1.3.21.2) 
(3.1.3.21.3) 
(3.1.3.21.3) 
(3.1.3.21.4) 
(3.1.3.21.4) 
(3.1.3.21.4) 
(3.1.3.21.4) 
mCiaaC2C3U 
mCiaaCaCsu 
mCiaaC2C3U 
mC|aaC2C3U 
mCiaaC2C3U 
mC|aaC2C3U 
mCiaaC2C3U 
mwaaC2C3U 
mwaaC2C3U 
mwaaC2C3U 
mCiaawC3U 
mCiaavvC3U 
mCiaawC3U 
mCiaayC3U 
mCiaayC3U 
mCiaayCyu 
mCiaayCyu 
mCiaayCyu 
mCiaayCyu 
mqaatl-u/mqaatl-eh/mqaatl-iin 
mkaasr-u/mkaasr-eh/mkaasr-iin 
msaalm-u/msaalm-eh/msaalm-iin 
mnaasb-u/mnaasb-eh/mnaasb-iin 
mgaaml-u/mgaaml-eh/mgaaml-iin 
mSaaHb-u/mSaaHb-ah/mSaaHb-iin 
mkaarf-u/mkaarf-eh/mkaarf-iin 
mwaaqT-u/mwaaqt-ah/mvvaaqt-iin 
mwaaSI-u/mwaaSI-ah/mwaaSl-iin 
mwaa'd-u/mwaa'd-eh/mwaa'd-iin 
ingaawb-u/mgaa\vb-eh/mgaawb-iin 
mqaawm-u/mqaawm-ah/mqaawm-iin 
mdaawm-u/mdaawm-eh/mdaawm-iin 
mDaayq-u/mDaayq-ah/mDaayq-iiii 
m'aayd-u/m'aayd-eh/m'aayd-iin 
mnaady-u/mnaady-eh/mnaady-iin 
mHaamy-u/mHaamy-eh/mHaamy-iin 
mhaaby-u/mhaaby-eh/mhaaby-iin 
mdaawy-u/mdaawy-eh/mdaawy-iin 
"fighter" 
"peaceful' 
"suitable" 
"resistant" 
"lawyer" 
curer • 
Note: The symbol "-" under the item gloss of the above table (3.2.2.3.1.1.18), refers 
to the reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
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In chapter 4 under (4.1.2.5.4), we will see why such masculine-feminine 
pairs of adjectives in the aforementioned table (3.2.2.3.1.1.18) take MSP. 
3.2.2.3.1.1.19 MSP mCaaCjaCj-iin as in mbaarak-iin "blessed (M&F)" 
The TYA MSP mCiaaC2aC3-iin as in mbaarak-iin ''blessed (M&F)" will be assigned 
to both masculine and feminine adjectives on the adjective pattern (3.1.3.22) 
mCiaaC2aC3U as in mbaarak-u/mbaarak-ah "blessed, M/F". More illustrative 
examples ate provided in table (3.2.2.3.1.1.19) below: 
Table (3.2.2.3.1.1.19) MSP mCaaCsaCj-iin as in mbaarak-iin "blessed (M&F)": 
NoofAP AP A-u/A-eh/MSP-iin Gloss 
mbaarak-u/mbaarak-ah/mbaarak-iin "blessed" 
mHaakam-u/mHaakam-eh/mHaakam-iin '"-" 
mnaaSal-u/mnaaSal-ah/mnaaSal-iin 
msaamaq-u/msaamaq-ah/msaamaq-iin '"-" 
msaamag-u/msaamag-eh/msaamag-iin "-" 
mdaabas-u/mdaabas-eh/mdaabas-iin "-" 
mwaaSal-u/mwaaSal-ah/mwaaSal-iin "-" 
mwaa"ad-u/mwaa'ad-eh/ mwaa'ad-iin "-" 
mwaarab-u/mwaarab-ah/mwaarab-iin 
mgaawab-u/mgaawab-eh/mgaawab-iin '"-" 
mzaawag-u/mzaawag-eh/mzaavvag-iin 
mqaayas-u/mqaayas-ah/mqaayas-iin 
Note: The symbol "-"" under the item gloss of the above table (3.2.2.3.1.1.19), refers 
to the reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
3.2.2.3.1.1.20 MSP muC|C2C3-iin as in muxIS-iin "faithful (M&F)" 
The TYA MSP muCiC2C3-iin as in muxlS-iin "faithful (M&F)", will be assigned to 
both masculine and feminine adjectives on the adjective pattern (3.1.3.23) muC-
1C2C3U as in muxlS-u/muxlS-ah "faithful, M/F". More examples are illustrated in 
table (3.2.2.3.1.1.20) below: 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
1.3.22) 
1.3.22) 
1.3.22) 
1.3.22) 
1.3.22) 
1.3.22) 
1.3.22.1) 
1.3.22.1) 
1.3.22.1) 
1.3.22.2) 
1.3.22.2) 
1.3.22.3) 
mC|aaC2aC3U 
mC|aaC2aC3U 
mCiaaC2aC3U 
mC|aaC2aC3U 
mCiaaC2aC3U 
mC|aaC2aC3U 
mvvaaC2aC3U 
mvvaaC2aC3U 
mwaaC2aC3U 
mCiaawaC3U 
mCiaawaCju 
mC|aayaC3U 
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Table (3.2.2.3.1.1.20) MSP muC,C2C3-iin as in muxIS-iin "faithful (M&F)": 
NoofAP AP A-u/A-eh/MSP-iin Gloss 
(3.1.3.23) 
(3.1.3.23) 
(3.1.3.23) 
(3.1.3.23) 
(3.1.3.23) 
(3.1.3.23) 
(3.1.3.23) 
(3.1.3.23.1 
(3.1.3.23.1 
(3.1.3,23.1 
(3.1.3.23.1 
(3.1.3.23.2 
(3.1.3.23.2, 
(3.1.3.23.2 
(3.1.3.23.2, 
(3.1.3.23.2; 
(3.1.3.23.2; 
(3.1.3.23.3, 
(3.1.3.23.3; 
(3.1.3.23.3; 
(3.1.3.23.3] 
(3.1.3.23.3) 
(3.1.3.23.3) 
(3.1.3.23.4) 
(3.1.3.23.4) 
muC|C2C3U 
muCiC2C3U 
muC|C2C3U 
muC|C2C-ju 
muCiC2C3U 
muC|C2C3U 
muC|C2C3U 
) muuC2C^u 
1 muuC2C3U 
1 muuC2C3U 
) muuC2C3U 
i mCiiC2C3U 
) mC|iC2C3U 
mC|iC2C3U 
) mC|iC2C3U 
mCiiC2C3U 
mCiiC2C3U 
mC|iiC3U 
mC|iiC3U 
mC|iiC3U 
mCiiiC3U 
mCiiiCiu 
iTiC|iiC3U 
miCjC^yu 
miC|C2yii 
muxlS-u/muxIS-ah/muxIS-iin 
muT'm-u/muT'm -ah/muT'm -iin 
muDrb-ii/muDrb-ah/muDrb-iin 
muHsn-u/mHsn-eh/mHsn-iin 
mughl-u/mughl-eh/mughl-iin 
mubt-u/musbt-eh/musbt-iin 
muk6r-u/muk0r-eh/muk9r-iin 
muugd-u/muugd-eh/muugd-iin 
muLiHs-Li/muLiHs-eh/muuHs-iin 
muug'-Li/muLig'-eh/muug"-iin 
muurq-u/muurq-ah/muurq-iin 
mSirr-u/mSirr-ah/mSirr-iin 
mqirr-u/mqirr-ah/mqirr-iin 
inHibb-u/mHibb-eh/mHibb-iin 
mhimm-u/mhimm-eh/mhimm-iin 
iTiHiqq-u/mHiqq-ah/mHiqq-iin 
msinn-u/msinn-eh/msinn-iin 
mfiidu/mfiid-eh/mfiid-iin 
mTii'-u/mTii'-ah/mTii'-iin 
mqiim-u/mqiim-ah/mqiim-iin 
iTiriiH-Li/mriiH-eh/mriiH-iin 
mxiif-u/mxiif-eh/mxiif-iin 
mdiir-u/mdiir-eh/mdiir-iin 
muIhy-u/mulhy-eh/mLiihy-iin 
mu"6y-Li/mu"6y-eh/mLr6y-iin 
"faithful" 
"feeder" 
"striker" 
"creator" 
"desolate" 
"aged" 
"useful" 
"resident" 
'amusing 
"harmful" 
Note: The symbol "-" under the item gloss of the above table (3.2.2.3.1.1.20), refers 
to the reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
In chapter 4 under (4.1.2.5.5), we will see why such masculine-feminine pairs 
of adjectives in the aforementioned table (3.2.2.3.1.1.20) take MSP. 
3.2.2.3.1.1.21 MSP muCiC2aC3-iin as in murhaq-iin "exhausted (M&F)" 
The TYA MSP muC|C2aC3-iin as in murhaq-iin "exhausted (M&F)" will be assigned 
to both masculine and feminine adjectives on the adjective pattern (3.1.3.24) muC. 
iC2aC3U as in murhaq-u/murhaq-ah "exhausted, M/F". More examples are 
demonstrated in table (3.2.2.3.1.1.21) below: 
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Table (3.2.2.3.1.1.21) MSP muCCzaCs-iin as in murhaq-iiii "exhausted (M&F)": 
NoofAP AP A-u/A-eh/MSP-iin Gloss 
(3.1.3.24) muCiC2aC3U murhaq-u/murhaq-ah/murhaq-iin "exhausted" 
(3.1.3.24) muC|C2aC3U mut'ab-u/mut'ab-eh/mut'ab-iin "tired" 
(3.1.3.24) muCiC2aC3U munhak-u/munhak-eh/munhak-iin "exhauted" 
(3.1.3.24) muC]C2aC3U mulham-u/mulham-eh/mulham-iin "inspired" 
3.2.2.3.1.1.22 MSP mitC|aC2C2C3-iin as in mit'allm-iin "educated (N&F)" 
The TYA MSP mitCiaC2C2C3-iin as in mifallm-iin "educated (N&F)" will be 
assigned to both masculine and feminine adjectives on the adjective pattern (3.1.3.25) 
mitCiaC2C2C3U as in mit'allm-u/mit'allm-eh "educated, M/F". More illustrative 
examples are displayed in table (3.2.2.3.1.1.22) below: 
Table (3.2.2.3.1.1.22) MSP mitC,aC2C2C3-iin as in mit'allm-iin "educated 
(N&F)": 
NoofAP AP A-u/A-eh/MSP-iin Gloss 
mit'allm-u/mit'allm-eh/mit'allm-iin "educated" 
m itfattH-u/m itfattH-eh/m itfattH-i in 
mitHakkm-u/mitHakkm-eh/mitHakkm-iin "-" 
m itGarrb-u/m itGarrb-ah/m itGarrb-i in "-" 
mitkabbr-u/mitkabbr-eh/mitkabbr-iin "arrogant" 
mitHamml-u/mitHamml-eh/mitHamml-iin"-" 
mitballus-u/mitballus-eh/mitballus-iin "-" 
mitwaqq'-u/mitwaqq'-ah/mitwaqq'-iin "expecting" 
mitwahhm-u/mitwahhm-eh/mitwahhm-iin "-" 
mitwattH-u/mitwattH-eh/mitwattH-iin "-" 
mitwassl-u/mitwassl-eh/mitwassl-iin "-" 
mitwassl-u/mitwassl-eh/mitvvassl-iin "-" 
mityassr-u/mityassr-eh/mityassr-iin "-" 
mityaqqn-u/mityaqqn-ah/mityaqqn-iin "-" 
mityabbs-u/mityabbs-eh/mityabbs-iin "-" 
mitxawwf-u/mitxawwf-eh/mitxawwf-iin "afraid" 
m ithawwr-u/m ithawwr-eh/m ithawwr-i i n "rash" 
mit'awwd-u/mit'awwd-eh/mit'awwd-iin "-" 
mithawwi-u/mithawwi-eh/mithawwi-iin "-" 
mitGayyr-u/mitGayyr-ah/mitGayyr-iin 
mitmayyz-u/mitmayyz-eh/mitmayyz-iin "-" 
m itbayyt-u/m itbayyt-eh/m itbayyt-i in "-" 
mitxaffy-u/mitxaffy-eh/mitxaffy-iin "-" 
mitrabby-u/mitrabby-ah/mitrabby-iin "-" 
mitraddy-u/mitraddy-ah/mitraddy-iin "-" 
mitrakky-u/mitrakky-ah/mitrakky-iin "-" 
mitraddid-u/mitraddid-ah/mitraddid-iin "hesitant" 
1 mitsabbib-u/mitsabbib-eh/mitsabbib-iin "causer" 
(3.1.3.25) 
(3.1.3.25) 
(3.1.3.25) 
(3.1.3.25) 
(3.1.3.25) 
(3.1.3.25) 
(3.1.3.25) 
(3.1.3.25.1 
(3.1.3.25.1 
(3.1.3.25.1 
(3.1.3.25.1 
(3.1.3.25.1 
(3.1.3.25.2 
(3.1.3.25.2 
(3.1.3.25.2 
(3.1.3.25.3 
(3.1.3.25.3 
(3.1.3.25.3 
(3.1.3.25.3; 
(3.1.3.25.4; 
(3.1.3.25.4; 
(3.1.3.25.4^ 
(3.1.3.25.5) 
(3.1.3.25.5) 
(3.1.3.25.5) 
(3.1.3.25.5) 
(3.1.3.25.6) 
(3.1.3.25.6) 
mitCiaC2C2C3U 
mitCiaC2C2C3U 
mitCiaC2C2C3U 
mitCiaC2C2C3U 
mitCiaC2C2C3U 
mitC|aC2C2C3U 
mitCiaC2C2C3U 
) mitwaC2C2C3U 
) mitwaC2C2C3U 
) mitwaC2C2C3U 
1 mitwaC2C2C3U 
1 mitwaC2C2C3U 
) mityaC2C2C3U 
) mityaC2C2C3U 
) mityaC2C2C3U 
) mitCiawwC3U 
) mitCiawwC3U 
mitCiawwC3U 
) mitC|awwC3U 
mitCiayyC3U 
mitC|ayyC3U 
mitCiayyC3U 
mitCiaC2C2yu 
mitCiaC2C2yu 
mitCiaC2C2yu 
mitC|aC2C2yu 
mitCiaC2C2iC2U 
mitCiaC2C2iC2U 
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(3.1.3.25.6) mitCiaC2C2iC2umissabbib-Li/missabbib-eh/iTiissabbib-iin "causer" 
(3.1.3.25.6) mitC|aC2C2iC2U mitsabbib-u/mitsabbib-eh/mitsabbib-iin 
(3.1.3.25.6) mitC|aC2C2iC2U missabbib-u/missabbib-eh/missabbib-iin ' 
(3.1.3.25.6) iTiitCiaC2C2iC2U mitsaddid-u/mitsaddid-eh/mitsaddid-iin 
(3.1.3.25.6) mitC|aC2C2iC2U missaddid-u/missaddid-eh/missaddid-iin ' 
(3.1.3.25.6) mitCiaC2C2iC2U initHarrir-u/mitHarrir-eh/mitHarrir-iin 
Note: The symbol "-'" under the item gloss of the above table (3.2.2.3.1.1.22), refers 
to the reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
3.2.2.3.1.1.23 MSP niitC|aaC2C3-iin as in mitgaasr-iin "fearless (M&F)" 
The TYA MSF^  mitC|aaC2C3-iin as in mitgaasr-iin "fearless (M&F)'" will be assigned 
to both masculine and feminine adjectives on the adjective pattern (3.1.3.26) 
mitCiaaC2C3U as in mitgaasr-u/mitgaasr-eh "fearless, M/F"'. More illustrative 
examples are shown in table (3.2.2.3.1.1.23) below: 
Table (3.2.2.3.1.1.23) MSP mitCaaCzCs-iin as in mitgaasr-iin "fearless (M&F)": 
NoofAP AP A-u/A-eh/MSP-iin Gloss 
(3. 
(3. 
(3.: 
(3. 
(3.: 
.3.26) 
.3.26) 
.3.26) 
.3.26) 
.3.26) 
(3.1.3.26) 
(3.1.3.26) 
(3.1.3.26) 
(3.1.3.26) 
(3.1.3.26) 
(3.1.3.26) 
(3.1.3.26) 
(3.1.3.26.1) 
(3.1.3.26.1) 
(3.1.3.26.2) 
(3.1.3.26.2) 
(3.1.3.26.2) 
(3.1.3.26.3) 
(3.1.3.26.3) 
(3. 
(3. 
.3.26.3) 
.3.26.3) 
(3.1.3.26.4) 
(3. 
(3. 
1.3.26.4) 
1.3.26.4) 
(3.1.3.26.4) 
mitC|aaC2C3U 
mitCiaaC2C3U 
mitC|aaC2C3U 
mitCiaaC2C3U 
mitCiaaC2C3U 
mitCiaaC2C3U 
mitCiaaC2C3U 
mitCiaaC2C3U 
mitCiaaC2C3U 
mitC|aaC2C3U 
mitCiaaC2C3U 
mitCiaaC2C3U 
mitwaaC|C3U 
mitwaaCiC3U 
mitCiaawC3U 
mitCiaawC3U 
mitCiaawC3U 
mitC|aayC3U 
mitCiaayC3U 
mitClaayCsu 
mitClaayC3U 
mitCiaaC2yu 
mitCiaaC2yu 
mitCiaaC2yu 
mitCiaaC2yu 
mitgaasr-u/mitgaasr-eh/mitgaasr-iin "fearless" 
mitHaaml-u/mitHaaml-eh/mitHaaml-iin "-
mitzaaHm-u/mitzaaHmeh/mitzaaHm-iin "-
mizzaaHm-u/mizzaaHm-eh/mizzaaHm-iin "-
mitSaalH-u/mitSaalH-ah/mitSaalH-iin "-
miSSaalH-u/miSSaalH-ah/miSSaalH-iin 
m itfaasr-u/m itfaasr-eh/m itfaasr-i in 
m itkaarf-u/m itkaarf-eh/m itkaarf -i i n 
mit'aaml-u/mifaaml-eh/mit'aaml-iin 
mitfaa"l-u/mitfaa'l-e.h/mitfaa"l-iin 
mitsaa'm-u/mitsaa'm-eh/mitsaa'm-iin "pessimistic'' 
missaa'm-u/missaa'm-eh/missaa'm-iin "pessimistic" 
mitwaaSI-u/mitwaaSI-ah/mitwaaSl-iin "-" 
mitwaaD'-u/mitwaaD'-ah/mitwaaD'-iin "modesf 
mifaawn-u/mifaawn-eh/mifaawn-iin 
mitTaawl-u/mitTaawl-ah/mitTaawl-iin "-"' 
miTTaawl-u/miTTaavvl-ah/miTTaawl-iin "-" 
mitDaayq-u/mitDaayq-ah/mitDaayq-iin 
miDDaayq-u/miDDaayq-ah/miDDaayq-iin"-" 
mitdaayn-u/rnitdaayn-eh/mitdaayn-iin "-" 
middaayn-u/middaayn-eh/middaayn-iin 
mitbaahy-u/mitbaahy-eh/mitbaahy-iin "boastful" 
mitsaawy-u/mitsaawy-eh/mitsaawy-iin "equal" 
missaawy-u/missaawy-eh/missaawy-iin "equal" 
mit'aady-u/mit'aady-eh/mit'aady-iin 330 
Note: The symbol "-" under the item gloss of the above table (3.2.2.3.1.1.23), refers 
to the reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
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The MSP mifaady-iin in the last example of the above table is cited by (Al-
Omariy. 2000, p. 255). Invoking the form mit'aady-iin in the following TYA proverb 
(No. 658): mit'aady-iin "becoming hostile to one another, harboring mutual enmity, 
MSP", Al-Ornariy points out that it is supposed that -uu (i.e. in mit'aady-uun) is the 
nominative case, because it is the predicate of an ellipsis subject 'they', but the public 
[people of Yemen Tihamah] pauses on the MSP with -iin (i.e. in mit'aady-iin) in all 
syntactic positions. 
3.2.2.3.1.1.24 MSP minCiaC2C3-iin as in mindaf'-iin "rush ing; rash (M&F)" 
The TYA MSP minCiaC2C3-iin as in mindaf-iin "rushing; rash (M&F)" will be 
assigned to both masculine and feminine adjectives on the adjective pattern (3.1.3.27) 
minC|aC2C3U as in mindaf-u/mindaf-eh "rushing; rash, M/F". More examples are 
illustrated in table (3.2.2.3.1.1.24) below: 
Table (3.2.2.3.1.1.24) MSP niiiiCiaC2C3-iin as in mindaf'-iin "rushing; rash 
(M&F)": 
NoofAP AP A-u/A-eh/MSP-iin Gloss 
(3.1.3.27) 
(3.1.3.27) 
(3.1.3.27) 
(3.1.3.27) 
(3.1.3.27) 
(3.1.3.27) 
(3.1.3.27) 
(3.1.3.27.1) 
(3.1.3.27.2) 
(3.1.3.27.2) 
(3.1.3.27.3) 
(3.1.3.27.3) 
minCiaC2C3U 
minCiaC2C3U 
m.inCiaC2C3U 
minCiaC2C3U 
minCiaC2C3U 
minCiaC2C3U 
minCiaC2C2U 
minCiaC2C2U 
munCiaaCsu 
munC|aaC3U 
minCiaC2yu 
minCiaC2yu 
mindaf-u/mindaf-eh/mindaf-iin 
mindahs-u/mindahs-eh/mindahs-iin 
minfa'l-u/minfa'l-eh/minfa'l-iin 
minhamk-u/minhamk-eh/minhamk-iin 
m inDabT-u/m inDabT-ah/m inDabT-i in 
minfard-u/minfard-eh/minfard-iin 
minkabb-u/minkabb-eh/minkabb-iin 
minDamm-u/minDamm-ah/minDamm-iin 
munhaar-u/munhaar-ah/munhaar-iin 
munHaaz-u/munHaaz-eh/munHaaz-iin 
minTawy-u/minTawy-ah/minTavvy-iin 
minOany-u/minOany-eh/minOany-iin 
'rash" 
nervous 
'aligned" 
Note: The symbol "-'" under the item gloss of the above table (3.2.2.3.1.1.24), refers 
to the reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
3.2.2.3.1.1.25 MSP mudtaCjCsu -iin as in muxtalf-iin "different (M&F)" 
The TYA MSP muCitaC2C3-iin as in muxtalf-iin "different (N&F)"' will be assigned 
to both masculine and feminine adjectives on the adjective pattern (3.1.3.28) 
muC|taC2C3U as in muxtalf-u/muxtalf-eh "different, M/F". More illustrative examples 
are shown in table (3.2.2.3.1. i .25) below: 
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Table (3.2.2.3.1.1.25) MSP mudtaCjCju -iin as in muxtalf-iin "different 
(M&F)": 
NoofAP AP A-u/A-eh/MSP-iin Gloss 
(3.1.3.28) muC|taC2C3U muxtalf-u/muxtalf-eh/muxtalf-iin "different" 
(3.1.3.28) muC;taC2C3U muntasr-u/muntasr-eh/muntasr-iin "-" 
(3.1.3.28) mLiC|taC2C3U mu'tarf-u/mu'tarf-eh/mu'tarf-iin 
(3.1.3.28) muC|taC2C3U muqtadr-u/muqtadr-ah/muqtadr-iin "wealthy" 
(3.1.3.28) muC|taC2C3U muktaml-u/muktaml-eh/muktaml-iin "wise" 
(3.1.3.28) iTiuCitaC2C3U muktaml-u/muktaml-eh/muktaiTil-iin "-" 
(3.1.3.28.1) muCitaC2C2U muhtamm-u/muhtamm-eh/muhtamm-iin "-" 
(3.1.3.28.1) iTiuCitaC2C2U muHtagg-u/muhtagg-eh/mLiHtagg-iin "-" 
(3.1.3.28.1) muC|taC2C2U muGtarr-u/muGtarr-ah/muGtaiT-iin "-" 
(3.1.3.28.2) iTiiiC|taaC3U mubtaa'-u/mubtaa'-eh/mubtaa'-iin "-" 
(3.1.3.28.2) muC|taaC3U murta-ah/-u/murta-ah/-ah/murta-ah/-iin "•-" 
(3.1.3.28.2) muC|taaC3Li muHtaar-u/muHtaar-ah/muHtaar-iin "-" 
(3.1.3.28.2) muCitaaCsu muHtaar/muHtaar-ah/muHtaar-iin "-" 
(3.1.3.28.2) muC|taaC3U iniiHtaag-u/muHtaag-eh/mLiHtaag-iin "-" 
(3.1.3.28.3) mLiC|taC2iyyu muktafiyy-u/muktafiyy-eh/muktafiyy "-" 
(3.1.3.28.3) iTiuC|taC2iyyu mubtaliyy-u/mubtaliyy-eh/mubtaliyy-iin "-"' 
(3.1.3.28.3) mLiCitaC2iyyu mustariyy-u/mustariyy-eh/mustariyy-iin 
(3.1.3.28.3,1) iTiiC|tiC2iyyu mittikiyy-u/mittikiyy-eh/mittikiyy-iin 
(3.1.3.28.3.1) miCitiC2iyyu mintihiyy-u/mintihiyy-eh/mintihiyy-iin "-" 
(3.1.3.28.3.1) miCitiC2iyyu mintihiyy-u/mintihiyy-eh/mintihiyy-iin "-" 
(3.1.3.28.3.1) miCitiC2iyyu mistikiyy-u/mistikiyy-eh/mistikiyy-iin 
Note: The symbol "-" under the item gloss of the above table (3.2.2.3.1.1.25), refers 
to the reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
3.2.2.3.1.1.26 MSP mistaC|C2C3U -iin as in niista'gl-iin "hurried, in a hurry, 
hurrying (M»&F)" 
The TYA MSP mistaCiC2C3U -iin as in mista'gl-iin "hurried, in a hurry, hurrying 
(iVl&F)" will be assigned to both masculine and feminine adjectives on the adjective 
pattern (3.1.3.29) mistaCiC2C3U as in mista'gl-u/mista'gl-eh "hurried, in a hurry, 
hurrying, M/F", More illustrative examples are displayed in table (3.2.2,3.1.1,26) 
below: 
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Table (3.2.2.3.1.1.26) MSP mistaCiC2C3U -iin as in mista'gl-iin "hurried, in a 
hurry, hurrying (M&F)": 
NoofAP AP A-u/A-eh/MSP-iin Gloss 
sta'gl-u/mista'gl-eh/mista'gl-iin 
staftH-u/mistaftH-eh/mistaftH-iin 
staHkm-u/mistaHkm-eh/mistahkm-iin 
staslm-u/mistaslm-eh/mistaslm-iin 
stashl-Li/mistashl-eh/mistashl-iin 
sta'ml-u/mista'ml-eh/mista'ml-iin 
staGrb/mistaGrb-eh/mistaGrb-iin 
staHml-u/mistaHml-eh/mistaHml-iin 
staHqr-u/mistaHqr-ah/mistaHqr-iin 
stabsr-u/mistabsr-eh/mistabsr-iin 
stawrd-u/mistawrd-eh/mistawrd-iin 
staw'b-u/mistaw'b-eh/mistaw'b-iin 
stawHs-u/mistawHs-eli/mistawHs-iin 
stagwb-u/m istagwb-eh/m istagwb-i in 
stHw5-u/mistHw5-eh/mistHw6-iin 
stamirr-u/mistamirr-eh/mistamirr-iin 
stafizz-u/mistafizz-eh/mistaflzz-iin 
stabidd-u/mistabidd-eh/mislabidd-iin 
stiHiqq-u/mistiHiqq-ah/mistiHiqq-iin 
stiHiqq-Li/mistihiqq-ah/mistiHiqq-iin 
sti'idd-Li/misti'idd-eh/misti'idd-iin 
stiGill-u/mistiGill-eh/mistiGill-iin 
statlid-Li/mistafiid-eh/iTiistat1id-iin 
stariiH-u/mistariiH-eh/mistariiH-iin 
staTii'-u/mistaTii'-ah/mistaTii'-iin 
stiqiim-u/mistiqiim-ah/mistiqiim-iin 
sliqiim-u/mistiqiim-ah/mistiqiim-iin 
sti'iin-u/misti'iin-eh/misti'iin-iin 
stixiir-ii/mistixiir-eh/mistixiir-iin 
sti'iir-u/misti"iir-eh/iTiisti"iir-iin 
starxy-Li/mistarxy-ah/mistarxy-iin 
stakry-u/mistakry-eh/mistakry-iin 
staGny-u/mistaGny-eh/mistaGny-iin 
staqwy-u/mistaqwyu-ah/mistaqwy-iin 
Note: The symbol "-" under the item gloss of the above table (3.2.2.3.1 
to the reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
(3.1.3.29) 
(3.1.3.29) 
(3.1.3.29) 
(3.1.3.29) 
(3.1.3.29) 
(3.1.3.29) 
(3.1.3.29) 
(3.1.3.29) 
(3.1.3.29) 
(3.1.3.29) 
(3.1.3.29.1) 
(3.1.3.29.1) 
(3.1.3.29.1) 
(3.1.3.29.2) 
(3.1.3.29.2) 
(3.1.3.29.3) 
(3.1.3.29.3) 
(3.1.3.29.3) 
(3.1.3.29.3.1) 
(3.1.3.29.3.1) 
(3.1.3.29.3.1) 
(3.1.3.29.3.1) 
(3.1.3.29.4) 
(3.1.3.29.4) 
(3.1.3.29.4) 
(3.1.3.29.4.1) 
(3.1.3.29.4.1) 
(3.1.3.29.4.1) 
(3.1.3.29.4.1) 
(3.1.3.29.4.1) 
(3.1.3.29.5) 
(3.1.3.29.5) 
(3.1.3.29.5) 
(3.1.3.29.5) 
mistaC|C2C3U 
mistaC|C2C3U 
mistaC|C2C3U 
mistaC|C2C3U 
mistaC|C2C3U 
mistaC|C2C3U 
mistaC|C2C3U 
mistaC|C2C3U 
mistaC|C2C3U 
mistaC|C2C3U 
mistawC2C3U 
mistawC2C3U 
mistawC2C3U 
mistaCivvC3U 
mistaCivvC3U 
mistaCiiC2C2U 
mistaCiiC2C2U 
mistaCliC2C2i 
mistiCiiC2C2U 
mistiC|iC2C2U 
mistiC|iC2C2U 
mistiC|iC2C:U 
mistaCiiiCiu 
mistaC|iiC3U 
mistaC|iiC3U 
mistiCiiiC3U 
mistiC|iiC3U 
mistiC|iiC3U 
mistiCiiiC3U 
mistiC|iiC3U 
mistaC|C2yu 
mistaC|C2yu 
mistaCiC2yu 
mistaC|C2yu 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
1 m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m' 
m 
m 
mi 
mi 
mi 
mi 
mi 
"hurrying" 
'cheerful" 
"able" 
"standing" 
1.26), refers 
In chapter 4 under (4.1.2.6.1), we will see why such masculine-feminine pairs 
of adjectives in the aforementioned table (3.2.2.3.1.1.26) take MSP. 
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3.2.2.3.1.1.27 MSP mistaCjCzaCj-iin as in mistab'ad-iin "excluded; ruled out; 
eliminated (Mi&F)" 
The TYA MSP mistaC|C2aC3-iin as in mistab'ad-iin "excluded; ruled out; eliminated, 
(M&F)" will be assigned to both masculine and feminine adjectives on the adjective 
pattern (3.1.3.30) mistaC|C2aC3U as in mistab'ad-u/mistab'ad-eh "excluded; ruled 
out; eliminated, M/F". More illustrative examples are shown in table (3.2,2.3.1.1.27) 
below: 
Table (3.2.2.3.1.1.27) MSP mistaCiCiaCs-iin as in mistab'ad-iin "excluded; ruled 
out; eliminated (M&F)": 
NoofAP AP A-u/A-eh/MSP-iin Gloss 
'excluded'" (3.1.3.30) mistaC|C2aC3U mistab'ad-u/mistab'ad-eh/mistab'ad-iin 
(3.1.3.30) mistaCiC2aC3U mistahdaf-u/mistahdaf-eh/mistahdaf-iin 
(3.1.3.30) mistaC|C2aC3U mista'mal-u/mista'mal-eh/mista'mal-iin 
(3.1.3.30) mistaCiC2aC3U mistaHqar-u/mistaHqar-ah/mistaHqar-iin 
(3.1.3.30.1) mistawC2aC3U mistawrad-u/mistawrad-ah/mistawrad-iin 
(3.1.3.30.2) mistaCiwaCsu mistaHwa6-u/mistaHwa6-eh/mistaHwa6-iin 
(3.1.3.30.3) mistaCiaC2C2U mistaHabb-u/mistaHabb-eh/mistaHabb-iin 
used" 
imported' 
(3.1.3.30.4) mistaC|C2aa mistasfaa/mistasfay-aatu "hospital'" 
Note: The symbol "-"" under the item gloss of the above table (3.2.2.3.1.1.27) refers to 
the reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
The last example mistasfaa "hospital"" of the above table is apparently a place 
noun formed from passive participles with more than three consonants including the 
prefix m-. It is considered as a nominalized adjective on the adjective sub-pattern 
(3.1.3.30.4) mistaCiC2aa of the adjective pattern (3.1.3.30) mistaCiC2aC3U. It does 
not inflect for gender but it inflects for number and its plural form is not a MSP but a 
feminine sound plural form (FSP) with the FSP suffix -aat. This noun place seem to 
be derived from an inchoative verb, which does not ordinarily take passive participle, 
an example of pre-emption or edging into available morphological space, a common 
theme in TYA morphology. In this case, this passive participle has been used as a 
place noun. (See BP vs. SP assignment in chapter 4 in and under table (4.1.2.23) as a 
dramatic case of this). (Cf Abd-Rabbo, (1988, p. 138) in case of CA). 
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3.2.2.3.1.1.28 MSP mC,aC2C3C4-iin as in mbarhn-iin "proving (M&F)" 
The TYA MSP mCiaC2C3C4-iin as in mbarhn-iin "proving (M&F)'" will be assigned 
to both masculine and feminine adjectives on the quadri-consonantal adjective pattern 
(3.1.4.1) mC|aC2C3C4U as in mbarhn-u/mbarhn-eh "proving, M/F". More illustrative 
examples are shown in table (3.2.2.3.1.1.28) below: 
Table (3.2.2.3.1.1.28) MSP mC|aC2C3C4-iin as in mbarhn-iin "proving (M&F)": 
NoofAP AP A-u/A-eh/MSP-iin Gloss 
mbarhn-u/mbarhn-eh/mbarhn-iin "proving"' 
mtargm-u/mtargm-eh/mtargm-iin 
mbarmg-Li/mbarmg-eh/mbarmg-iin 
mqar'n-u/mqar'n-ah/mqar'n-iin 
mhadrs-u/mhadrs-eh/mhadrs-iinn 
m'aSlg-Li/m'aSlg-ah/m"aSlg-iin 
mHaw6n-u/mHavv6n-eh/mHaw6n-iin ' 
mbawsr-u/mbawsru-eh/mbawsr-iin 
mhaymn-u/mhaymn-eh/mhaymn-iin 
m sayTr-u/m sayTr-ah/m sayTr- i i n 
mbarwd-u/mbarwd-eh/mbarwd-iin 
mqaSwd-u/mqaSwd-ah/mqaSwd-iin 
mba'b"-u/mba'b'-eh/mba"b'-iin 
mwasws-u/mwasws-eh/mvvasws-iin 
mbarbr-Li/mbarbr-eh/mbarbr-iin 
Note; The symbol "-" under the item gloss of the above table (3.2.2.3.1.1.28), refers 
to the reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
3.2.2.3.1.1.29 MSP mC,aC2C3aC4-iin as in mbarhan-iin "proved (M&F)" 
The TYA MSP mC|aC2C3aC4-iin as in mbarhan-iin "proved (M&F)"' will be assigned 
to both masculine and feminine adjectives on the quadri-consonantal adjective pattern 
(3.1.4.2) mCiaC2C3aC4U as in mbarhan-u/mbarhan-ah "proved, M/F"". More 
illustrative examples are shown in table (3.2.2.3.1.1.29) below: 
(3.1.4.1) 
(3.1.4.1) 
(3.1.4.1) 
(3.1.4.1) 
(3.1.4.1) 
(3.1.4.1) 
(3.1.4.1.1) 
(3.1.4.1.1) 
(3.1.4.1.2) 
(3.1.4.1.2) 
(3.1.4.1.3) 
(3.1.4.1.3) 
(3.1.4.1.4) 
(3.1.4.1.4) 
(3.1.4.1.4) 
mCiaC2C3C4U 
mCiaC2C3C4U 
mCiaC2C3C4U 
mCiaC2C3C4U 
mC|aC2C3C4U 
mCiaC2C3C4U 
mCiawC3C4U 
mC|awC3C4U 
mCiayC3C4U 
mCiayC3C4U 
mCiaC2wC4U 
mCiaC2wC4U 
mCiaC2CiC2U 
mCiaC2C|C2U 
mCiaC2C|C2U 
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Table (3.2.2.3.1.1.29) MSP mC,aC2C3aC4-iin as in mbarhan-iin "proved 
(M&F)": 
NoofAP AP A-u/A-eh/MSP-iin Gloss 
(3.1.4.2) 
(3.1 
(3.1 
.4.2) 
.4.2) 
(3.1.4.2) 
(3.1.4.2) 
(3.1.4.2) 
(3.1.4.2.1) 
(3.1.4.2.1) 
(3.1.4.2.2) 
(3.).4.2.2) 
(3.1.4.2.2) 
(3.1.4.2.2) 
(3.1.4.2.2) 
(3.1.4.2.2) 
(3.1.4.2.2.1) 
(3.1.4.2,2.1) 
(3.1.4.2) 
mCiaC2C3aC4U 
iTiCiaC2C3aC4U 
mC|aC2C3aC4U 
mCiaC2C3aC4U 
mCiaC2C3aC4U 
iTiCiaC2C3aC4U 
mC|aC2waC4U 
mCiaC2waC4U 
mCiaC2CiaC2Li 
inCiaC2CiaC2U 
mC|aC2CiaC2U 
mC|aC2CiaC2U 
mCiaC2CiaC2U 
mCiaC2CiaC2U 
mCianCiaC2 
mCianC|aC2 
mbarhan-u/mbarhan-ah/mbarhan-iin 
mtargam-u/mtargam-eh/mtargam-iin 
mdaHrag-u/mdaHrag-eh/mdaHrag-iin 
mbarmag-u/mbarmag-eh/mbarmag-iin 
mqanbar-u/mqanbar-ah/mqanbar-iin 
mqambar-u/mqambar-ah/mqambar-iin 
m'anwan-u/m'anwan-eh/m'anwan-iin 
mkaHwal-u/mkaHwal-eh/ inkaHwal-iin 
msalsal-u/msalsal-eh/msalsal-iin 
mga 'ga" -uJmga 'ga' -ehJmga 'ga'-'wi 
mxasxas-u/mxasxas-eh/mxasxas-iin 
mxabxab-u/mxabxab-eh/mxabxab-iin 
mfalfal-u/mfalfal-eh/mfalfal-iin 
iTianGnaG-u/manGnaG-ah/manGnaG-iin 
mdandal/mdandal-eh/mdandal-iin 
iTidanda"-u/mdanda"-eh/mdanda"-iin 
'proved" 
"seated" 
"seated" 
"entitled" 
•'clattered' 
"lowered' 
mCiaC2C3aC4U nTaskaru/m'askar-aatu 
Note: The symbol "-" under the item gloss of the above table (3.2.2.3.1.1.29), refers 
to the reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
The last example m'askaru "army camp" of the above table is apparently a place 
noun formed from passive participles with more than three consonants including the 
prefix m-. It is considered as a nominalized adjective on the adjective pattern (3.1.4.2) 
mCiaC2C3aC4U. It does not inflect for gender but it inflects for number and its plural 
form is not a MSP but a feminine sound plural form (FSP) with the FSP suffix -aatu. 
This noun place seems to be derived from an inchoative verb, which does not 
ordinarily take passive participle, an example of pre-emption or edging into available 
morphological space, a common theme in TYA morphology. In this case, this passive 
participle has been used as a place noun. (See BP vs. SP assignment or revowelling 
vs. affixation in chapter 4 in and under table (4.1.2.6.2) as a dramatic case of this). 
Cf, Abd-Rabbo (1988, p. 138) in case of CA. 
3.2.2.3.1.1.30 MSP mCaCzCsn-iin as in mTafrn-iin "bankrupt (M&F)" 
The TYA MSP mCiaC2C3n-iin as in mTafrn-iin "bankrupt (M&F)" will be assigned 
to both masculine and feminine adjec!:ives on the pseudo-quadri-consonantal adjective 
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pattern (3.1.4.3) iTiCiaC2C3nu as in mTafrn-u/mTafrn-ah "bankrupt, M/F". More 
illustrative examples are given in table (3.2.2.3.1.1.30) below: 
Table (3.2.2.3.1.1.30) MSP mCaCiCjn-iin as in mTafrn-iin "bankrupt (M&F)": 
NoofAP AP A-u/A-eh/MSP-iin Gloss 
(3.1.4.3) mCiaC2C3nu mTafrn-u/mTafrn-ah/mTafrn-iin "bankrupt" 
(3.1.4.3) mC|aC2C3nu mkafrn-u/mkafrn-eh/mkafrn-iin "-" 
(3.1.4.3) mCiaC2C3nu msawdn-u/msawdn-eh/msawdn-iin "-" 
(3.1.4.3) mCiaC2C3nu mxafqn-u/mxafqn-ah/mxafqn-iin "-'" 
(3.1.4.3) mC|aC2C3nu mzargn-u/mzargn-eh/mzargn-iin "-" 
Note; The symbol "-"' under the item gloss of the above table (3.2.2,3.1.1.30), refers 
to the reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
3.2.2.3.1.1.31 MSP mCiarCaaCriin as in nibargas-iin "untidy (M&F)" 
The TYA MSP mCiarC3aC4-iin as in mbargas-iin "untidy (M&F)"' will be assigned to 
both masculine and feminine adjectives on the pseudo-quadri-consonantal adjective 
pattern (3.1.4.4) mC|arC3aC4U as in mbargas-u/mbargas-eh "untidy, M/F'\ More 
illustrative examples are given in table (3.2.2.3.1.1.31) below: 
Table (3.2.2.3.1.1.31) MSP niCarCsaCa-iin as in mbargas-iin "untidy (M&F)": 
NoofAP AP A-u/A-eh/MSP-iin Gloss 
mbargas-u/mbargas-eh/mbargas-iinn "untidy" 
m"arkad-u/m"arkad-eh/m'arkad-iin 
mkardaf-u/mkardaf-eh/mkardaf-iin 
mdarwam-u/mdarwam-eh/mdarwm-iin 
mfartat-u/mfartat-eh/mfartat-iinn "crumbled" 
(3.1.4.4) mCiarC3aC4U mdarbas-u/mdarbas-eh/mdarbas-aatu "-" 
Note: The symbol "-" under the item gloss of the above table (3.2.2.3.1.1.31), refers 
to the reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
The TYA mdarbasu "local food eaten at brunch time" of the above table 
(3.2.2.3.1.1.31), though it is in the passive participle form of the verb darbas, refers to 
a collective noun, the singulative of which is mdarbas-eh (see end note 310). It is 
apparently a collective noun formed from passive participles with more than three 
consonants including the prefix m-. It is considered as a nominalized adjective, since 
it is on the adjective pattern (3.1.4.4) mC|arC3aC4U. It inflects for gender but not for 
number. It is only the underlined inflected feminine form mdarbas-eh (i.e. the 
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(3.1.4.4) 
(3.1.4.4) 
(3.1.4.4) 
(3.1.4.4) 
(3.1.4.4) 
mC|arC3aC4U 
mC|arC3aC4U 
mCiarC3aC4U 
mC|arC-,aC4U 
mC|arC3aC4U 
singulative one) that inflects for number and the plural form of which is not a MSP 
but a feminine sound plural form (FSP) with the FSP suffix -aat as in mdarbas-aatu. 
The masculine collective noun mdarbasu neither takes BP nor SP; it maybe seem to 
be derived from an inchoative verb, which does not ordinarily take passive participle, 
an example of pre-emption or edging into available morphological space, a common 
theme in TYA morphology. In this case, this passive participle has been used as a 
collective noun. (See BP vs. SP assignment in chapter 4 in and under table (4.1.1.3) as 
a dramatic case of this). 
3.2.2.3.1.1.32 MSP mCiaC2niaC4-iin as in niharmat-iin "(intensively) scratched 
(M&F)" 
The TYA MSP mC|aC2maC4-iin as in mharmat-iin "(intensively) scratched (M&F)"' 
will be assigned to both masculine and feminine adjectives on the pseudo-quadri-
consonantal adjective pattern (3.1.4.5) mCiaC2maC4U as in mharmat-u/mharmat-eh 
"(intensively) scratched M/F'". More illustrative examples are given in table 
(3.2.2.3.1.1.32) below: 
Table (3.2.2.3.1.1.32) MSP mCiaC2niaC4-iin as in mharmat-iin "(intensively) 
scratched (M&F)": 
NoofAP AP A-u/A-eh/MSP-iin Gloss 
mharmat-u/mharmat-eh/mharmat-iin "scratched'" 
mqarmaT-u/mqarmaT-ah/mqarmaT-iin 
msarmat-u/msarmat-eh/msarmat-iin 
mqarmas-u/mqarmas-ah/mqarmas-iin 
mda'mas-u/mda'mas-eh/mda"mas-iin 
Note: The symbol "-"' under the item gloss of the above table (3.2.2.3.1.1.32), refers 
to the reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
3.2.2.3.1.1.33 MSP mCianC3aC4-iin as in mHangal-iin "see (3.1.4.6) (M&F)" 
The TYA MSP mCianC3aC4-iin as in mHangal-iin "see (3.1.4.6) (M&F)'" will be 
assigned to both masculine and feminine adjectives on the pseudo-quadri-consonantal 
adjective pattern (3.1.4.6) mC|anC3aC4U as in mHangal-u/mHangal-eh '"see (3.1.4.6), 
M/F". More illustrative examples are given in table (3.2.2.3.1.1.33) below: 
(3.1.4.5) 
(3.1.4.5) 
(3.1.4.5) 
(3.1.4.5) 
(3.1.4.5) 
mC|aC2maC4U 
mCiaC2maC4U 
mC|aC2maC4U 
mCiaC2maC4U 
mCiaC2maC4U 
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Table (3.2.2.3.1.1.33) MSP mCanCjaQ-iin as in mHangal-iin "see (3.1.4.6) 
(M&F)": 
NoofAP AP A-u/A-eh/MSP-iin Gloss 
(3.1.4.6) mC|anC-!aC4U mHangal-u/mHangal-eh/mHangal-iin "-" 
(3.1.4.6) mCianCjaCaU mxanTal-u/mxanTal-ah/mxanTal-iin "-" 
(3.1.4.6) mC|anC3aC4U mzamba'-u/mzamba'-eh/mzanba'-iin "-" 
(3.1.4.6) mCianC3aC4U mzanba'-u/mzanba'-eh/mzanba'-iin "-"' 
(3.1.4.6) mCianC3aC4U mHandal-u/mHandai-eh/mHandai-iin "-" 
(3.1.4.6) mC|anC3aC4U mhandal-u/mhandal-eh/mhandal-iin "-'" 
Note: The symbol "-'" under the item gloss of the above table (3.2.2.3.1.1.33), refers 
to the reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
3.2.2.3.1.1..34 MSP mCia'C3aC4U-iin as in msa'fat-iin or MSP mC,aC3'aC4-iin as 
in mqal'ab-iin "upturned (M»&F) or "dispersed (M«feF)" 
The TYA N4SP mCia'C3aC4-iin as in msa'tat-iin "'dispersed pi" or mCiaC3 aC4-iin as 
in mqal'ab-iin "upturned (M&F)"' will be assigned to both masculine and feminine 
adjectives on the unique pseudo-quadri-consonantal adjective pattern (3.1.4.7) 
mCia'C3aC)U as in msa'tat-u/msa'tat-eh "dispersed M/F" or mCiaC3aC4U as in 
mqal'ab-u/mqal'ab-ah "upturned. M/F". More illustrative examples are given in table 
(3.2.2.3.1.1.34) below, see our discussion under (3.1.4.7) and see also end note (317): 
Table (3.2.2.3.1.1.34) MSP niC,a'C3aC4U-iin as in msa'tat-iin or MSP 
mCiaCs aC4-iin as in mqal'ab-iin "upturned (M&F) or "dispersed (M&F)": 
NoofAP AP A-u/A-eh/MSP-iin Gloss 
(3.1.4.7) mCia'C3aC4U msa'tat-u/msa'tat-eh/msa'tat-iin "dispersed" 
(3.1.4.7) mCia'C3aC4U mTa'mas-u/mTa'mas-ah/mTa"mas-iin "effaced" 
(3.1.4.7) mCia'C3aC4U msa'bak-u/msa'bak-eh/msa'bak-iin "interlaced" 
(3.1.4.7) mCiaC3aC4U mqal'ab-u/mqal'ab-ah/mqal'ab-iin "upturned" 
3.2.2.3.1.1.35 MSP mCiaCzCiaCi-iin as in mgargar-iin "(frequentativeJy) 
dragged (M&F)" 
The TYA MSP mC|aC2CiaC2-iin as in mgargar-iin "(frequentatively) dragged 
(M&F)" will be assigned to both masculine and feminine adjectives on the pseudo-
quadri-consonantal adjective pattern (3.1.4.8) mCiaC2CiaC2U as in mgargar-
u/mgargar-ah "(frequentatively) dragged, M/F". More illustrative examples are shown 
in table (3.2.2.3.1.1.35) below: 
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Table (3.2.2.3.1.1.35) MSP mCiaC2CiaC2-iin as in mgargar-iin "(frequentatively) 
dragged (M&F)": 
NoofAP AP A-u/A-eh/MSP-iin Gloss 
(3.1.4.8) mCiaC2CiaC2U mgargar-u/mgargar-ah/mgargar-iin "dragged" 
(3.1.4.8) iTiCiaC2CiaC2U mHasHas-u/mHasHas-eh/mHasHas-iin "touched" 
(3.1.4.8) mCiaC2CiaC2U mzarzar-u/mzarzar-ah/mzarzar-iin "-" 
(3.1.4.8) mC|aC2C|aC2U mbalbal-u/mbaibal-eh/mbalbal-iin 
(3.1.4.8) mCiaC2CiaC2U mqaSqaS-u/mqaSqaS-ah/mqaSqaS-iin "-" 
Note; The symbol "-" under the item gloss of the above table (3.2.2.3.1.1.35), refers 
to the reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
3.2.2.3.1.1.36 MSP mCiaC2C3aC3-iin as in mgaHtat-iin "facing miserable life; 
drawn, trailed (M«&F)" 
The TYA MSP mCiaC2C3aC3-iin as in mgaHtat-iin "facing miserable life; drawn, 
trailed (M&F)" will be assigned to both masculine and feminine adjectives on the 
pseudo-quadri-consonantal adjective pattern (3.1.4.9) mCiaC2C3aC3U as in mgaHtat-
u/mgaHtat-eh "facing miserable life; drawn, trailed, M/F". More illustrative examples 
are shown in table (3.2.2.3.1.1.36) below: 
Table (3.2.2.3.1.1.36) MSP mC|aC2C3aC3-iin as in mgaHtat-iin"facing miserable 
life; drawn, trailed (M&F)": 
NoofAP AP A-u/A-eh/MSP-iin Gloss 
(3.1.4.9) mC|aC2C3aC3U mgaHtat-u/mgaHtat-eh/mgaHtat-iin "drawn" 
(3.1.4.9) mCiaC2C3aC3U mbahlal-u/mbahlal-eh/mbahlal-iin 
(3,1.4.9) mC|aC2C3aC3U mfaHsas-u/mfaHsas-eh/mfaHsas-iin "-" 
(3.1.4.9) mCiaC2C3aC3U msaHabab-u/msaHabab-eh/msaHabab-iin "-" 
(3.1.4.9) mC|aC2C3aC3U mqaHsas-u/mqaHsas-ah/mqaHsas-iin "-" 
Note: The symbol "-" under the item gloss of the above table (3.2.2.3.1.1.36), refers 
to the reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
3.2.2.3.1.1.37 MSP mCiaC2waC4-iin as in mka'wal-iin "cringed, recoiled within 
oneself (as done by the sleeper in a very cold winter) (M&F)" 
The TYA MSP mCiaC2waC4-iin as in mka'wal-iin "cringed, recoiled within oneself 
(as done by the sleeper in a very cold winter) (M&F)" will be assigned to both 
masculine and feminine adjectives on the pseudo-quadri-consonantal adjective pattern 
(3.1.4.10) mCiaC2waCdU as in mka'wal-u/mka'wal-eh "cringed, recoiled within 
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oneself (as done by the sleeper in a very cold winter), M/F". More illustrative 
examples are shown in table (3.2.2.3.1.1.37) below: 
Table (3.2.2.3.1.1.37) MSP mCiaC2waC4-iin as in mka'wal-iin "cringed, recoiled 
within oneself (as done by the sleeper in a very cold winter) (M«&F)": 
NoofAP AP A-Li/A-eh/MSP-iin Gloss 
(3.1.4.10) mCiaC2waC4U mka'wal-u/mka'wal-eh/mka'wal-iin "cringed" 
(3.1.4.10) mCiaC2waC4U msaHwaq-u/msaHwaq-ah/msaHwaq-iin "-" 
(3.1.4.10) mCiaC2waC4U mbahwar-u/mbahwar-ah/mbahwar-iin 
(3.1.4.10) mCiaC2waC4U mqaHvvas-u/mqaHwas-ah/mqaHwas-iin "-"' 
(3.1.4.10) mCiaC2VvaC4U m'aSwar-u/m"aSwar-ah/m'aSwar-iin 
(3.1.4.10) mCiaC2waC4U msaHwal-u/msaHwal-eh/msaHwal-iin "loosened" 
Note: The symbol "-'" under the item gloss of the above table (3.2.2.3.1.1.37), refers 
to the reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
IMPORTANT NOTE: There is a dramatic matter of the adjective pattern 
mitCiaC2C3C4U discussed above under (3.1.4.11); the MSP forms on this theoretically 
sound adjective pattern mitCiaC2C3C4U are very rare or virtually never used at all in 
TYA. The rational reason of this can be realized from what we have pointed out 
above in this chapter under (3.1.4.11) and repeated below for convenience: 
(The TYA adjective pattern mitCiaC2C3C4U is theoretically a sound unaltered 
pattern and it is equivalent to the above-mentioned quadri-consonantal (and pseudo-
quadri-consonantal) adjective patterns and indicated in the following lists): 
mittargmu = 
mitbargsu 
mitharmtu 
mitHanglu 
miTTa'msu 
mitgargru 
mitbahlilu 
mitsaHwqu = msaHwaqu (3.1.4.10) 
Most (if not all) previous participial patterns, quadri-consonantal (and pseudo-
quadri-consonantal) from (3.1.4.2) to (3.1.4.10) excluding (3.1.4.1) and (3.1.4.3) can 
have theoretically the augmentative-prefix t- forming the theoretically general 
equivalent pattern (3.1.4.11) mitCiaC2C3C4U, the traditional pattern of which is 
mutafa-lil cited by (McCarthy, 1982, p. 134), and (Al-Shaddadi, 2003, p.ll5). This 
pattern (3 l .4.11) mitCiaC2C3C4U is theoretically used for active participles of quadri-
consonantal (and pseudo-quadri-consonantal) verb pattern tCiaC2C3aC4, the 
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mtargamu 
mbargasu 
mharmatu 
mHangalu 
mTa'masu 
mgargaru 
mbahlalu 
(3.1.4.2) 
(3.1.4.4) 
(3.1.4.5) 
(3.1.4.6) 
(3.1.4.7) 
(3.1.4.8) 
(3.1.4.9) 
traditional pattern of which is tafa'lala as in tadaHraja cited by (McCarthy, 1982, p. 
134) and (Al-Shaddai. 2003, p. 115). The verb pattern tCiaC2C3aC4 is produced from 
or augmented with respect to the general verb pattern CiaC2C3aC4 discussed and 
noted in all previous participial patterns from (3.1.4.2) to (3.1.4.10), by prefixation 
of the verb augmentative prefix t-. Most verbs of pattern, tfa'lal (tC|aC2C3aC4) are 
passive of simple quadri-consonantals (or pseudo-quadri-consonantals) (Cowell, 
1964, p.123), as well as of the most common pseudo-quadri-consonantals invoked by 
Al-Omariy, 2000, pp. 364-388, 394-407). 
The theoretically active participle pattern (3.1.4.11) mitCiaC2C3C4U is very 
rare or virtually never used or heard at all in TYA. This is also due to the notion that 
the active participle of a passive verb is often closely equivalent to the passive 
participle of the underlying active verb (Cowell, 1964, p. 267), e.g., the active verb 
targam "to translate" has the passive participle mtargamu "'translated'" which is most 
commonly and normally used and heard in TYA, whereas the passive verb ttargam 
"to be translated" has the theoretically active participle mittargmu which is not at all 
heard in TYA. Thus mittargmu is practically synonymous to mtargamu. 
In many such cases the passive participle of the active verb is the one normally 
used, while the active participle of the passive verb [as mittargmu] is very rare or 
virtually never used at all (Cowell, 1964, p. 267)). 
3.2.2.3.1.1.38 MSP niitmaC|C2C3U -iin as in mitmax6I-iin "having behaved/liked 
to behave (unusually); having done/liked to do (children like behavior) (M&F)" 
The TYA MSP mitmaCiC2C3U -iin as in mitmaxdi-iin "having behaved/liked to 
behave (unusually); having done/liked to do (children like behavior) (M&F)" will be 
assigned to both masculine and feminine adjectives on the most unique pseudo-
quadri-consonantal adjective pattern (3.1.4.12) mitmaC|C2C3U as in mitmax31-
u/mitmax6l-eh "having behaved/liked to behave (unusually); having done/liked to do 
(children like behavior), M/F"; see our discussion under (3.1.4,12). More illustrative 
examples arc shown in table (3.2.2.3.1.1.38) below: 
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Table (3.2.2.3.1.1.38) MSP mitmaC|C2C3U -iin as in mitmax51-iin "having 
behaved/liked to behave (unusually); having done/liked to do (children like 
behavior) (M&F)": 
N o o f A P AP A-u/A-eh/MSP-iin Gloss 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
(3.1.4.12) 
(3.1.4.12) 
(3.1.4.12) 
(3.1.4.12) 
1.4.12) 
1.4.12) 
1.4.12) 
(3.1.4.12) 
(3.1.4.12) 
(3.1.4.12) 
(3.1.4.12) 
(3.1.4.12.1) 
(3.1.4.12.2) 
(3.1.4.12.2) 
(3.1.4.12.3) 
mitmaC|C2C3U 
mitmaCiC2C3U 
mitmaC|C2C3U 
mitmaCiC2C3U 
iTiitmaCiC2C3U 
mitmaCiC2C3U 
mitmaC|C2C3Li 
mitmaC|C2C3Li 
mitmaC|C2C3U 
mitinaC|C2C3U 
iTiitiTiaC|C2C3U 
mitmawC2C3U 
mitmaCiwC3U 
mitmaC|wC3ii 
mitmaC]yC3U 
mitiTiax61-u/mitmax61-eh/mitmax61-iin "-
mitmasTf-u/mitmasTf-ah/mitmasTf-iin "-
mitmaghl-u/mitmaghl-eh/mitmaghl-iin "-
mitmaxTr-u/mitmaxTr-ah/mitmaxTr-iin "-
mitmaxdm-u/mitmaxdm-eh/mitmaxdm-iin "-
mitmasxr-u/mitmasxr-ah/mitmasxr-iin 
mitmarb-u/mitmarb-eh/mitmal'b-iin "-
mitmargl-Li/mitmargl-ah/mitmargl-iin 
mitmasg'-u/mitmasg'-eh/mitmasg'-iin "-
mitmaksl-u/mitmaksi-eh/mitmaksl-iin 
mitmahbl-u/mitinahbl-eh/mitm-ah/bl-iin "-
mitmawgb-u/mitmawgb-eh/mitmavvgb-iin "-
mitmaqwl-u/mitmaqvvl-ah/mitmaqwl-iin "-
mitmahv\r-u/mitmahwr-eh/mitmahwr-iin "-
mitmarys-u/mitmarys-ah/mitmarys-iin 
Note: The symbol "-"' under the item gloss of the above table (3.2.2.3.1.1.38), refers 
to the reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
3.2.2.3.1.1.39 MSP mCiaC2C2-een as in mrabb-een and MSP mCiaaCa-een as in 
mraaD-een "see (3.1.3.22.4) (M&F)" and "brought up (M&F)" 
In TYA, both masculine and feminine adjectives ending in /aa/ have MSP with the 
MSP allomorph -een not -iin. Such adjectives on the tri-consonantal adjective pattern 
(3.1.3.20.6) mCiaC2C2aa and (3.1.3.22.4) mCiaaCsaa represented in table 
(3.2.2.3.1.1.39) below do not show the default Masculine Sound plural (MSP) 
Formation by adding the (MSP) suffix -awn observed in CA/MSA; however they 
show Masculine Sound Plural (MSP) formation by adding the (MSP) suffix -een 
observed in some Arabic dialects referred to in the bibliography of this thesis. The 
MSP suffix -een should not be confused with the MD suffix -een or the pseudo-dual 
suffix -een discussed in chapter 2 under section (2.2.2.2); the (MSP) suffix -een 
seems to be a variation of the (MSP) suffix -iin, and the existence of he long vowel 
/ee/ in the (MSP) suffix -een is due to (1 think) the morphophonological process of 
Imaalah discussed in the introductory chapter, where simply /aa/ inclined to the 
direction of /ee/(cf mrabbaa/mrabbaa/mrabb-een; mraaDaa/mraaDaa/mraaD-een). 
More illustrative examples of the MSP mC|aC2C2 -een as in mrabb-een and MSP 
mC|aaC3-een as in mraaD-een are shown in (3.2.2.3.1.1.39) below: 
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Table (3.2.2.3.1.1.39) MSP mCiaC2C2-een as in mrabb-een and MSP mdaaCs-
een as in mraaD-een "see (3.1.3.22.4) (M&F)" and "brought up (M«&F)": 
NoofAP AP A-u/A-eh/MSP-een Gloss 
(3.1.3.20.6) mC|aC2C2aa mrabbaa/mrabbaa/mrabb-een "brought up" 
(3.1.3.20.6) mdaCzCzaa mSaffaa/mSaffaa/mSaff-een "purified" 
(3.1.3.22.4) mCiaaC3aa mraaDaa/mraaDaa/mraaD-een "see (3.1.3.22.4)" 
(3.1.3.22.4) mCiaaCsaa mqaaDaa/mqaaDaa/mqaaD-een "paid (up)" 
3.2.2.3.2 Broken plurals (BP) of Adjectives 
Like TYA nouns discuseed under (2.2.2.3.2 Broken plurals (BP)), TYA adjectives too 
can have BPs: Daxm-u 'large, fat', Dxaajn-u: kabiir-u 'big", kbaar-u. In case of 
Arabic in general, Acquaviva (2008, p. 201) points out that "Adjectives too can have 
BPs: daxm-un 'large, fat", dixaam-un; kabiir-un 'big', kibaar-un."' Broken plural, 
repeating it for convenience, is a term used to refer to the plural formations whose 
patterns or paradigms are different from those in the singular pattern or paradigm. The 
plural technique/process used in the plural formation of broken/irregular plurals is 
Revowelling. The illustrations given below show this: 
Most of the TYA BP patterns are for non-humans (-H) things and objects but 
there are broken plurals for humans (+H) also. Some of the BP patterns share the two 
features (± H). Most, but not all, of the human broken plurals are masculine. Unlike 
nouns discussed in the previous chapter under (3.2.2.3.2), only few adjectives, in 
TYA, have Broken Plurals (BP), most of which observed with the broken plurals of 
nouns. There are about (8) general BP patterns having totally (12) BP patterns. About 
half of these are classifiable, while the other remaining half is rather sporadic and 
unproductive. The most productive BP patterns with their illustrative examples and 
along with their corresponding singular forms and patterns are listed in the following 
sections and their related tables given one after the other. 
The TYA broken plurals shown in (3.2.2.3.2) Broken plurals (BP), will be 
generally divided into two types or patterns according to the number of their 
consonants: (he Tri-consonantal broken plural patterns in (3.2.2.3.2.3) below and the 
quadri-consonantal broken plural patterns in (3.2.2.3.2.4) that follows it. 
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3.2.2.3.2.3 Tri-consonantal broken plural patterns 
3.2.2.3.2.3.1 General BP pattern C,C2VvC3V 
3.2.2.3.2.3.1.1 BP pattern CCaaaCju as in SGaaru "small (M&F)" 
The following TYA masculine adjectives ending in /-u/ and their corresponding 
feminine adjectives ending in -eh/-ah with their different singular patterns (as inputs) 
have BP forms (as outputs) on the BP pattern CiC2aaC3u: 
Table (3.2.2.3.2.3.1.1) BP pattern CCzaaCau as in SGaaru "small (M«&F)": 
Pattern No. Pattern MA/FA BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(3.1.3.7) 
(3.1.3.7) 
(3.1.3.7) 
(3.1.3.7) 
(3.1.3.7) 
(3.1.3.8) 
(3.1.3.8) 
(3.1.3.8) 
(3.1.3.8) 
(3.1.3.8) 
(3.1.3.8.2) 
(3.1.3.10) 
CiC2iiC3U 
CiC2iiC3U 
CiC2iiC3U 
C|C2iiC3U 
C|C2iiC3U 
C|aC2iiC3U 
CiaC2iiC3U 
CiaC2iiC3U 
CiaC2iiC3U 
C|aC2iiC3U 
C'iawiiC3U 
CiaC2UuC3U 
SGiiru/SGiir-eh 
rxiiSu/rxiiS-ah 
nDiifu/nDiif-ah 
b'iidu/b'iid-eh 
gdiidu/gdiidu-eh 
kabiiru/kabiir-eh 
DabiiTu/DabiiT-ah 
xamiidu/xamiid-eh 
xafiifu/xafiif-eh 
qaSiiru/qaSiir-ah 
Tawiilu/Tawiil-ah 
SGaaru 
rxaaSu 
nDaafu 
b'aadu 
gdaadu 
kbaaru 
DbaaTu 
xmaadu 
xfaafu 
qSaaru 
Twaalu 
zabuunu/zabuun-eh zbaanu 
C|C2aaC3U 
CiC2aaC3U 
CiC2aaC3U 
C|C2aaC3U 
C|C2aaC3U 
CiC2aaC3U 
C|C2aaC3U 
C|C2aaC3U 
CiC2aaC3U 
CiC2aaC3U 
C|C2aaC3U 
C|C2aaC3U 
"small" 
"cheap" 
"clean" 
"far" 
"new" 
"big" 
"strong," 
"(3.1.3.8)" 
"unheavy" 
"short" 
"tall, long" 
"expensive 
In chapter 4 under (4.1.2.3), we will see that such TYA adjectives in the 
aforementioned table (3.2.2.3.2.3.1.1) having such BP are so, because they represent 
pairs of masculine-feminine adjectives (A - A-eh) with certain adjective patterns that 
take BP. 
3.2.2.3.2.3.2 General BP pattern C1VC2VC3V 
3.2.2.3.2.3.2.1 BP pattern C,uC2uC3U as in gududu "new (M«&F)" 
In TYA. there are very few masculine adjective ending in /-u/ and their corresponding 
feminine adjective ending in -eh with their different singular patterns (as input) that 
have BP forms (as output) on the BP pattern C1UC2UC3U which most commonly 
occurs in case of the nominal BP pattern C1UC2UC3U as in kutubu "books" discussed 
in the previous chapter under (2.2.2.3.2.3.2.1). This is demonstrated in table 
(3.2.2.3.2.3.2.1) below: 
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Table (3.2.2.3.2.3.2.1) BP pattern CuCjuCsU as in gududu "new (M&F)": 
Pattern No. Pattern MA FA BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(3.1.3.7) C|C2iiC3U gdiidu gdiid-eh gududu C1UC2UC3U "new" 
3.2.2.3.2.3.2.2 BP pattern duCzaCju as in zu'abu "see (3.1.3.31) (M&F)" 
in TYA, there are masculine and feminine adjectives ending in -eh with their similar 
singular miscellaneous tri-consonantal pattern (3.1.3.31) CiuC2C3-eh (as input) that 
have BP forms (as output) on the BP pattern C|uC2aC3U which most commonly 
occurs in case of the nominal BP pattern C|uC2aC3U as in kuratu "kinds of dresses" 
discussed in the previous chapter under (2.2.2.3.2.3.2.2). This is demonstrated in table 
(3.2.2.3.2.3.2.2) below: 
Table (3.2.2.3.2.3.2.2) BP pattern CuCiaCsu as in zu'abu "see (3.1.3.31) 
(M&F)": 
Pattern No. Pattern MA FA BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(3.1.3.31) C|uC2C3-eh zu'b-eh zu"b-eh zu'abu C|uC2aC3U ''see (3.1.3.31)" 
(3.1.3.31) C|uC2C3-eh sun'-eh sun'-eh suna'u C|uC2aC3U '"see (3.1.3.31)" 
(3.1,3.31) C|uC2C3-eh subh-eh subh-eh subahu C|uC2aC3U "see (3.1.3.31)" 
In chapter 4 under (4.1.2.2.1). we will see that such adjectives having such BP are 
so, because they are not specified for gender. 
3.2.2.3.2.3.3 General BP pattern C1VC2VC3VV 
3.2.2.3.2.3.3.1 BP pattern CuCiaCjaa as in fuqaraa "poor (M&F)" 
This BP pattern CiuC2aC3aa as in fuqaraa "poor" is for humans (+H). In TYA, there 
are masculine adjectives ending in /-u/ and their corresponding feminine adjectives 
ending in -eh/-ah with their different singular patterns (as inputs) that have BP forms 
(as outputs) on the BP pattern C|uC2aC3aa which most commonly occurs in case of 
the nominal BP pattern C|uC2aC3aa as in Guramaa "ones in depf" discussed in the 
previous chapter under (2.2.2.3.2.3.5.1). This is demonstrated in table (3.2.2.3.2.3.3.1) 
below; 
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Table (3.2.2.3.2.3.3.1) BP pattern duCiaCjaa as in fuqaraa "poor (M&F)": 
Pattern No. Pattern MA/FA BP BP Pattern "poor" 
(3.1.3.7) C|C2iiC3U fqiiru/fqiir-ah fuqaraa C|uC2aC3aa "poor" 
(3.1.3.7) CiC2iiC3U rHiimu/rHiim-ah ruHamaa C|uC2aC3aa "merciful" 
(3.1.3.8) CiaC2iiC3U kariimu/kariim-eh kuramaa C|uC2aC3aa "generous" 
(3.1.3.23.3) mCiC2iiC3U mdiiruu/mdiir-eh mudaraa C|uC2aC3aa "-" 
3.2.2.3.2.3.3.2 BP pattern CiuC2aC3ee as in buxalee "stingy (M«&F)" 
This BP pattern C|uC2aC3ee as in buxalee "companions" is for humans (+H). It does 
not occur in MSA. (cf MSA BP form julasaa'). It seems to be a variety of the BP 
pattern C|uC2aC3aa as in fuqaraa shown in (3.2.2.3.2.3.3.1) above, since the last long 
vowel /aa/ of its pattern is changed into led, the matter of Tmaalah' discussed in the 
introductory chapter. The following TYA masculine adjectives ending in l-ul and their 
corresponding feminine adjectives ending in -eh with their different singular patterns 
(as inputs) have BP forms (as outputs) on the BP pattern CiuC2aC3ee which most 
commonly occurs in case of the nominal BP pattern C|uC2aC3ee as in gulasee 
"companions" discussed in the previous chapter under (2.2.2.3.2.3.5.2). This is 
demonstrated in table (3.2.2.3.2.3.3.2) below: 
Table (3.2.2.3.2.3.3.2) BP pattern CuCiaCsee as in buxalee "stingy (M«&F)": 
Pattern No. Pattern MA FA BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(3.1.3.7) C|C2iiC3U bxiilu bxiil-eh buxalee C|uC2aC3ee "stingy" 
(3.1.3.7) C|C2iiC3U s'iidu s"iid-eh su'adee CiuC2aC3ee "happy, fortunate" 
(3.1.3.7) C|C2iiC3U fhiimu fltiim-eh fuhamee CiuC2aC3ee "see (3.1.3.7)" 
(3.1.3.8) C|aC2iiC3U baliidu baliid-eh buladee C|uC2aC3ee "dull" 
3.2.2.3.2.3.4 General BP pattern C1VC2C3V 
3.2.2.3.2.3.4.1 BP pattern C1UC2C311 as in Humru "red (M&F)" 
Apart from the TYA pairs of masculine-feminine adjectives related by the feminine 
marker -eh/-ah, there are pairs of masculine-feminine adjectives related by the 
feminine marker -aa or -ee, the later -ee is the Imaalah of the former aa as well as the 
metathesis of the short vowel /a/ coming after the second root consonant instead of 
coming after the first root consonant. The following TYA masculine adjectives and 
their corresponding feminine adjectives ending in /aa/ or /ee/ with their different 
singular tri-consonantal patterns (3.1.3.16) CiC2aC3 and CiaC2C3aa or CiaC2C3ee (as 
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inputs) have BP forms (as outputs) on the BP pattern C1UC2C3U. This is demonstrated 
below: 
Table (3.2.2.3.2.3.4.1) BP pattern C,uC2C3U as in Humru "red (M&F)": 
Pattern No. Pattern MA/FA BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(3.l.3.i6)C|C2aC3 
(3.1.3.16) C|C2aC3 
(3.1.3.16) C|C2aC3 
(3.1.3.16) C,C2aC3 
(3.1.3.16) C|C2aC3 
(3.l.3.16)C|C2aC3 
(3.1.3.16) C,C2aC3 
(3.1.3.16) C|C2aC3 
(3.1.3.16) C|C2aC3 
(3.1.3.16)C|C2aC3 
(3.1.3.16) C|C2aC3 
(3.1.3.16) C|C2aC3 
(3.1.3.16) C|C2aC3 
(3.1.3.16) C|C2aC3 
Hmar/Hamr-aa 
zraq/zarq-aa 
Sfar/Safr-aa 
xDHar/xaDHr-aa 
sqar/saqr-aa 
smar/samr-aa 
qlab/qalb-aa 
SlaVSal'-aa 
Snag/Sang-aa 
qzal/qazl-aa 
Hmaq/Hamq-aa 
bkam/bakm-ee 
Hdab/Hadb-ee 
glaH/galH-ee 
Humru 
zurqu 
Sufru 
xuDHru 
suqru 
sumru 
qulbu 
Sul'u 
Sungu 
quzlu 
Humqu 
bukmu 
Hudbu 
gulHu 
C1UC2C3U 
C1UC2C3U 
C1UC2C3U 
C1UC2C3U 
C1UC2C3U 
C1UC2C3U 
C)UC2C3U 
CIUC2C3U 
CIUC2C3U 
CIUC2C3U 
C1UC2C3U 
C1UC2C3U 
C1UC2C3U 
C|iC2C3U 
"red" 
"blue" 
"yellow" 
"green" 
"blond" 
i t •••> 
i.<, r ' 
"bald" 
"deaf 
cripple" 
"stubid," 
" dumb" 
••-'• 
"poor" 
This BP pattern C1UC2C3U as in Humru "red" is also observed on the regular 
pattern C1UC2C3U of the TYA numerals effractions as in xumsu "one fifth", sudsu 
•"one sixth", etc. which has been discussed so far under (2.3.2) of chapter 2. 
This TYA BP pattern C1UC2C3U as in Humru "red. pi, M/F" or Hudbu "hum-
backed, pi. M/F" is different from that of Classical Arabic/Arabic CuCC as in humr 
[with dot under h] 'red" or hudub 'humpbacked' [with dot under h] observed by 
McCarthy (1983). Repeating it here for convenience, McCarthy states that: 
Arabic has a large number of adjectives referring to colors and bodily 
defects, related to a corresponding verbal derivational class. The 
masculine Singulars of these words are of the form ?aCCaC (with 
irregular feminine CaCCaa) and the common gender plural is CuCC. This 
pattern is exemplified in (30): 
(30): ?ahmar humr 'red" 
?ahdab hudb 'hump-backed" McCarthy (1983, pp. 306-307). 
In chapter 4 under (4.1.2.2.3), we will see that such TYA adjectives in the 
aforementioned table (3.2.2.3.2.3.4.1) having such BP are so, because they represent 
the third group of the adjectives that are not so related by the feminine marker -eh/-ah. 
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3.2.2.3.2.3.5 General BP pattern C1VVC3V 
3.2.2.3.2.3.5.1 BP pattern duuCjii as in suudu "black (M&F)" 
In TYA, there seem to be few examples of masculine adjectives of colors and defects 
and their corresponding feminine adjectives of colors and defects ending in /ee/ with 
their different singular tri-consonantal sub-patterns (3.1.3.16.1) CiwaCsand CiOoCaee 
(as inputs) that have BP forms (as outputs) on the BP pattern C1UUC3U. This may be 
due to the fact that the BP pattern C1UUC3U is more commonly observed on the 
singular noun pattern C1UUC3U as in kuuzu "local drinking water container (made of 
clay)", nuuru (abst) "light", etc., discussed under (2.1.3.7.3) of chapter 2. The BP 
pattern C1UUC3U is demonstrated in table (3.2.2.3.2.3.5.1) below: 
Table (3.2.2.3.2.3.5.1) BP pattern duuCju as in suudu "black (M&F)": 
Pattern No. Pattern MA/FA BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(3.1.3.16.1) C|waC3 swad/soodee suudu C1UUC3U "black" 
(3.I.3.I6.I) CiwaC3 Hwal/Hoolee Huulu C1UUC3U "cross-eyed" 
(3.1.3.16.1) CiwaC3 swal/soolee suulu C1UUC3U "left-handed 
(3.1.3.16.1) C|waC3 xwal/xoolee xuulu C1UUC3U "see (3.1.3.16.1)" 
The above BP pattern C1UUC3U as in suudu "black, pi (M&F)" is also observed in 
the BP pattern C1UUC3U as in ruusu "heads" shown in the section and table 
(2.2.2.3.5.1) of the previous chapter (i.e., chapter 2 ). 
3.2.2.3.2.3.5.2 BP pattern CiiCau as in biiDu "white (M&F)" 
In TYA there seem to be only one masculine adjective and its corresponding feminine 
adjective ending in /aa/ with their different singular tri-consonantal sub-patterns 
(3.1.3.16.2) CiyaC3 and C|eeC3aa (as inputs) that have BP forms (as outputs) on the 
BP pattern C]iiC3U. This may be due to the fact that the BP pattern CiiiCau is more 
commonly observed on the singular noun pattern C|iiC3U as in diiku "cock, rooster", 
biiru "a well", etc., discussed under (2.1.3.3.4) of this chapter. The BP pattern C|iiC3U 
as in biiDu is demonstrated in table (3.2.2.3.2.3.5.2) below: 
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Table (3.2.2.3.2.3.5.2) BP pattern CiiiCju as in biiDu "white (M&F)": 
Pattern No. Pattern MA FA BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(3.1.3.16.2) CiyaC3 byaD beeDaa biiDu diiCau "white" 
3.2.2.3.2.3.6 General BP pattern dvvCjvv 
3.2.2.3.2.3.6.1 BP pattern CiUuC3ee as in muutee "dead (M&F)" 
In TYA there seem to be only one masculine adjective ending in -u and its 
corresponding feminine adjective ending in -eh with their different singular patterns 
(as inputs) that have BP forms (as outputs) on the BP pattern C|UuC3ee. This BP 
pattern CiuuCsee as in muutee does not occur in MSA (cf MSA mawtaa). In case of 
MSA, Ryding (2005, p. 147) points out that the plural CaCCaa (fa'laa) from singular 
CaCiiC (fa'iill) or CaCCiC (fa"'il) are plural forms that go with certain adjectives that 
are also used as substantives referring to human beings; dead mayyit/mawtaa killed 
qatiil/qatlaa. This later MSA example qatiil/qatlla '"killed'" show different behavior in 
TYA qatiilu/qatiil-iin. The BP pattern CiUuCsce as in muutee is illustrated in table 
(3.2.2.3.2.3.6.1) below: 
Table (3.2.2.3.2.3.6.1) BP pattern duuCsee as in muutee "dead (M&F)": 
Pattern No. Pattern MA/FA BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(3.1.3.9) ClayyiiCsU mayyiitu/mayyiit-eh muuteeCiUuCsee "dead" 
3.2.2.3.2.3.6.2 BP pattern CiiiCjaa as in riisaa "curious; barber (M&F)" 
In TYA there seem to be only one masculine adjectives ending in -u and their 
corresponding feminine adjectives ending in -eh with their different singular patterns 
(as inputs) have BP forms (as outputs) on the BP pattern CjiiCaaa. The BP pattern C-
liiCsaa as in riisaa is demonstrated in table (3.2.2.3.2.3.6.2). 
Table (3.2.2.3.2.3.6.2) BP pattern CjiiCaaa as in riisaa "curious; barber (M&F)": 
Pattern No. Pattern MA/FA BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(3.1.3.9) CiayyiiCsu rayyiisu/rayyiis-ah riisaaCiiiCsaa "curious; barber" 
3.2.2.3.2.4 Quadri-consonantal broken plural patterns 
TYA quadri-consonantal broken plural patterns in case of adjectives, unlike that of 
nouns discussed under (2.2.2.3.2.4), are only of'pseudo'-quadri-consonantal patterns. 
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These pseudo-quadri-consonantal BP patterns, like of nouns, have three root 
radicals/consonants plus 'insertion of an extra sound in order to create the pattern', 
(cf. Ryding, (2005, p. 152), in case iVlSA). The extra sound is mostly a semivowel or 
glide /y/ (there is no insertion of /w/ as observed in nouns), that is not a root 
radical/consonant in form, which fills the empty C slot to fit the quadric-consonantal 
broken plural pattern. These pseudo-quadri-consonantal BP patterns, like of nouns, 
have only two general BP patterns demonstrated below as (3.2.2.3.2.4.1) General BP 
pattern CaCvvCCv (CaCaaCCu); and (3.2.2.3.2.4.2) General BP pattern CCvvCvvCv 
(CCaaCiiCu).This is unlike the two quadri-consonantal broken plural patterns: 
CaCaaCC and CaCaaCiiC observed in CA/MSA and many of modern Arabic dialects 
mentioned in the bibliography of this thesis; (cf. our discussion of the TYA quadri-
consonantal broken plural patterns of the nouns that have four general BP patterns 
demonstrated below as (2.2.2.3.2.4.1) General BP pattern CvCvvCCv (CaCaaCCu); 
(2.2.2.3.2.4.2) General BP pattern CCvvCCv (CCaaCCu); (2.2.2.3.2.4.3) General BP 
pattern CvCvvCvvCv (CaCaaCiiCu), and (2.2.2.3.2.4.4) General BP pattern 
CCvvCvvCv (CCaaCiiCu).This is unlike the two quadri-consonantal broken plural 
patterns: CaCaaCC and CaCaaCiiC observed in CA/MSA and many of modern 
Arabic dialects mentioned in the bibliography of this thesis, also cf the reference of 
Cowell (1964) and Ryding (2005) mentioned there). 
3.2.2.3.2.4.1 General BP pattern CaCvvCCv (CaCaaCCu) 
3.2.2.3.2.4.1.1 BP pattern daCzaayCsu (CiaC2aaCC3u) as in hataaybu "stupid 
(M&F) 
In TYA, there are few masculine adjectives ending in -eh and its corresponding 
feminine adjectives ending also in -eh with their similar singular miscellaneous tri-
consonantal pattern (3.1.3.31) CiaC2iiC3-eh/ (as input) that have BP forms (as output) 
on the BP pattern C|aC2aayC3U (C|aC2aaCC3U which most commonly occurs in case 
of the nominal BP pattern C|aC2aayC3U (CiaC2aaCC3u) as in nataaygu "results" 
discussed in the previous chapter under (2.2.2.3.2.4.1.2). This is demonstrated in table 
(3.2.2.3.2.4.1.1) below: 
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Table (3.2.2.3.2.4.1.1) BP pattern CiaC2aayC3U (CiaC2aaCC3u) as in hataaybu 
"stupid (M&F): 
Pattern No. Pattern MA/FA BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(3.1.3.31) CiaC2iiC3-eh hatiib-eh/hatiib-eh hataaybu CiaC2aayC3U "stupid" 
(3.1.3.31) C|aC2iiC3-eh habiil-eh/habiil-eh habaaylu CiaC2aayC3U "foolish" 
In chapter 4 under (4.1.2.2.1), we will see that such adjectives having such BP are 
so, because they are not specified for gender. 
3.2.2.3.2.4.2 General BP pattern CCvvCvvCv (CCaaCiiCu) 
3.2.2.3.2.4.2.1 BP pattern mCiaaC2iiC3U (CCiaaC2iiC3u) as in mzaakiimu 
"having a cold (M&F)" 
In TYA, there are masculine adjectives ending in /-u/ and their corresponding 
feminine adjectives ending in -eh/-ah with their different singular patterns (as inputs) 
that have BP forms (as outputs) on the BP pattern mCiaaC2iiC3U (CCiaaC2iiC3u) 
which most commonly occurs in case of the nominal BP pattern mCiaaC2iiC3U (CC-
iaaC2iiC3u) as in msaamiiru "nails" discussed in the previous chapter under 
(2.2.2.3.2.4.4.5). This is demonstrated in table (3.2.2.3.2.4.2.1) below: 
Table (3.2.2.3.2.4.2.1) BP pattern mCiaaC2iiC3U (CCiaaC2iiC3u) as in mzaakiimu 
"having a cold (M&F)": 
Pattern No. Pattern MA/FA BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(3.1.3.18) maC|C2UuC3U mazkuumu/mazkuum-eh mzaakiimu mC|aaC2iiC3U''-' 
(3.1.3.18) maCiC2UuC3U magnuunu/magnuun-eh mgaaniinu mC|aaC2iiC3U"-' 
(3.1.3.18) maCiC2UuC3U maHbuusu/maHbuus-eh mHaabiisu mC|aaC2iiC3U "-' 
(3.1.3.18) maC|C2UuC3U max5uulu/max5uul-eh mxaaSiilu mC|aaC2iiC3U "'-' 
(3.1.3.18) maC|C2UuC3U masTuufu/masTuufu-ah msaaTiifu mC|aaC2iiC3U "'-" 
(3.1.3.23) muCiC2C3U mufTru/mufTr-ah mfaaTiiru mCiaaC2iiC3U"-' 
Note: The symbol "-" under the item gloss of the above table (3.2.2.3.2.4.2.1), refers 
to the reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
3.2.2,3.3 Revowelling or Affixation in different plural forms 
In TYA, masculine adjectives and their feminine corresponding ones on the patterns 
(3.1.3.17) C|aaC2C3U and (3.1.3.18) maCiC2UuC3U which are represented in the 
illustrative examples below in table (3.2.2.3.3) usually show the only Masculine 
Sound Plural (MSP) formation by adding the (MSP) suffix -iin; they can also show 
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the broken plural formation by the revowelhng technique/process (i.e. having Broken 
Plural (BP)); This is unlike nouns discussed in (2.2.2.3.3) of the previous chapter: 
Table (3.2.2.3.3) Revowelling or Affixation in different plural forms: 
MA form /FA form / MSP / BP Gloss 
raagd-u/raagd-eh/raagd-iin/rguudu "asleep" 
'aalm-u/'aalm-eh/'aalm-iin/'ulamaa "aware" 
gaahl-u/gaahl-eh/gaahl-iin/gahleh "young" 
Haasd-u/Haasd-eh/Haasd-iin/Hussaadu "envious" 
mazkuumu/mazkuum-eh/mzaakiimu/mazkuum-iin "having cold" 
magnuunu/magnuun-eh/mgaan-iinu/magnuun-iin "crazy; madman" 
maHbuusu/maHbuus-eh/mHaabiisu/maHbuus-iin "imprisoned" 
max6uulu/max6uul-eh/mxaa6iilu/max5uul-iin "see (3.1.3.18)" 
masTuufu/masTuuf-ah/msaaTiifu/masTuuf-iin "see (3.1.3.18)" 
In chapter 4 under (4.1.2.4.2) and (4.1.2.5.1), we will see that such TYA 
adjectives in the aforementioned table (3.2.2.3.3) having such BP are so, because they 
represent pairs of masculine-feminine adjectives or nominalized adjectives. 
3.2.2.3.4 Revowelling and Affixation in the same plural form 
In this section 3.2.2.3.4 Revowelling and Affixation in the same plural form, what can 
be observed is that there are plural forms that involve the combination of Revowelling 
and Affixation in the same plural form of an adjective. This is unlike nouns discussed 
in (2.2.2.3.4) of the previous chapter. Given below are illustrative examples of plurals, 
where the two plural techniques: Revowelling and Affixation are used together to 
form the plural patterns and their corresponding forms. These are considered to be of 
minor revowelling plural types as opposed to the major/primary Revowelling plurals 
discussed above. The difference between these and the purely BP type is that they 
involve so many kinds of affixation (prefixation in most cases). The TYA broken 
plural pattern 'aCCiCaa or 'aCCiCee from singular adjective sub-pattern (3.1.3.8.3) 
CiaC2iyyu, prefixes but does not suffixes hamza (i.e. the glottal stop /'/) and it is used 
with humans only as in qawiyyu/qawiyy-ah/'aqwiyaa "strong", etc. More examples 
are illustrated in table (3.2.2.3.4) below; 
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Table (3.2.2.3.4) Revowelling and Affixation in the same plural form: 
Pattern No. Pattern MA/FA BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(3.1.3.8.3) CiaC2iyyu qawiyyu/qawiyy-eh "aqwiyaa 'aCiCziyaa "strong, powerful" 
(3.1.3.8.3) C|aC2iyyu wafiyyu/wafiyy-eh 'awfiyaa 'aCiCaiyaa '"0(3.1.3.8.3)" 
(3.1.3.8.3) CiaC2iyyu 6akiyyu/6akiyy-eh "aSkiyee 'aC|C2iyee "c (3.1.3.8.3)" 
(3.1.3.8.3) CiaC2iyyu Ganiyyu/Ganiyy-eh 'aGniyee "aC|C2iyee "rich" 
3.2.2.4 Multi-tired analysis of TYA broken plurals of adjectives 
Given below is a Multi-tired analysis of TYA broken plurals of adjectives; it is an 
analysis of templatic prosodic Morphology. Repeating it here for convenience, the 
multi-tired analysis of templatic prosodic morphology developed by McCarthy, 
(1982), McCarthy and Prince (1990) in case of Classical Arabic and by Ratcliffe 
(1992) will be followed in analyzing the broken plural (BP) patterns and forms in 
TYA. McCarthy (1982, p. 192), points out that : "The vocalic (vowel) melody tier 
provides information analogous to that carried in English by inflectional affixes like 
tense, aspect, number or derivational affixes." 
Ratcliffe (1992) points out that: "The adjective tamaam "complete" would be 
analyzed as follows: 
consonant melody t m 
plate 
/el melody: 
1 1 \ 
C vCvvC 
\ / / 
a (p. 36) 
Further, he writes: "Every Arabic verb or noun/adjective can be broken down 
into at least three independent morphemes - a prosodic template, a consonantal root, 
and a vocalic melody. (Most words then contain further morphemes, consisting of 
affixes, as well)." (p. 37) 
We will analyze the first illustrative example of each TYA BP form shown in the 
sections above and their related tables. This is demonstrated in the following sub-
sections and their related figures: 
3.2.2.4.1 Multi-linear representation of the BP SGaaru "small (M&F)" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern C]C2aaC3U as in SGaaru shown in section and 
table (3.2.2.3.2.3.1.1), the BP SGaaru "small" wouid be analyzed as follows: 
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Figure (3.2.2.4.1) Multi-linear representation of the BP SGaaru "small (M&F)": 
Root tier / consonant melody S G r 
Skeletal tier / template/pattern C1C2VVC3V 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: a u 
Giving: SGaaru "small (M&F)"" 
This is also observed in the noun broken plural as in klaabu "dogs" shown in 
section and figure (2.2.2.4.1) of chapter 2. 
3.2.2.4.2 Multi-linear representation of the BP gududu "new (M&F)" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern C1UC2UC3U as in gududu shown in section and 
table (3.2.2.3.2.3.2.1). the BP gududu "new"' would be analyzed as follows: 
Figure (3.2.2.4.2) Multi-linear representation of the BP gududu "new (M&F)": 
Root tier/consonant melody g d d 
Skeletal tier/template/pattern C1VC7VC3U 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: u u 
Giving: gududu "new (M&F)"' 
This is also observed in the noun broken plural as in kutubu "books'" shown in 
section and figure (2.2.2.4.3) of chapter 2. 
3.2.2.4.3 Multi-linear representation of the BPzu'abu "see (3.1.3.31) (M&F)" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern C|uC2aC3U as in zu'abu shown in section and 
table (3.2.2.3.2.3.2.2), the BPzu'abu "see (3.1.3.31)" would be analyzed as follows: 
Figure (3.2.2.4.3) Multi-linear representation of the BP zu'abu "see (3.1.3.31) 
(M&F)": 
Root tier / consonant melody z " b 
Skeletal tier / template/pattern C1VC2VC3U 
Vocalic melody tier^vowel melody: u a u 
Giving: zu'abu "see(3.1.3.31)(M&F)" 
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3.2.2.4.4 Multi-linear representation of the BP fuqaraa "poor (M&F)" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern C|uC2aC3aa as in fuqaraa siiown in section 
and table (3.2.2.3.2.3.3.1), tiie BP fuqaraa "poor" would be analyzed as follows: 
Figure (3.2.2.4.4) Multi-linear representation of the BP fuqaraa "poor (M&F)": 
Root tier / consonant melody f q r 
I I I 
Skeletal tier / template/pattern C| VC2VC3VV 
I \ \/ 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: u a 
Giving: fuqaraa "poor (M&F)" 
This is also observed in the noun broken plural as in Guramaa "ones in depf 
shown in section and figure (2.2.2.4.10) of chapter 2. 
3.2.2.4.5 Multi-linear representation of the BP buxalee "stingy (M«&F)" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern C|uC2aC3ee as in buxalee shown in section 
and table (3.2.2.3.2.3.3.2). the BP buxalee "stingy'' would be analyzed as follows: 
Figure (3.2.2.4.5) Multi-linear representation of the BP buxalee "stingy (M&F)": 
Root tier / consonant melody b x I 
Skeletal tier / template/pattern C; VC2vC^vv 
I I \/ 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: u a e 
Giving: buxalee "stingy (M&F)" 
This is also observed in the noun broken plural as in gulasee "companions" 
shown in section and figure (2.2.2.4.11) of chapter 2. 
3.2.2.4.6 Multi-linear representation of the BP Humru "red (M&F)" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern C1UC2C3U as in Humru shown in section and 
table (3.2.2.3.2.3.4.1), the BP Humru "red" would be analyzed as follows: 
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Figure (3.2.2.4.6) Multi-linear representation of the BP Humru "red (M&F)": 
Root tier / consonant melody H m r 
Skeletal tier / template/pattern Ci VC2C3U 
I I 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody; u u 
Giving: Humru "red (M&F)" 
3.2.2.4.7 Multi-linear representation of the BP suudu "black (M&F)" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern C1UUC3U as in suudu shown in section and 
table (3.2.2.3.2.3.5.1), the BP suudu "'black" would be analyzed as follows: 
Figure (3.2.2.4.7) Multi-linear representation of the BP suudu "black (M«&F)": 
Root tier / consonant melody s d 
i I 
Skeletal tier / template/pattern CivvCsu 
\/ I 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: u u 
Giving: suudu "black (M&F)" 
3.2.2.4.8 Multi-linear representation of the BP biiDu "white (M&F)" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern CiiiCsu as in biiDu shown in section and table 
(3.2.2.3.2.3.5.2), the BP biiDu "white" would be analyzed as follows: 
Figure (3.2.2.4.8) Multi-linear representation of the BP biiDu "white (M&F)": 
Root tier/consonant melody b D 
Skeletal tier / template/pattern C| VVCBU 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: i u 
Giving: biiDu "white (M&F)" 
3.2.2.4.9 Multi-linear representation of the BP muutee "dead (M&F)" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern CiuuC3ee as in muutee shown in section and 
table (3.2.2.3.2.3.6.1), the BP muutee "dead" would be analyzed as follows: 
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Figure (3.2.2.4.9) Multi-linear representation of the BP niuutee "dead (M&F)": 
Root tier / consonant melody m t 
Skeletal tier / template/pattern Civv C3VV 
\ / \ / 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: u e 
Giving: muutee "dead (M&F)" 
3.2.2.4.10 Multi-linear representation of the BP riisaa "curious; barber (M&F)" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern C|iiC3aa as in riisaa shown in section and 
table (3.2.2.3.2.3.6.2). the BP riisaa "curious; barber" would be analyzed as follows: 
Figure (3.2.2.4.10) Multi-linear representation of the BP riisaa "curious; barber 
(M&F)": 
Root tier / consonant melody r s 
Skeletal tier / template/pattern C| vv C3VV 
\ / \/ 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: i aa 
Giving: riisaa "curious; barber (M&F)" 
3.2.2.4.11 Multi-linear representation of the BP hataaybu "stupid (M&F)" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern CiaC2aayC3U (CiaC2aaCC3u) as in hataaybu 
shown in section and table (3.2.2.3.2.4.1.1), the BP hataaybu "stupid" would be 
analyzed as follows: 
Figure (3.2.2.4.11) Multi-linear representation of the BP hataaybu "stupid 
(M&F)": 
Root tier/consonant melody h t y b 
Skeletal tier / template/pattern C| VCVVC2C3U 
\ \/ I 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: a u 
Giving: hataaybu"stupid (M&F)" 
This is also observed in the noun broken plural as in nataaygu "results" shown 
in section and figure (2.2.2.4.19) of chapter 2. 
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3.2.2.4.12 Multi-linear representation of the BP mzaakiimu "having a cold 
(M&F)" 
Under the above mentioned BP pattern mCiaaC2iiC3U as in mzaakiimu '"having a 
cold'" shown in section and table (3.2.2.3.2.4.2.1). the BP mzaakiimu would be 
analyzed as follows: 
Figure (3.2.2.4.12) Multi-linear representation of the BP mzaakiimu "having a 
cold (M&F)": 
Root tier / consonant melody m z k m 
Skeletal tier < template/pattern C1C2VVC2VVC3U 
\/ \/ I 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: a i u 
Giving: mzaakiimu "having a cold (M&F)" 
This is also observed in the noun broken plural as in msaamiiru "nails" shown 
in section and figure (2.2.2.4.41) of chapter 2. 
3.2.2.5 Adjectives Inflected for Gender but not for Number 
The following adjectives demonstrated in table (3.2.2.5) below are inflected for 
gender but nor for number in TYA. We will use the item 'Nil' to mean this. 
Table (3.2.2.5) Adjectives Inflected for Gender but not for Number: 
No. ofAP AP M/F Num Gloss 
(3.1.3.8) C|aC2iiC3U "amiiqu/'amiiq-ah Nil "deep'" 
(3.1.3.8) C]aC2iiC3U nafiisu/nafiis-eh 
(3.1.3.17) CiaaC2C3U baaslu/basal-eh 
(3.1.3.17.4) CiaaC2C2U gaaffu/gaaff-eh 
(3.1.3.19.5) mC|ayyC3U mGayymu/mGayym-eh 
(3.1.3.23) muC|C2C3U musmsu/musms-eh 
(3.1.3.23) muCiC2C3U muskru/muskr-eh 
(3.1.3.27) minC|aC2C3U minqabDu/minqabD-ah 
3.2.2.6 Adjectives neither Inflected for Number nor for Gender 
The following adjectives illustrated in table (3.2.2.6) below are neither inflected for 
number nor for gender in TYA. We will also use the item 'Nil' to mean this. 
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Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
"wide" 
"drooping" 
"cloudy" 
"dry'" 
•'sunny"' 
"intoxicanf" 
"heavyhearted 
Table (3.2.2.6) Adjectives neither Inflected for Number nor for Gender: 
No. ofAP AP M Gen/Num Gloss 
(3.1.3.1) 
(3.1.3.1) 
(3.1.3.1) 
(3.1.3.1) 
(3.1.3.2) 
(3.1.3.3) 
(3.1.3.3) 
(3.1.3.3) 
(3.1.3.4) 
(3.1.3.20.7) 
(3.1.3.20.7) 
(3.1.3.20.7) 
(3.1.3.20.7) 
(3.1.3.22.5) 
(3.1.3.22.5) 
(3.1.4.2.2) 
(3.1.3.31) 
CiaC2aaC3U 
C|aC2aaC3U 
CiaC2aaC3U 
CiaC2aaC3U 
C|C2aaC3U 
C|aC2aC3U 
C|aC2aC3U 
CiaC2aC3U 
C1UC2C3U 
mCiaC2C2ee 
mCiaC2C2ee 
mCiaC2C2ee 
mCiaC2C2ee 
iTiC|aaC2ee 
mCiaaC2ee 
mCiaC2C|aC2U 
CiaC2UuC3-ah 
habaasu 
kanaanu 
Sawaanu 
baraaHu 
ngaabu 
nafasu 
Salabu 
'azabu 
xulfu 
masabbee 
inHassee 
mxabbee 
msattee 
m'aafee 
msaawee 
mgalgalii 
garuub-ah 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
"wacky", irrational" 
"warm" 
"preserved, (well) kept" 
"wide" 
"see it in (3.1.3.2)" 
"wide" 
"dry, arid, barren, waste" 
"single, unmarried" 
"different" 
"see (3.1.3.20.7)" 
"see (3.1.3.20.7)" 
"hidden, canceled" 
"leavened, raised (dough)" 
"healthy, well" 
"see (3.1.3.22.4)" 
"see (3.1.4.2.2)" 
"see (3.1.3.31)" 
This last example represents the miscellaneous tri-consonantal pattern 
(3.1.3.31) CiaC2UuC3-ah as in the form garuub-ah, meaning: "(of land, etc.) for the 
first time (cultivated, etc.)" 
3.2.2.7 Predictability of Adjective Plural Forms 
The predictability of the adjective plural form (as output) from its corresponding 
adjective singular form (as input) is greater than in nouns discussed under (2.2.2.5). 
Given below are the general rules of this predictability: 
Rule 1: Forms of the adjective pattern (3.1.3.8) C|aC2iiC3U or (3.1.3.7) CiC2ii C3U 
generally take the broken plural pattern C|C2aaC3U as illustrated below: 
(3.1.3.8) CiaC2iiC3U kabiiru 
(3.1.3.7) C|C2iiC3U SGiiru 
kabiir-eh kbaaru 
SGiir-eh SGaaru 
"big, large" 
"small, little'^  
There are very few exceptions which take the broken plural patterns: C1UC2UC3U 
or CiuC2aC3aa or CiuC2aC3ee as demonstrated below: 
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(3.1.3.7) C|C2ii Call gdiidu gududu "new"' 
(3.1.3.7) C|C2iiC3U fqiiru fuqaraa "poor" 
(3.1.3.7) C|C2iiC3ii bxiilu buxalee "stingy" 
(3.1.3.8) C|aC2iiC3U baliidu buladee "dull" 
Rule 2: Forms of the adjective pattern (3.1.3.16) C|C2aC3 generally take the broken 
plural pattern C1UC2C3U as illustrated below: 
(3.1.3.16) C|C2aC3 Hmar Humru "red" 
(3.1.3.16) C|C2aC3 zraq zurqu "blue" 
When the second consonant is a semivowel, the broken plural pattern is C1UUC3U 
or C|iiC3U as shown below; 
(3.1.3.16.1) C|waC3 swad suudu "black" 
(3.1.3.16.2) CiyaC3 byaD biiDu "white" 
Rule 3: Otherwise, with few exceptions, it is only the masculine sound plural -iin, 
which is considered to be the most occurring plural allomorph used in the plural 
formation of masculine sound plural (MSP) of most of masculine-feminine pairs of 
adjective forms in TYA. Another plural allomorph is -een which resembles the dual 
suffix -een shown in nouns, but its occurrence in adjectives for plural formation is 
very less. With -iin, there is no change in the stem pattern of the singular; however, 
with -een, there is a change in the stem pattern of the singular where the final /aa/ or 
its imaalah/ to /ee/ (i.e. its declination to the direction of/ee/) is lost when this plural 
allomorph -een is added to the singular pattern ending with such vocalic endings. 
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End notes to chapter 3 
1. Cf. (Wright. 1955. pp. 133-4) and (Schulz. 2004. p. 83). 
2. Unlike end-note (1) above, the other six adjectives habaasu. kanaanu, Sawaanu 
nawaaru. wahaanu and baraaHiiare only found and used in TYA. 
3. Cf. same reference in end note (I) above. 
4. Cf (Al-'iryaani, 1996, p. 877). 
5. Salabu and 'azabu are invoked from a TYA proverb taken from and (checked by 
informants in personal communication and interview. This proverb is given below: 
yaHgod am-BaHr Salabu wan-nabi 'azabu 
(He) remembers the sea arid/barren and the prophetsingle 
Lit.: He remembers the sea (when it was) arid/barren and the prophet (when he 
was) single. 
It is said of the person who has a good memory and remembers things when 
mostly needed. See, also (Al-Omariy, 2000, p. 274) who cites the adjective Salabu 
and the verb yaHgod about which he notes that yaHgod is originally yaHoqq "to 
know the truth of. /q/ is replaced by /g/ and Idl is augmented. This is especially 
b} "ahlyumman (i.e. Speakers of Zabid dialect of all TYA). 
6. The TYA adjective xulfu "'different", which corresponds in signification to MSA 
form muxtalif or TYA form mu.xtalfu (see end note (246)) below, has been invoked 
by (Al-Omari), 2000, p 210) in his illustration of the following TYA proverb (No. 
548): 
"ad-tl m 'aa-k siyyu xulfu 
(Is there also with you (any) thing different 
Lit.: Is there also with you anything different? 
This proverb is said of condemning, denouncing and astonishing for the one who 
makes you more surprises in speech or in deeds. 
7. See end note (I) above. 
8. Cf (Al-Shaddadi, 2003. p. 100). 
9. Cf (Zammit, 2002, p. 99). 
10. Cf (Baalbaki. 1997. p. 894) for the MSA form kasil which can be compared to 
our slightly different form kislu with some signification. Cf also kasuulu vs. kasuul 
and kaslaanu vs. kaslaan shown under patterns (3.1.3.10) C|aC2UuC3U and (3.1.3.14) 
C|aC2C3aanu, respectively, in this chapter. 
11. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 1232). 
12. See (Al-Samraa'i; 2005, p. 88). See, also (A-1-Ahdal, Khalid. 2004, p. 177) in 
explaining the word zaxnui'" as a unique adjective in Tihami dialect and it means 
gamiil "beautiful" and wassiim "handsome'" and all what it opposite of qabiiH "ugly"; 
it has no origin in CA dictionaries/lexicon. This TYA adjectives zaxmu has been 
mentioned in a definite form-"ain-zaxm "the beautiful" by (Al-Omariy, 2000, p. 205) 
in illustrating the following TYA proverb (No. 535): 
"aadoh am-zaxm raagdu 
(Is) still the beautiful sleeping 
Lit.:"is the beautiful still sleeping'? This proverb is usually said by the mother to 
her baby when she wants to wake him/her up. It was also cited by (Al-"iryaauani, 
1996, p. 384). 
13. See (Al-Omariy, 2000, p. 200) in illustrating the following TYA proverb (No. 
523), in which the adjective sahlu has been mentioned: 
maa qaT siy sahlu 
Not not at all thing easy 
Lit.: "Nothing is easy at all" 
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Meaning; During what has gone from my life, I've never seen anything easy and 
every work needs efforts whatever its value or estimation it is; and nothing is from 
nothing. This proverb is said of not underestimating or of not making little of any 
work whatever easy it is; of. (Al-Shaddadi, 2003, p. 99), for the corresponding 
MSA form sahl "easy"'. 
14. Cf. (Al-'iryaani. 1996, p. 618) 
15. Cf (Zammit, 2002, pp 254-255); cf also (Baalbaki 1997, p. 695). 
16. See (Al-Omariy, 2000, p. 187) in his illustration of the following TYA (No. 487) 
where the adjective rxiiSu is invoked: 
baw ! haw ! rxiiSu 
Oh! Oh! Cheap 
This proverb is said when the thing is very cheap. Cf Baalaaki. 1997, p. 581) for 
the MS adjective raxiiS which can be compared to our slightly different form 
rxiiSu shown above with same significations. 
17. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, .p 627). 
18Cf. (Cowell, 1964. p. 127) 
19. This means, in accordance with, (Cowell, 1964. pp.127 and 251) that if a simple 
adjective means "x", then its descriptive means to be ' \ ' 
This is illustrated below: 
Adjective Descriptive Verb 
sahlu "eas}" shal/yashol ("ala) "to be easy (for)'" 
bxiilu "sting), bxal/yabxal ("ala) "to be sting} with someone) 
kabiiru ''big. large"" kebir/yakbar "to be big"' 
(Cf the following data from Damascus, SA. reproduced from (Cowell, 1964, p. 
251)) 
Adjective Descriptive Verb 
sahsl "eas}'"" byashal ('ala) "to be easy (for). 
bxli "stingy"' byabxal ('ala) "to be stingy with someone)"' 
sahTh "correct, all right"' bisah "to be all right"" 
20. Cf. (Zammit, 2002. pp. 295-6). 
21. Cf. (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 1185). A semantic change occurs to the TYA nafiisu 
''wide"" compared to MSA nafiis "valuable". 
22. See (Al-Samraa"i. 2005, p. 87). 
23.See(AI-Ahdal. .2004, p. 177) 
24. Cf. (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 1234). 
25. ibid. p. 563. 
26. See end note (19) above. 
27. Cf (Cowell, 1964, p. 128). 
28. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p.i 144) and (Schulz, 2004, p. 83). 
29. See (Al-Omariy. 2000, p. 391) in invoking the form rayyiisu "barber; curious" as 
a derivational source of the verb tmaryas to become curious, "to act curiously like 
the barber" -see end-note (294) below; in his foot note (1), he points out that the 
form rayyiisu "barber"" is among the common people (i.e. of Tihamah region) 
famous for the right and the intervening in everything. 
30. Cf (Cowell, 1964, p. 128) in case of Damasus. SA. 
31. Cf. (Baalbaki. 1997, p.894) and (Schulz. 2004, p. 83) for MSA kasuul. 
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32. Cf. (Baalbaki, 1997. p. 603) for MSA form zabuun which is used as a noun 
referring to the client or customer in English. This MSA zabuun corresponds in 
form (though sh'ghtly different) and in signification to TYA form zabuunu (with 
pausal /u/) as a noun cited by (Al-Omariy, 2003, p. 187). 
33. Uniii<e end-note (32) above, the TYA form zabuunu is considered to be unique 
adjective having unique signification meaning expensive. It is invoked by (Al-
Omariy. 2000, p. 187) in his illustration of the following TYA proverb (No. 486): 
baw! baw ! zabuunu 
Meaning: I denouncingly surprise from this (very) expensive thing. 
This proverb is denouncingly said when things(s) are very expensive. 
34. Cf. (Baalbaki. 1997, p. 1227) 
35.ibid. p. 808. 
36. See (Cowell, 1964, p. 277) who defines the dispositional adjective by saying: "A 
dispositional adjective indicates that the person or thing referred to is especially 
inclined or habituated or qualified to do what is designated by the underlying 
verb". 
In accordance with this, the adjective patterns C|aC2UuC3U C|aC2C2aaC3U and 
C|iC2C2iiC3U (or C|aC2C2iiC3U shown in SA without the final vowel /u/) are the 
ones generally used. This is briefly illustrated below: 
Underlvin 
kel 
Hasad 
Sabir 
Hass 
Timi" 
Saraf 
Cf data fi-
'akal 
hasad 
sabar 
hass 
taam' 
§araf 
2 Verb 
"to eat" 
"to envy" 
"to be patient" 
"to feel" 
"to be greedy" 
"to spend 
Dispositional Adjective 
'akuulu 
Hasuudu 
Sabuuru 
Hassaasu 
Tammaa'u 
Sirriifu/Sarriifii 
"gourmand'" 
"envious"" 
patient (in disposition) 
"sensitive"" 
"greedy" 
1 "spendthriff" 
om SA. reproduced from ((Cowell. (1964, p. 277)). 
"to eat" 
"to envy" 
"to be patient' 
"to feel" 
"to be greedy" 
"to spend'" 
"akCil 
hasud 
sabOr 
hassas 
' tamma' 
§arrTf 
"gourmand"" 
"envious, inclined"" 
"patient(in disposition) 
"sensitive'" 
"'greedy'" 
"spendthrift'" 
37. See (Al-Samraa'i. 2005. p. 91) for the word xarraaTu. 
38. See (Al-Omariy, 2000, p. 70) for the two words hassaalu and raTT"aaqu (i.e. 
rattaaq from rataq "to mend" things/shoes"" [it is being replaced by T; as a 
classicism, the derivative raTTaaqu has T for the classical t, which corresponds to 
T in words inherited via spoken channels]) both of which have been mentioned in 
his illustration of the following famous TYA proverbs (No. 131). 
hassaalu raTTaaqu 
Curious shoe-mender/ maker 
This proverb is said of the curious person as an abuse, because of his curiosity and 
fabricating lies and rumors against others. 
39. Cf (Zammit, 2002, p. 116) 
40. Cf. (Baalbaki, 1997. p. 244) for the MS bakkaa', which can be compared to our 
different form bakkaayu with same significations. The discrepancy is shown in the 
alternation of final /y/ in lieu of glottal stop/ 7. This is besides to pausal /u/ or 
case-ending /u/ or (OGNC) lul. 
41. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 787). 
42. See end note (36) above. 
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43. See chapter three for more details and data of the noun pattern (2.1. 3.25) 
CiaC2C2aaC3U. 
44. Cf (Cowell, 1964, p. 277). 
45. Cf (Schulz, 2004, p. 74). 
46. Cf. (Baalbaki. 1997, p. 922). 
47. Cf. (Al-Shaddadi, 2003, p. 97) 
48. See (Al-Samraa'i .2005, p. 87). 
49. See (Al-Ahdal. 2004. p. 178) in illustrating the meaning of Tafraanu in Tihami 
dialect, which refers to muflis "having no money, bankrupt" in MSA, cf 
(Baalbaki, 1997, p. 1084). 
50. Cf (Wright. 1955. pp. 133-5), (Cowell, 1964. pp. 132, 259) and (Al-
Shaddadi, 2003. p. 97). 
51. Cf. (Wright, 1955, p. 135) for the CA form 'uryaan" '^" (from 'ariya) which can be 
compared to our slightly different from 'uryaanu (from 'iriy "to be naked") with 
same significations. 
52. Cf (Baalbaki. 1997. p. 52) 
53. See (Al-Samraa"i. 2005, p.92). 
54. See (Al-Omariy. 2000. p. 367) in invoking the TYA adjective qzal in his 
illustration of the following TYA proverb (No. 946): 
yat-kardaf k-am Hmar amma- qzal 
He (is) falling down like the donky the lame/cripple 
Lit.: He is falling down like the lame/cripple donkey. 
It is said of the one who, too much, falls down in the ground/earth and makes 
mistakes in calculation and in speech, etc. In contrast, cf (Baalbaki. 1997. p.l31) 
for the MSA adjective 'a'rag which corresponds in signification but not in form to 
the unique TYA form qzal shown above. 
55.Cf (Baalbak. 1997. p. 109). 
56. ibid. p. 26. 
57. Cf. (Wright. 1955. pp. 133, 135), McCarthy (1983. pp. 306-307). (Cowell. 1964, 
p. 130)and(Schulz. 2004. p. 88) 
58. See end note (57) above. 
59. About ELATIVES (Cowell, 1964, p. 310) writes: "Elatives. derivable mainly 
from adjectives are formed on the pattern "af al for triliteral root: He also writes: 
"If an underlying adjective means "x". its elative means "more or most" \, ' . For 
example sa'ab "difficult"^ 'as'ab more (or most) difficult..." 
This holds true in TYA. The illustration of elative in TYA will be shown below: 
Elative (sound) 
shal "easier, easiesf 
SGar "smaller, smallest" 
kbar "bigger, biggest" 
ybas "drier, harder, etc." 
shar "more, most famous" 
t'ab "more, most tired" 
Dyaq "narrower, tighter, etc." 
fyad "more useful, etc". 
Underlying Word 
sahlu 
sGiiru 
kabiiru 
yaabsu 
mashuuru 
ta'baanu 
Dayyiiqu 
mfiidu 
"easy" 
"small" 
"big" 
"dry, hard 
"famous" 
"tried" 
"narrow," 
"useful 
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For more details of elatives, see (Covveli, 1964, pp. 310-315). Also cf. Watson 
(2009. p. 52) and (2006, p.433). who points out generally, in case of Elatives in 
Arabic that Elatives are derived predictably from most basic adjectives. The 
elative pattern is 'aCCaC for trilateral roots. The vocalic melody (-a-) is 
dependent on the pattern. Examples include: "akbar 'bigger; older' (kabiir 'big; 
old'); 'as'ab [with dot under s] 'more difficult' (sa'b [with dot under h] 
'difficult'); ajban 'more cowardly' (jabaan 'cowardly'); 'ahsan [with dot under h] 
'better" (hasan [with dot under h] 'good'). 
60. Cf. (Al-'iryaani, 1996, p. 71). 
61. See (Al- Samraa'i, 2005, pp. 88-91). 
62. See (Al-Ahdal, 2004. p. 176) for the TYA adjective gaahlu with the meaning 
"little/ young (boy)" and cf. Baalbaki, 1997, p. 409) for the form gaahil with 
meaning ignorant. Thus the two forms gaahlu vs. gaahil do not correspond in 
significations to each other. 
63. See (Al-Samraa'i, 2005, p. 84). 
64. Cf (Al-'iryaani, 1996, p. 924). 
65. The TYA form baayku was cited by (Al- 'iryaani, 1996, p. 88). 
66. Though less common in use the TYA form raayHu can correspond in signification 
to MSA form raa'iH: Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 567). 
67. Unlike end note (66) above, the TYA form raayHu has a unique signification 
more commonly used and linguistically sociocognized among TYA speakers. 
68. Cf (Cowell, 1964. p.l31) in case of SA xayef "afraid", and hawi "windy". 
69. Cf (Al-'irayaani, 1996, p. 698) 
70. See (Al-Omariy, 2000, p. 299) in his illustration of the following TYA proverb 
(No. 751) where the forms Haamyu is involved): 
kul m'awws-eh t-qool 'oos-i Haamyu 
Each seller of woman-made-bread says bread my hot 
Lit.: Each (female) seller of woman-made-bread qualifies her own bread to be hot, 
that is to say, it is tasty and delicious. 
This proverb is said of every one who qualities his/her own objects whatever 
concrete or abstract are they. 
71.Cf (Al-'irayaani, 1996, p. 887). 
72. See (Al-Samma"i, 2005, p. 92), se also (Al-Omariy. 2006. p. 235). 
73. Cf (Al-Omariy, 2006, p. 160). 
74. See (Al-Samraa'i, 2005. p. 91), and cf (Al-'iryaani, 1996, p. 665). 
75. See (Al-Omariy, 2000, p. 389) who points out that the TYA form gaassu is an 
active participle of gass altered from galasa ''to sif and that gaassu means gaalis 
•'sitting". 
76. Cf (Wright, 1955, pp. 131-3, 30), (Cowell. 1964, pp.131, 258), (McCarthy, 1982, 
pp. 132-134) and (Al-Shaddadi, 2003, pp.70-113), for their discussions, of verbal 
adjectives or active participles and passive participles produced from the first 
form or first binyan fa'al; (i.e. CiaC2aC3) in CA, SA and MSA respectively. 
77. Cf (Al-Shaddadi, 2003, p. 73). 
78. See (Al-Omariy, 2000, p. 346) in invoking the two TYA forms maxSuulu and 
masTuufu in his illustration of the following TYA proverb (No. 981): 
maxSuulu masTuufu 
This proverb is said of the naughty person who behaves unusually and does 
children like behavior? It is the other wording of proverb (No. 980), see it in end 
note (323) below. 
79. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997. p. 1141) and (Al-Shaddadi, .2003, pp. 113-4). 
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80. Cf. (Baalbaki. 1997, p. 1011). 
81. ibid. p. 1092. 
82. ibid. p. 1121. 
83. See end note (76) above. 
84. See end note (127) below. 
85. (Wirght, 1955, pp. 143-147. 29-44), (Cowell, 1964, pp. 134-136), (Aboul-Fetouh, 
1969, pp. 77-79, 45-47), (AI-Toma,1969. pp.72-73, 53-54). (McCarthy, 1982, pp. 
132-134), (Al-Shaddadi. 2003. pp. 130-135) and (Schulz, 2004 pp,66-67) for 
their discussions of patterns and forms of verbal adjective or active and passive 
participles formed from tri-radical/triliteral/tri-consonantal derived from tri-
radical/triliteral/ tri-consonantal derived verbs of patterns/ forms/ binyanim Il-X 
in CA, SA. ECA, CA & lA, CA and MSA, respectively. 
86. See (Al-Samraa'i, 2005, p. 113). See also (Al-Omariy, 2000, p. 314) in illustrating 
the following one-word TYA proverb (No. 796) mzallTu which said of the rich 
person or trader or to the one who pretends to be rich or feels proud of having a lot 
of money: It is from the verb zallaT "to be rich" which is from the noun zalaTu 
•"money". 
87. Cf. (Al-'iryaani, 1996, p. 449). 
88. From a socio-cognitive and socioiinguistic point of view, the underlined meaning 
of the two TYA mkassru and mSann'u, show a semantic change or a deviation of 
the meaning compared to the ones in MSA. Cf (Al-Shaddadi, 2003, pp.78, 83). 
The meaning someone breaks in pieces of the MSA makassir is given or perceived 
in TYA by the verb form kassar "(perfect), "he breaks or breaks in pieces" or 
yikassir "(imperfect)" "he breaks in pieces"'. However, the meaning "maker, 
manufacturer" of the MSA miiSaani'is given or perceived in TYA in the active 
participle form Saan'u, which can also be found and compared to the 
corresponding MSA Saani'with the same meaning; Cf (Al-Shaddadi. 2003. p.83). 
89. MSA muSfarr. niHmarr. muzraqq and muxDarr cited by (Baalbaki, 1997. pp. 
1054, 955. 1026 and 1001) do not correspond in form to TYA forms mSaffru, 
mHammru, mzarrqu and mxaDDru. MSA forms are on the pattern muC|C2aC3C3; 
they are formed from the MSA/CA ninth form or ninth banyan 'iC|C2 aC3C3-
a/'ifall-a as in 'iSfarr-a "to be yellow", Cf. Wright 1955. p.33, 143). Al-Toma 
(196. p. 54) and Al-Shaddadi. (2003, pp. 134-5); this ninth binyan does not occur 
in TYA. However. TYA forms or color adjectives are formed from the 2'"' bin>an 
CiaC2C2aC3 as in Saffar to be "yellow", etc. This 2"^ binyan CiaC2C2aC3 
functions as a accommodating derivational source. Moreover this 2" binyan has a 
grammatical characteristic of being derivative of pattern (3.1.3.16) C|C2aC3 
adjectives illustrated below: 
^ Sfar "yellow" 
<- Hmar "red" 
<- zraq "blue" 
^ xDar "green" 
<- swad "black" 
<- byaD "white" 
90. Cf. (Baalbaki, 1997. p. 1030). 
91. From a sociocognitive and socioiinguistic point of view, the underlined meaning 
of the TYA word mgaddidu shows a semantic change or a deviation from the 
meaning of the corresponding MSA form mugaddid which has been cited by 
(Baalbaki, 1997, p. 9/7). 
92. Cf. (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 1009); Cf also (Al-Shaddadi. 2003, p. 113,114). 
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Saffar 
Ham mar 
zarraq 
xaDDar 
sawwad 
bayyaD 
"to become yellow' 
"to become red" 
"to become blue" 
"to become green" 
"to become black" 
"to become white" 
93. Cf. (Al-'iryaani, 1996, pp. 904-5). 
94. The form mwa''du is only used in TYA with this form and signification as talcen 
from and checked by informants in personal communication. 
95. Though the TYA form myabbsu can have the same meaning of its corresponding 
MSA form muyyabbis cited by (Baalbaki,i997, p. i 144) and (Schuiz, 2004, p.66), 
it has from a socio-cognitive and socioiinguistic point of view, the underlined 
meaning as well, which is not perceived in MSA. 
96. Cf. (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 1043). 
97. Cf. (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 996) for the word muHayyir compared to its corresponding 
TYA word mHayyru. The underlined meaning associated to the TYA adjective 
form mHayyru shows a different meaning not found in CA/MS. It means 
extremely bad when it is attributed to the noun dummalu 'Turuncle, fester"' as in 
the famous TYA phrase "dummalu mHayyru" ''extremely bad furuncle/fester'", 
taken from and checked by informants in personal communication. 
98. See (Al-Omariy, 2000. p. 314) in illustrating the following one-word TYA 
proverb (No. 795): mbayysu, which is said of the rich person/trader or the one 
who pretends to be rich or feels proud of having a lot of money". 
99. Cf. (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 1015). 
100. See (Al-Omariy. 2000. p. 58) in illustrating the following TYA proverb (No. 96). 
in which the word mrakkyu has been mentioned. 
mrakkyu la-as-samee bi-yadd-oh 
Supporting the sky with hand his 
Lit.: (he is) supporting the sky with his hand 
This proverb is said (with mockery) of the arrogant, self-conceited/self-
important persons 
101. See end note (85) above. 
102. See end note (86) above. 
103. See end note (89) above. 
104. Cf. (Al-Shaddadi, 2003. p.78). 
105. The word m'aqqadu, is cited by (Al-Omariy. 2000, p. 93), in his illustration of 
the following one-word TYA proverb (No. 204): mu'aqqadu, which is said of the 
person or thing that is complicated or complex or tangly. 
106. See (Al-Omariy. 2000. pp. 81-82), in illustrating the following TYA proverb 
(No. 164) in which the passive participles form mraffa'u "emptied, cleaned out 
o f has been mentioned: 
mraffa'u ka-m-misgid 
emptied like mosque 
Lit.: (It is) emptied like mosque 
Meaning: The house is empty from decorations and carpets or furniture like 
mosque; this is an indication of no existence of movement or people. 
This proverb is said of the empty place from decorations, movement and people. 
To compare the TYA passive participle form mraffa'u "emptied, cleared out of" 
with that of MSA passive participle form muraffa' "promoted elevated"", a 
deviation of meaning or semantic change can be observed. Both are derived from 
the verb raffa', raffa'in MSA means to promote to raise, to elevate; see, (Baalbaki, 
1997, p. 590), however, raffa' in TYA means "to empty, to clear out of. I think 
this perception of the underlined meaning comes from a socio-cognitive and 
socioiinguistic point of view. 
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107. The form mbaSSalu analogically or theoretically is the passive participle of the 
unique TYA verb baSSai. It is unique because it is not used in other Arabic 
varieties. Discussing its derivation and meaning (AJ-Omariy, 2000, p. 316) points 
out that baSSal is derived from the noun baSal/bSalu "onions" and it means "to 
put onions in the food. 
108. Cf (Schuiz, 2004, p. 67). 
109. The masculine form mwassaru has been mentioned in its definite feminine form 
m-wassar-ah by (Al-Omariy, 2000, p. 45), in his illustration of the following 
famous TYA proverb (No. 37): 
Sawaamu bla Salaah ka m-Himreh m-mwassarah 
fasting without praying like the donkey the fastened. 
Lit.: Fasting without praying is like the fastened donkeys. 
Meaning: The (Muslim) person who is only fasting and not praying is like the 
fastened donkeys without food. That is to say, he/she has, from his/her fasting, 
nothing but hungriness and thirstiness. This is because he/she is not performing 
the other religious duties/obligations. This proverb is metaphorically said for or of 
such meaning, 
n o . Cf. (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 1144), Cf, also (Schuiz, 2004, p. 67). 
111. Cf. (Al-Shaddadi, 2003, p. 113). 
112. Cf (Baalbaki 1997. p. 987). 
113. ibid, p.1050. 
114. (Al-Omariy, 2000, pp. 316-317) points out that the form mHawwagu is a 
passive participle of the verb Havvvvag derived from the noun Havvaaygu "ginger" 
or spices such as onions garlic, pepper etc. The verb Havvwag means to put ginger 
in the coffee or to put spices in the food. He invokes the form mHawwagu as a 
one-word proverb (No. 802). He explains that this proverb metonemically means 
that the food or any thing, concrete or abstract has been given the needful things 
that complete it, make it tasty and with flavor and make it very nice. He concludes 
that the proverb is said of the smart and complete person. 
115. TYA mHawwagu is linguistically socio-cognized by speakers as referring to 
a smart and complete or perfect person, see end not (114) above. 
116. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997. p. 1003) 
117. The TYA form mgayyadu alternates with its corresponding form muqayyad. 
The consonant /q/ is usually replaced by the consonant /g/ in many words in TYA, 
phonological phenomenon discussed by Al-Omariy, 2000, pp.81-88). The word 
mgayyadu has been invoked by (Al-Omariy. 2000, p. 88) in his illustration of the 
following TYA proverb (No. 186): 
ya-msi ka-lli mgayyadu 
"He is walking like that which (is) enchained/shackled 
Lit.: He is walking like that which is enchained/ shackled 
It is said of the person who seems to be slow in his walking or who is slowing down 
(his walking). 
It seems that TYA form mgayyadu maintains the signification of the MSA form 
muqayyad "shackled", enchained and leave out the other significations: 
"registered, enrolled, limited, obligated"; cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 1094), and see 
end note (118) below. 
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118. The TYA form mgayyadu compared to the MSA form muqayyad maintains the 
consonant /q/ and the significations: ''registered and enrolled" shown above. The 
other two significations: 'limited and obligated" are represented by the TYA 
forms maHduudu and magbuuru, respectively, which has been mentioned under 
pattern (3.1.318) maCiC2UuC3U 
1 19. The form mhayyalu is analogically or theoretically the passive participle of the 
verb hayyal. Discussing its derivation and meaning, (Al- Omariy, 2000, p. 317) 
points, out that the verb hayyal is derived from the noun heelu "cardamom'", and it 
means "to put heelu"'(= cardamom) in the thing (i.e. food or drink). Keeping in 
mind the notion above, the TYA noun heelu shows the same signification of the 
MSA form heel or hall, '"cardamom" (see Baalbaki, 1997, pp. 1200, 1214); 
however the TYA verb hayyal shows remarkably different signification from that 
of the MSA hayyal (also hala) '"to pour down, heap, pile up (sand, etc.) on", see 
(Baalbaki, 1199, p. 1214). 
120. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997. p. 1015). 
121. ibid p. 1053. 
122. The TYA form msabbee is only used in TYA as taken from and checked by 
informants in personal communication. 
123. Cf (Baalbaki. 1997. p. 990). 
124. ibid, p.997. 
125. The TYA form msattee which is formed from the verb sattee is only used in 
TYA as taken from and checked by informants in personal communication. 
126. See end note (85) above. 
127. This is when TYA speakers occasionally tend to use the active participles 
without the post-final vowel /u/ as a pausal or case-ending Inl or (OGNC) Id. or 
when they use the active participles in definiteness which will be discussed later. 
128. Cf (Al-Shaddadi, 2003, p. 72). 
129. ibid. p. 78: in addition the TYA form mkaasru additionally refers to "speech-
cutter", a meaning not found in MSA form mukaasir. 
130. Cf (Al-Shaddadi. 2003. p. 92). 
131. Cf (Baalbaki. 199. p.976). 
132. TYA form mkaarfu (with the root krf) has the following meaning or 
signification: "angr) with somebody to the extent of not talking to him/her". It is 
unique in this signification as well as in form, since it may be a metathesis of the 
MSA root kfr as in kafar-a (binn'imah) 'to be ungrateful for (for a benefit, 
blessing, grace, etc." cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 897). 
133. Cf (Baalbaki. 1997, p. 1136) and (Schulz 2004. p. 66). 
134. Cf (Al-Shaddadi, 2003, p. 104). 
135. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 976). 
136. ibid. p. 1086. 
137. ibid. p. 1057. 
138. The form m'aaydu as active participle is quite common in TYA. 
139. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997. p. 1112). 
140. ibid. p. 985. 
141. Discussing its derivation and signification, Al-Omariy (2000, p. 344) points out 
that the form mhaabyu is an active participle of the verb habee "to make oneself 
which is a pseudo-form deviated from the Arabic verb wahaba 'to give to, to grant 
to". He invokes this proveib (No. 891): 
mhaabyu nafs-oh masxarah 
making self-him laughingstock 
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Lit.: (He is) mal<ing himself laughingstocl<..; It is said of tlie one who-does or 
makes that which make people laugh at him and mock at him. 
142. Cf (Baalbaki. 1997, p. 1005). 
143. See end note (85) above. 
144. Cf. (Al-Shaddadi, 2003, p. 85). 
145. Cf. (Baalbaki, 1997. p. 943) and (Cowell, 1964, p. 134). 
146. Cf. (Al-'iryaani. 1996, p. 867). 
147. Since, it has no origin in Arabic lexicon or dictionaries, the two forms 
msaamagu and msaamaqii seems to be unique in TYA. It is used for passive 
participle of verb saamag. Same thing holds true for the form msaamaq that 
follows it, 
148. The form mdaabasu from daabas "to mix a thing with other thing(s)" is only 
used in TYA as taken from and checked by informants in personal 
communication. 
149. Different significations and slightly different forms or morphophonemic shapes 
are observed between the TYA passive participle mwaaSalu and that of MSA 
muwaaSal; Cf. (Schulz. 2004. p. 67). 
150. Cf (Al-Shaddadi, 2003, p. 104). 
151. The two forms mwaarabu and muwaarab in TYA and MSA respectively are 
analogically or theoretically used for passive participles of the verb waarab (of the 
!> binyan C|aaC2C3). Though this verb maintains the same form in these two 
Arabic varieties, it shows different significations between them. Its significations 
in TYA are "to bend, to meander, to zigzag and to double up'"; however, its 
significations in MSA are "to quibble, to double-cross"", cf. (Baalbaki, 1997. p. 
1217). Keeping in mind the above notion, it can be said that the TYA mwaarabu 
shows different significations and slightly different forms. This comes from a 
sociocognitive point of view. 
152. Cf (Baalbaki. 1997. p.410). 
153. ibid. p. 602. 
154. ibid. p. 847. 
155. ibid. p. 571. 
156. ibid, p.1065. 
157. The form msaawee is onl\ used in TYA with this signification, cf (Cowell. 
1964. p 134) for SA msawa "made"'. 
158. See end note (85) above. 
159. See end note (127) above. 
160. Cf (Al-Shaddadi, 2003, p. 74). 
161. Cf (Baalbaki. 1997, p. 1040). 
162. Cf (Al-Shaddadi. 2003. p. 92). 
163. Cf (Baalbaki. 1997. p. 1002). 
164. The form mughlu is an agentive adjective, (cf end note (188) below. It is only 
used in TYA as taken from and checked by informants in personal 
communication. 
165. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 1049). 
166. The underlined meaning is only associated to the TYA form musbtu, for MSA 
musbit Cf (Baalbaki 1997, p. 1030). 
167. The underlined meaning is only associated to the TYA form mukOru, cf 
(Baalbaki, 1997, p. 1096). 
16b. Cf (Cowell, 1964, p.46). 
169. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997. p. 1137). 
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170. ibid. p. 1138. 
171. See end note (170) above. 
172. Cf. (Baaibaki. 1997, p. 1139). 
173. ibid. p. 1052. 
174. ibid. p. 1089. 
175. See (Al-Omariy, 2000, p. 92) in invoking the form mHibbu in the following 
TYA proverb (No. 199): 
'am-mHibb 'mee wa 'alaa raas-oh kaddu maayu 
The lover blind and over head-his jug water 
Lit.: The lover is blind and over his head is a jug of water. It is said of intensifier 
of loving and friendship, who does not see the defects/ faults of his beloved or 
friend. 
176. Cf. (Baaibaki, 1997., p. 1133). 
177. ibid. p. 992. 
178. The form msinnu is a characteristic adjective, cf end note (187) below. It is 
quite common in TYA. 
179. Cf (Wright, 1955, p. 9) Cf also, (Cowell, 1964, p.44). 
180. Cf (Baaibaki. 1997. p. 1085). 
181. ibid. p. 1063. 
182. Cf (Baaibaki, 1997, p. 1094), cf also, (Schulz, 2004, p.66) 
183. Cf (Baaibaki, 1997, p. 1107). 
184. mu'Si/mu'dyu is a characteristic adjective, cf end note (187) below. It is quite 
common in TYA. 
185. See end note (85) above. 
186. Formed on the TYA pattern (3.1.3.23) muC|C2iC3U, the AGENTIVE 
ADJECTIVE as defined by (Cowell, 1964, pp. 278-279) "...depict their referent 
as doing-or tending "to do-what is designated by a paronymous transitive verbs"'. 
This is illustrated in the following TYA data: 
AGENTIVE ADJECTIVE 
mughlu "having many children" 
mukOru "having increased" 
mHibbu "loving" 
mhimmu "important" 
mxiifu "frightening" 
hadaa/hadee "to rightly guide" muhdyu "rightly guided" 
See also, (Wrigth, 1955, p. 34, rem. a) who writes: "when the second and fourth 
forms of a verb are causative, they have in some cases different signification, in 
other the same". 
187. Formed on the pattern (3.1.3.23) muCiC2iC3U, the CHARACTERISTIC 
ADJECTIVES as defined by (Cowell, 1964, p. 279-280)" ...., are derived from 
simple nouns. They depict their referents as being characterized, or notably 
endowed, with the thing designated by the underlying nouns". 
This is illustrated in the following TYA data: 
Underlying Noun Characteristic Adjective 
sabt(u) "Saturday" musomebodytu "sleeping and 
"not working on a workday" 
samsu "sun" musmsu "Sunny" 
Haqqu "right" mHiqqu "righfull, just" 
sinn(u) "age" msinnu "aged" 
'iqaamah "residence" mqiimu "resident, residing" 
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Transitive 
gahhal 
kaOOar 
Habb 
hamm 
xawwaf 
Verb 
"to have many children 
"to increase" 
"to love 
"to be important" 
"to frighten" 
waraqu '"leaves'" muurqu "in leaf, leafy" 
'a6ee "harm" mudyu "harmful" 
188. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 1023). 
189. ibid. p. 960. 
190. ibid. p. 1130. 
191. ibid. p. 1107. 
192. Cf (Cowell, 1964, p. 134). In fact, TYA passive participles of pattern (3.1.3.24) 
muCiC2aC3U are RARE, because, in place of it with same significations, the 
pattern (3.1.3.18) maCiC2UuC3U is more commonly used by TYA speakers. 
193. See end note (85) above. 
194. See end note (127) above. 
195. Cf (Al-Shaddadi, 2003, p. 81). 
196. ibid. p. 86. 
197. The form mitHammlu, as taken from and checked by informants in personal 
communications and interviews, is commonly used in TYA. 
198. TYA mitballsu is an active participle of the verb tballas "'to find or consider 
cheap or inexpensive". This is as it was noted by (Al-Omariy, 2000, p. 254). He 
points out that tballas is from ballas which is coined from the word blaas whose 
origin is the structure blaa say" "'without price"'. See also (Assuusvvah. 2004, p. 95) 
where the structure blaa+ say and the verb tballas were cited" mitballsu is 
equivalent to MSA mustarxis from 'istarxas cited by (Baalbaki, 1997, p.90). 
199. Cf (Al- 'iryaani, 1996, p. 894). 
200. Cf (Baalbaki. 1997, p. 971) for the MSA mitwassil which corresponds in 
signification and slightly different in form to our TYA mitwassilu. 
201. Unlike end note (200) above, the illustrative TYA example mitwassilu which 
has been taken from and checked by informants in personal communications, 
shows different significations not found in MSA form mutawassil shown in end-
note 200 above. 1 think this unique signification associated with the TYA 
mitwassilu comes from a socio-cognitive and sociolinguistic point of view; cf. 
also(AI-"ii-yaani, 1996, p. 910). 
202. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997. p. 971). 
203. Cf (Schulz, 2004, p. 66). 
204. ibid. p. 66. 
205. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 969). 
206. The TYA mithawwlu as an active participle of thawwal "to be or become too 
frightening"", seems to be a unique form in TYA. since there is no counter-
example found in MSA or other Arabic varieties. 
207. Cf (Baalbaki. 1997, p.962). 
208. TYA mitbayytu, as an active participle from the verb tbayyat "to lodge or to 
have a house to lodge in"", is taken from and checked by informants in personal 
interviews and communications. 
209. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 956), and cf (Al- "iryaani. 1996, pp. 348); TYA 
mitraddyu do not correspond in signification to MSA mutaraddi and do not 
corresponds in form to the YA radiy. 
210. TYA mitrakki/mitrakkyu as an active participle of the verb trakkaa corresponds 
in form and significations to YA mitrakki cited by (Al-'iryaani, 1996, p. 362), cf 
end note (100) of this chapter. 
211. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 953, 956). 
212. ibid. p. 957; see, also, end note (90) of this chapter. TYA form mitsabbibu is 
really pronounced as missabbibu because of regressive assimilation (i.e. t+s-^ss). 
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213. TYA, unlike end note (2!2) above, shows different significations associated 
with the form mitsabbibu. 1 think this comes from a socio-cognitive and 
sociolinguistic point of view. Like end note (212) above, regressive assimilation 
occurs also here. 
214. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 958): cf also, (Al-Shaddadi, 2003, p. 115) TYA form 
mitsaddidu is really pronounced as missaddidu because of regressive assimilation 
(i.e. t+s—*ss), cf end note (92) of this chapter. 
215. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 953). 
216. Cf (Wright. 1955. pp. 31, 143), (McCartly. 1982, pp. 132-134), (Cowell, 1964, 
pp. 86,134) and (Al-Shaddadi, 2003. p. 132) for their discussions of verbal 
adjectives or active participles produced from Form V/fifth binyan verbs in CA, 
SA and MSA, respectively. 
217. Cf (Wright, 1955, p. 29, 143), (McCartly, 1982, pp. 132-134), in case of CA 
and Cf (Al-Shaddadi, 2003, p. 132) and (Schuiz, Eckehard. 2004, p. 67) in case of 
MSA. 
218. See (Al-Toma, 1969. pp. 72-73) who writes: "However, passive participles of 
other than the triliteral and CaCCaC forms are on the whole restricted in lA and, 
in the case of tCaCCaC and tCaCa patterns, are almost nonexistenf. 
219. See end-note (127) above. 
220. TYA mitHaamlu as a singular form corresponds in form (though slightly 
different) and in signification to MSA mutaHaamil: cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 953). 
Unlike that of MSA. the SP Form mitHaamliin (i.e. mithaamlu + SP suffix -iin) in 
TYA shows a unique signification, it signifies ''angry with one another". I think 
this is a unique characteristic in TYA, see chapter VI. 
221. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997. p. 956) for the MSA mutazaaHim which can be compared 
to our slightly different form mitzzaaFlmu (which is really pronounced as 
mizzaaHmu because of regressive assimilations (i.e. t + z -* zz)). 
222. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997. p. 958) for the MSA mutaSaaliH which can be compared to 
our slightly different form mitSaalHu (which is really pronounced as miSSaalHu 
because of regressive assimilations (i.e. t + S-> SS)). 
223. The TYA mitkaarfu with its root krf has a unique form not found in Arabic 
lexicons or dictionaries but it may be a result of metathesis of kafra (binne'mah) 
with the root kfr/(see end note (132) above. As a singular, mitkaarfu signifies 
"becoming angry with (somebody)"', but it always occurs in its SP form 
mitkaarflin with the signification: "becoming angry with one another" 
224. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 957) for the MSA mutasaa'im which can be compared to 
our slightly different form mitsaa'mu (which is really pronounced as missaa'mu 
because of regressive assimilation (i.e. t+s-^ss)). 
225. Cf (Schuiz, 2004, p.66); cf also (Baalbaki, 1197, p. 960) for the MSA 
mutwaaSil which can be compared to our slightly different form mitwaaSlu which 
always occurs in its SP form mitwaaSliin. 
226. Cf (Al-Shaddadi. 2003, p. 104). 
227. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 960). 
228. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 959) for the MSA mutaTaawil which can be compared to 
our slightly different form mitTaawalu (which is really pronounced as 
mlTTaawalu because of regressive assimilations (i.e. t + T -^ TT)). 
229. Cf (Baalbaki. 1997, p. 966). 
230. Like end note (228) above and same reference, here also mitDaayqu is real! 
pronounced as miDDaayqu because of regressive assimilation (i.e. I +D-^DD). 
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231. The TYA mitdaaynu is really pronounced as middaaynu because of regressive 
assimilation (i.e. t+d-^dd). 
232. Cf. (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 950). 
233. Cf. (Baalbaki, 1997. p. 957) for the MSA mutasaawiy which can be compared 
to our slightly different form mitsaawi/mitsaawy which is really pronounced as 
missaawi/missaawyu because of regressive assimilation (i.e. t+s^ss). 
234. See (Al-Omariy. 2000, p. 255) in his illustration of he following TYA proverbs 
(No. 657 & 658) where the form mit'aadyu has been cited. 
mit'aadyu loh 
Becoming hostile to him, which is said of the person who deliberately 
becomes hostile to someone else: mit'aadyu has the MSP mit'aady-iin that is 
shown in endnote (330) below and discussed under section and table 
(3.2.2.3.1.1.23). 
The form mifaadyu is produced from the sixth binyan t'aadaa "'to become hostile 
to one another" cf (Baalbaki. 1997, p. 333), and this verb faadaa is not a 
coined verb from the structure t'ammada al-'adaawah wa'DGanahaa as suggested 
or noted by Al-Omariy. he was wrong in his suggestion. 
235. Cf (Wright, 1955, pp. 29, 38, 143), (McCarthy, 1982, p. 132-134), (Cowell, 
1954, pp. 88, 134), and (Al-Shaddadi. 2003, p. 133) for their discussions of verbal 
adjectives or active participles (and passive ones) produced from Form Vl/Sixth 
binyan verbs in CA, SA and MSA. respectively. 
236. See end-note (235) above. 
237. See end-note (218) above. 
238. See end-note (127) above. 
239. Cf (Baalbaki. 1997, pp. 1119). 
240. Cf (Al-Shaddadi, 2003, p.73). 
241. Cf (Baalbaki. 1997, p. 1129). 
242. ibid. p. 1124. 
243. ibid. p. 1129. 
244. Cf (Wright, 1955, pp. 29, 40, 43), (McCarthy, 1982, p. 132-134), (Cowell 1964, 
pp. 91, 135). (Al-Shaddadi. 2003. pp. 133-4) for their discussions of verbal 
adjectives/ active participles produced from Form VII/ seventh binyan in CA and 
MSA respectively. 
245. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 1116) and (Al-Shaddadi, 2003, p. 106). The n in the 
TYA mintasru vs. MSA muntasir is a radical. It is different fro the prefix In-I /"in-/ 
in the previous pattern (3.1.3.27) minC|aC2C3U. 
246. Cf Baalbaki, 1997. p. 999). 
247. ibid. p. 1087. 
248. Though less common in use and slightly different in form, the TYA muktamlu 
correspond in signification to the MSA one, muktamil: cf. (Baalbaki, 1997, 
p. 1096). 
249. Unlike end note (248) above, TYA muktamlu do not correspond in signification 
to the MSA muktamil mentioned in (248) above. It has a unique signification 
more commonly used and socio-cognized among TYA speakers. 
250. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 1132). 
251. Cf (Schulz, 2004, p. 66). 
252. Cf (Baalbaki. 1997, p. 1096). 
253. ibid. p. 964. 
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254. Though less common in use and slightly different in form, the TYA mintihiyyu 
corresponds in signification to the MSA one muntahiy; Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 
1117). 
255. Unlike end note (254) above, TYA mintihiyyu do note correspond in 
signification to the MSA form muntahi mentioned in (254) above. It has a unique 
signification more commonly used and socio-cognized among TYA speakers. 
256. Cf (Wright, 1955, pp. 29, 41-2, 143), (McCarthy, 1982, p. 132-134), (Cowell, 
1964, pp. 95, 135) and (Al-Shaddadi, 2003, p. 134) for their discussions of verbal 
adjectives/active participles (and passive ones) produced from Form Vlll/eight 
binyan in CA, SA and MSA, respectively. 
266. See end note (256) above. 
267. See end note (127) above. 
268. Cf (Al-Shaddadi, 2003, p. 87). 
269. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 1034). 
270. As taken and checked by informants in personal communications and 
interviews, the form mistaHmlu is only and commonly used in TYA; see end note 
(197) of this chapter for the corresponding form mitHammlu. 
271. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 1037). 
272. ibid. p. 1031. 
273. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 1035), also Cf (Schulz, 2004, p. 66). 
274. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 1032), for the MSA mustaHiqq which can be compared 
to our slightly different form mistiHiqqu with same signification. 
275. Unlike end note (274) above, the TYA form mistiHiqqu is commonly used in 
TYA as a responding form said negatively by the speaker to the listener (usually a 
complainer) to mean "you deserve what happened to you". 
276. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 1034). 
277. Though less common in use and slightly different in form, the TYA form 
mistiqiimu corresponds in significations to the MSA form mustaqiim; Cf 
(Baalbaki, 1997, p. 1035). 
278. Unlike end note (277) above, the TYA form mistiqiimu does not correspond in 
signification to the MSA form mustaqiim mentioned in (277) above. It has a 
unique signification more commonly used and socio-cognized among speakers. 
279. See (Al-Omariy, 2003, p. 149) for the TYA form misfiiru mentioned in his 
illustration of the following TYA proverb (No. 354). 
dee wigh-ak wi-lla mist'iiru-uh 
(is) this face your or having borrowed it 
Lit.: Is this your face or having borrowed it which is said as a demolishment or a 
blame (in a friendly manner) to a friend (=listener) who has promised to do 
something for his friend (=speaker) but he did not feel shy of not doing what he 
has promised. 
280. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 1033). 
281. Cf (Wright, 1955, pp 29, 44, 143), (McCarthy, 1982. p. 132-134), (Cowell, 
1964, pp. 102, 135) and (Al-Shaddadi, 2003, p. 135) for their discussion of verbal 
adjectives or active participles (and passive ones) produced from form X 
or tenth binyan in CA, SA and MSA, respectively. 
282. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 1034). 
283. ibid. p. 1037. 
284. ibid. p. 1032. 
285. Cf same reference in end note (284) above to compare between MSA form 
mustaHabb and that of TYA mistaHabbu vAth same significations. 
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286. See end note (281) above. 
287. See end note (127) above. 
288. Cf. (Cowell, 1964, p. 117). 
289. On making statements about the four ways in which CA quadriliteral verbs are 
formed, (Wright, 1955, pp. 47-48), writes: 
"(a) A biliteral root, expressing a sound or movement, is repeated, to indicate the 
repetition of that sound or movement; Eg. ba'b'a to say baba (papa), GargGr-a to 
gargle, waswas-a to whisper, 
(b) A fourth letter, generally a liquid or sibilant, is prefixed or affixed to, or 
inserted in the middle of, a triliteral verbal form: Eg. samxar- to be proud (samax-
a- to be high); sam'al-a to be scattered=sama'-a ; gamha-a to collect (compare 
gamm-a and gama"-a); zHiaf-a- to roll along (zaHaf-a to advance slowly);.... 
(c) They are denominative from nouns of more than three letters, some of them 
foreign words: Eg. gawrab-a to put stockings (gawrab'"", Pers. kuwrab) on one; 
galbab-a to put on one the garment called a gilbaab"""; 
(d) They are combinations of the most prominent syllables or letters in certain 
very common formulas. Eg. basmal-a- to say bismillahi (in the name of Allah); 
Hamdal-a to say al-Hamdu-lillaahi (praise belongs to Allah);... 
Note: Wright's illustrative examples written in original Arabic letters are transcribed 
here. 
290. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 956). 
291. The TYA form mqar'nu from the verb qar'an is taken from and checked by 
informants in personal communication and interviews. It seems to be a unique 
form in TYA. since it is not found/ mentioned in Arabic dictionaries. It was cited 
by (Al-Omariy. 2006, p. 232). 
292. The TYA form mhadrsu is an active participle of the quadri-consonantal verb 
hadras. Wright's statement (d) mentioned in end note (289) above, holds true in 
case of the TYA verb hadras "to say ha6aa siid-i 'aruus or hadrarrus. its acronym 
(this is my lord/master, a bride-groom), from which the active participle mhadrsu 
is formed. Both mhdrsu and hadras are cited by (Al- Omariy. 2000, p. 263); he 
considers hadras as a verb coined from the above structure or its acronym and 
mhadrsu as its active participle; mhdrsu and hadras are only used in TYA, hence 
they are unique. 
293. Cf (Al-'iryani, 1996, p. 630). 
294. The TYA form mbarwdu is from barwad. denominative verb produced from the 
noun baruud-ah shown under (2.1.3.22) in the previous chapter; it is a kind of 
disease that comes from weakness and hungriness as taken from and checked by 
informants in personal communication. 
295. The TYA form mHalwIu is an active participle from the quadri-consonantal 
verb Halwal. Wright's statements (d) mentioned in end note (289) above also 
holds true in case of the TYA verb Halwal to say Halaa 1-i wa la-k (sweet (things 
(s)) for me and for you) when telling a tale/ story to children to sleep, from which 
mHalwlu is formed. (Al-omariy, 2000, p. 253) points out that mHalwlu is an 
active participle of Halwal and Halwal is a verb coined from a structure of two 
sentences discussed below; 
(1) Halaa l-i wa la-k. (2) wa la-k 
(I) Sweet (things(s) for me and for you. (2) And for you (too) 
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The (1) is a statement said by the mother to her child/ children before he/she / they 
sleep(s) in order to help him/her//them sleep(s); in turn the child/children say(s) 
the (2) as a response. The two forms mHalwlu and Halwal are only used in TYA. 
hence they are unique. 
296. mba'b'u is from ba'ba' which has the same meaning ba'ba'-a "to say baba 
(papa)", cited by (Wright, 1955, p. 47), Wright's statement (a) mentioned in end 
note (289) above holds true in case of the formations of the TYA ba"ba' from 
which mba'b'u is formed. 
297. The form mbarbru is from TYA verb barbar. Wright's statement (d) mentioned 
in end note (289) above also holds true in case of the formation of barbar to say 
woo barraa yoo (hey! who are outside hey!) or woo barraa woo daaxil (hey! who 
are outside and inside) asking for help. (Al-Omariy, 2000, p. 253) notes that 
mbarbru is an active participle of barbar and barbar is a verb coined from the 
above structure or call which is said by a women or woman who cries/ cry and 
shout(s) asking for help at the time of her/their own relative death. I think the 
above structure or call is equivalent to the English one SOS (save our selves): 
mbarbru and barbar are only used in TYA, hence they are unique. 
298. Cf. (Wright, 1955, pp. 48, 143), (McCarthy, 1982, p. 132-134), (Cowell, 1964, 
pp. 117.136), (Abul-Fetouh, 1969. pp. 39-45, 77-78), (Al-Toma, 1969. pp. 58. 72). 
Al-Shaddadi. 2003, pp. 115, 118) and (Schulz, 2004, pp. 59, 65) for their 
discussions of patterns and forms of verbal adjectives or active and passive 
participle produced from quadriliteral verbs of first form or first binyan in CA, 
SA, ECA & lA and MSA, respectively. 
299. Cf (Baalbaki, 1997, p. 956). 
300. Cf. (Al-Shaddadi. 2003, p. 115). 
301. Cf (Al-'iryaani, 1996, p. 43); mqanbaru is pronounced as mqambaru, because 
/n/ becomes /m/ before the labial /b/'; cf (Cowell. 1964, p. 27). 
302. Cf. (Baalbaki. 1997, p. 1074) for MSA mu'anwan which can be compared to the 
TYA mu'anwan. Both are derived from the denominative verb 'anwan "to 
address" which is derived from the noun 'inwaan vs. 'inwaanu '"address" Wright's 
statement (c) mentioned in end note (289) holds true here. 
303. Cf. (Al-'iryaani. 1996, p. 139). 
304. See (Al-'iryaani. 1996, p. 147). Wright's statement (c) mentioned in end note 
(289) holds true here. 
305. mdandal and mdanda'u are passive participles of the verbs dandal "to lower, 
dangle" and danda "to (intersively) bend"'; "to lower, dangle" dandal and danda' 
are cited by (Al-Omariy. 2000. pp. 374-5): he points out that daldal "to lower, 
dangle'' and da'da' "to walk slowly and bendingly, are deviated from daldal and 
da'da' by replacing the repeating second root consonant with /n/;see end note 
(306) below. 
306. No one of Wright's statements (a, b. c or d) mentioned in end note (289) above, 
holds true in case of the formation of the TYA verb pattern C|anCiaC2. It is 
formed in the following ways: The repeating second root consonant (i.e. C2) in the 
verb pattern C|aC2CiaC2 is usually replaced b> the radical/consonant/n/ to form 
C|anCiaC2 as in dandal and danda'from daldal and da"da', respectively; see end-
note (305) above; see also (Al-Omariy, 2000, pp. 374-5), for more details. 
307. See end note (298) above. 
308. The form mTafrnu from Tafran "to be bankrupt" is only used in TYA; it is 
equivalent to the form Tafraanu, mentioned in end note (49) above. 
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'"to be bankrupt" 
"to be extremely angry" 
"to have misgivings" 
"to be crazy" -
•'to burst with anger; 
<- Tafaru 
«- kufru 
<- svvad 
<- xafqu 
<- zraagu 
"poverty" 
"unthankfulness" 
"black" 
"pulsation" 
"furiousness" 
N 
N 
A 
N 
N 
309. Verbs of this pattern CiaC2C3an, from vv-hich the active participles of pattern 
(3.1.4.3) mCiaC2C3nu are formed, are pseudo-quadri-consonantal, since they are 
augmented with respect to other patterns by suffix.ation of a verb-formative /n-/ a 
suffix n-; hence this verb pattern can be called the n-suffix pattern, Cf. (Cowell, 
1964, p. 115). They are mainly derived from nouns or adjectives. This is 
illustrated below: 
Tafran 
kafran 
sawdan 
xafqan 
zargan 
to be difficult 
to be oppned", etc. 
Note: Different examples of the n-suffix verb pattern, but not the n-suffix 
participial pattern, are observed in case of SA, Cf. (Cowell, 1964, pp. 115-116); 
he writes: "Verbs which appear to have these patterns, but which are not derivable 
from other words, by the addition of a verb-formative n, are classified as true 
quadri-radical". This holds true in case of TYA verbs. 
310. The TYA mdarbasu. though it is in the passive participle form of the verb 
darbas, refers to a collective noun, the singulative of which is mdarbaseh. It refers 
to a local food eaten at brunch time. It is made of mixture of several things, flour 
onions, oil, spices, tomatoes and black-eyed pea(s)). 
311. These pseudo-quadri consonantal verbs of this pattern CiarCjaCa as in bargas, 
darbas, 'arkad, kardaf. darwam and fartat. are deviated or derived from simple, 
geminate tri-consonantal verbs of second binyan or verb pattern II. CiaC2C2aC3 as 
in baggas "to collect and put things over each other in a random way"; dabbas "to 
mix things together" "akkad (originally 'aqqad) "to complicate"; kadaf (not 
kaddaf) "to collide with, run (into), hit (against)"; dawwam to turn/whirl around; 
and fattat "to crumble", respectively, after being degeminated by augmentative 
infix l-v-l immediately before the middle radical/consonant (i.e. before C3). With 
this infix /-r-/ verbs of this pattern C|arC3aC4 express intensiveness. For more 
details, see (Al-Omariy, 2000. pp. 364-7). They are only and commonly used in 
TYA. 
312. The form mharmatu and the other following passive participles. mqarmaTu, 
msarmatu, mqarmasu, mxarmasu, and mda'masu which are produced from the 
pseudo-quadri consonantal verbs: harmat, qarmaT, sarmat, qarmas, xarmas and 
da'mas respectively, cited by (Al-Omariy, 2000. p. 374). are only and commonly 
used in TYA. 
313. These pseudo-quadri consonantal verbs of this pattern C|aC2maC4 are so. since 
they are either augmented with respect to simple tri-consonantal verbs of verb 
pattern 1/ first form/first binyan C|aC2aC3 in harat, qaraT, sarat, qaras. and da"as, 
respectively, by an augmentative infix -m- immediately after C2; or they are 
derived or deviated from geminate tri-consonantal verbs of verb pattern 11/ form 
11/ II binyan C|aC2C2C3 as in harrat, qarraT, sarrat. qarras and da''as. respectively 
after being degeminated by a degeminating infix-m-immediately after C2. For 
more details; see (Al-Omariy. 2000. p. 374). 
314. As it was noted by (Al-Omariy, 2000, p. 369), the form mHangalu is a passive 
participle from the verb Mangal "to stand in the way of "which is derived or 
deviated from the geminate verb haggal "to put on/wear anklef after being 
degeminated by the -n- to form hangal. 
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315. n+b^mb is phonologically conditioned, observed in mzanba'u (=mzamba'ii) 
from zabba'(=zai'nba").The sound n often becomes m before labials, Cf (Cowell, 
1964, p. 27). 
316. As it was noted by (Al-Omariy, 2000, pp. 369-373), pseudo-quadri-consonantal 
verbs of pattern CianC3aC4 as in Hangal, "to stand in the way of, xanTal "to 
hinder and make incomplete; zanba' to be curious' to be apparent, Handal/handal 
to dangle or prepare (baby's cradle) and qanbar "to seat", are derived or deviated 
from geminate verbs of verb patterns 11 or 2"^ * binyan CiaC2C2aC3 in Haggal "to 
put on the anklet", xTTal "to talk nonsense, to talk imperfectly; zabba' "to cause 
harmfulness to others, and Haddal" "to sleep in right or left side", haddal "to let 
down". These verbs of C|aC2C2aC3 are degeminated by the infix-n- to form 
CianC3aC4. 
317. Such verbs with such pattern are produced or derived or deviated from geminate 
tri-consonantal verbs of verb pattern II or 2'"* binyan CiaC2C2aC3 as in Tammas 
"to erase, efface'"; sabbak "to interlace'*, to reticulate"; sattat "to disperse, scatter, 
break up", and qallab "to overturn"" after being degeminated by the degeminating 
infix -n- immediately before and sometimes after the middle consonant (i.e. 
before C3 and sometimes before C2). For more details, see Al-Omariy, 2000, p. 
373). 
318. The pseudo-quadri consonantal verbs of the pattern C|aC2CiaC2 as in gargar, 
HasHas, zarzar, balbal and qaSqaS, are produced or derived or deviated from 
simple triconsonantal verbs with geminating roots of verb pattern I or first binyan 
C|aC2C2 as in garr, Mass, zarr, ball, and qaSS, meaning "to draw, trail along (on 
the ground)"; "to feel'"; "to tighten, well- guide""; "to wet, dabble'"; and "to cut, 
clip, scissor", respectively. The reduplicative infix -Cia-(j.e. ga-, -Ha-, za-. ba-
and -qa-. respectively), come(s) between the like radicals/consonants (i.e. between 
C2 and C2), resulting in a repeated sequence of two consonants. Verbs of this 
pattern C|aC2C|aC2 are quite common in TYA. For more details, see (Al-Omariy, 
2000, pp. 376-380); also, Cf (Cowell, 1964, p. 111) in case of SA. 
319. TYA mbahlalu corresponds only in signification but not in form to MSA 
mudalla'cited by (Baalbaki 1997, p. 1009). mbahlalu is a passive participle of the 
pseudo-quadri consonantal verb bahlal "to spoil; to leave somebody do whatever 
he wants" which is augmented with respect to the verb bahal/bhal "to leave 
somebody do whatever he wants; "to dig", by the repetition of the last radical (i e. 
C3) immediately after the second radical/consonant C2. Both verbs bahlal and 
bahal/bhal are cited by (Al-Omariy, 2000, p. 377). 
320. Such verbs of the reduplicative pattern C!aC2C3aC3 are augmented with respect 
to, or produced or derived or deviated from simple tri-consonantal verbs of verb 
pattern I or first binyan CiaC2aC3/C|C2aC3 as in bahal/bhal. faHas/fHas. 
saHab/sHab, gaHat/gHat. and qaHas/qHas, respectively (meaning: "to leave 
somebody do whatever he wants"'; "to rub""; "to draw, pull"; "to draw, trail'"; and 
"to come in close contact with teeth"', respectively), by the repetition/reduplication 
of the last radical C3 immediately after the second radical or consonant C2. Verbs 
of the reduplicative pattern CiaC2C3aC3 are more commonly used in TYA to 
express frequentative and intensive action. For more details and data of such 
verbs, see (Al-Omariy, 2000, p. 376-384). 
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321. Such verbs of the pattern CiaC2waC4 (=fa'wal in the traditional way), are 
augmented with respect to simple tri-consonantal verbs of verb pattern 1 or first 
binyan CiaC2aC3/C|C2aC-! as in saHaq/sHaq "'to crush"; ka'al/k'ai "to shorten"; 
bahar/bhar "to dazzle, shine"; qaHas/qHas "to take off, to remove"; 'aSar "to 
wring, squeeze out" and saHal; "to loosen", respectively by an augmentative 
infix-w- immediately after the middle radical/consonant (i.e. after C2). With this 
infix-w-, the augmentative verbs of the pseudo-quadri consonantal pattern 
C|aC2waC4 as in saHawaq, ka'wal, bahwar, qaHwas, and saHwal, are commonly 
and usually used to express intensive action in TYA. For more details and data of 
such verbs and pattern, see (Al-Omariy, 2000, p. 394-396); also cf (Cowell, 1964, 
p. 113), in case of SA verb pattern fa'wal 
322. A verb pattern C|aC2waC4 with C3 as a middle radical semivowel /w/, which 
appears to have this pattern CiaC2waC4 discussed in end note (321) above but 
which is not derivable from a tri-consonantal root pattern, by the addition of a 
verb-formative w, is classified as true quadri- consonantal. This applies to the 
examples of verbs of such patterns; see end note (294) & (302) above and Cf 
(Cowell, 1964, p. 115). 
323. See (Al-Omariy, 2000, p. 396) in invoking the two TYA active participles 
mitmax61u and mitmasTfu from the verb tmaxdal and TmasTaf, respectively in 
his illustration of the following TYA proverb (No. 980): mitmaxSlu mitmasTfu, 
which is said of the naughty person who behaves/ likes to behave (unusually) or 
does/ likes to do children-like behavior. He also invokes another wording of the 
above proverb represented in proverb (No. 981): maxSuulu masTuufu. in the 
passive participle-see end note (78) above. Disscussing the above verb tmaxdal 
and tmasTaf. (Al-Omariy, 2000, pp. 390-392) points out that the verb tmaxSal, 
yatmadal, the verbal noun of which xdaalu/ mixSaaleh, comes from xa6al which 
in the language (i.e. CA) means "Hamalahu 'ala-lfasal" "to let down, fail someone 
when most needed" (Cf Baalbaki, 1997, p. 506).for the MSA verb xa6al and in 
the dialect (i.e. TYA) it means "aqq "to be naughty" hence tmaxSal comes in the 
dialect with the meaning " "ifta'ala-l-xuSaal 'aw "aHabba 'an yakuuna 'aaqqan'" 
Lit.: to do (intentionally) the letting down or to like to be naughty; and the verb 
tmasTaf, the verbal noun of which is misTaatliah, is from saTaf/sTaf which in the 
language (i.e. CA) means 'adal "to deviate from; to lefrain from'' (Cf Baalbaki, 
1997, p. 753) for the MSA 'adal, and in the dialect it means xaraga 'ani-l-ma"luuf 
"to be out of the usual"; he also points out that tmasTaf = tmax6al. 
324. This form mitmaghlu is an active participle of the augmented tri-consonantal 
verb tmaghal produced from ghal by pretlxation of tma- (i.e. tma + ghal 
-^tmaghal). Disscussing this verb tmaghal, (Al-Omariy, 2000, p. 389) points out 
that it is from ghal (= gahala in MSA) "to be ignorant'", (Cf Baalbaki, 1997, p. 
437), and that it means 'aHabba fi'la-l-gahl 'aw 'ifta'alahu 'aw tamaOGala bihi, 
"to like doing the ignorance or to do it intentionally or to imitate if. He also 
points out that the verbal noun from tmaghal is mighaal-eh, and that from it are 
the other derivatives with its meaning. 
325. This form mitmarglu is an active participle of the verb tmargal "to like acting 
like the man, to act manly". Citing this verb tmargal. (Al-Omariy, 2000, p. 391), 
points out that it is from the noun ragul "man". 
326. This form mitmahblu is an active participle of the verb tmahbai. Citing this verb 
tmahbal, (Ai-Omariy, 2000, p. 393), points out that it means 'ifta'ala-l-habal "to 
do intentionally the stupidity, weak-mindedness" and from 'al-'ahbal (in the 
language 'al-ma'tuuh = "al-'ablah) "'the stupid = the weak-minded (i.e. hbal = 
blah - metathesis in TYA not mentioned by him, thus tma + hbal -^ tmahbal. 
327. The form mitmawgbu is an active participle of the verb tmawgab '"to like doing 
the duty". This form and its verb was taken from and checked by informants in 
personal communication. 
328. The form mitmaqwiu is from the verb tmaqwal "to do intentionally the tale-
bearing or tittle-tattle". About this verb tmaqwal, (Al-Omariy, 2000, p. 393), 
points out that it is from qiill wa-qaal "tittle-tattle" and the verbal noun of which is 
miqwaalah-see end-note (169) in chapter 2.1. 
329. The TYA form mitmarysu is from the verb tmaryas cited by (Al-Omariy, 2000, 
p. 391); he points out that tmaryas is from the noun rayyiisu (=al-Hallaq "the 
barbar") - also"curious"-see end note (29) above for the form rayyiisu "barbar; 
curious". He also points out that tmaryas means fa'ala maa yafalhu ar-rayyiis 'aw 
"asbaHa fuDuuliyyan "to do what the barbar (curiously) does or to become 
curious". 
330. mit'aady-iin is the plural of mifaadyu which is on the adjective pattern 
mitCiaaC2yu discussed under 3.1.3.26.4 above and shown in endnote 234 above. 
See (Al-Omariy, 2000, p. 255) in invoking the form mit'aady-iin in the following 
TYA proverb (No. 658): mit'aady-iin "becoming hostile to one another, harboring 
mutual enmity. MSP". This proverb is said of the (two) persons who deliberately 
become hostile to one another or harbor mutual enmity. 
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Chapter 4 
Broken Plural vs. Sound Plural assignments in TYA: Revowelling vs. Affixation 
In this chapter, we will deal with the descriptive and morphological analysis of the BP 
vs. SP assignment to TYA nouns and adjectives. The opposition of broken plural vs. 
sound plural generally corresponds to that between internal vs. external, ablaut vs. 
suftlxal forms or specifically revowelling vs. affixation according to our study here. 
Acquaviva (2008, p. 195) points out that: ""Glossing over many complications, the 
opposition of broken vs. sound plural generally corresponds to that between internal 
vs. external, ablaut vs. suffixal forms." 
In this chapter, a set of general principles that are construed to govern this 
assignment will be proposed. The most important claim being that the type of plural 
form an input singular form receives is crucially determined b> information from 
outside the input's form. As a result, it is argued that a treatment centered exclusively 
on the input's structure will inevitably meet serious difficulties. First, the chapter will 
give the general principles of BP vs. SP assignment such as Number of Consonant 
Constraint (NCC) and Avoid Homophony (AH) introduced in Abd-Rabbo (1988, 
1990); priority to noun over adjective; auto-segmental structure or framework 
developed by Goldsmith (1976), McCarthy (1982) and Abd-Rabbo 1988, 1990); facts 
of use and degree of lexicalization; eligibility of geminates for BP vs. SP assignment; 
the order of the two morphological rules, viz. BP Formation Rule and Metathesis Rule 
given to produce the surface structure; finally interpretation or reinterpretation of BP 
vs. SP assignment in foreign words/ loan words found in TYA. 
Briefly, in accordance with Abd-Rabbo (1988. 1990). the number of 
Consonants Constraints (NCC) is a restriction on the number of consonants in the 
input forms to morphological operations. Each morphological rule will accept only 
inputs with a specified number of consonants. Of particular significance at this 
juncture is the TYA BP formation, which undergoes revowelling process and takes as 
inputs only forms with three or four consonants. Other morphological rules include 
different specifications. Avoid Homophony (AH), according to Abd-Rabbo (1988, 
1990), acts in some cases to block the derivation of outputs for which there are 
homophonous forms in the language, forms that are either listed in the lexicon or 
derived earlier than the outputs in question. Thus a TYA BP output is blocked if there 
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is already a homoplionous noun in the lexicon, or if some other homophonous form is 
derived before the BP one. 
4.0 General principles of BP vs. SP assignment 
Based on Abd-Rabbo (1988, 1990) in case of CA, BP-SP assignment seems to be 
sensitive to a number of factors. This holds true in case of TYA BP vs. SP 
assignment. It has been discussed in chapter 2 and 3 the plural formations of TYA 
nouns and adjectives, respectively. Although such plural formations apply to nouns 
and adjectives, membership in one or the other group is essential in deciding what 
plural a singular form receives. Moreover, a system of priorities decides what singular 
form will be assigned what plural. Finally, while the BP pattern/template is specified 
to reject certain forms/patterns as inputs on the basis of their structure/pattern, some 
blocking of BP formation is determined by Avoid Homophony, which in accordance 
with Abd-Rabbo (1988, 1990) in case of CA, is based on information about forms 
other than the input. Given below are five general principles that illustrate these points 
which are based on Abd-Rabbo (1988, 1990) with certain modifications in case of 
TYA: 
(1.) The same form/pattern will undergo BP or SP (either MSP or FSP) depending on 
whether it is being used as a noun or an adjective. If the same form/pattern is used 
both as noun and adjective, it receives BP as a noun, and only MSP with MSP suffix -
iin as adjective; Cf Abd-Rabbo, (1988, 1990), in case of-aat plural as adjective in 
case of CA. 
(2.) Gender alone does not determine BP vs. SP assignment. It is how masculine and 
feminine pairs are related that does so. 
(3.) The NCC and Avoid Homophony (AH) will block some forms from taking BP. 
(4.) The fact of use and degree of lexicalization (the extent to which a form is used in 
a capacity other than the original one) sometimes determine the BP vs. SP 
assignment. 
(5.) When a form/pattern (especially that of geminates) undergoes plural formation, 
its auto-segmental structure determines whether it will take BP or not. 
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In our discussion in the following sections below, these principles will be 
given in details showing how they can capture facts that up till now been treated 
separately or just listed in most treatments of this crucial aspect of TYA morphology. 
4.1 Nouns and adjectives (BP vs. SP assignment, revowelling vs. affixation) 
As an opening point, our proposal that will be made here is that most TYA nouns (if 
not all) undergo revowelling process/technique and take BP, while most TYA 
adjectives (if not all) undergo affixation process/technique and receive MSP with 
MSP suffix -iin only. Such assignment is different from that of CA/MSA; for 
instance, the adjectives observed in CA/MSA receive sound plural -uun/-aat as for 
example noted by Abd-Rabbo (1988, 1990) in case of CA and Levy (1971) in case 
of MSA and many others mentioned in the bibliography of this thesis. Several 
conditions, under which this assignment changing takes place, will be examined, and 
it will be shown that this assignment changing is subject to a set of general principles 
that apply to a crucial number of cases in TYA dialect. 
4.1.1 TYA nouns and BP vs. SP assignment, revowelling vs. affixation 
As was demonstrated in the second section of chapter 2 and its related tables, most 
nouns (if not ail) take the BP regardless of their realized features: ([+ Human], [-
Human]. [+ Masculine], [-Masculine]). The following rule given in (4.1.1) below 
captures this fact: 
Rule (4,1,1) [ N ] ^ B P 
This Rule (4.1,1) will serve as a first approximation to the formulation of the 
account of BP vs. Sp assignment in TYA nouns, and it will be adapted in two ways: to 
account for BP vs. SP assignment to members of masculine and feminine pairs that 
are related by the feminine marker-eh/-ah, and to accommodate the constraint NCC 
introduced in Abd-Rabbo (1988, 1990). 
If we have a look at the representative examples of nouns in the second section 
of chapter 2 and its related tables, we can find that many of them do not have 
counterparts related to them by the feminine marker -eh/-ah. For example, there is "o 
form raas-ah related to raasu "a head" whose BP is ruusu "heads" and so on. Many 
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examples in TYA show that for pairs that can be so related the procedure would be as 
follows: if there are two forms/patterns, N and N-eh/N-ah, the suffix -eh/-ah being the 
feminine suffix, N takes BP while N-eh/N-ah takes -aatu plural, as in the form 
xaalu (N) / xwaalu (BP) " a (paternal) aunt/(paternal) aunts" and the form xaal-eh (N-
eh) / xaal-aatu (FSP)'" a (maternal) aunt/( maternal) aunts" or as in the maktabu (N) / 
makaatbu (BP) "an office / offices" and the maktab-eh (N-eh) / maktab-aatu (FSP) "a 
library/libraries". 
It can be said that the motive for this may be that by taking BP, N blocks N-
eh/N-ah from taking the same plural; cf Abd-Rabbo (1988, 1990) in case of CA. This 
could be an instance of the principle viz. Avoid Homophony (AH) introduced in Abd-
Rabbo (1988, 1990); such AH is acting on the outputs of two morphological 
operations: not including the -eh/-ah suffix, BP formation would yield identical 
plurals for N and N-eh/N-ah. 
The discussion of this pre-emption will be given in details as this chapter 
progresses. Before this it would be useful to stress one point about the formation of 
the BP in TYA nouns: the features of a noun alone do not decide the type of plural 
(BP or SP) it takes; rather, this assignment is also determined by the way this noun is 
related to other nouns in the dialect. For this purpose, the following discussion will 
describe how masculine-feminine pairs of N and N-eh/N-ah are related and it will 
show that for each pair the masculine noun N will take the BP, while the feminine one 
N-eh/N-ah will take the -aatu plural. It will also show that the relation of such 
masculine-feminine pairs is not a derivational one for them to follow the possible 
procedure. In few cases, the mere existence of N will block N-eh/N-ah from taking 
the broken plural. 
Revowelling vs. affixation associated with the production of BP vs. SP 
assignment will be dealt in here as morphological operations or techniques in the 
plural formation assigned to pairs of TYA masculine-feminine nouns. This will be 
determined according to or on the basis of the relation between such pairs of 
masculine-feminine nouns. 
4.1.1.1 Relation between pairs of masculine-feminine nouns 
This relation can be represented in four groups where the masculine noun will be 
given the priority to undergo the revowelling operation or technique and thus take 
broken plural (BP) over the feminine counterpart which, in turn, will undergo the 
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affixation operation or technique and thus take feminine sound plural (FSP) and in 
some cases the BP and FSP together. 
4.1.1.1.1 N and N-eh related on the basis of biological gender: N takes BP and N-
eh takes FSP 
The first group represents the masculine noun (N) that will undergo revowelling 
operation or technique and take the BP, while its corresponding feminine counterpart 
(N-eh) will undergo affixation operation or technique, if and only if pairs of 
masculine-feminine nouns (i.e. N and N-eh) are related on the basis of biological 
gender as the TYA data in table (4.1.1.1.1) show: 
Table (4.1.1.1.1) N and N-eh related on the basis of biological gender: N takes BP 
and N-eh takes FSP: 
S. Form 
(N) 'ammu 
(N-eh) 'amm-eh 
(N) xaalu 
(N) xaalu 
(N-eh) xaal-eh 
(N) kalbu 
(N-eh) kalb-eh 
pi. Form 
'maanui (BP) 
'amm aatu (FSP) 
xwaalu (BP) 
xilaanu (BP) 
xaalaatu (FSP) 
klaabu (BP) 
kalbaatu (FSP) 
Gloss 
"(paternal) uncles'" 
"(paternal) aunts'" 
"maternal uncles"" 
"maternal uncles"" 
"(maternal) aunts"" 
"dogs'" 
"she-dogs'" 
4.1.1.1.2 N and N-eh related by some meaning relation derived from the general 
meaning of the root: N takes BP and N-eh takes FSP 
This section shows the second group that is represented in the following way: if pairs 
of N and N-eh are related by some meaning relation derived from the general meaning 
of the root. N will undergo revowelling process or technique and takes the BP form 
while N-eh will undergo affixation process and take FSP form. This is illustrated in 
TY A data given in table (4.1.1.1.2) below: 
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Table (4.1.1.1.2) N and N-eh related by some meaning relation derived from the 
general meaning of the root: N takes BP and N-eh takes FSP: 
Meaning of R-morpheme S. Form 
V ktb for writing (N) maktabu 
V ktb for writing (N-eh) maktab-eh 
V ktb for gathering (N) gaam'-u 
V ktb for gathering (N-eh) gaam'-eh 
pi. Form 
makaatbu (BP) 
maktab-aatu (FSP) 
gawaam"-u (FSP) 
gaam'-aatu (FSP) 
Gloss 
•'an office" 
"a library" 
"a mosque'" 
"a university"' 
4.1.1.1.3 N and N-eh related as singular and collective nouns take BP and FSP 
respectively 
The third group is represented in the following way. if pairs of N and "N-eh are related 
as singular and collective nouns, N will undergo Revowelling process or technique 
and takes the BP form while N-eh will undergo affixation process and take FSP form. 
This is demonstrated in the TYA data given in table (4.1.1.1.3) below: 
Table (4.1.1.1.3) N and N-eh related as singular and collective nouns take BP and 
FSP respectively: 
(N-eh) 
naxl-eh 
naml-eh 
Geem-eh 
tuffaaH-eh 
dam "-eh 
sa"r-ah 
mdarbas-eh 
FSP 
naxl-aatu 
naml-aatu 
-
tuffaaH-aatu 
dam'-aatu 
sa'r-aatu 
mdarbas-aatu 
Coll.(N) 
naxlu 
namlu 
Geemu 
tuffaaHu 
dam'u 
sa'r-u 
mdarbasu 
BPofColl.N 
nxiiilu 
-
Gyuumu 
-
dmuu'u 
s'uuru 
-
Gloss 
Palm trees 
ants 
clouds 
apples 
tears 
hairs 
see (3.1.4.4) 
Note: The dash (-) given in the data of TYA in table (4.1.1.1.3) above indicates the 
non-existence of the plural form. 
4.1.1.1.4 N and N-eh are not transparently related: N takes BP and N-eh takes 
FSP 
The fourth group represents the masculine noun (N) that will undergo revowelling 
operation or technique and take the BP. while its feminine counterpart (N-eh) will 
undergo affixation operation or technique, if the pairs of masculine-feminine nouns 
(i.e. N and N-eh) are not transparently related as the TYA data in table (4.1.1.1.4) 
show: 
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Table (4.1.1.1.4) N and N-eh are not transparently related: N takes BP and N-eh 
takes FSP: 
S.Form 
Oooru (N) 
9oor-ah (N-eh) 
milku (N) 
milk-eh (N-eh) 
rooHu (N) 
rooH-ah (N-eh) 
pi. Form 
eiireh (BP) 
Boor-aatu (FSP) 
mlaaku (BP) 
milk-aatu (FSP) 
rwaaHu (BP) 
rooH-aatu (FSP) 
Gloss 
"an ox" 
"revolution" 
"property like lands, money, etc." 
"marriage contract" 
"soul." 
"one going" 
4.1.1.2 Feminine nouns (N-eh)* without masculine counterparts take BP 
Attempting a tentative generalization over what has been given above in (4.1.1.1) and 
its related sub-sections and tables would be that the N-eh takes the FSP across the 
board. However, many TYA feminine nouns of the type (N-eh) undergo the 
revowelling process or technique and take the BP rather than the FSP with the 
feminine sound suffix -aatu. This happens when the masculine counterpart of such 
feminine nouns is not available in the language. In each case, this N-eh will be 
referred to as (N-eh)* to indicate that there is no masculine counterpart of such (N-
eh)*. This is demonstrated in table (4.1.1.2) given below: 
Table (4.1.1.2) Fern 
S. Form of (N-eh)* 
inine nouns (N-eh)* without masculine counterparts take BP: 
BP Forms Gloss 
gabh-eh 
qal'-ah 
xeem-eh 
xeem-eh 
mil'aq-ah 
sanT-ah 
sanT-ah 
SHiif-ah 
gariid-ah 
safiin-eh 
taHmiil-eh 
dabb-eh 
gaman-eh 
sunnaarah 
xurraaf-ah 
Saamuul-ah 
naafuur-ali 
qaaruur-ah 
gbaahu 
qiaa'u 
\yamu 
xyaamu 
malaa'qu 
snaaTu 
sinaTu 
SuHufu 
garaaydu 
sufunu 
tHaamiilu 
dbabu 
gmaanu 
sanaaniiru 
xaraarii fu 
Sawaamiilu 
nawaafiiru 
qawaariiru 
"foreheads" 
"castles" 
"tent" 
"tent" 
"spoon" 
"a bag" 
"a bag" 
"a newspaper" 
"a newspaper" 
"a ship" 
"suppository" 
"(gas) cylinder, water container' 
"see (2.1.3.6)" 
"hooks" 
"legends" 
"see (2.1.3.24)" 
"fountains" 
"bottles" 
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Each of these (N-eh)* nouns has been able to go under revowelling process 
and take BP apparently because the slot for this type of plural is available, due to the 
non-existence of the masculine counterpart [N]. If such a form had been available in 
this dialect, it would have been given priority for taking BP. The nature of this 
phenomenon, as evidenced by the large number of its illustrative examples, argues 
against the statement, assumed in many works on Arabic in general, that noun with -
at or -ah take -aat plural. 
4.1.1.3 Masculine nouns *[N] without feminine counterparts take BP 
In opposition to what has been given in the aforementioned section (4.1.1.2), the BP 
(i.e. any type of BP) formed by revowelling process or technique is typically assigned 
to majority of masculine nouns *[N] which have no or do not have feminine 
counterparts (N-eh) in the language. This is demonstrated in table (4.1.1.3) given 
below: 
Table (4.1.1.3) Masculine nouns *[N] without feminine counterparts take BP: 
Pattern 
Number 
(2.1.3.1.5) 
(2.1.3.3.4) 
(2.1.3.5) 
(2.1.3.5.1) 
(2.1.3.7) 
(2.1.3.1) 
(2.1.3.1.4) 
(2.1.3.7) 
(2.1.3.27) 
(2.1.3.27) 
Pattern input 
C100C3U 
CiiiCju 
CiaC2aC3U 
CiaaC3U 
C1UC2C3U 
CiaC2C3U 
CiaC2C2U 
C1UC2C3U 
CiuC2C2aaC3U 
C|uC2C2aaC3U 
*[N] 
input 
sooqu 
diimu 
gamalu 
baabu 
durgu 
qalbu 
Haqqu 
6uqbu 
subbaaku 
kullaabu 
BP output 
swaaqu 
dyaamu 
gmaalu 
bwaabu 
draagu 
qluubu 
Hquuqu 
Gquubu 
sabaabiiku 
kalaaliibu 
BP pattern output 
C|waaC3U 
CiyaaC3U 
C|C2aaC3U 
CiwaaC3U 
C|C2aaC3U 
C1C2UUC3U 
C1C2UUC3U 
C1C2UUC3U 
CiaC2aaC2iiC3U 
C|aC2aaC2iiC3U 
Gloss 
markets 
H-bodies 
camels 
doors 
drawers 
hearts 
rights 
holes 
windows 
hooks 
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To recapitulate, the claim that majority of nouns undergo revowelling process 
and take BP across the board, which has been expressed under rule (4.1.1), has been 
modified to take into account the behavior of N and N-eh pairs. Thus, the rule in 
(4.1.1.3) captures the facts presented so far about TYA nouns: 
Rule (4.1.1.3) [ N ] ^ B P 
[+ Masculine] 
*[N-eh] 
In accordance with this rule (4.1.1.3), a masculine noun (N), or a feminine 
noun *[N-eh] for which there is no masculine counterpart, can undergo revowelling 
process and take BP. The previous TYA rule (4.1.1) will now be modified to obey 
with the (NCC), the Number of Consonants Constraints introduced in Abd-Rabbo 
(1988, 1990) in case of CA. 
If *[N-eh] has more than four consonants it will undergo affixation process 
and take the FSP with the FSP suffix -aatu. For example, the feminine singular noun 
"istimaar-ah "(application) form" is qualified to take BP, since a masculine 
counterpart 'istimaaru does not exist in this dialect. However, the NCC stops it from 
doing so. 
4.1.1.4 Tri-consonantal Verbal nouns (TC VN) take BP 
It seems that the discussion so far has been concentrated on most (if not all) non-
derived (-D) nouns. But the same restriction of plural formation that apply to (-D) 
nouns can also apply to a group of derived (+D) nouns such as certain (but not all) 
TYA verbal nouns (VN). These verbal nouns are certain (but not all), because we 
have pointed out in chapter 2 under section (2.1.3.46) that these patterns are rarely 
used for ordinary noun in TYA and that they are used either as verbal nouns which 
have been gone under "Concretization Process" as it has been suggested by (Cowell, 
1964, pp. 158, 284, 293) in case of SA, or the ones altered from the pure verbal noun 
sense. They are derived from various verbs of the nine verb binyanim/verb patterns 
discussed along with verbal adjectives throughout chapter 3. There, we have pointed 
out that these verbal nouns (VN) may be tri-consonantal (TC), quadric-consonantal 
(QC), or quinqui-consonantal (QqC), when they have three, four, or five consonants, 
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respectively. Only certain TC and QC verbal nouns (but not all) take BP, as is 
demonstrated in table (4.1.1.4): 
Table (4.1.1.4) Tri-consonantal verbal nouns (TC VN) take BP: 
P.No. Pattern TC VN BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.3.5) ClaC2aC3u 'amalu 'maalu C|C2aaC3U "'works'" 
(2.1.3.1) ClaC2C3u baHBu bHuuGu C1C2UUC3U "researches" 
(2.1.3.11.2) ClvvaaC3u gawaabu 'agwib-eh •aC|C2iC3-eh "answers" 
(2.1.3.13) ClC2aaC3u s'aalu 'as'il-eh 'aCiCziCa-eh "questions" 
4.1.1.5 Tri-consonantal verbal nouns (TC VN) take FSP 
An exception to what is shown in the aforementioned section and table (4.1.1.4) is 
shown in this section and its following table (4.1.1.5). where some tri-consonantal 
verbal nouns (TC VN) take FSP; this is a deviation of the NCC, but it is due to the 
idiosyncrasy of TYA and fact of use. 
In Arabic, in general, the facts of language use has been defmed by Abd-
Rabbo (1988, p. 170) as follows: "The facts of language use have assigned singulars 
of every day occurrence, as opposed to esoteric ones, to one plural each. Thus if two 
familiar nouns share the same root, they have two different plurals, derived from the 
possible plurals after allowing AH.". 
This holds true in case of TYA; for example, the TYA forms riggaalu "man" 
and riglu "foot" will have the forms riggaalah "men" and rigl-eenu "feet", 
respectively. 
Table (4.1.1.5) Tri-consonantal verbal nouns (TC VN) take FSP: 
P.No. Pattern TC VN FSP Gloss 
(2.1.3.13) CiCjaaCsu 
(2.1.3.13) CiC2aaC3U 
(2.1.3.13.1) wC2aaC3U 
(2.1.3.13.2) dyaaC^u 
xiaafu xiaaf-aatu "c (2.1.3.13)" 
Hsaabu Hsaab-aatu "c (2.1.3.13)" 
wsaa'u wsaa'-aatu "wideness" 
qyaasu qyaas-aatu "measuring" 
4.1.1.6 Quadri-consonantal verbal nouns (QC VN) take BP 
Quadri-consonantal verbal nouns (but not all), with four consonants including the 
augmentative prefix (e.g. ta-), take BP, as is demonstrated in table (4.1.1.6) below. 
These quadri-consonantal verbal nouns refer to the augmented tri-consonantal verbal 
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patterns discussed in chapter two under (2.1.3.46) and in ciiapter three under 
(3.1.3.20), where the analysis of the second binyan verb C|aC2C2aC3as a derivational 
source of the verbal noun pattern taC|C2iiC3U is discussed. 
Table (4.1.1.6) Quadri-consonantal verbal nouns (QC VN) take BP: 
P.No. Pattern 
(2.1.3.46) taCiCzi 
(2.1.3.46) taC|C2i 
(2.1.3.46) taC|C2i 
(2.1.3.46) taCiCzi 
(2.1.3.46) taCiCji 
(2.1.3.46) taCiCzi 
C3U 
C3U 
C3U 
C3U 
C3U 
C3U 
TC VN BP BP Pattern Gloss 
tamriinu tamaariinu taC|aaC2iiC3U "drills'' 
tadbiiru tadaabiiru taCiaaC2iiC3U "arrangements"' 
tafSiilu tafaaSiilu taCiaaC2iiC3U "details" 
taqriiru taqaariiru taC|aaC2iiC3U "reports" 
taxziinu taxaaziinu taCiaaC2iiC3U "chewing" 
taSmiinui taSaamiimu taC|aaC2iiC3U "designs" 
This reminds us with what has been shown under table (2.2.2.3.2.4.3.6) that 
deals with the BP pattern taC|aaC2iiC3U (CaCiaaC2iiC3u) as in tamaariinu in chapter 
2. It is repeated in the aforementioned table (4.1.1.6) for convenience. 
4.1.1.7 Quadri-consonantal verbal nouns (QC VN) take FSP 
An exception to what is shown in the aforementioned section and table (4.1.1.6) is 
shown in this section and its following table (4.1.1.7). where some quadri-consonantal 
verbal nouns (QC VN) with four consonants including the augmentative prefix n-, 
take FSP; this is a deviation of the NCC, but it is due to the idiosyncrasy of TYA and 
fact of use. 
Table (4.1.1.7) Quadri-consonantal verbal nouns (QC VN) take FSP: 
P.No, Pattern TC VN FSP Gloss 
(2.1.3.46) 
(2.1.3.46) 
(2.1.3.46) 
(2.1.3.46) 
(2.1.3.46) 
(2.1.3.46) 
nC|iC2aaC3U 
nCiiC2aaC3U 
nC|iC2aaC3U 
C|tiC2aaC3U 
C|tiC2aaC3U 
C|tiC2aaC3U 
nfi'aalu 
nqiTaa'u 
nDmaainu 
xtilaafu 
"tiraafu 
htimaamu 
nfi'aal-aatu 
nqiTaa"-aatu 
nDmaam-aatu 
xtilaaf-aatu 
'tiraaf-aatu 
htimaam-aatu 
"agitating" 
"discontinuing" 
"affiliation" 
"differences" 
"confessions" 
"interests" 
This reminds us with what has been shown in the six before the last three 
illustrative examples of table (2.2.2.3.1.2.1) that deals with Feminine Nouns Ending 
in -eh/-ah and having Feminine Sound Plural (FSP) with -aatu suffix in chapter 2. It is 
repeated in the aforementioned table (4.1.1.7) for convenience. 
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4.1.1.8 Quinqui-consonantal verbal nouns (QqC VN) take FSP 
Only very few quinqui-consonantal verbal nouns (QqC VN), with five consonants 
including the augmentative prefix (e.g. sti-), take FSP as illustrated in table (4.1.1.8) 
below. The others neither take FSP nor BP. This is slightly different from what it has 
been pointed out by Abd-Rabbo (1990, p. 65) in case of CA that "QqL verbal nouns, 
with five consonants each, never take BP." 
Table (4.1.1.8) Quinqui-consonantal verbal nouns (QqC VN) take FSP: 
P. No. Pattern QqC VN FSP Gloss 
(2.1.3.46) stiC|C2aaC3U sti'maalu sti'maal-aatu "using" 
(2.1.3.46) stiC|C2aaC3U stifzaazu stifzaaz-aatu "provoking" 
(2.1.3.46) stiC|C2aaC3U sti'daadu sti'daad-aatu "preparing" 
This reminds us with what has been shown in the last three illustrative 
examples of table (2.2.2.3.1.2.1) that deals with Feminine Nouns Ending in -eh/-ah 
and having Feminine Sound Plural (FSP) with -aatu suffix in chapter 2. It is repeated 
in the aforementioned table (4.1.1.8) for convenience. 
To conclude this section: ((4.1.1) TYA nouns and BP vs. SP assignment, 
revowelling vs. affixation) on TYA nouns, the BP formed by revowelling process or 
technique is typically assigned to masculine noun (N) which has no or do not have a 
feminine counterpart (N-eh) or assigned to a feminine noun that has or do not have a 
masculine counterpart in the language. 
Apart of exceptions, this assignment will be constrained in accordance with 
the number of consonants the input (N) or (N-eh)* has. If (N) or (N-eh)* has 2. 3. or 4 
it will take BP, but if it has above four consonants it will take FSP. Rule (4.1.1.8) 
captures these facts: 
Rule (4.1.1.8) certain (but not all) [N] TC/QC-^ BP 
[+ Masculine] 
*[N-eh] 
In accordance with this rule (4.1.1.8) only certain (but not all) tri-consonantal 
or quadric-consonantal nouns (i.e., nouns that BP assignment accepts as inputs 
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without violating the NCC) can undergo revoweiling technique/process and take BP if 
each of them is masculine, or if it is feminine but has no masculine counterpart. 
Our evidence and arguments presented so far can also show that BP-SP 
assignment (i.e. revoweiling vs. affixation) must take into consideration information 
beyond just the singular noun; thus, they make arguments against a treatment centered 
completely on the singular noun form. 
4.1.2 TYA adjectives and BP vs. SP assignment, revoweiling vs. affixation 
As a starting point for this section, it can be said that it was argued in the above 
section that most nouns (if not all) undergo revoweiling process and take BP while 
adjectives (both masculine and feminine) take MSP with MSP suffix -iin only. 
Slightly different position was modified for TYA nouns; an analysis was proposed in 
which nouns underwent affixation process and took FSP with FSP suffix -aatu under 
certain conditions. In this section, the typical TYA adjective (both masculine and 
feminine) behavior with respect to the plural formation will be modified along the 
same lines, though slightly different, and an analysis similar to that of nouns will be 
proposed. 
As a matter of fact, in case of the majority of TYA feminine adjectives that 
have masculine counterparts do not take the default feminine plural suffix -aatu. but 
they take only the MSP suffix -iin as same as their corresponding masculine 
counterparts. 
We, repeating it here for convenience, have pointed out in chapter three under 
section (3.2.2.3.1) that in lYA adjectives, there is only one type of sound plurals, the 
masculine sound plural (MSP) with the MSP suffix -iin; the feminine sound plurals 
(FSP), unlike those with nouns discussed under (2.2.2.3.1.2). do not occur in case of 
TYA adjectives. In other words, at least some of the adjectives in every adjective 
pattern discussed throughout chapter 3 except C|C2aC3 as in Hmar ''red'" discussed 
under (3.1.3.16) - and all of the adjectives in most adjective patterns discussed 
throughout chapter 3 - are inflected only with the suffixes -eh/-ah and -iin. This is not 
only in TYA, but also in some modern Arabic dialects; for example, in case of Syrian 
Arabic, Cowell (1964, p. 71) states that: "At least some of the adjectives in every 
pattern except ?aFi^ aL [p. 130] - and all of the adjectives in most patterns - are 
inflected only with the suffixes -e/-a and -iin." 
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4.1.2.1 Relation between pairs of masculine-feminine adjectives 
Revowelling vs. affixation associated with the production of BP vs. SP assignment 
will be dealt in here as morphological operations or techniques in the plural formation 
assigned to pairs of TYA masculine-feminine adjectives. This will be determined 
according to or on the basis of the relation between such pairs of masculine-feminine 
adjectives. 
This relation can be represented in one group where both masculine adjective 
and its corresponding feminine one will undergo the affixation operation or technique 
and take only feminine sound plural (MSP) as discussed and illustrated in the 
following sub-section; 
4.1.2.1.1 Pairs of masculine-feminine adjectives (A) - (A-eli) take MSP 
So many pairs of masculine-feminine adjectives symbolized as ((A)-(A-eh)) and 
which are related by the feminine marker -eh/-ah will undergo affixation process or 
technique and take only the MSP forms as the examples in table (4.1.2.1.1) below 
show; pairs of this type, related by -eh/-ah, will be referred to as plus -eh or simply 
[+(-eh)]: 
Table (4.1.2.1.1) Pairs of masculine-feminine adjectives (A) - (A-eh) take MSP: 
A Forms MSP gloss 
A 
A-eh 
A 
A-eh 
A 
A-eh 
A 
A-eh 
A 
A-eh 
Hamru 
Hamr-eh 
gaalsu 
gaals-eh 
kislu 
kisl-eh 
Haalyu 
haaly-eh 
TamuuHu 
TamuuH-ah 
Hamr-iin 
Hamr-iin 
gaals-iin 
gaals-iin 
kisl-iin 
kisl-iin 
Haaly-iin 
Haaly-iin 
TamuuH-iin 
TamuuH-iin 
"angry" 
"angry" 
"sittin" 
"sittin" 
''lazy'" 
"sittin" 
"sweet, pretty 
"sweet, pretty' 
"ambitious" 
"ambitious" 
More illustrative examples of the pairs of masculine-feminine adjectives 
related by the feminine marker -eh/-ah are shown in chapter 3 under section 
(3.2.2.3.1) and its all related sub-.sections and tables. 
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4.1.2.2 Adjectives not so related by the feminine marker -eh/-ah 
In TYA. there are several adjectives that are not so related by the feminine marker -
eh/-ah. Such adjectives, in opposition to what is given under the aforementioned 
(4.1.2.].J), wij] be symbolized as minus -eh or simply [- (-eh)] and these undergo 
revowelling process and take BP. There are three groups of [-(- eh)] adjectives in 
TYA. They are demonstrated in the following three sub-sections: 
4.1.2.2.1 Adjectives not specified for gender take BP 
This section will show the first group of the adjectives that are not so related by the 
feminine marker -eh/-ah includes adjectives not specified for gender as illustrated in 
table (4.1.2.2.1) below: 
Table (4.1.2.2.1) Adjectives not specified for gender take BP: 
A Forms, M/F BP gloss 
zu'beh zu'abu "ugly; bad M, F"" 
subheh subahu '"suspicious M, F" 
sun'eh suna'u "bad M, F'" 
hatiibeh hataaybu '"stupid M, F" 
habiileh habaaylu "folly M. F" 
The first three illustrative examples on the above table, has been shown in chapter 
3 under (3.2.2.3.2.3.2.2). where we have seen that such masculine and feminine 
adjectives ending in -eh with their similar singular miscellaneous tri-consonantal 
pattern (3.1.3.31) C|uC2C3-eh (as input) have BP forms (as output) on the BP pattern 
CiuCiaCau which most commonly occurs in case of the nominal BP pattern 
CiuC2aC3U as in kuratu "kinds of dresses"' discussed in chapter 2 under 
(2.2.2.3.2.3.2.2). 
And the last two illustrative examples on the above table, has been shown in 
chapter 3 under (3.2.2.3.2.4.1.1). where we have seen that such few masculine 
adjectives ending in -eh and its corresponding feminine adjectives ending also in -eh 
with their similar singular miscellaneous tri-consonantal pattern (3.1.3.31) CiaC2iiC3-
eh/ (as input) have BP forms (as output) on the BP pattern CiaC2aayC3U (C-
laC^aaCCiu which most commonly occurs in case of the nominal BP pattern 
C|aC2aayC3U (CiaC2aaCC3u) as in nataaygu "results" discussed in chapter 2 under 
(2.2.2.3.2.4.1.2). 
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Hublee 
"saaru 
waaldu 
Gazzu 
Habaalee 
"isree 
vvulladu 
Gazaazee 
4.1.2.2.2 Feminine adjectives without feminine marker -eh/-ah and without 
masculine counterpart take BP 
BP forms are typically assigned to exclusively feminine adjectives ending in /u/ or 
ending in the imaalah /ee/, because, for biological reasons as indicated in their 
corresponding English glosses, they have no masculine forms and they have no the 
default feminine marker -eh/-ah. This represents the second group as illustrated in the 
following TYA examples given in table (4.1.2.2.2) below: 
Table (4.1.2.2.2) Feminine adjectives without feminine marker -eh/-ah and 
without masculine counterpart take BP: 
A Form BP Gloss 
"pregnant (of woman)"" 
"pregnant (of animal)"' 
"woman who is giving birth"' 
"craving for food during pregnancy, appetite"' 
4.1.2.2.3 Pairs of masculine-feminine adjectives (A - A-aa) take BP 
This subsection shows the third group of the adjectives that are not so related by the 
feminine marker -eh/-ah: it includes the following: Apart from the TYA pairs of 
masculine-feminine adjectives related by the feminine marker -eh/-ah, there are pairs 
of masculine-feminine adjectives related by the feminine marker -aa or -ee, the later -
ee is the imaalah of the former -aa as well as the metathesis of the short vowel /a/ 
coming after the second root consonant instead of coming after the first root 
consonant 
This type of TYA pairs of masculine-feminine adjectives (A - A-aa), most of 
which are adjectives of colors and defects discussed in chapter 3 (3.2.2.3.2.3.4.1) 
that deals with the BP pattern C1UC2C3U as in Humru "red (M&F)"' and repeated here 
for convenience, will undergo the revowelling process or technique and take the BP 
forms as demonstrated in table (4.1.2.2.3) below: 
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Table (4.1.2.2.3) Pairs of masculine-feminine adjectives (A - A-aa) take BP: 
P. No. Pattern A A-aa BP "Gloss" 
(3.1.3.16) 
(3.1.3.16) 
(3.1.3.16) 
(3.1.3.16) 
(3.1.3.16) 
(3.1.3.16) 
(3.1.3.16) 
(3.1.3.16) 
(3.1.3.16) 
(3.1.3.16) 
(3.1.3.16) 
(3.1.3.16) 
(3.1.3.16) 
CiC2aC3 
CiC2aC3 
CiC2aC3 
C|C2aC3 
C|C2aC3 
C|C2aC3 
C|C2aC3 
C|C2aC3 
C|C2aC3 
CiC2aC3 
C|C2aC3 
C|C2aC3 
C|C2aC3 
Hmar 
zraq 
Sfar 
Hamr-aa 
zarq-aa 
Safr-aa 
xDHar xaDHr-aa 
sqar 
smar 
qlab 
Sla' 
Snag 
qzal 
Hmaq 
bkam 
Hdab 
saqr-aa 
samr-aa 
qalb-aa 
Sal'-aa 
Sang-aa 
qazl-aa 
Hamq-aa 
bakm-ee 
Hadb-ee 
Humru 
zurqu 
Sufru 
xuDHru 
suqru 
sumru 
qulbu 
Sul'u 
Sungu 
quzlu 
Humqu 
bukmu 
Hudbu 
•'red" 
"blue" 
"yellow" 
"green" 
"blond" 
"see (3.1.3.16)" 
"cross-eyed" 
"bald" 
"deaf, mute" 
"lame, cripple" 
"stupid, foolish' 
"mute, dumb" 
"hump-backed" 
The facts about TYA discussed so far can be captured in Rule (4.1.2.2.3), 
which states that [- (-eh)] adjectives or those that are not related by the feminine 
marker -eh/-ah. undergo revowelling process and take BP: 
Rule (4.1.2.2.3) A ^ B P 
[- (-eh)] 
4.1.2.3 Pairs of masculine-feminine adjectives (A - A-eh) with certain adjective 
patterns take BP (referent's gender not specified) 
We have shown so far that both [+ (-eh)] adjectives and their masculine counterparts 
undergo affixation process and take only MSP with MSP sufHx -iin, while [- (-eh)] 
adjectives undergo revowelling process and take BP. However, if we look carefully at 
both [+ (-eh)] adjectives and their masculine counterparts we find that many of them 
take BP provided that they fall on certain adjective patterns as it will be explained in 
the following paragraph. 
Almost all pairs of masculine-feminine adjectives symbolized as ((A) - (A-
eh)) of adjective pattern (3.1.3.8) C|aC2iiC3U - CiaCjjiCjeh, (3.1.3.7) C|C2iiC3U - C-
iC2iiC3eh, (3.1.3.10) CiaC2UuC3U - CiaC2UuC3eh, which are related by the feminine 
marker -eh/-ah will undergo revowelling process or technique and take the BP forms 
as the examples in table (4.1.2.3) below show: 
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Table (4.1.2.3) Pairs of masculine-feminine adjectives (A - A-eii) with certain 
adjective patterns tal<e BP (referent's gender not specified): 
P.No. Pattern A A-eh BP "Gloss" 
(3.1.3.7) 
(3.1.3.7) 
(3.1.3.7) 
(3.1.3.7) 
(3.1.3.7) 
(3.1.3.8) 
(3.1.3.8) 
(3.1.3.8) 
(3.1.3.8) 
(3.1.3.8) 
CiCaii C3U 
CiC2ii C3U 
C|C2ii C3U 
CiC2ii C3U 
C|C2ii C3U 
CiaC2iiC3U 
C|aC2iiC3U 
C|aC2iiC3U 
CiaC2iiC3U 
CiaC2iiC3U 
(3.1.3.8.2) CaCsiiCju 
(3.1.3.10) C|aC2iiC3U 
SGiiru 
rxiiSu 
nDiifu 
b'iidu 
gdiidu 
kabiiru 
DabiiTu 
xamiidii 
xafiifu 
qaSiiru 
Tawiiki 
zabuLinu 
SGiir-eh 
rxiiS-ah 
nDiif-ah 
b'iid-eh 
gdiid-eh 
kabiir-eh 
DabiiT-ah 
xamiid-eh 
xafiif-eh 
qaSiir-ah 
Ta\viil-ah 
zabuun-eh 
SGaaru 
rxaaSu 
nDaafu 
b'aadu 
gdaadu 
kbaaru 
DbaaTu 
xmaadu 
xfaafu 
qSaam 
Twaalu 
zbaanu 
"small, little" 
"cheap" 
"clean" 
"far" 
"new" 
"big, large" 
"strong, powerful" 
"well-cooked" 
"light, unheavy" 
"short" 
"tall, long" 
"expensive" 
The aforementioned table (4.1.2.3), has been seen in chapter 3 under table 
(3.2.2.3.2.3.1.1) that deals with BP pattern CiC2aaC3U as in SGaaru "small 
(M&F)"and repeated here for convenience. 
If the adjectives that are not specified for gender with certain adjective 
patterns, like those in table (4.1.2.3), are assigned the feature [-Gender] in their lexical 
specification, rule (4.1.2.2.3) can be modified as Rule (4.1.2.3) shown below to 
capture the facts that have been discussed so far regarding the TYA adjectives: 
Rule (4.1.2.3) A BP 
[-(-eh)] 
[- Gender] with certain adjective patterns 
According to this Rule (4.1.2.3), [- (-eh)] adjectives and adjectives unspecified 
for gender [- Gender] with certain adjective patterns undergo revowelling process or 
technique and take the BP. 
4T.2.4 Certain tri-consonantal and some of quadri-consonantal adjectives or 
nominalized adjectives (Nom A) 
It seems that the discussion so far has been concentrated on most (if not all) non-
derived (-D) adjectives. 
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Let us now turn to derived (+D) adjectives. The feature, following Abd-Rabbo 
(1990, p. 68), that will concern us here is the ability of some of them to be 
nominalized. When they do so, they undergo revowelling process and take BP. 
4.1.2.4.1 Masculine-feminine pair masHuuqu - masHuuq-ah takes MSP while 
masculine nominaiized adjective masHuuqu takes BP 
In table (4.1.2.4.1) the masculine-feminine pair masHuuqu-masHuuq-ah "crushed M, 
F" undergoes affixation process and receives MSP with MSP suffix -iin, thus the 
plural form is masHuuq-iin "'crushed pi" referring to both masculine and feminine. 
However, the same form (i.e., the masculine form) masHuuqu with the sense of 
"powder M"" undergoes revowelling process and receives BP, thus this Nominaiized 
Adjective (Norn A) has the plural form masaaHiiqu ''powder pi". 
Table (4.1.2.4.1) Masculine-feminine pair masHuuqu - masHuuq-ah takes MSP 
while masculine nominaiized adjective masHuuqu takes BP: 
Singular Form Plural Form Gloss 
masHuuqu (A) masHuuq-iin (MSP) "'crushed M" 
masHuuq-ah (A-eh) masHuuq-iin (MSP) "crushed F" 
masHuuqu (Nom A) masaaHiiqu (BP) '"powder M" 
Based on this table (4.1.2.4.1). the BP form masaaHiiqu could not be taken to 
refer to a group of any sex or a group of both sexes with the meaning "crushed". 
4.1.2.4.2 Masculine-feminine pairs of adjectives or nominaiized adjectives (Nom 
A)withMSP/BP 
What is more, there are other illustrative examples of pairs of adjectives or 
nominaiized adjectives (Nom A). These are shown in table (4.1.2.4.2): 
Table (4.1.2.4.2) Masculine-feminine pairs of adjectives or nominaiized 
adjectives (Nom A) with MSP/BF: 
Pattern No. A Pattern A/A-eh/MSP with MSP-iin/BP Gloss 
(3.1.3.17) ClaaC2C3u raagd-u/raagd-eh/raagd-iin/rguudu "asleep; sleeping" 
(3.1.3.17) ClaaC2C3u 'aaim-u/'aalm-eh/"aalm-iin/'ulamaa "aware; scholar" 
(3.1.3.17) ClaaC2C3u gaahl-u/gaahl-eh/gaahl-iin/gahleh "young; kids" 
(3.1.3.17) ClaaC2C3u Haasd-u/Haasd-eh/Haasd-iin/Hussaadu "envious; envier" 
(3.1.3.23.3) ClaaC2C3u mdiir-u/mdiir-eh/mdiir-iin/mudaraa "see (3.1.3.23.3)" 
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Some illustrative examples of the aforementioned table (4.1.2.4.2) have been seen 
in chapter 3 under section and table (3.2.2.3.3) that deals with revowelling or 
affixation in different plural forms. 
All illustrative examples in (4.1.2.4.1) and (4.1.2.4.2) show that the BP vs. SP 
assignment to adjectives or nominalized [+ (-eh)] adjectives exhibits to some extent 
the same behavior found in ordinary nouns discussed earlier. If the nominalized 
adjective has only one masculine form, that form undergoes revowelling process and 
takes BP, as in masaaHiiqu "powder pT". However, if the adjectives or nominalized 
adjectives have feminine and masculine forms, both of them as adjectives take MSP 
and both of them as nominalized adjectives take BP. This is indicated by the English 
glosses. This principle can be seen in table (4.1.2.4.2). 
Rule (4.1.2.3) can now be modified as Rule (4.1.2.4.2) given below, where 
(Nom A) stands for nominalized adjectives: 
Rule (4.1.2.4.2) A ^ BP 
[- (-eh)] 
[- Gender] with certain adjective patterns 
[+Nom A,+ M/*[A-eh]] 
In accordance with this Rule (4.1.2.4.2) it can be said that this rule states that 
an adjective undergoes revowelling process and takes BP if it belongs to the group of 
minus -eh or [- (-eh)] adjectives, or if it is unspecified for gender with certain 
adjective pattern, or if it is a masculine nominalized adjective, or if it is a feminine 
nominalized adjectives for which a masculine counterpart does not exist. 
4.1.2.5 Supplementary quadri-consonantal (QC) adjectives or nominalized 
adjectives 
Our discussion of the TYA adjectives so far has concentrated on certain tri-
consonantal (TC) and some of quadri-consonantal (QC) adjectives or nominalized 
adjectives (Nom A), showing that they can undergo revowelling process and take BP 
under the proper conditions, since the principle NCC does not prevent either group 
from doing so. 
Let us now turn to supplementary quadri-consonantal (QC) adjectives or 
nominalized adjectives (Norn A) and examine their behavior in some details. We will 
particularly explain why some of their plural forms do not conform to the principles 
proposed so far, and in doing so, the plural formation of adjectives (i.e., the BP vs. Sp 
assignment) can be accounted for. This non-conformity, to follow Abd-Rabbo (1990, 
p. 70) in case of CA, will be argued to have come about as a result of the interplay of 
facts of use, degree of lexicalization, and Avoid Homophony. 
There are five major types of the quadri-consonantal (QC) adjectives or 
nominalized Adjectives (Nom A) that are sketched in the following sections: 
4.1.2.5.1 Masculine-feminine pairs of adjectives or nominalized adjectives on 
pattern maC|C2UuC3U / maCiCiUuCa-eh take BP or MSP 
First, in TYA, there are few pairs of masculine-feminine adjectives or nominalized 
Adjectives (Nom A) on the adjective pattern (3.1.3.18) maCiC2UuC3U / maC|C2UuC3-
eh as in, maHbuusu / maHbuus-eh "prisoner", magnuunu / magnuun-eh ''crazy, a 
madman/madwoman" are examples of passive adjectives or passive participles 
derived from simple verbs of form 1/ pattern I / first binyan (i.e. of the sound verb 
pattern CiaC2aC3 as in Habas "'to imprison'" or of the geminated verb sub-pattern 
CiaC2C2 as in gann "to become crazy", all of which discussed in chapter 3 and in 
Appendix I). Such few adjectives or nominalized Adjectives (Nom A) on this 
adjective pattern (3.1.3.18) maC|C2UuC3U / maC|C2UuC3-eh undergo the revowelling 
operation or technique and thus take the BP pattern mCiaaC2iiC3U as in mHabiisu and 
mganiinu. When their sense is of purely adjectives they undergo affixation process 
and take MSP with MSP suffix -iin. More illustrative examples are given in chapter 3 
in section ((3.2.2.3.2) BP pattern mCiaaC2iiC3U as in mzaakiimu)), and repeated 
below in table (4.1.2.5.1) with modifications in case of the MSP for convenience; 
Table (4.1.2.5.1) Masculine-feminine pairs of adjectives or nominalized 
adjectives on pattern maC|C2UuC3U / maCiC2UuC3-eh take BP or MSP: 
Pattern No. A/A-eh/MSP with BP/MSP -iin Gloss 
(3.1.3.18) mazkuumu/mazkuum-eh/mzaakiimu/mazkuum-iin "having cold'" 
(3.1.3.18) magnuunu/magnuun-eh/mgaan-iinu/magnuun-iin "crazy; madman" 
(3.1.3.18) maHbuusu/maHbuus-eh/mHaabiisu/maHbuus-iin "imprisoned" 
(3.1.3.18) niaxQuulu/max6uul-eh/mxaa6iilu/max6uul-iin "see (3.1.3.1 8)"' 
(3.1.3.18) masTuufu/masTuuf-ah/msaaTiifu/masTuuf-iin "see (3.1.3.18)" 
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Some illustrative examples of tine aforementioned table (4.1.2.5.1) have been seen 
in chapter 3 under section and table (3.2.2.3.3) that deals with revowelling or 
affixation in different plural forms. 
4.1.2.5.2 Form 11 adjectives and occupational nouns and their SP vs. BP 
assignments 
The second major type represents the TYA form II adjectives (i.e., those derived from 
the II verb pattern or the second binyan discussed in chapter 3), which include active 
participles of masculine-feminine pairs ((A)-(A-eh)) like mkassr-u/mkassr-eh/mkassr-
iin "having shown defects over things or matters" (cf MSA mukassir, s.o. breaks in 
pieces; see also end not 88 in chapter 3), or mdarrsu "having taught; teacher" (along 
with TYA color adjectives about which it has been point out in chapter 3 under 
adjective pattern (3.1.3.19) and repeated here for convenience that the 2nd binyan 
CiaC2C2aC3 as in Saffar "'to become yellow'', etc., from which mSaffru is formed, 
accommodates the color adjectives normally and traditionally formed on the ninth 
binyan 'iCCaCC-a as in 'iSfarr-a whose active participle pattern is muCiC2aC3C3 as 
in muSfarr; this ninth binyan does not occur in TYA. The 2nd binyan CiaC2C2aC3 
from which the pattern (3.1.3.19) mCiaC2C2C3U is formed, has remarkably a 
grammatical characteristic of being derivative of pattern (3.1.3.16) C|C2aC3 
adjectives; cf. end not 103 given there), and passive participles/adjectives, such as 
mkassaru "smashed'" and occupational nouns like Haddaadu/Hadaadee "blacksmith/s" 
and naggaaru/ngaaraa "carpenter/s"; see our discussion in chapter 2 under section and 
table (2.2.2.3.2.3.8.2) that deals with BP pattern CiaC2aaC3ee as in Hadaadee and 
under section and table (2.2.2.3.2.3.9.1) that deals with BP pattern C|C2aaC3aa as in 
ngaaraa. These TYA form II adjectives and occupational nouns and their SP vs. BP 
assignments are demonstrated below in tables (4.1.2.5.2.1), (4.1.2.5.2.2). (4.1.2.5.2.3), 
(4.1.2.5.2.4), and (4.1.2.5.2.5), respectively. All of these are geminates and will be 
discussed in more details with geminates in section (4.2) below. (Cf. these with what 
has been dealt with in (3.2.2.3.1.1.16), (3.2.2.3.1.1.17), ((2.2.2.3.2.3.8.2) and 
(2.2.2.3.2.3.9.1)), (2.2.2.3.3.1), and (2.2.2.3.1.1.1), respectively. 
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Table (4.1.2.5.2.1) Some Form II adjectives (Active Participle along with color 
adjectives) take MSP: 
NoofAP AP A-u/A-eh/MS-iin Gloss 
9) 
9.1 
9.1) 
9.i) 
.1 ) 
(3.1.3.19) 
(3.1.3.19) 
(3.1.3.19) 
(3.1.3.19) 
(3.1.3.19) 
(3.1.3.19) 
(3.1.3.19) 
(3.1.3. 
(3.1.3. 
(3.1.3 
(3.1.3 
(3.1.3.19.1) 
(3.1.3.19.1) 
(3.1.3.19.1) 
(3.1.3.19.2) 
(3.1.3.19.2) 
(3.1.3.19.3) 
(3.1.3.19.4) 
(3.1.3.19.4) 
(3.1.3.19,5) 
(3.1 3.19.5) 
(3.1.3.19.5) 
(3.1.3.19.6) 
(3.1.3.19.6) 
(3.1.3.19.6) 
mC aC2C2C3U 
mCiaC2C2C3U 
mCiaC2C2C3Li 
mCiaC2C2C3U 
mC|aC2C2C3U 
mC|aC2C2C3U 
mC|aC2C2C3U 
mC|aC2C2C3U 
mCiaC2C2iC2U 
mCiaC2C2iC2U 
mC|aC2C2iC2U 
mCiaC2C2iC2U 
mCiaC2C2iC2U 
mC|aC2C2iC2U 
mwaC2C2C3U 
mvvaC2C2C3U 
myaC2C2C3U 
mCiawvvCsu 
mC|aw\vC3U 
mC|ayyC3ii 
mCiayvC3Li 
mC|ayyC3U 
iTiCiaC2C2>u 
mClaC2C2yLi 
mC|aC2C2yu 
mzallT-u/mzallT-ah/mzallT-iin 
msannb-u/msannb-eh/msannb-iin 
mkassr-u/mkassr-eh/mkassr-iin 
mSann'-u/mSann'-ah/mSann'-iin 
mSaffr-u/mSaffr-ah/mSaffr-iin 
mHammr-u/iTiHammr-eh/mHammr-iin 
mzarrq-u/mzarrq-ah/mzarrq-iin 
mxaDDr-Li/mxaDDr-ah/mxaDDr-iin 
msabbib-u/insabbib-eh/msasbbib-iin 
mHaddid-u/mHaddid-eh/mHaddid-iin 
mgaddid-u/mgaddid-eh/mgaddid-iin 
mdaqqiq-u/mdaqqiq-ah/mdaqqiq-iin 
msaddid-u/msaddid-eh/msaddid-iin 
mdarrs-u/mdarrs-eh/mdarrs-iin 
mvvaddf-u/mwaddf-eh/mwaddf-iin 
mwa"'d-u/mwa"d-eh/mwa"d-iin 
myabbs-u/myabbs-eh/myabbs-iin 
mHa\vwm-u/mHavvwm-eh/mHawwm-iin 
msaw\vd-u/msaw\vd-eh/msa\vwd-iin 
iT)Hayyr-u/mHayyr-eh/mHayyi"-iin 
mbayys-Li/mbayys-eh/mbayys-iin 
inbayyD-u/mbayyD-ah/mbayyD-iin 
mrabby-u/mrabby-ah/mrabby-iin 
mrakky-u/mrakky-ah/mrakky-iin 
msally-ii/msally-eh/msally-iin 
'•rich" 
"reddish" 
'"bluish 
"greenish' 
"causing" 
hitish" 
Note: The symbol "-" under the item gloss of the above table (4.1.2.5.2.1), refers to 
the reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
(See also section and table (4.2.4) below) 
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Table (4.1.2.5.2.2) Some Form II adjectives (Passive Participles) take MSP: 
NoofAP AP A-u/A-eh/MSP-iin Gloss 
mkassar-u/mkassar-ah/mkassar-iin "broken'" 
m'aqqad-u/m'aqqad-ah/m'aqqad-iin "-'' 
mraffa'-u/mraffa'-ah/mraffa'-iin "-" 
mbaSSal-u/mbaSSal-ah/mbaSSal-iin "-" 
mwaSSal-u/mwaSSal-ah/mwaSSal-iin "-" 
mwassar-ii/mwassar-ah/mvvassar-iin "fasten" 
myabbas-u/myabbas-eh/myabbas-iin 
myassar-Li/myassar-ah/myassar-iin "-" 
mdaqqaq-u/mdaqqaq-ah/mdaqqaq-iin "-" 
msabbab-u/msabbab-eh/msabbab-iin "-" 
iTiHaddad-u/mHaddad-eh/mHaddad-iin "-" 
msavvwah-u/msavvwah-eh/msavvwah-iin "-" 
mHawwag-u/mHawwag-eh/mHawwag-iin"-" 
mHaw\vag-u/niHaw\vag-eh/mHawvvag-iin "-" 
mzawvvag-u/mzavvvvag-eh/mza\vvvag-iin "married" 
inxayyaT-u/mxayyaT-ah/mxayyaT-iin "stitched"" 
mgayyad-u/mgayyad-ch/mgayyad-iin "-"" 
mqayyad-u/mqayyad-ah/mqayyad-iin 
mhayyal-Li/mliayyal-eii/mhayya!-iin 
Note; Tlie symbol "-"' under the item gloss of the above table (4.1.2.5.2.2), refers to 
the reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
Table (4.1.2.5.2.3) many occupational nouns take BP in the first place: 
P. No. Pattern s. Noun BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(3.1.3.20) 
(3.1.3.20) 
(3.1.3.20) 
(3.1.3.20) 
(3.1.3.20.1 
(3.1.3.20.1 
(3.1.3.20.2 
(3.1.3.20.2 
(3.1.3.20.3 
(3.1.3.20.3 
(3.1.3.20.3 
(3.1.3.20.4, 
(3.1.3.20.4^ 
(3.1.3.20.4; 
(3.1.3.20.4; 
(3.1.3.20.5; 
(3.1.3.20.5; 
(3.1.3 20.5; 
(3.1.3.20.5] 
mC|aC2C2aC3U 
mCiaC2C2aC3U 
mCiaC2C2aCju 
mC|aC2C2aC3U 
) mwaC2C2aC3U 
1 mvvaC2C2aC3U 
) myaC2C2aC3U 
) myaC2C2aC3U 
) mC|aC2C2aC2U 
) mC|aC2C2aC2U 
) mCiaC2C2aC2U 
) mC|awwaC3U 
mC|awwaC3U 
mCiavvwaCsu 
mCiawwaC3U 
mCiayyaCju 
mCiayyaCiu 
mCiayyaC3U 
mCiayyaCsu 
(2.1.3.25) 
(2.1.3.25) 
(2.1.3.25) 
(2.1.3.25) 
(2.1.3.25.4) 
(2.1.3.25) 
(2.1.3.25) 
CiaC2C2aaC3U 
CiaC2C2aaC3U 
C|aC2C2aaC3U 
CiaC2C2aaC3U 
CiaC2C2ee 
CiaC2C2aaC3U 
CiaC2C2aaC3U 
Haddaadu 
dallaalu 
xabbaazu 
Hammaalu 
bannee 
naggaaru 
sakkaaru 
Hadaadee 
dalaalee 
xabaazee 
Hamaalee 
banaayee 
ngaaraa 
skaaraa 
CiaC2aaC3ee 
CiaC2aaC3ee 
C|aC2aaC3ee 
C|aC2aaC3ee 
CiaC2aayee 
C|C2aaC3aa 
CiC2aaC3aa 
"c (2.1.3.25) 
"brokers"" 
"bakers"' 
•'porters"" 
"builders'" 
"carpenters"" 
•'drunkards" 
This table (4.1.2.5.2.3) shows illustrative examples of many geminate 
occupational nouns that take BP in the first place. Other illustrative examples 
including these show many occupational nouns that take BP or MSP in the second 
place as demonstrated in table (4.1.2.5.2.4) below; see also section and table (4.2.2) 
below; 
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Table (4.1.2.5.2.4) many occupational nouns take BP/MSP in the second place: 
P. No. Pattern s. Noun BP MSP Gloss 
(2.1.3.25) 
(2.1.3.25) 
(2.1.3.25) 
(2. 
(2. 
(2. 
(2. 
.3.25) 
.3.25) 
.3.25) 
.3.25) 
(2.1.3.25) 
CiaC2C2aaC3U 
CiaC2C2aaC3U 
CiaC2C2aaC3U 
CiaC2C2aaC3Li 
CiaC2C2aaC3U 
CiaC2C2aaC3U 
CiaC2C2aaC3Li 
CiaC2C2aaC3U 
Haddaadu 
daliaalu 
xabbaazu 
Hammaalu 
naggaaru 
Tallaabu 
Tabbaalu 
HaTTaabu 
Hadaadee 
dalaalee 
xabaazee 
Hamaalee 
ngaaraa 
Talaabaa 
Tabaalaa 
Hataabaa 
Haddaad-iin 
dallaal-iin 
xabbaaz-iin 
Hammaal-iin 
naggaar-iin 
Tallaab-iin 
Tabbaal-iin 
HaTTaab-iin 
"blacksmith" 
"broker" 
••baker" 
"porter" 
"carpenter" 
"beggar" 
"drummer" 
"wood cutter" 
Table (4.1.2.5.2.5) few occupational nouns take only MSP: 
P. No. ^attern s. Noun MSP Gloss 
(2.1.3.25) 
(2.1.3.25) 
(2.1.3.25.1) 
(2.1.3.25.2) 
(2.1.3.25.2) 
(2.1.3.25.3) 
(2.1.3.25.3) 
(2.1.3.25.3) 
(2.1.3.26) 
CiaC2C2aaC3U 
C|aC2C2aaC3U 
CiaC2C2aaC3U 
C|awvvaaC3U 
CiawwaaCsU 
C|aC2C2aaC3U 
C|ayyaaC3U 
C|ayyaaC3U 
CiaC2C2aaC3-eh 
saHHaatu 
naSSaabu 
wazzaanu 
qawvvaalu 
fawwaaki 
xayyaatyu 
Sayyaadu 
bayyaa'u 
raHHaal-ah 
saHHaat-iin 
naSSaab-iin 
vvazzaan-iin 
qawwaal-iin 
fawvvaal-iin 
xayyaaT-iin 
Sayyaad-iin 
xayyaaT-iin 
raHHaal-iin 
"beggars" 
"swindlers" 
"weighers" 
"see (2.1.3.25.2)" 
"see (2.1.3.25.2)" 
"Tailors" 
"fishermen" 
"sellers" 
"see (2.1.3.26)" 
(See section and table (4.2.1) below) 
4.1.2.5.3 'Adjectives of Exaggeration' take BP 
The third major type represents the TYA forms mizwaagu "one who has got married 
many times", and miTlaaqu "one who has divorced many times", are illustrative 
examples of'Adjectives of Exaggeration" (AE) (cf Abd-Rabbo (1990, p. 71) in case 
of CA). The TYA 'Adjectives of Exaggeration' (AE) are shown in table (4.1.2.5.3). 
Such adjectives undergo the revowelling process or technique and thus take the BP 
forms on the BP pattern maCiaaC2iiC3U as in mazaawiigu and maTaaliiqu, 
respectively. 
Table (4.1.2.5.3) 'Adjectives of Exaggeration' take BP: 
AE BP Gloss 
mizwaagu mazaawiigu "one who has got married many times" 
miTlaaqu maTaaliiqu "one who has divorced many times" 
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4.1.2.5.4 Masculine-feminine pairs of adjectives/active participles on pattern 
mCiaaCiCju take MSP 
The fourth major type represents many pairs of masculine-feminine adjectives or 
nominalized Adjectives (Norn A) on the adjective pattern (3.1.3.21) mCiaaC2C3U / 
mCiaaC2C3-eh as in, mqaatlu / mqaatl-eh "fighting; fighter"; these are examples of 
active adjectives or active participles derived from simple verbs of form III/ pattern 
111/ third binyan (i.e. of the sound verb pattern CiaaCjaCs as in qaatai "to fight" all of 
which discussed in chapter 3 and in Appendix 1); such adjectives or nominalized 
Adjectives (Nom A) on this adjective pattern ((3.1.3.21) mC|aaC2C3U / mC)aaC2C3-
eh, do not receive BP form maqaatlu, although they qualify for taking this BP forms, 
since they have four consonants each in accordance with NCC; however, they 
undergo the affixation operation or technique and thus take the MSP as in mqaatl-iin. 
This behavior is explained by invoking the principle 'Avoid Homophony' (AH) 
introduced in (Abd-Rabbo, 1988 and 1990) which slates that the function of AH is to 
block the derivation of BP forms as outputs for which there exist homophonous forms 
in the language. The homophonous forms may refer to place nouns (PN), instrumental 
nouns (IN) or hypostatic nouns (HN), etc. discussed throughout chapter 2. For 
example, the TYA BP form maqaatlu is the BP form of the nominal form maqtalu 
(place noun (PN) on the noun pattern (2.1.3.30) maC|C2aC3u) of the tri-consonantal 
(TC) root morpheme V qtl meaning a place in the body where a blow could kill. The 
PN maqtalu is given priority over the adjective or nominalized adjective mqaatlu for 
BP formation maqaatlu on the BP pattern maCiaaC2C3U discussed and shown under 
section and table (2.2.2.3.2.4.1.4), since nouns are given priority over adjectives. Thus 
AH, fact of use and degree of lexicalization, to follow (Abd-Rabbo, 1988 and 1990), 
block the BP formation. More illustrative examples are given in chapter 3 in section 
and table (3.2.2.3.1.1.18) and repeated in table (4.1.2.5.4) below for convenience: 
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Table (4.1.2.5.4) Masculine-feminine pairs of adjectives/active participles on 
pattern mC|aaC2C3U take MSP: 
NoofAP AP A-u/A-eh/MSP-iin Gloss 
(3.1.3.21) mCiaaC2C3ii mqaatl-u/mqaatl-eh/mqaatl-iin "fighter" 
(3.1.3.21) mCiaaC^CjU mkaasr-u/mkaasr-eh/mkaasr-iin "-'" 
(3.1.3.21) mCiaaC2C3U msaalm-u/msaalm-eh/msaalm-iin "peaceful"' 
(3.1.3.21) mC|aaC2C3U mnaasb-u/mnaasb-eh/mnaasb-iin "suitable" 
(3.1.3.21) mCiaaC2C3U mgaaml-u/mgaaml-eh/mgaaml-iin 
(3.1.3.21) mCiaaCiCsu mSaaHb-u/mSaaHb-ah/mSaaHb-iin 
(3.1.3.21) mC|aaC2C3U mkaarf-u/mkaarf-eh/mkaarf-iin "-" 
(3.1.3.21.1) mvvaaC2C3U mwaaqT-u/mwaaqt-ah/mwaaqt-iin 
(3.1.3.21.1) mvvaaC2C3U mwaaSl-u/mvvaaSl-ah/mwaaSl-iin "-" 
(3.1.3.21.1) mwaaC2C3U mwaa'd-u/mwaa'd-eh/mvvaa'd-iin 
(3.13.21.2) mC|aawC3U mgaa\vb-u/mgaa\vb-eh/mgaavvb-iin 
(3.1 3.21.2) mCiaawCsU mqaawm-u/mqaavvm-ali/mqaawm-iin "resistant" 
(3.1.3.21.2) mCiaawCsu mdaawm-u/indaawm-eh/mdaawm-iin 
(3.1.3.21.3) mC|aayC3U inDaayq-u/mDaayq-ah/mDaayq-iin 
(3.1.3.21.3) mC|aayC3U m'aayd-u/m'aayd-eh/m'aayd-iin "-" 
(3.1.3.21.4) mCiaayCyu mnaady-u/mnaady-eh/mnaady-iin 
(3.1.3.21.4) mCiaayCyu mHaamy-u/mHaamy-eh/mHaamy-iin "lawyer" 
(3.1.3.21.4) mCiaayCyu mhaaby-u/inhaaby-eh/mhaaby-iin "-" 
(3.1.3.21.4) mC|aayC)u mdaawy-u/mdaa\vy-eh/mdaawy-iin "curer" 
Note: The S}mbol '"-" under the item gloss of the above table (4.1.2.5.4), refers to the 
reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
4.1.2.5.5 Masculine-feminine pairs of adjectives or active participles on pattern 
muC,C2C3U take MSP 
Similarly, there is another group of TYA adjectives where this interplay of principles 
is demonstrated. This is the fifth major type which is represented in many of verbal 
adjectives or Active participles or Active Adjective on pattern muCiC2C3U as in 
muT"mu "feeder" discussed under (3.1.3.23) or its corresponding feminine pattern 
muC|C2C3-eh as in muT"m-ah "feeder (f)"". which are derived from verbs of form 
IV/fourth bin)an/pattern IV (i.e. of the verb pattern ('a)C|C2aC3 as in ('a)T'am "to 
feed" shown chapter 3 and in Appendix I) that will take MSP form muT'm-iin 
"feeder, pl.(F&M)". They do not receive the BP form maTaa'mu, although they 
qualify for it, since they have four consonants in accordance with NCC. This behavior 
is explained by invoking AH, fact of use and degree of lexicalization, to follow (Abd-
Rabbo, 1988 and 1990). Their plurals end up homophonous with plurals of place 
nouns (PN) as in maT'amu "restaurant" whose BP form is maTaa'mu "restaurants" on 
the BP pattern maCiaaC2C3U discussed and shown under section and table 
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(2.2.2.3.2.4.1.4). Thus AH, fact of use and degree of iexicalization block the BP 
formation of such verbal adjectives or Active participles or Active Adjectives on 
pattern muC|C2C3U. More illustrative examples are given in chapter 3 in section and 
table (3.2.2.3.1.1.20) and repeated in table (4.1.2.5.5) below for convenience: 
Table (4.1.2.5.5) Masculine-feminine pairs of adjectives or active participles on 
pattern muCiC2C3U take MSP: 
NoofAP AP A-u/A-eh/MSP-iin Gloss 
(3.1.3.23) 
(3.1.3.23) 
(3.1.3.23) 
(3.1.3.23) 
(3.1.3.23) 
(3.1.3,23) 
(3.1.3.23) 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
1,3.23) 
1.3.23.1 
1.3.23.1 
1.3.23.1 
(3.1.3.23.1 
(3.1.3.23.2 
(3.1.3.23.2 
(3.1,3.23.2 
(3.1.3.23.2 
(3.1.3.23.2 
(3.1.3.23.2 
(3.1.3.23.3 
(3.1.3.23.3 
(3.1.3.23.3 
(3.1.3.23.3 
(3.1.3.23.3 
(3.1.3.23.3 
(3.1.3.23.4 
(3.1.3.23.4 
muC|C2C3U 
muC|C2C3U 
muC]C2C3U 
muC|C2C3U 
muCiC2C3U 
muC|C2C3U 
muCiC2C3U 
muC|C2C3U 
muuC2C3U 
muuC2C3U 
muuC2C3U 
muuC2C3U 
mCi 
mCi 
mC| 
mC| 
mCi 
mCi 
mCi 
mCi 
mCi 
mCi 
mCi 
mCi 
miC 
miC 
C2C3U 
C2C31: 
C2C3L 
C2C311 
C2C3L; 
C2C3li 
iC3U 
iC3U 
iC3U 
iC3U 
iC3U 
iC3U 
C2yu 
C2yu 
muT'm-u/muT"m -ah/muT'm -iin 
muxlS-u/muxIS-ah/muxlS-iin 
muDrb-u/muDrb-ah/muDrb-iin 
muHsn-u/mHsn-eh/mHsn-iin 
mughl-u/mughl-eh/mughl-iin 
musbt-u/musbt-eh/musbt-iin 
muk0r-u/muk9r-eh/muk0r-iin 
mufrru-u/mufFr-eh/mufTr-iin 
muugd-u/muugd-eh/muugd-iin 
muuHs-u/muuHs-eh/muuHs-iin 
muug'-u/muug'-eh/muug'-iin 
muurq-u/muurq-ah/muurq-iin 
mSirr-Li/mSirr-ah/mSirr-iin 
mqirr-u/mqirr-ah/mqirr-iin 
mHibb-u/mHibb-eh/mHibb-iin 
mhimm-u/mhiinm-eh/mhimm-iin 
mHiqq-u/mHiqq-ah/mHiqq-iin 
msinn-u/msinn-eh/msinn-iin 
mfiidu/mfiid-eh/mfiid-iin 
mTii'-u/mTii"-ah/mTii'-iin 
mqiim-u/mqiim-ah/mqiim-iin 
mriiH-u/mriiH-eh/mriiH-iin 
mxiif-u/mxiif-eh/mxiif-iin 
mdiir-u/mdiir-eh/mdiir-iin 
mulhy-u/mulhy-eh/mulhy-iin 
mu'6y-u/mu'6y-eh/mu'6y-iin 
feeder" 
faithful" 
striker" 
creator 
'desolate'' 
msistent' 
lover" 
aged" 
useful" 
resident" 
amusing 
harmful" 
Note: The symbol "-" under the item gloss of the above table (4.1.2.5.5), refers to the 
reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
Following (Abd-Rabbo. 1988 and 1990) in case of CA that can be applicable 
to TYA, though it is slightly different, it can be said that the TYA Active Participles 
(AP) of this type have four consonants in their surface or (final derived) form, these 
verbal adjectives have five consonants at some stage in their derivation. Derived in 
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the pattern/template component, their formation involves the prefixation of the prefix 
'a- of the Form IV/ verb pattern IV/ the forth binyan (•a)C|C2aC3 as in ('a)T'am, 
along with the vowel melody and root; this affixation process is demonstrated in 
(4.1.2.5.5) below: 
Affixation process (4.1.2.5.5) 
Form IV/ verb pattern IV/ the forth binyan AP Prefix: 'a-
Pattern/Template: CVCVC1C2C3U 
V Root Morpheme: T'm 
Vowel Melody: /uau/ 
AP prefix: /m/ 
AP of Form IV/ verb pattern IV/ the forth binyan: 
u a u 
CVCVC1C2C3V 
m ' T ' m 
This affixation process produces the Active Participle mu"aT"mu. which later 
undergoes a phonological rule that deletes the prefix "a-, producing muT'mu. 
However, if these Active Participles are to get lexicalized, they should do so after they 
emerge from the pattern/ 'template component". In other words, they can then 
undergo revoweiling process and receive BP, since they will have four consonants 
each. Such Active Participles that can undergo revoweiling process and take BP are 
rarely attested in the dialect. 
A masculine-feminine pair muffr-u/mufTr-ah "not fasting. M/F'" of the 
muT'mu group on pattern (3.1.3.23) muC|C2C3U can undergo revoweiling process 
and receive BP form mfaaTiiru "'not fasting, M&F". Of course, many members of 
such muT'mu group on this pattern muCiC2C3U as attested in the aforementioned 
table (4.1.2.5.5) do not do so, presumably because their plural forms end up 
homophonous with plural forms of Place Nouns (PN) or Instrumental Nouns (IN) or 
Hypostatic Nouns (HN) in the dialect. These latter plural forms have priority for BP 
since they are full-fiedged/full-grown nouns. An example here is the TYA form 
muDrbu "striker'" the BP of which, if it is existent, would be identical to that of the 
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TYA maDrabu "a can of tablets" ( discussed in chapter 3 under (2.1.3.30)), an 
instrumental noun (IN) that has priority for undergoing revowelling process and 
taking BP maDaarbu over the nominalized adjective muDrbu. Another example is 
muT'mu itself; it should, in theory, be able to undergo revowelling process and take 
BP. It does not do so, however; apparently since if it did, it would end up 
homophonous with the plural form maTaa'mu "restaurants" of the place noun 
maT'amu "a restaurant'" discussed in chapter 3 under (2.1.3.30). 
4.1.2.6 Quinqui-consonantal (QqC) adjectives or active participles or 
nominalized adjectives 
Now we will discuss the behavior of The TYA quinqui-consonantal (QqC) adjectives 
or active participles or nominalized adjectives (i.e., adjectives with more than four 
consonants). Before this, what can be inferred from our discussion above of plus -eh 
[+ (-eh)] adjectives that each masculine feminine pair of these adjectives has a BP 
form, along with the MSP that refer to both male and/or female groups. This is, 
however, is not the case. In accordance with the NCC mentioned above, TYA 
adjectives, Norn A or active/passive participles with more than four consonants will 
not undergo revowelling process and take BP. Instead, they take the SP (usually the 
MSP). 
4.1.2.6.1 Quinqui-consonantal masculine-feminine pairs of adjectives or active 
participles on pattern mistaCiC^Csu take MSP 
The TYA Active participle on the pattern (3.1.3.29) mistaC|C2C3U as in mista'glu 
(and its corresponding feminine mista'gl-eh) "hurrying, M (and F)"', for example, has 
no BP form each; neither *masaati'u nor *masaatigu exist. TYA Speakers, including 
the present researcher and his wife as native speakers of this dialect, use only the 
masculine mista'agil-iin for both the masculine mista'glu and the feminine mista'gl-
eh. That is to say, there is no specification for gender in case of majority of TYA 
adjectives. This leads us to a similar notion in case of CA, though slightly different, 
that has been noted by Abd-Rabbo, (1990, p. 73), that: "The Active participle mista'jil 
"hurrying", for example, has no BP form; neither *masaati' nor *masaatij exist.''" 
Further, he points out that: "Speakers use either the masculine musta'ajil-uun (since it 
is presumably the unmaiked fonn) or both the masculine and the feminine as in 
musta'ajil-uun wa musta'ajil-aat (when they want to be explicit)." 
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In this connection, Abd-Rabbo. (1990), in his end not No. 7 associated with 
the above quote, points out that: 
It should be noted that the Arab grammarians cite a limited number of 
examples of quinquiliteral nouns taking BP, with a choice between 
deleting the fourth or fifth consonants. The two starred examples are given 
in the tradition. A grammatical example of this tradition is the following: 
farazdaq "'a loaf of bread, M" faraazid/faraaziq 
This is a limited set of plurals which probably should be listed along with 
the singulars, rather than be derived by rule. Abd-Rabbo. (1990, p. 91). 
More illustrative examples of the TYA adjectives or active participles on the 
pattern (3.L3.29) nnistaCiC2C3U including mista'giu (and its corresponding feminine 
mista"gl-eh) "hurrying, M and F'", which take only MSP. are shown in table 
(4.1.2.6.1) below: 
Table (4.1.2.6.1) Quinqui-consonantal masculine-feminine pairs of adjectives or 
active participles on pattern mistaCiC2C3U take MSP: 
NoofAP AP A-u/A-eh/MSP-iin Gloss 
.3.29) 
.3.29) 
.3.29) 
.3.29) 
.3.29) 
.3.29) 
(3.1.3.29) 
(3.1.3.29) 
(3.1.3.29) 
.3.29) 
.3.29.1) 
(3.1.3.29.1) 
(3.1.3.29.1) 
(3.1.3.29.2) 
.3.29,2) 
i.3.29.3) 
1.3.29.3) 
1.3.29.3) 
(3.1.3.29.3.1) 
(3.1.3.29.3.1) 
(3.1.3.29.3.1) 
(3.1.3.29.3.1) 
(3.1.3.29.4) 
(3.1.3.29.4) 
(3.1.3.29.4) 
(3.1.3.29.4.1) 
(3.1.3.29.4.1) 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
(3.1 
(3.1 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
(3. 
staC|C2C3U mista'gl-u/mista"gl-eh/mista"gl-iin '"hurrying" 
staCiC2C3U mistaftH-u/mistaftH-eh/mistaftH-iin 
staCiC2C3U mistaHkm-u/mistaHkm-eh/mistahkm-iin 
staC|C2C3U mistaslm-u/mistaslm-eh/mistasim-iin 
staCiC2C3U mistashl-u/mistashl-eh/mistashl-iin 
staCiC2C3u mista"ml-u/mista"ml-eh/mista'ml-iin 
staC 1C2C3U m istaGrb/m istaGrb-eh/m istaGrb-iin 
staC|C2C3U mistaHml-u/mistaHml-eh/mistaHml-iin 
staC|C2C3U mistaHqr-u/mistaHqr-ah/mistaHqr-iin 
staCiC2C3u mistabsr-u/mistabsr-eh/mistabsr-iin "cheerful' 
stawC2C3U mistawrd-u/mistawrd-eh/mistawrd-iin 
stawC2C3U mistaw'b-u/mistaw'b-eh/mislaw'b-iin 
stawC2C3U mistawHs-u/mistawHs-eh/mistawHs-iin 
staCiwCjU mistagwb-u/mistagwb-eh/mistagwb-iin 
staCiwC3U mistHvv6-u/mistHw6-eh/mistHw6-iin 
staC|iC2C2U mistamirr-u/mistamirr-eh/mistamirr-iin 
staCiiC2C2U mistafizz-u/mistaflzz-eh/mistafizz-iin 
staCliC2C2u mistabidd-u/mistabidd-eh/mistabidd-iin 
stiCi iC2C2U mistiHiqq-u/mistiHiqq-ah/mistiHiqq-iin 
stiCiiC2C2U mistiHiqq-u/mistihiqq-ah/mistiHiqq-iin 
stiCiiC2C2U misti'idd-u/misti"idd-eh/misti'idd-iin 
stiC|iC2C2U mistiGill-u/mistiGill-eh/mistiGill-iin 
staCiiiC3U mistatlid-u/mistafiid-eh/mistafiid-iin 
staCiiiC3U mistariiH-u/mistariiH-eh/mistariiH-iin 
staCiiiC3U mistaTii'-u/mistaTii'-ah/mistaTii'-iin "able" 
stiCi iiC3U mistiqiim-u/mistiqiim-ah/mistiqiim-iin "standing" 
stiCi iiC3U mistiqiim-u/mistiqiim-ah/mistiqiim-iin "righteous" 
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(3.1.3.29.4,1) mistiCiiiCsu misti'iin-u/misti'iin-eh/misti'iin-iin 
(3.1.3.29.4.1) mistiC|iiC3U mistixiir-u/mistixiir-eh/mistixiir-iin 
(3.1.3.29.4.1) mistiCiiiCaii misti'iir-u/misti'iir-eh/misti'iir-iin 
(3.1.3.29.5) mistaCiCzyu mistarxy-u/mistarxy-ah/mistarxy-iin 
(3.1.3.29.5) mistaCiC2yu mistakry-u/mistakry-eh/mistakry-iin 
(3.1.3.29.5) mistaC|C2yLi mistaCny-u/mistaGny-eh/mistaGny-iin 
(3.1.3.29.5) mistaC|C2>u mistaqvvy-u/mistaqwyu-ah/mistaqwy-iin 
Note: The symbol "-"" under the item gloss of the above table (4.1.2.6.1), refers to the 
reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
The aforementioned table (4.1.2.6.1), has been seen in chapter 3 under table 
(3.2.2.3.1.1.26) that deals with MSP mistaCiC2C3U -iin as in mista'gl-iin "hurried, in 
a hurry, hurrying (M&F)"" and repeated here for convenience. 
4.1.2.6.2 Nominalized quinqui-consonantal adjectives take FSP 
Similarl>, TYA nominalized quinqui-consonantal (QqC) adjectives do not undergo 
revovvelling process and take BP, because they would then violate the NCC. instead, 
as a dramatic case, they take the FSP with FSP suffix -aatu as demonstrated in table 
(4.1.2.6.2) below, (See also our discussion under sections (3.1.3.20,5), (3.1.3.28) and 
(3.1.4.2) as well as under section and tables (3.2.2.3.1.1.17) and (3.2.2.3.1.1.29), 
respectively): 
Table (4.1.2.6.2) Nominalized quinqui-consonantal adjectives take FSP: 
QqCA-u FSP-aatu Gloss 
mxayyamu mxayyam-aatu "'camps" 
muxtabaru muxtabar-aatu "lab" 
mu'tamaru mu'tamar-aatu "conference" 
m'askaru m'askar-aatu •"army camp" 
This TYA notion shown in the above table (4.1.2.6.2) reminds us to a similar 
notion in case of MSA observed by Ryding (2005) who points out in her section: 2.4 
Passive participles (PP) that: 
Passive participles that have evolved into use as nouns have a wide range 
of meanings, and it is not always possible to see immediately how their 
form relates to their meaning. In the derived forms (11-X), the passive 
participle often functions as the noun of place for that particular form of 
the verb (e.g.. Form X PP: mustashfan 'hospital, place of healing' or Form 
VIII PP: muxtabar 'laboratory, place of experiment"). Ryding (2005, p. 
85). 
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In accordance with what has been pointed out by Abd-Rabbo. (1990) in case 
of CA that with certain modifications indicated below in comparison with that of CA 
can be applicable in case of our TYA is that a fact to be taken into consideration when 
applying the NCC is whether the singular form has prefixes or suffixes; and since the 
BP formation is basically a mechanical procedure that takes the consonants of the 
input singular form, from left to right, and attaches them to the BP template or pattern, 
counting the consonants of the prefix sometimes brings the number of the consonants 
to be attached to four before all radical consonants/ root consonants are counted. 
Thus, a loss in such consonants and problems of recoverability are resulted in, since, 
the basic meaning of Arabic word is, in general, incorporated in the root. 
in the TYA examples in table (4.1.2.6.2) above, counting the consonants of 
the prefix m- in some examples or mi- in other examples would bring the number of 
consonants to four before all the radicals/root consonants of each word is included. 
Thus the resulting plural forms would be difficult to interpret. As an illustrative 
example from table (4.1.2.6.2) muxtabaru "lab"' would lose the final /r/, part of the 
root morpheme /xbr/ of this word. 
It seems from the illustrative example from table (4.1.2.6.2) that violation of 
the NCC is not tolerated where prefixation is involved. However, suffixed forms with 
five or more consonants (counting the suffixes) can undergo revowelling process and 
take BP; hence, they would constitute an apparent violation of the NCC. 
4.1.2.6.3 Pairs of masculine-feminine Nisbah adjectives take BP 
On one hand, suffi.xed forms that occur in a group of nominalized adjectives are the 
Nisba, or relative adjectives. Here, the TYA Nisbah suffix -iyyu or -(i)yu is attached 
to a noun to produce adjectives with the meaning "'related to N"', cf Abd-Rabbo, 
(1990) in case of CA. The TYA forms zabiidiyyu/zabiidiyye-h (or 
zabiidiyu/zabiidiye-h) "zabidi manAvoman related to Zabid city" and 
maSriyyu/maSriyy-eh "Egyptian" are examples of pairs of masculine-feminine 
Nisbah Adjectives (Nisbah A) that end in the suffixes (i)yu or -iyyu meaning "'related 
to noun ". These suffixes are equivalent, in many ways, to the English suffix -ian as 
in Canadian. 
If, on one hand, in accordance with NCC, the Nisbah A has 3 or 4 consonants, 
aside fium the Nisbah suffix -iyyu or -(i)yu, it undergoes the Revowelling 
process/operation and takes BP as illustrated in table (4.1.2.6,3) below: 
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Table (4.1.2.6.3) Pairs of masculine-feminine Nisbah adjectives take BP: 
Nisbah A/A-eh BP Gloss 
yaman-iyyu/yaman-iyy-eh 
zabiid-iyu/zabiidiy-eh 
Hudeed-iyu/Hudeed-iy-eh 
maSr-iyyu/maSr-iyy-eh 
'abqar-iyyu/'abqar-iyyah 
'as'ar-iyyu/'as'ar-iyy-eh 
sawTar-iyyu/ sawTar-iyy-eh 
turk-iyyu/turk-iyy-eh 
hind-iyyu/hind-iyy-eh 
yumanee 
zubudu/zabaadyee 
Hadaadyee 
mSaaryaa 
'abaaqirah 
"asaa'ireh 
sawaaTirah 
turku 
hnuLidu 
"Yemeni" 
"Zabidi-' 
•'Hudaydian" 
•'Egyptian" 
"genius" 
"'as'ari (of "asaa'irah tribe)" 
•"funny (of persons)" 
"Turkish" 
•'Indian" 
4.1,2.6.4 Pairs of masculine-feminine Nisbah adjectives take MSP 
On the other hand, if the pairs of mascuhne-feminine Nisbah A have more than 4 
consonants each, aside from the Nisbah suffixes -iyu or -iyyu, they will not take BP 
(because of violation of NCC); they will, then, undergo affixation process and take 
the MSP instead. This is shown in table (4.1.2.6.4) below: 
Table (4.1.2.6.4) Pairs of masculine-feminine Nisbah adjectives take MSP: 
Nisbah A MSP Gloss 
filisTiin-iyyu/filisTiin-iyy-ah/filisTiin-iyy-iin "Palestinian" 
"israa'il-iyyu/"israa'il-iy}-ah/"israa'il-iyy-iin '•Israeli" 
baakistaan-i>yu/baakistaan-iyyu/baakistaan iyy-iin "Pakistani" 
For this type of TYA nominalized adjectives, what first appeared to be a 
violation of the NCC turns out not to be so, once a distinction is made between radical 
and non-radical material, cf Abd-Rabbo, (1990, p. 75) for similar notion in case of 
such class of nominalized adjectives in CA as in falasTiin-iyy/falasTiin-iyy-uun 
"Palestinian". TYA is slightly different from CA due to the existence of the feminine 
falasTiin-iyy-ah/falasTiin-iyy-aat "Palestinian, F/FSP" in CA. 
4.1.2.6.5 A few pairs of masculine-feminine Nisbah adjectives take broken or 
'truncated' plurals 
TYA is also slightly different from nisba adjectives in MSA about which, Ryding 
(2005, p. 269) reports that: "The preponderance of nisba plurals are sound, using the 
sound masculine or sound feminine plurals when referring to human beings. 
However, a few nisbas take broken or truncated plurals, especially when referring to 
ethnic or religious groups." 
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TYA, like MSA, show a small number of examples of pairs of masculine-
feminine Nisbah adjectives (Nisbah A) that will take 'truncated' plurals (cf. (Ryding, 
2005, p. 269) in case of MSA). This is shown in table (4.1.2.6.5) below: 
Table (4.1.2.6.5) A few pairs of masculine-feminine Nisbah adjectives take 
broken or 'truncated' plurals: 
Nisbah A BP (truncated plural) Gloss 
badaw-iyyu/badaw-iyy-eh badwu '"Bedouin" 
'arab-iyyu/'arab-iyy-ah 'arabu "Arab"' 
yhuud-iyyu/yhuud-iyy-eh yhuudu "Jewish'' 
4.1.2.6.6 A few extraordinary pairs of masculine-feminine Nisbah adjectives take 
MSP 
If BP forms of pairs of masculine-feminine Nisbah adjectives, that are accepted by the 
NCC, end up homophonous with the BP forms of singular nouns (such as place nouns 
(PN), instrumental nouns (IN) or any other nouns, etc.,), they will be blocked by AH, 
fact of use and degree of lexicalization and thus take the MSP. This is demonstrated in 
table (4.1.2.6.6) below: 
Table (4.1.2.6.6) A few extraordinary pairs of masculine-feminine Nisbah 
adjectives take MSP: 
Nisbah A/A-eh MSP Gloss 
'isar-iyyu/'isar-iyy-eh 'isar-iyy-iin '"friendly (of husband/wife)" 
maShabiyyu/ ma6habiyy-eh maShabiyy-iin "'following a certain doctrine"' 
Cf 
N 
'usaar-ah 
"saar-u 
maShabu 
BP 
'asaayru 
'esree 
maSaahbu 
Gloss 
"medicine"' 
"pregnant (of animals)' 
"doctrine" 
To conclude, in this section (4.1.2) and its related tables it has been argued 
that while majority of TYA adjectives canonically undergo affixation process and 
take MSP in most cases and FSP in few cases, they may undergo revowelling process 
and take BP under certain conditions that serve to strip the adjective from its 
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prototypical adjectival status and malce it closer to being a noun. One of these 
conditions is the process of nominalization itself represented by the feature [+ Norn 
A] in Rule (4.1.2.4.2), which serves to give the adjective a nominal form. There are 
also two more conditions: one represented in the absence of the gender specification, 
captured by the feature [- Gender] with certain adjective patterns, and the other 
represented in masculine-feminine pairing through features other than [- (-eh)]. These 
last two conditions make apparently the adjective more nominal than adjectival. Thus, 
the plural formation assigned to adjectives, as analyzed above, still fit the 
generalization made earlier that canonically majority of TYA nouns undergo 
revowelling process/technique and take BP and majority of TYA adjectives (both 
masculine and feminine) undergo affixation process and take MSP with MSP suffix -
iin in most of the cases and FSP with FSP suffix -aatu in very few restricted cases. 
This is because the adjectives that undergo revowelling process and take BP do not 
exhibit adjectival behavior. Moreover, it has been demonstrated that the NCC, 
motivated by "meaning recoverability" (to follow Abd-Rabbo), can be applicable to 
adjective as well as to noun pluralization. Finally, for those TYA adjectives that do 
not undergo revowelling process and take BP when they can (because the NCC allows 
them to do so), Avoid Homophony, the fact of use, and degree of lexicalization have 
been invoked to explicate their behavior. 
4.2 Geminates and BP vs. SP assignment, revowelling vs. affixation 
It has been pointed out above that TYA adjectives undergo revowelling process und 
take BP when their masculine-feminine pairs are not related by -eh, and when they 
get nominalized. An obvious counterexample to such generalization is apparently a 
list of nominalized adjectives commonly referred to as "Occupational Nouns or Nouns 
of Professions", all of which are derived on the general pattern or template (4.2) given 
below: 
General template/pattern (4.2): C v Ci Ci v v C u 
4.2.1 Some geminate [+ Human] nouns on pattern CiaC2C2aaC3U take MSP 
In accordance with this general template/pattern, the "Occupational Nouns or Noun of 
Profession' formed from the root / sHt / for "'to beg" is saHHaatu "beggars'". Most 
forms of this type take only MSP. Hence, they seem to constitute a counterexample to 
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the principle that nominalized adjectives with three or four consonants undergo 
revowelhng process and take BP. More illustrative examples are shown in the 
following list in table (4.2.1) below, see also table (4.1.2.5.2.5) above: 
Table (4.2.1) Some geminate [+ Human] nouns on pattern daCiCaaaCsu take 
MSP: 
Pattern No. Pattern s. Noun MSP Gloss 
(2.1.3.25) 
(2.1.3,25) 
(2.1.3.25.1) 
(2.1.3.25.2) 
(2.1.3.25.2) 
(2.1.3.25.3) 
(2.1.3.25.3) 
(2.1.3.25.3) 
(2.1.3.26) 
CiaC2C2aaC3U 
C|aC2C2aaC3U 
CiaC2C2aaC3U 
CiawwaaCsu 
ClawwaaCsu 
C|aC2C2aaC3U 
CiayyaaC3U 
C]ay}'aaC3U 
C|aC2C2aaC3-eh 
saHHaatu 
naSSaabu 
wazzaanu 
qawwaalu 
fawwaalu 
xayyaatyu 
Sayyaadu 
bayyaa'u 
raHHaal-ah 
saHHaat-iin 
naSSaab-iin 
wazzaan-iin 
qawwaal-iin 
fawwaal-iin 
xayyaaT-iin 
Sayyaad-iin 
bayyaa'-iin 
raHHaal-iin 
"beggars" 
"swindlers" 
"weighers" 
"see (2.1.3.25.2)" 
"see (2.1.3.25.2)" 
"Tailors" 
"fishermen" 
"sellers" 
"see (2.1.3.26)" 
4.2.2 Some geminate |+H] nouns on pattern CiaC2C2aaC3U take BP/MSP 
In addition to this, as the TYA illustrative examples in table (4.2.2) show, many nouns 
with feature [+H], (i.e., human nouns) with the same structure/pattern/template as that 
of the members of the saHHaatu list take BP or MSP in the second place, see table 
(4.1.2,5.2.4) above: 
Table (4.2.2) Some geminate [+H] nouns on pattern C|aC2C2aaC3U take 
BP/MSP: 
Pattern No. Pattern s. Noun BP MSP Gloss 
(2.1.3.25) CiaC2C2aaC3U 
(2.1.3,25) CiaC2C2aaC3U 
(2,1,3.25) CiaC2C2aaC3U 
(2.1.3.25) CiaC2C2aaC3U 
(2.1.3.25) CiaC2C2aaC3U 
(2.1.3.25) CiaC2C2aaC3U 
(2.1.3.25) C|aC2C2aaC3U 
(2.1.3.25) C|aC2C2aaC3U 
Haddaadu 
dallaalu 
xabbaazu 
Hammaalu 
naggaaru 
Tallaabu 
Tabbaalu 
HaTTaabu 
Hadaadee 
dalaalee 
xabaazee 
Hamaalee 
ngaaraa 
Talaabaa 
Tabaalaa 
Hataabaa 
Haddaad-iin 
dallaal-iin 
xabbaaz-iin 
Hammaal-iin 
naggaar-iin 
Tallaab-iin 
Tabbaal-iin 
HaTTaab-iin 
"blacksmith" 
"broker" 
"baker" 
"porter" 
"carpenter" 
"beggar" 
"drummer" 
"wood cutter" 
4.2.3 Some geminate [- Human] nouns on pattern CiaC2C2aaC3U take FSP 
As a matter of fact, these members of this group saHHaatu in the aforementioned 
table (4.2.1) take only MSP and those members in the aforementioned table (4.2.2) 
take BP/MSP; this fact can not only be explicated through their having the features [+ 
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Human, + Masculine] - as has been the practice of TYA morphology - since 
nominalized adjectives like mdiiru/mdiireh "director", though human, 
masculine/feminine, still take BP mudaraa. 
Moreover, as the TYA illustrative examples in the following table (4.2.3) 
show, some nouns with feature [- Human], (i.e., non-human nouns) with the same 
structure/pattern/template as that of the members of the saHHaatu list undergo 
affixation process and take only FSP with the TYA FSP suffix -aatu; see the last five 
illustrative examples shown in section and table (2.2.2.3.1.2.2) in chapter 2 that deals 
with masculine nouns ending in Id and having FSP: 
Table (4.2.3) Some geminate [- Human] nouns on pattern CiaCiCinaCiU take 
FSP: 
Pattern No. Pattern s. Noun FSP Gloss 
(2 
(2 
(2 
(2 
(2 
1.3.25) CiaC2C2aaC3U qallaabu 
1.3.25) C|aC2C2aaC3U saxxaanu 
1.3.25) C|aC2C2aaC3U maTTaaTu 
1.3.25) C|aC2C2aaC3U xazzaanu 
1.3.1.4) C|aC2C3U layyu 
qallaab-aatu 
saxxaan-aatu 
maTTaaT-aatu 
xazzaan-aatu 
layy-aatu 
"see (2.1.3.25)" 
'•see (2.1.3.25)" 
"rubbers" 
"reservoirs" 
"hoses" 
The TYA forms in the aforementioned tables (4.2.1) and (4.2.2) can be said to 
differ from, for example, mdiiru in that they are 'compositional in meaning" (cf. Abd-
Rabbo, (1990) for similar notion in case of CA). Therefore, their adjectival structure 
is still well-defined: saHHaatu has the vowel melody /-a-aa-u/ plus the direct root 
morpheme V /sHt/, in which (as it has been pointed out above) the basic meaning of 
Arabic word is generally incorporated, whereas the meaning of mdiiru is not that 
straightforwardly related to the meaning of the root, hence, less transparent. Thus, if 
one is a saHHaatu. he is beggar, but a mudiiru in TYA (as same as mdiir in Arabic in 
general, cf Abd-Rabbo, (1990), "could be a school principle, a company director, or 
an administrator in any other related jobs." 
However, there are several counterexamples to the proposal that a lesser 
degree of compositionality reduces the adjectival character of a form and makes it less 
eligible to undergo revowelling process and take BP (cf. Abd-Rabbo, (1990) for 
similar (though slightly different) notion in case of CA, since revowelling is not 
discussed there). For example, the TYA word for fawwaalu "seller of food made of 
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beans"" is derived from the root /fwl/, connected with the meaning for "kidney beans"; 
the word for 'aTTaaru "spice vendor" is derived from the root I'Trl connected with 
the meaning of the word 'aTru "perfume"; tammaarii "seller of dates"' is derived from 
the root /tmr/ connected with the meaning of the word tamru "dates'", the word 
xayyaaTu for "tailor" is derived from the root /xyT/ of the word xeeTu "thread" etc. 
These nouns can take only MSP forms fawwaal-iin, 'aTTaar-iin, tammaar-iin, 
xayyaaT-iin, respectively. Even though these nominalized adjectives (to follow Abd-
Rabbo, (1990) for similar notion in case of CA) seem to have a lower degree of 
compositionality and transparency, they take only MSP, not BP, thus making the 
transparency-compositionality claim difficult to maintain. 
4.2.4 Second binyan or Form II Active Participles take MSP 
We will now take into consideration the property of having geminates as possible 
explanation for the geminate data obtainable so far. It will be argued below, to follow 
Abd-Rabbo, (1988 and 1990) as well, that a form with geminates will receive BP if it 
has a certain structure at the time the BP rule applies. 
Let's bring to mind that the 2nd binyan or Form II Active Participles on the 
pattern/template (3.1.3.19) mCiaC2C2C-iU like mdarrsu/mdarrs-eh "teacher. M/F"" 
make up a nominalized group that should undergo revowelling process and take BP, 
but that does not do so. Other illustrative examples like mdarrsu/mdarrs-eh are shown 
in table (4.1.2.5.2.1) above and in table (4.2.4) below: 
Table (4.2.4) Second binyan or Form II Active Participles take MSP: 
Gemninate Form MSP Gloss 
mdarrsu/mdarrs-eh mdarrs-iin "teacher" 
mfattsu/mfatts-eh mfatts-iin "inspector" 
mnaggmu/mnaggm-eh mnagm-iin "astrologer" 
mSawwru/mSawwr-ah mSawwr-iin "photographer" 
m'ad6nu/m'a66n-eh m'a66n-iin "prayer caller"" 
Apparently, these members of the mdarrsu group of the 2nd binyan or Form II 
Active Participles on the pattern/template (3.1.3.19) mCiaC2C2C3U shown in table 
(4.1.2.5.2.1) and in table (4.2.4) are considered to have four consonants each, not five. 
In accordance with the auto-segmental account adopted here, to follow Abd-Rabbo, 
(1988 and 1990), one consonant attaches to two identical C positions on the pattern 
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template. Thus, in mdarrsu one Ixl attaches to two C positions on the pattern/template 
(3.1.3.19) mCiaCzCjCju. 
4.2.5 Geminate forms that undergo revowelling process and take BP 
As it has been evidently seen so far, there are. in TYA, two groups of geminate forms 
that take SP (MSP in most cases and FSP in some few restricted cases): the saHHaatu 
and the mdarrsu groups shown in tables (4.2.1), (4.2.2), and (4.2.3) as well as in table 
(4.1.2.5.2.1) and in table (4.2.4) above. There are, however, three groups of geminates 
that take BP rather than SP. Now, these will be taken into consideration, and then the 
difference in the behavior of the types of geminates will be accounted for. 
4.2.5.1 Geminate instrumental nouns take BP 
The first group of geminate forms that undergo revowelling process and take BP is 
that of instrumental nouns (IN), demonstrated in table (4.2.5.1) below; see also our 
discussion in section and table (2.2.2.3.2.4.2.4.1), that deals with BP geminate pattern 
mC|aaC2C2U as in mHaallu and in section and table (2.2.2.3.2.4.1.4.1), that deals with 
BP geminate pattern maCiaaC2C2U as in malaattu: 
Table (4.2.5.1) Geminate instrumental nouns take BP: 
Pattern No. Pattern IN BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.3.38) 
(2.1.3.38) 
(2 1.3 39) 
(2.1.3.40) 
(2.1.3.40) 
(2.1.3.40) 
(2.1.3.40) 
(2.1.3.40) 
(2.1.3.41) 
(2.1.3.41) 
(2.1.3.41) 
maCiaC2C2U 
maCiaC2C2U 
maCiaC2C2-eh 
mCiaC2C2U 
mCiaC2C2U 
mCiaC2C2U 
mC|aC2C2U 
mC|aC2C2U 
mCiaC2C2-ah 
mC|aC2C2-ah 
mC|aC2C2-ah 
malattu 
malaffu 
malaHH-eh 
mkabbu 
mqaSSu 
mSarru 
mhabbu 
mHassu 
msall-eh 
mxadd-eh 
msadd-eh 
malaattu 
malaaffu 
malaaHH 
mkaabbu 
mqaaSSu 
mSaarru 
mhaabbu 
mHaassu 
msaallu 
mxaaddu 
msaaddu 
maCiaaC2C2U "-"' 
maCiaaC2C2U "-" 
jmaCiaaC2C2U "-"' 
mCiaaC2C2U 
mCiaaC2C2U 
mCiaaC2C2U "scarves 
mC|aaC2C2U "-"' 
mC|aaC2C2U "-" 
mCiaaC2C2U "-"' 
mCiaaC2C2U "pillows 
mCiaaC2C2U "-"' 
Note: The symbol "-" under the item gloss of the above table (4.2.5.1), refers to the 
reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
4.2.5.2 Geminate place nouns take BP 
The second group of geminate forms that undergo revowelling process and take BP is 
that of place nouns (PN), illustrated in table (4.2.5.2) below, see also our discussion in 
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section and table (2.2.2.3.2.4.2.4.1), that deals with BP geminate pattern mCiaaC2C2U 
as in mHaallu and in section and table (2.2.2.3.2.4.1.4.1), that deals with BP geminate 
pattern maCiaaC2C2U as in malaattu; 
Table (4.2.5.2) Geminate place nouns take BP: 
Pattern No. Pattern PN BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.3.38) maCiaC2C2U malattu malaattu maC|aaC2C2U "-"' 
(2.1.3.38) maCiaC2C2U malazzu malaazzu maC|aaC2C2U ''-" 
(2.1.3.39) maCiaC2C2-eh manaSS-ah manaaSSu maCiaaC2C2U "platform" 
(2.1.3.40) mC|aC2C2U mHaiiu mHaallu mCiaaC2C2U "places" 
(2.1.3.40) mC|aC2C2U mdaggu mdaaggu mCiaaC2C2U "-" 
(2.1.3.40) mC|aC2C2U mtaggu mtaaggu mCiaaC2C2U 
(2.1.3.41) mC|aC2C2-ah mHaTT-ah mHaaTTu mCiaaC2C2U "stations" 
Note; The symbol "-" under the item gloss of the above table (4.2.5.2), refers to the 
reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
4.2.5.3 Geminate hypostatic nouns (HN) take BP 
The third group of geminate forms that undergo revowelling process and take BP is 
that of hypostatic nouns (HN). shown in table (4.2.5.3) below, see also our discussion 
in section and table (2.2.2.3.2.4.2.4.1), that deals with BP geminate pattern 
mC|aaC2C2U as in mHaallu and in section and table (2.2.2.3.2.4.1.4.1), that deals with 
BP geminate pattern maCiaaC2C2U as in malaattu; the geminate forms of hypostatic 
nouns (HN), have the same structure/pattern/template of geminate Place Nouns: 
Table (4.2.5.3) Geminate hypostatic nouns (HN) take BP: 
Pattern No. Pattern HN BP BP Pattern Gloss 
(2.1.3.39) maCiaC2C2-eh ma'azz-ah ma'aazzu maCiaaC2C2U "dearness" 
(2.1.3.39) maC|aC2C2-eh masaqq-ah masaaqqu maCiaaC2C2U "hardship" 
(2.1.3.39) maC|aC2C2-eh ma6all-eh maSaallu maCiaaC2C2U "-" 
(2.1.3.41) mCiaC2C2-ah mDarr-ah mDaarru mCiaaC2C2U "-" 
Note: The symbol "-" under the item gloss of the above table (4.2.5.3), refers to the 
reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
All the TYA geminate forms presented and discussed so far are nominalized 
adjectives with four consonants. They are actually eligible to undergo revowelling 
process and take BP. They all do so except the saHHaatu and the mdarrsu groups 
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shown in tables (4.2.1), (4.2.2), and (4.2.3) as well as in table (4.1.2.5.2.1) and in table 
(4.2.5) above. 
Following Abd-Rabbo, (1988 and 1990), in general, let us now suppose that 
the TYA morphology has a special component, the pattern/template component, 
where operations that involve revowelling like BP formation are performed. Also, let 
us suppose that a form undergoes tier conflation after each pattern/template operation 
so that all the segments attach to one tier. A form can then undergo non-pattern/non-
template affixation and/or phonological rules, and still go back to the pattern/template 
component for further work. The underlying form of the TYA word for "door", for 
example, is /bawb/, and its BP form is bwaabu. If it does not undergo pluralization, it 
changes to baabu. the surface form. 
Also, let us suppose that most of TYA tri-consonantal nouns (if not ail) are 
listed as such, since they would advantageously derived by pattern/template work. 
Tri-consonantal (TC) nouns discussed throughout chapter 2, can be listed as any of 
the pattern/template components of the schema or the general pattern/template 
C(V)(V)C(V(V))C-u, (cf. CV(V)C(V(V))C in CA observed by Abd-Rabbo. (1988 and 
1990)). Some of these listed nouns, as it has been shown throughout chapter 2, do not 
undergo any phonological rules and, therefore, they have the same underlying and 
surface forms. For example, kalb "dog", qalbu "heart", and nahru "river" are listed as 
such, since the noun pattern (2.1.3.1) CiaC^Csu is a possible TC noun pattern: but it 
does not come about as a result of pattern/template work, since the productivity is 
low. cf Abd-Rabbo. (1990, p. 79) for similar notion, though slightly different, in case 
ofCA. 
It remains to indicate that double/geminate consonants in TYA are only found 
in two places in the pattern/template component: (I) Form 1/First binyan, sadd "to 
block; he blocked"'; and (2) Form 11/ Second binyan. darras "to teach; he taught" or 
Hammar "to redden; it reddened". (See our discussion, in chapter 3. of the analysis of 
Form 11/ Second binyan under (3.1.3.19) mCiaC2C2CiU as in mdarrsu "teacher" and 
mHammr-u "reddish", etc., and the related end notes there, see also Appendix 1.). 
This is unlike the five places in the template component of CA observed by Abd-
Rabbo, (1990, p. 79). 
Form I/First binyan sadd are arguably derived from C1VC2VC3, since no Form 
I/first pattern C|vC2Ci exists. Thus, sadd is derived from sadad by a rule of deletion. 
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This is a legitimate derivation, since all Form I/first binyan/first conjugation verbs 
have the general pattern/template/conjugation Ci(v)C2vC3 (see Appendix 1). 
4.2.6 Geminate nouns on general noun pattern C1VC2C2U take BP 
As argued above, TC nouns like kalbu "dog"', qalbu "heart" and nahru "river"', are 
listed in their noun pattern (2.1.3.1) CiaC2C3U or a general noun pattern C1VC2C3U. 
This also applies to TC nouns with final double/geminate consonants like saddu 
"dam", "ammu "paternal uncle", kaffu "palm", etc. Like, kalbu, these nouns are 
derived from the general noun pattern C1VC2C2U and unlike saHHaatu, they all 
undergo revowelling process and take BP whatever type it is as indicated in table 
(4.2.6) below; cf. the geminate illustrative examples in sections and tables 
(2.2.2.3.2.3.1.1), (2.2.2.3.2.3.1.2), (2.2.2.3.4) and (2.2.2.3.2.3.6.1) in chapter 2: 
Table (4.2.6) Geminate nouns on general noun pattern C1VC2C2U take BP: 
Pattern No. Pattern GN BP BP pattern Gloss 
(2.1.3.1.4) 
(2.1.3.1.4) 
(2.1.3.1.4) 
(2.1.3.1.4) 
(2.1.3.1.4) 
(2.1.3.3.3) 
(2.1.3.3.3) 
(2.1.3.3.3) 
(2.1.3.7.1) 
CiaC2C2i.i 
CiaC2C2U 
CiaC2C2U 
CiaC2C2U 
CiaC2C2U 
CiiC2C2U 
CiiC2C2u 
CiiC2C2U 
CiiC2C2U 
'ammu 
kaffu 
saddu 
xaddu 
Haqqu 
flSSu 
zirru 
smnu 
dubbu 
'maamu 
kfuufuu 
sduudu 
xduuduu 
Hquuqu 
fSuuSu 
zirar-eh 
saaniinu 
dibab-eh 
CiC2aaC3U 
C1C2UUC3U 
C1C2UUC3U 
C1C2UUC3U 
C1C2UUC3U 
C1C2UUC3U 
C|iC2aC3-eh 
CiaaC2iiC3U 
C|iC2aC3-eh 
"paternal uncles" 
"palms'" 
"dams'" 
'"cheeks"' 
"rights'" 
"stones of rings"" 
t t - i 
"teeth"' 
k» f 
Note: The symbol "-"" under the item gloss of the above table (4.2.6). refers to the 
reference number of their pattern where their meanings are found. 
4.2.7 Geminate nouns on general noun pattern C]vC2C2VvC4U take BP 
TYA geminate nuons of the noun pattern (2.1.4.11.1) C|aC2C2UuC4U, (2.1.3.27) 
C|uC2C2aaC3U or the general noun pattern C1VC2C2VVC4U are not productively 
derived from Form 11/ Second binyan and have to be listed as such. The illustrative 
examples in table (4.2.7) below show this and show that these geminate nouns 
undergo revowelling process and take BP whatever type it is; cf. the geminate 
illustrative examples in sections and tables, (2.2.2.3.2.4.3.4) and (2.2.2.3.2.4.4.4) in 
chapter 2. 
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Table (4.2.7) Geminate nouns on general noun pattern C1VC2C2VVC4U take BP: 
Pattern No. Pattern GN BP BP pattern Gloss 
(2.1.4.11.1) CiaC2C2UuC4U dabbuusu dabaabiisu C|aC2aaC3iiC4U "pins'" 
(2.1.4.11.1) CiaC2C2UuC4U tannuuruu tanaaniiru C|aC2aaC3iiC4U "ovens" 
(2.1.3.27) C|uC2C2aaC3U subbaaku sabaabiiku CiaC2aaC3iiC4U ''windows" 
(2.1.3.27) C|uC2C2aaC3U kullaabu kalaaliibu C|aC2aaC3iiC4U "hooks" 
(2.1.3.27) C|uC2C2aaC3U dukkaanu dkaakiinu C|C2aaC3iiC4U "shops" 
(2.1.3.29) C|uC2C2aaC3-eh SLiggaad-eh sgaadiidu C|C2aaC3iiC4U "prayer rugs" 
Thus, based on what have been observed, illustrated and discussed so far, most 
(if not all) listed nouns, geminate or not, undergo revowelling process and take BP. 
Listed nouns are part of non-derived (-D) environment. Such distinction between 
derived (+D) and non-derived (-D) will be utilized in accounting for the different 
behavior of geminates with respect to BP vs. SP assignment or revowelling vs. 
affixation. 
4.2.8 Possible structures/patterns/templates/configurations that geminates can 
take 
One more area that should be taken into consideration and discussed is the possible 
structures/patterns/templates/configurations that geminates can take. 
As it has been pointed out by Abd-Rabbo (1988 and 1990) and many others 
mentioned in the bibliography of this thesis that of the principles introduced in the 
literature to define possible geminate structures/configurations is the Obligatory 
Contour Principle (OCP) which, according to McCarthy (1986 and elsewhere), 
defines possible geminate configuration so that a sequence of two identical segments 
will be represented as a single multiply attached segment. Thus, the representation of 
geminates /HH/ of the TYA form saHHaatu, for instance, in (4.2.8a) is not allowed by 
the OPC, whereas the one in (4.2.8b) is: 
(4.2.8a) 
Obviously, the OCP assigns the same configurations to listed (i.e., non-
derived) nouns like saddu "dam", and derived ones like saHHaatu. Odden (1986), as 
cited in Abd-Rabbo (1990, p. 80), has argued that the OCP is too strong. Also, 
McCarthy (1986 and elsewhere) proposed to parameterize it. Keeping this in mind, let 
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H H 
CC 
(4.2.8b) H 
A 
CC 
us suppose that it is stipulated tliat in TYA tlie OPC applies only to derived (+D) 
environment. Tlie listed TC and QC nouns above are not part of the derived (+D) 
environment. Consequently, they have structures/patterns with segments attached to 
the positions on the template/pattern in one-to-one fashion, including the 
double/geminate segments. Since the OCP does not apply to these non-derived (-D) 
nouns, it will not forbid attachments like the one in (4.2.8 a). The TYA nouns saddu 
and subbaaku, then, appear as in (4.2.8c) and (4.2.8d) below: 
(4.2.8c) s a d d u (4.2.8d) s u b b a a k u 
C V C C V C V C C V V C V 
All derived forms, however, will have the structure in (4.2.8b). 
This much is indispensable to show how the double/geminate consonants in 
the lists of tables (4.2.1). (4.2.3) and (4.2.4) block BP formation. It should be 
emphasized again that the patterns/templates of Form ll/2nd binyan have the 
configuration in (4.2.8e) as part of their structures; cf Abd-Rabbo (1990, p. 81) for 
similar notion in case of CA: 
(4.2.8e) A 
CC 
Suppose, following Abd-Rabbo (1988 and 1990), that we assume the 
following convention: 
(4.2.8f) Specification Constraint (SC): 
This Specification Constraint (SC), as pointed out by Abd-Rabbo (1988, p. 81 
and 1990, p. 192), is that "A template will not accept structure for which it is not 
specified." 
According to the SC. if an input form is specified in any manner for which a 
template is not specified, the derivation is blocked. With the prerequisite that the OPC 
applies in derived environment in TYA, and with the SC, the different behaviors of 
the geminate forms can now be explained or accounted for. 
The TC and QC BP templates/patterns have the form in (4.2.8g) below: 
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(4.2.8g) TC BP pattern/template (4.2.8h) QC BP pattern/template 
a u a i u 
A \ / A A \ 
ccvvcv cvcvvcvvcv 
The TYA singular nouns saddu and subbaaku are not derived; as a result they 
are assigned the structures/patterns/templates in (4.2.8c) and (4.2.8d) above, 
respectively. This is because the OCP applies only in derived environments. 
Therefore, the TC and QC BP patterns/templates will accept saddu and subbaaku as 
inputs to BP formation, giving sduudu and sabaabiiku, respectively. 
On the other hand, the geminate forms in tables (4.2.1), (4.2.3) and (4.2.4) all 
have the specification in (4.2.8e). They are apparently not eligible for BP formation. 
This is because the BP patterns/templates do not accept this specification. An 
illustrative example on each of these groups are shown in (4.2.8i): 
(4.2.8i) s a H a t u q a l a b u m d a r s u 
\\ A A \ \ \\ A A \ \ I I M I I 
cv CCVVCV cv ccvvcv ccvcccv 
These TYA forms of this type like saHHaatu, qailaabu, mdarrsu, etc., shown 
in tables (4.2.1), (4.2.3) and (4.2.4) take SP rather than BP. 
Following, to some extent, Abdo-Rabbo (1988 and 1990), the TYA geminate 
forms in (4.2.6), (4.2.7) and (4.2.8) are different from those in (4.2.8i). Although they 
have a 'branching structure' at some stage of their derivation, they do not have it at 
the time of plural formation. Let us, in this respect, take into consideration the 
derivation of mqaSSu in (4.2.8J) below: 
(4.2.8j) mqaSSu 
m q S Tier m q S a S u 
i i / \ Conflation I I I I I I 
C C C V C V ^ C C C V C V 
It seems that the two S's of mqSaSu attach in a one-to-one fashion after tier 
conflation. This is because they are not adjacent to each other. If they were, they 
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would have taken a 'branching structure' (to follow Abd-Rabbo (1988 and 1990)), 
since OCP applies in derived environment as it has been pointed out so far. Later on, 
mqSaSu undergoes a rule of metathesis that produces the surface form mqaSSu "'a 
pair of scissors", which will not take BP because of its branching structure. Thus, if 
BP is to be formed, mqSaSu, rather than mqaSSu, will be its input. To get this result, 
metathesis should be ordered before BP formation. This way, at the time of BP 
formation, mqSaSu does not have the specification in (4.2.8e) and, therefore, will not 
be rejected by the BP pattern/template. The same argument is applicable to the 
geminate forms mxadd-eh, malaffu, mHallu, mHaTT-ah, m'azz-eh etc., shown in 
(4.2.5.1). (4.2.5.2) and (4.2.5.3) above. 
To go over the main points, listed or non-derived forms like saddu and 
subbaaku shown in (4.2.8c) and (4.2.8d) above, and unlisted or derived ones like 
mqaSSu, mxadd-eh, malaffu, mHallu, mHaTT-ah, m 'azz-eh etc., shown in (4.2.5.1), 
(4.2.5.2) and (4.2.5.3) above undergo revowelling process and take BP because they 
do not carry any specification unacceptable to the BP pattern/template, while 
saHHaatu, qallaabu. mdarrsu. etc., shown in tables (4.2.1), (4.2.3) and (4.2.4) have the 
structure in (4.2.8e) when BP formation applies, which prevents them from 
attachment to those patterns/templates. 
4.3 Loanwords and BP vs. SP assignment, revowelling vs. affixation 
It has been exclusively discussed so far in chapter 2 in its section (2.4) about the 
loanwords from different languages, like English, Turkish, French. Hindi, Urdu, etc.; 
the following discussion in this section will attempt to explore the relevance of the 
principles presented in this chapter to the question of some loanwords that falls within 
the study of TYA devoted in this thesis. 
To some extent, the NCC seems to be still operative in TYA. Some TC and 
QC nouns still undergo revowelling process and take BP, while some other above QC 
(i.e. with more than four consonants like QqC and above), undergo affixation process 
and take SP, particularly FSP with FSP suffix -aatu. Tables (4.3.1), (4.3.2) and (4.3.3) 
below illustrate this in case, for instance loanwords coining from English, what apply 
to this donor language will be applicable to the other donor languages discussed in 
chapter 2 in its section (2.4): 
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Table (4.3.1) TC loanwords coming from English take BP: 
Word BP Gloss 
bank 
buutu 
kuutu 
filmu 
gool 
kabtin 
kartu 
laksi 
roobu 
Ton 
daktuur 
tanaku 
mutru 
daktuur-ah 
tanak-eh 
kabiin-eh 
mkiin-eh 
fill-eh 
sgaar-ah 
bnuuku 
bwaatu 
kwaatu 
flaamu 
gwaalu 
kabaatin 
kruutu 
takaasyu 
rvvaabu 
Tnaanu 
dakaatr-eh 
tnaaku 
mwaatru 
dakaatr-eh 
tnaaku 
kabaaynu 
mkaaynu 
flalu 
sgaayru 
"a bank" 
"a boot" 
"a coat" 
'•a film" 
'"a goal" 
'•a captain" 
'"a card" 
"a taxi" 
"robe, a night gown" 
"a ton" 
'"a doctor" 
•'a tank" 
"motor-bike" 
"a doctor" 
"a tank" 
'"a cabin" 
"a machine" 
"a villa" 
"a cigarette" 
Table (4.3.2) QC loanwords coming from English take BP: 
Word BP Gloss 
kartuunu 
barm ii 111 
malyuun 
Sandalu 
karaatiinu 
baramiilu 
malaayiin 
Sanaadlu 
"a carton" 
"a barrel" 
'"a million" 
•'a sandal" 
Table (4.3.3) Above QC loanwords coming from English take FSP: 
Word FSP Gloss 
kombyuutar 
kondeesan 
talafazyuun 
talafuunu 
stoodyooh 
steeryooh 
raadyooh 
kataloog 
buldeezar 
"albuum 
moodeel 
naayloon 
makrafuun 
kafatiiry-eh 
baTTaary-ah 
kombyiiutar-aatu 
kondeesan-aatu 
talafazyuun-aatu 
talafuun-aatu 
stoodyooh-aatLi 
steeryooh-aatu 
raadyooh-aatu 
kataloog-aatu 
buldeezar-aat 
'albuiim-aat 
moodeel-aat 
naayloon-aatu 
makrafuumn-aat 
kafaiiiry-aatu 
baTTaariy-aatu 
'"a computer" 
"an air condition" 
''a television" 
"a telephone" 
"a studio" 
"a stereo" 
"a radio" 
"a catalog" 
"a bulldozer" 
"an album" 
"a model" 
"nylon" 
"a mike" 
"a cafeteria" 
"a battery" 
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fanniii-eh 
keemar-ah 
blooz-ah 
skartiir-eh 
fanniil-aatu 
keemar-aatu 
blooz-aatu 
skartiir-aatu 
"a flannel shirt' 
"a camera'" 
"a blouse" 
"a secretary"' 
What can be observed from the three tables above is that some loanwords have 
been pluralized on the QC pattern or template, although they have only three 
consonants each. But their plural forms show that the long vowels such as /uu/ or /oo/, 
/aa/ and /ii/ or /ee/ have been considered as underlying /uw/, /ay/ and /iy/, 
respectively, a common practice in TYA phonology. 
Also, some TC loanwords take FSP with FSP -aatu as demonstrated in table 
(4.3.4) below: 
Table (4.3.4) Some TC loanwords coming from English take FSP: 
Word FSP Gloss 
fyuuz 
sweesu 
siidi 
"imeel 
winsh 
tyuubu 
siik 
kriim 
keek-eh/keeku 
faaks 
doolaar 
baaS 
breek 
kors 
raadaar 
taanki 
soot-eh 
fyuuz-aatu 
swees-aatu 
siidiyyaatu-aat 
"imeel-aatu 
winsh-aatu 
tyuub-aatu 
siik-aatu 
kriim-aatu 
keek-aatu 
faaks-aat 
doolaar-aatu 
baaS-aatu 
breek-aatu 
kors-aat 
raadaar-aat 
taankiyy-aat 
soot-aatu 
"a fuse"" 
"a switch'" 
"a compact disk' 
''an e-mail"" 
'"a winch'" 
"a tube" 
"check" 
"cream"" 
'"a cake"" 
"a facsimile, fax' 
"a dollar"" 
"a bus" 
"a break"" 
"course"" 
"a radar"' 
"a (petrol) tank"' 
"shoot" 
In Levy (1971), foreign forms in MSA that come to take BP are re-interpreted 
as non-foreign. This is also has been cited in Abd-Rabbo (1988 and 1990). We will 
discuss this reasonable position below. On the one hand, it will be argued that there is 
no reason for the loanword kartu "card", for instance to be less foreign than sweesu "a 
switch" or fyuuzu "a fuse". A tentative explanation is that the loanwords sweesu and 
fyuuzu are interpreted as having five consonants each, as follows: 
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In sweesu, the long vowel /ee/ is considered to be made of the underlying /ay/; 
furthermore, there is no /tj/ phoneme in TYA. and this might be interpreted as /ts/, 
thus the five consonants. 
On the other hand, it can be argued that the plural formation u/ith -aatu suffix 
is the most widely type of plural for the loanwords in TYA (see chart below). This 
might have been sometimes interpreted in TYA, like MSA and the modern Arabic 
dialects, to mean that when in doubt about the plural of any noun, foreign or newly 
coined, give it -aatu plural. If this turns out to be correct, then the situation in TYA 
can be stated as follows: Assign -aatu plural to foreign forms when they are 
introduced in the dialect, but then assign them BP when they are construed as non-
foreign , complying with the NCC. 
Similar notion that support this argument in case of MSA and the modern 
Arabic dialects is what has been noted by Abd-Rabbo (1990): 
This might have been sometimes interpreted in MSA and the modern 
Arabic dialects to mean that when in doubt about the plural of any noun, 
foreign or newly coined, give it -aat plural. If this turns out to be correct, 
then the situation in MSA and the modern Arabic dialects can be stated as 
follows: Assign -aat plural to foreign forms when they are introduced in 
the language, but then assign them BP when they are construed as non-
foreign , complying with the NCC. Abd-Rabbo (1990. p. 85) 
4.4 Summary and demonstration of the TYA facts presented so far 
To diagrammatically sum up and demonstrate the TYA facts presented so far, we 
provide chart 3 below: 
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Chart 3: Summary and demonstration of the TYA facts presented so far: 
Noun 
[+ (-eh)] 
[ N ] -
*[N] 
-> -aatu FSP 
[- (-eh)] 
Adjective 
[- (-eh)] 
(-eh)] 
BP 
[- Gender] 
Homophon}' 
NCC Violation 
SC Violation 
-> -aatu FSP 
->-iinMSP 
[+ Norn A] 
[a Gender] 
[M] 
[F]-
->BP 
->BP 
-> [a Gender SP] 
The above summing up and demonstrative chart shows us a principled account 
of what form undergoes what plural. The system seems to be very simple. Most of (if 
not all) TYA nouns undergo revoweiling process and take BP, while most of (if not 
all) feminine masculine pairs of TYA adjectives undergo affixation process and take 
MSP only. We have observed that Avoid Homophony (AH) blocks BP assignment to 
a noun of the form (N-eh) for which a corresponding (N) exists. This is because both 
(N-eh) and (N) would then end up having identical plurals. Then the noun (N-eh) 
undergoes affixation process and takes FSP with FSP suffix -aatu and the form (N) 
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undergoes revowelling process and take BP. But when the Form (N-eh) or (N) 
qualifies for undergoing revowelling process and taking BP, it still has to observe the 
Number Consonant Constraint (NCC). If this NCC is violated, either noun will take -
aatu plural. The FSP with the FSP -suffix -aatu or the MSP with the MSP -suffix -iin 
serves as a disambiguating device, or a waste basket for nouns of form (N-eh) or 
nouns of (N), respectively, that cannot undergo revowelling process and take BP, 
when they should. 
The consideration of this feature of-aat pluralization in case of MSA and the 
modern Arabic dialects can be realized in the statement of Abd-Rabbo (1990, p. 86), 
where it reads that; "This feature of-aat pluralization, it seems, has been carried over 
into MSA and the modern Arabic dialects and has acquired the status of a new 
pluralization strategy by which a noun take -aat plural if there is any question about 
its status." 
On the other hand, most of (if not all) feminine-masculine pairs of TYA 
adjectives undergo affi.xation process and take MSP with MSP suffix -iin only. If they 
lack gender marking or both of them have the feminine marker -eh but they refer to 
masculine, they undergo revowelling process and take BP. This is because they would 
be less adjectival, having lost a main feature, so-called gender agreement, see next 
chapter. The BP derived in this way is still subject to the above-mentioned 
constraints, the AH and the NCC. Here, however, the disambiguating device is MSP 
with MSP suffix -iin only. 
In chart 4 below, there are TYA illustrative examples showing evidently how 
the aforementioned chart 3 works: 
Chart 4 TYA iilustrafive examples showing how chart 3 works: 
Noun 
[+(-eh)] 
[N] 
naxl-eh "a palm tree" naxl-aatu (FSP) 
naxl-u (Collective noun) nxiilu (BP) 
*[N] 
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*gariidu 
gariid-eh "newspaper" (BP) garaaydu 
*'istimaaru 
"istimaar-ah "(application) form" "istimaar-aatu (FSP) 
(ifBP, then NCC-violation) 
[-(-eh)] 
gamalu "a camel"" 
maT'amu "restaurant"' 
sooqu "market"' 
gmaalu (BP) 
maTaa'mu (BP) 
swaaqu (BP) 
taifazyuLinu "television"" talfazyuun-aatu (FSP) 
(ifBP, then NCC-violation) 
baHBu "research"" bHuuBu (BP) 
'amalu '•work""maaiu (BP) 
'isti'maalu "use"" 'isti'maai-aatu (FSP) 
(IfBP, then NCC-violation) 
Adjective 
[-(-eh)] 
"aguuzu "old man/woman, M,F"' 'agaayzu (BP) 
Hublee"pregnant"" Habaalee (BP) 
Gazzu "craving for food during pregnancy, appetite"" Gazaazee (BP) 
zraq, zarqaa "blue M. F"" 
swad, soodee "black M. F"' 
hatiibeh "stupid M, F"" 
zu"beh "ugly; bad M, F"' 
[+(-eh)] 
I. [- Gender] 
zurqu (BP) 
suudu (BP) 
hataaybu (BP) 
zu'abu (BP) 
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SGaaru "small M&F" (BP) 
kbaam "big M&F" (BP) 
mista'gl-iin '•hurrying, M&F'" (MSP) 
(IfBP, then NCC-violation) 
muT'm-iin "feeders M&F" (MSP) 
(IfBP, homophony) 
2. [+Nom A] 
masHuuqu "crushed M" masHuuq-iin (MSP) 
masHuuq-ah "crushed F" masHuuq-iin (MSP) 
masHuuqu "powder M'" masaaHiiqu (BP) 
mdarrsu "teacher M" mdarrs-iin (MSP) 
(!fBP, then SC-violation) 
3. [+ Gender] 
raagdu "asleep, sleeping. M" raagd-iin (MSP) 
raagd-eh "asleep, sleeping, F" raagd-iin (MSP) 
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Chapter 5 
Agreement between nouns and attributive adjectives in TYA 
5.1 Preliminary Remariis 
Only in this chapter of this thesis we propose a descriptive analysis of gender-number 
agreement (henceforth GN agreement) as well as definiteness agreement between 
nouns and attributive adjectives in Tihami Yemeni Arabic (TYA). This is in 
accordance with the h'mitations and delimitations of the thesis realized in its title. 
According to Elsaadany Kamel A. (2007, p. 15): '"The notion of agreement has long 
been a challenging topic for linguists." This means that the linguistic phenomenon of 
agreement and its notion in any language involves not only the descriptive analysis of 
gender-number agreement as well as definiteness agreement between nouns and 
attributive adjectives, but also other relevant issues and investigations discussed and 
anal) zed in the literature of many languages and dialects (other than the TYA dialect), 
some of which mentioned in the bibliography of this thesis. These other issues and 
investigations (see also the quotation below) need further re.search in case of TYA. 
Recently, in the introduction of his paper entitled: "The linguistics and 
psycholinguistics of agreement: A tutorial overview."". Acuna-Fariiia, J.C. (2009) 
describes agreement as a challenge for both theories of grammar and theories of 
comprehension and production and provides, with references to many expert linguists, 
a number of reasons for the fact that there is no theoretical model of any standing can 
afford not to have a theory of agreement today. 
Agreement is a challenge for both theories of grammar and theories of 
comprehension and production, in fact, no theoretical model of any 
standing can afford not to have a theory of agreement today. There are a 
number of reasons for this. In the first place, there is the sheer puzzle of it: 
that is, the fact that it is so pervasive in the world's languages and yet 
seemingly redundant or even downright useless (Taylor, 2002:332 ff; 
Corbett, 2006: XV). In the second place, ''agreement is arguably the 
major interface problem between morphology and syntax, and hence 
appears particularly difficult when viewed from the heartland of either 
component"" (Corbett, 2006:3; also Eberhard et al., 2005). In the third 
place, agreement lies at the heart of sentence structure in that it usually 
codifies the formal link between the subject and the predicate in many 
languages. In the fourth place, its nature, source, and functioning, display 
an unsettling mixture of formal and semantic motivations. There are 
models of grammar and processing that view it as an essentially 
encapsulated phenomenon whose range of operation is limited to the first 
cycles of the building of clause structure (Chomsky, 1995, 1999, 2001; 
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Bock and Eberhard, 1993; Eberhard, 1997; Levelt et al., 1999; Carminati, 
2005; Franck el al., 2006). Then, there are others which maintain that 
agreement is either penetrated by semantic forces or, more radically, a 
semantic process in nature (Pollard and Sag, 1988; Barlow, 1999; 
Vigliocco et al., 1996a; Thornton and MacDonald, 2003; Vigliocco and 
Hartsuiker, 2002; Haskell and Macdonald, 2003). The different views 
usually belie the usual differences in where one puts the focus, and since 
agreement facts span a large portion of linguistic behavior, it is natural 
that that focus may rest in quite a large number of different places. Acuiia-
Fariha.J.C. (2009, pp. 389-390). 
The goal of this chapter is also to describe patterns of grammatical agreement 
in TYA. Here we will take the notion of Arabic strict and deflected agreement and its 
application in TYA. The investigation focuses on both the variation and non-variation 
(in several cases) between strict (plural) and deflected (feminine singular) agreement 
with both human and non-human plural heads. In the literature it has been pointed out 
by many authors that agreement in Gender, Number, Definiteness, and Case is the 
largest number of agreement features that can be combined together. It is realized 
only in adjectives when they modify a noun of a human referent. In this case 
adjectives must agree with the nouns they modify in gender (masculine [m] or 
feminine [fj), number (singular [sg]. dual [dl], or plural [f l^]), defmiteness (definite or 
indefinite) and case (nominative [NOM], accusative [ACC], or genitive fGENj). In 
terms of case inflection, adjectives fall into the same declensions as nouns, depending 
on their morphological form (their lexical root and pattern structure). However, if the 
head noun is a "broken plural of a non-human referent, the target is feminine" and 
singular. This means that the target, i.e. the adjective, will not agree in number with 
the controller, i.e. the head noun as demonstrated in the following noun phrase: al-
kutubu-l-niufiidat-u (def- books, pl-NOIVl)-(def- useful, sg-NOM), "the useful books". 
Alhawary (2009, p. 8) points out briefly that: "In Arabic, NPs consisting of a head 
noun and an attributive adjective involve agreement between these two elements in 
gender (masculine or feminine), number (singular, dual, or plural), defmiteness, and 
case (nominative, accusative, or genitive)." 
Actually, in TYA, there are no previous studies in the literature on this topic of 
agreement between nouns and attributive adjectives as well as definiteness agreement. 
The present work should rather be seen as an empirical attempt to apply to a particular 
problem results yielded by a research orientation the assumptions and inferences of 
which exceed morphology in the narrow sense of the study of word formation 
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discussed and analyzed in the previous chapters. This is because such assumptions 
and inferences have consequences for the whole architecture of TYA grammar 
system. 
5.2 Notion of agreement 
There have been several attempts to define the notion of agreement in general. Quirk, 
et al. (1985. p. 755). points out that: "'CONCORD (also termed "agreement") can be 
detlned as the relationship between two grammatical units such that one of them 
displays a particular feature(eg plurality) that accords with a displayed (or 
semantically implicit) feature in the other." Katamba (1993:330) defines the notion of 
agreement as "a grammatical constraint requiring that if one word has a particular 
form, other words appearing in the same construction must take the appropriate 
corresponding form." Katamba's definition of agreement notion, according to Kihm, 
Alain (2003, pp. 4-5). means that is to say. agreement requires (a) a construction; (b) 
in that construction, a source element and one or several target elements: (c) the 
material copy of some features of the source onto the target(s). For example, in TYA 
noun phrase ktaab-ii-0 kabiirihu-0 /book-Msg.OGNC (or pausal /u^-INDEF red-
Msg. OGNC (or pausal /u/)-INDEF / "'a big book", the adjective (the target) agrees in 
gender (M). and number (sg). with the noun (the source). In addition to this OGNC /u/ 
(or pausal /u/) is found in both noun and adjective (i.e. in both the source and the 
target). Corbett. Greville G. (2001. p. 1/11), points out that ""There have been several 
attempts to define agreement:" and that ""The essential notion [of agreement] is the 
covariance or matching of feature specifications between two separate elements, such 
as subject noun phrase and verb." Corbett's definition of agreement fits this study but 
it basically targets subject-verb agreement, which is not the focus of this study. It 
turns out, according to Elsadany (2007. p. 15) that: ""Though these agreement 
definitions suffice for agreement phenomena in some languages, morphological 
gender-number agreement between nouns and adjectives in Semitic languages such as 
Arabic is rendered complex by the occurrence of agreement mismatches in the 
marking of these elements."' Agreement, to follow Kihm (2003), as it is envisaged (in 
the following sections) is a morphosyntactic phenomenon, overtly signaled by some 
correspondence between the exponents of certain elements of a local syntactic 
structure, the noun phrase, as it enters Morphology. 
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Morphological gender-number (GN) agreement between nouns and adjectives 
in TYA will seem to be rendered more complex in TYA than it is in other varieties of 
Arabic (MSA/CA or other modern Arabic dialects), by the occurrence of agreement 
mismatches in the marking of these elements, under certain conditions, differing in 
TYA and other varieties of Arabic. The aim of this chapter is to explain some of the 
mismatches, and why they show up differently. In addition to GN agreement. TYA. 
like other varieties of Arabic, has what may be described as "Definiteness inheritance" 
Kremers, (2003, pp.37-38), as well as 'definiteness agreement" (D/Def agreement) 
Kremers. (2003) and many others mentioned in the bibliography of this thesis. TYA 
nouns and adjectives are marked for the feature DEFINITENESS. That is, a noun or 
an adjective in TYA will take either a deilnite determiner or an indefiniteness marker. 
The definite determiner is a prefix am- (not the Arabic al-J, whereas the indefiniteness 
marker is a zero suffix - 0 (not the Arabic suffix -«). By the addition of this am-, both 
the OGNC /u/ (the pausal /u/) and the indefiniteness marker represented by the zero-
suffix - 0 will be deleted. A special section will be devoted to all of this, as they tell 
something important and noteworthy about Noun-adjective agreement in attributive 
structure and position in TYA. For example, the TYA am-beet ani-kabiir (D-house 
D-big /the house the big/ "the big house"") vs. the CA/MSA al-bayt-(ii) al-kubiir-(it) 
(D-house-(NOM) D-big- (NOM) /the house the big/ "the big house"") as well as the 
TYA heet-ii-0 kabiir-ii-0 (house-OGNC (or pausal /u/)-lndef big -OGN (or pausal 
/u/)-lndef /house big/ "a big house"") vs. the CA/MSA bayl-(iij-(n) kabiir-(iij-fn), 
(house-(Nom)-(lndef) big-(Nom)-(lndef) /house big/ "a big house""). 
Finally, there is Case agreement (K agreement) in CA and MSA only and 
there is an over-generalized nominative case (OGNC) /u/ (or pausal /u/ in TYA only, 
(see Shaghi, Abdullah M. M. and Imtiaz Hasanain (to appear), see also section (2.5.6) 
in chapter 2). This will also be taken into consideration. In terms of the pausal /u/ or 
the OGNC /u/ inflection, attributive adjectives fall into the same declensions as 
modified nouns, depending on their morphological form (their lexical root and pattern 
structure). 
5.3 Strict and deflected agreement 
As a starting point in this section, it is important to deal with a general notion of strict 
and deflected agreement. Belnap and Shabaneh (1992, p. 247), have pointed out that 
"Strict agreement here means plural form targets occurring with plural controllers, 
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however, grammatical gender of target and controller may or may not be the same."' 
Further, they report that: 
In CA and MSA. adjectival agreement with plural, human head nouns is 
strict; there is no collapsing of categories in the plural parallel to the 
deflected agreement found with nonhuman heads. Gender and number 
agreement are marked in both singular and plural forms: 
(5) a. ai-mudarris l-jadiid 
the-teacher(MS) the-new (MS) 
"the new male teacher" 
b. al-mudarris-uun 1-Judud 
the-teacher (MP) the-new (MP) 
"the new male teachers'" 
(6) a. al-mudarris-a 1-jadiid-a 
the-teacher (FS) the-new (FS) 
•'the new female teacher"" 
b. a!-mudarris-aat 1-jadiid-aat 
the-teacher (FP) the-new (FP) 
•'the new female teachers"" Belnap and Shabaneh (1992. p. 247). 
This somehow holds true in case of TYA. though it is slightly different, the 
definite article being am- not al- and in (5.3.2b) there is collapsing of categories in the 
plural parallel to the deflected agreement found with human heads. Number but not 
Gender agreement is marked in both singular and plural forms. This is evidently 
shown in the following TYA data: 
(5.3.1) a. am-mdarris am-gdiid 
the-teacher (MS) the-new (MS) 
"'the new male teacher" 
b. am-mdarris-iin am-gudud 
the-teacher (MP) the-new (MP) 
"the new male teachers" 
(5.3.2) a. am-mdarris-eh am-gdiid-eh 
the-teacher (FS) the-new (FS) 
'"the new female teacher" 
b. am-mudarris-aat am-gudud 
the-teacher (FP) the-new (MP) 
"'the new female teachers" 
Belnap and Shabaneh, (1992, p. 248) go on to say that: '"In some varieties of 
written and spoken Arabic, feminine singular agreement with plural nonhuman 
controllers is in variation with plural agreement, i.e. strict and deflected agreement 
alternate: in some modern dialects, plural agreement is categorical, or nearly so." In 
the literature, 'deflected' (means •syntactic") and •strict' (means 'semantic'). In a 
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footnote. Corbett (2000, pp. 208) says that: "Arabists sometimes use the terms 
'deflected" (our 'syntactic') and 'strict" (our 'semantic'); see Ferguson (1989), Belnap 
(1993: 98nl).'" The literature on agreement, in general, shows that the basic fact for 
Arabic is the existence of two types of noun-adjective agreement, known as 'strict" 
and 'deflected". Kihm (2003) in case of Semitic languages including Arabic, states 
that: 
The basic fact for Arabic is the existence of two types of noun-adjective 
agreement, known as 'strict" and 'deflected". Agreement is strict when the 
GNDK features of the noun and the adjective are identical: otherwise, it is 
deflected. Features do not behave as a block in this respect. K agreement 
is always strict. D agreement nearly always (for exceptions, see Blachere 
& Gaudefroy-Demombynes 1975: 320; and Feghali 1928: 134 for the 
Lebanese dialect). Kihm (2003. pp. 5-6) 
In the same direction, in case of Standard Arabic (SA), Elsadany (2007) under 
the section 2.1: 'Strict agreement in Arabic NPs", reports that: 
Some languages show "strict" agreement while others show 'deflected" 
agreement in noun-adjective agreement paradigms. Agreement is 
'strict" when features of head nouns in NP constructions are identical 
to those of their adjectives or modifiers. In this sense, features of 
adjectives must agree in Gender (G). Number (N). Case (C) and 
Defmiteness (D) (henceforth GNCD) with those of their head nouns; 
otherwise, they are 'deflected'. SA NPs show both strict and deflected 
agreement. Elsadany (2007. p. 16). 
The crucial fact for TYA is also the existence of these two types of noun-
adjective agreement, known as 'strict" and 'deflected". Agreement is strict when the 
GND features (i.e. gender-number and definiteness/determiner features) of the noun 
and the adjective are identical: otherwise, it is deflected. In TYA, there is no 'K/C 
agreement" (i.e. Case-agreement) which is always strict in case of Arabic in general 
Kihm (2003) and in case of SA in particular Elsadany (2007); D agreement is always 
strict in TYA. In the following section. Strict Agreement will be discussed in details. 
5.3.1 Strict Agreement 
It has been noted above in (5.3) that agreement is 'strict' when features of head nouns 
in NP constructions are identical to those of their adjectives or modifiers. In this 
sense, features of adjectives must agree in Gender (G), Number (N), and Definiteness 
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(D) (henceforth GND) with those of their head nouns; otherwise, they are 'deflected'. 
In TYA, there are two major kinds of strict agreement: strict singular agreement and 
strict plural agreement. There is no strict dual agreement in TYA. The first major kind 
of strict agreement is the strict singular agreement. GN agreement is strict when the 
noun is singular only as demonstrated in (5.3.1.1) below, whereas in case of Arabic 
noted by Kihm (2003): "GN agreement is strict when the noun is sg. or dual", (p. 6). 
There is no strict dual agreement in TYA. In case of the dual in TYA (though 
restricted to few nous as pointed out before) GN agreement is deflected; see section 
(5.3.2) below. 
(5.3.1.1) (a) baladu kabiiru 
country.Msg big.Msg 
"a big country"' 
(b) madiin-eh kabiir-eh 
city-Fsg big-Fsg 
"a big cit)'" 
It IS important to note that, whereas it is true that M nouns, apart from the 
pausal /u/. never bear a characterizing suffix (cf baladu vs. madiin-eh), the opposite 
does not hold, since there are. also apart from the pausal /u/, suffixless F nouns, as GN 
agreement shows (e.g., waaldu ta'baan-eh "a tired woman who gives birth""). 
D agreement is also strict between nouns and attributive adjectives as 
demonstrated in (5.3.1.2) below: 
(5.3.1.2) (a) am- balad am- kabiir 
The- D countr>. Msg the-D big.Msg 
"The big country"" 
(b) am-madiin-eh am- kabiir-eh 
The-D city-Fsg the-D big-Fsg 
"The big city'" 
In case of the strict plural agreement in TYA. there are only two types of strict 
plural agreement. These are masculine sound plural agreement and broken plural 
agreement. These are slightly different from the three types of strict plural agreement 
traditionally known in Arabic in general. Belnap and Shabaneh. (1992, p. 248) states 
that: "There are three types of strict plural agreement in Arabic. They are traditionally 
known as feminine plural agreement, sound plural agreement and broken plural 
agreement.'" There is no feminine plural agreement in TYA. The following TYA 
illustrative examples in (5.3.1.3) below show the strict plural agreement: 
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(5.3.1.3) a. (1) riggaalah mahzuum-iin 
men BP defeated MSP 
"defeated men'" 
(2) banaatu mahzuum-iin 
girls BP defeated MSP 
'"defeated girls" 
(3) Hariimu mahzuum-iin 
women BP defeated MSP 
"defeated women"" 
(4) Gyaabu malbuus-iin 
clothes BPdressed MSP 
"dressed clothes" 
(5.3.1.3) b.(I) kutubukbaaru 
books BP big BP 
'"big books'" 
(1) riggaalah kbaaru 
men BP big BP 
"big men"" 
(2) banaatu kbaaru 
girls BP big BP 
"big girls"' 
(3) Hariimu kbaaru 
women BP big BP 
•'big women"" 
(5.3.1.3) c. (1) saffaaf-aatu kbaaru 
Light-tubes BP big BP 
"big light-tubes"' 
(4) sayyaar-aatu kbaaru 
Cars FSP t 
"big cars"" 
big BP 
'& 
In (5.3.1.3a) a bioken plural head noun occurs with a masculine sound plural 
form of the adjective. In (5.3.1.3b) a broken plural head noun occurs with a broken 
plural adjective. In (5.3.1.3c) a feminine sound plural head noun occurs with a broken 
plural adjective. With plural nouns the crucial factor is whether they refer to human 
[+H] or non-human [-H] entities. If the noun refers to a feminine or masculine human 
being, GN agreement is strict (this is as same as that of MSA whose "GN agreement 
is stricf", Kihm (2003. p. 6)), and it does not matter that the plural is MSP or FSP 
(produced by affixation) as in (5.3.1.4c) and (5.3.1.4b) or BP (produced by 
revowelling) as in (5.3.1.4a) and (5.3.1,4d): 
(5.3.1.4) a. xwaalu Gaayb-iin [sg. : .xaalu Gaaybuj 
(maternal) uncle-MBP absent-MSP 
'"absent (maternal) uncles" 
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b. xaal-aatu Gaayb-iin [sg. : xaal-eh Gaayb-eh] 
(maternal) aunt -FSP absent-MSP 
"absent (maternal) aunts'" 
c. riggaalah "aGbiyee [sg. riggaalu Gabiyyu] 
man.MBP stupid.MBP 
"stupid men"' 
d. Hariimu 'aGbiyee [sg. riggaalu Gabiyyu] 
woman.FBP stupid.MBP 
"'stupid women"" 
If the noun refers to a non-human [-H] entity, GN agreement can be either 
idiosyncratically deflected, meaning the adjective is feminine singular in every case or 
idiosyncratically strict, meaning the adjective is BP which is unspecified for gender (it 
can stands for feminine or masculine), i.e. whatever plural type shows up on the noun 
as illustrated in (5.3.1.5) below: 
(5.3.1.5) 
(a.) 
(b.) 
(c.) 
(d.) 
(e.) 
(r.) 
(g.) 
(h.) 
kabiir-eh [sg. : mismaaru kabiiru] 
big-Fsg 
kabiir-eh [sg.: baTTaany-ah kabiir-eh] 
big-Fsg 
kabiir-eh [sg. : gamalu kabiiru] 
big-Fsg 
msaamiiru 
nails-MBP 
"big nails"" 
baTTaany-aatu 
blanket -FSP 
'"big blankets"" 
gmaalu 
camels-MBP 
"big camels"" 
Ha>awaan-aatu mitwaHs-eh [sg. Flayawaanu mitwaHs-u 
animal-FSP wild-Fsg 
"wild animals"' 
msaamiiru 
nails-MBP 
"big nails"" 
baTTaany-aatu 
blanket-FSP 
kbaaru [sg. : mismaaru kabiiru] 
big-MBP 
kbaaru [sg. :baTTaany-ah kabiir-eh] 
big-FBP 
kbaaru [sg. : gamalu kabiiru] 
bie-MBP" 
"big blankets'" 
gmaalu 
camels-MBP 
"big camels" 
Hayawaan-aatu mitwaHs-iin [sg. Hayawaanu mitwaHs-u 
animal-FSP wild-MSP 
"wild animals"' 
Focusing on our example (c, d. g and h) for purpose of comparison and our 
discussion below, it can be said that TYA in this case shown above shows a 
discrepancy in case of Arabic reported by Kihrn, who writes: 
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If the noun refers to a non-human entity, GN agreement is deflected, 
meaning the adjective is Fsg. in every case, i.e. whatever plural type 
shows up on the noun: 
(5)(a) jimal 'aZim-a [sg./awa/ 'aZim] 
camel.Mpl enormous-Fsg 
enormous camels 
(b) Hayawan-at waHs-a [sg. Hayawdn M'aH.s] 
animal-Fpl wild-Fsg 
wild animals 
Kihm (2003, p. 6). 
Explaining his examples in the above quote with his reference to his example 
(4c): xadim-at ?a'ib-at [sg. xddima ?d'iba] maidservant-Fpl absent-Fpl absent 
maidservants) and referring to the situation of CA and MSA in such cases. Kihm 
writes: 
Notice that agreement as in (5b) is a possible alternative to agreement as 
in (4c), so we find xddiivdt janula instead of xddimut jamUdt "beautiful 
maidservants", in Classical Arabic (prior to the 10th century), agreement 
as in (5a) was not generalized: internal plurals referring to non-human 
entities could induce strict agreement. If the adjective itself was provided 
with an internal plural, that form appeared (e.g.. jimdl 'a?biyd' 'stupid 
camels', next to the also acceptable jimdl ?abiya) ; otherwise, the 
adjective took on the Fpl. external form (e.g.. jimdl waH.sdl 'wild 
camels"). That is to say. strict number agreement could be the rule. This 
collocation lives on in MSA in fixed expressions (e.g., "uSiirxuwdli "times 
of yore" instead of 'uSitr xdliya), or in archaizing styles, as in laydli 
ddmisdt "dark nights' for laydli ddmisa (see Holes 1995: 165-166). Kihm 
(2003, p. 7). 
Further in the footnote (20) he states that: "'In MSA. internally pkiralized 
adjectives usually modify only nouns referring to a plurality of male human beings. 
The unmarked paradigm is therefore: rijd! kibdr "aged men' vs. xddiivdt kablrdt "aged 
maidservants" vs. miidun kabira 'big cities".'" in TYA, if the collective noun belongs 
to the so-called "natural" sort, deriving no overtly F singulative noun, the adjective is 
then Fsg., which may be considered strict agreement provided these nouns are 
assumed to be lexically F as demonstrated in (5.3.1.6) below: 
(5.3.1.6) 
(a) 'ibiu Saabr-ah 
Camel folck-Msg sober-Msg 
"'Sober camels"' 
This reminds us of what has been noted by Kihm in case of Arabic in the 
illustrative examples of number (7) that he presents. He writes: 
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If the collective belongs to the so-called 'natural" sort, deriving no overtly 
F singulative, the adjective is then Fsg., which may be considered strict 
agreement provided these nouns are assumed to be lexically F: 
(7) 
(a) 'ibil Sabir-ah 
Camel folck-Fsg sober-Fsg 
"Sober camels" Kihm (2003, p. 7) 
Or if the collective noun belongs to the so-called 'natural" sort, deriving no 
overtly M singulative noun, the adjective is then Msg., which may be considered strict 
agreement provided these nouns are assumed to be lexically M as illustrated in 
(5.3.1.7) below: 
(5.3.1.7) 
(a) maayu wisxu 
water-Msg dirty-Msg 
dirty water 
(b) 'ilbu Hasanu 
honey-Msg good-Msg 
good honey 
If there is a corresponding singulative, on the other hand, the adjective is 
Msg.. which again ma} be viewed as strict agreement if these nouns are assumed to 
be lexically M as shown in (5.3.1.8) below: 
(5.3.1.8) 
(a) namlu Hmar 
ants-Msg red-Msg 
"red ants"' [cf naml-eh Hamraa "a red ant'"] 
(b) naxlu Tawiilu 
ants-Msg red-Msg 
"tall palm-trees"" [cf naxl-eh Tawiil-ah "a tall palm-tree"'] 
(c) Huutu Taryu 
fish-Msg fresh-Msg 
"fresh fish, pi"" [cf Huut-eh Tary-ah "a fresh fish"] 
This reminds us of what has been noted by Kihm in case of Arabic in the 
illustrative examples of number (8) that he presents. He states that: 
If there is a corresponding singulative. on the other hand, the adjective is 
Msg., which again may be viewed as strict agreement if these nouns are 
assumed to be lexicallv M: 
(8) 
(a) namlu kaln Ant troop-Msg numerous-Msg 
numerous ants [cf : naml-eh Hamraa' "a red ant"]. Kihm (2003, p. 7). 
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balad-een 
country.M-Dual 
two big countries 
madiini-teen 
city-F-Dua! 
"two big cities'" 
kbaaru 
big.BP 
kbaaru 
big-BP 
5.3.2 Deflected Agreement 
Unlike Arabic, in case of the dual in TYA (though restricted to few nouns as pointed 
out before) GN agreement is deflected as demonstrated in (5.3.2.1) below; cf section 
(5.3.1) above: 
(5.3.2.1) (a) 
(b) 
When the noun is a collective (i.e.. semantically neither sg. nor pi., but 
morphologically sg.), agreement varies. If it is a so-called 'accidental' collective 
referring to a human group, the adjective shows up in the MSP with the MSP suffix -
iin, the agreement will be of a deflected number agreement as demonstrated in 
(5.3.2.2) below: 
(5.3.2.2) (a.) naasu mahzuum-iin 
people-Msg defeated -MSP 
'"a defeated people" 
(b.) naasu ka0iir-iin 
people-Msg numerous -MSP 
"a numerous people" 
This reminds us of what has been noted b> Kihm in case of Arabic (though 
slightl> different, the MSP suffix is -uun not -iin) in the illustrative examples of 
number (6) that he presents. He writes: 
..., when the noun is a collective (i.e.. semantically neither sg. nor pi., but 
morphologically sg.), agreement varies. If it is a so-called "accidental" 
collective referring to a human group, the adjective shows up in the Mpl. 
form with the MSP suffix -Cm, the agreement will be of a (deflected 
number agreement): 
(6) 
(a) qawm ka?ir-un 
people-Msg numerous-MpI 
'a numerous people' 
5.4 Noun-adjective agreement in attributive structure and position 
In section (5.3) we have pointed out that the crucial fact for TYA is the existence of 
two types of noun-adjective agreement, known as "strict' and 'deflected' and that 
agreement is strict when the GND features (i.e. gender-number and 
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definiteness/determiner features) of the noun and the adjective are identical; 
otherwise, it is deflected and that there is no 'K/C agreement' (i.e. Case-agreement) 
and Deflniteness agreement is always strict in TYA. 
In this section (5.4) of this chapter in this thesis, we will only focus our 
discussion on the Noun-adjective agreement in attributive structure and position. That 
is to say we will only focus our discussion by looking at agreement in the phrasal 
level (attributive agreement) where (noun and adjective are adjacent). In other words, 
we will only focus our discussion by looking at agreement between an attributive 
adjective and the noun it modifies in their noun-adjective noun phrase structure. 
Within the Noun-adjective agreement in attributive structure and position (even the 
Noun-adjective agreement in predicative position which is not our scope here and 
needs future research), there are some peculiar agreement facts in TYA that suggest 
that the structure of the attributive adjective in the noun-adjective noun- phrase is 
more complex than sometimes assumed in case of CA, MSA or other varieties of 
Arabic. This discussion will give us an initial framework for the analysis with which 
we (or other linguists who are interested in linguistics in general and Semitic or 
Arabic linguistics in particular) can then look at other aspects that need further 
research. 
Let us now in the following subsection examine the status of TYA adjectives 
versus nouns as modifying structures in an environment when the noun or adjective is 
used as an attributive modifier, adjoined directly to a noun phrase and where, the 
attributive adjectives too show gender and number agreement with the head nouns. 
5.4.1 TYA Adjectives versus nouns as modifying structures 
Before discussing the TYA adjectives versus nouns as modifying structures, we will 
go through a general notion of Arabic Adjectives versus nouns as modifying 
structures that has been pointed out by Baker (2008), under his section (2.1.2) 
'Adjectives versus nouns: modifying structures", where he writes: 
The same difference between nouns and adjectives can be seen in a 
different syntactic environment, when the noun or adjective is used as an 
attributive modifier, adjoined directly to a noun phrase. In this 
environment too, adjectives show gender and number agreement with the 
head noun, whereas nominal modifiers do not. (II) and (12) show this in 
Spanish; (13) and (14) show it in Swahili; (15) and (16) are from Arabic ^ 
Baker (2008, pp. 17-19). 
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For the convenience of our discussion below and for the purpose of 
comparison, we will consider Baker's Arabic examples in (15) and (16) reproduced 
and quoted below: 
(15) a. ?3bno z-zu'an (Arabic, agreeing adjectives) 
son.his det-hungry.m.sg (Cowell 1964:500-1) 
'His hungry son' 
b. wart-e zgTr-e 
inheritance-f sg small-f.sg 
'a small inheritance' 
c. 1-' arab as-suriyy-Tn 
det-arabs.pl det-syrian-pl 
'the Syrian Arabs" 
(16) s-sakak-Tn al-fadd-a (Arabic, non-agreeing noun modifier) 
det-knife-pl det-silver-f (Cowell 1964:507) 
'the silver knives" Baker (2008, pp. 17-19). 
Similarly, in connection with the TYA adjectives versus nouns as modifying 
structures, we can also observe that the same difference between nouns and adjectives 
can be seen in a different syntactic environment, when the noun or adjective is used as 
an attributive moditler. adjoined directly to a noun phrase. In this environment too, 
adjectives show gender and number agreement with the head noun, whereas nominal 
modifiers do not. The relevant TYA examples in (5.4.1.1) and (5.4.1.2) below 
illustrate this: 
(5.4.1.1) 
(a) bn-oh am-gaayiVag-gaayi" (regressive assimilation) (TYA, agreeing adjectives) 
son.his det-hungry.m.sg 
•"His hungry son" 
(b) wir0-eh SGiir-eh 
Inheritance-f sg small-f sg 
""a small inheritance" 
(c) am-' arab am-suuriyy-iin 
det-arabs.pl det-syrian-pl 
"the Syrian Arabs" 
(5.4.1.2) 
am-skak-iin am-fiDD-ah (TYA, non-agreeing noun modifier) 
det-knife-pl det-silver-f 
'the silver knives' 
The above data show attributive adjectives agreeing with the noun that they 
modify in defmiteness in TYA. Predicate adjectives (that needs further research). 
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however, do not agree with their subjects in definileness. This is not only observed in 
TYA but also in Arabic in general. In a footnote. Baker (2008) writes: 
Attributive adjectives are also said to agree with the noun that they modify 
in defmiteness in Arabic. Predicate adjectives, however, do not agree with 
their subjects in definiteness. This suggests to me that it is wrong to fully 
subsume the feature ± defmite into the other cp-features in this language. A 
plausible alternative is to say that the modificational structure is really one 
of apposition between two DPs: [DP D NP] [DP D A 0N] . The second DP 
in apposition to the first naturally has the same definiteness value, (pp. 17-
18). 
It seems from the aforementioned discussion that attributive adjectives show 
important role in the Noun-adjective agreement in the attributive position. So, in the 
following sub-section, the discussion of attributive adjectives in the noun-phrase 
structure in TYA is given in details. 
5.4.2 Attributive adjectives in the TYA noun-phrase structure 
In the discussion of attributive adjectives, to follow Kremers. J. (2003, pp. 97-98), the 
main question is usually where adjectives are located in the noun-phrase structure. We 
will take a position on this in the following section, but before this. 1 believe there are 
other, more important questions to be answered. Probably the most important one is 
W'hat the internal structure of the attributive adjective in the TYA noun- phrase is like 
and how much it is different from that one of Arabic. Data in TYA shows that this is 
indeed the case. Discussing the pattern of the adjectival agreement in Arabic. 
Kremers. J. (2003. pp. 97-98). points out that: 
Adjectival agreement in Arabic shows the pattern familiar from Romance 
languages: there is agreement in gender (la,b) and number (lc,d): 
(I) a. ragul-un tawTl-un [with dot under t] 
man-NOM tall.M-NOM 
'a tall man" 
b. imra"at-un tawTl-at-un [with dot under t] 
woman-NOM tall-F-NOM 
'a tall woman" 
c. rigal-un tiwal-un [with dot under t] 
men-NOM 
tall.M.PL-NOM 
'tall men" 
d. nisa'-un tawTl-at-un [with dot under t] 
women-NOM tall-F.PL-NOM 
'tall women' 
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Slightly different from what is quoted above, illustrative examples of 
adjectival agreement in TYA show evidently the following pattern: there is agreement 
in gender ((5.4.2.1) & (5.4.2.1)), number and gender (5.4.2.3) number but not gender 
((5.4,2.4), (5.4.2.5) & (5.4.2.6)): 
(5.4.2. i) riggaalu Tawiilu 
man (m) tall (m) 
"a tall man" 
(5.4.2.2) mar-ah Tawiil-ah 
woman (f) tall (f) 
•'a tall woman'" 
(5.4.2.3) riggaal-ah Twaalu 
men pl.(m) tall PB(m) 
"tall men" 
(5.4.2.4) Hariimu Twaalu 
women pi (f) tall PB (m) 
"tall women" 
(5.4.2.5) riggaal-ah m"adab-iin 
men pi.(m) polite pi (m) 
"polite men" 
(5.4.2.6) Hariimu m'adab-iin 
women pi (f) polite pi (m) 
"polite women" 
(See the illustrative examples (5.4.4.4.3), (5.4.4.4.4), (5.4.4.4.5). (5.4.4.4.6), 
(5.4.4.4.7) and (5.4.4.4.8) below where we deal with the definiteness agreement 
between attributive adjectives and modified nouns of the relevant aforementioned 
examples (5.4.2.1) (5.4.2.2) (5.4.2.3) (5.4.2.4) (5.4.2.5) and (5.4.2.6)). 
Using Arabic examples ([with dot under P' t] in tawTl-at-an and al-tawilat-i 
and [with dot under h] in hawla) from: Syntax der ArabLschen Schrifisprache der 
Gegemvarl (El-Ayoubi, Fischer & Langer 2001), which he abbreviated as 'SASG'. 
Kremers (2003) points out that: 
Adjectives also agree with the noun in case: 
(2) a. ra'aytu imra'at-an tawTl-at-an 
I.saw woman-ACC tall-F-ACC 
'I saw a tall woman' 
b. naglisu hawla al-tawilat-i al-mustadTrat-i 
we.sit around the-table-GEN the-round-GEN 
'we sit down around the round table' 
(SASG p. 153). Kremers (2003, p.98). 
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This is different from what is quoted above; illustrative examples of adjectival 
agreement in TYA do not show agreement in case. This is evidently shown in 
(5.4.2.7) below: 
(5.4.2.7) 
a. suft mar-ah Tawil-ah 
1.saw woman tall-F 
"I saw a tall woman" 
b. naglis Hoola am-Taawil-ah am-mustadiir-eh 
we.sit around the-table-F the-round-F 
"We sit down around the round table.'" 
There is, however, another phenomenon, which slightly distinguishes the TYA 
concord pattern from that of Arabic: there is also agreement in definiteness. To see 
how slightly different it is, let us first see what Kremers. (2003, p. 98), points out in 
this; 
There is, however, another phenomenon, which distinguishes the Arabic 
concord pattern from that of Romance languages: there is also agreement 
in definiteness. The adjective takes the same definiteness marker as the 
noun it modifies: 
(3) a. ragul-un tawTl-un [with dot under t] 
man-NOM tall.M-NOM 
"a tall man' 
b. al-ragul-u al-tawTl-un [with dot under t] 
the-man-NOM the-tall-NOM 
"the tall man" Kremers, (2003. p. 98). 
Explaining the examples (3a) and (3b), he states that "(3a) and (3b) show the 
contrast between an indefinite noun and a definite one: an adjective has the same 
definiteness marker as the noun, either -n or a/-.'" This is slightly different from what 
is quoted above; illustrative examples of adjectival agreement in TYA show evidently 
the following pattern: there is also agreement in definiteness. The definite marker is 
am- not al- and the indefinite marker is the pausal /u/ or the zero morpheme 0 not -n. 
The adjective takes the same definiteness marker as the noun it modifies as 
demonstrated in (5.4.2.8) below (see section (5.4.4) below for more details); 
(5.4.2.8) a. riggaal-u - 0 Tavviil-u-0 
man-OGNC/pausal tail.M- OGNC/pausal 
"a tall man" 
b. am-riggaal am-Tawiil 
the-man the-ta!l 
"the tall man'" 
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((5.4.2.8) a) and ((5.4.2.8) b) show the contrast between an indefinite noun and 
a definite one: an adjective has the same definiteness marker as the noun, either - 0 
(including OGNC/pausai /u/) or am- (excluding OGNC/pausal /u/ which is deleted 
when am- is prefixed). 
5.4.3 Gender and Number Agreement between attributive adjectives and 
modified nouns 
The attributive adjective, in its non-complex construction, (complex construction 
needs future research) shows obligatory gender and number agreement with its head 
noun. Consider the following example in (5.4.3.1) below where the adjective has to 
agree in gender with its head noun: 
(5.4.3.1) am-mar-ah am-Hasan-eh 
Def-woman-F def-beautiful-F 
The attributive adjective am-Hasan-eh shows the formal gender agreement 
markers of its head noun am-mara-ah: both constituents reflect the feminine 
marker/suffix -ah/-eh. If gender agreement is not established between the two 
concerned elements here, then ill-formedness or ungrammaticality will occur as 
demonstrated in (5.4.3.2) below: 
(5.4.3.2) *am-mar-ah am-Hasan 
Def.-woman-F def-beautiful-M 
The attributive adjective in (5.4.3.2) does not agree with its head noun in 
gender. Therefore, the output is ruled out. As regards number agreement, the 
following construction in (5.4.3.3) below shows that the attributive adjective has to 
agree with its head noun in the plural number: 
(5.4.3.3) am-Tullaab am-mugtahd-iin 
Def-student-MSP Def-hardvvorking-MSP 
•'The hardworking students" 
The attributive adjective am-mugtahd-iin in (5.4.3.3) reflects the formal 
marker -iin of plural number agreement here MSP number agreement. The head 
noun is internally plural, a feature that is peculiar to broken plurals of TYA. If number 
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agreement is not established in (5.4.3.3) between the head noun and its attributive 
adjective, then ill-formed construction will be produced. The following TYA 
construction in (5.4.3.4) shows evidence of that: 
(5.4.3.4) *am-Tullaab am-mugtahid 
Def.-student-MSP Def.-hardworking-Sing 
•'The hardworking students" 
The attributive adjective in (5.4.3.4) does not reflect the formal plural marking 
m agreement with its head noun. Hence, the resultant construction is not well-formed. 
It is ungrammatical. 
5.4.3.1 TYA (agreement with singular noun phrases) 
We have pointed out in section (5.3.1) that the type of the GN agreement is strict 
when the noun is singular. Also there and in (5.3) we have pointed that agreement is 
'strict" when features of head nouns in NP constructions are identical to those of their 
adjectives or modifiers and that features of adjectives must agree in Gender (G), 
Number (N). and Definiteness (D) with those of their head nouns; otherwise, they are 
'deflected'. In this section, we are going to discuss in details the identical/matching 
agreements with both Masculine Singular adjective-noun noun phrases where the 
adjective-noun noun phrase is masculine singular in agreement features as well as 
feminine singular adjective-noun noun phrases where the adjective-noun noun phrase 
is feminine singular in agreement features. For the sake of illustration consider the 
TYA examples (5.4.3.1.1) and (5.4.3.1.2) shown below; 
(5.4.3.1.1) GND Agreement: Masculine Singular (Human and Non-Human) 
a. riggaal-u Hasanu 
man-M.SG-pausal/OGNC-IND handsome-M.SG- pausal/OGNC-lND 
"a handsome man"" 
b. am-riggaal am-Hasan 
the-man-M.SG-DEF the- handsome-M.SG-DEF 
"the handsome man"' 
c. ktaab-u gdiid-u 
book-M.SG- pausai/OGNC-IND new-M.SG- pausal/OGNC-IND 
"a new book" 
d. am-ktaab am-gdiid 
the-book-M.SG-DEF the-new-M.SG-DEF 
"the new book" 
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(5.4.3.1.2) GND Agreement: Feminine Singular (Human and Non-Human); 
a. marah-0 
woman-F.SG-lND 
"a beautiful woman" 
b. am- marah 
the-woman-F.SG-DEF 
'"tlie beautiful woman" 
c. mgall-eh-0 
magazine-F.SG-IND 
'"a new magazine" 
d. am-mgall-eh 
the-magazine-F.SG-DEF 
"the new magazine" 
Hasan-eh-0 
beautiful-F.SG-lND 
am- hasan-eh 
the-beautiful-F.SG-DEF 
gdiid-el>0 
new-F.SG-lND 
am-gdiid-eh 
the-new-F.SG-DEF 
5.4.3.2 TYA (agreement with dual noun phrases) 
It has been pointed out in chapter 2 that the formation of the TYA dual forms. lil<e 
English, seems to be commonly equivalent to a numeral 9neen (m) or Ointeen (f) 
•'two", that are commonly used. So, the same examples in (5.4.3.1.1) and (5.4.3.1.2) 
are not rendered DUAL (neither the masculine dual (MD), nor the feminine dual 
(FD)) in (5.4.3.2.1) and (5.4.3.2.2). However, they are rendered plural in (5.4.3.2.1) 
and (5.4.3.2.2) with Oneen expressing MD numeral two or with Binteen expressing FD 
numeral two. 
(5.4 3.2.1) GND Agreement: Masculine Plural (Human and Non-Human) with 9neen 
expressing MD numeral two: 
Bneen riggaalah-0 
two-men-M.BP-lND 
"two handsome men" 
amma-Gneen am-riggaalah 
the-two-the-men-M.BP-DEF 
"the two handsome men" 
Gneen kutub-u 
Hsaan-u 
handsome-M.BP- pausal/OGNC-IND 
am-Hsaan 
the-handsome-M.BP- DEF 
gudud-u 
two-book-M.BP-pausal/OGNC-IND new-M.BP- pausal/OGNC-IND 
"two new books'" 
d. amma-Bneen am-kutub am-gudud 
the-two the-book-M.BP-DEF the-new-M.BP-DEF 
"the two new books" 
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(5.4.3.2.2) GND Agreement: Feminine Plural (Human and Non-Human) with Ginteen 
expressing FD numeral two: 
a. Ginteen Hariim-u 
two-women-F.BP-lND 
"two beautiful women" 
b. am- Ginteen am Hariim 
the-two the-women-F.BP-DEF 
"the two beautiful women" 
c. Ginteen mgall-aatu 
two-magazine-F.FSP-IND 
"two new magazines" 
d. am-Ginteen am-mgall-aat 
the-two the-magazine-F.FSP-DEF 
"the two new magazines" 
Hsaan-u 
beautiful-F.BP- pausal/OGNC -IND 
am-Hsaan 
the-beautiful-F.BP-DEF 
gududu 
new-F.BP-IND 
am-gududu 
the-new-F.BP-DEF 
If dual agreement is established between the two concerned elements here, 
then ill-formedness or ungrammaticality will occur as demonstrated in (5.4.3.2.3) and 
(5.4.3.2.4) below: 
(5.4.3.2.3) GND Agreement: Masculine Dual (Human and Non-Human) 
a. *riggaal-een-0 
men-M. MD-IND 
"two handsome men" 
b. *am- riggaal-een 
the-man-M.MD-DEF 
"the two handsome men" 
c. *ktaab-een-0 
book-M.MD-IND 
"two new books" 
d. *am-ktaab-een 
the-book-M.MD-DEF 
"the two new books" 
Hasan-een- 0 
handsome-M.MD-IND 
am- Hasan-een 
the- handsome-M.MD-DEF 
gdiid-een-0 
new-M.MD-lND 
am-gdiid-een 
the-new-M.MD-DEF 
(5.4.3.2.4) GND Agreement: Feminine Dual (Human and Non-Human): 
c. 
*mara-teen-0 
women-F.FD-lND 
"two beautiful women" 
*am-mara-teen 
the-women-F.FD-DEF 
"the two beautiful women' 
*mgalli-teen-0 
magazine-F.FD-IND 
"two new magazines" 
Hasana-teen-0 
beautiful-F.FD-IND 
am-Hasana-teen 
the-beautiful-F.FD-DEF 
gdiidi-teen-0 
new-F.FD-lND 
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*am-mgalli-teen 
the-magazine-F.FD-DEF 
"the two new magazines"" 
am-gdiidi-teen 
the-new-F.FD-DEF 
Only few nouns are marked as dual (for marginal exceptions, see below) and 
attributive adjectives are marked as plural as evidently shown in the ill-formed or 
ungrammatical structures in (a) and (b) of both (5.4.3.2.5) and (5.4.3.2.6) and in the 
well-formed or grammatical structures in (a) and (b) of both (5.4.3.2.5) and 
(5.4.3.2.6): 
(5.4.3.2.5) GND Agreement: Masculine Dual/plural (Human and Non-Human): 
a. *riggaal-een-0 
men-M.MD-lND 
"two handsome men"" 
b. *am-riggaal-een 
the-men-M.MD-DEF 
"the two handsome men"' 
c. ktaab-een-0 
book-M.MD-IND 
"'two new books"" 
d. am-ktaab-een 
the-book-M.MD-DEF 
"the two new books" 
Hsaan-u 
handsome-M.BP- pausal/OGNC-IND 
am-Hsaan 
the- handsome-M.BP-DEF 
gudud-u 
new-M.BP- pausal/OGNC-IND 
am-gudud 
the-new-M.BP-DEF 
(5.4.3.2.6) GND Agreement: Feminine Dual/plural (Human and Non-Human): 
a. *mara-teen-0 
women-F.FD-lND 
"two beautiful women" 
b. *am- mara-teen 
the-women-F.FD-DEF 
"the two beautiful women" 
c. mgalli-teen-0 
magazine-F.FD-lND 
"two new magazines"' 
d. am-mgalli-teen 
the-magazine-F.FD-DEF 
"the two new magazines'" 
Hsaan-u 
beautiful-F.BP-pausal/OGNC-IND 
am- Hsaan 
the-beautiful-F.BP-DEF 
gududu 
new-F.BP- pausal/OGNC-IND 
am-gududu 
the-new-F.BP-DEF 
In point of fact, unlike the classical dual which is considered to be 'a 
grammatical concord category', see Blanc, (1970, p.43), the TYA dual is not a 
grammatical concord category. Generally, the dialectal dual is not a grammatical 
concord category. This generalization has been stated by Blanc, (1970). who writes: 
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The dialectal dual is not a grammatical concord category. Only nouns are 
marked as dual (for marginal exceptions, see below), and these are in 
virtually all respects functionally equivalent to nouns preceded by a 
numeral or other quantifier. The dual suffix has thus become little more 
than an equivalent of the numeral 'two'; overt reference to tvvo-ness is no 
more obligatory, even in nouns, than is overt reference to three-ness, four-
ness or n-ness. in all dialects, there are nouns that do not admit the dual at 
all, and for these two-ness is marked by a free numeral (itnen and the 
like); but whether or not a noun has a dual form, its plural refers to any 
unspecified number from two on up: itnen 'asakir 'two policemen', 'asakir 
'(two or more) policemen', kalben 'two dogs', kilab '(two or more) dogs'. 
Blanc. (1970. pp.43-44). 
Ferguson (1959b) identifies the absence of dual agreement as one case of 
grammatical consistency among the dialects which is not found in Classical Arabic. 
Referring to Ferguson (620-1) and Cohen (1962:133, fn. I), Blanc, (1970), writes: 
We owe to Ferguson (620-1) the observation that, though dual concord as 
such no longer exists, dual nouns nevertheless differ from plural nouns 
with respect to concord. In his succinct and necessarily simplified 
statement, he pointed out that dual nouns take plural concord (biten kubar 
'two big houses'), whereas plural nouns take feminine singular concord 
(biyOt kibTra 'big houses'). Ferguson thought this applied to a large, though 
limited, group of dialects (all sedentary dialects outside Arabia); but 
Cohen (1962:133, fn. I) points out that the phenomenon is not restricted to 
these dialects. Blanc. (!970. p.49) 
Based on this, the dual agreement forms are lost in TYA. only few duals take 
plural agreement (beet-een kbaaru "two big houses" or usually with the numeral 
"two" Gneen followed by the plural form of the modified noun and the plural form of 
the postnominal attributive adjective as in Oneen byuutu kbaaru "two big houses"), 
while plurals take optionally the feminine singular or the plural byuutu kabiir-
eh/byuutu kbaaru "big houses"; see the following section (5.4.3.3) that deals with 
TYA (agreement with plural noun phrases) and the quotation there from Corbett 
(2000, pp. 207-208) with his reference to (Ferguson 1959: 620-1). 
In what follows, we will try to show that, although plural concord (PC) is the 
norm for only few dual nouns, it is also the norm for plural nouns in TYA, and is not 
always a frequent alternative to feminine singular concord (FSC) in this dialect, 
because the FSC is also optionally used: what we really have is not only beet-een 
kbaaru vs. byuutu kabiir-eh, but also Oneen byuutu kbaaru vs. byuutu kbaaru/byuutu 
kabiir-eh. Moreover, it can be shown that in the TYA dialect, the alternation PC or 
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FSC does not occur (unlike what is observed in other Arabic dialects, cf. the quote 
below); the PC applies to other 'enumerative" expressions that go together with the 
dual as well as to 'non-numerative" plurals, which include the dual (not the pseudo-
dual, due to its non-existence in this dialect, see the following paragraph): beetu w-
maxzanu kbaaru 'a big house and store", as well as yadd-een Twaalu 'two long hands, 
arms' (9int-een yaaduun Twaalu/Oint-een yaaduun Tawiil-ah '"two big hands, arms'" is 
commonly used). In. yaaduun Tawiil-ah, the application of the FSC can be observed, 
but in *9int-een yaaduun Tawiil-ah it is not, this latter should be 0int-een yaaduun 
Twaalu showing the norm of the application of the PC. For the purpose of 
remembering the case of the nonexistence of the pseudo-dual in the dialect, in chapter 
2 in the last two paragraphs of section (2.2.2.2.2.1). we have pointed out that the 
pseudo-dual does not occur in TYA. And that we have only one example riglu/rigl-
eenu "foot/feet'" that have the suffix -eenu that seems to be different from the pseudo-
dual -een as well as the true dual -een, by having the pausal /u/ or (OGNC) /u/. There, 
in our discussion under section and table (2.2.2.3.1.1.4), as regard to the suffix -eenu 
as represented only in the illustrative example rigl-eenu, we proposed to be a 
masculine sound plural (MSP) allomorph. In the following discussion. NOUN is to be 
understood as excluding nouns of personal reference, and CONCORD/AGREEMENT 
refers, unless otherwise specified, to only the concord of attributive adjectives in 
simple noun phrases (i.e. in non-sentential construction): (the concord of adjectives, 
verbs, and pro-nouns, whether attributive or predicative needs further investigation 
and research in case of TYA.) Before this let us compare the above discussion with 
what has been noted by Blanc, (1970), in case of some Arabic dialects: 
.... although plural concord (PC) is indeed the norm for dual nouns, it is 
also the norm for plural nouns in some dialects, and is a frequent 
alternative to feminine singular concord (FSC) in other dialects: what we 
really have is not biten kubar vs. biyut kibTra, but biten kubar (and rarer 
variants, q.v. below) vs. biyut kubar' biyut kibTra. Furthermore, it can be 
shown that in at least several of the dialects where the alternation PC ' 
FSC does occur, PC applies to other 'enumerative' expressions that go 
together with the dual, while FSC applies to 'non-numerative' plurals, 
which include the pseudo-dual: bet wigaraj kubur 'a big house and garage', 
but iden tawTia 'long hands, arms'. In the following discussion, NOUN is 
to be understood as excluding nouns of personal reference, and 
CONCORD refers, unless otherwise specified, to the concord of 
adjectives, verbs, and pro-nouns, whether attributive or predicative. Blanc 
(1970, p.49). 
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To conclude and sum up this sub-section, there is no agreement in dual 
between the noun and the adjective; agreement is in plural. It means that no element 
other than the noun distinguishes dual from plural. The PC for the few TYA dual 
nouns is viewed as very much similar to PC in enumerative constructions. The dual is 
a constant combination of the numeral 'two' plus a plural noun, and as such it is 
similar to English expressions meaning "two'", and sequences connected by "and". It 
is also very much similar to numeral + noun constructions. In the latter, PC is not as 
constant as in the dual, due to the optional use of the FSC in the plural nouns, a fact 
which may be connected with the portmanteau nature of the dual in opposition to the 
looser combinations of free numerals plus plural nouns. Compare this with the 
somehow reminiscent (though slightly different) summary of Blanc, (1970) in case of 
some Arabic dialects, where he writes: 
To sum up, PC for dual nouns is, at least in some dialects, to be viewed as 
closely akin to PC in enumerative constructions. The dual is a stable 
combination of the numeral 'two' plus a noun, and as such it is akin to 
expressions meaning 'a few', 'several', 'one or two', and sequences 
connected by 'and': it is also closely akin to numeral + noun constructions. 
In the latter, PC is not as stable as in the dual, a fact which may be 
connected with the portmanteau nature of the dual as against the looser 
combinations of free numerals plus nouns. Blanc, (1970, p.53) 
5.4.3.3 TYA (agreement with plural noun phrases) 
What is new for us and other linguists in TYA is that there is a choice of forms for 
agreement with plural noun phrases (feminine or plural agreement), and TYA data on 
their distribution. Like many Arabic dialects, TYA plural nouns admit either PC or 
FSC. It may be difficult to say anything general about this optional alternation, except 
that it seems partly free and partly conditioned-and that, to the extent that it is free, 
speakers or styles within this dialect may prefer the one or the other. Blanc, (1970), 
writes: 
In many-perhaps most-dialects, plural nouns admit either PC or FSC. It is 
difficult to say anything general about this alternation, except that it seems 
partly free and partly conditioned-and that, to the extent that it is free, 
speakers or styles within a given dialect may prefer the one or the other. 
Some dialects seem to have generalized PC to such an extent that FSC is 
either lacking or restricted to a few special cases. In dialects where FSC 
and PC both occur for plural nouns, PC is, as has been stated, the norm for 
dual nouns; the exceptions noted below do not seem to invalidate the 
generality of the rule. Blanc, (1970, p.50) 
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FSC and PC are normal for plural nouns. PC is only normal for only few dual 
nouns. We have noted this in greater or lesser detail for a number of illustrative 
examples, but shall give details here for the PC and FSC for the plural nouns in TYA 
only. Hours of digitally recorded TYA data as well as digital and taped songs, video-
clips. radio/TV play-lists and playlets (= short plays) and discussions with informants, 
and hundreds of pages of proverbs, folklore poems and other texts, establish the norm 
as PC for only few dual nouns (beet-een kbaaru or usually 9n-een byuutu kbaaru), PC 
and FSC for plural (daanu Tawiil-ah or Twaalu "long ears").This is apart from the 
non-existence of pseudo-duals as noted before, which seems to be existent in some 
Arabic dialects, where the PC or FSC is observed. Blanc. (1970), writes: 
In dialects where both FSC and PC are normal for plural nouns, both are also 
normal for the pseudo-dual, whereas only PC is normal for dual nouns. I have 
noted this in greater or lesser detail for a number of dialects, but shall give 
details here for Cairo only. Hours of taped radio playlets and of discussions 
with informants, and hundreds of pages of texts, establish the norm as PC for 
dual (biten kubar), PC and FSC for plural (widan tawTia or tuwal 'long ears'), 
and PC or FSC for pseudo-duals (riglen simlna or suman 'fat legs'). Blanc, 
(1970, p.51) 
All instances of concord/agreement in the TYA data with human and non-
human [± H] controllers (/plurals) are identified and include attributive adjectives. 
The agreement token is coded for factors such as the morphological type of the 
controller and of the target (sound (MSP/FSP) or Broken Plural (BP)) and the 
syntactic/morphosyntactic position of the target in addition to the type of the 
agreement which is to be obtained. Belnap and Shabaneh, (1992, pp. 246-7) report 
that: A distinctive syntactic feature of many varieties of Arabic is the phenomenon of 
feminine singular agreement of targets with nonhuman plural controllers"'. (On the use 
of controllers and targets, see Corbett 2000).) See also the following quotation from 
Corbett (2001. p. 1/11), where he generally and briefly states that: 
In order to be able to generalize about different types of agreement, we 
need a set of terms. We call the element which determines the 
agreement (say the subject noun phrase) the 'controller'. The element 
whose form is determined by agreement is the 'target". The syntactic 
environment in which agreement occurs is the "domain" of agreement. 
And when we indicate in what respect there is agreement (agreement 
in number, e.g.), we are referring to 'agreement features'.' As these 
terms suggest, there is a clear intuition that agreement is directional. 
Corbett (2001. p. 1/11) 
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Further, in his endnote (2) shown in the above quotation, he (Corbett, 2001), 
points out that "We shall treat, say, number as a "feature" and singular, dual, plural as 
'values' of that feature. The features and their values carried by a controller or target 
are its 'feature specification'.'" (p. 10/11) 
They (Belnap and Shabaneh) go on to say that: 
In Modern Standard Arabic, adjectives show masculine and feminine 
gender distinction when agreeing with singular, nonhuman head nouns as 
shown in the (a) versions of (l)-(2)". However, adjective agreement with 
plural, nonhuman head nouns shows no corresponding differentiation; the 
same type of adjective agreement occurs with all nonhuman plurals, 
regardless of the gender of the corresponding singular of the head noun, as 
in (lb) and (2b). 
(1) a. al-kitaab al-jadiid 
the-book (MS) 
"the new book" 
b. al-kutub 
the-book (P) 
"the new books" 
(2) a. al-sana 
the-year (FS) 
"the new year"" 
b. al-sanaw-aat 
the-years (FP) 
"the new years"' 
the-new (MS) 
al-jadiid-a 
the-new (FS) 
al-jadiid-a 
the-new (FS) 
al-jadiid-a 
the-new (FS) 
Belnap and Shabaneh (1992, pp. 245-246). 
What is mentioned in the aforementioned quote with its illustrative examples 
seems to hold true in case of TYA, though it is slightly different, the definite article 
being am- not al-. This is evidently shown in the following TYA data demonstrated in 
(5.4.3.3.1) and (5.4.3.3.2) respectively: 
(5.4.3.3.1) a. 
b. 
(5.4.3.3.2) a. 
b. 
am-ktaab 
the-book (MS) 
"the new book" 
am-kutub 
the-books (P) 
'"the new books"' 
am-san-eh 
the-year (FS) 
"the new year" 
am-sn-iin 
the-years (FP) 
"the new years" 
am-gdiid 
the-new (MS) 
ami-gdiid-eh 
the-new (FS) 
am-gdiid-eh 
the-new (FS) 
am-gdiid-eh 
the-new (FS) 
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This type of phenomenon, as pointed out by Belnap and Shabaneh, (1992, p. 
247) in case of Arabic in general, has traditionally been referred to as feminine 
singular agreement with nonhuman plurals and that Ferguson refers to this type as 
'deflected" as opposed to 'strict", agreement (Ferguson et al. 1961; Ferguson 1989), 
the topic of our discussion that has been dealt with in section (5.3) above. Moreover. 
TYA (agreement with plural noun phrases) will be considered as surprising. Before 
discussing the TYA (agreement with plural noun phrases) that will be considered as 
surprising, we will have a general notion about Arabic (agreement with plural noun 
phrases) as pointed out by Corbett (2000), who states that "The agreements found 
with plural noun phrases in Arabic are initially surprising.'" (p. 207) Within this notion 
and talking about Cairene Arabic (like many other dialects), Corbett reports that: 
Although the dual agreement forms are lost, in the relevant dialects noun 
phrases headed by nouns in the dual still differ from plural noun phrases 
with respect to agreement. There is variation, but duals take plural 
agreement (the form used with plural pronouns), while plurals take the 
feminine singular or the plural (Ferguson 1959: 620-1). The situation in 
such varieties (Cairene Arabic for example, Belnap 1993: 111) is as in 
table 6.15; as before, the rows and columns are labelled according to the 
controller. Cairene Arabic, like many other dialects, has lost gender 
distinctions in the plural, and so there are only three agreeing forms. Once 
again we have a mismatch between the controller system (which 
distinguishes three numbers, and two genders, as shown by the labels on 
the rows and the columns in table 6.15) and the 
Table 6.15 Consisienl agreement patterns in 
Cairene Arabic 
singular dual plural 
masculine masculine plural feminine OR plural 
feminine feminine plural feminine OR plural 
target system (which has three forms, given in the cells). Corbett (2000, 
pp. 207-208). 
Similarly, TYA (like Cairene Arabic, and like many other dialects observed in 
the above quote) has lost gender distinctions in the plural, and so there are only three 
agreeing forms. 
Also within this notion of Corbett that "The agreements found with plural 
noun phrases in Arabic are initially surprising."" (p. 207), and talking about Cairene 
Arabic, MSA and other vernacular varieties of Arabic, Corbett suggests that: 
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What is new for us in Cairene Arabic is that there is a choice of forms for 
agreement with plural noun phrases (feminine or plural agreement), and 
data on their distribution. As we investigate the distribution of the 
feminine singular (syntactic agreement) and the plural (semantic 
agreement), '"' we shall find ourselves on partly familiar ground. While 
Modern Standard Arabic has standardized rules of agreement, other 
modern varieties (as well as the earliest texts) show more variability. We 
will concentrate on Cairene Arabic. Here, as in many other vernacular 
varieties, when we have a plural noun denoting humans, plural agreement 
is expected, but feminine singular agreement is possible too (examples 
from Belnap 1999: 171): 
(54) riggaala kuwayyis-iin/(kuvvayyis-a) 
men.PL nice-PL/nice-SG.FEM 
•nice men' Corbett (2000, p. 208). 
Further, in a footnote following the above quote, Corbett points out that: 
•'Interestingly the feminine is not the default form, but the masculine, used for 
instance where there is a clausal subject (see Cow-ell 1964: 421 on Syrian Arabic)." 
Also in another footnote he points out that; •'Arabists sometimes use the terms 
'deflected' (our 'syntactic") and 'strict" (our 'semantic'); see Ferguson (1989). Belnap 
(1993: 98nl)." This notion holds somewhat true in case of TYA dialect. When we 
have a plural noun denoting humans, plural agreement is only expected. This is 
demonstrated in the following TYA example shown in (5.4.3.3.3) below: 
(5.4.3,3.3) riggaal-ah kwayyis-iin 
men.PL nice-PL 
•'nice men"" 
However, feminine singular agreement is not possible in TYA, when we have 
a plural noun denoting humans. This is evidently demonstrated in the oddity of the 
construction given in (5.4.3.3.4) below: 
(5.4.3.3.4) *riggaal-ah (kwayyis-eh) 
men.PL nice-SG.FEM 
"nice men"" 
Further in case of Cairene Arabic. Corbett points out that ''Conversely, if the 
plural head noun does not denote a human then feminine singular agreement is usual, 
but plural agreement is also found: (55) biyuut kabiir-a/(kubaar) houses.PL iarge-
SG.FEM/large.PL 'large houses'."' This notion holds true in case of TYA dialect. In 
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TYA. if the plural head noun does not denote a human then feminine singular 
agreement is usual, but plural agreement is also found as evidently shown in the 
following TYA data demonstrated in (5.4.3.3.5) below: 
(5.4.3.3.5) byuutu kabiir-eh/kbaaru 
houses.BP large-SG.FEM/large.BP 
'"large houses" 
This variation as generally considered by Corbett '"is a variation on a familiar 
theme; controllers with higher animacy are more likely to take semantic agreement 
(plural here) than those with lower animacy."' This leads us to a possible explanation 
for the Arabic agreement system in general, which has been stated by Belnap and 
Shabaneh. (1992, p. 259). where they say: '"A possible explanation is that the Arabic 
agreement system was based on gender and number but underwent reanalysis, 
triggered by the inclusion of the [± HUMAN] distinction.'" 
5.4.3.4 Morphological type of broken plural agreement 
IVlost (if not all) instances of broken plural agreement in TYA consist of adjectives of 
one morphological type, the CiC2aaC3U (f aalu) pattern, e.g.' qsaaru "shorf, twaalu 
•"long"", gsaamu "huge"', Bqaalu "heavy"'. A similar notion (although with a slightly 
different morphological type) in case of Arabic in general has been pointed out by 
Belnap and Shabaneh, (1992), where they say that: "'All Instances of broken plural 
agreement in modern prose consist of adjectives of one morphological type, the fi'aal 
pattern, e.g." qi§aar "short"", tiwaal [with a dot under t] "long", jisaam "huge". Oiqaai 
"heavy." They go on to say that: "This type of agreement appears to be relic which 
has been taken on the status of a marker indicating literary style." (p. 259) 
5.4.4 Definiteness marking, inheritance and agreement 
5.4.4.1 TYA definite article am-, the Himyaritic am- vs. Arabic al-
From a morphos\ntaclic point of view, the discussion of 1 YA definite article am-, the 
I lim^aritic am- vs. Arabic al- as a uniquely detlnitcness marking should be firstK and 
for all intents and purposes shown and discussed in details before discussing the 
Detlnitcness inheritance and agreement. 
As a starting point for a general notion of the existence of definite article in 
Arabic as a Semitic language and other varieties of Semitic languages, we will quote 
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below the statement of Bauer, Brigitte L.M. (2007) with his reference to (Greenberg 
1978: 59), where it reads that: 
The definite article is found in Semitic languages such as Arabic, Hebrew, 
and Aramaic, but the place of occurrence varies: in Modern Arabic and 
Hebrew it precedes the noun; in the earliest Aramaic texts it follows the 
noun, but in Modern Eastern Aramaic dialects a newly developed 
"prefixed article"' may be found (Greenberg 1978: 59). Bauer, Brigitte 
L.M. (2007, p. 104). 
In Tihami Yemeni Arabic (TYA) a newly developed "prefixed article" is 
found. This prefixed article is the definite article am- not the Arabic definite article 
•al-. 
Generally speaking, the notion of definite article in Arabic has been discussed 
by many authors, here we will show a brief interpretation of this notion in accordance 
with what has been pointed out by Al-Shamrani. Abdulrahman Hadi (1994, pp. 176-
177). Under the section (3.4.5) entitled: '(in)definiteness" and within his discussion 
and explanation of his representative Arabic example: (126a), where it reads: 
(126a)raja'a r-rajul-u 1-mariiD-ii 
came back def. man-nom. Def. sick-nom. 
"A sick man came"", 
Al-Shamrani points out that the attributive adjective l-mariiD-u in (126a) shows 
the formative I- prefixing its stem and that this affix is interpreted in Arabic 
grammatical literature as a definite article and hence that indefinite nouns and 
adjectives when prefixed by this I- affix are said to be definitized and that the English 
glosses of (126a) show that the NP r-rajul-u is definite, yet it does not reflect the 
definite article I-. With his reference to Ullendorff (1965) he points out that Ullendorff 
(1965, p. 361) remarks that the definite article in Arabic may appear in four different 
forms: 
(1) "al-at the beginning of an utterance ('ai-baytu) 
(2) I- in any position except as at (!) (fi-1-bayti) 
(3) 'a- plus first consonant of the following noun, that is, at the beginning of an 
utterance ('ar-rajulu) 
(4) a sound identical with the first consonant of the following noun, that is in any 
position, except as at (3) (dahaba r-rajulu) (with dot under d) 
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And, based on these, Al-Shamrani points out that if we apply Ullendorff s 
classification literally, we can say that the definite article appearing on the attributive 
adjective l-mariiD-u in (126a) belongs to (2) and the definite NP r-rajulu in (126a) 
will reflect, according to Ullendorff, form (4) of the defmite article and that it is rather 
doubtful that the form of the definite article in Arabic is conditioned by its graphic 
appearance and by the type of consonant that follows it. He also points out that 
without denying the validity of Ullendorff s classification, we still can reduce the 
forms of the definite article to two: namely, the one appearing in (2) of Ullendorff 
classification and the one appearing in his (4). By then, he points out that we shall 
take the sound I- to be the essential formal marker of the definite article and 
definiteness in Arabic and that this sound, however, assimilates completely, according 
to Haddad and Kenstowicz (1980, p. 141), to 'a following coronal consonant'. He 
finally points out that the definite article 1-, then, will always keep this sound and 
form if followed by the following consonants: ", b. j , h. x, ', y. f q, k, m. h, w, and y, 
and that it always fully assimilate to the following consonants: t, 6, d, 6. r, z, s, s, S, 
D. T, DH, 1, and n. As will be evidently shown in our discussion of TYA definite 
article am- and its allomorphic variations below, the definite article with Iml 
assimilates to some initial consonant of the following noun or adjective. This is 
different from the definite article with Iml that is used in a few areas in both western 
and central Yemen, and nowhere does it assimilate to any initial consonant of the 
following noun. Vanhove. Martine (a paraitre/forthcoming) points out that: 
The definite article with Iml is used in a few areas in both western and 
central Yemen, and nowhere does it assimilate to any initial consonant of 
the following noun: /am-sanlni/ [with dot under s] 'the little finger' 
(Abyan). It is now receding. Landberg (1909:286) for Upper 'Awlaqi and 
Marxah in Abyan, and Behnstedt (1987) for the area of Sa"dah, also 
mention an article /en-/ or /an-/, which corresponds to the old Himyaritic 
article. Vanhove, Martine (a paraitre/forthcoming). 
5.4.4.1.1 Historical review 
According to what has been mentioned by authors interested in Yemeni dialect in 
general and Tihami dialect of Yemen in particular such as Sharafa al-Diin, A,H (1970, 
pp. 20 and 64); Greenman, (1979); Al-Omariy, (2000); Al - Shaiby, Fahd (2001); Al-
Ahdal Khalid, (2004); Watson, (2002); Al-Samraa'i, (2005, p. 107), etc., (Many of 
them mention it in Arabic scripts and in accordance with the topic of their discussions 
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for instance dialects, proverbs, foli^lore poetry, foll<lore music or folklore dances), the 
definite article used in Tihamah region of Yemen and other Yemeni regions is the 
Himyaritic am- and not al- as used in CA or MSA or many other modern Arabic 
dialects. To quote what Al-Samraa"i, (2005) mentions: 
"ibdaal al-laam fi al-at-ta"riif bi-l-miim. ya-quuluun: am-beet, am-biqarah, 
am-shigarah, am-raHaa. am-qalb, badal: al-beet, al-biqarah, al-shajarah, 
al-raHaa, al-qalb. wa haathihi 'adh-dhaahirah 'ashaara 'ilayhaa 'al-
qudaamaa' min qabl wa nasabuuhaa 'ila lughat Himyar ' wa qad gaa'a 
fi-l-Hadiith qawluhu Sallal-llaah 'alayhi wa sallam (laysa min am-bir am-
Syaam fi am-safar) *^ ''^ * ; 'ibdaal al-at-ta"riif bi am musta'mal fi kathiir 
min manaaTiq al-yaman wa 'alaa waghi-1-khuSuuS fi Haashid wa "arHab 
wa ba'D khawlaan wa Hamdaan wa Radaa' wa-1-Hadaa", wa kathaalik fi 
saHaari min Sa'dah wa bi-l-"akhaS fi qaryat aT-TalH wa fi mu'DHam 
manaaTiq Tihaamah wa hiyah Himyariyyah wa kadhaalik lahgah 
saba"iyyah.'^°^>AI-Saamraa"i, (2005, p. fo7). 
Our own translation of the above Arabic transcribed and transliterated 
quotation with its own numbers of end-notes from 204-206 are shown below: 
Replacement of the / I / in the definite article 'al- by the /m/: they say am-
beet. am-biqarah, am-shigarah, am-raHaa. am-qalb, instead of al-beet, al-
biqarah. al-shajarah, al-raHaa, al-qalb. This phenomenon has been referred 
to by the old scholars and the traced it back to the dialect of Himyar * "^"'' 
and it has come in the tradition his saying, the prophet peace be upon him 
(la>sa min am-bir am-Syaam fi am-safar (= fasting in journeying is not (an 
act) of piety))'" ^'; the replacement of the definite article 'al- with am- is 
used in many of Yemen regions, particularly or specially in Haashid, 
'arHab, and some of Khawlaan, Hamdaan, Radaa' and al-Hadaa'; it is 
also in som deswerts of Sa'dah, specially in the village of aT-TalH and in 
most regions of Tihamah.. And it is Himyaritic as well as sabaean dialect. 
(206) 
This is reminiscent of Wrights' remark (1955, p. 270), where he points out 
that in South Arabia 'am- was (and even still is) used for 'al-, but without 
assimilation; as laysa min am-bir am-Syaam fi am-safar. fasting in journeying is 
not (an act) of piety; yarmi waraa'iy b-am-sahm wa-m-salimah, he casts 
(standing) behind me with arrov\ and stone: for al-birr, aS-Siyaamu, as-safari, bis-
sahmi. and wa-s-salimati. Rephrasing the aforementioned Wrights' remark will be 
as follows: the definite article 'am- was and is still used for the definite article 'al-
; unlike "al-, there is no assimilation in case of 'am- [this is. of course, wrong, as 
will be shown in the evident TYA data below]; exemplifying his remark, he, first. 
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transliterated the tradition of the prophet (peace be upon him), where am- occurs 
as laysa min am-bir am-Syaam fi am-safar, fasting in journeying is not (an act) of 
piety, which is clarified as follows: 
laysa min am-birr am-Syaam f\ am-safar 
Not of the-(an act) of piety the-fasting in the-journeying 
Lit.; fasting in Journeying is not (an act) of piety. 
That is to sav in case of "a!-: 
laysa min al-birr aS-Syaam fi as-safar 
Not of the-(an act) of piety the-fasting in the-journeying 
Lit.: fasting in journeying is not (an act) of piety. 
Second he transliterated an example of a part of a verse-line from traditional 
poetry, where am- occurs as yarmi waraa'iy b-am-sahm wa-m-salimah, he casts 
(standing) behind me with arrow and stone, which is clarified as follows: 
ya- rmi waraa'-iy b- am-sahm wa -m-salimah, 
he casts behind me with the arrow and the stone 
Lit.: he casts (standing) behind me with arrow and stone. 
That is to say in case of 'al-: 
)a-rmi waraa"-iy b- as-sahm wa -s-salimah. 
he casts behind me with the arrow and the stone 
Lit.: he casts (standing) behind me with arrow and stone. 
Similarly, in his article entitled: "A sketch of the Arabic dialect of the Central 
Yamani Tihamah", Greenman, (1979) reports that: 
Recognition of this dialect, or at least of one of its features, since early in 
the Islamic period is indicated by the recording of the hadTt [with dot 
under h and the t is underlined] laysa min m-birri m-siyamu [with dot 
under s] ff m-safar "fasting (during the holy month of Ramadan) while 
traveling is not (considered) piety." Greenman, (1979, p. 47). 
Under the section 4, "Morphology" in his article entitled: ''A sketch of the 
Arabic dialect of the Central Yamani Tihamah", where he uses CT, LA. U, 
and R as abbreviations of Central Tihamah, Literary Arabic, Urban, and Rural, 
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respectively, Greenman. (1979). refers to the m-article and that it is commonly 
attributed to Himyaritic [with dot under H] and still heard regularly in CT though, as 
might be expected, it is the very first feature to change to the "standard form'", i.e., the 
article based upon the LA I-. when the social situation requires such a change. He 
states that: 
. . . . the definite article m-, is quite well documented.^ "^ Among Yamanis it 
is commonly attributed to Himyaritic, the extinct language that was widely 
spoken in the area even after the advent of Islam, but its true history 
remains uncertain.^' In any case, this phenomenon is still heard regularly 
in CT though, as might be expected, it is the very first feature to change to 
the ''standard form", i.e., the article based upon I-, when the social 
situation requires such a change. Greenman, (1979, p. 57). 
We will focus our discussion on the occurrence of the am-ai1icle only. 
Though, in fact, the am-aiticle in TYA is not used exclusively. During the entire 
course of the research we did not encounter a single conversation in which the am-
article was used exclusively, and this seems to be the practice among TYA speakers 
in all domains of usage. The typical case is that the m-article would be interchanged, 
apparently randomly, with the appropriate samsT or qamarT of the MSA al-article. This 
reminds us of what Greenman, under the section (4.0.1) states with examples: 
During the entire course of the research 1 did not encounter a single 
conversation in which the m-article was used exclusively, and this seems 
to be the practice among CT speakers in all domains of usage. As might be 
expected. R speakers use it more regularly than U speakers. The typical 
case is that the m-article would be interchanged, apparently randomly, 
with the appropriate samsT or qamarT of the l-article, e.g. 
[tlyan ruhtlyonr' ruhtEmxabt] 'Where did you go today, did you go to 
the desert?' (U) 
[msantah dahi benEmrukn] 'The suitcase, that's it is in the corner.' (U) 
[whi ?atan lammambab ya?ani Ibab haqqEmbayt] ' . . . and she came as far 
as the door, that is, the door of the house.' (R). Greenman, (1979. p. 58) 
Further, under the section (4.0.2) he states: 
in CT, in the cases where the l-article occurs, the sounds that are subject to 
the samsT gemination are the same as in LA. Unlike LA, however, in 
which the samsT process requires that all consonants homorganic with [1], 
i.e., the alveolars. are geminated, the CT m-aiticle does not undergo this 
progressive assimilation with homorganic consonants, see the last of the 
examples in 4.0.1. and also the hadTt [with dot under h and t is underlined] 
quoted in 1.1. above. Greenman, (1979. p. 58). 
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As will be evidently shown in our discussion of TYA definite article am- and 
its allomorphic variations below that it assimilates to some initial consonant of the 
following noun or adjective, we do not agree with Greenman's general statement that: 
"the CT m-article does not undergo this progressive assimilation with homorganic 
consonants". 
In his discussion of the languages of Pre-lslamic Arabia in general and the 
position of the Himyaritic in relation to Arabic in particular and retention of a few of 
its archaic features such as the present-day restriction of the am- article to a few 
isolated pockets in Yemen, Beeston, A. F. L. (Jun. - Sep., 1981), writes: 
..., it may be illuminating to consider the position of Himyaritic (as 
known to the Muslims scholars) in relation to Arabic. The philologists 
have recorded for us several features of the Himyaritic, two being 
conspicuously deviant from Arabic: the use of a definite article am-, and a 
verbal inflexion fa'lka, fa'lki, fa"alku.... At the present day, the 
abovementioned two features of ancient Himyaritic are still to be found in 
some speech-forms of the southern end of the west-Arabian mountain 
spine, though in other respects it would not be possible to classif) these as 
other than Arabic dialects [Diem 1973]. What has happened is a gradual 
convergence between ancient Himyaritic and ancient Arabic, leading 
ultimately to the disappearance of the individual status of Himyaritic but 
with retention of a few of its archaic features. Beeston. A. F. L. (Jun. -
Sep., 1981. pp. 185-186). 
Further, 
The philologist have also recorded the am- article in a few west-central 
areas, such as Murrah in the vicinity of the Medina, and this led Rabin 
[1951,35] to infer that its, 'common-west-Arabian'; this, however, seems a 
slight over-simplification, in that it does not take account of the heavy 
dominance of the h(n) article in exactly those areas. Beeston, A. F. L. 
(.lun.-Sep., 1981, pp. 185-186). 
Finally, in another paragraph, he writes: 
....; and the remaining speech-forms have converged so as to produce the 
amalgam of dialects which can properly be called Arabic. One of the 
effects of this convergence has been total elimination of the h(n) article in 
favor of the (')l form, and the present-day restriction of the am- article to a 
few isolated pockets in Yemen. 
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Making report on the Arabic dialects spoi<;en witiiin the Republic of Yemen 
and that they exhibit a huge array of archaic features and the Tihama dialects share 
the Himyaritic definite article am- or im-, Watson (2006), in her article entitled 
"Yemen: Language Situation", in the Encyclopedia of language and linguistics 
(2006), points out that: 
The Arabic dialects spoken within the Republic of Yemen are extremely 
varied, due, at least partially, to the rugged mountainous terrain that 
separates groups of people and to the dependence of the isolated groups on 
traditional means of communication. Dialects in the north can be divided 
broadly into five dialect areas: the coastal plain (the Tihama), the western 
mountain range, the central plateau, Hugari:yah to the south of Ta'izz, and 
the desert east. Behnstedt (1985) divided these dialects more specifically 
into I I areas. Taken together, the dialects exhibit a huge array of archaic 
features, particularly in the morphology and vocabulary, with remnants of 
Old Arabic or of one or more of the Ancient South Arabian languages. 
The Tihama dialects share the Himyaritic definite article am- or im-, and, 
as in many dialects in Saudi Arabia to the north, traces of nunation -
usuall} realized as -in and suffi.xed to non-final indefinite nouns and 
adjectives. Watson (2006, p. 729). 
Further. Watson points out that: ""Geographical isolation leads not only to 
maintenance of archaic features, but also to grammaticalizations and isolated 
innovations based on analogy."(729). 
In general, the maintenance of archaic features is attested in modern spoken 
Arabic dialects. Kaye Alan S. (2007) in his essay "'Classical and Colloquial Arabic 
Archaisms" in the book entitled: '"Approaches to Arabic Linguistics" states that: 
This essay argues that modern spoken Arabic dialects sometimes retain 
very archaic Semitic features. In fact, they may even preserve Proto-
Semitic forms that have been lost in Classical Arabic—another indication 
that Classical Arabic is not to be regarded as their ancestral proto-
language (see Kaye 1976 for fuller explication of this idea). Rather, there 
were other Arabic dialects spoken alongside Classical Arabic all 
throughout history that served as the ancestral inputting ones to the 
contemporary picture of Arabic dialects. Kaye Alan S. (2007, p. 595). 
Further in his conclusion, Kaye Alan S. (2007) states that: '"Additional 
comparisons along the lines of the present investigation of Classical Arabic and 
colloquial Arabic dialects with other Semitic languages will undoubtedly further 
demonstrate that spoken Arabic dialects occasionally preserve more original forms 
than does Classical Arabic." (pp. 504-605). 
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5.4.4.1.2 TYA definite article am- and its allomorphic variations 
Unlike CA or MSA or any other varieties of Arabic, TYA has the definite article am-
not the CA/MSA 'al-. The TYA definite article am- when attached to a word (i.e. 
noun or adjective) used in isolation or pause, the initial glottal stop of this article will 
not be represented, and the remaining am- will be separated from the word it defines 
by a dash "-". e.g., am- sams "the sun". The post final vowel /u/, which has been 
considered as an over-generalized nominative case (OGNC) in the introductory 
chapter, is deleted when the definite article am- is prefixed to the word. 
When this definite article am- prefixed to a word beginning with one of the 
following consonants / b, m, f w /, the m- of the definite article is assimilated to the 
sound it is annexed to and its vowel a is nasalized (i.e. it becomes a nasalized vowel 
/ a / ) , e.g.. 
am-
am-
am-
am-
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
baabu -
miqhaayah -
waqtu -
faaru -
->• ab-baab 
-> am-miqhaayah 
•> aw- waqt 
•* af- faar 
"the door" 
"the cafe" 
"the time/free time 
"the mouse/the raf' 
However, when prefixed to a word beginning with one of the following three 
radicals/consonants / k. g, q /. it undergoes two processes: (i) the m- of the definite 
article is first changed to n (n alternates with m), and then this n is assimilated to the 
sound it is annexed to and its vowel /a/ is nasalized (i.e. it becomes a nasalized vowel 
/a/), e.g., 
am-
am-
am-
+ 
+ 
+ 
kaasu - an- kaas -^ 
gamalu ~ an- gamal —» 
qamaru ~ an- qamar -^ 
ak-kaas 
ag-gamal 
aq-qamar 
"the cup" 
"the camel 
"the moon' 
All sounds other than those shown above do not cause assimilation or 
changing to the m- of the definite article am- when it is attached to any one of them. 
This is illustrated bellow: 
am-
am-
am-
am-
am-
am-
am-
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
xeemeh 
zoou 
daftaru 
naamsu 
subbaaku 
Gadee 
Hamaameh 
-> 
-^ 
-^ 
— > • 
-> 
-> 
— > 
am- xeemeh 
am-zoog 
am- daftar 
am- naamis 
am-subbaak 
am- Gadee 
am- Hamaameh 
"the tenf 
"the husband" 
"the copy book" 
"the mosquitoes" 
"the window" 
"the lunch" 
"the dove/the pigeon" 
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am-
am-
am-
am-
am-
am-
am-
am-
am-
am-
am-
am-
am-
am-
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
habaaleh 
sayyaarah 
9algLi 
Teem 
Sihru 
'ilmii 
'aeaaGu 
rummaanu 
tiinu 
DHabyu 
Danabu 
liifeh 
yaddu 
Darbu 
-^ 
-^ 
-^ 
-^ 
-> 
-^ 
-^ 
- * 
—* 
-> 
-> 
-^ 
- * 
-^ 
am- habaaleh 
am- sayyaarah 
am- Galg 
am- Ter 
am- Sihr 
am- 'ilm 
am- 'a9aa0 
am- rummaan 
am- tiin 
am- DHaby 
am- Danab 
am- liifeh 
am- yadd 
am- Darb 
"the foolishness"' 
"the car" 
"the ice" 
"the bird" 
"the brother-in-law" 
"the brother-in-law" 
"the furniture" 
"the pomegranates" 
"the figs" 
"the gazelle" 
"the tail" 
"the fiber/the sponge 
"the tail" 
•'the hitting" 
Another allomorphic variation for the definite article am- is presented in the 
insertion of ma- between am- and adjective form/pattern CiC2aC3; we believe that the 
ma- insertion is being considered as a COMPENSATORY SYLLABLE. This is 
demonstrated in the following instances or environments of ma- insertion in TYA only. 
When the TYA definite article/prefix am- occurs at a plural morpheme 
boundary provided that it is on the plural patterns: C|C2aaC3U, CiaaCiu, and CiC2iC3-
eh. (which alternate with the MSA •aCiC2aaC3. •aaC|aaC3, and •aCiC2iC3-ah), it is 
inserted between the prefix and the word. This is illustrated below: 
am-
am-
am-
am-
am-
am-
am-
am-
am-
am-
+ 
+ 
-1-
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
flaamu 
flaamu 
draagu 
zwaagu 
kwaasu 
wlaadu 
Daanu 
Oaamu 
gaabu 
wdineh 
(<'aflaam) —» 
(<"aqlaamu) -^ 
(<"adraag) —» 
(<"azwaag) -^ 
(<'akwaas) —• 
(<"awlaad) —>• 
(<"aaDaan) -> 
(<fam or faah) -* 
(< - ) -
(<"awdinah) -^ 
am-ma- flaam 
am-ma- qlaam 
am-ma- draag 
am-ma- zwaag 
am-ma- kwaas 
am-ma- wlaad 
am-maa- 6aan 
ain-maa- 0aam 
am-maa- gaab 
am-ma- wdineh 
"the films" 
"the pens" 
"the drawers" 
"the husbands" 
"the cups/glasses" 
"the assistants/boys" 
"the ears" 
"the mouths" 
"the mouths" 
"the mouths" 
Taking into consideration the MSA plural form as an underlying 
representation form which begins with the s}liable /'a -/ (i.e. the syllable that begins 
with the glottal stop /'/followed by the vowel /a/, which is lost in the TYA form as a 
process of alternation), the ma- inserted between the definite article/prefix am- and 
the TYA plural form can be considered what we assume as a COMPENSATORY 
SYLLABLE. 
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Another TYA data, this time from adjectives, on the adjective pattern 
(3.1.3.16) C|C2aC3. which alternates with the MSA adjective pattern 'afal (i.e. 
•aC|C2aC3). reveals the fact of ma- insertion between the definite article/prefix am-
and the TYA adjective form/pattern C|C2aC-! This is illustrated bellow: 
am 
am 
am 
am 
am 
am 
am 
am 
am 
am 
am 
am 
am 
am 
am 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
Hmar 
zraq 
Sfar 
xDHar 
sqar 
qlab 
Sla' 
bkam 
Snag 
qzal 
Hmaq 
swad 
Hvval 
swal 
byaD 
(< 'aHmar) 
(< "azraq) 
(< "aSfar) 
(<'axDhar) 
(< 'asqar) 
(< 'aqlab) 
(< 'aSla') 
(< 'abkam) 
(< -aSnag) 
(< "aqzal) 
(< 'aHmaq) 
(< "aswad) 
(< "aHwal) 
(< 'a swal) 
(< "abyaD) 
-^ 
-^ 
-^ 
-^ 
-^ 
-^ 
-^ 
-^ 
-^ 
-> 
- + 
-> 
-^ 
-^ 
- * 
am-ma-
am-ma-
am-ma-
am-ma-
am-ma-
am-ma-
am-am-
am-ma-
am-ma-
am-ma-
am-ma-
am-ma-
am-ma-
am-ma-
am-ma-
Hmar 
zraq 
sqar 
xDHar 
sqar 
qlab 
Sia' 
bkam 
Snag 
qzal 
Hmaq 
swad 
Hwal 
swal 
bvaD 
"the red" 
"the blue" 
"the yellow" 
"the green" 
"the blond" 
"the cross-eyed" 
"the bald" 
"the mute, dumb' 
"the deaf 
the cripple 
"the foolish" 
"the black" 
"the cross-eyed" 
"the left-handed 
"the white" 
The above TYA data showing the ma- inserted between am- and CiC2aC3 
adjective form/pattern, provide another evidence for the validity of our assumption 
about the ma- insertion being considered as a COMPENSATORY SYLLABLE. 
One more allomorphic variation for the definite article m- is evidently 
presented in its changing to a nasalized consonant when it occurs in a more complex 
context: this is after getting assimilated to the following consonant discussed in the 
aforementioned illustrative examples. Before this, see what is evidently quoted below: 
It has been pointed out in two web sites (http://vvww.answers.com/topic/nasalization 
and http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nasalization) (accessed on 05/02/2010)) that "Some 
of the South .Arabic languages have phonemic nasalized fricatives, such as [z], which 
sounds something like a simultaneous [n] and [z]." 
Similarly, some of the TYA have phonemic nasalized consonants, such as 
[q], which sounds something like a simultaneous [n] and [q]. Or, generally, some of 
the TYA have phonemic nasalized consonants (N.C.), such as [c], which sounds 
something like a simultaneous [n] and [c]. This is usually when the TYA definite 
article am- or m without the preceding vowel /a/ occurs in a context especially when 
preceded by a word the last phoneme of which is /i/ as in fi "in" or /u/ as in the 
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common second plural pronoun "you' (2 CPL) in the imperative verb Hiiduu "see'"; 
see appendix I. Illustrative examples are shown below: 
R = n + k as in fi-l<-kaas "in the cup'" 
g = n + g as in fi-g-gamal "in the camel"" 
q = n + q as in fi-q-qamar "in the moon" 
OR 
k = n + k as in Hiiduu-k-kaas "see the cup"' 
g = n + g as in Hiiduu-g-gamal "see the camel" 
q = n + q as in Hiiduu-q-qamar "see the moon'" 
Also TYA have phonemic nasalized consonants, such as [b], which sounds 
something like a simultaneous [n] and [q]. Or, generally, TYA have 
phonemic nasalized consonants (N.C.), such as [c], which sounds something like a 
simultaneous [m] and [c]. This is usually when the TYA definite article am- or m without the 
preceding vowel /a/ occurs in a context especially when preceded by a word the last phoneme 
of which is i\l or /u/. Illustrative examples are shown below: 
b = m + b as in fi-b-baab "in the door"" 
m = m + m as in fi-m- miqhaayah "in the cafe"' 
\v = m + w as in fl-w- waqt "in the time/free time" 
f = m + f as in fi-f-faar "in the mouse/the rat" 
OR 
b = m + b as in Hiiduu-b-baab "in the door" 
m = m + m as in Hiiduu-m-miqhaayah "in the cafe'" 
w = m + w as in Hiiduu-w-waqt "in the time/free time" 
f = m ^-f as in Hiiduu-f-faar "in the mouse/the rat"' 
All sounds other than those shown above do not have nasalization, am-
becomes m without the preceding vowel a, for example fi-m-xeemeh "in the tent'", 
Hiiduu-m-xeemeh ""see the tent"", etc. 
5.4.4.2 Deflniteness or indcfinitcness of noun-adjective noun phrases 
Generally speaking, "in man\ languages'", according to Lyons, Christopher (1999, 
2003). "a noun phrase ma} contain an clement which seems to have as its sole or 
principal role to indicate the dctlnitencss or indcfinitcness of the noun phrase. This 
element niav be a lexical item like the definite and indefinite articles of Cnglish (the. 
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a), or an n\T\\ of some kind like llie Arabic dcilniie prefix a/- and indefinite suffix -n." 
(p. 1). (Sec also Lyons (1999, 2003, pp. 91-94) for more details). 
Indefiniteness, which corresponds to the use of "a" or "an" in English, is not 
marked with a separate word in Arabic. Instead, it is marked with a suffix, an In/ 
sound that comes at the end of a word, for example a house (nominative) bayt-u-n; a 
house (accusative bayt-a-n; a house (genitive) bayt-i-n. This is in accordance with 
what has been pointed out by Ryding (2005, pp. 42-43) under the section 8.2 entitled: 
'indefinite marker: nunation {lamviin) '. Further. Ryding points out that "Munation as a 
marker of indefiniteness may appear on nouns, adjectives, and adverbs." (p. 43). 
Shionsky, U. (2004. p. 1472) reports that: "It is clear that Standard Arabic nunation 
marks indefiniteness but it is not obvious that the tanwiin is the indefinite article. For 
some recent discussion see Ayoub (1991)." The TYA counterexample of Ryding's 
one is a house (nominative) beetu; a house (accusative beet-u; a house (genitive) beet-
u. This post-final vowel /u/ which has been considered as the pausal /u/ or the over-
generalized nominative case (OGNC) /u/ (see Shaghi, Abdullah and imtiaz Hasnain 
(to appear), see also section (2.5.6) in chapter 2) seems to be the only prominent case 
standing for all syntactic cases for majority of indefinite nouns and adjectives or 
simply their pausal forms. However, many nouns and adjectives do not end in this /u/, 
especiall) those ending in the feminine marker -eh/-ah as in a school (nominative) 
madras-ah-0; a school (accusative madras-ah-0; a school (genitive) madras-ah-0. 
This zero suffix or /u/ or both represent the indefiniteness marker in TYA. If this is 
the case, we suggest that /u/ functions as a 'portmanteau morpheme', a matter that 
needs more investigation. 
it can be argued that in TYA it is definiteness which arguably has two 
exponents one negative and the other positive. Many singular and most plural 
infiections of nouns signal indefiniteness by the pausal /u/ or the zero suffix - 0 , 
whose absence is therefore a fairly reliable indicator of definiteness; and when 
definite, a noun requires the definite prefix am- as demonstrated above as well as in 
(5.4.4.2.1) below: 
(5.4.4.2.1)3. kalb-u-0 
dog- pausal /u/-INDEF 
b. am-kalb (ak-kalb (regressive assimilation)) 
DBF-dog 
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This is slightly different from that of Arabic in general about which Plank, 
Frans (2003, p. 381) points out that: 
In Arabic it is detlniteness which arguably has two exponents even in 
unamplified NPs, one negative and the other positive. Many singular and 
most plural inflections of nouns signal indeflniteness by nunation, whose 
absence is therefore a fairly reliable indicator of definiteness; and when 
definite, an unnunated noun requires the definite prefix (or proclitic): 
(152) a. kalbu-n 
dog-INDEF 
b. al-1<albu-0 
DEF-dog-DEF Plank, Frans (2003. p. 381). 
TYA has both definite and indefinite markers. The definite marker is a word 
(am-) which is not independent but is prefixed to nouns and adjectives; the 
indefiniteness marker is the presence of OGNC /u/ (or the pausal /u/) or a zero suffix 
- 0 (not the Arabic suffix -n). normally suffi.xed to the indefinite forms of nouns and 
adjectives (definite forms do not have them); thus, ani-beel ('the house", definite), but 
heet-ii-0 ('a house' - pausal /u/, indefinite; am-madras-ah "'the school" but madras-
ah-0 '"school - indefinite") (See section (5.4.4.3) below for more details and 
illustrative examples). Similar kind of observation can be found in Arabic: however a 
discrepancy can be seen. To see such discrepancy, let us return to Ryding, W'here she 
adds that: 
Arabic has both definite and indefinite markers. The definite marker is a 
word (al-) which is not independent but is prefixed to nouns and 
adjectives; the indefiniteness marker is an affix {-n), normally suffixed to 
the case-marking vowel on nouns and adjectives; thus, al-bayl-u ('the 
house" - nominative, definite), but bayt-u-n ("a house" - nominative, 
indefinite). Ryding (2005, pp. 42-43). 
It is plausible for regular marking of a feature definiteness to be completely 
general, affecting inherently all nouns (and adjectives) under all circumstances. This 
is indeed what we appear to find in TYA in the following section, where all nouns 
(and adjectives) are marked for the feature DEFINITENESS. 
5.4.4.3 Definiteness inheritance 
TYA nouns are marked for the feature DEFINITENESS. That is, a noun in TYA will 
take either a definite determiner or an indefiniteness marker. The definite determiner 
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is a prefix am- (not the Arabic al-), whereas the indefiniteness marker is the OGNC 
/u/ (or the pausal /u/) or a zero suffix - 0 in the absence of/u/ or both (but not the 
Arabic suffix -n). By the addition of this am-, both the OGNC Inl (the pausal /u/) or 
the zero suffix - 0 or both will be deleted. These three elements are in complementary 
distribution, as shown in ((5.4.4.3.1) c): 
(5.4.4.3.1) a. riggaal-u-0 
man- pausal /uZ-INDEF 
"a man" 
b. am- riggaal 
the-man 
"the man'" 
c. *am- riggaal-u- 0 
the-man- pausal /uZ-lNDEF 
On the basis of the above analysis and exemplification, there will be a 
discrepancy between the analysis and exemplification of the phenomenon of TYA 
"Definiteness inheritance" and their Arabic counterparts. To see such discrepancy, let 
us look at what Kremers, (2003) reports: 
Arabic nouns are marked for the feature DEFINITENESS. That is, a noun 
in Arabic will take either a definite determiner or an indefiniteness marker. 
The definite determiner is a prefi.x al-. whereas the indefiniteness marker 
is a suffix -n. These two elements are in complementary distribution, as 
shown in (5c): 
(5) a. ragul-u-n 
man-NOM-INDEF 
'a man" 
b. al-ragul-u 
the-man-NOM 
'the man' 
c. *ai-ragul-u-n 
the-man-NOM-INDEF Kremers, (2003, pp.37-38). 
Adjectives that modify a noun agree with that noun in definiteness (Kremers 
(2003)). The following analysis and exemplification of this phenomenon of Arabic 
and their TYA counterparts show a discrepancy; let us first look at what Kremers 
reports: 
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Adjectives that modify a noun agree with that noun in definiteness. That 
is, the adjective receives either a definite article or an indefmiteness 
marker, just hke the noun: 
(6) a. bayt-u-n kablr-u-n 
house-NOM-lNDEF large-NOM-lNDEF 
"a large house" 
b. al-bayt-u -l-kabTr-u 
the-house-NOM the-large-NOM 
'the large house* 
In both examples of (6), the adjective kablr "large' has the same 
definiteness marking as the noun bayt 'house'. This is what is known as 
definiteness agreement in Arabic. Kremers, (2003, p. 38). 
TYA adjectives that modify a noun agree with that noun in definiteness too. 
But, the adjective receives the definite article am- (but not the Arabic al-) or the 
indefiniteness marker represented by the OGNC /u/ (or the pausal /u/) or the zero 
morpheme 0 or both (but not the Arabic indefiniteness marker -n), just like the noun. 
Here also, by the addition of am-, such indefiniteness marker(s) will be deleted as 
demonstrated in (5.4.4.3.2) below: 
(5.4.4.3.2) 
a. beet-u-0 kabiir-u-0 
house- OGNC/pausal-lNDEF large- OGNC/ pausal-lNDEF 
"a large house" 
b. am-beet am-kabiir(ak-kabiir regressive assimilation) 
the-house the-large 
•'the large house" 
In both examples of (5.4.4.3.2), the adjective kabiir "large" (apart from the 
regressive assimilation) has the same definiteness marking as the noun beet "house"'. 
This can be called as definiteness agreement between attributive adjectives and 
modified nouns in TYA, the topic we are going to discuss in the following section. 
5.4.4.4 Definiteness agreement between attributive adjectives and modified 
nouns 
TYA definite prefix am- is an article of uncertain morphological status like that of the 
Standard Arabic definite prefix al-. This is clitic-like in that there are no 
idiosyncrasies displayed by any combination of it with a host noun; any 
morphological variation shown by am- is determined by general rules. But there is 
one respect in which definiteness behaves in a way normally associated with 
infiectional categories. Attributive adjectives agree with their head noun in 
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deilniteness, as well as in number, gender but not in case, unlike that of MSA; and 
deflniteness agreement takes the form of the article prefix appearing on the adjective 
as well as on the noun: am-bustaan a-kkabiir (DEF-garden- DEF-big) 'the big 
garden'. Confer this with the MSA definite prefix al- about which Lyons, Christopher 
(1999.2003, p.7l), writes in a footnote that: 
Another article of uncertain morphological status is the Standard Arabic 
definite prefix al-. This is clitic-like in that there are no idiosyncrasies 
displayed by any combination of it with a host noun; any morphological 
variation shown by al- is determined by general rules. But there is one 
respect in which defmiteness behaves in a way normall} associated with 
inflectional categories. Attributive adjectives agree with their noun in 
defmiteness, as well as in number, gender and case: and defmiteness 
agreement takes the form of the article prefix appearing on the adjective as 
well as on the noun: al-bustan-u l-kabir-u (DEF-garden-NOM DEF-big-
NOM) 'the big garden'. Lyons. Christopher (1999,2003. p.7l) 
As will be shown below in accordance with the scope of this thesis in this 
chapter, the article prefix will appear attached to a modified noun as well as its 
modifier represented in a postnominal adjective; other modifiers such as 
pronominal/postnominal numerals are also more systematicalK marked for 
deilniteness in agreement with the modified noun. Pointing out to Arabic and some 
other languages. Lyons (1999, 2003) states generally that: 
A phrasal clitic article may appear attached to an adjective if this is in the 
appropriate position, and adjectives (and other modifiers) may be more 
systematically marked for defmiteness in agreement with the modified 
noun (or noun phrase) as in Arabic, Albanian, and, to a limited degree, 
Romanian. Lyons (1999, 2003. p.82) 
This shows us a fact, in case of Arabic in general, that there are many issues 
related to the phenomenon of 'Def agreement" or "agreement in deflniteness" or 
'Definiteness agreement' Fassi Fehri. (1999). Lyons (1999. 2003) and Kremers, 
(2003. pp. 11 1-113). This needs future research and investigation in case of TYA. In 
this section, we will discuss only the phenomenon of definiteness agreement between 
TYA nouns and their attributive adjectives and see how we can account for it. First, 
let us look at some relevant examples again like the above mentioned example 
(5.4.4.3.2) repeated below as (5.4.4.4.1): 
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(5.4.4.4.1) 
a. beet-u-0 kabiir-u-0 
house- OGNC/pausal-INDEF large- OGNC/pausal-lNDEF 
"a large house" 
b. am-beet am-kabiir (ak-kabiir regressive assimilation) 
DEF-house DEF-large 
"the large house" 
As can be seen, the detlniteness feature of the TYA adjective manifests itself 
in the same way as it does on the noun phrase: indefiniteness is marked with the 
OGNC lul (or the pausal /u/) or a suffix - 0 in the nonexistence of /u/, whereas 
definiteness is marked with the determiner am- after the deletion of both the suffix -
0 and the OGNC lul (or the pausal lul). Cf. Kremers, (2003. p.l 11), who points out 
that: ".... the detlniteness feature of the adjective manifests itself in the same way as 
it does on the noun phrase: indefiniteness is marked with a suffix -n, whereas 
definiteness is marked with the determiner a/-."' One more observation of definiteness 
agreement in TYA is that both the modified noun and the attributive adjective are 
preceded by the definite article am- as demonstrated in (5.4.4.4.2) below: 
(5.4.4.4.2) TYA from informants of present researcher: 
am-beet 
DEF-house 
"the house" 
am-beet am-kabiir/ak-kabiir (regressive assimilation) 
DEF-house DEF-big 
"the big house" 
Similar notion of such kind of observation in case of MSA definite article al-, 
about which, in the section (2.1): "Double (triple) definite marking" of his paper 
"Definite articles in Scandinavian": Competing grammaticalization processes in 
standard and non-standard varieties. Dahl. Osten (2004, p. 149) points out that: 
A relatively straightforward pattern is when the definite article is simply 
repeated, that is. both the noun and the adjective are preceded (or 
followed) by an identical morpheme. Modern Standard Arabic exemplifies 
this: 
(1) Standard Arabic 
a. al-bayt 
DEF-house 
'the house' 
b. al-bayt al-kabTr 
DEF-house DEF-big 
•the big house' Dahl, Osten (2004, p. 149) 
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In another way in case of agreement feature in Arabic, Corbett, (2001, p. 4/1 I), 
points out that: "...., some consider definiteness to be an agreement feature, since 
there are languages like Arabic in which defmiteness is marked more than once within 
the noun phrase." This holds true in case of TYA. In TYA, defmiteness is also marked 
more than once within the noun phrase. The adjective takes the same definiteness 
marker as the noun it modifies. This is evidently shown in the relevant TYA data 
shown below: 
(5.4.4.4.3) am-riggaal am-Tawiil 
def-man (m) def- tall (m) 
"the tall man" 
(5.4.4.4.4) am-mar-ah m-Tawiil-ah 
def- woman (f) def- tall (f) 
"the tall woman" 
(5.4.4.4.5) am-riggaal-ah m-Twaai 
def-men pl.(m) def- tall PB(m) 
"the tall men" 
(5.4.4.4.6) am-Hariim am-Twaal 
def- women pi (f) def-tall PB (m) 
"the tall women" 
(5.4.4.4.7) am-riggaal-ah m- m'adab-iin 
def-men pi.(m) def-polite pi (m) 
"the polite men" 
(5.4.4.4.8) am-Hariim am-m'adab-iin 
def- women pi (f) def-poiite pi (m) 
"the polite women" 
(See the illustrative examples (5.4.2.1) (5.4.2.2) (5.4.2.3) (5.4.2.4) (5.4.2.5) 
and (5.4.2.6) above where we have dealt with their indefmiteness forms and the 
gender-number agreement between attributive adjectives and modified nouns of the 
relevant aforementioned examples (5.4.4.4.3). (5.4.4.4.4), (5.4.4.4.5), (5.4.4.4.6), 
(5.4.4.4.7) and (5.4.4.4.8) in their defmiteness forms). 
Like Classical Arabic and most varieties of Colloquial Arabic, TYA puts the 
attributive adjective after the noun and the definite article before the noun as well as 
before the attributive adjective as a prefix, the addition of which involves the deletion 
of the pausal /u/, and it lacks a free indefinite article, with indetlniteness being 
signaled in most singular and many plural inflections of nouns and adjectives by the 
pausal /u/ as demonstrated in (5.4.4.4.9) below. Its pattern (TYA) of definite re-
articulation is, however, essentially the same: 
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(5.4.4.4.9) 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
kalb-u-0 
dog- paiisal /uZ-JNDEF 
am-kalb 
DEF-dog 
kaib-u-0 
dog- pausal /u/-INDEF 
am-kalb am-qabiiH 
DEF-dog DEF-vicious 
qabiiH -u- 0 
vicious -pausal /uZ-INDEF 
Moreover, there is a possibility for each TV A adjective in a sequence to take 
its own definite article am- as demonstrated in (5.4.4.4.10) below: 
(5.4.4.4.10) am-kalb am-kabiir am-qabiiH 
DEF-dog DEF-big DEF-vicious 
A similar notion in case of Classical Arabic and most varieties of Colloquial 
Arabic has been reported by Plank (2003), with his reference to (Lecomte 1976. pp. 
99-105), where he points out that: 
Differing from Swedish, Classical Arabic (like most varieties of 
Colloquial Arabic too) puts the attributive adjective after the noun and the 
definite article before the noun as a prefix (or perhaps a proclitic), and it 
lacks a free indefinite article, with indefiniteness being signaled in most 
singular and many plural inflections of nouns and adjectives by nunation. 
Its pattern of definite re-articulation is, however, essentially the same 
(Lecomte 1976:99-105): 
(68) a. kalbu-n 
dog-INDEF 
b. al-kalbu 
DEF-dog 
c. kalbu-n qablHu-n 
dog-INDEF vicious-lNDEF 
d. al-kalbu l-qabTHu 
DEF-dog DEF-vicious 
Unlike in Swedish, each adjective in a sequence takes its own ailicle: 
(69) al-kalbu l-kablru l-qabTHu 
DEF-dog DEF-big DEF-vicious Plank, Frans (2003, 
pp. 355-356). 
Plank (2003. p. 356), referring to the examples (68d) and (68c) in the above 
quote points out that: "Doubly articulated NPs as exemplified by (68d) appear to be as 
basic and simple as simply articulated ones such as (68c), and their attributives are not 
vastly more nominal either." And that: "One way of making sense of double 
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definiteness marking in basic attributive constructions is in terms of agreement, 
especially if the mariners on both nouns and adjectives are bound, as they are in 
Arabic."' This holds true in case of the TYA doubly articulated NPs as exemplified by 
((5.4.4.4.9) d) and ((5.4.4.4.9) c). What is doubly marked is, essentially (ignoring 
TYA pausal /u/ or OGNC /u/ or the - 0 suffix), definiteness rather than indefmiteness. 
This reminds us to some extent in case of Arabic in general with what has been noted 
by Plank (2003) that: "And it is perhaps also worth noticing that what is doubly 
marked is, essentially (ignoring Arabic nunation and the strong adjective declension 
of Swedish), defmiteness rather than indefiniteness." (pp. 356-357) 
The above observation is not only within the noun-adjective noun phrases but 
also within the non-complex construction, like Standard Arabic (cf Al-Shamrani, 
(1994, pp. 273)) though this is not our scope here, the attributive adjective in TYA 
must agree with its head noun in the feature of definiteness. That is to say, if the head 
noun is definite, then the attributive adjective must be definite and if the head noun is 
indefinite, the attributive adjective must be indefinite. Compare the TYA example in 
(5.4.4.4.1 I) below: 
(5.4.4.4.11) 
a. suf-t am-riggaal am-wasiim/aw-wasiim (regressive assimilation) 
Saw-I def man def-handsome 
"i saw the handsome man."' 
b. suf-t riggaal-u-0 vvasiim-u-0 
Saw-I Man- OGNC/pausal-indef handsome- OGNC/pausal- indef 
"i saw a handsome man." 
For convenience for our discussion below and for the purpose of comparison, 
let us reproduce below the ungrammatical structure of Al-Shamrani's (1994) Standard 
Arabic counter-example (129) (reproduced below as (5.4.4.4.12)) of our TYA 
(5.4.4.4.1 1) shown above: 
(5.4.4.4.12) 
a. ra'ay-tu r-rajul-a l-wasiim-a 
Saw-I def man def-handsome 
"I saw the handsome man." 
b. ra"ay-tu rajul-a(n) vvasiim-a(n) 
Saw-1 Man-indef handsome-indef 
"I saw a handsome man.'" 
(Standard Arabic Al-Shamrani (1994, p. 274) 
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Following Al-Shamrani (1994), the attributive adjective in ((5.4.4.4.11) a) 
agrees with its head in the feature [+ def.]. Both elements reflect the TYA definite 
article am- as the English glosses reveal. Likewise, the attributive adjective in 
((5.4.4.4.11) b) agrees with its noun in the feature [- def]. The prediction, on the basis 
of the TYA preceding data, is that when the attributive adjective does agree with its 
head noun in the definiteness feature, ungrammaticality will result. This prediction 
turns out to be true of ((5.4.4.4.11) b) only but not of ((5.4.4.4.11) a) as is evident 
from the following ungrammatical structure: 
(5.4.4.4.13) 
*suf-t riggaal-u-0 am-wasiim/aw-wsiim (regressive assimilation) 
Saw-I Man- OGNC/pausal-indef Def-handsome 
"I saw a handsome man."' 
Also, for convenience for our discussion below and for the purpose of 
comparison, let us reproduce below the ungrammatical structure of Al-Shamrani's 
(1994) Standard Arabic counter-example (130) (reproduced below as (5.4.4.4.14)) of 
our TYA (5.4.4.4.13) shown above: 
(5.4.4.4.14) * ra'ay-tu rajul-a(n) 1-wasiim-a 
Saw-1 Man-indef Def-handsome 
(Standard Arabic, Al-Shamrani (1994, p. 274)) 
Explaining his example (130) reproduced and quoted above as (5.4.4.4.14), 
Al-Shamrani (pp. 274-275) suggests that: 
The ill-formedness of (130) is largely because the attributive adjective 
marks the formal features of definite while its head is marked indefinite. 
The case of the example in (129a) is somewhat different. The attributive 
adjective may be marked indefinite while its head remains definite. The 
resulting construction is perfectly grammatical as (131) below illustrates: 
(131) ra*a-tu al-rajul-a wasiim-a (n) 
Saw-i def-Man handsome-acc- indef. 
"1 saw the man as handsome." Al-Shamrani (1994, pp. 274-275). 
Similarly, (though slightly different), the ill-formedness of the TYA (3) is 
largely because the attributive adjective marks the formal features of definiteness (i.e. 
marked definite) while its head is marked indefinite. The case of the example in (2a) 
is somewhat different and even different from Al-Shamrani's Standard Arabic 
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counter-example (129a) as will be realized below. The attributive adjective (within its 
sentential occurrence, though this is not our scope here, hence an invitation for future 
research) may be marked indefinite while its head remains definite. The resulting 
construction is perfectly grammatical as it is demonstrated in (5.4.4.4.15) below: 
(5.4.4.4.15) 
suf-t am-riggaal wasiim-u-0 
Saw-1 def-Man handsome-OGNC/pausal- indef. 
"1 saw the man as handsome." 
However, the grammaticality of (5.4.4.4.15) is contingent on checking the 
existence of the OGNC/pausal Id in the indefinite forms. Like Arabic dialects, TYA 
does not show case, but the TYA pausal /u/ that makes it different from all varieties of 
Arabic dialects can be considered OGNC /u/ provided that the two forms of noun and 
(attributive) adjective must be indefinite; if such forms are marked definite, and then 
this pausal /u/ or OGNC /u/ is deleted. Therefore, unlike Standard Arabic, the 
grammaticality of (5.4.4.4.15) is contingent on checking the existence of the 
OGNC/pausal /u/ in the indefinite forms but it is not contingent on checking the right 
Case which must be accusative as in case of Standard Arabic discussed by Al-
Shamrani whose example in (131) is shown in the above quotation. 
Explaining his example (131) shown in the above quotation and referring to 
his Standard Arabic example (130), Al-Shamrani (pp. 274-275) suggests that: 
However, the grammaticality of (131) is contingent on checking the right 
Case. That is, the adjective in (131). in addition to being indefinite, must 
be accusative. In other words, if the adjective in (131) reveals any Case 
from other than accusative, the construction will be ungrammatical 
irrespective of the adjective's marking of definiteness features. The reason 
for the grammaticality of (131) but not (130) is due, for the most part, to 
whether we think of the adjective in (131) as predicational or 
modficational. Al-Shamrani (1994, pp. 274-275). 
Unlike Standard Arabic, the TYA adjective in (5.4.4.4.15), in addition to 
being indefinite, must show OGNC/pausal /u/. If the adjective in (5.4.4.4.15) does not 
show OGNC/pausal /u/ in its indefinite form in the above construction, it loses its 
function as an adjective and becomes a noun referring to a personal/proper name (here 
a man called Wasiim), hence the construction in (5.4.4.4.16) can also be grammatical 
in TYA, but this is not our scope here; this needs further research: 
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(5.4.4.4.16) 
suf-t am-riggaal wasiim 
Saw-1 def.-Man Wasiim (personal/proper name) 
"1 saw the man, Wasiim." 
In case of Semitic languages in general including Arabic, it has been pointed 
out by Kihm (2003, p. 19) that "... the syntactic structure of noun-adjective noun 
phrases is actually very close to their surface form." And that "... the determiner 
modifying the adjective is basically there, and the fact that its value must be the same 
as that of the determiner on the noun is a necessary consequence of the type of 
constructions the two constituents are in.'" 
5.5 Analysis of noun-adjcctivc agreement in an empirically descriptive sense 
We are going to take 'agreement" here in an empirically descriptive sense, to refer to 
the well-known fact of TYA grammar (like Arabic/Semitic grammar in general, cf 
Kihm (2003)) that attributive adjectives are overtly definite when they modify definite 
nouns (cf TYA am-ktaab am-gdiid). 
Following Kihm (2003). what we are suggesting is an analysis such that the 
mitial structure of e.g., am-klaab am-gdiid would be as in (5.5.1): 
(5.5.1) [DP [D°] [XP [X°] [YP gdiid [Y°] [NP [N° ktaab]]]]] 
Because adjectives fully agree with nouns in Arabic and sometimes in TYA, 
N° raises to the head of the modifier projection YP, thus giving rise to an agreement 
configuration with the adjective in Spec YP, and from there to the head of an 
intermediate projection XP between DP and YP. N° is inherently specified for the 
detlniteness feature, so that ktaab in (5.5.1) ought to be written down as ktaab [+def]. 
As it passes through the head of YP, ktaab [+def] triggers definiteness (as well as 
Gender-Number agreement of the adjective, i.e. it sets gdiid's D-feature value at <f>. 
Then ktaab [+def] adjoins to D°. setting its unspecified value to <+>. [+det] spells out 
as /am-/ on both the adjective and the noun. This definite article am-, the Himyaritic 
am-, is another unique linguistic feature in TYA as it is different from the definite 
article al- observed in CA, MSA and all other modern Arabic dialects. 
Let see what Kihm states in case of Arabic and Hebrew in particular and 
Semitic languages in general: 
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What 1 am suggesting is an analysis such that the initial structure of, e.g., 
al-kitdb al-Jadid would be as in (30): 
(30) [DP [D°] [XP [X° ][YP jadid [Y° ][NP [N° kitab]]]]] 
Because adjectives fully agree with nouns in Arabic and Hebrew, to the 
difference of Amharic, N° raises to the head of the modifier projection 
YP, thus giving rise to an agreement configuration with the adjective in 
Spec YP, and from there to the head of an intermediate projection XP 
between DP and YP. Kihm (2003, p. 17). 
Further, he points out that: 
According to Borer, then, D in (30) is "unspecified for its ^definite value" 
(p. 53). and that would be a parameter of Semitic languages - at least 
Arabic and Hebrew. N°, in contrast, is inherently specified for the 
definiteness feature, so that kitdb in (30) ought to be written down as 
kitdb[+Atf\. As it passes through the head of YP, kitdb[+A&f\ triggers 
definiteness (as well as GN) agreement of the adjective, i.e. it sets jadid's 
D-feature value at <+>. Then kltdb[+dQf\ adjoins to D°, setting its 
unspecified value to <+>. [+def] spells out as /al-/ (/ha-/ in Hebrew) on 
both the adjective and the noun. Kihm (2003, pp. 17-18). 
5.6 Agreement with definite or indefinite quantified expressions 
Whereas attributive adjective phrases must appear to the right of the noun in TYA as 
shown and discussed in the above sections, other functional material such as numerals 
is either exclusively pre-nominal or post nominal. This will be discussed in details 
below. Other functional material such as demonstratives, quantifiers, etc., and how to 
determine and in what terms to characterize the choice between pronominal and post-
nominal modification needs further research in case of TYA. It has been pointed out 
by ShIonsky (2004) in case of Hebrew and practically all varieties of Arabic that: 
Whereas attributive adjective phrases must appear to the right of the noun 
in Hebrew and in practically all varieties of Arabic, other functional 
material such as numerals, demonstratives, quantifiers, etc.. is either 
exclusively pre-nominal (like the definite determiner) or is subject to 
dialectal variation as to its position relative to the head noun. This fact, 
well illustrated by the pattern of numeral configuration in Hebrew, 
discussed in Section 4, poses the question of how to determine and in what 
terms to characterize the choice between pronominal and post-nominal 
modification. ShIonsky (2004, p. 1487). 
TYA cardinal numerals 'three" to "ten' exhibit an inquiring 'disagreement" 
phenomenon in that the 'masculine' form is associated with feminine-gender 
referents, whereas the -feminine" form (marked either with the feminine suffix -eh/-
ah or with feminine grammatical gender form without such feminine suffix) is 
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associated with masculine referents (cf. TYA tis'-eh riggaalah "nine men" vs. tsi' 
Hariimu 'nine women"; xams-eh maraaSdu "five pencils'" vs. xams massaaH-aatu 
"five erasers'"). This is not only observed in TYA but also in all Semitic languages in 
general. In a footnote. Testen, David (1998) throughout his discussion of 
reconstruction of the Common Semitic cardinal numeral 'nine', points out that: 
The forms are listed here in terms of gender as it is expressed through the 
morphosyntax rather than he morphology. 'Nine" displays the curious 
'disagreement" phenomenon characteristic of the Semitic cardinal 
numerals 'three" to 'ten' - i.e., the endingless 'masculine' form is 
associated with feminine-gender referents, whereas the 'feminine' form 
(marked with the suffix *-(a)t-) is associated with masculine referents (cf. 
Arabic tis 'atu rijalin 'nine men" vs. tis'u nisa"in 'nine women'). Testen, 
David(1998, p. 314). 
TYA definite quantified expressions such as 'the five books' appear under the 
following tW'O forms in ((5.6.1) & (5.6.2)): 
(5.6.1) am-kutub am-xams-eh 
the-book.M.BP the-five-Fsg 
'The five books"" 
(5.6.2) am-xams-eh am-kutub 
the-five-Fsg the- book.M.BP 
" The five books" 
The examples in (5.6.1) and (5.6.2) look like an ordinary noun-adjective 
construction, with the post-nominal or pre-nominal numeral showing deflected 
agreement for gender and being overti} definite. This is different (especially in 
((5.6.2)) from the definite quantified expressions such as 'the five books' observed in 
other varieties of Arabic (see Kihm (2003) and Shlonsky (2004)). Kihm (2003, p. 18) 
points out that: 
.... it is not true that Semitic D is unspecified until some N° adjoins to it. 
Standard Arabic definite quantified expressions such as 'the five books" 
appear under two forms: 
(3 1) al-kutub-u 1-xams-at-u 
D-book.pl-Nom D-five-F-Noin 
the five books 
(32) al-xams-at-u kutub-in 
D-five-F-Nom book.pl-Gen.lndef 
the five books 
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The first one looks like an ordinary noun-adjective construction, with the 
post nominal numeral showing deflected agreement for gender, direct 
agreement for case, and being overtly defmite. In (32), in contrast, we see 
a peculiar kind of genitive construction where a definite numeral precedes 
and apparently governs an indefmite genitive noun (on this, see Shionsky 
2000). It is this form which generalized in the dialects, as in the following 
Egyptian example: 
(33) el-xamas kotob 
D-llve book.pl 
the five books 
This Egyptian example: (33) el-xamas kotob (which lacks the determiner or 
the definite article el- in noun kotob) observed by Kihm in the above quote as the 
form generalized in the dialects (i.e.. Arabic dialects) is different from our TYA 
example (5.6.2) am-xams-eh am-kutub (which does not lack the determiner or the 
definite article am- in the noun kutub). 
Explaining the Egyptian example: (33) el-xamas kotob that has been 
considered as the form generalized in the dialects (i.e., Arabic dialects) in the 
above quote. Kihm states that: 
In (33) all morphological clues to the inner constituency of the expression 
disappeared, so it looks overtly nondistinct from the English equivalent 
with the numeral possibly heading some quantifying projection between 
DP and NP (see Shionsky 2000). Note that as a structure (33) is 
marginally acceptable in Modern Hebrew as well, as in ha-xames kisim 
"the five pockets" next to the 'correct' Construct State expression xamesel 
ha-kisim (Shionsky 2000). Kihm (2003, p. 18). 
However, in our TYA example (5.6,2) am-xams-eh am-kutub all 
morphological clues to the inner constituency of the expression appeared, so it looks 
overtly distinct from the English equivalent with the numeral possibly heading some 
quantifying projection between DP and NP. 
Further, referring to the examples (32), (33), and their Hebrew substandard 
equivalent in the above quotes. Kihm points out that: 
What is crucial for us in (32), (33), and their Hebrew substandard 
equivalent is that the noun does not adjoin to D, but D makes all the 
difference with the corresponding indefinite noun phrases (cf. xamsatu 
kiitiibin I xamm kotob 'five books', xames kisim 'five pockets'). It cannot 
be true, therefore, that D is unspecified for definiteness, which seriously 
weakens the case for [defj being an inherent lexical feature in Semitic. 
Kihm (2003, p. 18). 
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However, the crucial for us in (5.6.1), (5.6.2) and as exemplified thorougiily 
above and below is that the noun adjoins to D, and D makes all the difference with the 
corresponding indefinite noun phrases (cf xams-eh kutubu "'five books"). Therefore, 
it can be true, that D is specified for definiteness, which remarkably strengthens the 
case for [def] being an inherent lexical feature in TYA. (cf our discussion about 
definiteness inheritance in section (5.4.4.3) given above). 
In TYA, cardinal numerals occur between the definite determiner and the noun 
which is also definite. Some examples are given in (5.6.3) below: 
(5.6.3) a. am .xamas am-banaat 
The five the-giris 
b. am- xams-eh am-riggaalah 
the-five the-men 
c. am-ma-Had'sar am-ryaal 
the eleven the-Reals 
d. am-ma-Had'sar am-gaahil 
the eleven the children 
This is different from numerous Arabic dialects where cardinal numerals occur 
between the definite determiner and the noun but the noun is not definite. Shionsky 
(2004) reports that: 
In numerous Arabic dialects—see, for example, the list in Morth (1998: 
171-172)—as well as in colloquial Hebrew (see Glinert, 1989: 84), 
substandard for some speakers, cardinal numerals occur between the 
definite determiner and the noun. Some examples are given in (21). 
(21) a. el xamas banaat Cairo, Tomiche (1964) 
The five girls 
b. I xams rjaal 
the five men Damascus, Cowell (1964: 471 ff) 
c. le had'ser ryal 
the eleven Reals Morocco. Harrel (1962: 207) 
d. al hid'aas jaahil 
the eleven children San "aa (Yemen), Watson (1993) 
e. #ha xamisim sekel /skalim 
the fifty Shekel/Shekels Hebrew 
Shionsky, U. (2004, p. 1474). 
TYA numerals are configured differently. Cardinal numerals can, by and 
large, precede the noun or follow it. The alternation between a post-nominal and pre-
nominal position holds strongly in TYA, in both definite and indefinite noun phrases. 
Consider the pairs in (5.6.4), (5.6.5), (5.6.6) and (5.6.7), respectively: 
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(5.6.4) a. am- 9alaa0-eh am-kutub 
the three the-books 
b. am-kutub am-9alaa0-eh 
the books the three 
(5.6.5) a. am-6amaan am-digaagaat 
the eight the chickens 
b. am-digaagaat am-9amaan 
the chickens the eight 
(5.6.6) a. 9alaa0-eh kutubu 
(5.6.7) a. 
b. 
three 
kutubu 
books 
9amaan 
eight 
digaagaatu 
chicl<.ens 
books 
9alaa9-eh 
three 
digaagaatu 
chickens 
9amaan 
eight 
Here also TYA show a discrepancy, though the numerals are also configured 
differently in the Arabic dialects as noted by Shlonsky (2004) where the alternation 
between a post- nominal and pre-nominal position holds robustly across many 
dialects, at least in definite noun phrases. Shlonsky (2004) points out that: 
Numerals are configured differently in the Arabic dialects. Cardinal 
numerals can, by and large, precede the noun, as in Hebrew, or follow it. 
The alternation between a post- nominal and pre-nominal position holds 
robustly across many dialects, at least in defmite noun phrases. Consider 
the pairs in (33) and (34). 
(33) a. ttleetkitub Beirut 
The three books 
b. I kitub t tieet 
the books the three 
(34) a. e Bamaan diyaayat Gulf Qafisheh (1977; 126) 
The eight chickens 
b. d diyaayat 9 Oamaan 
the chickens the eight 
The difference between Hebrew and Arabic can. it seems, be 
expressed in terms of different degrees of N-raising. Hebrew nouns cannot 
raise above Card#P while Arabic ones can. Shlonsky (2004, p. 1479). 
Based on the above analysis, TYA vary as to whether and to what degree pre-
nominal or post nominal cardinal numerals agree with the noun they determine. 
However. Arabic dialects only vary as to whether and to what degree pre-nominal 
(but not post nominal) cardinal numerals agree with the noun they determine. In case 
of Arabic dialects, Shlonsky (2004) reports that; 
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Arabic dialects vary as to whether and to what degree pre-nominal 
cardinal numerals agree with the noun they determine. Some systems 
only have a single form for most or all the cardinal numerals (e.g. 
Cypriot Arabic, Tsiapera, 1969: 56; Borg, 1985: 127-128) so that the 
question of agreement or non-agreement cannot be stated. In those 
systems that exhibit both a 'long' and a 'short' form, and where the 
choice cannot be stated in purely phonotactic terms (as it is in, e.g. 
Sudanese; Kaye. 1976), it seems to be overwhelmingly the case that 
the short form cannot follow the noun it modifies. Shlonsky (2004, p. 
1494). 
In addition to the above discussion, it is also important to point out that in 
TYA, in numeral + noun combinations (i.e., numeral + combinations of nouns with 
postnominal attributive adjectives), there are cases, in which 'Plural Concord" (PC) is 
optional, e.g. in TYA with plurals of unit noun as in sitt beeD-aatu mlaaHu "six good 
eggs"', cf. Dam. satt beDat mnaH ''six good eggs"', Cowell, (1964, p. 503) where the 
PC seems to be only mandatory/compulsory, but in most cases TYA informants and 
texts give both possibilities, viz. sitt beeD-aatu mlaaHu or sitt beeD-aatu maliiH-eh 
''six good eggs"': 9alaa0-eh byuutu kbaaru or 9aiaa0-eh byuutu kabiir-eh "three big 
houses'", etc., Compare this with what has been reported by Blanc, (1970). who writes 
in case of other Arabic dialects that: 
In numeral + noun combinations, there are cases in which PC is 
mandatory, e.g. in Damascus with plurals of unit nouns (cf the example 
'six good eggs' above, and the reference to Cowell); but in most cases 
informants and texts give both possibilities, viz. talat biyut kubar or kibTra 
'three big houses'. Blanc, (1970, p.52). 
5.7 Empirical tree structures of Aftributive agreement in TYA 
As a starting point, it has been stated by Baker (2008, p. 50) that "... attributive 
modifiers are simply adjoined to the phrase that they modify, giving the structures in 
(77), enriched by the presence of an agreement-bearing F head that dominates the 
attributive modifier." Given below is Baker's (2008) structures in (77) reproduced as 
structures in (5.7.1): 
(5.7.1) a. wart-e zgTr-e b.s-sakakln al-fadd-a (Arabic) 
inheritance-f sg small-f sg the-knife-pl the-silver-f sg 
'small inheritance' 'the silver knives' 
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NP FAP NP FNP 
inheritance FA 
[F. sg.] [F. sg.] 
AP l<nives FN 
[pi] *[pl] 
A 
Smal 
NP 
[F, sgj 
N 
silver [F, sg] 
According to Baker (2008, p. 45), ''the functional head FA" is "associated with 
the adjective" and "the functional head FN is. by definition, a functional head that 
shares the same essential categorical properties as its NP complement - an idea 
borrowed from Grimshaw's (1991) notion of an extended projection." (p. 50) Making 
comments on such structures and explaining them. Baker (2008) writes: 
..., the presence of cp-features on the complement of FN makes the 
complement a closer goal for agreement than the NP that FNP is adjoined 
to. Therefore, if an attributive N bears inflectional morphology at all, it 
manifests its own features, not those of the noun that it modifies. In 
contrast, there are no cp-features on the complement of FA. so there is no 
intervener to prevent FA from agreeing with the NP that it adjoins to, 
which c-commands it.^ ^ Baker (2008, p. 51) 
This overall situation evidently and empirically holds true in case of TYA 
similar examples illustrated in (5.7.2) below: 
(5.7.2) (a) wirO-eh SGiir-eh 
Inheritance-f sg small-f sg 
"a small inheritance" 
(b) am-skaak-iin am-fiDD-ah (TYA, non-agreeing noun modifier) 
det-knife-pl det-silver-f 
"the silver knives'" 
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NP FAP 
inheritance FA 
[F. sg.] [F. sg.] 
AP 
A 
Small 
NP FNP 
knives FN 
[pl] *[pl] 
NP 
[F, sg] 
N 
silver [F. sg] 
in the TYA phrase Gneen saraqu mitraafqiin "two inseparable thieves" 
illustrated in (5.7.3) and its tree structure below, the 'adjectival quantifier' (c.f. 
Higgenbotham 1987 cited in Hoyt, (2000, p. 76)) Oneen '"two" occurs as a specifier of 
Number Phrase (following Ritter 1991 cited in (ibid.)), and the attributive modifier 
mitraafqiin "inseparable" is an adjunct to NP. The noun head raises and adjoins to the 
head of NumP, checking a categorical feature there (cf. Hoyt (2000, pp. 76-77), in 
case of Rural Palestinian Arabic (RPA) phrase iOnen haramiyye mitrafkin "two 
inseparable thieves"): 
(5.7.3) Oneen saraqu mitraafqiin 
two thieves MPB companied MSP 
"two inseparable thieves'' 
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NumP 
QP Num" 
Num saraqu AP 
mitraafqiin 
Following Hoyt's analysis of the structure of definite noun phrases which 
departs considerably from what has come to be the 'standard" analysis (see the quote 
below), according to which the head noun raises to the head of D, incorporating with 
the definite article, (or with a null head in the case of construct state nominals. which 
is not our scope here and needs future research in case of TYA). 
(5.7.4) am-beet ak-kabiir 
the-house the-big 
"the big house" 
DP 
am 
This, to follow Hoyt, (2000. p. 77), derives the relative ordering of the head 
nouns and modifiers, which are assumed to be left-adjuncts in the NP projection. 
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For pointing out to tlie "standard" analysis, in a footnote. Hoyt, (2000. p. 77) 
guides us to "see Benmamoun (1993), Borer (1996). Doron (1989), Fassi Fehri (1989, 
1993), Hazout (1990, 1992, 1995), Mohammad (1988, 1997b), Ritter (1987. 1988, 
1991, 1995), Shionsky (1988, 1991), and Siloni (Siloni 1990a, 1990b, 1991, 1994, 
1995, 1997, 2002)."" And he points out that '"Of these authors, Fassi Fehri, 
Mohammad, and Siloni expressly argue that noun raising to the head of D occurs 
generally." He adds that '"Ritter (1988, 1991), on the other hand, argues that nouns 
which host the definite article do not raise to the head of D. Borer (1996) argues that 
indefinite (as opposed to construct state) noun phrases that lack a determiner also lack 
a DP layer in their structure." Accordingly. Hoyt, (2000. p. 79) points out that: '"Since, 
according to this analysis, noun heads always raise to D (cf. Fassi Fehri 1993: 217; 
Siloni 1991: 255: Siloni 1997: 3 1-34) this entails a further assumption that indefinite 
noun phrases include a "'null" determiner, to which the noun adjoins." This 
assumption holds true in case of TYA and hence it is necessary to derive the correct 
word order facts with regard to modifiers and with indefinite nouns, such as the 
following (also with regard to possessors in the construct state, but this needs further 
research (cf. Hoyt, (2000, p. 79)): 
(5.7.5) beetu kabiiru 
house big 
"a big house" 
DP 
The problem with this analysis, to follow Hoyt, (2000, p. 79), is that it fails to 
capture a fact that, to our knowledge (as well as the knowledge of Floyt in case of 
RPA), has been generally overlooked in the literature on Semitic nominal structure, 
concerning the position of cardinal numbers relative to the head noun (however, see 
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Shlonsky 2000, p. 6). Within a similar kind of observation in case of many varieties 
of Arabic, Hoyt, (2000, p. 79) reports tliat: "in many varieties of Arabic, wlien a 
definite noun plirase includes a cardinal numeral, the numeral usually behaves as an 
adjective, following the noun and "agreeing" with it in definiteness." And this, of 
course, holds true in case of TYA as it is evidently discussed here. All these facts 
(illustrated above and in examples 32-34 of Hoyt (2000. p. 79)) are predicted by the 
standard analysis. In the TYA phrase am-marba'a am-HiSnah am-mlaaH "the four 
good horses"", the noun phrase am-marba 'a am-HiSnah "the four horses" is modified 
by the adjective mlaaHu^ "good"', which agrees with it in both definiteness and 
number. 1 follow Ritter(l99l: 43) cited in Hoyt (2000, pp. 84-85) in claiming that the 
noun head does not raise to D in the Arabic DP, but rather raises to the head of 
NumP, thereby deriving its order relative to the adjective mlaaHu "good": 
(5.7.6) am-marba"-ah am-HiSnah am-mlaaH 
the-four the-horses the-good pi 
"the four good horses"" 
am- NumP 
(ma)rba'-ah Num' 
Num 
Num am-HiSnah, AP 
am-mlaaH 
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Chapter 6 
Summary and Conclusion and Recommendations for Further Studies 
6.1 Summary and Conclusion 
The picture of Tihami Yemeni Arabic (hereafter TYA) nominal and adjectival 
morphology, represented primarily in the structures or patterns of its nouns and 
adjectives and the plural formation assigned to them, and its own morphosyntax 
represented in the noun-adjective agreement (or what is referred to as gender-number 
agreement and definiteness agreement between modified nouns and attributive 
adjectives only), raises a number of questions, implementations, generalizations 
and implications that we will try to go over in this summary and conclusion, that can 
be drawn from the modern TYA data descriptively observed, examined, discussed and 
anal)zed in this thesis. 
In this dissertation, we have tried to answer the following related questions 
which have been posed as a way to focus the direction of the research: 
(1) What type of patterns the singular form of the noun or adjective has to be taken as 
an input and what type of patterns the plural form of the noun and adjective has to be 
taken as an output by using the plural techniques, viz., Revowelling and Affixation in 
the plural formation in TYA? 
(2) What is the crucial and pristine distinction between the two plural techniques: 
"Revowelling" and "Affixation" in the plural formation assigned to nouns and 
adjectives in TYA? While highlighting the characteristics and the uniqueness of TYA 
dialect, a comparison will also be made with Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), 
Classical Arabic (CA) and some of the other varieties of modern Arabic dialects. 
(3) How do general principles and views regarding plural formation in TYA reflect 
similarity or dissimilarity when compared with other varieties of Arabic? 
(4) Are geminates/double consonants eligible for BP formation/assignment or not? 
(5) How and why such geminates do not block or sometimes have the ability to block 
(BP) formation/assignment? 
(6) How are the BP formation rule (BPFR) and the Metathesis rule (MR) given to 
produce the surface structure, ordered? 
(7) Why do the internally pluralized (i.e. BP) adjectives go only with masculine 
nouns? 
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(8) in case of foreign words or loanwords used in TYA, how are tlieir plural formation 
interpreted or reinterpreted? 
(9) Why is the Gender-Number agreement in TYA attributive noun phrases crucial? 
To answer these questions, we have gradually, empirically, systematically, 
descriptively and analytically studied, investigated, classified, discussed and analyzed 
throughout the thesis, the morphological representations of types of the 
patterns/structures of the forms of TYA singular nouns and adjectives as inputs 
(including the foreign words or loanwords, the derivational sources represented in the 
verbs for the derived nouns and adjectives and the numerical system in TYA) and the 
plural ones assigned to them as outputs with the help of tables and figures (using the 
plural techniques, viz., Revowelling and Affixation and showing the crucial and 
pristine distinction between them), and the morphosyntactic representations of the 
crucial gender-number agreement and deflniteness agreement between the modified 
nouns and the attributive adjectives onl\. 
The way the general principles and views that reflect similarly or differently 
such Revowelling vs. Affixation in SP-BP assignment, and the eligibility of 
geminates for the BP formation/assignment in opposition to the SP 
formation/assignment) were provided. These general principles and views were such 
as the multi-tired analysis; Analysis of templatic prosodic Morphology developed by 
McCarthy, (1982). McCarthy and Prince (1990) in case of Classical Arabic and by 
Ratcliffe (1992) that was followed in analyzing the broken plural (BP) patterns and 
forms in TYA, Number of Consonant Constraint (NCC) and Avoid Homophony (AH) 
produced in Abd-Rabbo (1988 and 1990). 
And for highlighting the characteristics of such representations in TYA and 
the unique linguistic features in this dialect, some of them have been compared to 
those in MSA, CA and some of the other varieties of modern Arabic dialects. 
All this is firstly because the work in this thesis is the first attempt to be done 
academically under the umbrella of modern linguistic methodology in accordance 
with the main points or limitations and delimitations presented and realized in its title. 
In other words, the work in this thesis is the first in-depth academic, empirical and 
linguistic work/study among the Arabic linguistic studies in general and Yemeni 
Arabic linguistic studies in particular. Secondly, this is because the .study is both 
empirical and theoretical in presentation based on descriptive analysis of exhaustive 
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data of TYA, which we have already collected from different resources. Theses 
different resources included hours of digitally recorded TYA data that came from a 
variety of native-spoken sources including, digital recordings, from native speakers of 
TYA and also from the present researcher and his wife as native speakers of the TYA 
dialect spoken in Zabid city and included digital and taped songs, video-clips, 
radio/TV play-lists and playlets (= short plays), discussions with informants in 
personal communications, responses of direct elicitation, several related published 
books, theses and articles in Journals, and hundreds of pages of proverbs, folklore 
poems and other texts during the stay of the present researcher in Yemen for a 
tieidvvork in Zabid city, one of the most important cities in Tihamah region of Yemen, 
in summer 2007-2008. 
More than 20 digital recordings and few tape recordings were recorded 
consisting of natural speeches, talks and conversations between native speakers, 
stories, tales and some folklore poems. This was based on the notion of Labov. (1972, 
p. 113), who has pointed out that, "To obtain the data important to the linguistic 
theor>. we have to observe how people speak when they are not being observed". 
Thus, we tried all our best to follow and ma.ximize the naturalness of the recording 
situation, that is to say. the native-speakers or informants were recorded naturally 
without knowing that they were being recorded. Taking into consideration the two 
underlying principles: ethicality and legality, we only included in appendix 5 some 
samples of recorded data of TYA speakers W'ith their knowledge: the majority of the 
recorded data of TYA speakers without their knowledge have been only used for our 
own listening and observations focusing only on what we are linguistically looking 
for (i.e. the nouns and adjectives and their plural forms and the verbs as derivational 
sources). See appendix 4 that shows a list of names, signatures, and certificates of 
TYA native speakers. 
We have presented in this thesis, which takes an eclectic approach to the topic 
and concludes by applying the findings for morphology to syntax and phonology, 
descriptive and analytical frameworks which can handle the plural formation in TYA 
in a linguistically-motivated method. So the data was substantiated with adequate 
theoretical foundations under the umbrella of eclectic approach and model as the 
underlying methodology. And for the need of the TYA data to be substantiated with 
adequate theoretical foundations, we have consulted the greater part of the source 
materials listed in the bibliography. 
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The implementations have been only tested on two major classes of stems: 
nouns and adjectives, even those that require the insertion of the default consonant /vv/ 
or lyl. Diminutive and other classes of stems can be handled in a similar manner but 
need further research in accordance to the limitations and delimitations of this thesis. 
Each of the generalizations made over TYA, has been made only after it was 
found from the observation and investigation that it applied or it was applicable to a 
crucial number of illustrative examples - an empirical fact represented in the lexical 
corpus of the collected, observed, classified, identified and analyzed TYA data 
according to the patterns/templates/structures and forms. Theses have been compared 
at some points and for the purpose of highlighting the characteristics and the unique 
linguistic features of this TYA dialect with MSA, CA and some other modern Arabic 
dialects. For many points, I paid particular attention to the lexical corpus of the TYA 
data. 
TYA patterns/templates for both singular and plural were listed to emphasize 
the integrit} of their constituent morphemes and their holistic, non-piecemeal 
derivation. This is generally according to Abd-Rabbo (1988, p. 79) who states that: 
"Listing the templates for both singular and plural emphasizes the integrity of their 
constituent morphemes and their holistic, non-piecemeal derivation." 
.Apart from this, the most important and unique linguistic feature is the over 
generalized nominative case (OGNC) /u/ being considered as a pausal form, both in 
isolation and in context, excluding definite forms where it gets dropped as a practice 
of TYA phonology and morphology or morphophonology. In other words, unlike all 
Arabic varieties in general and Yemeni Arabic varieties in particular, the Tihami 
Yemeni Arabic (TYA) is considered to be a unique Arabic dialect, since it ends in a 
post-final vowel /u/ or pausal /u/. as a retention of the nominative case /u/ lost in all 
Arabic dialects, not only this, it also over-generalizes this Ai/ in all other syntactic 
cases in indefinite words in both isolation and context. But when such words occur in 
definiteness, this Inl deletes due to the application of the phonological rules of this 
dialect under investigation. 
Throughout chapter 2 (Structure of Nouns in TYA), the derivation and 
inflection of patterns and forms of TYA masculine and feminine nouns, verbal nouns 
(VN), singulative (sing.) nouns, collective nouns (CN), some of mass nouns (mass), 
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place nouns (PN), instrumental nouns (IN), and Hypostatic nouns (HN), etc. were 
elaborated upon and accounted for. 
A brief descriptive analysis of TYA noun patterns and their morphological 
structure in section 2.1 (Noun Patterns in TYA) of chapter 2 has been proposed and it 
has been shown that TYA noun patterns are different from the patterns observed in 
CA, MSA and other modern Arabic dialects. 
A descriptive analysis of TYA noun inflectional forms especially the plural 
formation and their patterns as outputs which are assigned to TYA nouns in section 
2.2 (Noun Inflectional Forms) of chapter 2 has been proposed and it has been shown 
that TYA plural formation is slightly different from that observed in CA, MSA and 
other modern Arabic dialects. 
The conclusion that could be drawn from the discussion given in section 
(2.2.2.3.1) of chapter 2 was that, the alternations or stem modiflcations of the Sound 
Plural (SP): (masculine sound plural (MSP), feminine sound plural (FSP)) which 
resulted from the addition of the plural allomorphs/suffixes/endings (-iin, -aatu, -eh/-
ah. -een.) to the singular stems suggested the following morphological analysis: 
(1) The formation of both the masculine sound plural (MSP) and the feminine sound 
plural (FSP) are predicted to be formed via a rule (the addition of the plural suffixes 
or allomorphs (-iin. -aatu. -eh/-ah. -een,) to the singular form; while the formation of 
the broken plurals is predicted by the revowelling (i.e. the internal vowel change 
pattern) occurring on the singular form. 
(2) In all cases, the post flnal vowel /u/ or pausal /u/ or the case-ending or OGNC /u/ 
is deleted or elided to produce preferred syllable structure. 
(3) Few masculine nouns ending in this /u/ have FSP by adding the feminine plural 
suffix -aat plus this /u/ (i.e. -aatu together). 
(4) Very few masculine nouns ending in this /u/, have MSP by adding the masculine 
plural allomorph -eh/-ah, which is being considered as part of the plural form and 
pattern and which should not be confused with the feminine singular marker -eh/-ah. 
(5) Extremely few masculine nouns ending in this Id have MSP by adding the 
masculine plural allomorph -een. which should not be confused with the masculine 
dual suffix -een. 
(6) In many cases of the feminine singular nouns ending in the feminine singular 
marker -eh/-ah, this feminine singular marker -eh/-ah is deleted or elided when the 
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feminine plural sufflx/aliomorph is added in order to produce preferred syllable 
structure. 
It has been shown that TYA 'broken plural' forms are slightly different from 
the broken plurals in Modern Standard Arabic and other modern Arabic dialects. This 
kind of plural is formed through a particular non-linear pattern shift referred to as the 
revowelling broken plural in which the consonantal root is retained as the singular 
form but vowels are changed nonlinearly between the consonants in accordance with 
a particular pattern or template that is also different from that of MSA and other 
modern Arabic dialects. For example, the TYA singular form dukkaanu "a shop" of 
the root morpheme Vdkn on the singular pattern C|uC2C2aaC3U discussed under 
(2.1.3.27) has the broken plural dkaakiinu "shops"' on the broken plural pattern 
C|C2aaC2iiC3U discussed under the section and table (2.2.2.3.2.4.4.4). 
In the broken plural system in TYA, some nouns take more than one plural 
form depending upon their meaning (this is also attested in all Arabic dialects): still 
they retain the broken plural template or pattern despite the change in the inter-
consonantal vowels. For example, the singular noun beetu "a house or a verse of 
poetry" takes the broken plural byuutu meaning houses" while the homophonous noun 
beetu takes the broken plural byaatu meaning "verses of poetry"' 
According to Hammond (1988) and McCarthy & Prince (1990), there are four 
major shape-defined prosodic categories for the broken plurals: (1) the Iambic 
Patterns CVCVV: (2) the Trochaic patterns CVCVC: (3) the Monosyllabic Patterns 
and (4) other patterns. Almost. TYA displays its own characteristic patterns as these 
patterns undergo Revowelling and some phonological changes for the broken plurals 
as shown in the following: 
The word initial syllable containing the glottal stop /'/ in the onset position 
deletes. For example, in Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) qalam/'aqlaam "a 
pen/pens'", while in TYA qalamu/qlaamu "a pen/pens'" 
The word medial syllable containing the glottal stop /'/ in the onset position 
deletes. For example, in Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) ra's/ru'uus "a head/heads", 
while in TYA raasu/ruusu "a head/heads" 
An initial two-consonant cluster along with the addition of the pausal Iwl or the 
OGNC /u/ occurs in the formation of the plurals to form a new syllable in the word 
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initial position, e,g. MSA iamal/jimaal •'camel/camels'*, TYA gamalu/gmaalu 
"camel/camels" 
The broken plural saaniinu "teeth" on the broken plural pattern 
C|aaC2iiC3U (discussed under section and table (2.2.2.3.2.3.6.1)), the singular of 
which is sinnu "'tooth" on the singular noun pattern (2.1.3.3.3) C|iC2C2U is different 
from MSA "asnaan, the singular of which is sinn. The TYA broken plural pattern 
CiaaC2iiC3U does not exist in MSA. 
It has been found that the predictability of the noun plural form (as output) 
from its corresponding noun singular form (as input) is less than or rather not greater 
than in adjectives discussed under (3.2.2.7) and that the relationship between singular 
and plural patterns shows the diversity of plural patterns within one singular pattern 
and that most singular patterns of one type have a general similar plural pattern, but, 
unlike adjectives, the exceptions in each pattern are not few. 
Multi-tiered analysis of each TYA BP pattern of nouns, using template 
morphology has been proposed and shown in section 2.2.2.4 of chapter 2. For 
example, the BP kutubu "books" would be analyzed as follows: 
Multi-linear representation of the BP kutubu "books": 
Root tier / consonant melody k t b 
i I I 
Skeletal tier / template/pattern C1VC2VC3U 
\ / I 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: u u 
Giving: kutubu"books" 
A brief descriptive analysis oi' TYA numerals and their general structure of 
morphology and syntax in section 2.3 (Numerals in TYA) of chapter 2 has been 
proposed and it has been shown that TYA numerals are slightly different from the 
numerals in CA, MSA and other modern Arabic dialects. 
A brief descriptive analysis of TYA loanwords and their general 
morphological structure in section 2.4 (Loanwords in TYA) of chapter 2 has been 
proposed and it has been found that TYA loanwords are slightly different from the 
many loanwords observed in CA, MSA and other modern Arabic dialects. Also, as for 
the role of the canonical root in the establishment of plural formaiion of loanwords in 
TYA we can conclude that loanwords undergo the feminine sound plural formation 
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more than the broken plural formation because they have no access to the canonical 
root template in TYA, thus they fall under the "elsewhere" condition. 
The conclusion that can be drawn from the discussion given in section (2.5) of 
chapter 2 is that there is a major historical development which has affected the word 
(Noun and Adjective) structure/pattern. It has been shown that all tri-consonantal 
structures/pattern of the MSA C1VC2C3 as in qalb, nigm, and durg "heart, star and 
drawer" resulting from the loss of case-ending, have developed to C1VC2C3U 
structures/patterns in TYA as in qalbu, nigmu, and durgu "heart, star and drawer", 
since a final cluster of two consonants (unless geminate) is not permitted by the MSA 
syllable structure which allows only Cv. Cvv. CvC and CvvC. but not CvCC unless a 
geminate cluster at the end of the word (cf Hamid (1984, p. 17) in case of Sudanese 
Colloquial Arabic (SCA)). This result, in fact, led to certain differences or 
discrepancies between TYA on the one hand, and MSA and its modern Arabic 
dialects, on the other hand. And not to forget that this phenomenon will also be 
applicable to quadri-consonantal patterns and quinque-consonantal patterns, but since 
this was not our scope in this thesis, we had focused only on some of the tri-
consonantal patterns such as TYA CivC^Cui vs. MSA C1VC2C3. Also it has been 
shown that all structures/patterns of the MSA CiayCs as in bayt "house" and CiavvCj 
as in Bawr '"ox, bull" have developed to C|eeC3U as in beetu "'house" and C100C3U 
Gooru "'ox. bull", respectively in TYA. changing the vowel /a/ into /e/ or lol before /y 
or /w/ respectively and eliding the /y/ or Av/ which resulted in "Compensatory 
Lengthening" (De Chene, Brent and Stephen R. Anderson (1979)) of the preceding 
vowel Id or lol. respectively, in the sub-section (2.5.5) a descriptive analysis of the 
development of feminine marker from CA /-at/ or MSA /-a(h)/ to TYA /-ah/-eh/ has 
been provided. In the sub-section (2.5.6) we provided a descriptive analysis, a 
historical background and an argument for the developmental phenomenon of the 
TYA pausal /u/ in particular such as ktaab-u "'a book", kutub-u ""books"" and kabiir-u 
""big", versus the pausal phenomenon in Arabic in general such as kitaab ""a book"', 
kutub ""books"" and kabiir "big". Moreover, it has been mentioned there that it was 
noteworth) to point out that the remarks on the TYA Historical Development 
represented would also be applicable to the plural forms of majority of nouns 
discussed in chapter 2 as well as majority of adjectives discussed in chapter 3. 
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Throughout chapter 3 (Structure of Adjectives in TYA), the derivational and 
inflectional processes of adjectives, verbal adjectives and nominalized adjectives 
(which include the active and passive participles), elative adjectives and adjectives of 
color and defect were introduced and accounted for. 
A brief descriptive analysis of TYA adjective patterns and their morphological 
structure in section 3.1 (Adjective Patterns in TYA) of chapter 3 has been proposed 
and it has been shown that TYA adjective patterns are different from the adjective 
patterns observed in CA, MSA and other modern Arabic dialects. 
A descriptive analysis of TYA adjective inflectional forms especially the 
plural formation and their patterns as outputs which are assigned to TYA adjectives in 
section 3.2 (Adjective Inflectional Forms) of chapter 2 has been proposed and it has 
been shown that TYA adjective plural formation is slightly different from that 
observed in CA, MSA and other modern Arabic dialects. 
It has been found that the predictabilit} of the adjective plural form (as output) 
from its corresponding adjective singular form (as input) is greater than in nouns 
discussed under (2.2.2.5). And that it is only the masculine sound plural -iin, which is 
considered to be the most occurring plural allomorph used in the plural formation of 
masculine sound plural (MSP) of most of masculine-feminine pairs of adjective forms 
in TYA. 
Multi-tiered analysis of each TYA BP pattern of adjectives, using template 
morphology has been proposed and shown in section 3.2.2.4 of chapter 3. For 
example, the BP gududu ""new"" would be analyzed as follows: 
Multi-linear representation of the BP gududu "new (M&F)'": 
Root tier / consonant melody g d d 
Skeletal tier / template/pattern Ci VC2VC3U 
Vocalic melody tier/vowel melody: u u 
Giving: gududu ''new (M&F)" 
Throughout chapter 4 (Broken Plural vs. Sound Plural assignments in TYA: 
Rcvowclling vs. Affixation), a descriptive and morphological analysis of the broken 
plural (BP) vs. sound plural (SP) assignment to TYA nouns and adjectives were 
proposed, introduced and accounted for. Facts of use and degree of lexicalization, 
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eligibility of geminates for BP vs. SP assignment, the order of the two morphological 
rules, viz. BP Formation Rule and Metathesis Rule given to produce the surface 
structure and interpretation or reinterpretation of BP vs. SP assignment in foreign 
words/loan words in TYA all were also evidently proposed, introduced and accounted 
for in chapter 4. 
From the descriptive analysis proposed, introduced and accounted for here, it 
has been found that most (if not all) TYA nouns undergo revowelling process and 
take BP, while most (if not all) adjectives undergo affixation process and take only 
MSP with MSP suffix -iin. Such position was consequently modified for both nouns 
and adjectives. Members of each group that did not conform to this were accounted 
for through the employment of the morphological constraints: Avoid Homophony 
(AH) and Number of Consonant Constraint (NCC) introduced in Abd-Rabbo (1988 
and 1990) in case of CA, 
Because of the unusual treatments and proposals made here concerning BP vs. 
SP assignment, some features have been employed in two different capacities: to 
involve pairs of items and to instantiate general principles. Thus [+ (-eh)] refers to 
masculine-feminine pairs of nouns and adjectives related by the feminine marker -
eh/-ah, while [-(-eh)] refers to those that are not so related. On the other hand, features 
such as [+ Nom A] and [- Gender] are employed as manifestations of the functioning 
of a general principle: that most (if not all) TYA nouns undergo revowelling process 
and take BP. while most (if not all) TYA adjectives undergo affixation process and 
take only MSP with MSP suffix -iin. These two features represent TYA adjectives 
that are treated as nouns in this dialect, the former by getting nominalized. and the 
other by losing a significant property associated with adjectives, viz. gender 
specification. Similarly the features derived (+D) were employed to separate nouns in 
the derived environment from those in the non-derived (-D) environment, thus 
parameterizing the OCP, the Obligatory Contour Principle. The Obligatory Contour 
Principle (OCP) which, according to McCarthy (1986 and elsewhere), defines 
possible geminate configuration so that a sequence of two identical segments will be 
represented as a single multiply attached segment. 
A generalization that can be drawn from chapter 4 is that an exclusively 
segmental treatment of BP vs. SP assignment would be not economical, since 
information from outside the input form is needed when deciding upon this 
assignment. If the noun is feminine, it will be necessary to check the existence of 
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masculine counterpart to which it is related by the feminine mari<er -eh/-ah. On the 
other hand, if the singular form is an adjective, it will be necessary to check whether it 
is used as such or as a nominalized adjective - information that is sometimes only 
obtainable from the function of the form in the sentence. Also, if the adjective is 
feminine, it will be necessary to check the existence of a masculine counterpart to 
which it is related by the feminine marker -eh/-ah. In many cases, the plural output 
should be examined for the possibility of existence of homophonous forms in the 
dialect. 
So, it has been found that the function of AH in certain cases is to block the 
derivation of outputs for which there exist homophonous forms in the language. Such 
homophonous forms are either listed in the lexicon or derived earlier than the outputs 
in question. For example, the masculine adjective/ nominalized adjective mqaatlu 
•'fighting'" does not receive BP, although it qualities for it, since it has four 
consonants. Its behavior can be explained, by invoking Avoid Homophony (AH), 
facts of use and degree of lexicalization .If mqaatlu is to take the quadri-consonantal 
broken plural (QC BP). it becomes maqaatlu. But maqaatlu is the plural of maqtalu (a 
place Noun of the TC root /qtl/ meaning ''a place (in the body) where a blow could 
kill". The noun maqtalu is given priority over the adjective mqaatlu for BP formation, 
since nouns are generally given priority for BP formation over adjectives. Thus AH 
block BP formation. 
Throughout chapter 5 (Agreement between nouns and attributive adjectives in 
TYA), a descriptive analysis of gender-number agreement as well as defmiteness 
agreement between nouns and attributive adjectives in Tihami Yemeni Arabic has 
been proposed (following Kihm (2003), Kremers (2003) and others), it has been 
demonstrated there that the investigation has focused on both the variation and non-
variation (in several cases) between strict (plural) and deflected (feminine singular) 
agreement with both human and non-human plural heads. It has been found that the 
crucial fact for TYA is the existence of both types of noun-adjective agreement, 
known as 'strict" and 'deflected". Agreement is strict when the GND features (i.e. 
gender-number and defmiteness/determiner features) of the noun and the adjective are 
identical; otherwise, it is deflected. In TYA, there is no 'K/C agreement' (i.e. Case-
agreement) which is always strict in case of Arabic in general Kihm (2003) and in 
case of Standard Arabic (SA) in particular Eisaadany (2007); D agreement is always 
strict in TYA 
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It has been seen that TYA has a distinct (morphosyntactic) morpheme for the 
definite article; the defmite article in TYA is am- and not al- that is observed in MSA. 
CA or any one of the many other modern Arabic dialects mentioned in the 
bibliography of this thesis. For example, the TYA am-heet am-kabiir (D-house D-big 
/the house the big/ "the big house") vs. the CA/MSA al-bayl-(u) al-kahiir-(ii) (D-
house-(NOlVI) D-big- (NOM) /the house the big/ "the big house") as well as the TYA 
heei-v-0 kabiir-n-0 (house-OGNC (or pausal /u/)-lndef big -OGN (or pausal /u/)-
Indef/house big/ "a big house") vs. the CA/MSA bayt-(u)-(n) kabiir-(u)-(n), (house-
(Nom)-(lndef) big-(Nom)-(lndef) /house big/ "a big house"). 
It has been found that in terms of the pausal /u/ or the OGNC /u/ inflection, 
attributive adjectives fall into the same declensions as modified nouns, depending on 
their morphological form (their lexical root and pattern structure). 
We have seen that the dual agreement forms are lost in TYA. only few duals 
take plural agreement (beet-een kbaaru "two big houses" or usually with the numeral 
"two" Bneen followed by the plural form of the modified noun and the plural form of 
the post-nominal attributive adjective as in 0neen byuutu kbaaru "two big houses"), 
while plurals take optionally the feminine singular or the plural byuutu kabiir-
eh/byuutu kbaaru "big houses" 
The implications that can be drawn from the proposed descriptive analysis in 
this thesis are as follows: 
(1) Morphologically, the default marked status of majority of TYA nouns and 
adjectives with the pausal Inl or the OGNC /u/ in the singulars and plurals is 
consistent with its central role in word formation in TYA. This role was shown to be 
pervasive. This, in turn, allowed for a unified descriptive analysis of nominal and 
adjectival morphology. The implication then is that important parts of TYA word 
formation of nouns and adjectives (as well as verbs as derivational sources of many of 
them) are both root-based and stem-based. Cf Watson, J. C. E. (2006) in her paper: 
Arabic morphology: diminutive verbs and diminutive nouns in San'ani Arabic, where 
she points out generally and argumentatively that: "both types of word formation 
occur in Arabic." 
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(2) A conspicuous feature is what I have come to refer to as 'Revowelling' as a plural 
technique used in the formation of TYA broken plurals whose structures seem to be 
revowelled and different from those of MSA and many other modern Arabic dialects. 
Thus. I have a suggestion for the broken plural (BP) in TYA to be called a 
Revowelled Broken Plural (RBP); for example TYA speakers in Zabid city (as well as 
in other regions in Yemen Tihamah) say: ktaabu/kutubu "book/books" or 
Hmar/Humru "red/red, pi.'" not kitaab/kutub or 'aHmar/Humr "red/red, pi."' observed 
in pausal forms in CA. MSA and many-perhaps most varieties of modern Arabic 
dialects. 
(3) In this study, the broken plural form was shown to contain a dominant revowelling 
form: the revowelling broken plural form, since this form is a result of a particular 
rule-governed change occurring on a particular internal vowel system, revowelling in 
TYA. For example, the TYA speakers in Zabid city (as well as in other regions in 
Yemen Tihamah) say in pausal forms: ktaabu/kutubu '"book/books""; qalamu/qlaamu 
"pen/pens'"; qal'-ah/qlaa'u "castle/castles""; mismaaru/msaamiiru "iron nails'"; mkiin-
eh/mkaaynu "a machine/machines, LOANWORD"", Hmar/Humru "'red/red. pi.'", etc., 
not kitaab/kutub "book/books"': qalam/'aqlaam "pen/pens'"; qal'-ah/qilaa' 
"castle/castles"; mismaar/masaamiir "iron nails'": makiin-ah/makaa'in '"a machine/ 
machines, LOANWORD"", "aHmar/Humr "red/red, pi."etc., observed in pausal forms 
in CA. MSA and many-perhaps most varieties of modern Arabic dialects. 
(4) The dominance of "Revowelling", as a typical feature on the broken plural 
patterns/templates sheds light on the status of'Revowelling" within the morphological 
framework of TYA which seems to be in opposition to the status of 'brokenness' 
within the morphological framework of MSA. CA and many of modern Arabic 
dialects attested in the literature. The motivation for this difference comes into play 
because in the previous studies on MSA, CA and many of modern Arabic dialects, 
"brokenness' is used as a corresponding term with the term 'irregularity'. In this study 
the use of Revowelling is conceptualized as a licensing term for the forms that are 
revowelled in particular configurations. Accordingly, the term Revowelling would not 
be expected to refer to 'brokenness'; rather, it is a description of a particular internal 
vowel change that is slightly different from the internal vowel change observed in 
MSA. CA and many of modern Arabic dialects. As a result of this new plural 
formation of revowelling, revowelling should be pervasive to cover both the TYA 
broken plurals which are marked by a particular internal rule-governed pattern of 
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change as well as majority of singular nouns and adjectives forms and patterns that 
show revow'clling in their particular configurations as against those observed in many-
perhaps most varieties of Arabic. 
(5) The most visible characteristic of the descriptive analysis is that of the rules of 
TYA morphology requiring information from outside the descriptions of the 
structures or patterns of their inputs or in other word, from outside the structural 
descriptions of their inputs. The plurals of many nouns and adjectives have been 
shown to depend, in addition to their structural descriptions, on the existence of other 
forms in the dialect. Also some of the broken plurals or the sound plurals assigned to 
nouns or adjectives depend on information not available in the structural description 
of the form and pattern (see chapter 4). 
(6) The most detectable characteristic of the descriptive analysis associated with the 
agreement between modified nouns and attributive adjectives is that there is no 
agreement in dual between the modified noun and the attributive adjective; agreement 
is in plural. It means that no element other than the noun distinguishes dual from 
plural. 
Last but not least, what invariably emerges from the study in this thesis is the 
uniqueness of the TYA dialect spoken in Zabid. the city in the Tihamah region of 
Yemen, at the forefront of linguistic innovation. 
By the deletion of the TYA unique linguistic features represented in its over-
generalized nominative case (OGNC) /u/ or pausal /u/, this study will have a global 
impact in case of the study of other modern Arabic dialects. 
Finally, these linguistic features not only make the TYA dialect stand apart, 
they also make it a difficult dialect to master. 
6.2 Recommendations for Further Studies 
Our vision of further studies is varied. There are still major issues to investigate which 
we could not investigate here and to which we invite other linguists all over the world 
to take care. These major issues are as follows: 
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6.2.1 No attempt has been made to mark stress in this thesis, primarily because it was 
mechanical in the majority of nominal and adjectival system in Tihami Yemeni 
Arabic in particular and CA/MSA and other Arabic dialects in general. Generally 
speaking Classical Arabic, like most modern Arabic dialects, has a morale trochee 
stress system. Downing Laura J. (2006, P. 92), points out that "As McCarthy (1979, 
1993) and Hayes (1995) show. Classical Arabic, like most modern Arabic dialects, 
has a moraic trochee stress system.'" It is an interesting task for future research to deal 
with stress in case of TYA. 
6.2.2 in chapter one under section (1.6.8) it has been importantly noted that forms 
other than nouns, adjectives and verbs, include different kinds of imaalah, and they 
have been discussed in details (only in Arabic scripts) by Al-Samraa'i (2005, pp. 111-
I 13) and this needs further research in case of the TYA dialect investigated in this 
thesis. 
6.2.3 The complexity of pluralization or plural formation in TYA is not only, as we 
have seen, a consequence of the multiplicity of the processes or operations or 
techniques involved, but also of the ambiguity associated with the different singular 
patterns as to the plural patterns they may have. Nouns (and adjectives) may be 
ambiguous as to plural pattern or type. This linguistic feature is not only of plurals, 
but it is also of the entire inflectional and derivational morphology of the TYA 
dialect, that needs further research in accordance with the limitations as well as 
delimitations of this thesis. 
6.2.4 Due to the general notion about the complicated Arabic numeral system in 
general (see section 2.3 (Numerals in TYA ) in chapter 2) and in accordance with the 
limitation of this thesis, only a brief descriptive analysis of TYA numerals has been 
given in this thesis; further research would be necessary. 
6.2.5 This thesis did not show whether the broken plurals of TYA can be formed (or 
can not be formed) from their singular forms through a prosodic morphology 
approach similar to the approach posited by McCarthy & Prince (1990) for the iambic 
broken plurals of standard Arabic. This needs future research. 
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6.2.6 The exact nature of the (iambic) broken plural, the (trochaic) broken plural and 
other broken plurals that has been discussed in the literature in case of Arabic in 
general needs further explanation, because most (if not all) such plurals and their 
patterns are not typical to TYA ones and they need modifications to be hold true in 
case of the TYA dialect. This matter has been left to future research. 
6.2.7 In the first third of the dissertation of Ratcliffe, Robert Richard (1992), a 
morphological model has been elaborated for Arabic based on the principles of 
Prosodic Analysis and Level-Ordering. There, it has been shown that within the 
context of this model there is a high degree of productivity and regularity in the 
superficially complex and anomalous system of noun plural formation in Arabic. This 
has not been taken into consideration in this thesis. It needs future research in case of 
the superficially complex and anomalous system of nominal (noun and adjective) 
plural formation in TYA. 
6.2.8 The morphological patterns as outputs of the noun and adjective broken plurals 
are somewhat, but not completely, predictable on the basis of the morphological 
patterns of the singular nouns or adjectives as inputs. Native speakers of the TYA 
dialect internalize the patterns and rules of the plural formation at a young age. In the 
beginning, when learning the plural, most children (for example the present 
researcher's own two kids 5. and 6 years old, the third one is still very young 2 
months) attempt to form plural forms by suffixing /-aatu/ and /-iin/ to all nouns and 
adjectives, but later, after having gradually learned the broken plural patterns, they 
become able to produce the correct BP forms when new nouns are encountered by 
analogy. In fact, some nouns that take the broken plural can be made plural by 
attaching the plural suffixes/-iin/ or /-aatu/ as an option. From the perspective of Child 
Language Acquisition (CLA). this dramatic case needs further research in case of 
TYA. 
6.2.9 There would be important implications for language acquisition of the TYA 
dialect in the past, and for learning MSA of today (the matter of the diglossic makeup 
of TYA is remarkable but this is not our scope here due to a need for further 
research). And although most of the TYA dialect system seems not to be operating 
very much in MSA, CA and even the modern dialects, the Arabic ones in general and 
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the Yemeni ones in particular, tlie descriptive analysis presented here would raise 
questions regarding the language acquisition models of this dialect, in which 
acquisition would by and large become dependent on the extent of accessibility of the 
pertinent information in the dialect. We will leave this question open for further 
research in accordance of the limitations and delimitations of this thesis and because 
we have nothing more to say about the implications of this account in connection with 
acquisition. 
6.2.10 The status of Avoid Homophony (AH) should be (evidently) clarified. It has 
never been the claim that this principle applies across the board, since it does not 
apply in many areas (cf Abd-Rabbo (1988 and 1990) in case of CA). Further research 
is needed to qualify its operation in TYA. Since AH is essentially a disambiguating 
device, a strong candidate as a parameter for its functioning is the prospective degree 
of confusion that could be created by the homophonous forms. There are, for 
example, systematic cases of AH violation in TYA. Some Passive Participles are 
often in use as place nouns (PN), since PN information is restricted to forms with 
three consonants. An example of this process is muxtabaru "Mab", the passive 
participle of Form Vll/seventh binyan / pattern VII verbs, which could be used as a 
PN in the sense of laboratory. It seems that in this and similar cases there are less 
room for confusion, and homophony is tolerated. On the other hand, assigning 
maktabu "office" and maktab-eh "'library: bookshop" indistinguishable plurals 
(makaatbu and maktabaatu) would not help the communication process, and thus 
homophony is not tolerated. 
6.2.11 Chapter 5 in the present thesis has been only confmed to the descriptive 
analysis of the agreement between nouns and attributive adjectives in TYA (i.e. Noun 
Phrase in its non-sentential Aspect). Agreement of the Noun Phrase in its Sentential 
Aspect in TYA has not been dealt with in this thesis. This needs further research. 
6.2.12 A further investigation on the ordering possibilities in TYA DPs is needed. As 
demonstrated by Fassi Fehri (1999). there are several ordering possibilities in Arabic 
DPs, in general. The noun can appear in initial position, or immediately after the 
demonstrative, or between a numeral and an adjective. 
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6.2.13 Appendix I of this tliesis has provided extensively illustrative examples of 
TYA verbal patterns and forms and throughout the thesis there was no much 
discussion of the morphological structure of verb patterns and paradigm, their 
inflectional forms and their derivations. This needs further research. 
6.2.14 Appendix 3 of this thesis has provided extensively illustrative examples of 
Lexical corpus of TYA, CA. and Akkadian cognates and there we have pointed out 
that from the beginning of doing the research for this thesis, we had a feeling that 
TYA may share a cognate with Akkadian (Akk.), since the latter ends in /u/ in most 
cases like TYA and that it is not always possible to determine which of the two 
languages (TYA vs. Akk. Or TYA vs. CA) retained the original sense. This leads us 
to emphasize the need for a closer study of the TYA-Akk.-cognates from a historical 
point of view. 
6.2.15 In his conclusion. Rosenhouse (2007, p. 670) states generally that: "... the 
diglossic makeup of Arabic is changing and evolving all the time, including the 
structure and vocabulary of this language."' So, a study of Diglossia in case of TYA is 
needed. 
6.2.16 A number of measures of influence of the theory, namely Sapir-Whorf 
Hypothesis in case of Hopi language can be perceived in all linguistic programs 
which make claims, about the influence of language on people's perception of an 
aspect of reality. So a relevance of taking up the notion of agreement for a 
sociolinguistic perspective can also be taken into consideration in case of TYA in 
further research. See, for instance, the five TYA forms that convey the meaning of 
hole in English and are shown under the noun pattern C1UC2C3U discussed under 
(2.1.3.7) of chapter 2; these forms are repeated below for convenience: 
s. Form Gloss 
buhlu "big hole in a wall or building"' 
xuzqu "small hole in other things"" 
xurmu "needle-hole"" 
xurqu "hole in a human body'" 
Ouqbu "hole in general, perforation" 
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6.2.17 Finally, the present thesis has been mainly confined to the descriptive analysis 
of the morphological structure of TYA nouns and adjectives and their plural 
formation and the agreement between nouns and attributive adjectives; a natural 
extension of the current study is to explore the implications of the descriptive analysis 
presented here for the modern Yemeni Arabic dialects and Arabic dialects of today. 
While it ends here, this thesis is also a beginning; it is really an endless 
research. 
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Appendices 
Appendix 1 
List of TYA verbs and Their Forms/Patterns/Binyanim/Conjugations 
Given below is a list of TYA verbs and their forms/patterns/binyanim/conjugations. it 
is based partially on the present researcher's data collection and partially, on 
somehow detailed but fragmentally discussions of verbs or illustrative examples of 
verbs in isolation or contexts in Yamani Tihami dialect (i.e. TYA) and their patterns, 
derivations and inflections and deviations as found on the literature. For instance, see 
(in Arabic script). (Al-Omariy, 2000, passim), Al - Shaiby, Fahd (2001, footnotes, 
passim). Al-Ahdal. Khalid, 2004, footnotes, passim). Baazi, Davvud Salim (2004 
passim), Warruu. Hisham Abdullah. (2004. footnotes, passim) and Al-Samraa"i. 
(2005, passim); see (in English script) (Greenman, 1979, passim), and (Prochazka, 
Theodore Jr. 1987. passim); and see (in French script) (NAIM, Samia, 2006 passim). 
Each group in the list will be followed by a table to show the perfect, 
imperfect, imperative and future conjugation of the first TYA illustrative verb in that 
group. This will be shown for all groups of the first binyan due to its variability, but 
for other binyanim. the main group will only be taken into consideration in showing 
such tables. It is noteworthy that it is not necessary every illustrative form of the verb 
to undergo all conjugations. That is to say the illustrative form of a certain verb can be 
existent in a certain pattern and non-existent in another one (here it can be 
theoretically existent). The third singular pronoun he/she will also refers to the third 
singular pronoun it. Like English, CPL v»ill be used to refer to the common third 
plural pronoun "they", the common second plural pronoun "you", and the common 
first plural pronoun "we". CS will be used to refer to the common first singular 
pronoun T . No one of the above authors do the following survey in details; most of 
them focused on the first form of the verb or just adhered to show fragmentally and 
explanatorily illustrative examples of verbs. Many of them mention them in 
accordance with the topic of their discussions for instance dialects, proverbs, folklore 
poetry, folklore music or folklore dances. 
1.1.3 Tri-consonantal verbs and their forms/patterns/binyanim/conjugations 
1.1.3.1 First Binyan/Form I/Pattern 1/conjugation 1, is considered to be the simplest 
form. 
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1.1.3.1.1a CiaC2aC3 sound unaltered pattern 
Verb Gloss Verb Gloss 
katab 
zaban 
qatal 
dabag 
\adam 
harab 
barad 
'amar 
'aSab 
'abad 
saHal 
bahav 
qaHas 
"to write" 
"to become expensive'" 
"to kill" 
"to beat" 
"to serve" 
"to escape" 
"to be cool/cold" 
"to order, to command" 
"to fold, tie, wrap" 
"to worship" 
"to loosen" 
"to dazzle, increase, enlarge" 
rafaD 
daras 
qaraT 
labag 
dabal 
rabas 
sabar 
"to take off, to remove; to scrape off 
"to refuse" 
"to study"' 
"to bite with teeth" 
"to beat, to hit"' 
"to fall down"" 
"to confuse"" 
"to become comfortable 
Table (1.1.3.1.1 a) Perfect, imperfect, imperative and future conjugation of the TYA 
verb katab "to write, he wrote"": 
Person 
3 MS 
3 FS 
3CPL 
2 MS 
2FS 
2CPL 
1 CS 
1 CPL 
Perfect 
katab 
katab-an 
katab-uu 
katab-t 
katab-tii 
katab-tuu 
katab-t 
katab-nee 
Gloss 
he wrote 
she wrote 
they wrote, F/M 
you wrote 
}ou wrote 
you wrote. F/M 
I wrote, F/M 
we wrote, F/M 
1 Imperfect 
1 ya-ktub 
ta-ktub 
1 ya-ktub-uu 
1 ta-ktub 
ta-ktub-ii 
1 ta-ktub-uu 
1 'a-ktub 
1 n a-ktub 
imperative 
ktub 
ktub-ii 
ktub-uu 
I Future J 
Jl si-ktub 
J sta-ktub 
J si-ktub-uu 1 
J sta-ktub 
1 sta-ktub-ii 
1 sta-ktub-uu 
1 s-a-ktub 
J sin-na-ktub 
Verb 
lb C|aC2aC3sound unaltered pattern 
Gloss Verb Gloss 
hadar 
galas 
hazaf 
xabaz 
qafaz 
'aSar 
"to talk nonsense"" 
"to sif' 
"to talk nonsense'" 
"to bake"' 
"to jump"" 
"to ring out'" 
"awag 
kasar 
malak 
Hasad 
qabas 
"to bend, to crook"" 
" to break"' 
"to possess, to have" 
"to envy" 
"to bite with fingers" 
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Table (1.1.3.1.lb) Perfect, imperfect, imperative and future conjugation of the TYA 
verb hadar "to talk nonsense, he (talked nonsense (= -))": 
Person 
[3 MS 
3 FS 
^ C P L 
|2MS 
2FS 
2CPL 
1 CS 
1 CPL 
Perfect _J|_Gloss 
hadar 
hadar-an 
hadar-uu 
hadar-t 
hadar-tii 
hadar-tuu 
hadar-t 
hadar-nee 
h e -
she -
they -, F/M 
you -
you -
you ~, F/M 
1 -, F/M 
we -, F/M 
Imperfect 
ya-hdir 
ta-hdir 
ya-hdir-uu 
ta-hdir 
ta-hdir-ii 
ta-hdir-uu 
"a-hdir 
na-hdir 
Imperative Future 
J si-hdir 
1 sta-hdir 
I  si-hdir-uu 
hdir 1 sta-hdir 
hdir-ii || sta-hdir-ii 
hdir-uu | sta-hdir-uu 
1 s-a-hdir 
J[sin-na-hdir 
1.1.3.i.lc CiaC2aC3S0und unaltered pattern 
Verb Gloss Verb 
zara 
fataH 
naSaH 
baraH 
Tabax 
Sana' 
sa'al 
Darab 
'"to cook' 
"to make 
"to ask"' 
"to beat" 
Gloss 
"to cultivate, to grow'" 
"to open" 
"to advise" 
"to take water from well" 
Table (1.1.3.1.1c) Perfect, imperfect, imperative and future conjugation of the TYA 
verb Tabax "to cook, she cooked": 
Person 
3 MS 
3 FS 
3 CPL 
2 MS 
2 FS 
2 CPL 
1 CS 
1 CPL 
Perfect 
Tabax 
Tabax-an 
Tabax-uu 
Tabax-t 
Tabax-tii 
Tabax-uu 
Tabax-t 
Tabax-ee 
Gloss 
he cooked 
she cooked 
they cooked, F/M 
you cooked 
you cooked 
you cooked, F/M 
I cooked, F/M 
we cooked, F/M 
J Imperfect 
J ya- Tbax 
I  ta-Tbax 
J ya-Tbax-uu 
J ta-Tbax 
1 ta-Tbax-ii 
J ta-Tbax-uu 
1 'a-Tbax 
I  na-Tbax 
Imperative 
Tbax 
Tbax-ii 
Tbax-uu 
1 Future 
j si-Tbax 
1 sta-Tbax 
1 si-Tbax-uu | 
1 sta-Tbax 
sta-Tbax-ii 
sta-Tbax-uu 
s-a-Tbax 
sin-na-Tbax 
1.1.3.1.1. 
Verb 
waSai 
wagab 
warad 
wagad 
la waC2aC3 with C| as an initial semi-vowels /w/ 
Gloss Verb Gloss 
"to arrive" 
"to be obliged"' 
"to be incoming"" 
"to find" 
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Table (1.1.3.1.1.1a) Perfect, imperfect, imperative and future conjugation of the TYA 
verb waSal "to arrive, he (arrived (= -))'"; 
Person 
3 MS 
3FS 
3CPL 
2 MS 
2 FS 
2CPL 
1 CS 
1 CPL 
Perfect 
waSal 
vvaSal-an 
waSal-uu 
waSal-t 
vvaSal-tii 
waSal-tuu 
waSal-t 
waSal-naa 
Gloss 
h e -
she -
they - . F/M 
you-
you-
you ~, F/M 
1 ~, F/M 
we -, F/M 
Imperfect 
ya-wSal 
' ta-wSal 
ya-vvSal-uu 
ta-vvSal 
ta-wSal-ii 
ta-wSal-uu 
'a-wSal 
na-vvSal 
Imperative 
wSal 
wSal ii 
wSai-uu 
Future 
si-wSal 
sta-wSal 
si-wSal-uu 
sta-wSai 
sta-wSal-ii 
sta-wSal-uu 
s-a-wSal 
sin-na-wSal 
1.1.3.1.1.1 b \vaC2aC3 with C| as an initial semi-vowels /v\/ 
Verb Gloss 
wa'ad ''to promise" 
wahab "to bestow, to granf 
Table (1.1.3.1.1.1b) Perfect, imperfect, imperative and future conjugation of the TYA 
verb wa'ad "to promise, he (promised (= -))"": 
Person 
3 MS 
3 FS 
3 CPL 
2 MS 
2FS 
2 CPL 
1 CS 
1 CPL 
Perfect || Gloss 
wa'ad 1 he ~ 
wa'ad-an j she -
wa'ad-uu | they -, F/M 
vva'ad-t | you -
wa'ad-tii | you -
wa'ad-tuu || you -, F/M 
wa'ad -t 1 1 -. F/M 
wa'ad-naa | we -, F/M 
Imperfect 
ya-w'id 
ta-w'id 
ya-w'id-uu 
ta-w'id 
ta-w'id-ii 
ta-w'id-uu 
"a-vvid 
na-w'id 
Imperative 
w'id 
w'id-ii 
w'id-uu 
Future 
si-w'id 
sta-w'id 
si-w'id-uu 
sta-w'id 
sta-w'id-ii 
sta-w'id-uu 
s-a-w'id 
.sin-na-w'id 
Verb 
"amm 
bazz 
sail 
'add 
mazz 
fatt 
rass 
Hazz 
hazz 
ball 
hadd 
Sabb 
Gloss 
"to drink"" 
"to take (out)"' 
"to take, to carry" 
"to count" 
"to squeeze" 
•'to crumble" 
"to spray (water)"" 
"to keep away" 
"to shake bay cradle" 
•'to wet" 
"to demolish"" 
"to pour" 
Verb 
qaSS 
radd 
madd 
naTT 
samm 
raSS 
kann 
zaff 
HaTT 
samm 
nass 
kadd 
Gloss 
"to cut, to clip"" 
"to return"" 
"to stretch, to pro" 
"tojump"" 
''to smell"' 
"to line-up'" 
"to be in a warm place 
"to announce wedding 
"to put" 
"to Light"" 
"tojump" 
"to work hard"" 
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sabb "to curse" 
damm "to have a handful'" 
marr "to become bitter" 
garr "to trail, drag" 
lamm "to gather" 
Mass "to be conscious" 
Hadd "to sharpen" 
Table (1.1.3.1.1.2a) Perfect, imperfect, imperative and future conjugation of the TYA 
verb "amm "to drink, he drank"": 
Person 
3 MS 
3 FS 
3CPL 
2 MS 
2FS 
2CPL 
1 CS 
1 CPL 
Perfect 
'amm 
"amm-an 
"amm-uu 
'amm-eet 
"amm-eetii 
"amm-ee-uu 
"amm-eet 
"amm-ee-ee 
Gloss 
he drank 
she drank 
they drank, F/M 
you drank 
you drank 
you drank. F/M 
1 drank, F/M 
we drank, F/M 
Imperfect 
yu-'umm 
tu-'umm 
yu-'umm-uu 
tu-"umm 
tu-'umm-ii 
tu-"umm-uu 
("a)-'umm 
nu-"umm 
Imperative | Future 
1 si-"umm 
1 stu-'umm 
1 si-'umm-uu 
'umm II stu-'umm 
"umm-ii | stu-'umm-ii 
"umm-uu stu-'umm-uu 
1 sa-"umm 
1 sin-nu-"umm 
1.1.3.1.1.2b CiaCiCj geminate 
Verb Gloss 
gass 
Hann 
Hagg 
"to sit" 
•"to be compassionate"' 
•"to go to pilgrimage" 
Verb Gloss 
tamm "to be complete'" 
xaff "to become unheavy"' 
Habb "to love" 
Table (1.1.3.1.1.2b) Perfect, imperfect, imperative and future conjugation of the TYA 
verb gass "to sit, he saf": 
Person 
3 MS 
3 FS 
1 3 CPL 
2 MS 
2FS 
|2CPL 
1 CS 
1 CPL 
Perfect 
gass 
gass-an 
gass-uu 
gass-eet 
gass-eetii 
gass-ee-uu 
gass-eet 
gass-ee-nee 
Gloss 
he sat 
she sat 
thev sat. F/M 
you sat 
you sat 
you sat, F/M 
1 sat, F/M 
we sat, F/M 
Imperfect 
y-'giss 
t-giss 
y-giss-uu 
t-giss 
t-giss-ii 
t-giss-uu 
('a)-giss 
n-giss 
Imperative 
giss 
giss-ii 
giss-uu 
Future 
s-giss 
st-giss 
s-giss-uu 
st-giss 
st-giss-ii 
st-giss-uu 
saa-giss 
sin-n-giss 
1 1 3 
Verb 
gann 
gaff 
mall 
.1.2c C|aC2C2 geminate 
Gloss 
•'to become insane, crazy" 
"to become dry. dried up)"' 
"to bore"' 
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Table (1.1.3.1,1.2c) Perfect, imperfect, imperative and future conjugation oftheTYA 
verb gann "to become insane, crazy, he (became insane, crazy (= -))"": 
Person 
3 MS 
3 FS 
3CPL 
2 MS 
2 FS 
2CPL 
1 CS 
1 CPL 1 
Perfect 
gann 
gann-an 
gann-uu 
gann-eet 
gann-eetii 
gann-ee-tuu 
gann-eet 
gann-ee-nee 
Gloss 
h e -
she ~ 
they - . F/M 
you ~ 
you ~ 
you ~, F/M 
I ~, F/M 
we ~, F/M 
Imperfect 
y-gann 
t-gann 
y-gann-uu 
t-gann 
t-gann-ii 
t-gann-uu 
(•a)-gann 
n-gann 
Imperative 
gann 
ganni-ii 
gannu-uu 
Future 
s-gann 
st-gann 
s-gann-uu 
st-gann 
st-gann-ii 
st-gann-uu 
saa-gann 
sin-n-eann 
1.1.3.1.1.3a C|aaC2 hollow (with loss of €2= w) 
V Root morpheme Verb Gloss 
bvvk baak 
qwm 
rwH 
qwl 
swf 
zwr 
Iwq 
gw" 
xwf 
nwm 
twh 
Twl 
Swn 
mwt 
qaam 
raaH 
qaal 
saaf 
zaar 
laaq 
gaa" 
xaaf 
naam 
taah 
Taal 
Saan 
maat 
•to go" 
'to stand up'" 
"to go; to be broken"' 
'to say"" 
'to have a look"" 
'to visit"' 
'to become suitable, proper" 
'to be hungry'" 
"to be afraid"" 
'to sleep"" 
'to be losf" 
'to become long or tall" 
"to preserve, keep"" 
"to die, to be dead"" 
Table (1.1.3.1.1.3a) Perfect, imperfect, imperative and future conjugation of the TYA 
verb "amm "to go, he went'": 
Person 
3 MS 
3 FS 
3 CPL 
2 MS 
2 FS 
2 CPL 
1 CS 
1 CPL 
Perfect 
baak 
baak-an 
baak-uu 
buk-t 
buk-tii 
buk-tuu 
buk-t 
buk-nee 
Gloss 
he went 
she went 
they went, F/M 
you went 
you went 
you went. F/M 
1 went, F/M 
we went, F/M 
Imperfect 
ya-buuk 
ta-buuk 
va-buuk-uu 
ta-buuk 
ta- buuk-ii 
ta- buuk-uu 
("a)-buuk 
na-buuk 
hnperative 
buuk 
buuk-ii 
buuk-uu 
1 Future 
si-buuk 
1 sta-buuk 
1 si- buuk-uu 
sta-buuk 
sta-buuk-ii 
sta-buuk-uu 
saa-buuk 
sin-na-buuk 
l.!.3.1.1.3bCiaaC2hollow (with lossofC2 = y) 
V Root morpheme Verb Gloss 
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Hyd 
Tyr 
by 
zyd 
lyn 
Dyq 
qys 
Dy-
Syn 
Syd 
Tyb 
Table (1.1.3. 1.1.3 b) Perfect. 
Haad 
Taar 
baa' 
zaad 
laan 
Daaq 
qaas 
Daa' 
Saan 
Saad 
Taab 
imperfect, i 
•'to see" 
"to fly" 
'•toseir 
"to become increased" 
"to become flexible" 
"to become narrow, upset, annoyed" 
"to measure" 
"to lose, to be lost" 
"to maintain" 
"to fish" 
"to become good, to be goodhearted' 
mperative and future conjugation of the " 
verb haad "to see. he saw": 
Person 
[ 3 MS 
3 FS 
3CPL 
2 MS 
[2 FS 
2CPL 
1 CS 
1 CPL 
Perfect 
Haad 
Haad-an 
Haad-uu 
Hid-t 
Hid-tii 
Hid-tuu 
Hid-t 
Hid-nee 
Gloss 
he saw 
she saw 
they saw. F/M 
you saw 
you saw 
you saw, F/M 
1 saw, F/M 
we saw. F/M 
1 Imperfect 
j yi-Hiid 
1 ti-Hiid 
)i-Hiid-uu 
1 ti-Hiid 
1 ti-Hiid-ii 
II ti-Hiid-uu 
1 Ca^Hiid 
1 ni-Hiid 
Imperative 
Hiid 
Hiid-ii 
Hiid-uu 
Future 
si-Hiid 
sti-Hiid 
si-Hiid-uu 
sti-Hiid 
sti-Hiid-ii 
sti-Hiid-uu 
saa-Hiid 
sin-ni-Hiid 
1.1.3.1.1.4a CiaC2aa defective (with loss of€3 = y) 
V Root morpheme Verb Gloss 
rmy 
'Sv 
qi> 
qDy 
ramaa "to throw" 
"aSaa "to be stubborn" 
qalaa "to fry" 
qaDaa "to judge" 
Table (1.1.3.1.1.4a) Perfect, imperfect, imperative and future conjugation of the TYA 
verb ramaa "to throw, he threw": 
Person 
3 MS 
3 FS 
3 CPL 
2 MS 
2FS 
2 CPL 
1 CS_J 
1 CPL 
Perfect 
ramaa 
ram-an 
ram-uu 
ramee-t 
ramee-tii 
ramee-uu 
ramee-t 
ramee-aa 
Gloss 
he threw 
she threw 
they threw, F/M 
you threw 
you threw 
you threw, F/M 
1 saw, F/M 
we threw. F/M 
Imperfect 
ya-rmii 
ta-rmii 
ya-rm-uu 
ta-rmii 
ta-rm-ii 
ta-rm-uu 
('a)-rmii 
na-rmii 
Imperative 
rmii 
rm-ii 
rm-uu 
Future 
si-rmii 
sta-rmii 
si-rmii-uu 
sta-rmii 
sta-rmii-ii 
sta-rm-uu 
sa-rmii 
sin-na-rmii 
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1.1.3.1.1.4b C|aC2aa defective (with loss of €3= y) 
V Root morpheme Verb Gloss 
qry qaraa "'to read" 
Table (1.1.3.1,1.4b) Perfect, imperfect, imperative and future conjugation oftheTYA 
verb qaraa "to read, he read": 
Person 
3 MS 
3 FS 
3CPL 
2 MS 
2FS 
2CPL 
1 CS 
i CPL 
Perfect 
qaraa 
qar-an 
qar-uu 
qaree-t 
rqaree-tii 
qaree-tuu 
qaree-t 
qaree-naa 
Gloss 
he read 
she read 
they read, F/M 
you read 
you read 
you read. F/M 
1 read. F/M 
we read, F/M 
Imperfect 
ya-qraa 
ta-qraa 
ya-qr-uu 
ta-qraa 
ta-qr-ii 
ta-qr-uu 
(•a)-qraa 
na-qraa 
Imperative 
qraa 
qr-ii 
qr-uu 
1 Future 
si-qraa 
sta-qraa 
si-qr-uu 
sta-qraa 
sta-qr-ii 
sta-qr-uu 
sa-qraa 
sin-na-qraa 
1.1.3.1.1.5 CiaC2ee Imaalah (with loss of 0^ = y) 
V Root morpheme Verb Gloss 
k\\\ 
bl)^ 
SW) 
kavvee "to iron, to press" 
balee "to afflict" 
sawaa "to roast" 
Table (1.1.3.1.1.5) Perfect, imperfect, imperative and future conjugation of the TYA 
verb kawee "to iron, to press, he (ironed or pressed (= -))"": 
1 Person 
3 MS 
3 FS 
3 CPL 
2 MS 
2 FS 
2 CPL 
! CS 
1 CPL 
1 Perfect 
kawee 
kaw-an 
kaw-uu 
kawee-t 
kawee-tii 
kawee-uu 
kawee-t 
kawee-ee 
Gloss 
h e -
she ~ 
they ~, F/M 
you ~ 
you ~ 
you ~. F/M 
1 - , F/M 
we ~, F/M 
imperfect 
)a-kwii 
ta-kwii 
ya-k\v-uu 
ta-kwii 
ta-qr-ii 
ta-kw-uu 
('a)-kwii 
na-kwii 
1 Imperative 
kwii 
kw-ii 
kw-uu 
Future 
si-kwii 
sta-kwii 
si-kw-uu 
sta-kwii 
sta-kw-ii 
sta-kw-uu 
sa-kwii 
sin-na-kwii 
1.1.3.1.2a C|iC2iC3 sound unaltered pattern (with change in the quality of vowel 
melody: /-a-a-/ to /-i-i-/of (1.1.3.1.1) C|aC2aC3 above) (does not exist in MSA) 
Verb Gloss Verb Gloss 
sihif 
zi'il 
firiH 
"to drink" 
"to be angry" 
"to be glad/happy" 
Hisir "to become thin/weak" 
miriD "to be sick/ill" 
Hizin "to be sad" 
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kibir 
silim 
Himir 
sibi' 
fihim 
xirib 
bidi' 
gibin 
kisil 
qidiin 
sigi' 
"to become old, large'" 
"to be safe" 
"to be angry"' 
"to feel unhungry"" 
"to understand" 
"to become destroyed" 
"to start, to begin"" 
"to become cowardly" 
"to become lazy"' 
"to become old'" 
"to become brave" 
simi' 
'imil 
qibil 
ti'ib 
Sibir 
sirib 
sihid 
DibiH 
qiSir 
qiSib 
Si'ib 
"to hear" 
"to work"" 
"to accepf 
"to become tired" 
"to be patient"" 
"to smoke; to drink"" 
"to witness"" 
"to be angry, annoyed' 
"to become short" 
"to become short'" 
"to become difficult'" 
Table (1.1.3.1.2a) Perfect, imperfect, imperative and future conjugation of the TYA 
verb sihif "to drink, he drank"": 
Person 
3 MS 
3 FS 
|3CPL 
|2MS 
2FS 
2CPL 
1 CS 
Perfect 
sihif 
sihif-an 
sihif-uu 
sihif-t 
sihif-tii 
sihif-tuu 
sihif-t 
1 CPL sihif-nee 
Gloss 
he drank 
she drank 
they drank, F/M 
you drank 
you drank 
you drank, F/M 
1 drank, F/M 
we drank. F/M 
IjjTi perfect 
ya-shaf 
ta-shaf 
ya-shaf-uu 
ta-shaf 
ta-shaf-ii 
ta-shaf-uu 
('a)-shaf 
na-shaf 
J Imperative 
1 
1 
1 
1 shaf 
1 shaf-ii 
1 shaf-uu 
1 
Future 
si-shaf 
sta-shaf 
si-shaf-uu 
sta-shaf 
sta-shaf-ii 
sta-shaf-uu 
sa-shaf 
sin-na-shaf 
1.1.3.1.2b C|iC2iC3 sound unaltered pattern (with change in the quality of vowel 
melod}: /-a-a-/ to /-i-i-/ of (1.1.3.1.1) C|aC2aC-, above) (does not exist in MSA) 
Verb Gloss Verb Gloss 
eiqil 
Hisib 
sihil 
"to be heavy"" 
"to think"' 
"to become easv"" 
Hisin "to be beautiful" 
SiGir "to become small" 
Table (1.1.3.1.2b) Perfect, imperfect, imperative and future conjugation of the TYA 
verb 9iqil "to be heavy, he was heavy"': 
Person 
3 MS 
3 FS 
3 CPL 
2 MS 
2FS 
2 CPL 
1 CS 
1 CPL 
Perfect 
eiqil 
0iqil-an 
0iqil-uu 
eiqil-t 
eiqil-tii 
0iqil-tuu 
eiqil-t 
eiqil-nee 
Gloss 
he drank 
she drank 
they drank, F/M 
you drank 
you drank 
you drank, F/M 
1 drank, F/M 
we drank, F/M 
1 Imperfect 
1 ya-9qul 
1 ta-equi 
1  ya-0qul-uu 
1 ta-equI 
^[ja-equl-ii 
1 ta-equl-uu 
('a)-equl 
j na-9qul 
Imperative 
equl 
0qul-ii 
0qul-uu 
Future 
si-equi 
sta-9qul 
si-equl-uu 
sta-equl 
sta-0qul-ii 
sta-0qul-uu 
sa-9qul 
sin-na-equl 
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1,1.3.1.2c C|iC2iC3 sound unaltered pattern (with change in the quality of vowel 
melody: /-a-a-/ to /-i-i-/ of (1.1.3.1.1) C|aC2aC3 above) (does not exist in MSA) 
Verb Gloss 
zi'ib 
zirib 
'irif 
"to become bad/ugly" 
"to tremble, to shiver" 
"to know" 
Table (1.1.3.1.2c) Perfect, imperfect, imperative and future conjugation of the TYA 
verb zi'ib "to become bad/ugly, he (became bad/ugly (= -))": 
1 Person 
3 MS 
3 FS 
^ C P L 
1 2 MS 
2 FS 
2CPL 
1 CS 
1 CPL , 
Perfect 
zi'ib 
zi"ib-an 
•zi'ib-uu 
zi'ib-t 
zi'ib-tii 
zi'ib-tuu 
zi"ib-t 
ziMb-nee 
Gloss 
h e -
she -
they ~. F/M 
you ~ 
you ~ 
}'0u ~, F/M 
1 ~, F/M 
we ~, F/M 
1 Imperfect 
1 ya-z'ib 
1 ta-z'ib 
1 ya-z'ib-uu 
||ta-z'ib 
1 ta-z'ib-ii 
1 ta-z'ib-uu 
1 (•a)-z'ib 
1 na-z'ib 
Imperative 
1 
z'ib 
z'ib-ii 
z"ib-uu 
Future 
si-z"ib 
sta-z"ib 
si-z"ib-uu 
sta-z'ib 
sta-z'ib-ii 
sta-z"ib-uu 
sa-z'ib 
sin-na-z'ib 
1.1.3.1.2.1 yiC2iC3 with C| as an initial semi-vowels /y/ 
Verb Gloss 
yibis "to become dry"" 
Table (1.1.3.1.2.1) Perfect, imperfect, imperative and future conjugation of the TYA 
verb yit 
Person 
3 MS 
3 FS 
3 CPL 
2 MS 
2 FS 
2 CPL 
1 CS 
1 CPL 
)is "to become dry. he (became dry (= -))": 
Perfect 
yibis 
yibis-an 
yibis-uu 
yibis-t 
yibis-tii 
yibis-tuu 
yibis-t 
yibis-nee 
Gloss 
h e -
she ~ 
they ~, F/M 
you ~ 
you -
you -, F/M 
I ~, F/M 
we ~, F/M 
1 Imperfect 
ya-ybas 
ta-ybas 
ya-ybas-uu 
ta-ybas 
ta-ybas-ii 
ta-ybas-uu 
('a)-ybas 
na-vbas 
Imperative 
ybas 
ybas-ii 
ybas-uu 
Future 
si-ybas 
sta-ybas 
si-vbas-uu 
sta-ybas 
sta-ybas-ii 
sta-ybas-uu 
sa-ybas 
sin-na-ybas 
1.1.3.1.2.2 wiC2iC3 with C| as an initial semi-vowels /w/ 
Verb Gloss 
wilif "to accustom, to be used to" 
wiri9 "to have in heritance" 
wisim "to become handsome/pretty" 
wirim "to swell" 
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Table (1.1.3.1.2.2) Perfect, imperfect, imperative and future conjugation of the TYA 
verb vvilif "to accustom, to be used to, he (accustomed, or was used to (= -))'": 
Person 
3 MS 
3 FS 
3CPL 
2 MS 
2 FS 
2CPL 
1 CS 
1 CPL 
Perfect 
wilif 
wih'f-an 
wilif-uu 
wilif-t 
wilif-tii 
wilif-tuu 
vvilif-t 
wilif-nee 
Gloss 
h e -
she -
they ~ F/M 
you ~ 
you ~ 
you -, F/M 
1 ~, F/M 
we -. F/M 
Imperfect 
ya-wlaf 
ta-vvlaf 
ya-wlaf-uu 
ta-wlaf 
ta-wlaf-ii 
ta-wlaf-uu 
(•a)-wlaf 
na-wlaf 
Imperative | Future 
1 si-wlaf 
_J sta-wlaf 1 
1 si-wlaf-uu 
wiaf 1 sta-wlaf 
wlaf-ii 1 sta-wlaf-ii 
wlaf^uu 1 sta-wlaf-uu 
sa-wlaf 
1 sin-na-wiaf 
1.1.3.1.2.3a CiC2i defective (with loss of €3 = y) 
V Root morpheme Verb 
nsy 
Gny 
flny 
Gly 
wfy 
•|-y 
bly 
Hmy 
GBy 
swy 
Hwy 
G\v\ 
msi 
Gini 
Hhi 
Gili 
wit1 
'iri 
bili 
Himi 
Giei 
siwi 
Hiwi 
Giwi 
Gloss 
"to forget'" 
"to be rich" 
"to be untenable and loose or lax" 
"to be expensive, costly'" 
"to be dependable, true to one"s word, complete" 
"to become naked"' 
"to become old, shabby; outdated"" 
"to become hot, warm'" 
"to be disgust"" 
"to be normal, sound, unimpaired; to equal price" 
"to become tired"" 
"to be lost" 
Table (1.1.3.1.2.3a) Perfect, imperfect, imperative and future conjugation of the TYA 
verb nisi "to forget, he forgof": 
Person 
3 MS 
3 FS 
3 CPL 
2 MS 
2 FS 
2 CPL 
1 CS 
1 CPL 
Perfect 
nisi 
nisy-an 
nisy-uu 
nisii-t 
nisii-ti 
nisii-tuu 
nisii-t 
nisii-nee 
Gloss 
he forgot 
she forgot 
they forgot, F/M 
you forgot 
you forgot 
you forgot, F/M 
I forgot. F/M 
we forgot. F/M 
Imperfect 
ya-nsee 
ta-nsee 
ya-ns-uu 
ta-nsee 
ta-ns-ii 
ta-ns-uu 
("a)-nsee 
na-nsee 
Imperative 
nsee 
ns-ii 
ns-uu 
Future 
si-nsee 
1 sta-nsee 
si-ns-uu 
sta-nsee 
sta-ns-ii 
sta-ns-uu 
saa-nsee 
sm-na-nsee 
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1.1.3.1.2.3b CiCzi defective (with loss of C3 = y) 
V Root morpheme Verb Gloss 
rDy 
sxy 
Sfy 
qw> 
riDi 
SIXI 
Sifl 
qiwi 
"to become satisfied, pleased'" 
"to become generous, openhanded' 
"to become clean" 
"to become strong, powerful" 
Table (1.1.3.1.2.3b) Perfect, imperfect, imperative and future conjugation of the TYA 
verb riDi "to become satisfied, pleased, he (became satisfied, pleased (= -))": 
[Person 
1 3 MS 
3 FS 
3CPL 
2 MS 
| 2FS 
2CPL 
1 CS 
1 CPL 
Perfect 
1 riDi 
riOy-an 
riDy-uu 
riDii-t 
rJDii-ti 
riDii-tuu 
riDii-t 
riDii-naa 
Gloss 
h e -
she -
they -. F/M 
you ~ 
you ~ 
you ~, F/M 
1 -, F/M 
we ~, F/M 
1 Imperfect 
1 ya-rDaa 
1 ta-rDaa 
1 ya-rD-uu 
1 ta-rDaa 
1 ta-rD-ii 
1 ta-rD-uu 
1 Ca)-rDaa 
1 na-rDaa 
Imperative 
rDaa 
rD-ii 
rD-uu 
Future 
si-rDaa 
sta-rDaa 
si-rD-uu 
Sta-rDaa 
sta-rD-ii 
sta-rD-uu 
sa-rDaa 
sin-na-rDaa 
1.1.3.1.2.3c CiC2i defective (with loss of €3 = y) 
V Root morpheme Verb Gloss 
dr\ 
Hfy 
diri 
Hifl 
"to know" 
"to be barefoot"' 
Table (1.1.3.1.2.3c) Perfect, imperfect, imperative and future conjugation of the TYA 
verb diri "to know, he knew"": 
Person 
3 MS 
3 FS 
3 CPL 
2 MS 
2FS 
2 CPL 
1 CS 
1 CPL 
Perfect 
diri 
diry-an 
diry-uu 
dirii-t 
dirii-ti 
dirii-tuu 
dirii-t 
dirii-nee 
Gloss 
he knew 
she knew 
they knew, F/M 
you knew 
you knew 
you knew, F/M 
I knew, F/M 
we knew, F/M 
Imperfect 
ya-drii 
ta-drii 
ya-dr-uu 
ta-drii 
ta-dr-ii 
ta-dr-uu 
("a)-drii 
na-drii 
Imperative 
drii 
dr-ii 
dr-uu 
Future 
si-drii 
sta-drii 
si-dr-uu 
sta-drii 
sta-dr-ii 
sta-dr-uu 
sa-drii 
sin-na-drii 
1.1.3.1.3a C|C2aC3 sound unaltered pattern (with loss of the first vowel /a/ of 
(1.1.3.1.1c) CiaC2aC3 above) (does not exist in MSA) 
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Verb Gloss 
rkan ('alaa) "to trust on" 
zkam "'to have a cold" 
sHar "to magic" 
rHal "to have a trip" 
fHas "to massage" 
sHat "to beg" 
fga' "to frighten, to be fearful" 
rgad "to sleep" 
fgad "to fail to see, to miss " 
sHaq "to crush" 
bhar "to dazzle, increase, enlarge" 
qHas "to take off, to remove; to scrape off 
Table (1.1.3.1.3a) Perfect, imperfect, imperative and future conjugation of the TYA 
verb rkan ("alaa) "to trust on, he trusted on": 
Person 
3 MS 
3 FS 
3CPL 
2 MS 
2 FS 
2CPL 
i CS 
1 CPL 
Perfect 
rkan 
rkan-an 
rkan-uu 
rkan-t 
rkan-ti 
rkan-tuu 
rkan-t 
rkan-naa 
Gloss 
he trusted 
she trusted 
they trusted, F/M 
you trusted 
you trusted 
}0u trusted, F/M 
I trusted. F/M 
we trusted, F/M 
Imperfect 
ya-rkan 
ta-rkan 
ya-rkan-uu 
ta-rkan 
ta-rkan-ii 
ta-rkan-uu 
("a)-rkan 
na-rkan 
imperative 
j 
rkan 
tkan-ii 
rkan-uu 
Future 
si-rkan 
sta-rkan 
si-rkan-uu 
sta-rkan 
sta-rkan-ii 
sta-rkan-uu 
s-a-rkan 
sin-na-rkan 
1.1.3.1.3b C|C2aC3 sound unaltered pattern (with loss of the first vowel /a/ of 
(1.1.3.1. 
Verb 
skan 
rqaS 
sxar 
rTab 
bsal 
sTaf 
sHal 
TGaz 
ngab 
6kar 
fFar 
z'aq 
la) C|aC2aC3 above) (does not exist in MSA) 
Gloss 
"to live (with)"" 
"to dance"" 
"to snore" 
"to become soft, humid"" 
"to become a drooping" 
"to behave unusually" 
"to loosen" 
"to prickle, to sting" 
"to be almost dry (usually of agricultural land)" 
"to remember" 
"to break fasting at sunset time"" 
"to shouf' 
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Table (1.1.3.1.3b) Perfect, imperfect, imperative and future conjugation of the TYA 
verb skan (ma"a) "to live (with), he lived'": 
1 Person 
^ M S 
| 3FS 
3CPL 
2 MS 
i 2 FS 
2CPL 
j 1 CS 
1 CPL 
Perfect 
skan 
skan-an 
skan-uu 
skan-t 
skan-ti 
skan-tuu 
skan-t 
skan-nee 
Gloss 
he lived 
she lived 
they lived, F/M 
you lived 
you lived 
you lived, F/M 
1 lived, F/M 
we lived, F/M 
1 Imperfect 
1 ya-skun 
1 ta-skun 
1 ya-skun-uu 
1 ta-skun 
I ta-skun-ii 
I  ta-skun-uu 
1 ('a)-skun 
1 na-skun 
Imperative 
skun 
skun-ii 
skun-uu 
Future 
si-skun 
sta-skun 
si-skun-uu 
sta-skun 
sta-skun-ii 
sta-skun-uu 
s-a-skun 
sin-na-skun 
1.1.3.1.3c C|C2aC3 sound unaltered pattern (with loss of the first vowel /a/ of 
(1. 1.3.1.1 b) CiaC2aC3 above) (does not exist in MSA) 
Verb Gloss 
fTajn 
ftan 
fqas 
nkar 
"to wean" 
"to enchant, to tempt"' 
"to hatch, incubate (an egg)"" 
"to den^, to refuse; to have no knowledge of" 
Table (1.1.3.1.3c) Perfect, imperfect, imperative and future conjugation of the TYA 
verb fTam "to wean, he weaned"" 
Person 
3 MS 
3 FS 
3 CPL 
2 MS 
2FS 
2 CPL 
1 CS 
1 CPL 
Perfect 
f fam 
tTam-an 
tTam-uu 
tTam-t 
fTam-ti 
ffam-tuu 
tTam-t 
fTam-naa 
Gloss 
he weaned 
she weaned 
they weaned, F/M 
you weaned 
you weaned 
you weaned, F/M 
I weaned, F/M 
we weaned, F/M 
Imperfect 
va-fTim 
ta-fTim 
ya-fTim-uu 
ta-fTim 
ta-fTim-ii 
ta-fFim-uu 
("a)-tTim 
na-fTim 
Imperative 
tTim 
f f im- i i 
ff im-uu 
Future 
si-fFim 
sta-fTim 
si-fFim-uu 
Sta-fTim 
sta-fTim-ii 
sta-skun-uu 
s-a-fTim 
sin-na-tTim 
1.1.3.1.3.la wC2aC3 with C| as initial semi-vowel /w/ 
Verb Gloss 
wkan 
wqaf 
"to trust/depend on'" 
"to stop, to stand"' 
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Table (1.1.3.1.3.1a) Perfect, imperfect, imperative and future conjugation of the TYA 
verb wkan ('alaa) "to trust/depend on. he (trusted/depended on (= -)): 
Person 
i 3 MS 
1 3 FS 
3CPL 
2 MS 
2FS 
2CPL 
1 CS 
1 CPL 
Perfect 
wkan 
wkan-an 
wkan-uu 
wkan-t 
wkan-ti 
wkan-tuu 
wkan-t 
vvkan-naa 
Gloss 
h e -
she ~ 
they -, F/M 
you ~ 
you ~ 
you ~, F/M 
1 ~, F/M 
we ~, F/M 
Imperfect 
ya-wkan 
ta-wkan 
ya-wkan-uu 
ta-wkan 
ta-wkan-ii 
ta-wkan-uu 
(•a)-wkan 
na-vvkan 
imperative 
1 
wkan 
wkan-ii 
wkan-uu 
Future 
si-wkan 
sta-wkan 
si-wkan-uu 
sta-wkan 
sta-wkan-ii 
sta-wkan-uu 
s-a-wkan 
sin-na-wkan 
1.1.3.1.3.1b wCiaCs with C| as initial semi-vowel /w/ 
Verb Gloss 
wzan 
wzab 
"to weight" 
"to do wazb-eh (see (2.1.3.2.1) in chapter 2)" 
Table (1.1.3.1.3.1b) Perfect, imperfect, imperative and future conjugation of the TYA 
verb wzan "to weight, he (weighted (= -)): 
Person 
3 MS 
3FS 
3 CPL 
2 MS 
2FS 
2 CPL 
1 CS 1 
1 CPL 
Perfect 
wzan 
wzan-an 
wzan-uu 
wzan-t 
wzan-ti 
wzan-tuu 
wzan-t 
wzan-nee 
Gloss 
he ~ 
she ~ 
they ~, F/M 
you ~ 
you ~ 
you ~, F/M 
1 ~, F/M 
we ~, F/M 
imperfect 
ya-wzin 
ta-wzin 
ya-wzin-uu 
ta-wzin 
ta-wzin-ii 
ta-wzin-uu 
('a)-wzin 
na-wzin 
1 Imperative 
1 
1 
1 
irwzin 
wzin-ii 
1 wzin-uu 
1 
1 
Future 
si-wzin 
sta-wzin 
si-wzin-uu 
sta-zin 
sta-wzin-ii 
sta-wzin-uu 
s-a-wzin 
sin-na-wzin 
1.1.3.1.3.2 CiyaC3 with C2 as medial semi-vowel /y/ 
Verb Gloss 
ryas "to be curious" 
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Table (1.1.3.1.3.2) Perfect, imperfect, imperative and future conjugation of the TYA 
verb ryas "to be curious, nosy, snooping, he (was curious/nosy/snooping (= ~)): 
Person 
3 MS 
3 FS 
3CPL 
2 MS 
2FS 
2CPL 
1 CS 
1 CPL 
Perfect || Gloss 
ryas || he ~ 
ryas-an | she -
Imperfect 
ya- ryus 
ta-ryus 
ryas-uu j they ~, F/M | ya-ryus-uu 
ryas-t | you ~ j) ta-ryus 
ryas-ti | you ~ || ta-ryus-ii 
ryas-tuu || you ~, F/M j ta-ryus-uu 
ryas-t | 1 ~, F/M | ('a)-ryus 
ryas-naa | we ~, F/M || na-ryus 
Imperative Future 
1 si-ryus 
1 sta-ryus 
I si-ryus-uu 
ryus II sta-ryus 
ryus-ii sta-ryus-ii 
ryus-uu || sta-ryus-uu 
1 s-a-ryus 
II sin-na-ryus 
1.1.3.1.3.3 C|C2ee Imaalah 
V Root morpheme 
bky 
sk} 
msy 
d'w 
Verb 
bkee 
skee 
msec 
d"ee 
Gloss 
"to cry, to weep' 
"to complain'" 
"to walk"' 
"to pray Allah"" 
Table (1,1.3.1,3.3) Perfect, imperfect, imperative and future conjugation of the TYA 
\erb bkee "to weep, to cr}"": 
Person 
3 MS 
3 FS 
3 CPL 
2 MS 
2FS 
2 CPL 
1 CS 
1 CPL 
Perfect 
bkee 
1 bk-an 
bk-uu 
bkee-t 
bkee-ti 
bkee-tuu 
bkee-t 
bkee-nee 
Gloss 
he wept 
she wept 
they wept, F/M 
you wept 
you wept 
you wept, F/M 
I wept, F/M 
we wept, F/M 
Imperfect 
ya-bkii 
ta-bkii 
ya-bk-uu 
ta-bk-ii 
ta-bk-ii 
ta-bk-uu 
('a)-bkii 
na-bkii 
Imperative 
bkii 
bk-ii 
bk-uu 
1 Future 
1 si-bkii 
1 sta-bkii 
J si-bk-uu 
1 sta-bkii 
1 sta-bk-ii 
J sta-bk-uu 
1 s-a-bkii 
1 sin-na-bkii 
Ll.3.2 Form 11/2"" Binyan/Pattern Il/Conjugation II 
1.1.3.2.1 CiaC2C2aC3 sound unaltered pattern 
Verb Gloss 
xazzan "to chew Qat; to store"' 
zaIlaT "to have money, to be rich" 
kassar "to show defects over things; to break in pieces'' 
Saffar "to become yellow" 
zarraq "to become blue"" 
kattab "to make someone write" 
qattal "to massacre" 
qaffal "to close" 
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6allaq "to become ice"' 
saGGal "to employ, to operate"' 
ragga' "to bring back"" 
SaGGar "to make small"" 
dabbag "to beat repeatedly'" 
labbag "to beat repeatedly"" 
Harraq "to burn" 
sabbah "to recover to, become well"" 
raffa' "to empty, to clear out of" 
baSSal "to put or add bSalu (=onions) in food" 
dalla" "to mollycoddle, to make very spoiled'" 
Sal la' "to become bald"' 
sannab "to stand up"" 
Sanna" "to refuse arrogantly; to make"' 
Hammar "to become red; to make angry"' 
xaDDar "to become green'" 
darras "to teach" 
qaTTa" "to cut in pieces" 
farraH "to gladden"' 
fattaH "to open repeatedly"" 
gamma" "tocoliecf" 
baddal "to change"" 
naDDaf "to clean"" 
kabbar "to make large; to say(Allah-u-akbar) 
kammal "to finish"" 
Hammas "to cook; to heaf' 
baHHan "to come early"' 
"aqqad "to complicate, to be tangly" 
barraH "to make wide, to clear out o f 
naffas "to make wide"' 
Sa""ad "to go to east direction" 
farra' "to go to west direction" 
Table (1.1.3.2.1) Perfect, imperfect, imperative and future conjugation of the TYA 
verb xazzan "to chew Qat; to store, he (chewed Qat or stored (= -))"; 
Person 
3 MS 
3 FS 
3CPL 
2 MS 
2 FS 
2 GPL 
1 CS 
1 CPL 
Perfect 
xazzan 
xazzan-an 
xazzan-uu 
xazzan-t 
xazzan-tii 
xazzan-tuu 
xazzan-t 
xazzan-nee 
Gloss 
| h e -
she ~ 
they ~. F/M 
you ~ 
you ~ 
you -, F/M 
1 ~, F/M 
we ~, F/M 
Imperfect 
y-xazzin 
t-xazzin 
y-xazzin-uu 
t-xazzin 
t-xazzin-ii 
t-xazzin-uu 
('a)-xazzin 
n-xazzin 
hnperative 
xazzin 
xazzin-ii 
xazzin-uu 
Future 
s-xazzin 
st-xazzin 
.s-xazzin-uu 
sta-xazzin 
st-xazzin-ii 
st-xazzin-uu 
s-a-xazzin 
sin-n-xazzin 
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1.1.3.2.2 CiaC2C2aC2 geminate with last two radicals alike 
Verb Gloss 
gaddad "to perform the ritual ablution; to renew'' 
sabbab "to cause" 
saddad "to be stern, to intensify" 
Haddad "to determine" 
daqqaq "to watch attentively, to be strict" 
qarrar "to decide" 
tammam "to complete" 
1. 1.3.2.3 waC2C2aC3 with Ci as an initial radical semi-vowel /w/ 
Verb Gloss 
waddaf "to entangle" 
wadda' "to say good bye" 
\va"ad "to go to a market on a market day" 
waSSal "to connect, to link" 
waSSad "to close, to lock" 
waggah "to direct" 
wassar "to fasten, to tie up" 
wassax "to make dirty" 
1.1.3.2.4 yaC2C2aC3 with C| as an initial radical semi-vowel /y/ 
Verb Gloss 
yassar "to make easy, to facilitate" 
yabbas "to cause to dry, to suffer from constipation" 
yamman "to go to yamaani (= south) direction" 
1.1.3.2.5 CiavvwaCi with C2 as a middle radical semi-vowel /w/ 
\ Root morpheme Verb 
svvd 
Hwm 
swh 
xwf 
Hwg 
zwg 
1,1.3.2.6 CiayyaC3 
V Root morpheme 
byD 
Hyr 
byT 
bys 
gyd 
sawwad 
Haw warn 
sawvvah 
xawwaf 
Hawwag 
zawwag 
with C2 a; 
Verb 
bayyaD 
Hayyar 
xayyaT 
bayyas 
gayyad 
Gloss 
"to become black" 
"to feel hot" 
"to disfigure, to deface" 
"to frighten" 
"to put Hawaaygu (= ginger) in food/drink)" 
"to marr>" 
s a middle radical semi-vowel /y/ 
Gloss 
"to become white, whitish; to whiten" 
"to become extremely bad; to confuse" 
"to stitch, to tailor" 
"to have a lot of money" 
"to shackle, to enchain" 
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qyd 
•yb 
Hyl 
dyn 
sym 
qayyad "to register, to enroll" 
"ayyab "to fault find, to be faultfinding" 
hayyal "to put heelu (= cardamom) in food/drink' 
dayyan "to indebt" 
sayyam "to go to saam (= north) direction" 
1.1.3.2.7 'aC2C2aC2 with initial glottal stop /'/ (hamzated verb with hamzated root) 
Verb Gloss 
"akkal 
"to postpone'" 
"to feed" 
1.1.3.2.8 CiaC2C2aa defective 
V Root morpheme Verb 
rby 
bq\ 
rky 
Sfy 
qry 
Sly 
Gloss 
rabbaa 
baqqaa 
rakkaa 
Saffaa 
qarraa 
Sallaa 
"to bring up, to raise" 
"to make stay" 
"to support" 
"to pure, to make clean' 
"to teach to read" 
"to pray" 
1.1.3.2.9 CiaC2C2ee Imaalah 
V Root morpheme Verb 
sly 
xly 
bky 
Gn) 
sby 
Hsy 
xby 
sty 
sal lee 
xallee 
bakkee 
Gannee 
sabbee 
Hassee 
xabbee 
sattee 
Gloss 
"to amuse, to entertain" 
"to let, to leave" 
"to make someone cry/weep" 
"to sing"' 
"to add more local ghee" 
"to staff, fill, insert, gloss" 
"to hide, to conceal"' 
"to leaven, to raise (dough)"" 
1.1.3.3 Third Binyan/Form Ill/pattern lll/Conjugation III 
TYA verbs of third binyan/Form 111 / pattern III have a long vowel /aa/ after C| (i.e. 
after the first root consonant). Most of these are transitive and some have associative 
meaning. 
1.1.3.3.1 C|aaC2aC3 sound unaltered pattern 
Verb Gloss 
daabas "to mix something with other (things)"" 
qaatal "to fight with'" 
kaasar "to be a speech-Zprice-cutter'" 
naasab "to be suitable, convenient'" 
SaaHab "to accompany" 
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Daa'af 
saa'ad 
baarak 
saamaq 
saamag 
kaatab 
saalam 
gaamal 
saafar 
gaalas 
qaaran 
"to double'" 
•'to help'" 
"to bless, to sa} congratulation" 
•'to bend, twist, zigzag, meander"' 
"previous meaning"" 
''to write to" 
"to shake hand, to peace-love"' 
"to compliment" 
"to travel" 
"to sit with" 
"to compare"' 
Table (1.1.3.3.1) Perfect, imperfect, imperative and future conjugation of the TYA 
verb daabas "to mix something with other (things), he mixed something with other 
(things)": 
Person 
3 MS 
3 FS 
3CPL 
2 MS 
2FS 
2CPL 
1 CS 
1 CPL 
Perfect 
daabas 
daabas-an 
daabas-uu 
daabas-t 
daabas-tii 
daabas-tuu 
daabas-t 
daabas-nee 
Gloss 
he mixed 
she mixed 
the> mixed, F/M 
vou mixed 
you mixed 
you mixed, F/M 
I mixed, F/M 
we mixed, F/M 
Imperfect 
yi-daabis 
ti-daabis 
yi-daabis-uu 
ti-daabis 
ti-daabis-ii 
ti-daabis-uu 
("a)-daabis 
ni-daabis 
Imperative 
daabis 
daabis-ii 
daabis-uu 
Future 
si-daabis 
sti-daabis 
si-daabis-uu 
sti-daabis 
sti-daabis-ii 
sti-daabis-uu 
s-a-daabis 
sin-ni-daabis 
1.1.3.3.2 waaC2aC3 with C] as initial radical semivowel /w/ 
Verb Gloss 
waaSal "to continue" 
waaqat "to be synchronized"" 
waa'ad "to give someone else a word to meef 
waarab "to bend, meander, zigzag"' 
waanas "to keep company"' 
1.1.3.3.3 CiaawaCs with C2 as medial radical semivowel /w/ 
Verb Gloss 
gaawab "to answer" 
daawam "to be regular, to persist'" 
'aawan "to help" 
naawal "to hand something to someone."" 
qaawam "'to resist" 
Haawal "to attempt, to try" 
saawar "to consul" 
zaawag "to couple, double" 
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1.1.3.3.4 CiaayaC3 with C2 as medial radical semivowel /y/ 
Verb Gloss 
'aayad "to wish somebody a happy feast" 
qaayas "to measure, to compare"' 
Daayaq "to annoy, to be troublesome, to bother" 
baaya' "to bargain"' 
1.1.3.3.5 CiaaC2aa defective 
Verb Gloss 
raaDaa "to try to please someone'" 
qaaDaa "to pay (up)"" 
1.1.3.3.6 C|aaC2ee Imaalah (Declension of/aa/ to the direction of/ee/) 
Verb Gloss 
daawee "to cure"' 
xaawee "to be brother with"" 
"aafee "to make healthy, well, sound"" 
saawee "to arrange, to make"" 
naadee "to call"" 
'aadee "to be antagonized with"' 
1.1.3.4 Fourth Binyan/Form IV/Pattern IV/Conjugation IV 
FYA verbs of fourth bin>an/Form IV pattern IV are not usually formed by prefixing 
the MSA syllable/"a/. This prefix is optional (but less commonly) used. They are 
formed by adding the vowel /a/ after C2 (i.e. after the second root consonant). They 
are transitive and often have a causative meaning. 
1.1.3.4.1 (a')C|C2aC3 sound unaltered pattern 
Verb Gloss Verb Gloss 
("a) Drab 
("a)Hsan 
('a)lan 
("a)nhak 
("a)t'ab 
"to strike'" 
"to act well, to be beneficent"' 
"to announce" 
"to exhaust, to emaciated'" 
"to make tired"' 
('a)skar 
("a)xlaS 
('a)rhaq 
("a)lham 
"to intoxicate" 
"to be faithful"' 
"to exhaust" 
"to inspire" 
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Table (1.1.3.4.1) Perfect, imperfect, imperative and future conjugation of the TYA 
verb (•a)Drab "to strike, he stroke": 
1 Person 
3 MS 
1 3 FS 
3CPL 
2 MS 
2 PS 
2CPL 
1 CS 
1 CPL 
Perfect 
('a)Drab 
('a)Drab-an 
('a)Drab-uu 
("a)Drab-t 
('a)Drab-tii 
('a)Drab-tiiu 
('a)Drab-t 
(•a)Drab-naa 
Gloss 
he stroke 
she stroke 
they stroke. F/M 
you stroke 
you stroke 
you stroke, F/M 
1 stroke. F/M 
we stroke, F/M 
Imperfect 
ya-Drib 
ta-Drib 
ya-Drib-uu 
ta-Drib 
ta-Dnb-ii 
ta-Drib-uu 
(•a)-Drib 
na-Drib 
' Imperative 
Drib 
Drib-ii 
Drib-uii 
Future 
si-Drib 
sta-Drib 
si-Drib-uu 
sta-Drib 
sta-Drib-ii 
sta-Drib-uu 
sa-Drib 
sin-na-Drib 
1.1.3.4.2 (a')v\C2aC3 with Ci as initial ladical senii\owel /w/ 
Verb Gloss 
('a)wgad "to create, to make" 
('a)wraq "to be leafy or in leaf" 
.1.3.4.3 (•a)C|aaC3 hollow (i.e. loss of medial radical w/y) 
v'Root morpheme Veib 
f>d 
r\-
ryH 
q\m 
dvr 
(•a)faad 
(•a)faa' 
("ajraaH 
('a)qaam 
("a)daar 
Gloss 
"to be useful, to benefit" 
"to obey" 
"to be comfort" comfortable, restful" 
"to reside" 
"to direct, to manage" 
1.1.3.4.4 ('a)C|C2aa defective (loss of final vv/y) 
\' Root morpheme Verb Gloss 
IGy 
ftw 
('a)IGaa "to cancel" 
(•a)ftaa "to give a legal opinion'" 
1.1.3.4.5 ('a)C|C2ee J/naalah (Declension of/aa/ to the direction of/ee/) 
V Root morpheme Verb Gloss 
Ihw 
ftw 
("a)lhee "to amuse" 
("ajftee "to give a legal opinion'" 
1.1.3.5 Fifth Binyan/Form V/Pattern V/Conjugation V 
TYA verbs of fifth bmyan/Form V/pattern V are formed by prefixing /t-/ not the MSA 
/ta-/ to the second binyan/Form ll/paltern II base. They have the meaning: the subject 
does something to himself or undergoes a development without an outside agent. 
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1.1.3.5.1 tCiaC2C2aC-, sound unaltered pattern 
Verb Gloss 
tHassan 
tfattaH 
tHakkam 
tGarrab 
tkabbar 
tfarraq 
tHammal 
tbalias 
tkassar 
iqaTTa' 
tkarram 
t'allam 
t'assaf 
t'awar 
tzawvvag 
"to improve" 
"to be opened, to be open-minded"' 
"to dominate" 
"to be emigrant" 
"to become iiaught>. arrogant" 
"to be dispersed" 
"to take patience, to tolerate" 
"to tlnd or consider cheaper or inexpensive" 
"to be broken" 
"to be cut" 
"to be generous" 
"to become learned" 
"to be sorry" 
"to be late" 
"to get married" 
Table (I 1.3.5.1) Perfect, imperfect, imperative and future conjugation of the TYA 
verb tHassan "to improve, he (improved {= -))": 
Person 
3 MS 
3 FS 
3 CPL 
2 MS 
2FS 
2 CPL 
1 CS 
1 CPL 
Perfect 
tHassan 
tHassan-an 
tHassan-uu 
tHassan-t 
iHassan-tii 
iHassan-tuu 
tHassan-t 
tHassan-nee 
Gloss 
h e -
she -
they -. F/M 
you -
you ~ 
you ~, F/M 1 
1 ~, F/M 
we ~. F/M 
hn perfect 
\a-tHassan 
ta-tHassan 
ya-tHassan-uu 
ta-tHassan 
ta-tHassan-ii 
ta-tHassan-uu 
'a-tHassan 
na-tHassan 
Imperative 
! 
tHassan 
tHassan-ii 
tHassan-uu 
Future 
si-tHassan 
sta-tHassan 
si-tHassan-uu 
sta-tHassan J 
sta-tHassan-ii 
sta-tHassan-uu 
sa-tHassan 
sin-na-tHassan | 
1.1.3.5.2 tvvaC2C2aC3 with C| as initial radical semivowel /vv/ 
Verb Gloss 
twahham 
twaqqa' 
twattaH 
twassal 
twassal 
"to, fancy, delude, to suspect" 
"to e.xpect, to anticipate" 
"to whimper" 
"to supplicate" 
"to save/keep things such as moneys, etc.. to be used in future" 
1. 1.3.5.3 tyaC2C2 aCs with C| as an initial radical semivowel /y/ 
Verb Gloss 
tyassar 
lyabbas 
tyaqqan 
"to be or become obtainable, feasible, to be simplified" 
"to harden, to dry" 
"to be sure" 
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1.1.3.5.4 tCiawvvaC3 with Cj as a middle radical semivowel /vv/(i.e. hollow) 
Verb Gloss 
t'aw wad 
txawwaf 
thawwar 
tHawwal 
thawvval 
tkawwan 
•'to be used to, to be accustomed to" 
•'to be afraid"' 
•'to be rash, too fast" 
••to be changed, to change, to move" 
••to be two frighten" 
•"to be formed" 
1.1.3.5.5 tCiayyaC3 with C2 as a middle radical semivowel /y/ 
Verb Gloss 
tbayyat 
tGayyar 
tmayyaz 
tbayyan 
"to lodge, to have a house to loge in" 
'•to be changeable, to change'" 
'"to be distinct, distinguished"' 
"to appear: to make sure"" 
1.1.3.5.6 tCIaC2C2aa defective 
V Root morpheme Verb 
rbv 
rdi 
qr) 
bnv 
rk> 
trabbaa 
traddaa 
tqarraa 
tbannaa 
trakkaa 
Gloss 
"to be raised, to be well-brought up'" 
•"to be extremely brave to the extent of rashness"' 
"to have breakfast"" 
"to adopt"" 
''to lean on. rest on, to depend on'" 
1.1.3.5.7 tC|aC2C7eelmaalah 
V Root morpheme Verb 
sly 
Kf) 
•dy 
"sy 
tsallee 
txaffee 
tGaddee 
fassee 
Gloss 
"to be entertained, to be assumed' 
"to disguise, to mask, to hide'" 
"to have lunch"" 
"to have dinner/supper"" 
1.1.3.5.8 tCiaC2C2aC2 geminate (with last two radicals/consonants alike (i.e. C3=C2)) 
Verb Gloss 
traddad ""to be hesitant, to hesitate"" 
tsaddad "to be proponent of a stern view point, to be stern'" 
tsaddad "to wear/ put msadd-eh (= muffler, shawl) on one's head" 
tHarrar "'to be liberal, broad-minded" 
tHaddad "to be fixed; to be determinate, determined" 
tsabbab "to cause, to result in"" 
tsabbab "to do business, to be in the right position (of baby during delivery)"' 
tmaddad "to stretch out; to relax" 
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1.1.3.6 Sixth binyan/Form Vl/Pattern Vl/Conjugation VI 
TYA verbs of sixth binyan /Form Vl/pattern VI are formed by prefixing li-l not the 
MSA /ta-/ to the third binyan / Form Vl/pattern are formed by prefixing I-/ not the 
MSA/ta/ to the third binyan /Form Ill/pattern III base. They have 'reciprocal or 
pretended meaning". 
1.1.3.6.1 tCiaaC2aC3sound unaltered pattern 
Verb Gloss 
tfaasar 
ti-laamal 
tkaasal 
tgaasar 
faamal 
tsaa'am 
tmaaraD 
tsaalam 
tzaaHam 
faamar 
tfaasar 
tkaaraf 
tfaa'al 
tgaahal 
tsaamaH 
tkaatab 
tSaalaH 
(= SSaalaH) 
tSaabaH 
"to be proud, boastful, to be braggart" 
'"to be inequitable, one-sided, unfair" 
"to be lazy" 
"to be fearless, to be daring" 
"to deal (with another)" 
"to be pessimistic, pessimist'" 
"to feign sickness"" 
"to shake hand"" 
"to compete, to be emulous" 
"to conspire"" 
"to be proud, boastful; to be braggart"" 
"see its gloss in end note (223) in chap. 3)"' 
"to be optnnistic, optimist"" 
"to behave like-children; to feign ignorance"' 
"to forgive" 
"to correspond"" 
"to become reconciled"" 
"to see sth/sb in the morning"" 
Table (1.1.3.6.1) Perfect, imperfect, 
verb tfaasar "to be proud, boastful; 
(= -))": 
imperative and future conjugation of the TYA 
to be braggart; "he (was proud/boastful/braggart 
Person 
3 MS 
3 FS 
3CPL 
2 MS 
2FS 
2CPL 
I CS 
1 CPL 
Perfect 
tfaasar 
tfaasar-an 
tfaasar-uu 
tfaasar-t 
tfaasar-tii 
tfaasar-tuu 
tfaasar-t 
tfaasar-naa 
Gloss 
h e -
she ~ 
they ~, F/M 
you -
you -
you ~. F/M 
I - , F/M 
w e - , F/M 
Imperfect 
ya-tfaasar 
ta-tfaasar 
ya-tfaasar-uu 
ta-tfaa.sar 
ta-tfaasar-ii 
ta-tfaasar-uu 
('a)-tfaasar 
na-tfaasar 
Imperative 
tfaasar 
tfaasar-ii 
tfaasar-uu 
Future 
si-tfaasar 
sta-tfaasar 
si-tfaasar-uu 
sta-tfaasar 
sta-tfaasar-ii 
sta-tfaasar-uu 
sa-tfaasar 
sin-na-tfaasar 
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1.1.3.6.2 twaaC2aC3 with Ci as initial radical semi-vowel /w/ 
Verb Gloss 
twaaSal "'to continue with another" 
twaagad "to be found, to attend, to exist" 
twaa'ad "to be on a promise with someone else, to promise someone" 
twaaDa' "to be humble, modest" 
1.1.3.6.3 tCiaawaC} with C2 as middle radical semivowel Av/ 
Verb Gloss 
t'aav\an "to cooperate, to collaborate" 
tTaawal "to be impudent, insolent"' 
(= TTaawal) 
tgaawab "to be responsive, to respond'" 
I.I 3.6 4 tC|aayaC3 with Cj as middle radical semivowel /y/ 
Verb Gloss 
tdaayan "to borrow (money) from each other" 
(= ddaayan (for regressive assimilation; see introductory chapter)) 
tmaa>az "to be distinct, special, peculiar" 
1.1.3.6.5 tCiaaC^aa 
V Root morpheme 
rD) 
rm} 
1.1.3.6.6 tCiaaC2ee 
V Root morpheme 
bhy 
SW} 
(=ssaawee) 
bky 
msy 
defective 
Verb 
traaDaa 
traamaa 
Imaalah 
Verb 
tbaahee 
tsaawee 
tbaakee 
tmaasee 
Gloss 
"to reach an agreement"" 
"to shoot/fire each other" 
Gloss 
"to be proud, boastful, to be braggart, to brag" 
"to be equal, balanced"' "to be made/arranged" 
•'to pretend to cry"" 
"to see sth/sb in the evening"' 
1.1.3.6.7 tCiaaC2 aC2 geminate (C3=C2) 
Verb Gloss 
tHaabab 
tHaagag 
tsaabab 
traadad 
"to become good friends with each other"' 
"to argue with'" 
"to curse each other" 
"to become well after illness/weakness" 
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1.1.3.7 Seventh binyan/Form Vll/pattern Vll/Conjugation Vll 
TYA verbs of seventh binyan /Form Vll/pattern Vll are formed by prefixing /n-/ not 
tlie MSA /"in-/ to the first binyan /Form I/pattern 1 base. They have passive or 
mtransitive meanmg. 
1.3.7.1 nC|aC2aC-i sound unaltered pattern 
Verb 
ndahas 
ndafa" 
nDabaT 
nqabaD 
nl<atab 
ndaras 
nDarab 
nsaGal 
nfa'al 
nhamak 
nqaTa' 
nkasar 
nqatal 
nfataH 
(= mfataH) 
nxada' 
Gloss 
'"to be astonished, astounded, surprised" 
"to rash" 
"to be disciplined" 
"to be depressed, heavy hearted" 
"to be written" 
"to be studied" 
"to be beaten" 
"to be bus)" 
"to be agitated, nervous" 
"to be wholly engaged" 
"to be discontinue, disjoined, chopped" 
"to be broken" 
"to be killed" 
"to be opened" 
"to be deceived, cheated" 
Table (1.1.3.7.1) Perfect, imperfect, imperative and future conjugation of the TYA 
verb ndahas "to be astonished, astounded, surprised, he (was astonished/astounded/ 
surprised (= -))". 
Person 
3 MS 
^3 FS 
3CPL 
2 MS 
2 FS 
2CPL 
1 CS 
1 CPL 
Perfect 
ndahas 
ndahas-an 
ndahas-uu 
ndahas-t 
ndahas-tii 
ndahas-tuu 
ndahas-t 
ndahas-nee 
1 Gloss 
h e -
she ~ 
they - . F/M 
you ~ 
y o u -
you - , F/M 
1 - , F/M 
we - , F/M 
Imperfect 
1 ya-ndahis 
1 ta-ndahis 
1 ya-ndahis-uu 
1 ta-ndahis 
ta-ndahis-ii 
J ta-ndahis-uu 
1 ('a)-ndahis 
1 na-ndahis 
[ Imperative 
ndahis 
ndahis-ii 
ndahis-uu 
Future 
si-ndahis 
sta-ndahis 
si-ndahis-uu 
sta-ndahis 
sta-ndihis-ii 
sta-ndahis-uu | 
sa-ndahis 
sin-na- ndahis 
1.1.3.7.2 nC|aC2C2 geminate 
Verb Gloss 
nDamm 
nkabb 
nsaqq 
nDarr 
"to be affiliated or associated" 
''to be devoted to. engaged in, occupied 
"to be split" 
"to be hurt" 
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nHabb "to be liked' 
1.1.3.7.3 nCiaaCi hollow 
Verb Gloss 
nhaar 
nHaaz 
•'to be collapsed, to be fallen" 
"to be aligned, one-sided" 
1.1.3.7.4 nCIaC2aa defective 
V Root morpheme Verb 
Twy nTawaa 
Gloss 
"to be folded, pent, introverted, unsociable" 
1.1.3.7.5 nC|aC2aa Imaalah 
V Root morpheme Verb 
9nv nBanee 
Gloss 
"to fold, to double up, to be doubled" 
1.1.3.8 Eighth binyan / Form VIII / pattern VIII /Conjugation VIII 
TYA verbs of eight binyan /Form Viil / pattern VIl! do not have the MSA prefix P'x-I. 
They have the infix/-t-/. like that of MSA: it is inserted after Ci (i.e. after the first root 
consonant) of the first binyan /Form 1/ pattern I/. They have 'reflexive, 'reciprocal or 
passive signification". 
1.1.3.8.1 CitaC2aC3 (vs. MSA •iCitaC2aC3) sound unaltered pattern 
Verb Gloss 
'taraf "to admit, to confess"" 
ntasar "to be widespread'" 
ktamal "to be complete, completed"" 
ktamal "to be rational, wise, (person) of sound mind'" 
ktasab "to earn (a living, skill, etc.) 
xtalaf "to be different"' 
qtadar '"to be able, well-to-do"" 
qtatal "to fight each other'" 
gtama" "to get together" 
'taqad "to believe" 
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Table (1.1.3.8.1) Perfect, imperfect, imperative and future conjugation of the TYA 
verb "taraf "to admit, to confess, he admitted/confessed": 
Person 
3 MS 
3 FS 
3CPL 
2 MS 
2 FS 
2CPL 
1 CS 
I CPL 
Perfect 
'taraf 
'taraf-an 
' taraf-uu 
'taraf-t 
'taraf-tii 
'taraf-tuu 
'taraf-t 
"taraf-naa 
Gloss 
he confessed 
she confessed 
thev confessed F/M 
you confessed 
you confessed 
you confessed F/M 
1 confessed F/M 
we confessed F/M 
Imperfect 
ya-'tarif 
ta-'tarif 
ya-'tarif-uu 
ta-'tarif 
ta-'tarif-ii 
ta-'tarif-uu 
('a)-'tarif 
na-'tarif 
Imperative | Future 
1 si-'tarif 
1 sta-'tarif 
II si-'tarif-uu 
'tarif 1 sta-'tarif 
'tarif-ii || sta-'tarif-ii 
'tarif-uu | sta-'tarif-uu 
sa-'tarif 
II sin-na-'tarif 
1.1.3.8.2 C|taC2C2 geminate 
Verb Gloss 
htamm "to become interested, mindful'' 
Gtarr "to become self-concerted, haughty" 
Htagg "to protest, to object" 
'tazz "to be proud" 
1.1.3.8.3 C|taaC3 hollow 
Verb Gloss 
Htaag "to need, to want" 
btaa' "to be bought, purchased" 
rtaaH "to be comfortable, at ease: to resf" 
Htaar "to be confused, undecided, perplexed*' 
staaq "to become longing, yearning, eager" 
Htaal "to deceive, to be fraud" 
1.1.3.8.4 C|taC2aa defective 
V Root morpheme Verb 
sry 
kry 
fry 
Gloss 
staraa 
ktaraa 
ftaraa 
"to buy, purcha 
"to be rented" 
"to slander" 
se" 
1.1.3.8.4.5 C|taC2ee Imaalah 
V Root morpheme Verb 
kfy 
biy 
Hwy 
xfy 
ktafee 
btalee 
Htawee 
xtafee 
Gloss 
"to be satisfied, contented'" 
"to be afflicted with, suffering from" 
"to contain" 
"to disappear, to fade awa}" 
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1,1.3.8,6 C|tiC2ee 
V Root morpheme 
shy 
tky 
nhy 
nhy 
sky 
--
varian 
Verb 
stihee 
ttikee 
ntihee 
ntihee 
stikee 
stiHee 
t of C|taC2ee shown in (1.1.3.8.5) above 
Gloss 
"'to wish" 
"to lean on (at Qat-chewing time), to rest on'" 
"to finish, terminate, to complete'" 
"to be out of expire date"" 
"to complain" 
"to be shame-faced, shy, embarrassed'" 
1.1.3.9 Ninth Binyan /Form IX/pattern IX /Conjugation IX: (Nil) 
The ninth binyan does not occur in TYA (see analysis of ninth binyan in chapter 3, 
immediately above (3.1.3.29)). The TYA uses, instead of it, the second binyan, as an 
accommodatin" binyan for colors besides its own forms. 
1.1.3.10 Tenth Binyan /Form X /pattern X /Conjugation X 
TYA verbs of tenth binyan/Form X/ pattern X are formed by prefixing the syllabic 
/sla-/not the MSA/"ista-/. 
1.1 3.10.1 staC|C2aC3 sound unaltered pattern 
Verb Gloss 
use'" 
hurr}. to be hurried, in a hurry"' 
begin"" 
be surrendered'" 
despise, disrespect"" 
inquire'" 
consider good"" 
find it difficult" 
conclude"" 
exclude, rule out. eliminate"' 
be over powerful"" 
take things easily"" 
be astonished" 
take patience, to bear patiently"" 
be optimistic about, cheerful, happy"' 
extract" 
inquire'" 
make one"s goal, to expose to'" 
sta'mal 
sta'gal 
staftall 
staslam 
staHqar 
stafsar 
staHsan 
staS'ab 
stantaq 
stab'ad 
staHkam 
stashal 
staGrab 
staHmal 
stabsar 
staxrag 
sta'lam 
stahdaf 
"to 
"to 
"to 
"to 
"to 
"to 
"to 
"to 
"to 
"to 
"to 
"to 
"to 
"to 
"to 
"to 
"to 
"to 
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Table (1.1.3.10.1) Perfect, imperfect, imperative and future conjugation of the TYA 
verb sta'mal "to use, he used'"' 
Person 
3 M S ^ 
3 FS 
3CPL 
2 MS 
2 FS 
2CPL 
i CS 
1 CPL 
Perfect 
sta'mal 
sta'mal-an 
sta'mal-uu 
sta'mal-t 
sta'mal-tii 
sta'mal-tuu 
sta'mal-t 
sta'mai-nee 
Gloss 
he used 
she used 
they used F/M 
you used 
you used 
you used F/M 
I used F/M 
we used F/M 
imperfect 
ya-sta'mil 
ta-sta'mil 
ya-sta'mil-uu 
ta-sta'mil 
ta-sta'mil-ii 
ta-sta'mil-uu 
(•a)-sta'mil 
na-sta"mil 
Imperative 
sta'mil 
sta'mil-ii 
sta'mil-uu 
Future 
sa-sta'mil 
sta-sta'mil 
si-sta'mil-uu 
sta-sta'mil 
sta-sta'mil-ii 
sta-sta'mil-uu 
sa-sta"mil 
sin-na-sta'mil 
1.1.3.10.2 stawC2aC3orstayC2aC3 with C| as initial radical semi-vowel /w/or/y/ 
Verb Gloss 
stawrad 
stawHas 
stawDaH 
siawab 
stayqan 
"to imporf" 
"to feel lonely or desolate" 
"to ask for explanation" 
"to comprehend, perceive" 
"to be sure" 
1.1.3.10.3 staC|waC3 with C2 as middle radical semi-vowel /w/ 
Verb Gloss 
staHwaS 
stagwab 
"to possess, preoccupy, overwhelm' 
"to question, to examine"' 
1.1.3.10.4 staCiaC2C2 geminate (last two radicals alike (i.e. €3=02)) 
Verb Gloss 
stamarr 
stabadd 
sta'add 
staxaff 
stafazz 
staHaqq 
staGall 
staHabb 
"to continue" 
"to be despotic, despot, opinionated" 
"to be ready, prepared, willing" 
"to think lightly of" 
"to provoke, rouse" 
"to deserve, to be worthy o f 
"to be exploiter, exploitative" 
"to prefer, to well-like, to be desirable, agreeable"' 
1.1.3.10.5 staC|aaC3 hollow 
V Root morpheme Verb 
fwd 
'wr 
rvvH 
swr 
Gloss 
stafaad 
sta'aar 
staraaH 
stasaar 
"to become beneficiary, payee" 
"to borrow"" 
"to rest" 
"to consult'" 
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gwb 
Tw' 
'vvn 
xwr 
qwm 
stagaab "to comply with'" 
staTaa' "to be able" 
sta'aan "to call up for help"" 
staxaar(Allah) "to supplicate God to choose what is best" 
staqaam "to be righteous, to wait for"' 
1.1.3.10.6 staC|C2aa defective 
Verb Gloss 
stakraa "to rent"' 
starxaa "to be relaxed, relaxing, loose" 
staqwaa "to become strong/powerful"' 
stasqaa "to pray for rain"' 
1.1.3.10.7 staCiC2ee imaalah 
Verb Gloss 
staGnee 
stahdee (bi-llaah) 
"to dispense with, to manage without"' 
"to seek guidance from Allah"" 
1.2.4 Quadri-consonantal (and pseudo-quadri-consonantal) verbs and their 
forms/pa tterns/binyanim/conj ligations 
In common as well as uncommon with several other Arabic dialects (cf Holes. 2004). 
TYA has a rich inventory of quadri-consonantal (and pseudo-quadri-consonantal) 
verbs on the template CaCCaC. 
1.2.4.1 First Binyan/Form I / pattern I /Conjugation I 
TYA quadric-consonantal verbs of first binyan/Form I / pattern I are considered to be 
the simplest ones which include sound, weak and reduplicated patterns. 
1.2.4.I.I C|aC2C3aC4 sound unaltered pattern 
Verb 
targam 
barmag 
hadras 
daHrag 
qanbar 
(=qambar) 
barhan 
qar'an 
'aSlag 
Gloss 
"to translate" 
"to program" 
"to say hadraruus'" haSaa siid-i 'aruus or hadraruus (this is my lord/ 
master, a bride-groom)" 
"to roll" 
"to seat'" 
"to prove"" 
"to raise one's own head" 
"to be resistant, desisted, opinionated"' 
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Table (1.2.4.1.1) Perfect, imperfect, imperative and future conjugation of the TYA 
verb targam "to translate, he translated"-
Person 
3 MS 
3 FS 
3CPL 
2 MS 
2 FS 
2CPL 
1 CS 
1 CPL 
Perfect 
targam 
targam-an 
targam-uu 
targam-t 
targam-tii 
targam-tuu 
targam-t 
targam-nee 
Gloss 
he translated 
she translated 
they translated 
F/M 
you translated 
you translated 
you translated 
F/M 
1 translated F/M 
we translated F/M 
Imperfect 
y-targim 
ti-targim 
y-targim-uu 
ti-targim 
ti-targim-ii 
ti-targim-uu 
"a-targim 
ni-targim 
Imperative 
targim 
targim-ii 
targim-uu 
Future 
s-targim 
sti-targim 
s-targim-uu 
sti-targim 
sti-targim-ii 
sti-targim-uu 
sa-targim 
sin-ni-targim 
1.2.4.1.2 C|awC3aC4 with C2 as middle radical semi-vowel Iwl 
Verb Gloss 
HawSan "to think badly, to become crazy" 
bawsar "to suffer from hemorrhoids or piles"" 
1.2.4.1.3 Cia\C3aC4 with C2 as middle radical semi-vowel lyl 
Verb Gloss 
sayTar "to control"" 
hayman "to dominate"" 
1.2.4.1.4 CiaC2waC4 \sith C3 as middle radical semi-vowel Iwl 
Verb Gloss 
barwad "to have baruud-ah, a kind of disease because of weakness/hungriness" 
qaSwad "to say or sing folklore poems or songs"" 
'anwan "to entitle, address, label"" 
Harwal "to run quickly"" 
kaHwal "to make incompatible with"" 
1.2.4.1.5 C|aC2C:aC2 reduplicated (i.e. with C3 = C| and C4 = C2) 
Verb Gloss 
waswas "to have scruples, to over-concern"" 
ba"ba" "to say baba (papa)" 
barbar "to say woo barraa woo or woo barraa woo daaxil asking for help" 
salsal "to interlock, to link together in chain" 
ga'ga' "to suffer or face miserable life"' 
xasxas "to clatter, rustle something"" 
falfal "to pepper, to be peppery, pepperish"' 
naGnaG "to live in amenity" 
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zalzal "'to shake'" 
1.2.4.1.6 C|anC|aC2 Variant of (1.2.4.1.5) CiaC2C|aC2 shown above, but with only 
on difference. C2 is replaced by the radical/consonant /n/. 
Reduplicative Verb Verb with C2 as/n/ Gloss 
daldal -^ dandai "to lower, to dangle"" 
da"da' —> danda' "'to intensively bend, lower, dangle" 
1.2.4.1.7 C|aC2C3an the n- suffi.x verb pattern sound unaltered pattern 
Verb Gloss 
Tafran "to be or become bankrupt"" 
kafran "'to become extremely angry'" 
xafqan "to be mad, madman, out ff one's mind'" 
sawdan "to have misgivings, and gloominess 
zargan "to burst with anger, to refuse angrily, to be furious, difficult or 
impossible to be opened, etc."" 
1.2.4.1.8 C|arC]aC4 with C2 as an infix /-r-/ 
FY.A verbs of this pattern C|arC3aC4 are pseudo-quadri-consonantal; see end note 
(311) of chapter 3 for discussion of their derivations and why they are so. 
Verb Gloss 
bargas "to disorder, to be untidy"" 
darbas "to sell or make mdarbasu (local food eaten in brunch time)"" 
'arkad "to complicate, entangle"" 
kardaf "to collide (with), run (into), hit (against)"" 
fartat "to crumble"" 
1.2.4.1.9 CiaC2maC4 with C3 as an infix /-m-/ 
TYA verbs of this pattern CiaC2maC4 are pseudo-quadri-consonantal; see end note 
(313) of chapter 3 for discussion of their derivations and why they are so. 
Verb Gloss 
harmat "to (intensively) scratch"" 
qarmaT "to (intensively) mince" 
sarmat "to (intensively) slash, rip open"' 
qarmas "to (intensively) chop up'" 
da'mas "to step on: to trample underfoot"' 
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1.2.4.1.10 CianC3aC4 with CS as a degeminating infix l-n-l 
TYA verbs of this pattern C|anC3aC4 with C2 as a degeminating infi.x l-n-l are also 
pseudo-quadri-consonantals; see end note (316) of chapter 3 for discussion of their 
derivations and why they are so. 
e Verb Gloss 
"to stand in the way o f 
"to hinder and mal<e incomplete" 
"to be curious; to be apparent" 
"to dangle or prepare (baby's cradle)" 
"same translation" 
Geminate Verb 
|-iaggal(li 
.xaTTal 
zabba" 
Haddal 
haddal 
-) -^ 
-^ 
—> 
-^ 
-^ 
Degem 
Hangal 
.xanTal 
zanba' 
Handal 
handal 
1.2.4. Ml Cia"C3aC4 and sometimes C|aC2'aC4 with C2 and sometimes C3 as a 
degeminating infix /-"-/ 
TYA verbs of this patterns C|a'C3aC4 and sometimes C|aC2'aC4 with C2 and 
sometimes C:, as a degeminating infix /-"-/ are also unique pseudo-quadri-
consonantals; see end note (317) of chapter 3 for discussion of their derivations and 
why they are so. 
Geminate 
Tammas 
sabbak 
sattat 
qallab 
V erb 
-> 
-^ 
-^ 
-> 
Degem i 
Ta'mas 
sa'bak 
sa'tat 
qal'ab 
nate Verb Gloss 
"to erase, efface" 
"to interlace, to reticulate" 
"disperse, scalar, break up" 
"to overturn" 
1.2.4.1.12 CiaC2CiaC2 reduplicative with C3 = C| and C4 = C2 with /-Cia-/as a 
reduplicative infix 
TYA verbs of this reduplicative pattern CiaC2CiaC2 with C3 = C| and C4 = C2 or uuh 
/-Cia-/as a reduplicative infix are also pseudo-quadri-consonantal: see end note (318) 
of chapter 3 for discussion of their derivations and why they are so. 
Geminate Verb Reduplicative Verb Gloss 
-^ qaSqaS qaSS 
garr 
Mass 
ball 
gargar 
HasHas 
zarzar 
balbal 
"to (frequentatively) cut, clip, scissor" 
"to (frequentatively) trail, drag" 
"to (frequentatively) feel" 
"to (frequentatively) tighten" 
"to (frequentatively) wet" 
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1.2.4.1.13 C|aC2C3aC3 reduplicative witli C4 = C3 
TYA verbs of this reduplicative pattern C|aC2C3aC3 with C4 = C3 are also pseudo-
quadri-con&onantal; see end note (320) ofchapter 3 for discussion of their derivations 
and why they are so. 
Simple Verb Reduplicative Verb Gloss 
gaHat/gHat -^ 
bahal/bhal -^ 
mollycoddle" 
faHas/fHas -^ 
saHab/sHab -^ 
qaHas/qHas -^ 
gaHtat (bi-) "to draw, to trail"" 
bahlal "to leave sb. do whatever he wants; to 
faHsas "to rub down" 
saHbab (bi-) "to pull, to draw"" 
qaHsas "to come in close contact with teeth" 
1.2.4.1.14 CiaC2waC3Vvith Cjas an auginentative infix /-w-/ 
TYA verbs of this pattern C|aC2waC3 with C3 as an augmentative infix /-w-/ are also 
considered to be pseudo-quadri-consonantal; see end note (321) of chapter 3 for 
discussion of iheir derivations and why they are so. 
Simple Verb Augmentative Verb Gloss 
"to crush, to make sHaawiiqu (=chili)"" 
"to cringe, recoil within oneself (as done by the 
sleeper in a very cold winter)" 
"to dazzle, increase, enlarge" 
"to take off to remove; to scrape off" 
"to ring out" 
"to loosen" 
"to have hallucination" 
saHaq/sHaq -^ 
ka'al/k'al ^ 
bahar/bhar —» 
qaHas/qHas -^ 
'aSar -^ 
saHal/sHal ^ 
halas -^ 
saHwaq 
ka'wal 
bah war 
qaHwas 
'aSwar 
saHwal 
halwas 
1.2.4.2 Second Binyan/Form Il/Pattern Il/Conjugation II 
TYA quadric-consonantal (and pseodu-quadri-consonantal) verbs of second 
binyan/form ll/pattern 11/conjugation II are derived from TYA quadric-consonantal 
(and pseodu-quadri-consonantal) verbs of the first binyan/form I/pattern 1/conjugation 
I, by prefixing /t-/ not the MSA /ta-/; see the first paragraph given under (3.1.4.11) in 
chapter 3. They include: 
1.2.4.2.1 tC|aC2C3aC4 sound unaltered pattern 
Verb Gloss 
ttargam "to be translated"" 
tbarmag "to be programmed"' 
thadras "to be said hadraruus" (haSaa siid-i 'aruus or hadraruus (this is my 
lord/ master, a bride-groom)" 
tdaHrag "to be rolled"" 
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(= ddaHrag) 
tqanbar 
(=tqambar) 
tbarhan 
tqar'an 
t'aSlag 
"lo be seated"" 
"to be proved"" 
"to be raised"" 
"to be resistant, desisted, opinionated 
Table (1.2.4.2.1) Perfect, imperfect, imperative and future conjugation of the TYA 
verb ttargam "to be translated, it was translated"": 
Person 
3 MS 
3 FS 
3CPL 
2 MS 
2 FS 
2CPL 
1 CS 
1 CPL 
Perfect 
ttargam 
ttargam-an 
ttargam-uu 
-
-
-
-
Gloss 
It was translated 
It was translated 
they were 
translated F/M 
-
-
-
-
-
Imperfect 
ya-ttargam 
ta-ttargam 
ya-ttargam-uu 
Imperative 
. 
-
-
Future 
si-ttargam 
sta-ttargam 
si- ttargam-uu 
-
-
-
-
-
1.2.4.2.2 tCiawCiaCa with CT as middle radical semi-vowel Av/ 
Verb Gloss 
tHawdan "to be thought badly, to be made crazy"" 
tbawsar "to be suffered from hemorrhoids or piles'" 
1.2.4.2.3 tC|ayC3aC4 with C2 as middle radical semi-vowel /y/ 
Verb Gloss 
tsayTar 
thavman 
"to be controlled"' 
"to be dominated"" 
1.2.4.2.4 tCiaC2waC4 with C3 as middle radical semi-vowel Av/ 
Verb Gloss 
t'anwan "to be entitled, addressed, labeled'" 
tbarwad "to be having baruudah a kind of disease because of 
weakness/hungriness" 
tqaSwad "to be said or sung (folklore poems or songs)'" 
tHarwal "to be running quickly" 
tkaHwal "to be made incompatible with" 
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1.2.4.2.5 tCIaC2CIaC2Reduplicated (i.e. with C^ , = Ci and C4 = C2) 
Verb Gloss 
tga'ga' "to be suffered or faced (miserable life)"' 
tba'ba' "'to be said (baba or (papa))'" 
twawas "to be having scruples, to be over-concerned" 
tbarbar "to be said (woo barraa woo or woo barraa woo daaxil asking for 
help)'" 
tsalsal '"to be interlocked, to be linked together in chain" 
txassxas "to be clattered, rustle (something)" 
tfalfal "to be peppered, to be peppery, pepperish" 
tnaGnaG "to be living in amenit>"' 
tzalzal "'to be shaken" 
1.2.4.2.6 tC|anCiaC2 Variant of (E) tCiaC2CiaC2 shown above, but with only on 
deference, C2 is replaced by the radical/consonant /n/. 
Verb Gloss 
tdandal ''to be lowered, to be dangled" 
tdanda" "'to be intensively bent, lowered, dangled" 
1.2.4.2.7 tC|aC2C3an the n- suffix pattern sound unaltered pattern 
Verb 
tzargan 
tTafran 
tkafran 
txafqan 
tsawdan 
Gloss 
"to be burst with anger, to be refused angrily, to be furious, difficult or 
impossible to be opened, etc." 
"to be bankrupf' 
"to become extremely angry" 
"to be mad. madman, out tf one's mind" 
"to be having misgivings, and gloominess 
1.2.4.2.8 tC(arCjaC4 with C2 as an infix l-r-l 
TYA verbs of this pattern tCiarCsaCa are pseudo-quadri-consonantal; see end note 
(311) of chapter 3 for discussion of their derivations and why they are so. 
Verb Gloss 
tbargas ''to be disordered, to be made untidy" 
tdarbas "'to be sold or made (mdarbasu (local food eaten in brunch time))" 
farkad "'to be complicated, entangled" 
tkardaf "to be collided (with), run (into), hit (against)"' 
tfartat "to be crumbled" 
1.2.4.2.9 tC|aC2maC4 with C3 as an infix l-m-l 
TYA verbs of this pattern tCiaC2maC4 are pseudo-quadri-consonantal; see end note 
(313) of chapter 3 for discussion of their derivations and why they are so. 
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Verb Gloss 
tharmat "to be (intensively) scratched" 
tqarmaT ''to be (intensively) minced" 
tsarmat "to be (intensively) slashed, ripped open" 
tqarmas "to be (intensively) chopped up" 
tda'mas "to be stepped on; to be trample (underfoot)'" 
1.2.4.2.10 tCianC3aC4 with C2 as a degeminating infix/-n-/ 
TYA verbs of this pattern tC|anC3aC4 with C2 as a degeminating infix l-n-l are also 
pseudo-quadri-consonantal; see end note (316) of chapter 3 for discussion of their 
derivations and why they are so. 
Geminate Verb 
tHaggal 
txaTTal 
tzabba" 
tHaddal 
cradle)" 
thaddal 
Degeminate Verb Gloss 
tHangal 
txanTal 
tzanba" 
tHandal 
thandal 
"to be stood in the way of" 
"to be hindered and made incomplete"" 
"to be curious; to be apparenf" 
"to be dangled or prepared (baby's 
"'same translation" 
1.2.4.2.11 tCia'C3aC4 and sometimes CiaCi'aCa with C2 and sometimes C3 as a 
degeminating infix /-'-/ 
TYA verbs of this patterns tC|a'C3aC4 and sometimes CiaC2'aC4 with C2 and 
sometimes C3 as a degeminating infix /-'-/ are also unique pseudo-quadri-consonantal; 
see end note (3 17) of chapter 3 for discussion of their derivations and why they are so. 
Geminate Verb Degeminate Verb Gloss 
"to be erased, effaced'" 
"to be interlaced, to be reticulated'" 
"dispersed, scalar, broken up"' 
"to be overturned"' 
tTammas 
tsabbak 
tsattat 
tqallab 
— > 
-^ 
— > • 
-> 
tTa'mas 
tsa'bak 
tsa'tat 
tqal'ab 
1.2.4.2.12 tC|aC2CiaC2 reduplicative with C3 = Ci and C4 = C2 with /-C|a-/ as a 
reduplicative infix 
TYA verbs of this reduplicative pattern tC|aC2CiaC2 with C3 = Ci and C4 = C2, or „ith 
/-Cia-/as a reduplicative infix are also pseudo-quadri-consonantal; see end note (318) 
of chapter 3 for discussion of their derivations and why they are so. 
Geminate Verb Reduplicative Verb Gloss 
"to be (frequentatively) cut. scissored" 
"to be (frequentatively) trailed, dragged'" 
"to be (frequentatively) felt'" 
"to be (frequentatively) tightened" 
tqaSS 
tgarr 
tHass 
tzarr 
—> tqaSqaS 
^ tgargar 
-^ tHasHas 
-^ tzarzar 
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tball tbalbal "to be (frequentatively) wet" 
1.2.4.2.13 C,aC2C3aC3 reduplicative with C^ = Ci 
TYA verbs of this reduplicative pattern tCiaC2C3aC3 with C4 = C3 are also pseudo-
quadri-consonantal; see end note (320) of chapter 3 for discussion of their derivations 
and why they are so. 
Simple Verb Reduplicative Verb Gloss 
"to be drawn, to be trailed; to live in bad 
"to be left do what he wants; to be 
"to be rubbed down" 
"to be pulled, to be drawn" 
"to be coming in close contact with teeth" 
tgaHat/tgHat -> 
conditions" 
tbahal/tbhal -> 
mollycoddled" 
tfaHas/tfHas -^ 
tsaHab/tsHab -^ 
tqaHas/tqHas —' 
tgaHtat 
tbahlal 
tfaHsas 
tsaHbab 
tqaHsas 
1.2.4.2.14 CiaC2waC3with C3as an augmentative infix /-w-/ 
TYA verbs of this pattern tCiaC2waC3 with C3 as an augmentative infix /-w-/ are also 
considered to be pseudo-quadri-consonantal; see end note (321) of chapter 3 for 
discussion of their derivations and why they are so. 
Simple Verb Reduplicative Verb Gloss 
" (sHaawiiqu (= chili)) to be made or crushed" 
"to be cringed, recoiled within oneself 
(as done by the sleeper in a very cold winter)" 
"to be dazzled, increased, enlarged"' 
"to be taken off; to be scraped off" 
"to be rung ouf" 
•"to be loosened" 
"to be having hallucination" 
tsaHaq/tsHaq -^ 
tka'al/tk'al —>• 
tbahar/tbhar -^ 
tqaHas/tqHas -^ 
faSar -^ 
tsaHal/tsHal -^ 
thalas —^  
tsaHwaq 
tka'wal 
tbahwar 
tqaHwas 
t'aSwar 
tsaHwal 
thai was 
1.3.3"^ '""" Unique and special type of verb pattern with tma- as a verb-formative 
prefix 
1.3.3"^ '"^ ''" 1 tmaC|C2aC3 with tma- as a verb -formative prefix sound unaltered pattern 
TYA verbs of this pattern tmaC|C2aC3 are considered to be of a unique and special 
type of verb pattern; see all discussions given under (3.1.4.12), see also end notes 
from (323) to (329) of chapter 3 for discussion of their derivations and why they are 
so. 
Verb Gloss 
tmargal 
tmaxSal 
"to like acting like the man, to feign manliness" 
"to behave/like to behave (unusually), do/like to do (children-like) 
behavior (see end note (323) of chapter 3))"" 
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tmasTaf "same translation" 
tmaghal "to like doing tine ignorance, to do it intentionally, to imitate it; to feign 
ignorance'' 
tmaxTar "to like to strut/swagger and to do it intentionally" 
tmaxdam "to like doing the servant's/menial's acting/doing, to do his doing"' 
tmasxar "to like to mock" 
tmal'ab "to like acting playfully, to feign the playing" 
tmasga' "to intentionally do the braveness, to feign braveness" 
tmaksal "to intentionally do the laziness" 
tmahbal "to intentionally do the stupidit}, to feign stupidity" 
tmasTan "to behave like the devil" 
Table (1,3.3^"™"!) Perfect, imperfect, imperative and future conjugation of the TYA 
verb tmargal "to like acting like the man, to feign manliness, he (liked acting like the 
man. he feigned manliness (= -)" : 
Person || Perfect 
3 MS 1 tmargal 
3 FS 1 tmargal-an 
3 CPL 1 tmargal-uu 
2 MS 1 tmargal-t 
2 FS |[tmargal-tii 
2 CPL II tmargal-tuu 
1 CS 1 tmargal-t 
1 CPL 1 tmargal-nee 
Gloss 
h e -
she ~ 
the}' ~. F/M 
you ~ 
you ~ 
you ~. F/M 
1 - , F/M 
we ~, F/M 
Imperfect 
ya-tmargal 
ta-tmargal 
ya-tmargal-uu 
ta-tmargal 
ta-tmargal-ii 
ta-tmargal-uu 
"a-tmargal 
na-tmargal 
Imperative 
tmargal 
tmargal-ii 
tmargal-uu 
Future 
si-tmargal 
sta-tmargal 
si-tmargal-uu 
sta-lmargal 
sta-tmargal-ii 
sta-tmargal-uu 
sa-tmargal 
sin-na-tmargal i 
t.3.3 '^" '^''2 tmawC2aC3 with initial radical semivowel /w/ 
Verb Gloss 
tmawGad "to like acting like the villain" 
J J j+tma-^  tmaCiwaC} with Cj as a middle radical semivowel /vv/ 
Verb Gloss 
tmaqvval "to intentionally do the tale-bearing or tittle-tattle" 
tmahwar "to make much rashness" 
1.3.3 ""'''4 tmaCiyaC3 with C2 as a middle radical semivowel /y/ 
Verb Gloss 
tmasyax "to feign sheikhdom, to like acting like a sheikh (chairman) of a tribe" 
tmaryas "to become curious, to act (curiously) like the rayyiisu (= the barber)" 
tmaSyab "to do intentionally manly doing like the diibu (= the wolf)"' 
tmadyak "to do intentionally manly doing like the diiku (= the cock)" 
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Appendix 2 
Select glossary of some technical Arabic and linguistic terminology 
Given below is a select glossary of technical Arabic and linguistic terminology used 
throughout this thesis. 
AUTOSEGMENT refers to a feature which is considered to be independent and 
represented on its own TIER. For example. TONE is seen as an independent feature 
of the consonant and vowel contained together with the tone in the same word 
BROKEN PLURAL is the Arabic nominal plural expressed by an internal change of 
the singular STEM. An example to illustrate the broken plural is MSA masaajid / 
TYA msaagdu "mosques" the singular of which is MSA masjid/ TYA misgidu. The 
CIVC2 portion of the singular stem which corresponds to [mis] is expanded into 
CVC~V which refers to [masaa] in this particular form. 
CANONICAL refers to a linguistic form or word shape cited as a norm or standard 
for the purposes of comparison (Crystal (1997, p. 51)). For instance, the most 
common s)ilable shape is CV wherein C refers to a consonant and V to a vowel. 
CRYPTOFEMININE NOUNS is a term adopted by Ryding (2005) in case of MSA to 
refer to a few nouns that are not overtly marked for feminine gender and yet are 
feminine. It is similarly used in TYA to refer to a few nouns that are not overtly 
marked for feminine gender and yet are feminine (see section and table (2.2.1.2.3) in 
chapter 2 for TYA illustrative examples and discussions). 
CRYPTOMASCULINE NOUNS is a term adopted by Ryding (2005) in case of MSA 
to refer to a few words that look overtly feminine because they are spelled with taa' 
marbuuTa, but they are actually masculine. It is similarly used in TYA to refer to a 
few nouns that look overtly feminine because they are spelled with -eh/-ah, but they 
are actually masculine (see section (2.2.1.2.3) in chapter 2 for TYA illustrative 
examples and discussions). 
FEMININE SOUND PLURAL (FSP): Noun plural which is formed by a regular 
AFFIXATION process whereby an AFFIX is attached to the singular stem. An 
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example to illustrate feminine sound plurals is baTTaany-aatu "'blankets" the singular 
of which is baTTaany-ah "a blanket"; the plural suffix- aatu is attached to the singular 
stem baTTaany; the singular feminine marker -ah in baTTaany-ah is elided when -
aatu is suffixed. One more example to illustrate feminine sound plurals is [qTaar-aatu] 
"trains" whose singular is fqTaaru]. The plural suffix- aatu is attached to the singular 
stem qtaar the pausai u in qTaaru is elided when -aatu is suffixed. 
HYPOSTATIC NOUNS (HN), based completely on Cowell, (1964, p, 309, and 
passim), (including what is sometimes called al-maSdar l-miimii "the m-gerund (or 
the m-verbal noun)" and also ism z-zamaan "the noun of time") indicate the abstract 
result or object of the activity designed by its underlying verb. For instance, the TYA 
maksabu "profit, earning", is from the verb kasab "to make, to earn'". They are similar 
in meaning to gerunds (i.e. verbal nouns used here) and in some cases function 
virtually as such (e.g. ma"rf-eh (HN)) "knowledge, acquaintance"; generally, 
however, "they do not share the syntactic peculiarities of gerunds, nor (by the same 
token) do they designate "action" or "activit)'""; see Cowell. (1964, p. 309) in case of 
SA. 
IMAALAH, as Al-qafish-ah, H.A. (1990, p. 103) writes with reference in his footnotes 
to what was mentioned by Gairdner, W. H. T. (1935, pp. 242-245) and Howel 
Mortiner Stoper (1833. pp. 738-771, iv. i) is usually defined as the "inclination or 
deflection of/aa/ in the direction of/ee/ and that of/ae/ in the direction of/e/ as well." 
METATHESIS refers to an alteration in the normal linguistic structure (Hecker. 
Bernice Vaijick (2007, p. vii)). 
MORPHEME is the minimal distinctive unit of grammar (Hecker, Bernice Varjick 
(2007, p. vii)). 
NUNATION refers to the use of the dental nasal « as a suffix to indicate plural in a 
Semitic language (Hecker, Bernice Varjick (2007, p. vii)) 
RADICAL refers to one of the consonants comprising a Semitic root (Hecker, 
Bernice Varjick (2007, p. vii)). 
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REVOWELLING is mundane variation of infixation (Beard, Robert (1995, p. 39)). 
SPECIFICATION CONSTRAINT (SC), as pointed out by Abd-Rabbo (1988, p. 8! 
and 1990, p. 192). is that "A template will not accept structure for which it is not 
specified." 
TEMPLATE refers to a fixed phonological pattern (shape-invariant) of words whose 
actual segments/melodies are represented as a sequence of consonants C and vowels 
V. Arabic is famous for expressing different meanings by specifying a fixed word 
shape. For example, verbs of the CVCVC shape are perfect active. 
TIER refers to a level of phonological representation wherein segments and features 
are represented. SKELETATIER is the tier which includes an abstract representation 
of the consonants (C) and vowels (V) contained in a particular form. Melodic tier has 
the actual segments of a word. The C and V in the skeletal tier associates to the actual 
segments by lines called association lines. 
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Appendix 3 
Tentative lexical corpus of TYA, CA, and Akkadian cognates 
In some of TYA forms under the noun pattern and adjective pattern in chapter 2 and 
3, respectively some Akkadian cognates have shown with TYA forms. In fact, from 
the beginning of doing the research for this thesis, 1 had a feeling that TYA may share 
a cognate with Akkadian (Akk.), since the latter ends in /u/ in most cases like TYA. 
Undoubtedly TYA shares a cognate with Classical Arabic (CA) represented in the 
root but CA do not end in pausal Id like TYA. It is not always possible to determine 
which of the two languages (TYA vs. Akk. Or TYA vs. CA) retained the original 
sense. This leads me to emphasize the need for a closer study of the TYA-Akk.-
cognates from a historical point of view. According to Zammit, (2002. p. 66) 
"Cognate forms with no glosses, generally in the case of words belonging to the 
'Common' lexicon, share the gloss of the Arabic headword." He also reports that: 
Undoubtedly, the accuracy of comparative semantic observations 
greatly depends on the availability of cognate lexical evidence from a 
number of Semitic languages. At times, the occurrence of a particular 
sense in a number of cognate languages could be indicative of that 
sense's originalit}. since an identical semantic shift simultaneously 
affecting a considerable number of languages is not very likely. 
Moreover, lexical evidence from a single marginal area could attest to 
the semantic retention of an original meaning, but it could also be the 
result of semantic restriction or generalization Extensions of basic 
ideas yield semantic abstractions and conceptualizations, and this is 
particularly relevant to Arabic. Its root inventory is indeed 
characterized b\ semantic concreteness, yet the conceptualization of 
concrete lexical items is a common phenomenon in the Oiir'dn in 
cases where Arabic shares a cognate with only one language, it is not 
always possible to determine which of the two languages retained the 
original sense. Zammit, Martin, R. (2002, pp. 514-516) 
Table (Appendix 3) Tentative lexical corpus of TYA, CA, and Akkadian 
cognates: 
No. 1 TYA 
1. bu 
2. xu 
3. 6nu 
4 . I  m u 
5. 1 'anfu/nuxrah 
6. 1 'awaanyu 
7. biiru 
CA 
'ab 
'ax 
"uSun 
'umm 
'anf 
'aniya 
bi'r 
Akk 
abu 
axu 
uznu 
ummu 
appu 
anu, unutu 
buru 
Pages 
67-68 
69-70 
70 
79 
81 
82 
87 
Gloss 
father 
brother 
ear 
mother 
nose 
vessels, utensil 
well 
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8. 
9. 
10. 
II. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
baHru 
barqu 
bqaru 
baqlu 
bikru A/N 
bnu 
beetu 
traabu 
isVtis 'eh 
gabbaaru A 
gabalu 
gildu 
gannaalu 
gamalu 
Harru 
maHDHuuru/.xiTru/xaTi 
irii 
Halqu 
Hmaaru 
Humrii (A) 
Hanaanu 
Hiinu 
xabaru 
xaTa'ii 
\aai 
xeer (N/A) 
darageh 
dalwu 
dam'u/dmuu'u 
damu 
baHr | bertu 
barq I berqu 
baqar | buqaru 
baql 1 baqlu 
bikr 
"ibn 
bayt 
1 turab 
IS 
gabar 
gabal 
gild 
gamaal 
gamal 
Harr 
maHzOr 
Hulqum 
Himar 
Humr 
Hanan 
HTn 
xabar 
x i r ' 
xal 
xayr 
daraga 
dalw' 
dam" 
dam 
3iibu 1 6i'b 
39. 1 m6ab6abii 1 mu6ab6a 
1 bukru 
binu 
bT(t)Li 
tarbLr(t)u, 
tur(u)bu 
tise 
gaparu 
gablu 
gil(a)du 
gamalu 
gammalu 
ererii 
xatru, xatTru 
liqu 
imeru 
emeru 
enenu 
Inu, enu 
ibru 
xaTu 
xalu 
xaru 
darggu 
dalu 
dimtu 
damu 
zTbu 
zababu 
89 
93 
99 
99 
99 
102 
104 
107 
108 
116 
116 
124 
126 
126 
137 
143-
144 
147 
148 
148-
149 
150 
154 
156 
162-
163 
169 
169-
170 
173 
176-
177 
177 
177-
178 
181 1 
181-
182 
sea 
Lightning, 
thunderbolt 
Oxen, cattle 
Herbs, pot-
herbs 
Virgin, a 
young heifer 
son 
house 
earth, dust 
nine 
strong, 
powerful 
mountain 
Skin, hide 
grace, elegance 
a camel 
heat 
hindered 
The throat 
an ass, donke} 
red 
merc\ 
time 
News; tidings, 
report 
an error 
maternal uncle 
Good, 
agreeable 
step, a degree 
(of honor) 
A bucket 
tears 
blood 
a wolf 
moved about, 
wavering to 
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40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 
51. 
52. 
53. 
54. 
55. 
56. 
57. 
58. 
59. 
60. 
61. 
62. 
63. 
64. 
65. 
66. 
67. 
^68. , 
69. 
70. 
! 7 i . ! 
72. 
1 
1 
dquunu (cf. s. diqnu) 
6akaru 
raasLi 
rba'/rba'ah 
riglu 
riiHu 
safaru 
samee 
smu 
sinnu 
saaqu 
sa'ru 
samsu/ samsLi 
smaalu 
sahru 
seebu 
1 seexu 
SGiiru (A) 
Safraa 
Saffu 
Swaafu 
DHufru 
DHalaamu 
'abdu 
•iglu 
"asr/'a§er 
'aDHmu 
'ainiiqu 
'inabu 
'eenu 
faanyu (A) 
qarnu 
qalbu 
'aSqan 
6akar 
ra's 
"arba' 
rigf 
rTH 
safar 
sama" 
'ism 
sinn 
saq 
sa'r 
sains 
simal 
sahr' 
sayb 
sayx 
SagTr 
Safraa" 
Saff 
"Swaf 
DHufr 
DHulma 
•abd 
'igl 
'asar 
•aDHm 
'amlqu 
'inab 
'ayn 
fani" 
qarn 
qalb 
ziqnu 
zikaru 
resu 
arba'u 
riglu 
rittu 
saparu 
samu. 
sama'u 
sumu 
sinnu 
saq 
sartu 
samsu/sams 
u 
sumelu 
sartu 
sabu 
saxu 
Sexru 
Sapru 
Suppu 
sTpatu 
Supru 
Salamu 
abdu 
xiglu 
eser 
eSemtu 
einequ 
inbu 1 
Tnu 
panu 
qarnu 
qablu 
183 
183-
184 
187 
188 
189-
190 
203 
222-
223 
228 
228-
229 1 
229 
231 
239-
240 
243-
244 
244 
245 
247 
247 
254-
255 
255 
256 
260 
276 
277 
279 
282 
288 
[292 
295-
296 
297 
301 
328 
338 
343-
344 
and fro j 
chins 
male 
a head 
four 
a foot 
wind; ... 
A journey 
heaven 
a name 
a tooth 
a leg 
hair 
the sun 
the left hand 
a month 
hoariness 
an old man 
small 
yellow 
a row, rank 
wool 
a nail, claw 
darkness 
servant 
a calf 
ten 
a bone 
deep; distant 
grapes, a vine 
an eye, 
fountain 
Perishable, 
liable to decay 
horn 
a heart 
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73. 
74. 
75. 
76. 
77. 
78. 
79. J 
80. 
81. 
82. 
83. 
84. 
85. 
86. 
87. 
88. 
89. 
ksaalee/kisliin (cf. s. 
kislu) 
kaffu 
kalbu 
laHmu 
Isaanu 
lahabu 
loonii 
leelu 
miyeh (cf. pi. myaatu) 
mTaru 
milHu 
nafsu 
naaru, niiur 
waraqu 
yaddu 
yamiinii 
yoomu 
kusala 
1 kaff 
kalb 
1 laHm 
lisan 
lahab 
lawn 
lay! 
Mi'a 
maTar 
milH 
nafs 
nar. nur 
waraq 
yadd 
yamln 
yawm 
kislu 
kappu 
kalbu 
laxamu 
lisanu 
la'abu 
lanu 
lelatu 
me,atu 
miTirtu, 
miTru 
m i r u 
napistu 
navvaru 
(\v)araqu 
idu 
immu ] 
Cimu 1 
354 
356 
357 
366 
368 
373 
375 
376 
377 
384 
386-
387 
407 
412-
413 
431 
444-
445 
445-
446 
446 
lazy, sluggish 
a hand 
a dog 
flesh 
tonge; ... 
flaming fire 
colour; ... 
a night 
a hundred 
rain 
salt 
a soul, a living 
soul, a person 
fire; light 
leaves 
a hand 
the right hand 
a day 
X = h (underlined) CA/Akk 
H = h (with dot under h) CA/Akk 
T = t (with dot under t) CA/Akk 
6 = d (underlined) CA 
6 = z (underlined) Akk 
DH = z (with dot under z) CA/Akk 
aa = a CA/Akk 
ii=T CA/Akk 
uu = Q CA/Akk 
ee = e Akk 
Classical Arabic (CA) and Akkadian (Akk.) cognates are reproduced from 
Zammit, Martin, R. (2002. pp. 67-446). The fifth column of the above table refers to 
the numbers of pages indicating the CA and Akkadian cognates from Zammit, Martin, 
R. (2002, pp. 67-446). 
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Appendix 4 
List of names, signatures, and certificates of TYA native speakers 
Given below is a list of tlie names of the TYA native speai<ers in Zabid city with their 
own signatures along with certificates from them accompanied with our own English 
translations; this is during doing the personal communications and interviews (and 
some recordings without their knowledge). All these, except recordings, are scanned 
and shown in this Appendix. 
' - • c- . . - ' • : • ' - ^ - ^ 
.!»£ 
, ^ ,>....,,-,>-M, 
U - , i ( r - v i j ^ - i ^ , . ; j - ( — ( ^ \ . , ' i 
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In the name of Allah Most Gracious Most Merciful 
We. undersigned, certify that the research scholar/ Abdullah Mohammed Mohammed 
Shaghi has done, during his field work for data collection of Thiami Yemeni Arabic 
dialect, several personal communications and interviews with us; we appreciate the 
scientific effort related to the topic of his research that he has done to get the PhD 
degree. We wish him good fortune and success. 
Name Signature 
Ahmed Mohammed Amin Mohammed 
Fadhil. 
Magid Mohammed Ahmed ai-Ahdal. 
Abdo MohaiTimed Ali al-Ahdal 
Abdullatiif Mohammed Hizaam al-Qayri 
Mohammed Abdullah Mohammed Siddiq 
al-Battaah 
Al-Ezzi al-Hadhrami 
Amgad Qaasim Yousof 
Ibrahim Yousof Qattaab 
Abdul-Hakiirn Ezzi Khaliil 
Anwar Yahya Abdullah Khaluuf 
Fuad Abdul-Magid Mahgoub 
Ibrahim Musa Yasiin 
Mohammed Mohammed Ali Shaghi 
Abdo Yahya Ragih 
Mohammed Abdullah Ahmed Muhsin 
Name Signature 
Abdul-Rahman Mohammed Rassaam 
Mukarram Ezzi Saghir 
Dawud Hassan Mahdi 
Hamid Mansour Ebrah 
Abdul-Magid Mohammed Mahgoub 
Murad Abdullah Ezzi Saghir 
Faisal Ali Kaid Dahshush 
Abdullah Abdo al-Garmuzi 
Ahmad Galib Mohammed Haroon 
AbduS-Salam Ahmad Abdulla Al-
Musharri' 
Rizq Ezzi Saghir 
Mohammed Suliaman Hazizi 
Mohammed Amin Mohammed Faadhil 
Abdul-Rahman Mohsin 
Sa"eed Salim Abdo Wasil 
Adam Ibrahim Omaari 
Al-Sheikh Ibrahim Suliaman Yahya 
Laashi 
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In the name of Allah Most Gracious Most Merciful 
17/1/2008 Republic of Yemen 
Al-Muntadaa al-
Adabi-athaqaafi bi-
Zabid (Literary-
Cultural-forum in 
Zabid) 
The research scholar/ Abdullah Mohammed Mohammed Shaghi has done, during his 
field work for data collection of Thiami Yemeni Arabi dialect, several personal 
communications and interviews with us about our Thiami Yemeni Arabic dialect 
related to the topic of his research for getting the PhD degree. The interview has been 
done in Al-Muntadaa al-Adabi-athaqaafi bi-Zabid (in the Literary-Cultural-forum in 
Zabid). We ask Allah for him good luck and success. 
Chairman of al-Muntadaa Vice-chairman of al- Cultural official 
Muntadaa 
Abdullah al-Kawkabani Gamaal Mahdi Ghalib aS-Silmi 
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In the name of Allah Most Gracious Most Merciful 
15/1/2008 Republic of Yemen 
Ministry of Culture 
Heritage Fund 
Muntadaa (Forum) of 
Zabid-Culture-Office 
The research scholar/ Abdullah Mohammed Mohammed Shaghi has done with me 
several personal communications and interviews about our Thiami Yemeni Arabic 
dialect during his field work for linguistic data collection of Thiami Yemeni Arabic 
dialect related to the topic of his research for getting the PhD degree. The interview 
has been done in Muntadaa (Forum) of Zabid-Culture-Office. 
We appreciate this distinct effort to him and wish him good fortune and 
success. Thanks 
Principal of Muntadaa (Forum) of Zabid-Culture-Oftlce 
Mohammed Bin Mohammed Mattah 
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In the name of Allah Most Gracious Most Merciful 
15/1/2008 Republic of Yemen 
Book-General-Assembly 
Ministry of Culture 
Hodaidah Province 
Zabid-Public Library 
The research scholar/ Abdullah Mohammed Mohammed Shaghi has done several 
personal communications and interviews with me during his field work for the 
linguistic data collection of Thiami Yemeni Arabic dialect related to the topic of his 
PhD research and this is in the hall of Zabid-Public Library. He has been acquainted 
with some references which he has photocopied. This is a certificate for the research 
scholar who will add something new in the field of linguistics. For him all thanks for 
his great efforts that he has done through his field work represented in the personal 
communications/interviews either in the library or outside of it. 
We ask Allah for him good fortune and success. 
For every hard worker, there is luck. 
Principal of the Library 
Hisham Abdullah Warruu 
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In the name of Allah Most Gracious Most Merciful 
The research scholar/ Abdullah Mohammed Mohammed Shaghi has done with me 
several personal communications and interviews during his field work for the data 
collection of the linguistic material of Thiami Yemeni Arabic dialect. He has 
benefited from our responses of direct elicitation to many of his questions and inquires 
about the dialect. In fact, he has touch upon an important topic that was absent in the 
mentalities/minds of many Yemeni researchers in Tihamah when he opened our eyes 
to matters upon which we did not make any interest. He has moved within us 
inactivity and unavvareness and pushed us to many paths in the field of data 
collection, documentation and stud\ of our Thiami Yemeni Arabic dialect 
In view of the fact that I write this certificate for him I wish him from all my 
heart good fortune and success in his task and to complete his study in order to many 
researchers get benefits from his valuable study and the results/findings he has 
reached to during his collection of the material that is definitely valuable. 
I wish him good fortune, again. Thanks 
Researcher in Tihami folklore Literature 
Dawud Salim Abdo Baazi 31/12/2007 
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In the name of Allah Most Gracious Most Merciful 
No. 156 
14/1/2008 
Republic of Yemen 
Ministry of Social Affairs and 
Work 
Hodaidah Office 
Al-Husayb-Assembly for 
Heritage, and Folklore Arts in 
Zabid 
The research scholar/ Abdullah Mohammed Mohammed Shaghi has done with the 
members of Al-Husayb-Assembly for Heritage, and Folklore Arts several personal 
communications and interviews during his field work for the linguistic data collection 
of Thiami Yemeni Arabic dialect besides personal-individual interviews with 
researchers and speakers of Tihami Yemeni Arabic dialect. 
In view of the fact that we appreciate the scientific effort the research has done 
in relation to the study of our own Tihami Yemeni dialect related to the topic of his 
research for getting the PhD degree. We grant him this certificate, as gratefulness 
from us for his big effort along with our wish to him with good fortune and success. 
Principal of the Assembly 
Osamah Abul-Rahman al-Hadhrami 
General Secretary of the Assembly 
Dawud Salim Baazi 
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In the name of Allah Most Gracious Most Merciful 
No. 01/2008 Republic of Yemen 
22/01/2008 Hodaidah University 
College of Education-Zabid 
Department of English 
To Whom It May Concern 
Report of Field work completion and application to return to the study-place in 
India for the research scholar/Abdullah Mohammed Mohammed Shaghi 
To inform you that reading thorough, following up and supervising have done on all 
the phases/stages of the field work that the research scholar in linguistics /Abdullah 
Mohammed Mohammed Shaghi. It has been already found that his field work is 
related to the topic of his research for getting the PhD degree under title: 
REVOWELLING VS AFFIXATION IN THE PLURAL FORMATION ASSIGNED 
TO NOUNS AND ADJECTIVES AND THEIR AGREEMENT IN TIHAMI 
YEMENI ARABIC that he presently study and prepare in India. Aligarh Muslim 
University, Faculty of Arts, Department of linguistics, under the supervision of Prof 
S. Imtiaz Hasnain. 
The researcher has done the linguistic data collection of the Thiami Yemeni 
Arabic dialect through his observations to voice recordings that he has recorded for 
the native speakers of the dialect without their knowledge in order to avoid the 
artificiality in speech as well as through his observations to responses of direct 
questions and personal communications and interviews. In addition to this he has 
collected the related scientific resources/references/bibliographies (and that is from 
the time he came back from India to Yemen to do the field work according to the 
enclosed initials up to issuing this report). 
So the research scholar has completed his field work successfully whereof he 
has to return to his stud>-place in India to complete his study and to get the PhD 
degree. 
Accept best gratitude and appreciation 
Dean of the College 
Dr. Hamuud Mohammed Kadhah 
Internal Supervisor, chairman of English 
department 
Dr. Nabil A wad Farae 
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Appendix 5 
Illustrative lexts of recorded data of TYA 
The following texts were recorded from speakers of TYA in Zabid city. The recorded 
data of TYA presented here are given in broad transcription, which is being 
considered to be sufficient to bring out the major phonological and morphological 
differences. 
Taking into consideration the two underlying principles: ethicaiity and 
legality, we only included below some samples of recorded data of TYA speakers 
with their knowledge: the majority of the recorded data of TYA speakers without their 
knowledge have been only used for our own listening and observations focusing only 
on what we are linguistically looking for (i.e. the nouns and adjectives and their plural 
forms and the verbs as derivational sources). See appendix 4 that shows a list of 
names, signatures, and certificates of TYA native speakers. 
The first text is from a semi-literate man of about 60 years. The second text is 
a part of a long conversation. It is that of a semi-literate man of about 60 years, an 
illiterate woman of about 50 jears and an illiterate woman of about 50 years. The 
third text is that of an illiterate man; it is from a published and recorded data available 
in a web site (see it below). 
Each of the TYA texts is given with inter-linear vvord-by-word translation; 
then, an English translation of the whole text is given. 
Textl 
Before presenting text I below, it is important to point out that the following text is 
from a TYA speaker narrating an event in the past including Tihami Yemeni folklore 
poems. The text is only a short part of a long speech. In poetical debate and dialogue, 
a great famous Tihami Yemeni folklore love poem has been attested in the literature 
(see Warruu (2004) and Al-Omariy (2006)), by the great famous Tihami Yemeni 
folklore poets: Ali Fitiini, Abdullah Atiyyah and Mohammed Shaghi. The first two 
persons had passed away. The last one is still alive. He is the father of the research 
scholar. Here, he says a folklore love poem that he had heard from Ali Fitiini, and his 
own response on that poem after a period of time. 
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marr qaSdu Hras b-am-\adr fi gi'naab fa\m 
bypassed wanted nice with- the- ornament in nose proudness 
woo durr Saafi wa-laa-fi Gas fi-1-Hubb Haawal 'asuud dahru 
oh pearl pure and-no-in cheating in-the-love tried lions epoch 
maa-naa-s Gabi tl-l-Garaam s-a-dGas 'a-bni-m-"ulee ya-nzali 
No-l-no stupid in-the adore will-i-cheated I-build-the-highness it-waits 
xadru wa-m-Haarsi laa-naham si-fras Habsii (N) 
decoration and-the-bodyguard if-roars will-he prey upon locking up 
sun-eh w-kuii-yoom kasrii 6aa sami't-oh "alaa lisaan saaiim s'iid 
a year and-every-day breaking down this heard-it on tongue Saiim S"iid 
am-mqawwit raHmat-u-llaahi 'al-eeh Tan-nanaa kunt anaa ktub 
the-selierofqat Mercy-of-Allah on-him because-! was I write 
li-Hasan qumri mmaa-kaan ya-twakkal been-aq-qaat w-kunt aaa 
for Hasan Qumri when he-charges (with) in-the-qal and was 1 aaa 
wa-Hasan qumri kaan kaSaalik ya-HfaDH kaOiir mna!-aaa haa5ihii-l-'abyaat 
and Hasan Qumri was also he-memorizes many of-of-aaa-these-the-verses 
fa-radiit-"anaa 'ai-eeh ba'd fatrah HuDiit woo xu- m-arash am-rash 
so-respond 1 on-him after period get-luck-you oh brother the-rain-the-rainy 
wi - giid am-Gazaal wahabl-ak'yuun &</;-//(N) law sakk "aaSifsamaa-k 
an- beauty the-gazelle bestowed-you eyes falcon if suspect stormy sky-your 
wa-nqas "alaa gabiin-ak wsaam zo^ r^M (N) "ahle-l-/?mi'ee 
and-decorate on forehead-your medal prevention people-the-love 
wa-l-Garaam tabtas Hiin-maa- taraa Tal'it-ak/wcin/(N) Hubb-ak 
and-the-adore get-pleased whenever see look-your full-moon love-your 
skan fi-/-/// 'aad farras \v - ratab - ta - la - k fi-m-Hi.s'hee qaSni (N) 
lived in-the-heart got read} and-arranged-I-for-you in-the-interior palace 
xaalag mazaag-i hawaa-k wa-n'as t-Haqqaq fl-qalb-i "amal 
preoccupy temper-my love-your and refresh it-get-achieved in-heart-my hope 
iiaSrii (N) w-leet-ak ta-raa keef qalb-i nkas w-Sadr-i 
victory and-hope-you you-see how heart-my be joyfull and-chest-my 
saraH-ba-k w-/77///«x/'i/(A) s-a-Hnaq w-s-aa-Giir w-s-a-
delight-in-you and-proud will-l-get angry and-will-l-be jealous and-will-I-
tsawwas yaa-weel Iman naawyu (A) -b- niakni (M) wa-qsim yamiin 
get confused unto-woe who intending-with-betray and-swear oath 
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la-Hml-a/7;-rav.saav wa- laqqina-'daa-k rSaaS gawri/(N) 
to-carry-the- machine-gun and- teach enemies-your bullets ember 
haSaa min qool-ii 'anaa moHammed shaghi wa-l-'awvval min qool ali-ftiini 
this from speech-my i Mohammed Shaghi and-the-first from speech Ali Fitiini 
"A nice-wanted bypassed with the ornament in nose for proudness. Oh pure pearl with 
no cheating in the love lions tried for an epoch. 1 am not stupid in adore (to the extent) 
that 1 will be cheated. 1 build the highness, it waits for decoration and the bodyguard if 
roars, he will prey upon locking up for a year and every day breaking down." I heard 
this on tongue of Salim S'iid, the seller of qat, Mercy-of-Allah on him. This is 
because 1 used to write for Hasan QLimri when he charges (with) qat and I was aaa 
and Hasan Qumri was used to memorize many of these verses, so 1 responded to him 
after a period: "You get-luck. Oh! brother of the rain_\' rain and beauty of the gazelle 
bestowed you with eyes of falcon; if stormy suspect }'our sky and decorate on your 
forehead a prevention-medal people of the love and the adore would get-pleased 
whenever they see your full-moon-look; \our love lived in the heart and got ready and 
I arranged for you in the interior (of mine) a palace. Your love preoccupies ms temper 
and refreshes; in my heart, hope of victory got achieved. Hope you see how my heart 
is joyful and my chest get delighted with you and be proud; 1 will get angry, be 
jealous and get confused. Woe unto who is intending with betray and 1 swear oath to 
carry the machine gun and teach your enemies ember-bullets." This is from my 
speech, I, Mohammed Shaghi and the first is from speech of Ali Fitiini. 
Text 2 
Before presenting text 2 below, it is important to point out that the follow-ing text is a 
part of a long conversation between the following TYA speakers asking and 
answering each other some riddles. Some words are used metaphorically; 
R.S. = research scholar 
(A) = speaker A, aged about 60 (father of R.S.) 
(B) = speaker B, aged about 45 (daughter of the late paternal aunt of R.S.) 
(C) = speaker C, aged about 50 (paternal aunt of R.S.) 
A: 'a\aa waHdu(N) msaddadu (A) ba-mGaahi (N-BP) maa-huu 
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A: On one having worn (msadd-eh on head) vvith-intestines/bowels whal-he/it 
B: am-Higaaz 
B:the-rope 
C: aq-qaSah-ah 
C: the-(hubble bubble) tube 
A: arji- 'arii.s 
A: the-hut 
Biam-'anis haaa Haq zamaan thii thii xraatlyyaat 
B; the-hut yeah of (that) time this this myths 
A: 'alaa waHd-eh tasHab ba-mGaaleeh 
A: On (a female) one pulls with-intestines/bowels-her 
B: am-med'-eh \\'-aq-qa\ab-ah 
B: the-hubble bubble and-the-(hubble bubble) tube 
A: ag-giid-eh w-am-mahr-eh 
A; the-thread and-the-needle 
B; 'eewah dg-giid-eh w-am-mabr-eh w-allaah Sidqii (A) 
B: yeah the-thread and-the-needle by-Allah/God trueness 
B: "alaa r/ttS'-c//? (N) lok lok maa ya-ftahih illaa rabb-al-molk 
B: On a tin locked locked never he-opens except God of the-Kingdom 
A: (im-l-hihlee (A) 
A: the-pregnant 
B: "eewaah wa-llaah m-Hublee (A) 
B: Yeah by Allah/God the-pregnant 
C: 'alaa qub-ah balaa baab ab-beeD-ah 
C: On (a) dome without door the-egg 
B: "alaa qub-ah balaa baab ab-beeD-ah 
B: On (a) dome without door the-egg 
A: ab-beeD-ah 
A: the-egg 
A: 'alaa Hundul bundul fi-q-qa' ya-ndul 
A: On (a) Hundui bundul in-the-ground he-makes (a hole) 
B: aq-qa'muus 
B: the-(blackj ant (that bites) 
A: haaa haaaa 
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A; yeah yeah 
A: On a (male) one having worn {msacid-eh a shmvl on his head) vvith-
intestines/bowels. what is it? 
B: the-rope 
C: the-(hubble bubble) tube 
A: the-hut 
B: the-hut! Yeah, this is of (that) time, this is myths. 
A: On a (female) one that pulls with her/its intestines/bowels. 
B: the-hubble bubble anci-the-(hubble bubble) tube 
A: the thread and the needle 
B: Yeah, the thread and the needle; by-Allah/God. (it is) trueness 
B: On a tin/can locked and locked that no one opens except God of the-Kingdom 
A: the pregnant 
B: Yeah, by Allah/God, (she is) the-pregnant 
C: On (a) dome without a door, the-egg 
B; On (a) dome without a door, the-egg 
A: the-egg 
A: On (a) Hundul bundul that in-the-ground makes (a hole) 
B: the-(black) ant (that bites) 
A; Yeah! Yeah 
Text 3 
Before presenting text 3 below, it is important to remind you that in the introductory 
chapter we have pointed out that the spoken Tihami Yemeni Arabic of the Zabid city 
is much like that of other cities in Yemeni Tihamah region. Practically, all the urban 
as well as rural dialects of the Yemeni Tihamah area - as 1 shall call this region - may 
be considered variants of one language which 1 call Tihami Yemeni Arabic (TYA). 
Any one of these dialects is an adequate vehicle of spoken communication for the 
whole area. So as an evidence, and with the help of Express Scribe program. I have 
transcribed the following text from a published recording entitled: 
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behnstedt_singer_barh_l. which has been taken from (the German web site with 
English version entitled: (http://www.semarch.uni-
hd.de/sprecher.php4?GR 1D=4&LD 1D=5&RG ID=35&ORT ID=90&SP 1D=301 
&lang=en) accessed Tuesday, February. 23, 2010 at 1:30 AM; Artist: N. N.; Album: 
Jemen Genre: Arabische Dialektologie; 19-11-2004 Barh FsSinger I Einfuhrung.) It is 
one of four published recordings available in the aforementioned web site. It is as 
evidence that TYA spoken in Zabid city is an adequate vehicle of spoken 
communication for the whole area especially with having the feature of pausal /u/ 
(e.g. in the underlined word Ganamu '"goats") and the feature of the definite article 
am- (e.g. in the underlined word am-Ganam "the goats"): 
niHnaa badw fi gibaal barH duba' addaaxal fii barH duba' addaaxal 
we Bedouins in mountains Barh-duba"-"addaaxil in Barh-duba"-"addaaxil 
'indanaa Gamiimi fi-g-gibaal HaSal am-maaTir w-TayaH 'alee-naa 
with us goats in the mountains happened the rain and killed on-us 
am-mawaasi maat am-Ganam min ammaaTir w-ag-guhaal \\-am-'gaay\z 
the goats died the goats from the rain and the children and-the-old women 
w-amri'ii kaanu ag-gabal mihgiriin wa-'agi ammaaTir 
and-the-shepherds were the mountains emigrating and-came the rain 
min gawr am-maaTir salaq-la-naa am-Ganam laa'inda-naa laa byuut 
from place the rain killed for-our the-goats no with us no houses 
wa-laa Huud maa-m'aa-naa ilia tHat-am-sagar w-"aSbaH-naa laa 'inda-naa 
and-no fences no-with us except under-the-trees and-became-we no with-us 
maawaa Giir as-sagar-ah allaSi ta-DHilla-naa am-sigar-ah allaSi 
shelter except the-tree that she-shadows-us the-tree that 
ta-DHilla-naa 'i6aa intaha-t am-sigar-ah 'aSbaH na-Stabmin 
she-shadows-us if vanished the-tree became we suffer from 
am-sams w-am-maaTir w-"aSbaH-naa maa-ma"aa-naa illaallaah 
the sun and-the-rain and-became-we no-with-us except Allah/God 
wa-laa 'aHadan siwa-ah 
and-no one other than-him 
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We are Bedouins in mountains of Barh-duba'-"addaaxil. In Barh-duba'-'addaaxil. we 
have goats; in tlie mountains the rain happened and l<illed the goats: the goats died 
from the rain. The children, the old women and the shepherds were emigrating; the 
rain came from place of the rain; it killed the goats of ours; we did have neither 
houses nor fences. There was nothing with us except under trees and we became 
having no shelter except the tree that shadows us; the tree that shadows us if the tree 
vanished, we would become suffering from the sun and the rain and we would 
become having nothing except Allah/God and no one other than him. 
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